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wrong. In addition, the reader must realize that the specification for an emerg- 
ing technology is rapidly evolving. We make every attempt to produce o w  
books on a timely basls, but the next revision of the specification sometimes out- 
runs us. This version of o w  PC1 book complies with revlsion 2.2 of the speciflca- 
tion, dated 12/18/98. 
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Who this Book is For 

This book is intended for use by hardware and software design and support 
personnel. Due to the clear, concise explanatory methods used to describe each 
subject, personnel outside of the design field may also flnd the text useful. 

Prerequisite Knowledge 

It is highly recommended that the reader have a good knowledge of PC and 
processor bus architecture prior to reading this book. The Mindshare publica- 
tions entitled ISA System Architecture and Pentium Pro and Pentium I1 System 
ArcMtecture provide suMclent background for this purpose. Alternately, the 
reader may substitute Pentium Pmcessor System Architecture or PowerPC System 
ArcMtecturein place of Pentium Pm and Pentium L7 System Architecture. 

Object Size Designations 

The following designations are used throughout this book when referring to the 
size of data objects: 

A byte is an &bit object. 
A word is a 18bit, or two byte, object. 
A doubleword, or dword, is a 32-bit or four byte, object. 
A quadword is a 64-bit, or eight byte, object. 
A paragraph is a 128-bit, or 16 byte, obJect. 
A page is a 4K-allgned 4KB area of address space. 

The specification frequently uses the processor's cache line size as  a convenient 
memory block size In various discussions. Be aware that the cache line size is 
defined by the processor type utilized in the system. As an example, the current 
members of the P6 processor family have a cache line size of 32 bytes. 
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Documentation Conventions 
This section defines the typographical convention used throughout this book. 

Hex Notation 

All hex numbers are followed by an 'h". Examples: 

All binary numbers are followed by a 'b". Examples: 

0001 OlOlb 
Olb 

Decimal Notation 

Numbers without any suffix are decimal. When required for clarity, decimal 
numbers are followed by a "d". The following examples each represent a deci- 
mal number: 

Signal Name Representation 

Each signal that assumes the logic low state when asserted is followed by a 
pound sign Q. As an example, the TRDY# signal b asserted low when the tar- 
get is ready to complete a data transfer. 

Signals that are not followed by a pound sign are asserted when they assume 
the logic high state. As an example, lDSEL is asserted high to lndicate that a PC1 
device's configuration space is being addmsed. 
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Identification of Bit Fields (logical groups of bits or 
signals) 

All bit fields are designated in littleendian bit ordering as follows: 

where "X" b the most-significant bit and "Y" is the 1east.significant bit of the 
field. As an example, the PC1 addreddata  bus wmlsts of AD131:01, where 
AD1311 is the most-significant and AD101 the least-significant bit of the fleld. 

We Want Your Feedback 

Mindshare values your comments and sug@om. You can contact us via mall. 
phone, fax or internet email. 

Phone: (719) 487-1417 or (in U.S.) 800-633-1440 
Fax: (719) 487-1434 
E-mail: tom@mindshare.com 
Web Site: WWW.MINDSHARE.COM 

To obtain information on public or prlvate seminars, go to o w  web site. 

Mailing Address 

Mindshare, Inc. 
4285 Slash Pine Drive 
Colorado Springs, CO 80908 



This Chapter 

This chapter provides a brief history of PCI, introduces its maJor feature set  the 
concept of a PC1 device versus a PC1 function. and identifies the spedflcatlons 
that this book is based upon. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter provides an Introduction to the PC1 hansfer mechanism. 
including a detlnltion of the following basic concepts: burst tmnsfers, the initia- 
tor, targets, agents, single and multi-function devices, the PC1 bus clock, the 
address phase, clalming the transaction, the data phase, transaction completion 
and the return of the bus to the idle state. It defmes how a device must respond 
E the device that it is transferring data with exhibits a protocol violation. Finally, 
it introduces the "green" nature of PCI-power conservation is stressed in the 
Spec. 

PC1 Bus History 

Intel made the decision not to back the VESA VL standard because the emerg- 
ing standard did not take a suffldently long-term appmach towards the prob- 
lems presented at that tlme and those to be faced in the coming five years. In 
addition, the VL bus had very limited support for burst transfers, thereby limit- 
ing the achievable throughput. 

Intel defined the PC1 bus to ensure that the marketplace would not become 
cmwded with various permutations of local bus architectures peculiar to a spe- 
cific processor bus. The flrst release of the specification, version 1.0, became 
available on 6/22/92. Revlsion 2.0 became available in April of 1993. Revlsion 
2.1 was issued in Q1 of 1995. The latest version, 2.2, was completed on Decem- 
ber 18,1998, and became available in February of 1999. 
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PC1 Bus Features 

PC1 stands for Pdpberal Component Interconnect. The PC1 bus can be popu- 
lated with adapters requiring fast accesses to each other and/or system mem- 
ory and that can be accessed by the processor at speeds approaching that of the 
processor's full native bus speed. It is very important to note that all read and 
write transfen over the PC1 bus can be performed as burst transfers. The length 
of the burst is determined by the bus master. The target is given the start 
address and the transaction type at the start of the transaction, but is not told 
the transfer length. As the master becomes ready to transfer each data item, it 
informs the target whether or not it's the last one. The transaction completes 
when the Rnal data item has been transferred. 

Figure 1-1 on page 11 illustrates the basic relationship of the PCI, expansion, 
processor and memory buses. 

The host/PCI bridge, frequently referred to as the North Bridge, connects 
the host processor bus to the mt PC1 bus. 
The PCI-to-ISA bridge. frequently refened to as the South Bridge, connects 
the root PC1 bus to the ISA (or EISA) bus. The South Bridge also typically 
incorporates the Interrupt Controller. IDE Controller. USB Host Controller, 
and the DMA Contmller. The North and South Bridges comprise the 
chipset. 
One or more PCI-to-PC1 bridges (not shown) may be embedded on the root 
PC1 bus, or may reside on a PC1 add-in card. 
In addition, a chipset may support more than one Norrh Bridge (not 
shown). 

Table 1-1: Major PC1 Features 

Feature 

Processor Indepen- 
dence 

Support for up to 
approximately 80 
PC1 functions per 
PC1 bus 

Description 

Components designed for the PC1 bus are PCI-specific, not 
pmcessor-specific, thereby isolating device design from pro- 
cessor upgrade treadmill. 

A typical PC1 bus implementation supports approximately ten 
electrical loads, and each devlce presents a load to the bus. 
Each device, in turn, may contain up to eight PC1 functions. 
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Z?ible 1-1: Major PC1 Features (Continued) 

8Mbytes per sewnd are achievable on a 64-bit, 

that resides on 
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Z?ible 1-1: Major PC1 Features (Continued) 

Feature 

Auto-Configuration 

Software Transpar- 
ency 

Add-In Cards 

Add-In Card Slze 

Description 

Full blt-level specification of the configuration registers neces- 
sary to support automatic device detection and configuration. 

Software drivers utlltze same command set and status defini- 
tion when communicating wlth PC1 device or its expansion 
bus-oriented cousin. 

The spectflcation includes a definition of PC1 connectors and 
add-in cards. 

The spectflcation defines three card slzes: long, short and varl- 
able-height short cards. 
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PC1 Device vs. Function 

The typical PC1 device consists of a complete peripheral adapter encapsulated 
within an IC package or integrated onto a PC1 expansion card. Typical examples 
would be a network, display or SCSI adapter. During the initial period after the 
introduction of the PC1 speclllcation, many vendors chose to interface pre-exis- 
tent, non-PC1 compliant devlces to the PC1 bus. This was easily accomplished 
using programmable logic arrays (PLAs). Figure 1-2 on page 12 illustrates ten 
PCI-compliant devices attached to the PC1 bus on the system board. It should 
also be noted that each PCI-compliant package (embedded component or add- 
in card) may contaln up to eight PC1 functions. A function is a logical device. 

Figure 1-2: PC1 Devices Attached to the PC1 Bus 

n\n/p Stubs Sideband Signals 

I 
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Specifications Book is Based On 

This book is based on the documents indicated in Table 1-2 on page 13. 

Bble 1-2: This Book is Based On The Following Documents 

Obtaining PC1 Bus Specification(s) 

Document ntle 

PC1 Local Bus Specification 

PCI-to-PC1 Bridge Specification 

PC1 System Design Guide 

PC1 BIOS Specification 

PC1 Bus Power Management Interface Spedflcatlon 

PC1 Hot-Plug SpedRcation 

The PC1 bus specification, version 1.0, was developed by Intel Corporation. The 
speclflcation is now managed by a consortium of industry partners known as 
the PC1 Special Interest Group (SIG). Mindshare. Inc. is a member of the SIC. 
The specifications are commercially available for purchase fmm the SIG. The 
latest revision of the specification (as of this printing) is 2.2. For infomation 
regarding the specifications and/or SIG membership, contact: 

Revision 

2.2 

1.1 

1.0 

2.1 

1.1 

1.0 

PC1 Special Intemt Gmup 
2575 N.E. Kathryn XI7 

Hillsborn, Oregon 97124 
1-800-433-5177 (USA) 

503-693-6232 (International) 
503-693-8344 pax) 
pcisig@pdsig.com 

http://www.pdsig.com 





'Z Intro to PCI Bus 
Operation 

The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter pmvided a brief history of PCI, introduced it's major fea- 
ture set, the concept of a PC1 device versus a PC1 function. and identified the 
specifications that thls book is based upon. It also provided information on con- 
tacting the PC1 SIG. 

In This Chapter 

This chapter pmvides an introduction to the PC1 transfer mechanism, including 
a definition of the following basic concepts: burst transfers, the initiator, targets. 
agents, single and multi-function devices, the PC1 bus dock, the address phase. 
claiming the transaction, the data phase, transaction completion and the return 
of the bus to the idle state. It defines how a device must respond if the device 
that it is transferring data with exhibits a pmtocol violation. Finally, it intro- 
duces the "green" nature of PCI-power conservation is stressed in the spec. 

The Next Chapter 

Unllke many buses, the PC1 bus does not incorporate termination resistors at 
the physical end of the bus to absorb voltage changes and prevent the wave- 
fmnt caused by a voltage change from being reflected back down the bus. 
Rather. PC1 uses reflections to advantage. The next chapter pmvides an im- 
duction to reflected-wave switching. 

Burst Transfer 

Refer to Figure 2-1 on page 16. A burst transfer is one consisting of a single 
address phase followed by two or more data phases. The bus master only has to 
arbitrate for bus ownership one time. The s M  address and transaction type are 
issued during the address phase. AU devices on the bus latch the address and 
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transaction type and decode them to detwmine which is the target device. The 
target devlce latches the start address into an address counter (assuming it s u p  
ports burst mode--more on this later) and is responsible for incrementing the 
address from data phase to data phase. 

PC1 data transfers can be accomplished using burst transfers. Many PC1 bus 
masters and target devices are designed to support burst mode. It should be 
noted that a PC1 target may be designed such that it can only handle single data 
phase transactions. When a bus master attempts to perform a burst transactlon, 
the target forces the master to terminate the transaction at the completion of the 
first data phase. The master must =-arbitrate for the bus to attempt resumption 
of the burst with the next data item. The target termhates each burst transfer 
attempt when the Arst data phase completes. This would yield very poor per- 
formance, but may be the correct approach for a d e w  that doesn't require high 
throughput. Each burst transfer wnsists of the following basic components: 

The address and transfer type are output during the address phase. 
A data object (up to 32-bits in a 32-bit implementatlon or 64-bits in a 64-bit 
hnplernentatlon) may then be transferred during each subsequent data 
phase. 

Assuming that neither the initiator (Le., the master) nor the target device inserts 
wait states In each data phase, a data object (a dword or a quadword) may be 
transferred on the rkhg-edge of each PC1 dock cycle. At a PC1 bus clock fre- 
quency of 33MHz, a transfer rate of 132Mbytes/second may be achieved. A 
transfer rate of 264Mbytes/second may be achieved in a 64-bit implementatlon 
when performhg 64-bit transfers d m  each data phase. A 66MHz PC1 bus 
implementation can achieve 264 or 528Mbytes/second transfer rates using 32- 
or 64-bit transfers. This chapter introduces the burst mechanism used to per- 
forming block transfers over the PC1 bus. 

I ; & m  2-1: hmpk Burst Data lhmsfkr 
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Initiator, Target and Agents 

There are two participants in every PC1 burst transfer: the Initiator and the tar- 
get. The initiator, or bus master, is the device that initiates a transfer. The terms 
bus master and Initiator can be used interchangeably and frequently are in the 
PC1 spedflcation. The target is the device currently addressed by the initiator 
for the purpose of performing a data tansfer. PC1 initiator and target devices 
are commonly referred to as PCI-compliant agents in the spec. 

Single- Vs. Multi-Function PC1 Devices 

A PC1 physical device package may take the f o m  of a component integrated 
onto the system board or may be implemented on a PC1 add-in card. Each PC1 
package (referred to in the spec as a device) may incorporate from one to eight 
separate functions. A function is a logical device. This is analogous to a multi- 
function card found in any ISA. EISA or Micro Channel machine. 

A package c o n t a n g  one function is referred to as a single-funcbion PC1 
device. 
while a package containing two or more PC1 funaions is referred to as a 
multi-funetion PC1 device. 

Each function contains its own. individually-addressable codguration space, 
64 dwords in size. Its configuration registers are implemented in this space. 
Using these registers, the configuration software can automatically detect the 
function's presence, determine its resource requirements (memory space. I 0  
space, interrupt line, etc.), and can then assign resources to the function that are 
guaranteed not to conflict with the resources assigned to other devices. 

PC1 Bus Clock 

Refer to the CLK signal tn Figure 2-2 on page 19. All aaions on the PC1 bus are 
synchronized to the PC1 CLK signal. The frequency of the CLK signal may be 
anywhere fmm OMHz to 33MHz. The revision 1.0 specification stated that all 
devices must support operation from 16 to 33MHz, while recommending s u p  
port for operation down to OMHz (in other words, when the dock has been 
stopped as a power conservation strategy). The revision 2x (x = 1 or 2) PC1 
specification indicates that all PC1 devices must support PC1 operation within 
the OMHz to 33MHz range. Support for operation down to OMHz pmvides 
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low-power and static debug capability. On a bus with a clock running at 33MHz 
or slower, the PC1 CLK frequency may be changed at any time and may be 
stopped (but only in the low state). Components integrated onto the system 
board may be designed to only operate at a single frequency and may require a 
policy of no frequency change (and the system board designer would ensure 
that the dock frequency remalns unchanged). Devices on adddn cards must 
support operation from 0 through 33MHz (because the card must operate in 
any platform that it may be installed in). 

The revision 2.1 specification also d e h e d  PC1 bus operation at speeds of up to 
66MHz. The chapter entitled "66MHz PC1 Implementation" describes the opera- 
tional characteristics of the 66MHz PC1 bus, embedded devices and add-in 
cards. 

Address Phase 
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. Every PC1 transaction (with the exception of a 
transaction using 64-bit addressing) starts off with an address phase one PC1 
clock period in duration (the only exception is a transaction wherein the initia- 
tor uses 64-bit addressing delivered in two address phases and consuming two 
PC1 clock periods--this topic is covered in "64-bit Addressing" on page 287). 
During the address phase, the initiator identifies the target device (via the 
address) and the type of transaction (also referred to as the command type). The 
target device is identifled by driving a start addms within its assigned range 
onto the PC1 addreddata bus. At the same time, the initiator identifies the 
type of transaction by driving the command type onto the 4-bit wide PC1 Com- 
mand/Byte Enable bus. The initiator also asserts the FRAME# signal to indicate 
the presence of a valid start address and transaction type on the bus. Since the 
initiator only presents the start address and command for one PC1 clock cycle, it 
is the responsibility of every PC1 target device to latch the address and com- 
mand on the next rising-edge of the clock so that it may subsequently be 
decoded. 

By decoding the a d d m  latched fmm the address bus and the command type 
latched fmm the Command/Byte Enable bus, a target devlce can determine if it 
is being a d b e d  and the type of transaction in pmgress. It's important to note 
that the initiator only supplies a start address to the target (during the address 
phase). Upon completion of the address phase. the addreddata bus becomes 
the data bus for the duration of the transaction and is used to transfer data in 
each of the data phases. It is the responsibility of the target to latch the start 
address and to auto-increment it (assuming that the target supports burst trans- 
fers) to point to the next group of locations (a dword or a quadword) during 
each subsequent data transfer. 
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Claimlng the Transaction 
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. When a PC1 target determines that it is the target 
of a transaction, it must claim the transaction by asserting DEVSEL# (Device 
Select). If the initiator doesn't sample DEVSELd asserted within a predeter- 
mined amount of time, it aborts the transaction. 

Data Phase(s) 
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. The data phase of a transaction is the period dur- 
ing which a data object is transferred between the Initiator and the target. The 
number of data bytes to be transferred during a data phase k determined by the 
number of Command/Byte Enable signals that are asserted by the initiator dur- 
ing the data phase. 
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Each data phase is at least one PC1 clock period in duration. Both the initiator 
and the target must indicate that they are ready to complete a data phase. or the 
data phase is extended by a wait state one PC1 CLK period in duration. The PC1 
bus defmes ready signal lines used by both the initiator (IRDY#) and the target 
(TRDY#) for this purpose. 

Transaction Duration 

The initiator doesn't issue a transfer count to the target. Rather, in each data 
phase it indicates whether it's m d y  to transfer the current data item and, if it is, 
whether it's the final data item. FRAME# is asserted at the start of the address 
phase and remains asserted until the initiator is ready (asserts IRDY#) to com- 
plete the final data phase. When the target samples IRDYX asserted and 
FRAME# deasserted in a data phase, it realizes that this is the f i  data phase. 
However, the data phase will not complete until the target has also asserted the 
TRDY# signal. 

Transaction Completion and Return of Bus to Idle State 
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. The initiator indicates that the last data transfer 
(of a burst transfer) is in progrgs by deasserting FRAME# and asserting IRDY#. 
When the last data transfer has been completed, the initiator returns the PC1 bus 
to the idle state by deassertlng its ready line (IRDYII). 

If another bus master had previously been granted ownership of the bus by the 
PC1 bus arbiter and was waiting for the current Initiator to surrender the bus, it 
can detect that the bus has returned to the idle state by detecting FRAME# and 
IRDY# both deasserted on the same rising-edge of the PC1 clock (on the rising- 
edge of dock nine in the figure). 

Response to Illegal Behavior 
The PC1 specification does not encourage the device designer to actively check 
for protocol violations. If a device does detect a violation, however, the Follow- 
ing policy is advised. 

Upon detection of illegal use of bus protocol, all PC1 devices should be designed 
to gracefully return to the idle state (i.e.. cease driving all bus signals and return 
its target or master state machine to the quiescent state) as quickly as possible. 
The good device (as opposed to the evil one) should attempt to stay operational 
so it can participate in future transactions. 
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The spedflcation is understandably vague on this point It depends on the 
nature of the protocol violation as to whether the devices can gracefully return 
to their idle states and still function properly. As an example, the speciflcation 
cites the case where the initiator simultaneously deasserts FRAME# and IRDY# 
(an illegal action). In this case, when the target detects this Illegal end to the 
hamaction, it is suggested that the target deassert all target-related signals and 
retum its state machine to the idle state. In the event that a protocol violation 
leaves a target device questioning its abU1ty to function correctly in the future. it 
can respond to all future access attempts with a Target Abort (explained in 'Tar- 
get Abort" on page 194). If the target thinks that the protocol violation has not 
impaired its ability to function correctly, it just surrenders all signals, returns to 
the idle state, and does not indicate any type of emr. 

"Green" Machine 

In keeping with the goal of low power consumption, the speciRcation calls for 
low-power, CMOS output drivers and receivers to be used by PC1 devices. 

The next chapter intmduces the reflected-wave switching used in the PC1 bus 
environment to permit low-power. CMOS drivers to successfully drive the bus. 

If the address/data bus and command/byte enable signals are permitted to 
float (around the switching region of the CMOS input buffers which exkt in 
every PC1 device) For extended periods of time, the receiver inputs would oscil- 
late and draw excessive current. This is a violation of the spec. To prevent this 
from happening. it is a rule in PC1 that the address/data bus. the command/ 
byte enables, and the parity signal must not be permitted to float for extended 
periods of time. Slnce the bus is normally driven most of the time, it may be 
assumed that the pre-charged bus (precharged by the last entity to drive the 
bus) will retatn its state while not being driven for brief periods of time during 
turnaround cycles (turnaround cycles are described in the chapter entitled 
'Read Transfers" on page 123). 

'Bus Parklng" on page 65 describes the mechanism utiked to prevent the bus 
from floating when the bus is idle. The chapters entitled 'Read Transfers" on 
page 123 and "Write Transfers" on page 135 desdbe the mechanism utilized 
during data phases with wait states. The chapter entitled "The 64-bit PC1 Exten- 
sion" describes the mechanism utilized to keep the upper half of the bus from 
floating when it's not in use (during a 32-bit transfer). 





Wave Switching 
Prior To This Chapter 
The previous chapter provided an introduction to the PC1 transfer mechanism. 
including a deflnition of the following basic concepts: burst transfers, the initia- 
tor, targets, agents, single and multi-function devices, the PC1 bus clock, the 
address phase, claiming the transaction. the data phase, transaction completion 
and the return of the bus to the idle state. It defined how a device must respond 
if the device that it is transferring data with exhibits a protocol violation. Finally, 
it introduced the "green" nature of PCI-power conservation is stressed in the 
spec. 

In This Chapter 
Unlike many buses, the PC1 bus d o g  not incorporate termination resiston at 
the physical end of the bus to absorb voltage changes and prevent the wave- 
front caused by a voltage change from being reflected back down the bus. 
Rather, PC1 uses reflections to advantage. This chapter provides an introduction 
to reflected-wave switching. 

The Next Chapter 
The next chapter provides an introduction to the signal p u p s  that comprise 
the PC1 bus. 

Each Trace Is a Transmission Line 

Refer to Figure 3-1 on page 25. Consider the case where a signal trace is fed by a 
driver and is attached to a number of device inputs distributed along the signal 
trace. In the past, in order to speclfy the strength of the driver to be used, the 
system designer would ignore the elechical characteristics of the trace itself and 
only factor in the electrical characteristics of the devices connected to the trace. 
This approach was acceptable when the system clock rate was down in the 
lMHz range. The designer would add up the capacitance of each input con- 
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nected to the trace and treat it as a lumped capacitance. This value would be 
used to select the drive current capability of the driver. In high-frequency envi- 
ronments such as PCI, traces must switch state at rates fmm 25MHz on up. At 
these bus speeds, traces act as transmission lines and the electrical characteris- 
tics of the trace must also be factored into the equation used to select the charac- 
teristla of the output driver. 

A transmission line presents impedance to the driver attempting to drive a volt- 
age change onto the trace and also imposes a time delay in the transmission of 
the voltage change along the trace. The typical trace's impedance ranges hom 
50 to 110 Ohms. The width of the trace and the distance of the trace from a 
ground plane are the major factors that influence its impedance. A wide trace 
located close to a ground plane is more capacitive in nature and its impedance is 
close to 50 Ohms. A narrow trace located far from a ground plane is more 
inductive in nature and its impedance is in the area of 110 Ohms Each device 
input attached to the trace is largely capacitive in nature. This has the effect of 
decreasing the overall impedance that the trace offers to a driver. 

Old Method: Incident-Wave Switching 

Consider the case where the driver at positlon one in Figure 3-1 on page 25 must 
drive the signal h e  from a logic high to a logic low. Assume that the designer 
has selected a strong output driver that is capable of driving the signal line from 
a high to a low at the point of incidence (the point at which it starts to drive). 
This is referred to as incident-wave switching. As the wavefront propagates 
down the trace (toward device lo), each device it passes detects a logic low. The 
amount of time it takes to switch all of the inputs along the trace to a low would 
be the time it takes the signal to propagate the length of the mce. This would 
appear to be the best approach because all device inputs are switched in the 
quickest possible time (one traversal of the trace). 

There are negative effeets associated with this approach. however. As men- 
tioned earlier, the capacitance of each input along the trace adds capacitance 
and thus lowers the overall impedance of the trace. The typical overall imped- 
ance of the trace would typically be around 30 Ohms. When a 5V device begins 
to drive a trace. a voltage divider is created between the driver's internal 
impedance and the impedance of the trace that it is attempting to drive. Assum- 
ing that a 20 Ohm driver is attempting to drive a 30 Ohm trace, two of the five 
volts is dmpped within the driver and a three volt incident voltage is propa- 
gated onto the trace. Since current = voltage divided by resistance, the current 
that must be sourced by the driver = 2 volts/20 Ohms. or 100ma. 
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When considered by itself, this doesn't appear to present a problem. Assume, 
however, that a device driver must simultanwusly drive 32 address traces, four 
command traces and four other signals. This is not atypical in a 32-bit bus archi- 
tecture. Assuming that all of the drivers are encapsulated In one driver package, 
the package must s o m  four Amps of current, virtually instantaneously (in as 
short a pwiod as one nanosecond). This current surge presents a number of 
problems: 

exhmely difficult to decouple. 
causes spikes on internal bond wires. 
inm- EMI. 
causes amstalk Inside and outside of the package. 

This L the reason that most strong drivers are available in packages that encap 
sulate only eight drivers. In addition, 20 Ohm output drivers consume quite a 
bit of sillcon real-estate and become quite warm at high frequencies. 

Another sideeffect occurs when the signal wavefront arrives at the physical 
end of the trace (at device 10 in Figure 3-1 on page 25). If the designer does not 
incorporate a -ting resistor at the end of the trace (and the PC1 bus is not 
terminated), the trace stub presents a very high impedance to the signal. Since 
the signal cannot proceed, it turns mund and is reflected back down the bus. 
Durlng the return passage of the wavefront, this effectively doubles the voltage 
change seen on the trace at each device's input and at the driver that originated 
the wavehnt. When an incident-wave driver is used (as in this case), the 
already high voltage it drives onto the trace is doubled. In order to absorb the 
signal at the physical end of the trace, the system designer frequently includes a 
terminating resistor. 

The usage of incident-wave switching consumes a significant amount of power 
and violates the green nature of the PC1 bus. 

Figwe 3-1: Device Loah Distributed Along a Zha 
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PC1 Method: Reflected-Wave Switching 

Refer to Figure 3-1 on page 25 and Figure 3-2 on page 27. The PC1 bus is unter- 
minated and uses wavefront reflection to advantage. A carefully selected, rela- 
tively weak output driver is used to drive the signal h e  pardally towards the 
desired logic state (as illustrated at point A in Figure 3-2 on page 27). The driver 
only has to drive the signal line partially towards its final state, rather than com- 
pletely (as a strong incident-wave driver would). No inputs along the trace will 
sample the signal until the next rising-edge of the clock. 

When the wavefmnt arrlves at the untermlnated end of the bus, it is reflected 
back and doubled (see point B in Figure 3-2 on page 27). Upon passing each 
device input again during the wavefront's return trip down the trace, a valid 
logic level registers at the input on each device. The signal is not sampled, how- 
ever, until the next risingedge of the PC1 clock (point C in the figure). Finally, 
the wavefront is absorbed by the low-impedance within the driver. This method 
cuts driver size and surge current in half. There are three timing parameters 
associated with PC1 signal timing: 

Tval. PC1 devices always start driving a signal on the rising-edge of the PC1 
clock. Tval is the amount of time it takes the output driver to drive the sig- 
nal a single-step towards its Anal logic state. The driver must ensure that its 
output voltage reaches a specified level (Vtest for Svdc or Vstep for 3.3vdc 
switching) to ensure that a valid logic level Is detected by the receivers on 
the next rising edge of the dock. 
Tprop (propagation delay). This is the amount of tlme that it takes the 
wavefmnt to travel to the other end of the trace. reflect (thereby doubling 
the volrage swing), and travel back down the trace. 
Tsu (setup time). The signal must have settled in its Anal state at all inputs 
at least this amount of time prior to the next rising-edge of the clock (when 
all receiving devices sample their inputs). The setup times for the REQ# and 
GNT# signals (these are point-to-point signals; ail others are bussed 
between all devices) deviate from the value illustrated: REQ# setup time is 
12ns, while GNT# has a setup time of Ions. The setup time for all other 
input signals is 7ns. 
Th (hold time). This is the amount of time that signals must be held in their 
current logic state after the sample point (i.e., the rising-edge of the clock) 
and is specifled as Ons for PC1 signals. This parameter is not illustrated in 
Figure 3-2 on page 27 and Figure 3-3 on page 28. 
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In many systems, correct operation of the PC1 bus relies on diodes embedded 
within devices to limit reflections and to successfully meet the specifled propa- 
gation delay. If a system has long trace runs without wnnectlon to a PC1 cornpo- 
nent (e.g., a series of unpopulated Ad-in connectors), it may be nemsary to 
add diode terminators at that end of the bus to ensure signal quality. 

The PC1 specification states that devices must only sample their inputs on the 
rising-edge of the PC1 clock signal. The physical layout of the PC1 bus traces 
very important to ensure that si@ propagation is within assigned hits. 
When a driver asserts or deasserts a signal, the wavefront must propagate to the 
physical end of the bus, reflect back and make the full passage back down the 
bus before the signal(s) b sampled on the next rlsing-edge of the PC1 clock. At 
33MHz, the propapiion delay is specifled as IOns, but may be increased to 1 lns 
by lowering the clock skew h m  component to component. The spedfication 
contains a complete description of trace length and electrical charactwlshlcs. 

Pigun 3-2: Hgh-Going Sip& Ret7ects and Is Doubled 
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F@m 3-3: L a v - G a Q  S@nalRetlsctp and Is DouMml 
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CLK Slgnal 

As illustrated in Figure 3-4 on page 29, the minlmum CLK cycle time is 3011s (at 
33MHz; 151-1s at 66MHz). The maximum skew on the clock when measured on 
the CLK pin of any two PC1 components is 2m (Ins at 66MHz). The clock fie 
quency can be chauged as long as the clock edges remain dean and the T-cyc, 
TJligh and TJow mMmums are not violated. The el& may be stopped. but 
only in the low state. 

On a PC1 bus with a clock frequency between 33.33MHz and 66.66MHz. the PC1 
RSTC signal must be aserted before a clock frequency change is made. 
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Figm 3-4: CLK Signal Timing Characteristics 
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RST#IREQ64# Timing 

The assertion and deassertion of RSTX is asynchmnous to the PC1 clock signal. If 
deslred. a synchronous reset may be implemented, however. RSTX must remain 
asserted for a minimum of lms after the power has stabilized. RSTt must 
remain asserted for a minimum of 100 microseconds after the CLK has stabi- 
lized. When RSTX is asserted, all devices must float their output drivers within a 
maximum of 4011s. 

During assertion of RST#, the system b o d  reset logic must assert REQ64# for a 
mlnlmum of 10 clock cycles. REQ648 may rematn asserted for a maximum of 
50ns after RSTX is deasserted. For a discussion of REQGrlX assertion during 
reset, refer to '64-bit Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors" on page 266. 
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Slower Clock Permits Longer Bus 

If the system board designer chooses to run the PC1 dock at a rate slower than 
33MHz, the physical characteristics of the bus may be altered while still achiev- 
ing proper operation (i.e., more loads, more connectors. physically longer trace 
runs). 
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The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter provided an introduction to reflected-wave switching. 

This Chapter 

This chapter divides the PC1 bus signals into functional groups and describes 
the function of each signal. 

The Next Chapter 

When a PC1 bus master requires the use of the PC1 bus to perform a data tans- 
fer, it must request the use of the bus from the PC1 bus arbiter. The next chapter 
provides a detailed discussion of the PC1 bus arblaation timing. The PC1 sped- 
fication defines the timing of the request and grant handshaking, but not the 
procedure used to determine the winner of a competition. The algorithm used 
by a system's PC1 bus arbiter to decide which of the requesting bus masters will 
be granted use of the PC1 bus Is system-specific and outside the scope of the 
specification. 

Introduction 
This chapter intmduces the signals utilized to interface a PCI-compliant device 
to the PC1 bus. Figure 4-1 on page 32 and Figure 4-2 on page 33 illustrate the 
required and optional signals for master and target PC1 devices, respectively A 
PC1 device that can act as the initiator or target of a transaction would obviously 
have to incorporate both initiator and target-related signals. In actuality, there is 
no such thing as a device that is purely a bus master and never a target. At a 
minimum, a device must act as the target of configuration reads and writes. 

Each of the signal groupings are described in the following sections. It should 
be noted that some of the optional signals are not optional for certain types of 
PC1 agents. The sections that follow identify the circumstances where signals 
must be implemented. 
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F f g m  4-1: PCI-Campliant Master Device Signals 
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System Signals 

PC1 Clock Signal (CLK) 

The CLK signal is an input to al l  devices reslding on the PC1 bus. It is not a 
reflected-wave signal. It provides Uming for all transactions, including bus arbi- 
tration. All inputs to PC1 devices are sampled on the rising edge of the CLK sig- 
nal. The state of all input signals are don't-care at all other Umes. All PC1 timing 
parameters are specified with respect to the Wing-edge of the CLK signal. 

AU actions on the PC1 bus are synchronized to the PC1 CLK signal. The fre- 
quency of the CLK signal may be anywhere from OMHz to 33MHz. The revislon 
1.0 PC1 specification stated that all devices must support operation from 16 to 
33MHz and it strongly recommended support for operation down to OMHz for 
static debue and low oower ooeration. The revision 2.x PC1 soedfication indi- 
cates that ~ L L  PC1 dlvices ( k t h  one exception noted belowj MUST support 
PC1 operation within the OMHz to 33MHz range. 

The clock frequency may be changed at any tlme as long as: 

The clock edges remain clean. 
The minimum clock high and low times are not violated. 
There are no bus requests outstanding. 
LOCK# is not asserted. 

The clock may only be stopped in a low state (to conserve power). 

As an exception, components designed to be integrated onto the system board 
may be designed to operate at a flxed frequency (of up to 33MHz) and may only 
operate at that frequency. 

For a discussion of 66MHz bus operation, refer to the chapter entitled '66MHz 
PC1 Implementation" on page 299. 
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CLKRUN# Signal 

Descrlptlon 

Refer to Figure 4-3 on page 36. The CLKRUNX signal is optional and is deflned 
for the mobile (i.e.. portable) environment. It is not available on the PC1 add-in 
connector. This section provides an introduction to this subject. A more detailed 
desalption of the mobile environment and the CLKRUN# signal's role can be 
found in the document entitled PC1 MobiJe Design Guide (available from the 
SIC). It should be noted that the CLKRUNX signal is required on a Small PC1 
card connector. Thls subject is covered in the Small PC1 Specificatton and is out- 
side the scope of this book. 

Although the PC1 specification states that the clock may be stopped or its fie 
quency changed, it does not define a method for determining when to stop (or 
slow down) the clock, or a method for determining when to restart the clock. 

A portable system includes a central resource that includes the PC1 clock gener- 
ation logic. With respect to the clock generation logic (typically part of the 
chipset), the CLKRUN# signal is a sustained tri-state input/output signal. The 
clock generation logic keeps CLKRUNIY asserted when the clock is running nor- 
mally. During periods when the clock has been stopped (or slowed), the clock 
generation logic monitors CLKRUNP to recognize requestr from master and tar- 
get devices for the PC1 clock signal to be restored to fuU speed. The clock cannot 
be stopped if the bus is not idle. Before it stops (or slows down) the clock fre- 
quency, the clock generation logic deasserts CLKRUN# for one clock to inform 
PC1 devices that the clock is about to be stopped (or slowed). After driving 
CLKRUNd high (deasserted) for one clock, the clock generation logic tri-states 
its CLKRUNX output driver. The keeper resistor on CLKRUN# then assumes 
responsibility for maintaining the deasserted state of CLKRUN# during the 
period In which the clock is stopped (or slowed). 

The dock continues to run unchanged for a minimum of four clocks after the 
clock generation logic deasserts CLKRUN#. After deassertion of CLKRUN#, the 
clock generation logic must monitor CLKRUN# for two possible cases: 

CASE I. After the dock has been stopped (or slowed). a master (or multiple 
mastem) may require clock restart in order to request use of the bus. Prior to 
issuing the bus request, the master(s) must first request clock restart. This is 
accomplished by assertion of CLKRUNX. When the clock generation logic 
detects the asserclon of CLKRUN# by another pary, it turns on (or speeds 
up) the clock and turns on its CLKRUNX output  drive^ to assert CLKRUNIY. 
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When the master detects that CLKRUN# has been asserted for two rising- 
edges of the PC1 CLK signal, the master may then tri-state its CLKRUN# 
output driver. 

Case 2. When the clock generation logic has deasserted CLKRUN#, indicating 
its Intention to stop (or slow) the clock, the clock must continue to run for a 
minimum of four clocks. During this period of tlme, a target (or master) that 
mquires continued clock operation (e.g., in order to perform internal house- 
keeping after the completion of a transaction), may reassert CLKRUN# for 
two PC1 clock cycles to request continued generation of CLK. When the 
dock generation logic samples CLKRUN# reaswted, it reasserts CLK- 
RUN# and continues to generate the clock (rather than stopping it or slow- 
ing It down). The spedfkation doesn't define the p d o d  of time that the 
clock wffl wntinue to run after a request for continued operation. The 
author Interprets this as implying that the period is system design-specific. 

Achieving CLKRUNl Benefit On Add-In Cards 

As mentioned earlier, there isn't a CLKRUN# pin defined on the normal PC1 
add-in connector. The same basic functionality can be achieved, however, in the 
following manner. During bus idle time, the chipset could reduce the PC1 CLK 
frequency to 1MHz. The chipset then monitors the bus master request signals 
(REQ#) and the PC1 Interrupt traces and returns the CLK to full speed if a bus 
request or an intempt request is sensed. 

PC1 
Clocks 

CLK Turn CLK off - - - 
CLKRUN# 1 
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Reset Signal (RST#) 

When asserted, the reset signal forces all PC1 configuration regtsters. master and 
target state machines and output drivers to an initialized state. RSTW may be 
asserted or deasserted asynchronously to the PC1 CLK edge. The assertion of 
RST# also initializes other, device-spedflc functlons, but this subject is beyond 
the scope of the PC1 specification. All PC1 output signals must be driven to their 
benign states. In general. this means they must be tri-stated. Exceptions are: 

SERR# ts floated. 
~f SBO# and SDONE (NQE IHAI IHEVE VICNALS WERE QSWIEIED IN IHE REV 2.2 
S P K )  Cannot be tri-stated, they wlli be driven low. 
To prevent the AD bus. the C/BE bus and the PAR signals from floating 

2.2 
during reset, they may be driven low by a central resource during reset. 

Additional definition of the reset signal's behavior can be found in the chapters 
entitled "Hot-Plug PCI" on page 455 and "Power Management" on page 479. 

Refer to '64-bit Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors" on page 266 for a discussion 
of the REQ648 signal's behavior during reset. 

AddresslData Bus, Command Bus, and Byte Enables 
The PC1 bus uses a time-multiplexed addreddata bus. During the address 
phase of a transaction: 

The AD bus. AD[31:0], can%- the smt address. The resolution of this 
address is on a doubleword boundary [ad- divisible by four) during a 
memory or a configuration transaction, or a byte-specific a d h s s  during an 
I/O read or write transactlon. Additional information on memory and I/O 
addressing can be found in the chapter entitled 'Memory and I 0  Address- 
ing" on page 143. Additional information on configuration addressing can 
be found in 'Configuration Transactions" on page 317 and 'Type 1 Config- 
uration Transactions" on page 620. 
The Command or Byte Enable bus, C/BW[3Y, defines the type of hansac- 
tion. The chapter entitled "The Commands" on page 99 defines the transac- 
tion types. 
The Parity signal. PAR, is drlven by the initiator one clock after completion 
of the address phase or one dock after assertion of IRDY# during each data 
phase of write transactions. It is driven by the currently-addressed target 
one clock after the assertion of TRDY# during each data phase of read trans- 
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actions. One clock after completion of the address phase, the Mtiator drives 
PAR either high or low to ensure even parity across the address bus. 
AD[3l:O], and the four Command/Byte Enable lines. C/BE#[3:O]. Refer to 
the chapter entitled 'Ermr Detection and Handling" on page 199 for a dis- 
cussion of parity. 

During each data phase: 

The data bus, AD[31:01, is driven by the Initiator (during a write) or the cur- 
rently-addressed target (during a read). 
PAR is driven by either the initiator (during a write) or the currently- 
addressed target (during a read) one clock after the assertlon of IRDY# (on a 
write) or TRDYR (on a read) during each data phase and ensures even par- 
ity acmss AD[31:O] and C/BE#[3:0]. If aU four data paths are not being used 
during a data phase, the agent driving the data bus (the master during a 
write or the target during a read) must ensure that valid data is being 
driven onto all data paths (including those not being used to transfer data). 
Thls is necessary because PAR must reflect even parlty across the entire AD 
and C/BE buses. 
The Command/Byte Enable bus, C/BE#[3:O], is driven by the initiator to 
indicate the bytes to be transferred within the currently-addressed double 
word and the data paths to be used to transfer the data. Table 4-1 on page 38 
indicates the mapping of the byte enable signals to the data paths and to the 
locations within the currently-addressed doubleword. Table 4-2 on page 39 
defines the interpretation of the byte enable signals during each data phase. 
Any combination of byte enables is considered valid and the byte enables 
may change from data phase to data phase. 

lhbje 4-1: Byte Enable Mapping To Data Paths and To Locations WIthin the Cunently- 
Addressed Dword 

Byte Enable Signal 

C/BE3# 

C/BE2# 

C/BEl# 

Maps To 

Data path 3. AD[31:24], and the 4th location in the currently- 
addressed dword. 

Data path 2. AD[23:161. and the 3rd location in the currently- 
addressed dword. 

Data path 1. ADI15:81, and the 2nd location in the m n t l y -  
addressed dword. 
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Table 4-1: Byte Enable Mapping 'lb Data Paths and ib Loeations Within the Cunently- 
Addressed Dword (Continued) 

Table 4-2: Interpretation of the Byte Enables During a Data Phase 

Byte Enable Signal 

C/BEOV 

Maps To 

Data path 0. AD[7:0], and the 1st location in the currently- 
addressed dword. 

C/BE[S:O]# 
(binary) 

Oool 

0010 

0°11 

0100 

0101 

0110 

0111 

looo 

Meaning 

The initiator intends to transfer all four bytes wlthin the mrrently- 
addressed doubleword using all four data paths. 

The initiator intends to transfer the upper three bytes within the cur- 
rently-addressed doubleword using the upper three data paths. 

The initiator intends to transfer the upper two bytes and the Arst byte 
withln the currently-addressed doubleword using the upper two data 
paths and the f l ~ ~ t  data path. 

The initiator intends to transfer the upper two bytes within the cur- 
rently-addressed doubleword using the upper two data paths. 

The initiator intends to transfer the upper byte and the lower two bytes 
within the currently-addressed doubleword using the upper data path 
and the lower two data paths. 

The initiator intends to transfer the second and the fourth bytes within 
the currently-addressed doubleword using the second and fourth data 
paths. 

The initiator intends to transfer the Arst and the fourth bytes within the 
currently-addressed doubleword using the first and the fourth data 
paths. 

The initiator intends to transfer the upper byte within the currently- 
addressed doubleword using the upper data path. 

The initiator intends to transfer the lower three bytes within the cur- 
rently-addressed doubleword using the lower three data paths. 
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lhble 4-2: Interpretation of the Byte Enables During a Data Phase (Continued) 

Preventing Excessive Current Drain 
If the inputs to CMOS Input receivers are permitted to float for long periods, the 
receivers tend to oscUlate and draw excessive current. In order to prevent thls 
phenomena and preserve the green nature of the PC1 bus, several rules are 
applied: 

RULE I- When the bus is idle and no bus masters are requesting ownership. 
either the bus arbiter or a master that has the bus parked on it must enable 
its AD, C/BE and PAR output drivers and drive a stable pattern onto these 
signal lines. Thfs issue is discussed in 'Bus Parking" on page 65. 

RULE 2. During a data phase in a write transaction. the initlator must drive a 
stable pattern onto the AD bus when it is not yet ready to deliver the next 
set of data bytes. This subject is covered in the Clock 4 description on 
page 139. 

RULE 3. During a data phase in a read transaction, the target must drive a stable 
pattern onto the AD bus when it is not yet ready to deliver the next set of 
data bytes. This subject is covered in the description of Clock 4 on page 128. 
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RULE & A 64-bit card plugged into a 32-bit expansion slot must keep its 
AD[63:321. C/BE#[7:4] and PAR64 input receivers from floating. This sub- 
ject is covered in "64-blt Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors" on page 266. 

Transaction Control Signals 
Table 4-3 on page 41 provides a brief description of each signal used to control a 
PC1 transfer. 

Table 4-3: PC1 Interface Conbul Signals 

Signal 

FRAME# 

TRDY# 

Master 

In/Out 

In 

Target 

In 

Out 

Description 

Cycle Frame is driven by the current initiator and 
indicates the start (when it's first asserted) and dura- 
tion (the duration of its assertion) of a transaction. In 
order to determine that bus ownership has been 
acquired, the master must sample FRAME# and 
IRDY# both deasserted and GNT# asserted on the 
same rising-edge of the PC1 CLK signal. A transac- 
tion may consist of one or more data transfers 
between the current initlator and the currently- 
addressed target. FRAME# is deasserted when the 
initiator is ready to complete the final data phase. 

Target Ready is driven by the currently-addressed 
target It is asserted when the target is ready to com- 
plete the current data phase (data transfer). A data 
phase is completed when the target is asserting 
TRDYt and the initiator is asserting IRDY# at the ris- 
ing-edge of the CLK signal. During a read, TRDY# 
asserted Indicates that the target is driving valtd data 
onto the data bus. During a write. TRDY# asserted 
indicates that the target is ready to accept data from 
the master. Walt states are inserted in the current 
data phase until both TDRY# and IRDY# are sampled 
asserted. 
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nble 4-3: PCIlnterhce Contml Signals (Conblnuec$ 

(the initiator of the transaction). During a write, 
IRDYIt asserted indicates that the initiator is driving 

determine that bus ownership has been acquired, the 
master must sample FRAME# and IRDY# both deas- 

LOCK# 

DEVSEL# 

In/Out 

In 

In 

Out 

ing a semaphore read/modify/write operation). 
Refer to 'Resource Locking" on page 48 and to the 
chapter entitled "Locking" on page 683. 

Device Select is asserted by a target when the target 
has decoded its address. It acts as an input to the cur- 
rent initiator and the subtractive decoder in the 
expansion bus bridge. If a master initlates a transfer 
and does not detect DEVSELf active within six CLK 
periods, it must assume that the target cannot 
~ s p o n d  or that the address is unpopulated. A mas- 
ter-abort results. 
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Arbitration Signals 
Each PC1 master has a pair of arbitration lines that connect it directly to the PC1 
bus arbiter. When a master q u i r e s  the use of the PC1 bus, it assem its devlce- 
speciilc REQ# line to the arbiter. When the arbiter has determined that the 
requesting master should be granted control of the PC1 bus, it asserts the GNT# 
(grant) line speciflc to the requesting master. In the PC1 environment bus arbi- 
tration can take place while another master is still in conml of the bus. This is 
known as 'hidden" arbitration. When a master receives a grant fmm the bus 
arbiter, it must wait for the current initiator to complete its transfer before Wti- 
ating its own transfer. It cannot assume ownership of the PC1 bus until FRAME# 
is samnled deasserted (indicatine the start of the last data ohase) and IRDY# is 
then sampled deasserteh (indicaing the completion of the iast data phase). This 
indicates that the cumnt transaction has been completed and the bus has been 
returned to the idle state. Bus arbitration is discussed in more detail in the chap- 
ter entitled 'PC1 Bus Arbitration" on page 59. 

IF JHE ARBIER IS POWERED B Y  A DIFFEREN1 SUPPLY VOLJAGE M A N  JHE BUS MASER. POWER 
SEQUENCING FEWIREMENTS D h r A E  JHAr REQ# AND Ghlr# ARE rR1-SrAE SIGNALS. 2.2 
While RST# is asserted, all masters must tri-state their REQ# output drivers and 
must ignore their GNT# inputs. In a system with PC1 add-in connecton, the 
arbiter may require a weak puUup on the REQt inputs that are wired to the 
add-in connectors. This will keep them from floating when the connectors are 
unoccupied. 

Interrupt Request Signals 
PC1 agents that must generate requests for service can utilize one of the PC1 
intermpt request hes ,  INTAX. INTB#, INTC# or INTD#. ALERNAnvElV, rHE 
DEVlCE MAY USE MESSAGE SIGNALED INERRUPTI [MSiJ 1 0  INERRUPr JHE PROGRAM 
CURRENnY BEING EXECUP3 B Y  THE PROCESSOR. A DESCRIPrlON OF WE IN SIGNALS AS 2.2 
WE11 AS MESSAGE SIGNALED INIEMVPR C A N  BE FOUND 1N THE CCHAPER ENrlIIED "INER- 
RUPTIWON PAGE 221. 

Error Reporting Signals 
The sections that follow provide an introduction to the PERRt and SERRX sig- 
nals. The chapter entitled "Emr Detection and Handling" on page 199 pmvides 
a more detailed discussion of e m r  detection and handling. 
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Data Parity Error 

The generation of parity information is mandatory for all PC1 devices that 
drlve address or data information onto the AD bus. This is a requirement 
because the agent driving the AD bus must assume that the agent receiving the 
data and parity will check the validity of the parity and may either flag an e m  
or wen fail the machine if incorrect parity is received. 

The detection and reporting of parity enon by PC1 devices is generally 
required. The speclflcation is written thls way to indicate that. in some cases 
the designer may chwse to ignore parity e m s .  An example might be a video 
frame buffer. The designer may choose not to verify the correctness of the data 
being written into the video memory by the Initiator. In the event that corrupted 
data is received and written into the frame memory, the only effect will be one 
or more corrupted video pixels displayed on the screen. Although thls may 
have a deleterious effect on the end user's peace of mind, it will not conupt pro- 
grams or the data structures associated with programs. 

Implementation of the PEW% pin is required on all add-in PC1 cards (and is 
generally required on system board devices). The data parity ermr signal. 
PERRt, may be pulsed by a PC1 device under the following circumstances: 

In the event of a data parity e m r  detected by a PC1 target during a write 
data phase, the target must set the Detected Parity Error bit in its PC1 con- 
Bguration Status register and must assert PERRX (if the Parity Response bit 
in its configuration Command register is set to one). It may then either con- 
tinue the transaction or may assert STOP# to terminate the transaction pre- 
maturely. During a burst wrlte, the initiator is responsible for monitoring 
the PEW# signal to ensure that each data item is not corrupted in flight 
while being written to the target. 
In the event of a data parity error detected by the PC1 initiator during a read 
data phase, the initiator must set the Detected Parity E m r  bit in its PC1 wn- 
flguration Status register and must assert PERRX (if the Parity Error 
Response bit in its configuration Command register is set to one). The plat- 
form designer may include third-party logic that monitors PERM or may 
leave error reporting up to the initiator. 

To ensure that cone3 parity is available to any PC1 devices that perform parity 
checking, all PC1 devices must generate even parity on AD[31:0], C/BE#[3:0] 
and PAR for the address and data phases. P E W  is implemented as an output 
on targets and as both an input and an output on masters. The initiator of a 
transaction has responsibility for reporting the detection of a data parlty e m r  to 
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software. For this reason, it must monitor PERRX during write data phases to 
determine if the target has detected a data parity error. The action taken by an 
initiator when a parity error is detected is design-dependent. It may perform 
retries with the target or may chome to terminate the transaction and generate 
an interrupt to invoke its device-specific interrupt handler. If the initiator 
reports the faflure to s o h a r e ,  it must also set the MASIER DAIA PARIN ERROR bit 2.2 
in its PC1 configuration Status register. PERRf is only drlven by one device at 
time. 

A detailed discussion of data parity enur detection and handling may be found 
in the chapter entitled 'Error Detection and Handling" on page 199. 

System Error 

The System Error signal, S E W ,  may be pulsed by any PC1 device to report 
address parity errors, data parity errors during a Special Cycle, and critical 
errors other than parity. SERR# is required on alI add-in PC1 cards that perform 
address parity checking or report other serious erron using S E W .  This signal 
is considered a 'last-recourse" for reporting serious errors. Non-catastrophic 
and correctable errors should be signaled in some other way. In a PC-compati- 
ble machine. SERRX typically causes an NMI to the system processor (although 
the designer is not constrained to have it generate an NMI). In a PowerPC. 
PReP-compliant plafform, assertion of SEW# is reported to the host processor 
via assertion of TEA# or MC# and causes a machine check intempt. This is the 
functional equivalent of NMI in the Intel world. If the deslgner of a PC1 device 
does not want an NMI to be initiated, some means other than SERF# should be 
used to flag an e m r  condition (such as setttng a bit in the device's Status regis- 
ter and an interrupt request). SERR# is PC1 clock-synchronous signal 
and is an opendrain signal. It may be driven by more than one PC1 agent at a 
time. When asserted, the device drives it low for one clock and then tri-states its 
output driver. The keeper redstor on SERR# is responsible for returning it to the 
deasserted state (this takes two to three clock periods). 

A detailed discussion of system error detection and handllng may be found in 
the chapter entitled "SERRX Signal" on page 214. 

SEFlR# is an input to the secondary side of a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. This is dis- 
cussed in 'Handling SERRX on Secondary Side" on page 647. 
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Cache Support (Snoop Result) Signals 

2.2 PLEASE BE AWARE rHAr SUPPORT FOR rHE PC1 SNOOP RESUII SIGNAIS AND A U  RELAED 
rOVKS HAS BEEN ELIMINAED IN rHE 2.2 SPEC. THIS DESCRIPrKIN IS ONLY PROVIDED AS A 
HJSIORICAL REFERENCE. 

Table 4-4 on page 46 provides a brief description of the now-deleted PC1 cache 
support signals. 

'Bble 4-4: Cache Snoop Result Sjgnals 

The specification recommends that systems that do not support cacheable mem- 
ory on the PC1 bus should supply pullups on the SDONE and SBOC pins at each 
add-in connector. Anytime an initiator attempts to access a PC1 card with mem- 
ory, the card will always detect a clean snoop (the system board pullups keep 
SDONE asserted and SBO# deasserted) and will permit the initiator to access it. 

sil@ 

SDONE 

The assertion of RST# at system startup clears the Cache Line Size conflguration 
register to zero. In a system that does not support cachlng from PC1 memory, 

D e d p t i o n  

Snoop Back OE This signal is an output from the PC1 cache/bridge and 
an input to cacheable memory subsystems residing on the PC1 bus. It is 
asserted by the bridge to indicate that the PC1 memory access in progress 
is about to read or update stale information in memory. SBOX is qualified 
by and only has meaning when the SDONE signal is also asserted by the 
bridge. When SDONE and SBO# am sampled asserted, the currently- 
addressed cacheable PC1 memory subsystem should respond by signaling 
a retry to the current initiator. 

Snoop Done. ThIs signal is an output from the PC1 cache/bridge and an 
input to cacheable memory subsystems residing on the PC1 bus. It is deas- 
serted by the bridge while the processor's cache(s) snoops a memory 
access started by the current initiator. The bridge asserts SDONE when the 
snoop has been completed. The results of the snoop are then indicated on 
the SBO# signal. SBOC sampled deasserted indicates that the PC1 initiator 
is accessing a clean line in memory and the PC1 cacheable memory target 
is permitted to accept or supply the indicated data. SBO# sampled 
asserted indicates that the PC1 initiator is accessing a stale line in memory 
and should not complete the data access. Instead, the memory target 
should termlnate the access by signaling a retry to the PC1 initiator. 
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this register will still contain zero after the configuration software enables the 
device's memory deeoder(s) using the Memory Space bit in the device's PC1 
configuration Command register. When this is the case. the memory may ignore 
the snoop result signals and therefore permit slightly faster access. On the other 
hand, a non-zem value in thls register after the device is enabled indicates that 
the processor's caches do keep copies of information mad fmm this memory. In 
this case, the memory target is not permitted to respond (i.e., assert TRDY#) 
until the snoop result is presented to it by the bridge. 

64-bit Extension Signals 
The PC1 specification provides a detailed definition of a 64-bit extension to its 
baseline 32-bit architecture. Systems that implement the extension support the 
transfer of up to eight bytes per data phase between a 64-bit initiator and a 64- 
bit target. The signals involved are defined in Table 4-5 on page 47. A more 
detailed explanation can be found in the chapter entitled 'The 64-bit PC1 Exten- 
sion" on page 265. 

nbIe 4-5: The 64-Bit Extension 

Signal 

AD [63:32] 

C/BE#[7:4] 

REQ648 

ACK64# 

Deseriplion 

Upper four data lanes. In combination with AD[31:0], extends 
the width of the data bus to 64 bits. These pins aren't used 
during the address phase of a transfer (unless 64-bit address- 
ing is being used). 

Byte Enables for data lanes four-through-seven. Used during 
the data transfer phase, but not during the address phase 
(unless 64-bit addressing is being used.) 

Request 64-bit 'Ransfer. Generated by the current initiator to 
indicate its desire to perform transfers using one or more of 
the upper four data paths. REQ64# has the same timing as the 
FRAME# signal. Refer to the chapter entitled 'The 64-bit PC1 
Extension" on page 265 for more information. 

Acknowledge 64-bit Transfer. Generated by the currently- 
addressed target (if it supports 64-bit transfers) in response to 
a REQ64# assertion by the initiator. ACK641t has the same tim- 
ing as the DEVSEM signal. 
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Dble 4-5: The 64-Bit Extension (Continued) 

Resource Locklng 

signal 

PAR64 

2.2 THE LOCK# SIGNAL MUSr O N L l  BE UmlZED BY BRIDGES MAT PERFORM A SERIES O F  MTO 
OR MORE SEPARA~E IOCKED IRANSACIKINS. THE INENDED USE OF rnIs FACIUIY HAS BEEN 
CHANGED CONSlDERABLr IN WE 2.2 SPEC AND IS DESCRJBED IN IHE CCHAPER ENDrLED 
"fOCKING" O N  PAGE 683. 11 IS N o r  INENDED FOR USE O F  NON-BRJDGE PC1 MASERS 
AND MUSJ NO1 BE HONORED B I  P C {  MEMORY IARGETS. 

Description 

Parity for the upper doubleword. This is the even parity bit 
associated with AD[63:321 and C/BE#[7:41. For additional 
information, refer to the chapters entitled "The 64-bit PC1 
Extension" on page 265 and "Emr Detection and Handling" 
on page 199 

An initiator requiring exclusive access to a target may use the LOCK# signal if it 
isn't currently being driven by another initiator. When the target device is 
addressed and LOCK# is deasserted by the initiator during the address phase 
and then asserted during the data phase, the target device is reserved for as 
long as the LOCK# signal remains asserted. If the target is subsequently 
addressed by another initiator while the lock is still in force, the target issues a 
rehy to the initiator. While a target is locked, other bus masters (that don't 
require exclusive access to a target) are permitted to acquire the bus to access 
targets other than the locked target. 

JTAGlBoundary Scan Signals 

2-2 
The designer of a PC1 device may optionally implement the lEEE 1149.1 Bound- 
ary Scan interface signals to permit in-circuit testing of the PC1 device. The 
related signals are defined inTable 4-6 on page 49. THESE PINS MUSr OPERAR A I  WE 
SAME VOLrAGE LEVELS AS IHE PC1 BUS SIGNALS (I.E.. 5 v O R  3.3v. A detalled discus- 
slon of boundary scan is beyond the scope of this publication. 
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lhble 4-6: Boundiuy Scan Signals 

Interrupt Request Pins 

Signal 

TCK 

TD1 

TMS 

TRm 

The PC1 interrupt request signals (INTAX. INTBC. INTCC and INTD#) are dis- 
cussed in the chapter entitled "Interrupts" on page 221. 

Description 

Test Clock. Used to clock state information and data into and out of the 
device during boundary scan. 

Test Input. Used (in conjunction with TCK) to shift data and instructions 
into the Test Access Port (TAP) in a serlal bit stream. 

Test Output. Used (in wnjunction with TCK) to shift data out of the Test 
Access Port (TAP) in a serial bit stream. 

Rpt Mode Select Used to control the state of the Test Access Port wntrol- 
ler. 

Tact Reset. Used to force the Test Access Port controller into an inlttallzed 
state. 

PME# and 3.3Vaux 
POWER MANACEMENI EVEN1 AND 3.3VAUX ARE WERE ADDED IN IHE 2.2. SPEC AND ARE 
OPJONAL. A DEVICE M A 1  IS C A P A I E  O F  GENERAJfNG PMES WOULD MPlEMENI mEM. 
A DElAllED DESCRIPrDN CAN BE FOUND IN THE CHAPIER ENnIlED "POWER MANAGE- 
MENr" ON PAGE 479. 

Sideband Signals 
A sideband simal is d e h e d  as a signal that is not part of the PC1 bus standard 
and lnterconnkts two or more PC1 agents. This signal only has meaning for the 
agents It interconnects. The following are some examples of sideband signals: 

A PC1 bus arbiter could monitor a 'busy" stgnal fmm a PC1 devlce (such as 
an EISA or Micm Channel (expansion bus bridge) to determine If the devlce 
is available before granting the PC1 bus to a PC1 initiator. 
PC compattbility signals like A20GATE. CPU RESET, etc. 
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Signal Types 
Table 4-7 on page 50 defines the PC1 signal types. The signals that comprise the 
PC1 bus are electrically defined in one of the following fashions: 

IN defines a signal as a standard input-only signal. - OUT defines a signal as a standard output-only signal. 
TIS defines a signal as a bi-directional, M-state hput/output signal. 
SRIS defines a signal as a sustained tri-state signal that is driven by only 
one owner at a time. An agent that drives an s/t/s pin low must actively 
drive it high for one clock before tri-stating t A pullup mistor is q u i m d  
to sustain the hactlve state until another agent takes ownership of and 
drives the signal. The resistor is supplied as a central resource in the system 
design. The next owner of the signal cannot start driving the s/t/s signal 
any sooner than one clock after it is released by the previous owner. 
O D  defines a signal as an open drain. It is wlre-ORed with other agents. 
The signaling agent asserts the signal, but returning the signal to the inac- 
tive state is accomplished by a weak pull-up mistor. The deasserted state is 
maintained by the pullup mistor. The pullup may take two or three PC1 
clock periods to fully restore the signal to the deasserted state. 

'lhble 4-7: PC1 Signal 'ljp 

S i ~ a l ( s )  

CLK 

RSTA 

AD[31:0] 

C/BEX[3:0] 

PAR 

FRAME# 

TRDYX 

IRDY# 

STOP# 

LOCK# 

' w e  

IN 

T/S 

S/T/S 

Note 

Pulled up on system board. 
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lable 4-7: PCISignal 'Qps (Continued) 

Note 

Pulled up on system board. 

If the arbiter is powered by a different 
supply voltage than the bus master. 
power sequencing requirements dic- 
tate that REQ# and GNTX are tri-state 
signals. 

Pulled up on system board. 

Pulled up on system board. 

Pulled up on system board. Since this 
is an open-drain signal, it must be con- 
sidered indeterminate for a number of 
cycles after a device ceases to drive it 
asserted. 

signal(s) 

DSEL 

DEVSELX 

REQX 

GNT# 

PERRX 

S E W  

SBO# 

SDONE 

AD [63:321 

C/BE#[7:4] 

REQ648 

ACK64C 

PAR64 

TCK 

TDI 

TDO 

TMS 

TRST# 

INTA# - INTDW 

me 
IN 

S/T/S 

T/S 

S/T/S 

O/D 

IN or OUT 

T/S 

S/T/S 

T/S 

IN 

OUT 

IN 

O/D 
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lable 4-7: PCISignal 'Qps (Continued) 

2.2 Device Cannot Simultaneously Drive and Receive a Signal 
THE 2.2 SPEC FORBIDS A DEVICE TO SIMULTANEOUSLY DRIVE AND RECEIVE A SIGNAL. THIS 
WOULD R E Q M E  IHAl IHE DEVICE CONNECT BOIH A DRIVER AND A RECEIVER I0 THE PIN. 
VlOlAnNG THE RULE M A 1  ONLY PERMllS EACH DEVICE TO PLACE O N E  LOAD O N  EACH PC! 
SIGNAL. 

Note 

Pulled up on system board. CLKRUN# 
is not present on connector. 

ADDED IN 2.2 S P K .  POWER MANAGE- 
MENTEYENI. PULLED UP O N  SISIEM BOARD. 
SINCE IHIS IS AN OPEN-DRAIN SIGNAL. Z 
MUSl BE CONSIDERED INDEERMINAE F O R  A 
NUMBER O F  CYCLES (IIPICALLY UP M 
~OONS] AFM A DEVICE CEASES ro DRIYE 11 

ASSERED. 

ADDED IN 2.2 SPEC. SEE "POWER MAN- 
AGEMENT* O N  PAGE 479 FOR MORE 
DEIAIL. 

signal(s) 

CLKRUN# 

P M E #  

~ . ~ V A U X  

Central Resource Functions 
Any platform that implements the PC1 bus must supply a toolbox of support 
functions necessary for the proper operation of all PC1 devices. Some examples 
would include: 

PC1 bus arbiter. The arbiter is necessary to support PC1 masters. The PC1 
specification does not defme the decision-making pmcess utilized by the 
PC1 bus arbiter. The design of the arbiter Is therefore platform-spedflc. 
Pullup resistors on signals that are not always driven to a valid state. This 
would include: all of the s/ds signals: INTx# signals: AD[63:321: C/ 
BE#[7:4]: PAR64: and SERR#. 
Error logic responsible for converting SERRX to the platform-specific signal 
(e.g., NMI in an Intel-based platform or TEA# in a PowerPC(-based plat- 
form) utilized to alert the host pmcessor that an error has occurred. 

me 
S/T/S 

O/D 

POWER SUPPLY 
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Central resource to generate the proper IDSEL signal when a PC1 devlce's 
wnfiguration space is being addressed (this function is typically performed 
by the host/PCI bridge). 
System board logic to assert REQ64t during reset. A detailed description of 
this function is provided in "64-bit Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors" on 
page 266. 
Subtractive decoder. Each PC1 target devlce must implement positive 
decode. In other words, it must decode any a d d r w  placed on the PC1 bus 
to determine if it is the target of the current transaction. Only one agent on 
the PC1 bus may optionally implement subtractive decode. This is typically 
the expansion bus (e.g.. EISA. ISA, or Micro Channel) bridge. 
Additionally. the reset logic, clock generator, power supply and intenupt 
controller are necessary central resources. 

Subtractive Decode (by ISA Bridge) 

Background 

Refer to Figure 4-4 on page 55. Although we are all striving for its demise in the 
not too distant future, the ISA bus is still present in the majority of systems on 
the market (as of this writhg on 2/28/99). It is referred to as the expansion bus 
bridge In the PC1 spec and is typically embedded within the South Bridge 
(along with a multitude of other entities). The ISA bridge can claim transactions 
in one of two fashions: 

METHOD 1. When a PC1 master is addressing a device that is embedded within 
the bridge (e.g., the Real-Time Clock), the bridge knows the addresses asso- 
ciated with these devlces and therefore may decode the address quickly and 
claim the transactlon. 

METHoD 2. On the other hand. if a master is addressing a devlce that resides on 
the ISA bus, the bridge has a problem It has no idea whether any dwices 
are installed in the ISA expansion slots, and wen if it did. it has no way of 
knowing what I 0  and/or memory ranges they use.In this case, the bridge 
perfoms subtractive decode. When a transaction is not claimed by any 
other PC1 device w i t h  a specified period of h e ,  the PCI/expansion bus 
bridge may assert DEVSEL# and pass the transaction through to the expan- 
sion bus. It can determine that no other PC1 device has clalmed a transac- 
tion by monitoring the state of the DEVSELt signal generated by the other 
PC1 devices. If DEVSEL# is not sampled asserted within four clock periods 
after the address phase of a transaction, no other PC1 device has claimed the 
transactlon. The expansion bus brldge may then claim the transactlon by 
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asserting DEVSELX durlng the perlod between the fifth and sixth clodts of 
the transaction. This is referred to as subtraaive decode. Additional infor- 
mation regarding subtractive decode can be found in "Master Abort: Target 
Doesn't Claim Transaction" on page 176. 

The ISA bus environment is one that depends heady  on subtractive decoding 
to claim transactions. Because most ISA bus devices are not plug and play-capa- 
ble, the configuration software cannot automatically detect their presence and 
assign address ranges to theit address decoders. The ISA bridge uses subtrac- 
tive decode to claim all transactions that meet the following criteria: 

No other PC1 devlce has claimed the Wansaction. By definition, all PC1 
devlce address decoders are: 
.fast (decodes address and asserts DEVSEL# during the clock cell immedi- 

ately following completion of the address 
.medium (asserts DEVSELY during the second clock cell after completion 

of the address phase) 
.or slow (asserts DEVSELl durlng the third clock after completion of the 

address phase). 
If the ISA bridge does not detect DEVSELX asserted by any other PC1 device 
(and the target address "makes sense" for the ISA environment; see next 
bullet), the bridge asserts DEVSEL# during the fourth clock after comple- 
tion of the address phase. The transaction is then initiated on the ISA bus. . The target address is one that falls within the overall ISA memory or I/O 
address ranges. Any memory address below 16MB that goes unclaimed by 
PC1 devices is claimed and passed through to the ISA bus. Any I/O address 
in the lower 64KB of I/O space that goes unclaimed by PC1 devices is 
claimed and passed through to the ISA bus. 
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F i g m  4-4: Tj-picaUy, ISA Wdge Is the SubWve Dead  Agent 

APIC Bum 

(vr 
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Tuning Subtractive Decoder 

Thls means that a transactlon initiated by the host processor (or any other bus 
master) does not appear on the ISA bus until four or flve clocks after the com- 
pletion of the address phase on the PC1 bus. The processor's performance when 
accessing ISA devices is therefore substantiauy degraded. In order to minimize 
the effect of subtractive decode on performance, the ISA bridge designer can 
permit the subtractive decoder to be 'tuned." During the configuration process, 
the configuration software reads the configuration Status register (see Figure 4- 
5 on page 56) for every devlce on the PC1 bus. One of the required fields in the 
Status register is the DEVSE1.X timing Field, indlcatlng whether the device has a 
fast, medium or slow address decoder. As an example, if every device on the 
PC1 bus indicates that it has a fast decoder, the software can program the sub- 
tractive decoder to assert DEVSELF and claim the transaction during the second 
clock after the completion of the address phase (if it doesn't detect DEVSEL# 
asserted during the fist clock after the address phase). 

Figure 4-5: Status Register 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0 

i l i i  List; new in 2.2 

eceived Master-Abort 
ignailed System Ermr 
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Reading Timing Diagrams 
Figure 4-6 on page 58 illustrates a typical PC1 timing diagram. When a PC1 sig- 
nal is asserted or deasserted by a PC1 device, the output driver utilized is typi- 
cally a weak CMOS driver. This being the case, the driver isn't capable of 
transittoning the signal line past the logic thFeshold for a logic high or low in 
one step. The voltage change initiated on the signal line propagates down the 
trace unUI it hlts the physical end of the trace. As it passes the stub for each PC1 
device along the way, the wavefront has not yet transitioned past the new logic 
threshold, so the change isn't detected by any of the devices. When reflected 
back along the trace, however, the reflection doubles the voltage change on the 
line, causing it to cmss the logic threshold. As the doubled wavefmnt pmpa- 
gates back down the length of the trace, the signal's new state is detected by 
each devlce it passes. The time it takes the signal to travel the length of the bus 
and reflect back is referred to as the Tpmp, or propagation delay. This delay is 
illustrated in the timing diagrams. 

As an example, a master samples FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted (bus idle) and 
its GNT# asserted on the rising-edge of clock one, indicating that it has bus 
acqulsitlon. The master initiates the transaction dwlng dock cell one by assert- 
ing the FRAME# signal to indicate the start of the transaction. In the timing dia- 
gram, FRAME# isn't shown transitloning from high-to-low until sometlme after 
the rising-edge of clock one and before the rising-edge of clock two, thereby 
illustrating the propagation delay. Coincident with FRAME# assertion, the initl- 
ator drives the start address onto the AD bus during clock cell one, but the 
address change isn't valid until sometime after the rising-edge of clock one and 
before the rising-edge of clock two. 

The address phase ends on the risingedge of clock two and the initiator begins 
to turn off its AD bus drivers. The time that it takes the driver to actually cease 
driving the AD bus is illustrated in the timing diagram (the initlator has not 
successfully disconnected from the AD bus until sometime during dock cell 
two). 
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Arbitration 

The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter pmvided a d W e d  description of the PC1 functional sig- 
nal groups. 

This Chapter 

When a PC1 bus master requires the use of the PC1 bus to perform a data trans- 
fer. it must request the use of the bus from the PC1 bus arbiter. This chapter p m  
vides a detailed discussion of the PC1 bus arbitration timing. The PC1 
specification defmes the timing of the request and grant handshaking, but not 
the procedure used to determine the winner of a competition. The algorithm 
used by a system's PC1 bus arbiter to decide which of the requesting bus mas- 
ters will be granted use of the PC1 bus is system-specific and outside the scope 
of the specification. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the rules governing how much time a device may 
hold the bus in wait states during any given data phase. It describes how soon 
after reset is removed the first transaction may be inldated and how soon after 
reset is removed a target device must be prepared to transfer data. The mecha- 
nisms that a target may use to meet the latency rules are described: Delayed 
Transactions, as weU as the posting of memory writes. 

Arbiter 

At a given instant in time, one or more PC1 bus master devices may require use 
of the PC1 bus to perform a data transfer with another PC1 device. Each request- 
ing master asserts its REQ# output to inform the bus arbiter of its pending 
request for the use of the bus. Figure 5-1 on page 60 illustrates the relationship 
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of the PC1 masters to the central PC1 resource known as the bus arbiter. In this 
example, there are seven possible masters connected to the PC1 bus arbiter in 
the illustration. Each master is connected to the arbiter vla a separate pair of 
REQ#/GNT# signals. Although the arbiter is shown as a separate~ompo~ent, it 
usually is integrated Into the PC1 chip set: spedflcally, it is typically integrated 
into the host/PCI or the PCI/expansion bus bridge chip. 

Figure 5-J: The PCIBus Arbiter 

Arbitration Algorithm 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the PC1 spedflcation does not deflne 
the scheme used by the PC1 bus arbiter to decide the winner of the competition 
when multiple masters simultaneously request bus ownership. The arbiter may 
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utilize any scheme, such as one based on fixed or rotational priority or a combl- 
nation of the two (rotational among one group of masters and fixed within 
another group). The 2.1 spedflcation states that the arbiter Is required to imple- 
ment a fairness algorithm to avoid deadlocks. The exact verbiage that is used is: 

"The central arbiter is required to implement a fairness algorithm to avoid 
deadlocks. Fatmess means that each potential bus master must be granted 
access to the bus independent of other requests. Fairness is defined as a pol- 
icy that ensum that high-priority masters will not dominate the bus to the 
exclusion of lower-priority masters when they are continually requesting 
the bus. However, this does not mean that all agents are r e q u i d  to have 
equal access to the bus. By requiring a fairness algorithm there are no spe- 
dal conditions to handle when LOCK# is active lassumine a resource lock) " 
or when cacheable memory is located on PCI. A system that uses a fairness 
algorithm is still considered fair if it implements a complete bus lock 
instead of a resource lock. However, the arbiter must advance to a new 
agent if the initial transaction attempting to establish a lock is terminated 
with retry." 

The specincation contains an example arbiter implementation that does darify 
the intent of the specification. The example can be found in the next section. 

Ideally, the bus arbiter should be pmgrammable by the system. If it is. the star- 
tup configuration software can determine the priority to be assigned to each 
member of the bus master community by reading from the Maxlmum Latency 
(MaxLat) configuration register associated with each bus master (see Figure 5- 
2 on page 62). The bus master designer hardwhs this register to indicate. in 
increments of 250ns, how quickly the master requires access to the bus in order 
to achieve adequate performance. 

In order to grant the PC1 bus to a bus master. the arblter asserts the devlce's 
respective GNTX signal. This grants the bus to the master for one tiansaction 
(consisting of one or more data phases). 

If a master generates a request, is subsequently granted the bus and does not 
initlate a transaction (assert FRAME#) within 16 PC1 clocks after the bus goes 
idle, the arbiter may assume that the master is malfunctioning. In this case, the 
action taken by the arbiter would be system design-dependent. 
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Figure 5-2: Maximum Latency Configuration Register 

D o u b l e d  
Number 

(In declmal) 

~ ~ e ~ u l r e d  configuration registers 
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Example Arbiter with Fairness 
A system may divide the overall community of bus masters on a PC1 bus into 
two categories: 

1. Bus masters that require fast access to the bus or high throughput in order 
to achieve good performance. Examples might be the video adapter, an 
ATM network interface, or an FDDI network interface. 

2. Bus masters that don't require very fast access to the bus or high through- 
put in order to achieve good performance. Examples might be a SCSI host 
bus adapter or a standard expansion bus master. 

The arbiter would segregate the REQ#/GNT# signals into two p u p s  wlth 
greater precedence given to those in one group. Assume that bus masters A and 
B are in the group that requires fast access, whlle masters X. Y and Z are in the 
other group. The arbiter can be pmgrammed or designed to treat each group as 
rotational priority within the p u p  and rotational priority between the two 
groups. This is pictured in Figure 5-3 on page 64. 

Assume the following conditions: 

Master A is the next to receive the bus in the f is t  gmup. 
Master X is the next to receive it in the second gmup. 
A master in the flrst group is the next to receive the bus. 
All masters are asserting REQX and wish to perform multiple transactions 
(i.e.. they keep their respective REQA asserted after starting a transaction). 

The order in which the masters would receive access to the bus i s  

1. Master A. 
2. Master B. 
3. Master X. 
4. Master A. 
5. Master B. 
6. Master Y. 
7. Master A. 
8. Master B. 
9. Master Z. 
10. Master A. 
11. Master B. 
12. Master X, etc. 

The masters in the Arst group are permitted to access the bus more frequently 
than those that reside in the semnd group. 
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Figurn 5-3: Example Arbitration Scheme 
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Master Wishes To Perform More Than One Transaction 
If the master has another transaction to perform immediately after the one it just 
initiated, it should keep its REQ# line asserted when it asserts FRAME# to begin 
the current transaction (as an example. refer to clock 2 in Figure 5-4 on page 71). 
This informs the arbiter of its desire to maintain ownership of the bus after a m -  
pledon of the current transaction. Depending on other pending requests, the 
arbiter may or may not permit the master to maintain bus ownership after the 
completion of the current transaction. In the event that ownership is not main- 
tained, the master should keep its REQ# asserted until it is successful in acquir- 
ing bus ownership again. 

At a given instant in time, only one bus master may use the bus. This means that 
no more than one GNT# line will be asserted by the arbiter during any PC1 clock 
cycle. 

Hidden Bus Arbitration 

Unlike some arbitration schemes, the PC1 scheme allows bus arbitration to take 
place while the cumnt initiator is performing a data transfer. If the arbiter 
decides to grant ownership of the bus for the next transaction to a master other 
than the initiator of the current transaction, it removes the GNT# from the cur- 
rent initiator (1.e.. it preempts it) and issues GNT# to the next owner of the bus. 
The next owner cannot assume bus ownership, however, untll the bus is idled 
by the current initiator. No bus time is wasted on a dedicated period of time to 
perform an arbitration bus cycle. This is referred to as hidden arbitration. 

Bus Parking 

A master must only assert its REQ# output to signal a current need for the bus. 
In other words, a master must not use its REQX output to "park" the bus on 
itself. If a system designer implements a bus parking scheme, the bus arbiter 
design should indicate a default bus owner by asserting the device's GNT# sig- 
nal when no request from any bus masters are currently pending. In this man- 
ner. a REOU from the default bus master is eranted immedlatelv fif no other bus 

\ L. ., . 
masters require the use of the PC1 bus). 

If the bus arbiter is designed to implement bus parking, it asserts GNTI to a 
default bus master when none of the REQ# lines are active. In this manner, the 
bus is immediately available to the default bus master if it should require the 
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use of the bus (and no other higher-priority request is pending). If the master 
that the bus is parked on subsequently requires access to the PC1 bus, it needn't 
assert its RE@. Upon sampling bus idle (FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted) and 
its GNT# asserted, it can immediately initiate a transaction. The choice of which 
master to park the bus on is deflned by the designer of the bus arbiter. Any pro- 
cess may be used, such as the last bus master to use the bus or a predefined 
default bus master. 

There are two possible scenarios regarding the method utilized when imple- 
menting bus parking: 

METHOD I. The arbiter may monltor FRAME# and IRDYX to determine if the 
bus is busy before parking the bus. Assume that a master requests the bus. 
receives its GNTX and starts a multi~le data ohase burst transactton. If it 
doesn't have another transaction to run after this one completes. it deasserts 
its RE@ when it asserts FRAME#. In this case, the arbiter may be designed 
to recognize that the bus is busy and, as a result, will not deassert the cur- 
rent master's grant to park the bus on another master (it is smngly recom- 
mended that this approach be used). 

METHOD 2. The arbiter may not monitor for bus idle. Assume that a master 
requests the bus, receives its GNTX and starts a multlple data phase burst 
ttansactlon. If it doesn't have another transaction to run after thls one com- 
pletes, it deasserts its REQX when it asserts FRAME#. In this case, the arbi- 
ter may. in the absence of any requests from other masters, take away GNT# 
fmm the current master and issue GNT# to the master it intends to park the 
bus on. When the current master has exhausted its master latency timer and 
determines that it has lost its grant, it is forced to relinquish the bus, wait 
two clocks, and then rearbitrate for it again to resume the transaction at the 
point where it left off. 

The spedflcatlon recommends that the bus be parked on the last master that 
acquired the bus. In case two. then, the arbiter would continue to issue GNTX to 
the burst master and it can continue its transaction until elther it is completed or 
until a request is received fmm another master. 

When the arblter parks the bus on a master (by assetting its grant) and the bus 
is idle, that master becomes responsible for keeping the AD bus, C/BE bus and 
PAR from floating (to keep the CMOS input buffers on all devices from oscillat- 
ing and drawing excessive current). The master must enable its AD[31:0], C/ 
BE#[3:O], and (one clock later) its PAR output drivers. The master doesn't have 
to turn on aU of its output drivers in a single clock (it may take up to eight 
clocks, but two to three clocks is recommended). This procedure ensures that 
the bus doesn't float during bus idle periods. If the arbiter is not designed to 
park the bus, the arbiter itself should drive the AD bus. C/BEX lines and PAR 
during periods when the bus is idle. 
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RequestlGrant Timing 
When the arbiter determines that it is a master's turn to use the bus, it asserts 
the master's GNT# line. The arbiter may deassert a master's GNT# on any PC1 
clock. A master must ensure that its GNT# is asserted on the rising clock edge 
on which it wishes to start a transaction. If GNT# is deasserted, the transaction 
must not proceed. Once asserted by the arbiter. GNT# may be deasserted under 
the following circumstances: 

If GNT# is deasserted and FRAME# is asserted the transfer is valid and will 
continue. The deassertion of GNT# by the arbiter Indicates that the master 
will no longer own the bus at the completion of the transaction currently in 
progress. The master keeps FRAME# asserted while the m n t  transaction 
is still in progress. It deasserts FRAME# when it is ready to complete the 
final data phase. 
The GNT# to one master can be deasserted simultaneously with the asser- 
tion of another master's GNT# if the bus isn't in the idle state. The idle 
state is defmed as a clock cycle during which both FRAME# and IRDY# are 
deasserted. If the bus appears to be Idle, the master whose GNT# is being 
removed may be using stepping to drive the bus (even though it hasn't 
asserted FRAME# yet; stepping is covered In "Address/Data Stepping" on 
page 162). The coincidental deassertion of its GNT# along with the assertion 
of another master's GNT# could result in contention on the AD bus. The 
other master could immediately start a transaction (because the bus is tech- 
nlcally idle). The problem is prevented by delaying grant to the other mas- 
ter by one cycle. Table 5-1 on page 67 defines the bus state as indicated by 
the current state of FRAME# and IRDY#. 
GNT# may be deasserted during the final data phase (FRAME# is deas- 
serted) in response to the current bus master's REQ# being deasserted. 

nble 5-1: Bm State 

FRAME# 

deasserted 

deasserted 

asserted 

IRDYY 

deasserted 

asserted 

deasserted 

Deserlption 

Bus Idle. 

Initiator is ready to complete the last data transfer of a 
transaction, but it has not yet completed. 

A transaction is in progress and the initiator is not 
ready to complete the current data phase. 
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'IhbJe 5-1: Bus State (Contlnuec9 

Example of Arbitration Between Two Masters 

FRAME# 

asserted 

Figure 5-4 on page 71 illustrates bus usage between two masters arbitrating for 
access to the PC1 bus. The following assumptions must be made in order to 
interpret this example correctly: 

Bus master A requires the bus to perform two transactions. The h t  con- 
sists of a three data phase write and the second transaction type is a single 
data phase write. 
The arbitration scheme is fixed and bus master B has a higher priority than 
bus master A, or the scheme is rotational and it is B's turn next. 
Bus master B only requires the bus to execute a single transaction consisting 
of one data phase. 

IRDYC 

It is important to remember that all PC1 signals am sampled on the rising-edge 
of the PC1 CLK signal. If the current owner of the bus r e q u h  the bus to per- 
form additional transactions upon completion of the current transaction, it 
should keep its REQ# line asserted after assertion of FRAME# for the current 
transaction. If no other bus masters are requesting the use of the bus or the cur- 
rent bus mastet has the highest priority, the bus arbiter will contJnue to grant 
the bus to the current bus master at the conclusion of the current transaction. 

The sample arbitration sequence pictured in Figure 5-4 on page 71 proceeds as 
follows: 

CLOCK 1. Prior to clock edge one, bus master A asserts its REQd to request 
access to the PC1 bus. 
T H E  arbiter samples A's REQd active at the rising-edge of clock one. 
AT this point, bus master B doesn't yet require the bus. 
DURING clock cell one, the arbiter asserts GNTC to bus master A, granting it 
ownership of the bus. 
DURING the same clock period, bus master B asserts its REQX, indicating its 
desire to execute a transaction. 

Description 

1 A transacMon is in progress and the initlator is ready to 1 complete the current data phase. 
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CLOCK 2. Bus master A samples its GNTX asserted on the rising-edge of clock 
two. 
IT also samples IRDYX and FRAME# deasserted. Indicating that the bus is 
in the idle state. 
IN response, bus master A initiates the flrst of its two hanSaaiOnS. It asserts 
FRAME# and begins to drive the start address onto AD[31:0] and the com- 
mand onto the Command/Byte Enable bus. 
IF master A did not have another hansaction to perform after this one. it 
would deassert its REQX line during clock cell two. In this example, it does 
have another transaction to perform, so it keeps its REQX line asserted. 
T H E  PC1 bus arbiter samples the requests from bus masters A and B 
asserted at the rising-edge of clock two and begins the arbitration process to 
determine the next bus master. 
DURING clock cell two, the arbiter removes the GNT# from master A. 

CLOCK 3. On the rising-edge of dock three, master A determines that it has 
been preempted, but contlnues its transaction because its LT (Latency 
Timer) has not yet expired (the LT is covered later in this chapter). 
DURING clock cell three. the arbiter asserts bus master B's GNTX. 
MASTER A begins to drive the flrst data item onto the AD bus (this is a 
write transaction) during clock cell three, asserts the appropriate Com- 
mand/Byte Enables (to indicate the data lanes to be used for the transfer) 
and asserts IRDY# to indicate to the target that the data is present on the 
bus. 

CLOCK & On the rising-edge of clock four, master B samples its GNT# asserted, 
indicating that it may be the next owner of the bus. It must continue to sam- 
ple its GNT# on each subsequent rlsing-edge of the clock until it has bus 
acquisition. This is necessary because the arbiter may remove its grant and 
grant the bus to another party with a higher priority before the bus goes 
idle. Master B cannot begin to use the bus until the bus returns to the idle 
state. 
AT the rlsing-edge of cloek four. IRDYC and TRDYd are sampled asserted 
and the first data transfer takes place. 

CLOCK 5. At the rising-edge of clock five, IRDYC and TRDYC are sampled 
asserted and the second data transfer takes place. 
DURING clock cell five, master A keeps IRDY# asserted and deasserts 
FRAME#. indicating that the final data phase is in progrrss. 

CLOCK 6. At the rising-edge of clock six, IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled 
asserted and the third and final data transfer is completed. 
DURING clock cell six, bus master A deasserts IRDY#, retwning the bus to 
the idle state. 

CLOCK 7. On the risfng-edge of dock seven. master B samples FRAME# and 
IRDY# both deasserted and determines that the bus is now idle. 
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IT also samples its GNT# still asserted. indicating that it has bus acquisition. 
IN response, it starts its transaction and turns off its REQX Hne during clock 
cell seven (because it only requires the bus to perfom this one transaction). 
WHEN it asserts FRAME# during dock cell seven, master B also begins 
driving the address onto the AD bus and the command onto Command/ 
Byte Enable bus. 

CLOCK 8. At the rising-edge of clock eight. the arbiter samples master Bk REQX 
deasserted and master A's RE@ still asserted. 
IN response. the arbiter de-asserts master B's GNT# and asserts master A's 
GNT# during clock cell eight. Master A had kept its REQX line asserted 
because it wanted to use the bus for another transaction. Master A now 
samples IRDYX and FRAME# on the rising-edge of each clock until the bus 
is sensed idle. At that time. it can begin its next transaction. 
DURING clock cell eight, master B deasserts FRAME#, indicatlng that its 
first (and only) data phase is in progress. 
IT also begins to drive the write data onto the AD bus and the appropriate 
setting onto the Command/Byte Enable bus durlng clock cell eight It 
asserts IRDYX to indicate to the target that the data is present on the AD 
bus. 

CLOCK 9. At the Iisingedge of clock nine. IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled 
assened and the data transfer takes place. 
T H E  initiator. master B, then deasserts IRDY# (during clock cell nine) to 
return the bus to the idle state. 

CLOCK 10. Master A samples the bus idle and its GNTX asserted at the rising- 
edge of clock ten and initiates its second transaction during clock cell ten. 
IT also deasserts its REQ# when its asserts FRAME#. indicatlng to the arbi- 
ter that it does not require the bus again upon completion of this transac- 
tion. 
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F i g m  5-4: PClBrss Mtratian Between 'Ik.o MkWs 

State of REQ# and GNT# Durlng RST# 

Whlle RST# is asserted, all masters must trl-state their REQa output drivers and 
must ignore their GNT# inputs. 

Pullups On RE- From Add-In Connectors 

In a system with PC1 add-in wnnectors, the arbiter may require a weak pullup 
on the REQB inputs that are wired to the add-in connectors. This will keep them 
from floating when the connectors are unoccupied. 
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Broken Master 

The arbiter may assume that a master is broken if the arbiter has issued GNT# 
to the master, the bus has been idle for 16 clocks, and the master has not 
asserted FRAME# to start its transaction. The arbiter is permitted to ignore all 
further requests from the broken master and may optionally report the failure to 
the operating system (in a device-specific fashion). 



Master and Tatget 
Latency 

The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter provided a detded description of the mechanism used to 
arbitrate for PC1 bus ownership. 

This Chapter 

This chapter describes the rules governing how much tlme a devke may hold 
the bus in wait states during any glven data phase. It describes how soon after 
reset is removed the flrst transaction may be initiated and how soon after reset 
is removed a target device must be prepared to transfer data. The mechanisms 
that a target may use to meet the latency rules are described: Delayed Transac- 
tions. and posting of memory writes. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the transaction types, or commands, that the initiator 
may u t l h  when it has successfully acquired PC1 bus ownership. 

Mandatory Delay Before First Transaction Initiated 

The 2.2 spec mandates that the system (i.e., the arbiter within the chipset) must 
guarantee that the Arst transaction will not be initiated on the PC1 bus for at 
least five PC1 clock cycles after RSTt is deasserted. This value is referred to as 
Trhff in the spec (Time from Reset High-to-Flrst-FRAME# assertlon). 
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Bus Access Latency 

When a bus master wishes to transfer a block of one or more data items between 
itself and a target PC1 device, it must request the use of the bus from the bus 
arbiter. Bus access latency is defined as the amount of time that expires from the 
moment a bus master requests the use of the PC1 bus until it completes the first 
data transfer of the transaction. Figure 6-1 on page 75 illustrates the different 
components of the access latency experienced by a PC1 bus master. Table 6-1 on 
page 74 describes each latency component. 

Table 6-1:Anuss Latency Cmnponents 

Component 

Bus Access Latency 

Arbitration Latency 

Bus Acquisition 
Latency 

Initiator and Target 
Latency 

Description 

Defined as the amount of time that expires from the moment a 
bus master requests the use of the PC1 bus untU it completes 
the first data transfer of the transaction. In other words, it is 
the sum of arbitration, bus acquisition and target latency. 

Defmed as the period of time from the bus master's assertion 
of REQ# until the bus arbiter asserts the bus master's GNT#. 
This period is a function of the arbitration algorithm, the mas- 
ter's priority and whether any other masten are requesting 
access to the bus. 

Defined as the period time from the reception of GNT# by the 
requesting bus master until the m n t  bus master surrenders 
the bus. The requesting bus master can then initiate its trans- 
action by asserting FRAME#. The duration of thb period is a 
function of how long the current bus master's transaction-in- 
progress takes to complete. This parameter is the larger of 
either the current master's LT value (in other words, its 
timeslice) or the longest latency to first data phase completion 
in the system (which is limited to a maximum of 16 clocks). 

Deflned as the period of time from the start of a transaction 
until the master and the mntly-addressed target are ready 
to complete the first data transfer of the transaction. This 
period is a function how fast the master is able to transfer the 
k t  data item, as well as the access time for the currently- 
addressed target device (and is limited to a maximum of 8 
clocks for the master and 16 docks for the target). 
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F f p  6-1: Access Latency Componene 

Master asserts Master mceives Master asserts I n W r  acamis IRWT 

REW GNT# FRAME# 
and 

Target weds TRDYL 

# Arbltratlon Latency Bus Acquisltlon Target and Initlator 

Latency Latency 

PC1 bus masters should always use bust  transfers to transfer blocks of data 
between themselves and a target PC1 device (some poorlydesigned masters use 
a series of single-data phase OanSaCtiOns to transfer a block of data). The trans- 
fer may consist of anywhere from one to an unlimited number of bytes. A bus 
master that has requested and has been granted the use of the bus (its GNTX is 
asserted by the arbiter) cannot begin a transaction until the current bus master 
completes its transaction-in-pmgress. If the current master were permitted to 
own the bus until its entlre aansfer were completed, it would be possible for the 
current bus master to starve other bus masters from using the bus for extended 
periods of time. The extensive delay Incurred could cause other bus masters 
(and/or the application programs they serve) to experience poor performance 
or even to malfunction (buffer overflows or starvation may be experienced). 

As an example. a bus master could have a buffer full condition and is requesting 
the use of the bus in order to off-load its buffer contents to system memory. If it 
experiences an extended delay (latency) in acquiring the bus to begin the mans- 
fer, it may experience a data ovenun condition as it receives more data from its 
associated device (such as a network) to be placed into its buffer. 

I In order to ensure that the designers of bus masters are dealing with a predict- 
able and manageable amount of bus latency, the PC1 specillcation defmes two 
mechanisms: 

Master Latency Timer (MLT). 
Target-Initiated Termination. 
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Pre-2.1 Devices Can Be Bad Boys 

Prlor to the 2.1 spec, there were some rules regarding how quickly a master or 
target had to transfer data, but they were not complete, nor were they clearly 
stated. The following list describes the behavior permitted by the pre-2.1 ver- 
sions of the spec: 

In any data phase. the master could take any amount of time before assert- 
ing IRDYX to transfer a data item. 
At the end of the final data phase, the spec didn't say how quickly the mas- 
ter had to return IRDY# to the deasserted state. thereby returning the bus to 
the idle state so another master could use it. 
There was no 16 clock f is t  data phase completion rule for the target. It 
could keep TRDY# deasserted forever if it wanted to. 
There was a subsequent data phase completion rule for the target, but it was 
not written clearly and provlded a huge loop hole that perrnltted the target 
to insert any number of wait states in a data phase other than the first one. 
Basically, it said that the target should (there's a fuzzy word that should be 
banned from every spec) be ready to transfer a data item within eight clocks 
after entering a data phase. If it couldn't meet this eight clock recommenda- 
tion, however, then whenwer it did become ready to transfer the data item 
(mdd be a gadlion docks later), It must assert STOP# along with TRDY#. 

The bottom line is that pre-2.1 targets and masters can exhibit verypwr behav- 
ior that ties up the PC1 bus for awful amounts of time. The 2.1 spec closed these 
loop holes. 

Preventing Master from Monopolizing the Bus 

Master Must Transfer Data Within 8 CLKs 

Refer to Figure 6-2 on page 77. It is a rule that the initiator must not keep IRDY# 
deasserted for more than seven PC1 clocks during any data phase. In other 
words, it must be prepared to transfer a data item within eight clocks after entry 
into any data phase. If the initiator has no buffer space available to store read 
data. it must delay requesting the bus until is has room for the data On a write 
transaction. the initiator must have the data available before it asks for the bus. 
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lRDY# Deasserted In Clock After Last Data Transfer 2 2 
WER KJ THE ElVP OF CLOCK 9 1IY FIGURE 6-2 ON PAGE 77. UPON COMPLETiON OF THE 
FINAL DATA JRAIYSFH ( M Y #  AND TROY# ASSHIED AND FUAhdH PEASSHED], THE 
MASER MUST W A R  THE Imy# X N A L  DURING THE M m  CLOCK PENOD, THlS RULE 
WAS ADDED 1M THE 2.2 SPEC. 
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Latency Timer Keeps Master From Monopolizing Bus 
Location and Purpose of Master Latency Timer 
The Master Latency l h e r ,  or LT. is implemented as a PC1 conflguration register 
in the bus master's conflguration space (see byte one of dword three in Figure 6- 
3 on page 78). It is either initialized by the configuration software at startup 
time, or contains a hardwired value. The value contained in the LT deflnes the 
minimum amount of time (in PC1 clock periods) that the bus master is permit- 
ted to retain ownelship of the bus each time that it acquires bus ownership and 
initiates a transaction. 

Figure 6-3: Master Latency rimer Is a ConBgmtfon Rester 
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How LT Works 

When the bus master detects bus idle (FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted) and its 
GNT# asserted, it has bus acquisition and may initiate a transaction. Upon initi- 
atlon of the transaction, the master's LT is initialized to the value written to the 
LT by the configuration software at startup time (or its hardwired value). Start- 
ing on the next rising-edge of the PC1 dock and on every subsequent rising- 
edge, the master decrements its LT by one. 

If the master is in the midst of a burst transaction and the arbiter removes its 
GNT# (in other words. it is preempted), this indicates that the arbiter has 
detected a request from another master and is granting ownership of the bus for 
the next transaction to the other master. In other words, the current master has 
been preempted. 

If the current master's LT has not yet been exhausted (decremented aIl the way 
down), it has not yet used up its timeslice and may retain ownership of the bus 
until either: 

it completes its burst transaction or 
its LTexpires. 

whichever comes flrst. If it is able to complete its burst before expiration of its 
LT, the other master that has its GNTX may assume bus ownership when it 
detects that the current master has returned the bus to the idle state. If the cur- 
rent master is not able to complete its burst transfer before expiration of its LT, it 
is permitted to complete one more data transfer and must then yield the bus. 

If the current master has exhausted its LT, still has its GNTX and has not yet 
completed it burst transfer, it may retain ownership of the bus and continue to 
burst data until either: 

it completes its overall burst transfer or 
its GNT# is removed by the arbiter. 

In the latter case, the current master is permitted to complete one more data 
transfer and must then yield the bus. 

It should be noted that, when forced to prematurely terminate a data transfer. 
the bus master must 'remember" where it was in the transfer. After a brief 
perlod. it may then reassert its REQX to request bus ownership again so that it 
may continue where it left off. 
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Is Implementation of LT Register Mandatory? 

It must be implemented as a read/wrftable register by any master that performs 
more than two data phases per transaction. This implies that the register is 
optional and may therefore be hardwired to zero. If you do thls. be aware that 
your master has a timeslice of zero! In other words, if you Mtiate a transaction 
and the arbiter immediately removes your GNT# (because another master is 
requesting the bus), your master can perform one (and only one) data phase 
and must relinquish the bus. 

Can LT Value Be Hardwired? 

Yes, for a master that performs one or two data phases per wansaction, but the 
hardwired value may not exceed 16 (and it could be zero). Please refer to the 
previous sections regarding the implication if you choose to hardwire a value of 
zero. 

How Does Software Determine Timeslice To Be Allocated To 
Master7 

The bus master designer implements a read-only configuration reglster referred 
to as the Minimum Grant (Min-Gnt) register (see byte hvo of dword 15 in Fig- 
ure 6-3 on page 78). A better name for it might be the lheslice Request register. 
A value of zero indicates that the bus master has no spedflc requirements 
regarding the settlng assigned to Its LT. A non-zero value indicates. in incre- 
ments of 250ns, how long a timeslice the master requires in order to achieve 
adequate performance. THE VANE HARDWIRED INTO JHIS REGISER BY rHE BUS MASTER 

2.2 DESIGNER ASSUMES A BUS SPEED OF 33MHZ. WHEN CHOOSING 1HIS VAIUE. IHE DESIGNER 
MU71 ASSUME JHAJ JHE 1ARGEr DOESN'J INSERl WAIT SJAIES INrO DAJA PHASES (THIS WAS 
ADDED IN THE 2.2 SPEC). 

The BIOS determines the timeslice m load into a master's LT repister by using 
the value fmm the MIN-GNT register in conjunction with the BIOS's knowl- 
edge ofthe PC1 bus speed. These factors are used to compute the duration of the 
requested timeslice (as a number of PC1 clock ticks). The timeslice requests from 
all masters on the bus are evaluated to determine the actual timeslice allocated 
to each master. 

Treatment of Memory Write and Invalidate Command 

Any master performing a Memory Write and Invalidate command (see 'Mem- 
ory Write-and-Invalidate Command" on page 117) should not terminate its 
transfer until it reaches a cache line boundary (even if its LT has expired and it 
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has been preempted) unless STOP# is asserted by the target. If it reaches a cache 
line boundary with its LT expired and its GNTX has been removed by the arbi- 
ter, the initiator must terminate the transaction. If a memory write and invali- 
date command is terminated by the target (STOP# asserted by a non-cacheable 
memory target), the master should complete the line update in memory using 
the memory write command as soon as it can. Cacheable memory targets must 
not disconnect a memory write and invalidate command except at cache line 
boundaries, even if caching is currently disabled. For this reason. the snooper 
(1.e.. the host/PCI bridge) can always assume that the memory write and invali- 
date command will complete without disconnection if the access is within a 
memory range designated as cacheable. 

If FRAME# is still asserted (1.e.. it's not the last data phase of the transaction) 
when the master's LT expires (it's tlmeslice has just expired), and the command 
is a memory write and invalidate, and the current data phase is transferring the 
final dword of the current cache h e  when GNT# is deasserted, the master must 
terminate the transaction at the end of the next cache line. This is necessary 
because the master, by keeping FRAMEX asserted, commltted to transfer at least 
one more dword to the target (and that is the k t  dword of the next line). 

Preventing Target From Monopolizing Bus 

General 
The problem of a bus master hogging the bus is solved by: 

1. The indusion of the LT associated with each master. 
2. The rule that requires the initiator to keep IRDYX deasserted for no longer 

than eight PC1 clocks during any data phase. 

It is also possible, however, for a target with avery slow access tlme to monopo- 
lize the bus whlle a data item is being transferred between itself and the current 
master. The target does not assert the target ready signal, TRDYb, untll it is 
ready to complete the transfer of the data item. 

Target Must Transfer Data Expeditiously 
General 
The slow target pmblem was addressed in the 2.1 PC1 specifleation by requiring 
a slow target to terminate a transfer prematurely (before all of the intended data 
has been transferred) if it will tie up the bus for too long. The spec addresses 
two cases wherein the target could tle up the bus unnecessarily: 
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CASE I. The target cannot transfer the flrst data item within 16 docks from the 
assertion of FRAME#. 

CASE 2. Although the target can transfer the flrst data item within 16 clocks 
from the assertion of FRAME#, it cannot transfer one of the subsequent data 
items within eight clocks from the start of the respective data phase. Any 
data phase other than the first one is referred to as a subsequent data phase. 

The sections that follow describe the rules associated with the flrst data phase 
and subsequent data phases. 

The First Data Phase Rule 

General. If the target cannot complete the Rrst data transfer within 16 PC1 
CLKs (from the assertion of FRAME#), the target must (the revision 2.0 specifi- 
cation used the word "shouldm rather than 'must") immediately issue a retry to 
the master (retry is fully-defined in 'Retry" on page 189). In other words, in the 
k t  data phase the target: 

asserts DEVSELt to claim the transadon. 
does not assert TRDYW, thereby indicating Its unwillingness to transfer the 
first data item. 
asserts STOP# to indicate that it wants to terminate the transaction with no 
data transferred in the fust data phase and therefom no data transferred in the 
msactlon. 

Master's Response To Retry. Receipt of a Reay fo rm the master to t emb 
nate the transaction with no data t r a n s f e d ,  thus freeing up the bus for other 
masters to use. After two PC1 clocks have elapsed (recommended). the master 
can reassert its request and, when it receives its GNT#, reinitiate its transaction 
again. The transaction must be retried identically (this is explained in 
'Delayed Transactions" on page 86 and in 'Retry" on page 189). 

A master cannot depend on targets responding to the flrst data phase within 16 
clocks because the 16 clock rule only affects post-2.0 devices. Target devices 
designed prlor to the revlsion 2.1 specification can take longer than 16 docks to 
respond. 

Sometimes Iflrget Can't b f e r  F h t  Data Within 16 CLKs. If the 
nature of a target is such that it occasionally cannot complete the first data 
phase within 16 PC1 CLKs from the assertion of FRAME#, the target must 
immediately issue a Retry to the master. It does not, however, have to "memorize" 
the msactlon and process it off-line. A target is permitted to d o  this only 
when there is a high probability the target will be able to complete the transac- 
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tion when the master repeats the request. Odds are its inability to transfer the 
first data item expeditiously is due to a temporary condition (such as a tempo- 
rary logic busy condition) and that it will be prepared to transfer the data 
within 16 clocks from the assertion of FRAME# the next time that the transac- 
tion is repeated. 

Target Frequently Can't Tkansfer First Data Within 16 CLKs. If a 
target frequently cannot transfer the fust data item within 16 clocks from the 
assertion of FRAMER, it not only must issue a retry to the master. but must also 
"memorize" the hansacblon and pmoess it off-line. In other words: 

If it's a read transaction. Issue the retry after memorizing the address and 
command fmm the address phase, and the byte enables from the fust data 
phase. It then starts reading the requested data from the slow medium (e.g.. 
fmm an ISA target). 
If it's a write transaction. issue a retly after memorizing the address and 
command from the address phase and the byte enables and wrlte data from 
the first data phase. The target then initiates the write to the slow medium. 

ThIs is referred to as a Delayed Read or a Delayed Write. A detatled description 
of delayed transactions can be found in 'Delayed Transacdons" on page 86. 

'ho Exceptions To First Data Phase Rule. There are only two excep- 
tions: 

During system ~N~rfAuzArmN nME (defined as 225 CLKS after RST# removed). 2 2 
targets do not have to adhere to the 16 clock mle. After initialization time * 

has elapsed, ail targets must obey the 16 clock rule for first data phase com- 
pletion. For more information. refer to 'Target Latency During Initialization 
Time" on page 85. 
A hostPC1 bridge that is snooping is permitted to exceed the 16 clock 
h i t ,  but may never exceed 32 clocks. Assume that a PC1 master is access- 
ing main memory. the host/PCI bridge can start inserting wait states in the 
first data phase while it sends the memory address back to the processors to 
be snooped in their caches. In the event of a snoop hit on a modified line. 
the processor with the modified line will hansfer the Line to the bridge. If 
the bridge knows that thls process can be accomplished within 32 PC1 
clocks from the start of master's transaction. then it is legal for it to hold the 
PC1 bus in wait states while the snoop and possible memory update takes 
place. 
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Subsequent Data Phase Rule 

General. If it will take more than eight PC1 clocks to complete a data phase 
other than the first (referred to as the subsequent latency timeout) and it is not 
the final data phase (FRAME# is still asserted), the target must force the master 
to terminate the transaction. There are two cases and each is described in the 
next two sections. 

In Data Phase and Cannot Transfer Data Within 8 Clocks. The tar- 
get can't transfer the data item in the current data phase within eight clocks 
after entry into the data phase. In this case, the target had deasserted TRDYX 
upon entry into the data phase (indicating its unreadiness to transfer the data). 
The target can handle this scenario in one of two ways: 

METHOD 1. Assert STOP# as soon as possible after entry into the data phase 
(and not later than the eight clock of the data phase). DEVSELX remains 
asserted. This signal combination instructs the master to disconnect from 
the target with no data transfemd in the current data phase. This is referred 
to as a disconnect without data transfemd. In the author's opinion, this 
termination method is greatly preferred over the alternative cited in item 2. 

METHOD 2. Alternately, the target could signal a Target Abort to the master by 
keeping TRDYII deasserted, asserting STOP# and deasserting DEVSELII. 
Target abort is intended to indicate a fatal error or that the target will 
never be able to complete the request. 

OK In This Data Phase, But Can't Meet Rule In Next One. The 
target can transfer the data item in the current data phase within eight clocks 
after entry into the data phase. However, it knows that this is not the final data 
phase (because the master still has FRAME# asserted) and it knows in advance 
that it cannot transfer the next data item within eight clo& after entry into the 
next data phase. In the current data phase, it should therefore assert STOP# 
along with TRDY# when it is ready to transfer the current data item. DEVSEM 
remains asserted. This combination instructs the master to disconnect from the 
target with data transferred in the current data phase. This is referred to as a 
disconnect with data transferred. 

Master's Response To a Disconnect. In response to a target disconnect. 
the master must terminate the transaction and may choose to resume it later at 
the dword that wasn't transfemd (if the master was prefetching, it may choose 
not to resume the transaction). After two PC1 clocks have elapsed, the master 
that received the disconnect can reassert its request and, when it receives its 
GNT#, reinitiate its transaction again at the next data item. 
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Target's Subsequent Latency and Master's Latency Timer. The 
subsequent latency timeout is completely independent of the master's LT. The 
target has no visibility to the master's LT (and vice versa) and therefore cannot 
tell whether it has timed out or not. This means that slow access targets always 
(before or after LT expiration) d i s c o ~ e ~ t  from the master, thereby fragmenting 
the overall burst transaction into a series of single data phase transactions. Two 
examples of devices that might perform disconnects are: 

Targets that are very slow all of the time (virtually all ISA bus devices 
would fall into this category). 
A target that exhibits very slow access sometimes (perhaps because of a 
buffer full condition or the need for mechanical movement) and would 
therefore Me up the PC1 bus. 

Target Latency During Initialization Time 

Initialization Time vs. Run Time 

Initialization time is the period of time during which the POST (F'ower-On Self- 
Test) code executes and the PC1 devices are discovered and configured. Run 
time begins after initialization time completes. m e  2.1 spec provided a very 
fuzzy definition of these two time perlods and the 2.2 spec is much more d e w -  
tive. During initiakation time, PC1 devices are not required to adhere to the 16 
clock rule for flrst data phase completion. 

Definition of lnitlailzation Time and Behavior (Before 2.2) 

The following text is reprinted directly from the 2.1 spec: 

"All devlces are granted two exceptions to the initla1 latency rule during ini- 
Ualization time. Initialization time begins when RST# is deasserted and 
completes when the POST code has initialized the system. The time follow- 
ing the completion of the POST code is considered Run-time. The following 
two exceptions have no upper bound on initial latency and are granted dur- 
ing initialization time only 

POST code accessing the device's configuration registers. 
POST code copying the expansion ROM image to memory. 

The target being accessed after initialization time must adhere to the 16 
clock initial latency requirements." 
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Definition of Initialization Time and Behavior (2.2) 
n o  
t.t 

A S  DEFINED IN ME 2.2 SPEC, 1NI~AUZATK)N-DhiEBEGlNS WHEN RST#IS DEASSERIED AND 
COMPIEIES zZ5 PCI CLOCKS L A M .  THIS PARAMEIER IS REFERRED I0 IN THE SPEC AS 
TRHFA r I M E  FROM RESEI HIGH-TO-FIRST-ACCESS). A I  A BUS SPEED O F  33MHL IHB 
MUAIES I0 1.0066 SECONDS. WHILE 1I EQVAIES I 0 . 5 0 3 3  SECONDS A I  A BUS SPEED OF 
66MHZ. RUN-TIME FOLLOWS 1Nl~AIlZATK)N-TIME, IF A TARGET IS ACCESSED DURING IN!- 
JlALIZAImN-nME. ITIS AllOWUI TO DO ANY O F  THEFOllOWlNG: 

IGNORE rnE RWESI (EXCEPJ IF A IS A d o o r  DEVICE). A B o o r  DEWE IS ONE m A r  
MUSI RESPOND AS A TARGET IN ORDER I0 AUOW THE PROCESSOR I0 ACCESS WE 
BOOT ROM. IN A IYPICAL PC DESICN, IHIS WOUlD BE ME PC!-JO-ISA BRIDGE. 
DEVICES IN THE PROCESWR'S PAIH I0 THE B W I  ROM SHOULD BE PREPMID TO BE 
IHE IARGEI O F  A TRANSACTION IMMEDIAIELY AFER n H F F  EXP!RES (FIVE CLOCK 
C V C E S  A F M  RST# IS DEASSERIED: SEE "MANDATORY DElAY BEKIRE FIRST TRANS- 
ACIION I N 1 T l A ~ " O N  PAGE 73). 
CLAlM IHE ACCESS AND HOLD IN WAIT SIAIES UNnl IT CAN COMPEIE THE REQUEST. 
NOT TO EXCEED IHE END OF 1NlTlALIZATK)N-TIME. 
CLAIM WE ACCESS AND IERMINAE WITH k M V .  

Delayed Transactions 

The Problem 

The section entided "Target Frequently Can't Transfer First Data Within 16 
CLKs" on page 83 deflned the problem for which delayed transactions provide 
the solution. It's a rule that a target that can't transfer the Rrst data item wlthln 
16 clocks from the assertion of FRAME# must issue a retry to the master. In 
other words, from the master's point of view, the transaction is rejected and it 
must retry the transaction on a periodic basis until the target is able to transfer 
the flrst data item within 16 docks. Theoretically, S the target is always very 
slow, the transaction would never take place. Obviously, this isn't acceptable. 

The Solution 

Figure 6-4 on page 87 presents an example scenario. Assume that the processor 
initiates a transactton to read data from or write data to the target that resides 
on PC1 Bus 1. The numbered steps in the illustration provide a basic descrlptlon 
of Delayed Transactions. 
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information Memorized 

The target must latch the following information and then issue a Fetry to the 
master: 

address. 
command. 
byte enables. 
ADDRESS AND DATA PARITY. IF IHE PARITY ERROR RESPONSE BIT (61r 6 OF IHE COM- 
MAND REGISER) IS SEl. THIS 19 MORE S W l  M A N  M E  2.1 SPEC WHICH SAID. "PARIN 
BIIS MAY ALSO BE USED IF P A M Y  CHECKING IS ENABLED." 
REQ641 (if a 64-bit transfer). 
FOR WRIIE rRANSACrlONS COMPLEIED USING DELAYED TRANSACTION IERMINArION. 
A rARGEr MUSI ALSO LArCH DAIA FROM B Y E  LANES FOR WHICH IHE B Y E  ENABLE IS 
ASSERIED AND MAY O P W N A U Y  LArCH DArA FROM # Y E  LANES FOR WHICH ME B Y E  
ENABLE IS DEASSERIED. W l S  IS MUCH MORE DEFlNlllVE M A N  ME 2.1 SPEC WHICH 
SAID, ' b A m  (IF A WRIIE IRANSACItoN]." The target knows the write data is 
present when the master aSSeRS IRDY#. The byte enables are presented 
immediately upon entry into a data phase, irrespective of the state of the 
ready signals. 
Refer to "Locking" on page 683 for requirements for a brldge to latch 
LOCK# when completing a Delayed Transaction. 

Master and Target Actions During Delayed Transaction 

Upon receipt of the Retry, the initiator is forced to end the transaction with no 
data transferred and is required to retry the transaction again later using prp 
cisely the same address phase and flrst data phase information. If a read 
request. the target proceeds to fetch the requested data and set it up in a buffer 
for the master to read later when it retries the transaction. If a write request the 
target attempts to deliver the write data to the target device. 

When the target sees the master retry the transaction, it attempts to match the 
second request with the initial request by comparing the address phase and first 
data phase information to those latched earlier. If they match, the following 
action is taken: 

If the request was a read. the requested read data is transferred to the mas- 
ter weU within the 16 clock limit imposed on the first data transfer. 
If the request was a write, the target asserts TRDY# to indicate that the ulti- 
mate target has accepted the write data. 
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If they aren't an exact match. the target interprets this as a new request and 
issues a retry to the master agatn. To summarhe, if the master doesn't duplicate 
the transaction exactly each time it retries the transaction, it will never have its 
request fulfilled. The target is not required to service retries that aren't exact 
matches. 

Commands That Can Use Delayed Transactions 

All transactions that must complete on the destination bus before they can com- 
plete on the originating bus may be handled as delayed transactions. This 
would include: 

Intempt Acknowledge. 
I/Oread. 
I/O write. 
Memoryread. 
Memory read h e .  
Memory read multiple. 
Configuration read. 
Configurationwrite. 

In other words, everything but the memory write commands. The Memory 
Write and the Memory Write and Invalidate commands Immediately complete 
on the originating bus because they are posted in a bridge. For a discussion of 
posted memory writes, refer to 'Posting Improves Memory Write Performance" 
on page 94. 

Request Not Completed and Targeted Again 

If a different master attempts to access the target and the target can only deal 
with one latched rrquest at a time, it must issue a retry to the master without 
latching its transaction information. 

Special Cycle Monitoring Whlle Processing Request 

If the target is designed to monitor for special cydes (see 'Spedal Cycle Com- 
mand" on page 107). it must be able to process a spedal cycle during the same 
period of time that is processing a previously latched read or write request. 
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Discard of Delayed Requests 

A device that has "memorized" a delayed request and issued a retry to the Mti- 
ator is permitted to discard the request any time prior to its initiation of the 
request on the destination bus. This is permitted because the master wlll retry 
the transaction agaln. thereby giving the device the opportunity to 're-rnemo- 
rize" the transaction. 

Multiple Delayed Requests from Same Master 

A master may be designed to stall on the repeating of a retried transaction until 
it completes successfully (before proceeding on to another transaction). Alter- 
nately, the master may be designed to present additional requests, each of 
which may receive retries. The master must continue to retry all of these trans- 
actions until they each complete. The specification contains the following state- 
ment: 

"The repeating of the requests is not required to be equal, but is 
requbed to be fair." 

The author is not sure if this is a fragment of the Equal Opportunities Act or is 
actually part of the specification (just kidding). It means that the master must 
retry each of the transactions on a regular basis, but the order in which they are 
retried is not important. Just don't "neglect" any of the transactions. 

Request Queuing In Target 

A target that frequently cannot complete the first data phase within 16 clocks 
must support Delayed Transactions. At a minimum, it must be capable of latch- 
ing one transaction request and treating it as a Delayed Transaction Request. If 
the device is the target of any subsequent transactions before it has completed 
the currently-latched transaction request it issues a Retry to the master and 
does not memorize the transaction. The master is then obliged to repeat the 
rejected transaction until it is accepted and completed by the target. 

Optionally, the target could be designed to accept and queue up multiple mans- 
action requests. Bridges typically support both Delayed Transaction queuing 
and memory write posting. Posted memory writes are introduced in 'Posting 
Imprwes Memory Write Performance" on page 94, and a detailed discussion of 
transaction ordering can be found in the chapter entitled "Transaction Ordering 
& Deadlocks" on page 649. 
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Discard of Delayed Completions 
Once a delayed request has been completed on the destination bus, it may be 
discarded under two circumstances. 

Read From Refetchable Memory. A prefetchable memory target is one 
that is very well behaved in handling reads-any number of reads from the 
same location doesn't change the contents of the location (see "What Is Prefetch- 
able Memory?" on page 93). If the transactlon is a read within a memory region 
that the bridge knows is prefetchable, or the command was a memory read line 
or memory read multiple (both of which imply that the originating master 
'knows" that the memory region is prefetchable). then the bridge may discard 
the data. This is permissible because the bridge can rememorize the transaction 
when the master repeats it and can then refetch the data from the prefetchable 
memory target. 

Master Tardy In Repeating 'bansaction. A brldge must discard data (if 
a read) and the completion status of a transaction if the master has not retried 
the transaction within 2'' PC1 clocks (about 30 !is at 33 MHz). However, it is rec- 
ommended that the bridge not discard the transaction until 215 PC1 clocks 
(about 983 !is at 33 MHz) after it acquired the data or status. The shorter number 
is useful in a system where a master designed to a previous version of the spec- 
ification (before 2.2) fails to repeat a transaction exactly (as deflned in the 2.2 
spec) as flrst requested. In this case, the bridge may be programmed to discard 
the abandoned Delayed Completion early (see the new 2.2 bits in the 'Bridge 
Control Register" on page 560) and allow other transactions to proceed. Nor- 
mally, however, the bridge would wait the longer time, in case the retry of the 
transaction is being delayed by another bridge or bridges designed to a previ- 
ous version of the specification that did not support Delayed Transactions. 
When this timer (referred to as the discard timer) expires, the device is required 
to discard the data (if a read) and the Completion status. 

Reporting Discard of Data On a Read. When the delayed completion 
is discarded along with read data. the device may take one of two actions: 

When the data was mad from a prefetchable region, the specifleation recom- 
mends that the error be ignored (because the data is st111 correct in the mem- 
ory location from which it originated). 
WHEN IHE DATA WAS READ FROM A NON-PREFErCHAELE MEMORr REGlDN (E.G.. 

MEMORY-MAPPED I D ) ,  11 IS RECOMMENDED rHAI THE ERROR RE REPORW iV IHE 
DEVICE DRIVER. IF m E  MASM IS A BRIDGE. Ir SHOUID JDEAUY SET A SrArus 011 IN A 
BRIDGE-SPECIFIC srarus REGISER JO INDICAU WHAJ OCCURREP AND SHOULD GEN- 

2.2 
ERAE AN INMRUPr REQUESl 1 0  INVOKE lrS DRlER 1 0  COME CHECK 11s STATUS. 
ALIERNAIEIY. I1 COUlD ASSERI SERR# 1 0  WE CHIPSEL FOR MORE INFORMArfON. 
REFER r 0  "BRIDGE CONrAOL REGISER" O N  PAGE SbP. 
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Handling Multiple Data Phases 

When the master is successful in completing the first data phase (in other 
words, it doesn't receive a retry), it may pmceed with more data phases. 

If this is a burst memory read transaction, the target (assuming that it's a 
bridge) may have prefetched additional data into a read-ahead buffer and 
can therefore start streaming data to the master. The bridge could still be 
reading from the target on the destlnatlon bus and a steady data stream 
could then flow through the bridge until the transfer is complete. the target 
disconnects, or the master or bridge are preempted on their respective 
buses. 
If this is a burst memory write aansaction, the earlier retry may have been 
issued because the target (a bridge) had a temporarily-full posted memory 
write buffer. Since then, the bridge could have partially or fully emptied the 
posted memory write buffer and can therefore start accepting multiple 
dwords into the buffer rapidly. 

The target may issue a disconnect on any data phase after the first. In this case. 
the master is not required to resume the transaction later. Both the master and 
the target consider the original request fulfilled. 

Master or Target Abort Handllng 

A delayed mnsaction is also considered completed if it results in a Master 
Abort or receives a Target Abort rather than a retry on a re-attempt of the retried 
transadon. The target compares to ensure that the master is the one that origi- 
nated the request before it issues a Target Abort to it, or lets the transaction end 
in a Master Abort. This means that the transaction on the destination bus ended 
in a Master Abort because no target responded or in a Target Abort because the 
target is broken or does not support the byte enable combination (i.e.. it doesn't 
own all of the addressed %bit ports wlthln the dword). In both of these cases. 
the master is not required to repeat the transaction. 

When a Master Abort occurs on the destination bus of a PCI-to-PC1 bridge, fol- 
low the procedure detailed in "Master Abort on Other Side of PCI-to-PC1 
Bridge" on page 195. 
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What Is Prefetchable Memory? 

Memory is defined as prefetchable if it exhibits the following characteristics: 

no slde effects on reads (reads do not alter the contents of memory). 
the memory always rehuns all bytes on reads irrespective of the byte enable 
settings. This pennits the target to exhibit better performance bemuse it 
doesn't have to wait one clock into each data phase to sample the byte 
enables before supplytng the data. 
bridges can perform byte merging within their posted memory write buff- 
ers for writes within this area without causing errors (see "Byte Merging" 
on page 95). 

In a nutshell, regular memory is prefetchable while memory-mapped I/O (or 
any other badly-behaved memory region) is not The configuration softwm 
can determine that a memory target is prefetchable or not by checking the 
Prefetchable bit in the memory target's Base Address Register (BAR). For addi- 
tional information, refer to "Prefetchable Attribute Bit" on page 380. 

Delayed Read Prefetch 

A delayed read can mult in the reading of more data than indicated in the mas- 
ter's initial data phase if the target knows that prefetching data doesn't alter the 
contents of memory locations (in other words, the memory is prefetchable and 
prefetches therefore do not change the contents of memory as it would in mem- 
ory-mapped I/O porn). The target can prefetch more data than initially 
requested under the following drcumstances: 

The master has used the Memory Read Line or Memory Read Multiple 
command, thereby indicating that it knows the targeted area is prefetchable 
memory. 
The master used a Memory Read command, but the bridge that accepted 
the Delayed Request recognizes that the address falls within a range 
defined as prefetchable. 

In all other cases, the target (i.e., the bridge) cannot perform anything other than 
the single data phase indicated by the originating master. 
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Posting Improves Memory Write Performance 

General 
When acting as the target of a memory write transaction, a bridge BCI-to-PC1 
bridge or host/PCI) may immediately absorb the address and the data to be 
written into a posted-write buffer that allows the bus master to complete a 
memory write quickly. The transaction and the write data are latched wlthin the 
bridge's posted-write buffer and the master is permitted to complete the trans- 
action. 

When a bridge implements a posted-write buffer. a potential problem exists. 
Another bus master (or the same one) may initiate a memory read fium the tar- 
get of the posted write before the data is actually written to the memory target. 
If this were permitted. the master performing the read would not receive the 
freshest copy of the information. In order to prevent this from occurring. before 
permitting a read to occur on the target bus the bridge designer must first flush 
all posted writes to their destination memory targets. A device driver can 
ensure that all memory data has been written to its device by performing a read 
from the device. This will force the flushing of all posted write buffers in 
bridges that reside between the master executing the read and the target device 
before the read is permitted to complete. 

It is also a requirement that the bridge must perform all posted writes in the 
same order in which they were originally posted. 

A bridge is only permitted to post writes to memory targets. Software must be 
assured real-time communication with I/O devices, as well as with conflgura- 
tion registers. 

Combining 

A bridge may combine posted memory writes to successive dwords into a sin- 
gle burst memory write transaction using linear addressing. This feahrre is rec- 
ommended to improve performance. The dwords must be written in the same 
order in which they were posted. This means that writes posted to dwords 0.1 
and 2 (they were posted in that order) can be combined into a linear burst write. 
while writes posted to dwords 2.1.0 cannot. Instead, these three writes would 
have to be performed as three separate single data phase memory write transac- 
tions. Writes posted to dwords 0.1. and 3 (in that order) can be combined into a 
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linear burst write with no byte enables asserted in the third data phase. The 
speciflcatlon recommends that bridges that permit combining include a control 
bit to allow this feature to be disabled. 

Byte Merging 
A bridge may combine writes to a single dword within one entry in the posted- 
write buffer. This feature is recommended to improve performance and is only 
permitted in memory address ranges that are designated as prefetchable (for 
more information on prefetchabie memory, refer to 'What Is Prefetchable Mem- 
ory?" on page 93 and to 'Prefetchable Attribute Bit" on page 380). 

As an example, assume that a bus master performs two memory writes: the Brst 
writes to locations OOOOOlOOh and OOOOOlOlh and the second writes to locations 
00000102h and 00000103h. These four locations reside within the same dword. 
The bridge could absorb the h t  two-byte write into a dword buffer entry and 
then absorb the second two byte write into the same dword buffer enby When 
the bridge performs the memorywrite, it can complete it in a single data phase. 
It is a violation of the specification, however, for a bridge to combine separate 
byte writes to the same location into a single write on the destination bus. As an 
example, assume that a bus master performs four separate memory writes to 
the same dword: the Arst writes to location zero in the dword, the second to 
location zero again, the third to location one and the fourth to location two. 
When the bridge performs the posted writes, it has to perform a single data 
phase transaction to write the Brst byte to location zero. It then performs a sec- 
ond single data phase memory write to locations zero (the second byte written 
to it by the bus master), one and two. 

Collapsing Is Forbidden 
Multiple writes to the same location(s) cannot be performed as a single write on 
the other side of the bridge. Collapsing is deflned as reducing multiple writes 
posted to the same location to only one write that delivers the final write's data 
to the location. Two sequential writes (where at least one of the byte enables was 
asserted in both writes) posted for writing to the same dword must be per- 
formed as two separate transactions on the other bus. 

Collapsing of writes is forbidden for any type of write transactions. The spectfl- 
cation states that a bridge may allow collapsing within a speciflc range when a 
device driver indicates that this will not cause operational problems. How the 
device driver would indicate this to a bridge is outside the scope of the specifi- 
cation. 
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2.2 Memory Write Maximum Completion Limit 
WHEN DAJA IS WRlJIEN JO A MEMORY JARGET. RIE TARGET CAN HANDLE IT IN ONE OF 
THREE WAYS: 

METHOD 1. THE TARGET CAN IMMEDIAELY ACCEPT ME DAIA AND WRIE IT INTO MEM- 
ORY. HOW FAST IHIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IS DEPENDENT O N  THE WRlIE LAIENCY 
OF ME MEMORY BUNG WRIIEN TO (BUI R SHOULD BE ABLE TO ACCOMPUSH THE 
WRlE W I H  16 CLOCKS). 

METHOD 2. W E  JARGET CAN IMMEDIAELY ACCEPT THE DATA INTO A POSED MEMORY 
WRIE BUFFER. 

METHOD 3. IF I'HE TARGET HAS A IEMWRARY CONDIJION IHAT PREYENS IT FROM 
ACCEPJING THE DATA WITHIN 16 CLOCKS, Z CAN ISSUE A RETRY TO WE MASER, THE 
KEY WORD HERE IS IEMWRARY. WE TARGET IS NOT ALLOWED I0 ISSUE REIRIES INDEF- 
INlELY I0 IHE MASER ATIEMPTING ME WRIE. THE MAXIMUM COMPIEUON LIMIT O N  
MEMORY WRIES APPLIES TO MIS CASE. 

AFER A JARGET ERMINAES A MEMORY WRIE JRANSACUON W J H  A RE~RY. B MUSJ 
COMPLEE A1 LEAST ONE DAJA PHASE O F  A MEMORY WRIIE WIJHIN: 

336 CLOCKS FROM MEF~RSJREIRY IERMINATiON FOR SYSIEMS RUNNiNG AT 33 M H Z  
OR SIOWER. 
668 CLOCKS FROM RIE FIRST RETRY  INA AT ION FOR SYSIEMS RUNNING A1 66 
MHz.  

THIS 10 MICROSECOND (AT BOW 33 MHz AND 66 MHZJ HEME LIMIT IS CAUED THE MAX- 
IMUM COMPlEnON TIME. !F A JARGET IS PRESENW WIM MULJIPE MEMORY WRIES, ME 
MAXIMUM COMPLEIION TIME IS MEASURED MOM IHE HEME RIE FIRST MEMORY WRIE 
IRANSACTION IS IERMINAIED WITH RETRY UNIIL RIE JIME JHE FIRST DATA PHASE OF ANY 
MEMORY WRIE TO IHE TARGEJCOMPLEIES WIJH SOMEJHING ORIER JHAN RE~RY. 

h%EN A ERMINAJION OMER JHAN A RETRY OCCURS, JHE M E  LIMIJ STARTS OVER AGAIN 
WlJH IHE NEXI REIRY O N  A MEMORY WRIE. W E  ACTUAL TIME THAI RIE DATA PHASE COM- 
PLEES A110 DEPENDS UPON WHEN ME MASIER REPEATS THE IRANSACTION. TARGETS MUST 
BE DESIGNED J O  MEET IHE MAXIMUM COMPlETlON TIME REQUIREMENJS ASSUMING THE 
MASER WIU REPEAT RIE MEMORY WRIE JRANSACJDN PRECISELY A J  RIE LIMIJ OF JHE 
MAXIMUM COMPLEJDN TIME, 

DEVICES ARE NOT REQUIRED TO HONOR THIS TIME UMII DURING TRHFA D.E.. FOR 225 
CLOCK CYCLES A F ~ E R  ERST# IS DEASSERED). FOR MORE INFORMAJION. REFER ro "!NIJIAL- 
IZAIION TIME VS. RUN TIME"ON PAGE 85. 

Non MAT BRIDGES W NOT HAYE TO ADHERE TO THE MAXIMUM COMPIEIION TIME. 
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Transaction Ordering and Deadlocks 

This chapter described delayed transactions as well as the posting of memory 
writes. It should be fairly obvious that there must be some rules regarding the 
relationships between different transactions initiated on the various buses in the 
system. The chapter entitled 'Transaction Ordering & Deadlocks" on page 649 
describes the ordering rules, the model that they are based upon, and a number 
of deadlock scenarios that can arise and how they are avoided. 
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The Previous Chapter 

The prevlous chapter described the rules governing how much time a device 
may hold the bus in wait states during any given data phase. It described how 
soon after reset is removed the fmt  transaction may be initiated and how soon 
after reset is removed a target device must be prepared to transfer data. The 
mechanisms that a target may use to meet the latency rules were described: 
Delayed Transaalons, and posting of memory writes. 

in This Chapter 

Thls chapter deflnes the types of commands (i.e.. transaction types) that a bus 
master may initiate when it has acquired ownership of the PC1 bus. 

The Next Chapter 

Using timing diagrams. the next chapter provides a detailed description of PC1 
read transactions. It also describes the treatment of the Byte Enable signals dur- 
ing both reads and writes. 

Introduction 
When a bus master acquires ownership of the PC1 bus, it may initlate one of the 
types of transactions listed in Table 7-1 on page 100. During the address phase 
of a transaction, the Command/Byte Enable bus. C/BE#[3:O], is used to indicate 
the command, or transaction, type. Table 7-1 on page 1W pmvldes the setting 
that the initiator places on the Command/Byte Enable lines to indicate the type 
of transaction in progress. The sections that follow provide a description of each 
of the command types. 
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'Table 7-1: PC1 Command 

Interrupt Acknowledge Command 

Introduction 
In a PC-compatible system, interrupts can be delivered to the processor in one 
of three ways: 
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METHOD 1. In a single processor system (see Figure 7-1 on page 103), the inter- 
rupt controller asserts INTR to the x86 processor. In this case, the processor 
responds with an Interrupt Acknowledge tansaction. This section 
describes that transaction. 

METHOD 2. In a multi-processor system, interrupts can be delivered to the array 
of processors over the APIC (Advanced Programmable Intermpt Control- 
ler) bus in the form of message packets. For more information, refer to the 
Mindshare book entitled Pentlum Processor System Archltechrre (published 
by Addison-Wesley), 

METHOD 3. In a system that supports MESSAGE $ I G N ~ L E U  INEWUPJS, intempts 2 2 
can be delivered to the hwt/PCI bridge in the form of memory writes. For ' 
more information, refer to "Message Signaled Interrupts (MSI)" on 
page 252. 

In response to an intempt request delivered over the INTR signal line, an Intel 
x86 prowsor issues two Interrupt Acknowledge transactions (note that the P6 
family processors only issues one) to read the interrupt vector from the inter- 
rupt controller. The interrupt vector tells the processor which interrupt service 
routine to execute. 

Background 

In an Intel x86-based system, the processor is usually the device that services 
interrupt requests received from subsystems that require servicing. In a PC- 
compatible system, the subsystem requiring service issues a request by assert- 
ing one of the system interrupt request signals. IRQO through LRQ15. When the 
IRQ is detected by the intermpt controller within the South Bridge (see Figure 
7-1 on page 103). It asserts INTR to the host processor. Assuming that the host 
processor is enabled to recognize interrupt requests (the Interrupt Flag bit in the 
EFLAGS redster is set to one). the orocessor resoonds bv reouestinn the inter- - ,. . < .  - 
rupt vector from the intempt contmller. This is accomplished by the processor 
performing the following sequence: 

1. The processor generates an Intempt Acknowledge bus cycle. Please note 
that a P6 family pmcessor d m  not generate this first Intermpt Acknowledge bus 
cycle. No address is output by the processor because the address of the tar- 
get device, the interrupt controller, is implicit in the bus cyde type. The pur- 
pose of this bus cycle is to command the intempt mntroller to prioritize 
its currently-pending requests and select the request to be processed. The 
processor doesn't expect any data to be returned by the interrupt contmller 
during this bus cycle. 
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2. The processor generates a second I n t m p t  Acknowledge bus cycle to 
request the interrupt vector from the interrupt conholler. If this is a P6 fam- 
Ily processor, this is the only Interrupt Acknowledge transaction it gener- 
ates. BEO# is asserted by the pmcessor, indicating that an 8-bit vector is 
expected to be returned on the lower data path. D[7:01. To state thls more 
precisely, the processor requests that the interrupt controller return the 
index inm the lnterrupt table in memory. This tells the processor which 
table entry to read. The table entry contains the start address of the device- 
speciflc interrupt senrice routine in memory. In response to the second 
Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, the interrupt controller must drive the 
interrupt table index or vector, associated with the highest-priority request 
currently pending back to the pmcessor over the lower data path, D[7:0]. 
The processor reads the vector from the bus and uses it to determine the 
start address of the intempt service routine that it must execute. 
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rygUre 7-1: 'ISpical PC Hack l 3 i w - e  Processor 
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HostlPCl Bridge Handling of lnterrupt Acknowledge 

The following description assumes that the processor belongs to the P6 proces- 
sor family and therefore only generates one Interrupt Acknowledge transaction 
in response to the assertion of INTR. 

When the host/PCI bridge detects the start of an Interrupt Acknowledge on the 
host side. the bridge acquires ownership of the PC1 bus and initiates a PC1 Inter- 
rupt Acknowledge transaction. This transaction is illustrated in Figure 7-2 on 
page 106 and is described in the next section. When the PC1 target that contains 
the interrupt controller (the South Bridge) detects the Interrupt Acknowledge 
transaction, it asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction. It then internally gen- 
erates two, back-to-back Interrupt acknowledge pulses to the 8259A Interrupt 
controller, thereby emulating the double Interrupt Acknowledge generated by a 
pre-P6 Intel x86 processor. In response, the interrupt controller drives the inter- 
rupt vector onto the lower data path and asserts TRDYd to indicate the presence 
of the vector to the initiator (the host/PCI bridge). When the host/PCI bridge 
samples TRDY# and lRDYd asserted, it reads the vector from the lower data 
path and terminates the PC1 Intermpt Acknowledge transaction. During this 
period, the bridge was either inserting wait states into the processor's Interrupt 
Acknowledge uansaction, or could have handled it as a Deferred Transaction 
(refer to Mindshare's Penffum Pm and Pentiurn I1 System Architecture book, pub- 
lished by Addison-Wesley). It then drives the 8-bit interrupt vector onto the 
processor's lower data path and the processor reads the vector from the bus. It 
then uses it to index into the memory-based interrupt table to get the start 
address of the interrupt service routine to execute. 

PC1 lnterrupt Acknowledge Transaction 

Flgure 7-2 on page 106 Illustrates the PC1 intenupt acknowledge transaction. 

CLOCK 1. The bridge does not drive an address onto the AD bus during the 
address phase, but must drive stable data onto the AD bus along with cor- 
rect parity on the PAR line. 
THE C/BE bus contains the Interrupt Acknowledge command during the 
address phase. 

CLOCK 2. The host/PCI bridge asserts IRDY# to indicate that it's ready m read 
the vector. 
IT simultaneously deasserts FRAME# to signal that this is flnal data phase. 
DURING the clock two, the target holds off the assertion of TRDYX and 
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DEVSELt to force a Walt state into the first data phase. This is necessary to 
permit the bridge sufficient time to turn off its AD bus output drivers before 
the target (the interrupt controller) begins to drive the requested interrupt 
vector back to the bridge on the AD bus. Clock two is referred to as the 
turnaround cyde. 

CLOCK 3. The target (the South Bridge) has completed decoding the address 
phase information (address and command) and asserts DEVSELd to claim 
the transaction. 
THE host/PCI bridge samples DEVSELX st111 deasserted on the rising-edge 
of clock three, indicating that the target has not yet claimed the transaction. 
As a result, the data phase is extended by an extra dock (dock three), a wait 
state tagged onto the data phase. 
DURING the wait state (clock t h e )  the target then drives the vector onto 
the data path(s) indicated by the byte enable settings on the C/BE bus (just 
BEO# asserted in an x86 environment. but a different processor type might 
ask for a 32-bit vector) and asserts TRDY# to indicate the presence of the 
requested vector. 
THE byte enables are a duplicate of the byte enables asserted by the host 
processor during its second interrupt acknowledge bus cyde. 

CLOCK 4. The host/PCI bridge samples DEVSEL# asserted on the rising-edge 
of clock 4, indicating that the target has claimed the transaction. 
THE host/PCI bridge also samples IRDYW and TRDY# asserted on the ris- 
ing-edge of clock four, indicating that the data is present (TRDY# asserted). 
It reads the vector from the AD bus. 
THE target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted on the rising- 
edge of clock four, Indicating that the initiator is ready to complete the flnal 
data phase (in fact the only one) of the transaction. 
Since the one and only data phase completed on the rising-edge of clock 
four, the initiator ceases to drive the byte enables and deasserts the IRDY# 
signal to return the bus to the idle state. 
THE target deasserts TRDYX and DEVSEL# and ceases to drive the inter- 
rupt vector. 

CLOCK 5. The bus returns to the idle state (FRAME# and IRDY# both deas- 
serted) on the rising-edge of clock flve. 

The host/PCI bridge passes the vector back to the processor which then reads 
the vector off its data bus and terminates the Interrupt Acknowledge transac- 
tion. 
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PowerPC PReP Handling of INTR 

In a PowerPC PReP-compliant platform, the programmer performs a one to 
four byte memory read from mernory location BFFFFFFOh. When the host/PCI 
bridge detects this read, it acquhs ownership of the PC1 bus and initiates the 
PC1 Interrupt Acknowledge transaction. When the interrupt controller supplies 
the requested vector to the host/PCI bridge, the bridge in turn supplies it to the 
processor and asserts TA# (Transfer Acknowledge) to Indicate its presence. The 
p m o r  reads the vector and places it into the GPR (General Purpose Register) 
indicated by the load Instruction being executed. The programmer then uses the 
vector as an index into the interrupt table. 
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In a system based on a processor other than an x86, the interrupt vector 
requested by the processor may be four bytes rather one byte wide. If this were 
the case, the host/PCI bridge would assert aU four byte enables to request a 32- 
bit vector. 

Speclal Cycle Command 

General 

The Special Cycle command is issued by an initiator to broadcast a message to 
one or more targets residing on a target PC1 bus. Each target on the PC1 bus 
must examine the message to determine whether the message applies to it (a 
target may be designed not to recognize any messages or to recognize only spe- 
citlc messages; most targets don't pay any attention to messages delivered via 
Special Cycle). Via its the Special Cycles bit in its conflguration Command regls- 
ter (see Figure 7-3 on page log), a target's ability to monitor Special Cycle mes- 
sages can be enabled or disabled. As an example of message passing using the 
Special Cycle, Intel xS6 processors use the Special Cycle to indicate when they 
are going into a Halt or Shutdown condition. 

During the address phase, a valid address is not driven onto the AD bus 
(because Intel x86 processors do not supply a valid address when they initiate a 
Special Cycle transaction). The AD bus must be driven with a stable pattern, 
however, so that the parity of the AD bus (the PAR signal) and the command 
bus content can be checked for correcmess. In the address phase, the initiator 
uses C/BE#[3:0] to indicate that this is a Special Cycle transaction. 

During the data phase, the initiator broadcasts the message type on AD[IS:O] 
and an optional, message-dependent data field may be presented on AD[31:16]. 
The message and associated data are only valid during the clock when IRDYd is 
asserted. The data contained in and the timing of subsequent data phases is 
message dependent (the subject of multiple data phase Special Cycles is dis- 
cussed in 'Multiple Data Phase Special Cycle Transaction" on page 112). If nec- 
essary, the initiator may insert wait states into the transaction by deasserting 
IRDYX, but targets cannot insert wait states. In addition, no target should assert 
DEVSEL# when it recognizes a message. Since multiple targets can recognize 
the message type, there would be contention on the DEVSEL# line if they all 
tried to claim the transaction by asserting DEVSEL#. The targets must watch 
IRDY# to determine the presence of the message being sent by the initiator. 
Since all Speclal Cycles are intended to pass messages only to PC1 targets, a sub- 
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tractive decode bridge should not pass the transaction onto an expansion bus 
(such as ISA or EISA) when it doesn't see any target claim the transaction by 
asserting DEVSEL#. 

Since no target is permitted to respond to the Special Cycle aansaction 
@EVSEL# is not asserted), another means must be used to end the transaction. 
The initiator must perform a Master Abort to end the transaction (In other 
words, return the bus to the idle state in a graceful fashion). Master Abort is 
explained in 'Master Abort: Target Doesn't Claim Transaction" on page 176. It 
must be noted that when the initiator terminates the transaction with a Master 
Abort (because DEVSELd was not asserted by a target), it must not set the 
Received Master Abort bit in its configuration Status register. That bit should 
only be set in a transaction wherein DEVSELd is expected but not received. 

Table 7-2 on page 108 provides the message types currently deflned in the spec- 
Elcation. The first two message codes. OOOOh and 0001h, are d e h e d  as Shut- 
down and Halt. Message code 0002h is reserved for use by Intel x86 processors 
to broadcast x86-specific messages that may be d e h e d  in the future. In that 
case. during the data phase AD[15:0] would contain 0002h, while AD[31:16] 
would contain the x86-specific message. The x86-specific message codes are 
defined by Intel in product-specific documentation. Message codes 0003h 
through FFFFh are reserved for future use. Allocation of new message codes is 
handled through the SIG and requests for allocation of new message codes 
should be submitted to the SIG in writing. 

During system design, each PC1 device that is capable of recognizing or bmad- 
casting message types must be hardwired with the message types it rea)gnizes 
or bmadcasts. Upon recognition of any of its assigned message types, a PC1 tar- 
get should take the application-speclfic action defined by the message type 
received. 

nble 7-2: Message ljps DeRned In the SpedAcablon 

Message Code 
(on AD[15:01) 

OOOOh 

OOOlh 

Message 

Shutdown. Processor is going into a Shutdown condition due to a 
severe, unrecoverable software pmblem. 

Halt The processor has fetched and is executing a Halt instruc- 
tion. In response, the processor issues the Halt message using the 
Spectal Cycle transaction to indicate to all external devices that it 
is going to cease fetching and executing instructions. 
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lable 7-2: Message 7)pes DeRnedln the Spedflcatfm (Continued) 

The Special Cycle command takes a minimum of six clocks to complete (more if 
the initiator inserts wait states by delaying the presentation of the message and 
the assertion of IRDYX). One additional clock is required for the turn-around 
cycle before the next tansaction is initiated on the bus. Therefore, assuming 
that the master immediately outputs the message upon entry to the data phase, 
a total of seven clock cycles are required from the start of the Special Cycle to 
the start of the next cycle. 

Message Code 
(on AD[15:0]) 

000Zh 

OO03h-FmFh 

Fjgure 7-3: Command Register Bit Assignment 

M-ge w e  

x86-specific message. AD131:161 contains the Intel device-specific 
message. None are currently deflned. 

Reserved. 

15 10 9 8  7 6  5 4 3 2 1 0  

Pa* E m  Respar 

VGA Palern Snoop Ena 

Memory Write and Invalidate Ena 

10 spa- 

Special Cycle Generation Under Software Control 
Host/PCI bridges are not required to provide a mechanism that permits Special 
Cycles to be generated under software conhul. If the bridge does provide this 
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capability, however, a detailed description of a mechanism can be found in 
"Software Generation of Special Cycles" on page 329 and "Special Cycle Trans- 
actions" on page 619. Additional information can also be found in "PC1 BIOS 
Present Call" on page 680. 

Speclal Cycle Transaction 

Single-Data Phase Special Cycle Transaction 

Flgure 7-4 on page 111 illustrates the special cycle transaction timing. 

C L o m  1. Durlng the address phase. the initiator drives a stable pattern onto 
the AD bus and PAR This is only for parity checking purposes. No actual 
address is driven. In addition, the initiator drives the special cycle com- 
mand onto the C/BE bus during the address phase. 

CLOCK 2. At the end of the address phase, the data phase begins. The initiator 
drives the message code onto AD[15:01 and any optional. message-related 
dataonto AD[31:16]. 
THE initiator also asserts the appmpriate byte enable lines (1.e.. just C/ 
BE#[I:O] If the message is Halt or Shutdown, or C/BEX[3:0] if it's message 
type two). 
THE message is only guaranteed to be present on the AD bus for one clock 
when the initiator asserts IRDY#. The initiator can insert wait states into the 
data phase by delaying the assertion of IRDYIY. When the message is driven 
onto the AD bus, the Initiator assem IRDYt to indicate its presence. As 
illustrated, the message may or may not be driven for more than one clock. 
WHEN the initlator asserts IRDY# to indicate it's presenting the message, it 
simultaneously desserts FRAME# to indicate that this is the one and only 
data phase of this transaction. 
IT is legal for the initiator to delay assertion of IRDY# (and therefore the 
presentation of the message) for up to seven clocks after entering a data 
phase. 

CLOCK 3. The targets that are designed to recognize spedal cycles latch the 
message information fmm the AD bus when IRDYX is sampled asserted on 
the rising-edge of clock three. 
No target is permitted to claim a Special Cycle m c i i o n ,  so DEVSELX 
remains deasserted. 

CLOCK A See Clock 7. 
CLOCK 5. See Clock 7. 
CLOCK 6. See Clock 7. 
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C L O ~  7. Once the initiator presents the message and asserts IRDY# to indicate 
its presence, it must keep IRDY# asserted for four additional clocks to pro- 
vide four clocks of guaranteed processing to t h e  to the targets to process 
the mesage. If it were to deassert IRDY# sooner than this, the bus would 
return to the Idle state and another master could start a transaction target- 
ing one of the targets that just received the message. The target might not be 
able to handle this gracefully. On the flip-side of the win, the targets that 
received the message must be done processing it and be prepared to deal 
with another transaction that might be initiated four clocks after message 
delivery. 

As a variation, assume that the initiator did not assert IRDY# until clock cycle 
four. The initiator must then keep IRDY# asserted until clock nine, thereby pm- 
longing the transaction to permit the targets a total of four clock from the deliv- 
ery of the message (on clock five) to process It. 

Pigun 7-4: SpeciaI Cycle Zhn&on 
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Multiple Data Phase Special Cycle Transaction 

It is permissible for an initiator to deliver multiple packets of message infonna- 
tion during the special cycle. No messages are currently defined that provide 
this capability, however. The target(s) latch the h t  message packet on the IIS- 
ing-edge of the clock when IRDY# is flrst sampled asserted. In each data phase. 
FRAME# would be kept asserted when IRDY# Is asserted, indicating that there 
is at least one more data phase. FRAME# would remain asserted until IRDY# is 
asserted for the transmission of the last message data packet. It Is deasserted 
simultaneously with the final IRDY# assertion. The message type encoded on 
AD[15:0] may imply the number of additional message packets to be delivered 
or the data field encoded on AD[31:16] may state the number of packets. The 
second data phase starts during the clock cell immediately following the first 
assertlon of IRDY#. 

Although the spedflcation doesn't clearly state so, the author interprets the 
specification as indirectly stating that the initiator can deassert IRDY# during 
the second (and any subsequent) data phase until it has placed the next message 
packet on the AD bus. Each additional data phase completes when IRDYX is 
sampled asserted. During the final data phase, the initiator deasserts FRAME# 
when it asserts IRDY#, indicating that this B the last data phase. When the final 
data tansfer completes, the initiator must keep IRDYX asserted for at least four 
additional clocks before performing a Master Abort to return the bus to the idle 
state. As previously stated, this time period is required to glve the target(s) suf- 
ficient time to 'process" the message. The specification does not explain what 
fonn this "pmcesslng" mlght take (bemuse it would be subsystem specific). 

10 Read and Wrlte Commands 

The I 0  read and wrfte commands are used to transfer data between the Initiator 
and the currently-addressed I/O target (a device's I 0  register set). The target 
must decode the entire 32-bit address. For a detailed description of I 0  address- 
ing refer to "PC1 I 0  Addressing" on page 146. For a detailed description of read 
and wrlte transactions, refer to 'Read Transfers" on page 123 and "Write Trans- 
fers" on page 135. 
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Accessing Memory 

The PC1 spedflcation defines flve commands utilized to access memory: 

Memory Read command, frequently abbreviated as MR. 
Memory Write command, frequently abbreviated as MW. 
Optional bulk memory commands are performance enhancement tools: 
.Memory Read Multiple command, frequently abbreviated as MRM. 
*Memory Read Line command, frequently abbrevlated as MRL. 
-Memory Write-and-Invalidate command, frequently abbreviated as MWI. 

Target Support For Bulk Commands Is Optional 

It is optional whether or not a memory target supports the bulk commands. If it 
doesn't, it must alias them to the respeaive basic memory access command: 

The MRL and MRM should be aliased to (i.e.. be treated the same as) the 
Memory Read command. 
The MWI should be aliased to the Memory Write command. 

Cache Line Size Register And the Bulk Commands 

Refer to Figure 7-5 on page 114. The specIflcation says that the Cache Line Size 
conflguration register (described in 'Cache Line Size Register" on page 376) 
must be implemented by bus masters that utilize the Memory Wite-and-Invali- 
date command (described in 'Memory Write-and-Invalidate Command" on 
page 117). It also strongly recommends that this register be implemented for bus 
masters that utilize the Memory Read (MR). Memory Read Line (MRL) and 
Memory Read Multiple @ARM) commands. 

If the Cache Line Size conflguration register is implemented, the initiator 
should follow the usage guldellnes outlined in Table 7-3 on page 115 in deciding 
which form of the memory read command to use when reading from memory 
reads. If an initiator accesses memory and does not implement the Cache Line 
Size conflguration register, it should follow the same guidelines, assuming a 
cache line size of 16 or 32 bytes. 
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Figum 7-5: Cache Line Size ConBguration Register 

Doubleword 
Number 

(In decimal) 

l ~ e q u i r e d  conRgudon registers 
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Bulk Commands Are Optional Performance 
Enhancement Tools 

When a bus master uses the Memory Read Line or the Memory Read Multiple 
commands, it is indicating that it knows that the target memory is weU-behaved 
(in other words. it's Prefetchable memory, not a memory-mapped I/O device). 
Prefetchable memory is defined In "What Is Prefetchable Memory?" on page 93. 
A master should use the Memory Read command when reading fmm memory- 
mapped I/O. If the read traverses a bridge, use of the bulk read commands 
(Memory Read Line or Memory Read Multiple) gives the bridge permission to 
prefetch ahead of the master's transaction to boost performance. This would 
permit the bridge to establish a buffered link through the bridge between the 
initiator and the target, with the bridge loading the prefetch buffer from the 
memory on the destination bus and the initiator reading the data from the other 
end of the buffer on the originating bus. This would result in a dramatic 
improvement in performance. 

The spedRcatlon stmngly recommends that the bulk read/write commands be 
used when transferring large blocks of data to or from memory. Once again. 
these commands are Memory Write-and-Invalidate, Memory Read Line and 
Memory Read Multiple (the unspoken word here is "he"). 

nble 7-3: %md Use ofRead Commands 

Read Command 'Qpe 

Read (MR) 

Memory Read Line 
(MRL) 

To Be Used When 

Use when reading data from non-prefetchable memory 
(e.g.. memory-mapped I/O), or if the characteristics of 
the memory target aren't known, or if reading a single 
dword. 

Use when reading more than one d w d  but no more 
than a cache line in Prefetchable memory space. By 
using this command, the bus master is indicating that it 
has specific knowledge that starting at the start address 
Issued and up to the next cache line boundary minus 
one is well-behaved, Prefetchable memory. This gives 
limited prefetchlng permission (up to the next line 
boundary) to any bridges that the read has to traverse. 
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nble 7-3: h f d  Use of Read Commands (Continued) 

Bridges Must Discard Prefetched Data Not 
Consumed By Master 

Read Command 

Memory Read Multlple 
@vfRw 

'THE REVISION 1,1 PC!-W-PC1 BRIDGE ARCHIECIUE SPEC SrAES RlAr A BRIDGE RlAI 
n A s  PREFEICHED MEMORY READ DAIA FOR A MASER Musr  DISCARD ANI PREFEICHED 
READ DAIA THAI WE MASER UOESN'I A C N A l l Y  END UP READlNC. The spec poses the 
following example scenario as a demonstration of a pmblem that will result If a 
bridge doesn't discard prefetched data that wasn't consumed. 

To Be Used When 

Use when a read cmsses a cache line boundary in a 
Prefetchable memory range. By using this command, the 
bus master is indicating that it has speciflc knowledge 
that starting at the start address issued and up to the end 
of the next cache line (after this one) is well-behaved. 
Prefetchable memory. This gives less-constrained 
prefetching permission to any bridges that the read has 
to traverse. 

STEP 1 The pmcessor has two buffers in main memory that occupy adjacent 
memory regions. 

STEP 2. The processor writes data into the first memory buffer and then 
instructs a bus master beyond a PCI-tePC1 bridge to mad and process the 
data. 

STEP 9. The bus master starts its memory read using one of the bulk memory 
read commands, thus giving the bridge permission to prefetch ahead of the 
master whlle reading from main memory. The bridge ends up prefetching 
past the end of the first memory buffer into the second one, but the bus 
master only actually reads the data fmm the first buffer area. 

STEP 4. The bridge does not discard the unused data that was prefetched from 
the second buffer. 

STEP 5. The pmcessor writes data into the second memory buffer and then 
instructs a bus master (the same master or a different one) beyond the same 
PCI-to-PC1 bridge to read and process the data. 

STEP 6. The bus master starts its memory read at the start address of the second 
buffer. The bridge delivers the data that it prefetched from the beginning of 
the second buffer earlier. Thlsls stale data and doesn't reflea thelatest data writ- 
ten info the second memory buffer. 
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Writing Memory 

The initiator may use the Memory Write or the Memory Wrlte-and-Invalidate 
command to update data in memory. 

Memory Wrlte Command 

This command is used to transfer one or more data items (dwords or quad- 
words) to memory. As the target asserts TRDY# in each data phase, it has 
assumed responsibility for maintaining the coherency of the data. This can be 
accomplished by ensuring that any software-transparent posting buffer is 
flushed prior to synchronization events such as interrupts, or the updating of an 
I 0  status register or memory flag being passed through the device that contains 
the posted-write buffer (i.e.. a bridge). 

Memory Wrlteand-Invalidate Command 

Problem Refer to Figure 7-6 on page 120. Assume that a PC1 master initiates a 
Memory Write to main memory. 

The host/PCI bridge initiates a transaction on the processor bus to allow the 
processor's cache($ to snoop the transaction. One of the processors experiences 
a snoop hit on a modified line. This means that the initiator is about to update a 
stale line in memory. One option is that the cache could invalidate the cache 
line. This, however, would be a mistake. The fact that the line is marked modi- 
fied hdlcates that some or all of the information in the Line is more current than 
the wrresponding k e  in memory that the master is attempting to write to. The 
Memory Write being performed by the current initiator is updating all or a sub- 
set of the memory line (using the Memory Write command doesn't indicate 
how much data will be written), making the data it will supply even more cw- 
rent than that already in the corresponding locations of the processor's modi- 
fied line. Trashing the line frum the cache may trash some data that is more 
current than that in the memory line and that the PC1 master may not end up 
writing to. 

If the host/PCI bridge pennits the PC1 master to complete the Memory Write to 
main memory and then the processor flushes the modified cache line to main 
memory, the data Just written by the initiator is over-written by the data in the 
cache line (some of which is older than the bytes just written by the master). 
This obviously isn't acceptable. There are three possible courses of action. 
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1. One course of action would be to force the PC1 master that is attempting the 
write to surrender the bus (issue it a Retry). The host/PCI bridge then 
allows the pmcessor to transfer, or flush, the modified cache Hne to main 
memory. The processor invalidates its copy of the cache line because the 
master will subsequently update all or a subset of the memory h e  immedi- 
ately after the cache line is flushed to memory. The next time that the master 
retries the Memory Write. it will be snooped in the processor caches again. 
this time resulting in a snoop miss. The master is therefore permitted to 
write data into the h e  in memory. The memory line now contains the most 
current data. 

2. An alternate course of action would be for the host/PCI bridge to accept the 
h t  line written by the PC1 master (or, if it's a short write. a subset thereof) 
into a buffer in the bridge. Meanwhile, the brldge sends the snoop back to 
the processor and, if there's a hit on a modified line, the processor writes the 
modifled line into another buffer within the bridge. The bridge then merges 
the master's write data into the modified line supplied by the processor and 
then writes the resultant h e  into memory. 

3. A third course of action would be to insert wait states into the first data 
phase of the master's transaction (the host/PCI bridge is permitted to keep 
TRDY# deasserted for up to 32 PC1 clocks fmm the master's assertion of 
FRAME#). Meanwhile, the bridge sends the snoop back to the pmcessor 
and, if there's a hit on a modified line, the processor writes the modified 
line into a buffer within the bridge. The bridge can then start accepting 
write data from the master and merges the master's write data into the 
modified line supplied by the pmcessor and then writes the resultant line 
into memory. 

Any way you look at it, this is not a great scenario from a performance perspec- 
tive. Option 1 is better than options 2 and 3, but delays can still be i n c u d .  If 
the master's write cmses a cache h e  boundary and the processing of the first 
line is not yet complete, the bridge would have to insert wait states in the flnt 
data phase of the second Line until it catches up. 

Descxiption of Memory Write-and-Invalidate Command. The 
Memory Write-and-Invalidate command is identical to the Memory Write com- 
mand except that it guarantees the transfer of a complete cache h e  (or multiple 
cache lines) during the current transaction. This implies that the Cache Llne Size 
configuration register must be implemented in the master so that it can make 
the determination that the write starts on a cache line boundary and an entire 
cache h e  (or multiple cache h e s )  wlll be written. 
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When the hosVPCI detects a Memory Wrfte-and-Invalidate transaction Mti- 
ated, it starts a snoop transaction on the processor bus. Even if it then detects a 
processor snoop hIt on a modifled line, the host/PCI bridge can immediately 
(wen before the snoop mul t  is seen) accept the master's l i e  into memory. This 
is possible because the initiator has indicated that it is updating the entire rnem- 
ory h e  and all of the data in the modifled cache line is therefore stale (because 
the processor's updates to that Hne occurred earlier in time then the PC1 mas- 
ter's write of the entire line with new data). The processor that experienced the 
hit on the rnodifled line may or may not flush it to the bridge. If it does, the 
bridge just throws it away. This increases performance by eliminating the 
requirement for the delay for snoop and line flush. 

It is a requtrement that the initiator must assert all of the byte enable signals 
durlng each data phase of the Memory Write-and-Invalidate transaction. It is 
also required that linear addressing be used. For information on the byte 
enables, refer to "Address/Data Bus. Command Bus, and Byte Enables" on 
page 37. For information on linear addressing, refer to "Linear (Sequential) 
Mode" on page 144. 

More Information On Memory Transfers 

For a detailed description of read and write transactions. refer to the chapters 
entitled "Read Transfers" on page 123 and 'Write Transfers" on page 135. 
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Pigun? 7-6: h p b  System Bid Didypam 
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Configuration Read and Write Commands 

Each PC1 logleal device (i.e.. function) may implement up to 64 dwords of con- 
figuration registers that are used during system initialization to configure the 
logical device for proper operation in the system. To access a logical device's 
configuration registers, a configuration read or write command must be initi- 
ated and the device must sense its IDSEL input asserted during the address 
phase. IDSEL acts as a chip-select. AD[10:8] select the function (1.e.. the logical 
device) within the package and the contents of AD[7:2] (during the address 
phase) are used to select one of the target function's 64 dwords of configuration 
space. 

The x86 processor family implements two address spaces: memory and I/O. 
PC1 requires the implementation of a third address space: configuration space. 
The mechanism used to generate configuration h-ansactions is described in 
'Intm to Configuration Mechanisms" on page 321. 

Dual-Address Cycle 

The initiator uses the Dual-Address Cycle PAC) command to indicate that it is 
using 64-bit memory addressing to address a memory target that resides above 
the 4GB boundary. This subject is covered in '64-bit Addressing" on page 287. 

Resewed Bus Commands 

Targets must not respond (must not assert DEVSELb) in response to reserved 
bus commands. This means that use of a reserved bus command will result in 
the initiator experiencing a Master Abort. 
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The Previous Chapter 

The prevlous chapter defined the types of commands (i.e., transaction types) 
that a bus master may initiate when it has acquired ownership of the PC1 bus. 

This Chapter 

Using timing diagrams, this chapter provides a detailed description of PC1 read 
transactions. It also describes the treatment of the Byte Enable signals during 
both reads and writes. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes write transactions using example timing diagrams. 

Some Basic Rules For Both Reads and Writes 

The ready signal (IRDYX or TRDYlt) from the device sourcing the data must be 
asserted when it starts driving valid data onto the data bus. while the device 
receiving the data keeps its ready line deasserted until it is ready to receive the 
data. Once a devke's ready signal is asserted. it must remain so until the end of 
the current data phase (1.e.. until the data is transferred). 

A device must not alter its contrul line settings once it has indicated that it is 
ready to complete the current data phase. Once the initiator has asserted IRDY# 
to indicate that it's ready to transfer the current data item, it may not change the 
state of IRDYX or FRAME# regardless of the state of TRDYX. Once a target has 
asserted TRDY# or STOP#. it may not change TRDY#, STOP# or DEVSEL# until 
the current data phase completes. 
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Parity 

Parity generation. c h d n g ,  error reporting and timing is not discussed in this 
chapter. This sub]& is covered in detail in the chapter entitled 'Error Detection 
and Handling" on page 199. 

Example Single Data Phase Read 

Refer to Figure 8-1 on page 126. Each clock cycle is numbered for easy reference 
and be@ on its rising-edge. It is assumed that the bus master has already arbi- 
trated for and been granted access to the bus. The bus master then must wait for 
the bus to become idle. This is accomplished by sampling the state of FRAME# 
and IRDY# on the rising-edge of each clock (along with GNT#). When both are 
sampled deasserted (along with GNTX still asserted), the bus is idle and a trans- 
action may be initiated by the bus master. 

cram I. On detecting bus idle (FRAME# and IRDYX both deasserted), the ini- 
tiator starts the transaction on the risingedge of clock one. 
THE initiator drives out the a d d m  on AD131:OI and the command on C/ 
BE#[3:0]. 
THE initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that the transaction has started 
and that there is a MLid address and command on the bus. 

CLOCK 2. All targets on the bus sample the address, command and FRAME# on 
the rising-edge of dock two, completing the address phase. 
THE targets begin the decode to determine which of them is the target of 
the transaction. 
THE initiator asserts IRDY# to indicate that is ready to accept the Arst read 
data item from the target. 
THE initiator also deasserts FRAMER when it asserts IRDYX,  thereby indi- 
cating that it is ready to complete the fmal data phase of the transaction. 
THE initiator stops drivlng the command onto C/BE#[3:0] and starts driv- 
ing the byte enables to indicate which locations it wished to read from the 
first dword. 
No target asserts DEVSEL# in clock two to daim the transaction. 
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CLOCK 3. On the rising-edge of clock three, the initiator samples DEVSEM 
deasserted indicating that the transaction has not yet been claimed by a tar- 
get. The first (and only) data phase therefore cannot complete yet. It is 
extended by one clock (a wait state) in clock three. 
DURING the wait state, the initiator must continue to drive the byte enables 
and to assert IRDYX. It must continue to drive them until the data phase 
comoletes. - - ~ ~ ~  r ~ ~ ~ - -  

A target asserts DEVSELd to claim the transaction. 
THE ramet also asserts TRDYd to indlcate that it is drlvinc the flrst dword " 
onto t h e Y ~ ~  bus. 

CLOCK Both the initiator and the target sample IRDY# and TRDYX asserted 
on the rising-edge of clock four. The initiator also latches the data and the 
assertion of TRDY# indicates that the data is good. The &st (and only) data 
item has been successfully read. 
IF the target needed to sample the byte enables, it would sample them at 
thls point. In this example, however, the target already supplied the data to 
the master without consulting the byte enables. This behavior is permitted 
if it's a well-behaved memory target (one wherein a read from a location 
doesn't change the content of the location). This is referred to as Prefetch- 
able memory and is described in 'What is Prefetchable Memory?" on 
page 93. 
THE target samples FRAME# deasserted. indicating that thls is the flnal 
data phase. 
BECAUSE the eansactlon has been completed, the initiator deasserh IRDYX 
and ceases to drive the byte enables. 
THE target deasserts TRDY# and DEVSELX; and stops driving the data dur- 
ing clock four. 

CLOCK 5. The bus returns to the idle state on the risingedge of clock flve. 
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Figure 8-1: h @ e  Singde Data Phase Read 

Example Burst Read 
During the following description of an example burst read transaction, refer to 
Figure 8-2 on page 130. 

Cram 1. At the start of clock one, the Inittator asserts FRAME#. Indicating that 
the transaction has begun and that a valid start address and command are 
on the bus. FRAME# must remain asserted until the initiator Is ready to 
complete the last data phase. 
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AT the same time that the initiator asserts FRAME#. it drives the start 
address onto the AD bus and the transaction type onto the Command/Byte 
Enable lines. C/BEB:O]#. The address and transaction type are driven onto 
the bus for the duration of clock one. 
DURING dock one, IRDYX. TRDYd and DEVSEL# are not driven (in prepa- 
ration for takeover by the new initiator and target). They are kept in the 
deasserted state by keeper resiston on the system board (required system 
board resource). 

CLOCK 2. At the start of dock two. the initiator ceases driving the AD bus. A 
turn-mund cycle (i.e., a dead cycle) is required on all signals that may be 
driven by more than one PC1 bus agent This period is required to avoid a 
collision when one agent is in the process of turning off its output drivers 
and another agent begins driving the same signal(s). The target will take 
contml of the AD bus to drive the first requested data item (between one 
and four bytes) back to the initiator. During a read, dock two is defined as 
the turn-around cycle because ownership of the AD bus is changing from 
the initiator to the addressed target. It is the mponsibility of the addressed 
target to keep TRDY# deasserted to enforce this period. 
ALSO at the start of clock two, the initiator ceases to drive the command 
onto the Command/Byte Enable lines and uses them to indicate the bytes to 
be t r a n s f e d  in the currently-addressed dword (as well as the data paths 
to be used during the data transfer). ?Lpically, the lnitiator will assen all of 
the byte enables during a read. 
THE initiator also asserts lRDY# to indicate that it is ready to receive the 
first data item fmm the target. 
UPON asserclng IRDYX, the initiator does not deassen FRAME#, thereby 
indicating that this is not the final data phase of the example transaction. If 
this were the flnal data phase, the initiator would assert IRDYW and deassert 
FRAME# simultaneously to indicate that it is ready to complete the final 
data phase. 
IT should be noted that the initiator does not have to assert IRDYd immedi- 
ately upon entering a data phase. It may require some time before it's ready 
to receive the h t  data item (e.g., it has a buffer full condition). However, 
the initiator mav not keen IRDYB deassened for more than seven PC1 clocks 
during any data phase. This rule was added in version 2.1 of the specifica- 
tion. 

CLOCK 3. During clock cycle three. the target asserts DEVSEUI to indicate that 
it has recognized its address and will participate in the transaction. 
THE target also begins to drive the flrst data item (between one and four 
bytes, as requested by the setting of the C/BE Hnes) onto the AD bus and 
asserts TRDYX to indicate the presence of the requested data. 
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CLOCK & When the initiator and the currently-addressed target sample TRDY# 
and IRDYX both asserted at the risingedge of clock four, the first data item 
is read from the bus by the initiator, completing the Arst data phase. The 
first data phase consisted of clock cycle two and the wait state (turnaround 
cycle) inserted by the target (clock cycle three). 
AT the start of the second data phase (dock edge four), the initiator sets the 
byte enables to indicate the bytes to be transferred within the next dword. It 
is a rule that the initiator must immediately output the byte enables for a 
data phase upon entry to the data phase. If for some reason the initiator 
doesn't know what the byte enable settings will be for the next data phase. 
it should keep IRDYX deasserted and not let the current data phase end 
until it knows what they will be. 
IN this example, the initiator keeps IRDY# asserted upon entry into the sec- 
ond data phase, but does not deassert FRAME#. This indicates that the initi- 
ator is ready to read the second data item, but this is not the flnal data 
phase. 
IN a multiple-data phase transaction, it is the responsibility of the target (if 
it supports bursting) to latch the start address into an address counter and 
to manage the address counter from data phase to data phase. As an exam- 
ple, upon completion of one data phase, the target would increment the 
latched address by four to point to the next dword (or by eight to point to 
the next quadword if it's a 64-bit transfer). It then examines the initiator's 
byte enable settings to determine the bytes to be transferred within the cur- 
rently-addressed dword. Address counter management is covered in 
'Memory and I 0  Addressing" on page 143. 
IN this example, the target is going to need some time before it can provlde 
the second data item requested, so it deasserts TRDY# to insert a wait state 
(clock cycle five is the wait state) into the second data phase. In order to 
keep the data paths from floating, the target must continue to drive a stable 
data pattern, usually consisting of the last data item, onto the AD bus until 
it s M s  drivlng the second requested data item This is illustrated in clock 
four. It is necessary to keep the AD bus from floating in order to prevent all 
of the CMOS input buffers connected to the AD bus from osciliating and 
drawing excessive current. Mentioned earller in the book, this is one of the 
measures taken to conserve power. 

CLOCK 5. At the risingedge of clock five, the initiator samples TRDYX deas- 
serted and, recognizing that the target is requesting more time for the trans- 
fer of the second data item, it inserts a wait state into the second data phase 
(clock cycle five). 
DURING the wait state, the target begins to drive the second data item onto 
the AD bus and asserts TRDYX to indicate its presence. 
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CLOCK 6. When the initiator samples both IRDYX and TRDYX asserted on the 
risingedge of dock six, it reads the second data item from the bus. This 
completes the second data phase. The second data phase consisted of clock 
cycles four and five. 
AT the start of the third data phase, the initiator sets the byte enables to 
indicate the bytes to be transferred in the next dword. It also deasserts 
IRDY#. indicating that it requires more than one dock cyde before it will be 
ready to receive the data. 
DURING dock cycle six, the target keeps TRDY# asserted. indicating that it 
is immediately driving the third requested data item onto the AD bus. In 
this example, however, the initiator requires mom time before it will be able 
to read the data item (probably because it has a temporary buffer-full condi- 
tion). This causes a wait state (clock cycle seven) to be inserted into data 
phase three. 

CLOCK 7. The target must continue to drive the third data item onto the AD bus 
during the wait state (clock cyde seven). 
DURING clock cycle seven, the initiator asserts IRDYX, indicating its willing- 
ness to accept the third data item on the next rising clock edge. It also deas- 
serts M E # ,  indicating that this is the h a 1  data phase. 

CLOCK 8. Sampling both IRDY# and TRDYt asserted at the rising-edge of clock 
eight, the initlator reads the third data item from the bus. The third data 
phase conslsted of clocks six and seven. Sampling FRAME# deasserted on 
the rising-edge of clock eight instructs the target that thls is the final data 
item. 
THE overall burst transfer consisting of three data phases has been com- 
pleted. The initiator deassem IRDYX, returning the bus to the idle state (on 
the rising-edge of clock nine), and the target deasserts TRDY# and 
DEVSELX. 

CLOCK 9. The bus returns to the idle state (IRDY# and FRAME# both deas- 
serted). 
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P @ m  8-2: Read lhmaction 

Treatment of Byte Enables During Read or Write 

Byte Enables Presented on Entry To Data Phase 

Immediately upon entry Into a data phase, the initiator must present the proper 
byte enables to Indicate which bytes are to be transferred within the current 
dward (or quadword). This Is true wen if the initiator deasserts IRDY# on entry 
to the data phase to indicate that it's not yet ready to transfer (read or write) the 
current data item. This means that the initiator should have extended the previ- 
ous data phase (by keeping IRDYP deasserted) if it did not yet know which 
bytes were to be transferred in the current data phase. 

The byte enable settings for a data phase must be presented unchanged for the 
duration of the data phase (i.e., until the data item transfem). 
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Byte Enables May Change In Each Data Phase 
PC1 permi@ burst transactions where the byte enables change h m  one data 
phase to the next. Furthermore, the initlator may use any byte enable setting. 
consising of contiguous or noncontiguous byte enables. During a read transac- 
tion, the initiator will typically assert all of the byte enables during each data 
phase (because burst reads are typically reading a stream of dwords or quad- 
words), but it may use any combination. 

It should be noted that every target may not be capable of handling non-contig- 
uous byte enables. An example would be a PCI/ISA bridge. In this case, the tar- 
get could take one of the following actions: 

assertSEMi?. 
break the transaction into two 16-bit transfers. 

Data Phase wlth No Byte Enables Asserted 

As stated in the previous paragraph, any combination of byte enables is valid in 
anv data ohase. Thls includes a data ohase with no bvte enables asserted (a nun < 

data phase). This can occur for a number of reasons. Some examples would be: 

hving a burst transfer, the programmer may wish to "skip" a dword. This 
would be accomplished by keeping all byte enables deasserted during that 
data phase. This method of skipping a dword is infinitely preferable to end- 
ing the transaction, rearbitrating for bus ownership. and resuming the 
transaction at the next dword to be transferred. 
At the initiation of a 64bit transfer, the initiator does not yet know whether 
the target device Is a 64- or a 32-bit device. In certaln cases, if a 32-bit device 
responds. this can result in the h t  data phase being null. This case is 
described in "Null Data Phase Example" on page 280. 
There are cases where the last data phase of a block m f e r  may not have 
any of the byte enables asserted. Assume that an expansion bus master 
(EISA or Micro Channel) has initiated a series of accesses with a PC1 target 
The bridge between the expansion and PC1 buses will frequently packetize 
this series of bus master accesses into a PC1 burst transfer. When the expan- 
sion bus master has completed its last data transfer to the bridge, the bridge 
signals this to the target by asserting IRDYX and deasserting FRAME#. This 
informs the target that the last data transfer is in progress. Since the bus 
master has already transferred all of the data, however, the bridge will not 
assert any of the byte enables during this last data phase. 
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When none of the byte enables are asserted. the target must react as follows: 

On a read: the target must ensure that no data or status is destroyed or 
altered as a result of this data transfer. The target must supply a stable pat- 
tern on all data paths and must generate the proper parity (for the AD and 
C/BE buses) on the PAR bit. 
On a write: the target must not store any data and the initiator must supply 
a stable pattern on all data paths and ensure that PAR is valId for the AD 
and C/BE buses. 

Target with Limited Byte Enable Support 

I 0  and memory targets may support restricted byte enable settings and may 
respond with Target Abort (see "Unsupported Byte Enable Combination 
Results in Target Abort" on page 148) for any other pattern. AU devices must 
support any byte enable combination during configuration transactions. 

Rule for Sampling of Byte Enables 

If the target requires sampling of the byte enables (in order to precisely deter- 
mine which bytes are to be t r a n s f e d  within the nurently-addressed dword) 
during each data transfer, it must wait for the byte enables to be vabd during 
each data phase (one clock into the data phase) before completing the transfer. 
An example of a device that requires samphg of byte enables would be a mem- 
ory-mapped I0 device. It should not accept a write to or a read from %bit regis- 
ters within the currently-addressed dword until it has verified (via the byte 
enables) that the initiator Is in fact addressing those ports. 

If a target does not require exarninatlon of the byte enables on a mad, the target 
must supply all four bytes. An example of a device that would not have to wait 
to sample the byte enables would be a Prefetchable memory target. Well- 
behaved memory yields the same data from a location no matter how many 
times the location is read from. In other words, performing a speculative read 
from the memory does not alter the data stored in the location. This type of 
memory target is designed to supply all four bytes in every data phase of a read 
burst. The initiator only take the bytes it's addressing (as indicated by the byte 
enable settings) and ignores the others. 
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Cases Whem Byte Enables Can Be Ignored 

If the target memory is Prefetchable, it ignores the byte enable settings in each 
data phase of a read and returns all four bytes (or eight bytes, If it's a 64-bit 
transfer) during each read data phase. 

Performance During Read Transactions 

As described earlier, a turn-around cyde must be included in the first data 
transfer of a read transaction. This being the case. a single data phase read from 
a target always consists of at least three clock cycles (one dock cycle for the 
address phase and two clock cycles for the data phase). At a clock rate of 
33MHz, a read transaction consisting of a single data transfer would take 9011s 
to complete. An idle cyde (30x1s in duration at 33MHz) must be included 
between transactions. resulting in 120n.s per transaction. Using back-to-back 
single data phase read transfers, the data throughput would be 8.33 million 
transfers per second. If each transfer involved four bytes, the resultant transfer 
rate would be 33.33Mbytes per second. 

In actual practice however, most read transactions Involve a burst transfer of 
multiple objects (dwords or quadwords) between the initiator and the cur- 
rently-addressed target. The read @ansaction involving multiple data phases 
only requires the tum-amund cycle during the first data phase. The second 
through the last data phases can each be accomplished in a single clock cycle (if 
both the initiator and the cumntly-addressed mget are capable of zem wait 
state transfers). The achievable transfer rate duringthe second through the last 
data phases is thus one transfer every 30ns (at a PC1 bus speed of 33MHz). or 33 
million transfers per second. If each data phase involves the transfer of four 
bytes, the resultant data transfer rate is 132Mbytes per second. Figure 8-3 on 
page 134 illustrates a read transaction consisting of t h e  data phases, the sec- 
ond two of which complete with zem wait states. 
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Figwe  8-3: Optfmtzed Read llamadon 60 waft states) 
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Write Transfers 

The Previous Chapter 

Using timing diagrams, the previous chapter provided a detailed description of 
PC1 read transactions. It also described the treatment of the Byte Enable signals 
during both reads and writes. 

in This Chapter 

This chapter describes write transactions using example timing diagrams. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the differences between the memory and I 0  
addresses issued during the address phase. 

Example Single Data Phase Write Transaction 

Refer to Figure 9-1 on page 137. Each clock cycle is numbered for easy reference 
and begins and ends on the rising-edge. It is assumed that the bus master has 
already arbitrated for and been granted access to the bus. The bus master then 
must wait for the bus to become idle. This is accomplished by sampling the 
state of FRAME# and IRDY# on the rising-edge of each clock (along with 
GNT#). When both are sampled deasserted (clock edge one), the bus is idle and 
a transaction may be initiated by the bus master. 

Crocw 1. On detectbg bus idle (FRAME# and IRDY# both deasserted), the ini- 
tiator starts the transaction on the rislngedge of clock one. 
THE initiator drives out the address on AD[31:0] and the command on C/  
BE#[3:0]. 
THE initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that the transaction has started 
and that there is a valid address and command on the bus. 
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CLOCK 2 All targets on the bus sample the address, command and FRAME# on 
the rising-edge of clock two. completing the address phase. 
THE targets begin the decode to determine which of them is the target of 
the transaction. 
THE initiator asserts IRDYC to indicate that is driving the flrst write data 
item to the target over the AD bus. As long as the initiator asserts IRDYX 
within seven clocks after enterfng a data phase, it is within spec. 
THE initiator also deasserts FRAME# when it asserts IRDY#, thereby indi- 
catincz that it is readv to comolete the h a 1  data ohase of the transaction. 
~ ~ ~ k i t i a t o r  stops &ing h e  command onto'C/~~#[3:0] and starts driv- 
ing the byte enables to indicate which locations it wished to write to in the 
fust dword. 
THE target asserts DEVSELC in dock two to daim the transaction. 
THE target also asserts TRDYX to indicate its readiness to accept the k t  
write data item. 

CLOCK 3 The master samples DEVSELC asserted, indicating that the target has 
claimed the transaction. 
THE target samples IRDYX and the data on the AD bus. The asserted state 
of IRDY# indicates that it has just latched the fht valid write data item. 
THE asserted state of TRDYX indicates to the initiator that the target was 
ready to accept it, so both parties now know that the first data item has been 
transferred. 
THE target also sampled FRAME* deasserted. indicating that this is the 
fmal data phase of the transaction. 
BECAUSE the transaction has been completed, the initiator deasserts IRDY# 
and ceases to drive the byte enables and the data. 
THE target deasserts TRDY# and DEVSELf during clock four. 

CLOCK 4 The bus returns to the idle state on the rising-edge of doek flve. 
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P & m  9-1: ExiunpIe Single Data Phase Write lhsactian 

Example Burst Write Transaction 
During the following desu-lption of the write transaction, refer to Figure 9-2 on 
page 141. 

CLOCK 1. When both IRDY# and FRAME# are sampled deasserted (on the ris- 
ing-edge of clock one), the bus L Idle and a tmmaction may be initiated by 
the bus master whose GNTa signal Is currently asserted by the bus arbiter. 
AT the start of clock cycle one, the initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that 
the transaction has begun and that a valid start address and command are 
present on the bus. FRAME# remains asserted until the hitlator b ready 
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(has asserted IRDY#) to wmplete the last data phase. At the same t h e  that 
the initiator asserts FRAME#, it drives the start address onto the AD bus 
and the transaction type onto C/BE#P:O]. The address and transaction type 
are driven onto the bus for the duration of dock one. 
DURING clock cycle one. IRDYX. TRDY# and DEVSELX are not driven (in 
preparation for takeover by the new initiator and target). They are main- 
tained in the deasserted state by the pullups on the system board. 

CLOCK 2. At the start of clock cycle two, the initiator stops driving the address 
onto the AD bus and begins driving the first write data item. Since it doesn't 
have to hand off control of the AD bus to the target (as it does during a 
read), a turn-aruund cycle is unnecessary. The initiator may begin to drive 
the first data item onto the AD bus immediately upon entry to clock cycle 
two. Remember. though, that the initiator is still in spec as long as it pre- 
sents the data wlthin eight docks after enterlng a data phase. 
DURING dock cycle two, the initiator stops driving the command and starts 
driving the byte enables to indicate the bytes to be written to the currently- 
addressed dword. 
THE initiator drives the write data onto the AD bus and asserts IRDYt to 
indicate the presence of the data on the bus. The initiator doesn't deassert 
FRAME# when it asserts IRDYX (because this is not the h a 1  data phase). 
Once again, it should be noted that the Initiator does not have to assert 
IRDY# immediately upon entering a data phase. It may require some time 
before it's ready to source the first data item (e.g., it has a buffer empty con- 
dition). However, the initiator may not keep IRDY# deasserted for more 
than w e n  clocks during any data phase. This rule was added in version 2.1 
of the specification. 
DURING clock cycle two, the target decodes the address and command and 
asserts DEVSELd to claim the transaction. 
IN addition, it asserts TRDY#, indicating ils readiness to accept the first data - 
item. 

CLOCK 3. At the rising-edge of cloek three, the initiator and the currently- 
addressed target sample both TRDY# and IRDY# asserted, indicating that 
they are both ready to complete the first data phase. This is a zem wait state 
transfer (1.e.. a one clock data phase). The target accepts the first data item 
from the bus on the rising-edge of clock three (and samples the byte enables 
in order to determine which bytes are being written), completing the first 
data phase. 
THE target increments its address counter by four to point to the next 
dword. 
DURING clock cycle three, the initiator drives the second data item onto the 
AD bus and sets the byte enables to indicate the bytes betng written into the 
next dword and the data paths to be used during the second data phase. 
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THE initiator also keeps IRDY# asserted and does not deassert FRAME#. 
thereby indicating that it is ready to complete the second data phase and 
that this is not the final data phase. Assertion of IRDYX indicates that the 
write data is present on the bus. 

CLOCK A At the risingedge of clock four. the initiator and the currently- 
addressed target sample both TRDYX and IRDYX asserted, indicating that 
they are both ready to complete the second data phase. ThIs is a zero wait 
state data phase. The target accepts the second data item from the bus on 
the rising-edge of clock four (and samples the byte enables to determine 
which data lanes contain valid data), completing the second data phase. 
THE initiator requires more time before beginning to drive the next data 
item onto the AD bus (it has a buffer-empty condition). It therefore inserts a 
wait state into the third data phase by deasserting IRDYX at the start of 
clock cycle four. This allows the initiator to delay presentation of the new 
data. but it must set the byte enables to the proper setting for the third data 
phase immediately upon entering the data phase. 
IN this example, the target also requires more time before it will be ready to 
accept the third data item. To indicate the requirement for more time, the 
target deasserts TRDY# during clock cycle four. 
THE target once again increments its address counter to point to the next 
dword. 
DURING clock cycle four, although the initiator does not yet have the third 
data item available to drive, it must drive a stable pattern onto the data 
paths rather than let the AD bus float (required power conservation mea- 
sure). The specification doesn't dictate the pattern to be driven during this 
period. It is usually accomplished by continuing to drive the previous data 
item. The target will not accept the data being presented to it for two rea- 
sons: 

By deassettJng TRDYX, it has indicated that it isn't ready to accept data. 
By deasserting IRDYX, the initiator has indicated that it is not yet pre- 
senting the next data item to the target. 

CLOCK 5. When the initiator and target sample IRDYX and TRDYX deasserted 
at the rising-edge of clock Five, they insert a wait state (clock cycle five) into 
the third data phase. 
DURING clock cycle five, the initiator asserts IRDYX and drlves the Rnal 
data item onto the AD bus. 
THE initiator also deassertr FRAME# to indicate that this is the last data 
phase. 
THE initiator must continue to drive the byte enables for the third data 
phase until it completes. 
THE target keeps TRDYX deasserted, indicating that it is not yet ready to 
accept the third data item. 
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CLOCK 6. At the Nlng-edge of clock SIX, the initiator samples IRDYX asserted 
indicating that it is presenting the data, but TRDYt is still deasserted 
(because the target is not yet ready to accept the data item). 
THE target also samples FRAME# deasserted, indicating that the final data 
phase is in progress. The only thing impeding the completion of the final 
data phase now is the target (by keeping TRDYF deasserted untll it is ready 
to accept the flnal data item). 
IN response to sampling TRDYF deasserted on dockedgesix, the target and 
initiator insert a second wait state (dock cyde six) into the third data phase. 
During the second wait state, the initiator continues to drive the third data 
item onto the AD bus and maintains the sening on the byte enables. The tar- 
get keeps TRDY# deasserted. indicating that is not ready to accept the third 
data item yet. 

CLOCK 7. At the rising-edge of clock seven, the target and Initiator sample 
IRDYX asserted, indicating that the initiator is stlll presenting the data, but 
TRDYd is still deasserted. In response, the target and initiator insert a third 
wait state (clock cyde seven) into the third data phase. 
DURING the third wait state, the initiator continues to drive the third data 
item onto the AD bus and maintains the setting on the byte enables. 
THE target now asserts TRDY#, indicating that it is ready to complete the 
final data phase. 

CLocn 8. At the rising-edge of clock eight, the target and initiator sample both 
IRDYR and TRDYR asserted, indicating that both the initiator and the target 
are ready to end the third and fmal data phase. In response, the third data 
phase is completed on the rising-edge of clock eight The target accepts the 
thlrd data item from the AD bus. The third data phase consisted of four 
clock periods (the first clock cycle of the data phase, clock cycle four, plus 
three wait states). 
DURING clock cyde eight. the initiator ceases to drive the data onto the AD 
bus, stops driving the C/BE bus, and deasserts IRDYW (returning the bus to 
the idle state). The target deasserts TRDY# and DEVSEL#. 
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Performance Durlng Wrlte Transactions 
Transactions wherein an MUator performs a single data phase write to a target 
consist of at least two cycles of the PC1 clock (the address phase and a one clock 
data phase). An Idle cycle (at 33MHz, 30ns in duration) must be included 
between transactions (except when performing a fast back-twback transaction 
pair; see "Fast Back-to-Back 'Ihnsactions" on page 153). At a clock rate of 
33MHz, a single data phase write tramaction takes 90ns to complete. Using 
back-to-back single data phase write transfers, the data throughput would be 
11.11 million transfers per second. If each transfer Involved four bytes, the 
resulting transfer rate would be 44.44Mbytes per second 
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The first through the last data transfer of a burst write transaction can each be 
accomplished in a single clock cycle (if both the initlator and the currently- 
addressed target an? capable of zero wait state data phases). The achievable 
transaction rate durlng the flrst through the last data phases is thus one transfer 
every 3011s (at a PC1 bus speed of 33MHz), or 33 million transfers per second. If 
each transfer Involves the trader of four bytes, the data transfer rate Is 
132Mbytes per second. Figure 9-3 on page 142 illusmates a write transacbton 
consisting of three zero wait stak data phases. 

F@in 9-3: Optimized Write flansaction (no wait states) 



TO Memory and I 0  
Addressing 

The Previous Chapter 
The previous chapter described write transactions using example timing dia- 
grams. 

In This Chapter 

This chapter describes the differences between the memory and I 0  addresses 
issued during the address phase. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter provides a detailed description of Fast Back-toBack transac- 
tions and addreddata Stepping. 

Memory Addressing 

The Start Address 
The start address issued during any form of memory transaction is a dword- 
aligned address presented on AD131:2] during the address phase. It is a quad- 
word-aligned addms if the master is starting a 64-bit transfer, but this subject is 
covered in 'The 64-bit PC1 Extension" on page 265. 

Addresslng Sequence During Memory Burst 
The following discussion assumes that the memory target supports bursting. 
The memory target latches the s M  address into an address counter and uses it 
for the fmt data phase. Upon complebion of the flrst data phase and assuming 
that it's not a single data phase transaction, the memory target must update its 
address counter to point to the next dword to be transferred. 
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On a memory access, the memory target must check the state of address bits one 
and zem (AD[I:OI) to determine the policy to use when updating its address 
counter at the conclusion of each data phase. Table 10-1 on page 144 defines the 
addressing sequences deflned in the revision 2.2 specification and encoded in 
the flrst two address bits. Only two addressing sequences are currently dehed:  

Linear (sequential) Mode. 
Cache Line Wrap Mode. 

Table 10-1: Memory Burst Address Sequence 

Linear (Sequential) Mode 

AD1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

All memory devices that support multiple data phase transfers must support 
linear addressing. When the Memory Write-and-Invalidate wmmand is used. 
the start address must be aligned on a cache line boundary and it must indicate 
(on AD[l:O]) linear addressing. At the completion of each data phase, (even if 
the initiator isn't asserting any Byte Enables in the next data phase) the memory 
target increments its address counter by four to point to the next sequential 
dword for the next data phase (or the next sequential quadword if performing 
64-bit transfers) 

Cache Line Wrap Mode 

ADD 

0 

1 

0 

1 

Support for Cache Line Wrap Mode is optional and is only used for memory 
reads. A memory target that supports this mode must implement the Cache 
Line Size configuration register (so it knows when the end of a line has been 

Addressing Sequence 

Linear, or sequential, addressing sequence during the burst. 

Reserved. Prlor to revision 2.1, this indicated Intel Toggle 
Mode addressing. When detected, the memory target 
should signal a Disconnect with data transfer during the 
Arst data phase or a disconnect without data transfer in the 
second data phase. 

Cache Line Wrap mode. First deflned in mvision 2.1. 

Reserved. When detected, the memory target should signal 
a Disconnect with data transfer during the h t  data phase 
or a disconnect without data transfer in the second data 
phase. 
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reached). The start address can be any dword withln a line. At the start of each 
data phase of the burst read, the memory target increments the dword address 
in its address counter. When the end of the current cache line is encountered 
and assuming that the master continues the burst, the target stm& the transfer 
of the next cache line at the same relative start positlon (1.e.. dword) as that used 
in the fist  cache line. 

Implementation of Cache Line Wrap Mode is optional for memory and mean- 
ingless for I0  and configuration targets. 

The author is not aware (some people, mostly my friends, would agree with 
that) of any bus masters that use Cache Line Wrap Mode when performing 
memory reads. It would mainly be useful if the processor were permitted to 
cache fium memory targets residing on the PC1 bus. This is no longer sup- 
ported. but was in the 2.1 spec. The following explanation is only presented as 
backgtuund to explain the inclusion of Cache Line Wrap Mode in the earlier 
Spec. 
When a processor has a cache miss, it initiates a cache line fill transactlon on its 
external bus to fetch the line from memory. If the target memory is not main 
memory, the host/PCI bridge starts a burst memory read from the PC1 memory 
target using Cache Line Wrap Mode. Most processors (other than x86 proces- 
sors) use Wrap addressing when performing a cache line RLI. The processor 
expects the memory controller to understand that it wants the critical quad- 
word flrst (because it contains the bytes that caused the cache miss). followed 
by the remaining quadwords that comprise the cache line. The transfer 
sequence of the remaining quadwords is typically drcular (which is what Wrap 
Mode is all about). 

The Intel x86 processors do not use wmp addressing (they use Toggle Mode 
addressing). The PowerPC 601, 603 and 604 processors use Wrap addressing. 
For a detailed description of the 486 cache line fill addressing sequence, refer to 
the Addison-Wesley publication entitled 80486 System Architecture. For that 
used by the Pentium processor, refer to the Addison-Wesley publication entitled 
Pentium Pmessor System Arehltectun. For that used by the P6-family processors. 
refer to the Addison-Wesley publication entitled Pentium Pm and Pentium II Sys- 
tem Architecture. For that used by the PowerPC 60x processors, refer to the Add- 
ison-Wesley publlcation entitled PowerPC System Architecture. 

When Target Doesn't Support Setting on AD[l:O] 

Although a memory target may support burst mode. it may not implement the 
addressing sequence indicated by the bus master during the address phase. 
When the master uses a pattern on AD[l:OI that the target doesn't support 
(Reserved a Cache Line Wrap), the target must respond as follows: 
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The target must either issue a Disconnect with data transfer on the transfer 
of the first data item. 
or a Disconnect without data transfer during the second data phase. 

This is necessary because the initiator is indicating an addressing sequence the 
target is unfamiliar with and the target therefore doesn't know what to do with 
its address counter. 

There are two scenarios where the master may use a bit pattern not supported 
by the target: 

The master was built to a different rev of the spec. and is using a pattern 
that was reserved when the target was designed. 
The master indicates Cache Line Wrap addressing on a burst, but the target 
only supports Linear addming. 

Do Not Merge Processor 10 Writes 

To ensure that I 0  devices function correctly, brldges must never merge sequen- 
tial I 0  accesses into a single data phase (merging byte accesses performed by 
the pmcessor into a single-dword transfer) or a multiple data phase transaction. 
Each individual I 0  transaction generated by the processor must be performed 
on the PC1 bus as it appears on the host bus. This rule includes accesses to both 
I 0  space and memory-mapped I 0  space (non-Prefetchable memory). Bridges 
are not permitted to perfom byte merglng in the their posted memory write 
buffers when writes are performed to non-Prefetchable memory (see 'Byte 
Merglng" on page 95 and "What Is Prefetchable Memory?" on page 93. 

General 
During an 10  mansaction, the start I 0  address placed on the AD bus durlng the 
address phase has the following format: 

AD[31:2] identify the target dwod  of I 0  space. 
ADI1:Ol identify the least-significant byte (i.e.. the start byte) within the tar- 
get dword that the inidator wlshes to perform a transfer with (OOb = byte 0. 
Olb = byte 1, etc.). 

At the end of the address phase, all 10  targets latch the start address and the I 0  
read or write command and begin the address decode. 
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Decode By Device That Owns Entire 10 Dword 

An 10 device that only implements 32-bit I 0  ports can ignore AD[I:O] when 
performing address decode. In other words. it decodes AD[31:2] plus the com- 
mand in deciding whether or not to claim the transaction by asserting 
DEVSEL#. It then examines the byte enables in the first data phase to determine 
which of the four locations in the addressed I 0  dwod are being read or written. 

Decode by Device With 8-Bit or 16-Bit Ports 

An 10 device may not implement all four locations within each d w a d  of I 0  
space assigned to it. As an example, within a given dword of I 0  space it may 
implement locations 0 and 1, but not 2 and 3. This type of I 0  target claims the 
transaction based on the byte-spedAc start address that it latched at the end of 
the address phase. In other words. it must decode the full 32-bit 10 address con- 
sisting of AD[31:0]. If that 8-bit I 0  port is implemented in the target, the target 
asserts DEVSEL# and claims the transaction. 

The byte enables asserted during the data phase identify the least-s$niRcant 
byte within the d w a d  (the same one indicated by the setting of AD[l:OI) as  weU 
as any additional bytes (within the addressed dword) that the initiator wishes 
to transfer. It is illegal (and makes no sense) for the initiator to assert any byte 
enables of lesser significance than the one indicated by the AD[l:O] setting. If 
the initiator does assert any of the illegal byte enable patterns, the target must 
terminate the transaction with a Target Abort. Table 10-2 on page 147 contains 
some examples of valid I 0  addresses. 

Table 10-2: Examples of 10 Addressing 
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Unsupported Byte Enable Combination Results in 
Target Abort 

If an I 0  target claims a transaction (asserts DEVSEL#) based on the byte-specltlc 
start address issued during the address phase, then subsequently examines the 
byte enables (issued during the data phase) and determines that it cannot fulfill 
the initiator's request the target must respond by indicating a Target Abort 
(STOP# asserted. TRDY# and DEVSELI deasserted) to the initiator. The Target 
Abort is covered in "Target Abort" on page 194. A typical example wherein the 
target must abort the transaction could result from the execution of the follow- 
ing x86 instruction: 

I N  AX, 60 ; read 2 by tes  from 10 s t a r t i n g  a t  Por t  60h 

When executed by a P6 family processor, quadword address O0000060h is 
driven onto the processor's byte enables during the processor's resultant I0  
read transaction and the processor asserts BEI[l:O], but not BEI[7:2]. This indi- 
cates to the host/PCI bridge that the processor is addressing locations 
00000060h and 00000061h within the I 0  quadword starting at port 00000060h. 
Assuming that the host/PCI bridge doesn't incorporate either of these I 0  port 
addresses (it typically doesn't in a PC chipset), it arbitrates for ownership of the 
PC1 bus and initiates a PC1 I 0  read transaction. 

During the address phase, the host/PCI bridge drives the address of the least- 
sigdlcant I 0  port to be read by the processor. 00000060h. onto the AD bus. The 
bridge determined this is the least-significant port to be read by examining the 
processor's byte enable sewings and testing for the least-signifleant byte enable 
asserted by the processor. In this case, it is BEO#, companding to the &st loca- 
tion in the currently-addressed quadword, 00000060h-OWOO067h. 

In a PC-compatible machine, this is the address of the keyboard data port. 
Assuming that the keyboard controller resides on the PC1 bus (e.g., embedded 
within or closely-associated with the PCI/ISA bridge), the keyboard controller 
would assert DEVSEL# to claim the aansactlon. Subsequently, when the pmces- 
sor's byte enables are presented during the data phase and are sampled by the 
target, C/BE#[l:O] are asserted, but not C/BE#[3:2]. This identifies 10 addresses 
60h and 61h as the target locations within the I 0  dword that starts at I 0  address 
00000060h. 

I 0  Port 61h has nothing to do with the keyboard interface (it Is System Control 
Port B, a general 10 status port on the system board). Assuming that I 0  Port 61h 
is not implemented in the same device that claimed the transaction. the device 
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that claimed the transaction cannot service the request. It could supply the con- 
tents of Port 60h, but not that of Port 61h. Since there is no way to indicate par- 
tial fulfillment of desire in PCI, the target device must issue a Target Abort to 
the host/PCI bridge (STOP# asserted, TRDYt and DEVSELt deasserted) and 
terminate the transaction with no data transferred. As a result, the initiator sets 
its Received Target Abort status bit and the target sets its Signaled Target Abort 
status bit (in their respective PC1 conflguratlon Status registers). The initiator 
reports this error back to the software in a device-specific fashion (e.g.. by gen- 
erating an intempt to the processor). 

An ISA expansion bus bridge doesn't have s p d c  knowledge regarding all of 
the 10 ports that exlsts on the ISA bus. It therefore claims 10 transactions that 
are not claimed by PC1 I 0  devices. Since it doesn't 'know" what I 0  ports exists 
behind it, it can not Judge whether to Target Abort the transaction based on the 
byte enable settings. 

Null First Data Phase Is Legal 
In the address phase, the master could supply a byte-spedflc start 10 address 
addressing any of the bytes with an I 0  dword and then deassert all of the byte 
enables in the first data phase. This is legal. 

10 Address Management 

X86 Processor Cannot Perform 10 Burst 

Although burst I 0  tansacdons are legal in PCI. I 0  transactions are typically ini- 
tiated by the processor and x86 processors cannot perform burst I 0  transac- 
tions. At the time of this writing, the author is unaware of any currently-existing 
processor that is capable of performing burst I 0  write transactions. An IN 
instruction (and I 0  read) or an OUT instruction (an I 0  write) specifies the AL, 
AH, or AX register as the source register for an I 0  write or the destination regis- 
ter for an I 0  read. This means that an I 0  read or wrlte transaction initiated by 
the processor wlil have one, two, or four byte enables asserted, and can there 
only transfer a byte, word, a dword in each I 0  transaction. 

It's easy to assume that the Intel x86 INS (input strind and OUTS (output 
string) instructions cause the processor to generate a burst I 0  read or write 
series, but this isn't so. When an INS (IN String) instruction is executed by the 
x86 processor. it results in a series of back-to-back I 0  readhemory write trans- 
action pairs. The OUTS (Out String) instruction resultr. in a sMng of back-to- 
back memory read and I 0  write bus cycles. 
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Burst 10 Address Counter Management 

As in any PC1 read/wrlte transaction, it is the responsibility of the I 0  target to 
latch the start address delivered by the initiator. It then assumes responsibility 
for managing the address for each subsequent data phase that follows the first 
data phase. Unlike memory address management, in PC1 there is no explicit or 
implicit I 0  address sequencing from one data phase to the next. The initiator 
and the target must both undeffitand and utike the same I 0  address manage- 
ment. W o  examples would be: 

Both the initiator and the target understand that the dword address (on 
AD[31:2]) delivered by the initiator is to be incremented by four at the com- 
pletion of each data phase. In other words, the read or write transaction 
pmceeds sequentially thmugh the target's 10 address space a dword at a 
Ume. 
Both the initiator and the target understand that the target doesn't incre- 
ment the dword address for each subsequent data phase. This is how a 
designer would implement a 32-bit FIFO buffer front-end. 

When 10 Target Doesn't Support Multi-Data 
Phase Transactions 

Many PC1 I 0  targets are not designed to handle multi-data phase transactions. 
A target can determine that the initiator intends to perform a second data phase 
upon completion of the first by checking the state of FRAME# when mDY# is 
sampled asserted in the flnt data phase. If IRDY# has been asserted by the initi- 
ator and it still has FRAME# asserted, this indicates that this is not the fmal data 
phase in the transaction. 

If an I 0  target doesn't support multldata phase transactions and the initiator 
indicates that a second data phase is forthcoming, the target must respond in 
one of two ways: 

When it's ready to transfer the Arst data item, terminate the first data 
phase with a disconnect with data transfer (STOP# and TRDY# asserted). 
The first data item is bansferned successfully, but the initiator is forced to 
terminate the transaction at that point It must then re-arbitrate for bus 
ownership and resume the transaction at the point of disconnection. 
Terminate the second data phase with a disconnect without data transfer 
(STOP# asserted, TRDY# deasserted). The first data phase completes nor- 
mally. The initiator is then forced to terminate the transaction during the 
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second data phase without transferring any additional data. The initiator 
then re-arbitrates for bus ownership and resume the transaction at the polnt 
of disconnection. 

Legacy 10 Decode 

LEGACY PC-COMPArlBLE DEWCES SUCH AS VGA AND JOE CONrROUERS FREQUENTLY 
E X P K r  W BE LOCAED WITHIN FIXED LEGACY 10 RANGES. SUCH DEVICES D O  NOT IMPLE- 
MENr BASE ADDRESS REGISIERS. INSJEAD. THE C O N F I G U R A T ~ N  SOFIWARE IDENIIFIES 11 A$ 
A E G A C Y  DEVICE VIA I D  CLASS CODE REGISJER AND THEN ENABLES lrS 10 DECODER(SJ 
BY SEmNG rHE 10 SPACE E l r  IN I E  COMMAND RECISER rCI ONE. 

A LEGACY 10 DEVKE MAY OR MAY NOT O W N  ALL O F  W E  B Y E  LOCAUONS WIJHIN A 
DWORD O F  10 SPACE. 

When Legacy 10 Devlce Owns Entire Dword 

A LEGACY 16 DEVICE IHAT DOES OWN A U  O F  THE BYES WITHIN WE CURRENnY- 
ADDRESSED DWORD C A N  PERFORM la DECODE USING rHE DWORD-ALIGNED ADDRESS 
LATCHED FROM AD[31:2J AT rHE END O F  ADDRESS PHASE, b DOES N o r  HAYE r 0  USE 
AD[I:OJ. 

When Legacy 10 Devlce Doesn't Own Entire Dword 

A LEGACY 10 DEVICE rHAr DOES NOT OWN ALL O F  IHE BBYIE L Q C A M N S  WIIHIN A DWQRD 
MUSr DECODE ALL 32 ADDRESS B I E  LArCHED AT IHE END O F  WE ADDRESS PHASE I0 
DEERMINE IF B OWNS IHE EVE-SPECIFIC START LOCArION BUNG ADDRESSED AND ASSERn 
DEVSEL# r0 CLAIM IHE TRANSACTION IF lr DOES, lr MUSr WEN E X M I N E  WE HEBYIE 
ENABLES r 0  DETERMINE IF THE INlr lA~OR IS ADDRESSING ADDITIQNAL BYTE LOCArIQNS 
WlrHlN RIE rARGET 10 DWORD. IF I r  OWNS ALL O F  THE ADDRESSED 10 PORn,  IHE DEVICE 
CAN HDNOR IHE REQUEST. IF, HOWEVER, IT D0ESN.T OWN rHEM ALL. R MUSr ISSUE A TAR- 
G E I  ABORT 70 WE INlIlArOR. FOR MORE INFORMAIION, REFER TO "UNSUPWRED 8YIE 
ENABLE COMBINA~IQN RESULT3 IN TARGEr ABORT" O N  PAGE 148. 

THE EXCEPrlON IS A BRIDGE IHAr PERH)RMS SUBIRACrlVE DECODE [SEE "SUBTRACnVE 
DECODE (BY RA BRIDGE)" ON PAGE 53). A S u B n A c n m  DECODE BRIDGE WES N o r  
HAVE r0 CHECK THE S r A E  O F  AD[! fl] BEFORE CLAIMING WE I R A N S A C m N  [SUBIRAC- 
rlVUY) AND PASSING l I  JHROUGH r 0  W E  ISA BUS. 





Fast Back-to- 
Back & Stepping 

The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter described the differences between the memory and I 0  
addresses issued during the address phase. 

This Chapter 

This chapter provides a detailed description of Fast Back-to-Back transactions 
and addreddata Stepping. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the early termination of a transaction before all of the 
intended data has been transfemd between the master and the target. This 
includes descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master. Target Retry. 
Target Dtsconnect, and Target Abort. 

Fast Back-to-Back Transactions 
Assertion of its grant by the PC1 bus arbiter glves a PC1 bus master access to the 
bus for a single transaction consisting of one or more data phases. If a bus mas- 
ter desires another access, it should continue to assert its REQ# after it has 
asserted FRAME# for the First transaction. If the arbiter continues to assert 
GNT# to the master at the end of the tlrst transaction, the master may then 
immediately initiate a second transaction. However, a bus master attempting to 
perform two, back-to-back transactions usually must insert an idle cycle 
between the two transactions. This is illustxated in clock 6 of Figure 11-1 on 
page 154. If all of the required criteria are met, the master can eliminate the idle 
cycle between the two bus transactions. These are referred to as Fast Back-to- 
Back transactions. Thts can only occur if there is a guarantee that there will not 
be contention (on any signal Unes) between the masters and/or targets involved 
in the two transactions. There are two scenarios where this is the case. 
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CASE 1. In the flrst case, the master guarantees that there wlll be no contention. 
It's optional whether or not a master implemenb this capability, but it's 
mandatory that targets support It. 

CASE 2. In the second case, the master and the community of PC1 targets collec- 
tively provide the guarantee. 

The sections that follow describe these two scenarios. 

F i g w  11-1: Back-to-Bd llwmeti411s Wfth an Idle State In-Between 
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Decision to Implement Fast Back-to-Back Capability 

The subsequent two sections describe the rules that permit deletion of the idle 
state between two transactions. Since they repment a fairly constralnlng set of 
rules, the designer of a bus master should make an informed decision as to 
whether or not it's worth the additional logic it would take to implement it. 

Assume that the nature of a particular bus master is such that it typically per- 
forms long burst transfers whenever it acquires bus ownership. A SCSI Host 
Bus Adapter would be a good example. In this case, including the extra logic to 
support Fast Back-to-Back transactions would not be worth the effort. Percent- 
age-wise, you're only saving one clock Uck of latency in between each pair of 
long transfers. 

Assume that the nature of another master is such that it typically performs lots 
of small data transfers. In this case, inclusion of the extra logic may result in a 
measurable increase in performance. Since each of the smaU transactions typi- 
cally only consists of a few clock ticks and the master performs lots of these 
small transactions in rapid succession, the savings of one clock tick in between 
each transaction pair can amount to the removal of a fair percentage of over- 
head normally spent in bus idle time. 

Scenario 1 : Master Guarantees Lack of Contention 

In this scenario (defined in revision 1.0 of the spedflcation and still true in revi- 
don Zx), the master must ensure that, when it performs a pair of back-to-back 
transactions with no idle state in between the two, there is no contention on any 
of the signals driven by the bus master or on those driven by the target. An idle 
cycle is required whenever AD[31:0], C/BEX[3:0], FRAME#, PAR and IRDYX are 
driven by different masters from one dock cyde to the next. The idle cycle 
allows one cycle for the master currently driving these signals to surrender con- 
trol (cease driving) before the next bus master begins to drive these signals. This 
prevents bus contention on the bus master-related signals. 

1st Must Be Write, 2nd Is Read or Write, But Same Target 

The master must ensure that the same set of output drivers are drlving the mas- 
ter-related signals at the end of the flrst transaction and the start of the second. 
This means that the master must ensure that it is driving the bus at the end of 
the flrst transaction and at the stai-t of the second. 
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To meet this criteria, the Arst transactlon must be a write transaction so the mas- 
ter will be drlving the AD bus with the final write data item at the end of the 
transaction. The semnd transaction can be either a read or a write but must be 
initiated by the same master. This means that the master must keep its REQ# 
asserted to the arbiter when it starts the flrst transaction and must check to 
make sure that the arbiter Leaves its GNT# asserted at the end of the flrst trans- 
action. Whether or not the arbiter leaves the GNTX on the master is dependent 
on whether or not the arbiter receives any bus requests from other masters dur- 
ing this master's Arst transactlon. Refer lo Figure 11-2 on page 158. 

CLOCK 1. When the master a c q u h  bus ownership and starts the flrst transac- 
tion (on the rising-edge of clock one). it drives out the address and mm- 
mand and assem FRAME#. The transaction must be a write. 
THE initlator continues to assert its REQ# line to try and get the arbiter to 
leave the GNT# on it so it can immediately start the second transaction of 
the Fast Back-to-Back pair after the final data phase of the first transaction 
completes. 

CLOCK 2. When the address phase is completed (on the Wing-edge of clock 
two), the master drives the &st data item onto the AD bus and sets the byte 
enables to indicate which data paths contain valid data bytes. 
THE master asserts IRDY# to indicate the pmence of the write data on the 
AD bus. 
THE master simultaneously deasserts FRAME#. indicating that this is the 
final data phase of the write transaction. 
THE target asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction. 
THE target also asserts TRDYX to indicate its readiness to accept the k t  
write data item. 

CLOCK 3. At the conclusion of the flrst data phase (on the rising-edge of clock 
three) and each subsequent data phase (there aren't any in this example), 
the bus master is drlving write data onto the AD bus and is also driving the 
byte enables. 
THE master samples DEVSELI asserted on the rising-edge of clock three 
indicating that the target has claimed the transaction. 
THE target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted on the Wng- 
edge of clock three, indicating that the master is ready to complete the final 
data phase. 
BOTH parties sample IRDY# and TRDYX. asserted on the rising-edge of 
clock three, indicating that the target has latched the final data item. 
THE master samples its GNTX still asserted by the arbiter, indicating that it 
has retained bus ownership for the next transaction. If GNT# were sampled 
deasserted at this point, the master has lost ownership and cannot pmceed wiLh the 
semnd transaction. It would haw to wait until ownemhip passes back to it and then 
perform the second transaction. 
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CLOCK three would normally be the idle dock during which the master and 
target would ceasing driving their respective signals. However, the master 
has retained bus ownership and will immediately start a new transaction 
(either a write or a read) during clock three. It must ensure that it is addressing 
the same target, however, so that there isn't any contention on the target- 
related signals (see Clock Four). 
THE master stops drivlng the final write data item and the byte enables and 
immediately stam driving the start address and command for the second 
transaction. 
THE master immediately reasserts FRAME# to indicate that it is starting a 
new transaction. It should be noted that the bus dos not return to the idle state 
(FRAME# and IRDY# both deasserted). It is a rule that targets must remgnize a 
change h m  lRDY# assertedand FRAME# deasserted on one cloek edge to IRDYX 
deasserted and FRAME# asserted on the next clock edge as the end of one transac- 
tion and the beginning of a new one. 
THE master deasserts its REQ# to the arbiter (unless it wishes to perform 
another transaction immediately after the new one it's just beginning). 

CLOCK & When the targets on the bus detect FRAME# reasserted, thh quallAes 
the address and command just latched as valid for a new transaction. They 
begin the decode. 
THE target of the previous transanion had actlvelydriven TRDY# and 
DEVSEL# back high for one clock starting on the rising-edge of clock three 
and continuing until the rising-edge of clock four. That target is just begin- 
ning to back its DEVSEL# and TRDY# output driven off those two signals 
starting on the risingedge of clock four. If a different target were addressed 
in the second transaction and it had a fast decoder. it would turn on its 
DEVSEL# output driver starting on the rising-edge of dock four to assert 
DEVSEL#. In addition, if the second transaction were a write, the target of 
the second transaction might also turn on its TRDY# output driver to indi- 
cate its readiness to accept the Rrst data item. In summary, If the master 
were to address different targets in the h t  and second transactions, there 
might he a collision on the target-related signals. Thls is why it's a rule that the 
master must address the same target in both transactions. In this way, the same 
target output driven that Just drove both lines high can now drive them 
low. 

Since the configuration PC1 s o h a r e  dynamically assigns address ranges to a 
device's programmable PC1 memory and I 0  decoders each time the machine is 
powered up, it can be a n?al challenge for the master to "know" that it is address- 
ing the same target in the Rrst and second transactions. 
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F & m  11-2: Arbitration For Fast Bad-B3ac.k Amses 

Wrlte Write 
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Data VAddrcsy Data 
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How Collision Avoided On Signals Driven By Target 

The signals asserted by the target of the first transaction at the completion of the 
final data phase (clock edge three) are TRDY# and DEVSEL# (and, possibly. 
STOP#). lkro clocks after the end of the data phase, the target may also drive 
PERF#. As it is a rule in thls scenario that the same target must be addressed in 
the second transaction, the same target again drives these signals. Even if the 
target has a fast address decoder and begins to assert DEVSEL# (and TRDYX if it 
is a write) durlng clock cycle four in the second transaction, the fact that it is the 
same target ensures that there is not a collision on TRDY# and DEVSELX (and 
possibly STOP# and PERF#) between output drivers associated with two differ- 
ent targets. 

How Targets Recognize New Transactton Has Begun 

It is a rule that all PC1 targets must recognize either of the following conditions 
as the start of a new transaction: 

Normal Start: Bus idle (ERAh4E# and IRDYt deasserted) detected on one 
risingedge of the PC1 clock followed on the next rising-edge by address 
phase-in-progress (FRAME# asserted and IRDYX deasserted). 
Fast Start: Final data phase in progress (FRAME# deasserted and IRDY# 
asserted) detected on one rising-edge of the PC1 clock, followed on the next 
rising-edge by address phase-in-progress (FRAME# asserted and IRDY# 
deasserted). 

Implementation of support for this type of Fast Back-to-Back capability is 
optional for an Initiator. but all targets must be able to decode them. 

Fast Back-to-Back and Master Abort 

When a master experiences a Master Abort on a transaction during a Fast Back- 
to-Back series. it may continue performing fast transactions (as Long as it still 
has its GNTX). No target responded to the aborted transaction. thereby ensuring 
that there will not be a collision on the target-related signals. If the transaction 
that ended wlth a Master Abort was a Special Cycle transaction, the target(s) 
that received the message were already given sufficient time (by the master) to 
process the message and should be prepared to recognize another transaction. 
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Scenario Two: Targets Guarantee Lack of Contention 

In the second scenario (defied in revision 2.0 of the specification and still true 
in revision 2.x). the entire community of PC1 targets that reside on the PC1 bus 
as well as the bus master collectively guarantee lack of contention during fast 
back-to-back transactions. A constraint incurred when using the master-guaran- 
teed method (see 'Scenario 1: Master Guarantees Lack of Contention" on 
page 155) is that the master can only perform Fast Back-to-Back transactions if 
both transactions access the same target and the h t  transaction is a write. The 
tricky part for the master is knowing the address boundaries of various targets. 
A master doesn't typically have this kind of knowledge. That's why an addi- 
tional method was introduced in the 2.0 spec. 

The reason that scenario one states that the target of the first and second trans- 
actions must be the same target is to prevent the possibility of a mllision on the 
target-related slgnals: TRDY#. DEVSELX and STOP# (and, possibly, PERRX). 
This possibility can be avoided Lf: 

1. AU targets have medium or slow address decoders. Alternatively, a target 
might normally perform a fast decode, but adjust its decode tlming to the 
medium decode tlme slot when it detects a master initiating the second 
transaction of a Fast Back-to-Back pair. Note that this target would stlll indi- 
cate i b  normal decode speed (fast) in the DEVSEL# Timing field of its Status 
register. Targets with Medium or Slow decoders, or targets that are nor- 
mally fast but will adjust their decode tlming to avoid a collision will hard- 
wire the Fast Back-to-Back Capable bit in their Status registers to a one. 

2. It is a requirement that all targets must be capable of discerning that a new 
transaction has begun without a transition through the bus idle state and 
are capable of latching the address and command assodated with the sec- 
ond transaction. 

During system configuration (at power-up), software polls each device's conflg- 
uratlon Status register (see Figure 11-4 on page 162) and checks the state of its 
Fast Back-to-Back Capable bit. If all devices indicate support for this anti-colli- 
sion mechanism, then the configuration software can set each bus master's Fast 
Back-to-Back Enable bit (see Figure 11-3 on page 161) in its conf~guration Com- 
mand Egister. When this bit is set, a master is enabled to perform Fast Back-to- 
Back transactions with different targets in the flrst and second transactions. This 
bit, and therefore this capability is optional for a bus master. 
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If the full suite of targets on a PC1 bus meet both of these requirements, then any 
bus master that is Fast Back-to-Back Capable can perform Fast Back-to-Back 
transactions without wonying about which targets it addresses in the first and 
second transactions. If so much as one target indicates to the configuration soft- 
ware that it cannot guarantee that a collision won't occur, then the conflguration 
software cannot set the Fast Back-to-Back Capable bit to one in the Command 
registers of masten that support this feature. 

There are two scenarios when a target with a fast address decoder doesn't have 
to insert this one dock delay: 

SCENFtRlo 1. The m n t  transaction was preceded by a bus idle state 
(FRAME% and IRDYR deasserted). 

SCENARIO 2. The currently-addressed target was also addressed in the previ- 
ous transaction. This ensures a lack of contention on TRDYX. STOP# and 
DEVSEL# (because it was driving these signals during the previous transac- 
tion). 

To prevent coIUsions on the master-related signals, the h t  transaction must 
still be a wrlte, and the second transaction must be performed by the same mas- 
ter. 

Figure 11 -3: Command Register Bit Assignment 
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Figure 11-4: Status Register Bit Assignment 
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AddresslData Stepping 

Advantages: Diminished Current Drain and 
Crosstalk 

'hming on a large number of output drivers simultaneously (e.g.. driving a 32- 
bit address onto the AD bus) can result in: 

a large spike of current drain. 
a signtncant amount of crosstalk within the driver chip and on adjacent 
external signal lines. 

Optionally, the designer could choose to alleviate both of these problems by 
turning on the drivers associated with nonadjacent signal drivers in p u p s  
over a number of steps, or clock periods. 

As an example, assume that the system board designer lays out the 32 AD lines 
as adlacent signal traces in bit sequential order. By simultaneously driving all 32 
lines, crosstalk would be generated on the traces (and within the driver chip). 
Now assume that there are four 8-bit groups of signal drivers connected as fol- 
lows: 
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driver group one is connected to AD lines 0,4,8.12.16,20,24,28. 
driver group two is connected to AD lines 1.5.9.13.17.21.25.29. 
drlver gmup three is connected to AD lines 2,6.10.14.18.22.26,30. 
driver group four is connected to AD lines 3,7,11. 15, 19.23.27.31. 

The initiator could turn on the flnt driver group in clock cyde one of a transac- 
tion, followed by group two in clock cycle two, p u p  three in clock cycle three. 
and gmup four in clock cycle four. Using this sequence, non-adjacent signal 
lines are being switched during each clock cyde, reducing the interaction and 
crosstalk. 

Why Targets Don't Latch Address During Stepping 
Process 

Since the entire address is not present on the bus until dock cycle four in the 
example cited in the previous section, the initiator must delay assertion of the 
FRAME# signal until clock cycle four when the flnal group driver is switched 
on. Because the assertion of FRAME# qualiRes the address (and command) as 
being valid, no targets latch and use the address and command until FRAME# 
is sampled asserted. 

Data Stepping 

The data pmented by the initlator during each data phase of a write transaction 
is qualifled by the assertlon of the IRDY# signal by the initiator. The data pre- 
sented by the target during each data phase of a read transaction is qualifled by 
the assertion of the TRDY# signal by the target. In other words, data can be 
stepped onto the bus, as weU as address. 

How Device indicates Ability to Use Stepping 

I\ DEVKE INDKAIES IJS ABlUlY 1 0  PERFORM SlEPPlNG VIA IHE SJEPPING CONiROl BB 2.2 
[rws mr's NAME CHANGED FROM mE WAIr C ~ C E  CONROL BR IN REV 2.2 OF  HE 
SPEC) IN In CONFIGURAJmN COMMAND REISM. There are three possible cases 

CASE 1. If the device is not capable of stepping, the bit is hardwired to zero. 
CASE 2. If the device always using stepping. the bit is hardwired to one. 
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CASE 5. If the dwlce's ability to use stepping can be enabled and disabled via 
software, the bit is implemented as a read/writable bit. and reset sets it to 
one (1.e.. Stepping is enabled). A device with this flexibility could be pm- 
grammed to use stepping in a laptop to conserve power. and to not use 
stepping when in a hlgh-performance machine. 

Designer May Step Address, Data, PAR (and PAR64) 
and IDSEL 

The address may be stepped onto the AD bus (including the 64-bit extension) 
because it is qualified by FRAME#. PAR (and PAR64) may also be stepped 
because they are guaranteed qualified one clock after the end of the address 
phase and one clock after the assertion of IRDYX or TRDY# during each data 
phase. IDSEL can be stepped because it is qualified by the FRAME# signal (refer 
to 'Resistive-Coupling Means Stepplng In Type 0 Transactions" on page 341). 
Data can be stepped onto the AD bus during each data phase because it is qual- 
lfled by the assertion of IRDY# (on a write) or TRDY# (on a read). 

Table 11-1 on page 164 defines the relationship of the AD bus. PAR. PAR64, 
IDSEL and DEVSELW and the conditions that qualify them as valid. 

Fable 11-1: Qualithtion Requirements 

signal(s) 

AD bus during address phase 

AD bus during data phase on read 

AD bus during data phase on write 

PAR and PAR64 

Qualifier 

Quallfled when FRAME# signal sampled 
asserted at the end of the address phase. 

Quallfled when TRDY# signal sampled 
asserted on a rising clock edge during the data 
phase. 

Qualified when IRDY# signal sampled 
asserted on a rising clock edge during the data 
phase. 

Implicitly qualified on rising clock edge after 
address phase, or one clock after IRDYl (on a 
write) or TRDYR (on a read). 
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'Igble 11-1: QualiBcatlon Requirements (Continued) 

Continuous and Discrete Stepping 
The Mtiator (or the target) may use one of two methods to step a valid address 
or data onto the AD bus, or a valld level onto the PAR and PAR64 signal lines, 
or IDSEL: 

METHOD 1. If the device driving the AD bus and the parity pins or IDSEL. 
either initiator or target (but note that the target doesn't drive IDSEL). uses 
very weak output drivers, it may take several clocks for it to produce a 
valid level on these bus signals (1.e.. the propagation delay may be lengthy 
because it may take several reflections, with the resultant voltage-doubling 
effect. before the address (or data) is in the correct state on the bus). This is 
known as continuous stepping. When using this approach, care must be 
taken to avoid coupling between control signals that are sampled on the 
clock's risiigedge (e.g., FRAME#) and signals that am being stepped and 
are transittoning on that clock edge. 

METHOD 2. The device driving the AD bus and the parity pins or IDSEL, either 
initiator or target (once agaln, note that the target doesn't drive IDSEL). 
may have strong output drivers and may drive a subset of them on each of 
several clock edges until all of them have been driven. This is known as dis- 
mete stepping. It only takes one reflection for these signals to achieve the 
appropriate state. 

signal(s) 

IDSEL 

Disadvantages of Stepping 

Qualifier 

Quallfled when FRAME# sampled asserted at 
the end of the address phase and a Type Zero 
configuration command is present on the C/ 
BE bus. 

There are two disadvantages associated wlth stepping: 

Due to the prolonged period it takes to set up the address or data on the 
bus. thew is a performance penalty associated in any address or data phase 
where stepping is used. 
In the midst of stepping the address onto the bus, the arbiter may remove 
the ,pant from the stepping master. This subject is covered in the next sec- 
tion. 
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Preemption While Stepping in Progress 
When the PC1 bus arbiter grants the bus to a bus master, the master then watts 
for bus idle before initiating its transaction. If, during this period of time, the 
arbiter detects a request from a higher-priority master, it can remove the grant 
from the flrst master before it begins a transaction (i.e.. before it asserts 
FRAME#). 

Assuming that this doesn't occur, the master retains its grant and awaits bus 
idle. Upon deteaion of the bus idle state, the master begins to step the address 
onto the AD bus, but delays the assertion of FRAME# for several clocks until the 
address is fully driven. During this period of time, the arbiter may still remove 
the grant fium the master. The arbiter hasn't detected FRAME# asserted and 
may therefore assume that the master hasn't yet started a transaction. If the arbi- 
ter receives a q u e s t  from a higher-priority master, it may remove the grant 
from the master that is currently engaged in stepping an address onto the AD 
bus. In response to the loss of grant the stepping master must immediately m- 
state its output drivers. 

It is a rule that the arbiter cannot deassert one master's gant  and assert grant to 
another master during the same dock cycle if the bus appears to be idle. The 
bus may not, in fact, be idle. A master may not have asserted FRAME# yet 
because it is in the act of stepping the address onto the AD bus. 

If the arbiter were to simultaneously remove the stepping master's GNT# and 
issue GNT# to another master, the following problem would result. On the next 
rising-edge of the clock, the stepping master detects removal of its GNT# and 
begins to turn off its address drivers (which takes time). At the same time. the 
other master detects its GNT# and bus idle (because the stepping master had 
not yet asserted FRAME#) and Mtiates a transaction. This results in a collision 
on the AD bus. 

When the bus appears to be idle. the arbiter must remove the grant from one 
master. wait one clock cycle, and then assert grant to the other master. This pro- 
vides a one clock cycle buffer zone for the stepping master to back off its output 
drivers completely before the other master detects its grant plus bus idle and 
starts its transaction. 

It is permissible for the arbiter to simultaneously remove one master's grant 
and assert another's during the same clock cycle if the bus isn't idle (1.e.. a trans- 
action is in progress). There is no danger of a collision because the master that 
has Just received the grant cannot start driving the bus until the current master 
idles the bus. 
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Broken Master 

The arbiter may assume that a master is broken if the arbiter has issued GNT# 
to the master. the bus has been idle for 16 docks, and the master has not 
asserted FRAME# to start its transaction. The arbiter is permitted to ignore all 
further requests for bus ownership from the broken master and may optionally 
report the failure to the OS (in a device-specific fashion). 

Stepping Example 

Figure 11-5 on page 168 provides an example of an initiator using stepping over 
a period of three clocks to drive the address onto the AD bus. 

CLOCK 3. The initlator can start the transaction on clock three (GNTR sampled 
asserted and bus idle--FRAMER and IRDYX sampled deasserted). It then 
begins to drive part of the address onto the AD bus and the command onto 
the C/BE bus. 

CLOCK 4. During clock cycle four, it continues to drive the first part of the 
address and starts to drive another portion of the address onto the AD bus. 

CLOCK 5. During the clock cycle five, it drives the flnal portion of the address 
and asserts FRAME#, indicating the presence of the full address and com- 
mand. 

CLOCK 6. When the targets sample FRAME# asserted on the rising-edge of 
clock six (the end of the address phase), they latch the address and com- 
mand and begin the address decode. 
SINCE this is an example of a write hansaction, the initiator begins to drive 
the data onto the AD bus at the start of the data phase (clock six). In this 
example, it uses stepping, asserting the d t e  data over a period of two 
clocks. It withholds the assertion of IRDY# until the data has been fully 
driven. 
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Figure 11-5: h p k  &Ad& and Data Stepping 

When Not to Use Stepping 

Stepping must not be utilized when using 64-bit a d b i n g  because targets that 
respond to 64-bit addressing expect the upper 32 bits of the address to be pre- 
sented one tlck after FRAME# is sampled asserted. For more information, refer 
to " 64-bit Address-" on page 287. 
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- - - - - . - . 

Who Must Support Stepping? 

All PC1 devices must be able to handle address and data stepping performed by 
the other party in a transaction. The ability to use stepping, however. is 
optional. 





End 
The Previous Chapter 

The prwlous chapter provided a detailed description of Fast Back-to-Back 
transactions and address/data Stepping. 

In This Chapter 

This chapter describes the early termination of a transaction before all of the 
intended data has been transferred between the master and the target. This 
includes descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master, Target Retry, 
Target Disconnect, and Target Abort. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes e m  detection, reporting and handling. 

Introduction 

In certain circumstances, a transaction must be prematurely terminated before 
all of the data has been transferred. Either the Initiator or the target makes the 
determination to prematurely terminate a transaction. The following sections 
define the circumstances requiring termination and the mechanisms used to 
accomplish it. The flrst half of this chapter &cusses situations wherein the mas- 
ter makes the decision to prematurely terminate a transaction. The second half 
discusses situations wherein the target makes the decision. 
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Master-Initiated Termination 

The initlator terminates a transaction for one of four reasons: 

1. The transaction has completed normally. AU of the data that the master 
intended to transfer to or from the target has been transferred. This is a nor- 
mal, rather than a premature transaction termination. 

2 The initiator has already used up its t h e  slice and has been living on 
borrowed time and is then preempted by the arbiter (because one or more 
other bus masters are requesting the bus) before it completes its burst trans- 
fer. In other words, the initiator's Latency Timer expired some time ago and 
the arbiter has now removed the initiator's bus grant signal (GNTX). 

3 The Initiator is preempted during its time slice and then uses up its allot- 
ted time slice before completing its overall transfer. 

4 The initiator has aborted the transaction because no target has responded 
to the address. This is referred to as a Master Abort. 

Normal transaction termination is described in the chapters entitled "Read 
Transfers" on page 123 and "Write Transfers" on page 135. The second and third 
scenarios are described in this chapter. 

Master Preempted 

Plgure 12-1 on page 175 Illustrates two oses  of preemption. In the first case (the 
upper part of the diagram), the arbiter removes GNT# fium the initiator, but the 
initiator's LT (Latency limer; see 'Latency Emer Keeps Master Fmm Monopo- 
lizing Bus" on page 78) has not yet expired, indicating that its t i m e s h  has not 
yet been exhausted. It may therefore continue to use the bus either until it has 
completed its transfer, or until its tlmeslice is exhausted, whichever comes &st. 

In the second case, the initlator has already used up its tlmeslice but has not yet 
lost its GNT# (referred to as preempdon). It may therefore continue its transac- 
tion untll it has completed its transfer, or until Its GNT# is removed, whichever 
comes first. The following two sections provide a detailed description of the 
two scenarios illustrated. 
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Preemption During Timeslice 

In the upper example in Figure 12-1 on page 175, the current tnltlator initiated a 
transaction at some earlier point in time. 

CLOCK 1. The master i preempted on the rising-edge of clock one (GNTX has 
been removed by the arbiter), indicating that the arbiter has detected a 
request from another master and is instructing the current master to surren- 
der the bus. 
A t  the point of preemption, however, the master's LT has not yet expired 
(i.e.. its theslice has not been exhausted). The master may therefore retain 
bus ownership until it has either completed its overall transfer or until its 
timeslice is exhausted, which ever comes flm. 

CLOCK 2. Data transfers occur on the rising-edge of clocks two through five 
(because IRDY# and TRDY# are both sampled asserted) and the master also 
decrements its LT on the rising-edge of each clock (the LT register is of 
course not visible in the timing diagram). 

CLOCK 3. See Clock Wo. 
CLOCK A See Clock Two. 
CLOCK 5. On the rising-edge of clock Rve, a data item is h.ansfert.ed (IRDYX and 

TRDY# sampled asserted) and the master decrements its LT again and it's 
exhausted (transferring data can be very tlring). The rule is that if the mas- 
ter has used up its timeslice (i.e., LT value) and has lost its grant. the initia- 
tor can perform one h a 1  data phase and must then surrender ownership of 
the bus. 
IN what it now knows is the flnal data phase, the initiator keeps IRDYX 
asserted and deasserts FRAME#, indicating that it's ready to complete the 
final data phase. 

CLOCK 6. The target realizes that this b the h a l  data phase because it samples 
FRAME# deasserted and IRDY# asserted on clock six. 
THE fmal data item is transfemed on the rising-edge of clock six. 
THE initiator then deasserts IRDY#, returning the bus to the idle state. 

CLOCK 7. The bus is idle (FRAME# and RDY# deasserted). 
THE master that has its GNT# and has been testing for bus idle on each 
clock can now assume bus ownership on the rising-edge of dock seven. 
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Timeslice Expiration Followed by Preemption 

The lower half of Figure 12-1 on page 175 illustrates the case where the master 
started a transaction at some earlier point in time, used up its timeslice, and is 
then preempted at some later point in time. 

CLOCK 1. The initiator determines that its LT has expired at the rlsing-edge of 
clock one, and a data transfer occurs at the same time ORDY# and TRDY# 
sampled asserted). The initiator doesn't have to yield the bus yet because 
the arbiter hasn't removed its GNT#. It may therefore retain bus ownership 
untll it either completes its overall data transfer or untll its GNT# is 
removed by the arbiter, which ever occurs bt 

CLOCK 2. A data transfer takes place on the rlsing-edge of dock two (because 
IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled asserted). 

CLOCK 3. No data transfer takes place on the rlslng-edge of clock three (because 
the initiator wasn't ready (IRDYI deasserted). 

CLOCK 4 A data transfer takes place on the rising-edge of dock four. 
C r o c n  5. A data transfer takes place on the rising-edge of clock five (because 

IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled asserted). 
ON the rising-edge of clock five, the initiator detects that its GNTX has been 
removed by the arbiter, indicating that it must surrender bus ownership 
after performing one more data phase. 
IN clock five, the initiator keep  IRDY# asserted and removes FRAME#. 
indicating that the flnal data phase is in progress. 

CLOCK 6. The final data item is transferred on the rising-edge of dock six. The 
initiator then deasserts IRDYX in clock slx, returning the bus to the idle 
state. 

CLOCK 7. The bus has returned to the idle state (FRAME# and IRDY# sampled 
deasserted on the rlsing-edge of clock seven. 
THE master that has its GNT# and has been t&g for bus idle on each 
clock can now assume bus ownership on clock seven. 
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F i g m  12-1: Master-Initiatd lhmhation Due to Pmmption and Mister Latency '12mer 
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Master Abort: Target Doesn't Claim Transaction 

Introduction 

An initiator performs a Master Abort for one of several reasons. Generally 
speaking, a Master Abort occurs when the transaction is not claimed by a target 
(DEVSELW is not sampled asserted within a pre-defined period of time). This 
could occur for a number of reasons. The following are some examples: 

When this is the case, no target wlll assert DEVSUX to daim the transaction. 
This b considered to be an error. The master must set the Received Master 
Abort bit in its configuration Status register. It should then alert software that a 
problem has been encountered (usually, by generating an interrupt). 

Normal Response To Special Cycle Transaction 

When the initiator has started a Spedal Cyde transaction to broadcast a mes- 
sage to multiple targets on a target bus simultaneously. it is illegal for any target 
to assert DEVSELW in response. If multiple targets recognized the message and 
responded to the transaction by asserting DEVSELW. the DEVSEL# line would 
he in contention between multiple drivers. Master Abort is the normal termina- 
tion of a special cycle and is not considered to be an error. This is not an error 
and the master does not set the Received Master Abort bit In its Status register. 

Conflguratlon Transaction Unclaimed 

When a conflguration access is attempted by the host/PCI bridge with a non- 
existent target, DEVSELW is not asserted by any target. The subtractive decoder 
(i.e.. the PCI-to-ISA bridge) d l  not claim an unclaimed PC1 configuration 
transaction. When this occurs on a configuration read, the host/PCI bridge 
must return all ones to the processor. The reason all ones are returned for an 
unclaimed configuration read is that a Vendor ID of FFFFh is interpreted by the 
configuration software as "no response" (for more infomation, refer to "Vendor 
ID Register" on page 354). On a configuration write that results in a Master 
Abort, the processor write is permitted to terminate normally (i.e., as if the data 
were successfuUy written). 

2.2 A CONFK;URAI#ON READ OR WRIE THAI RESULIS IN A MASW AmRr IS CONSIDERED I 0  
BE AN ERROR AND THE MASER ~ u s r  SET M RECE~VED MASER AEORJ ~ 1 r  IN In Sr~rus 
REGRER. 
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No Target Will Claim Transaction Using Resewed Command 

When a bus master initiates a transaction using a reserved command, no m t  
responds and it results in a Master Abort ~ h g i s  considered to be an e m r  a id  
the master must set the Received Master Abort bit in its Status register. 

Master Abort On Single vs. Multlple-Data Phase Transaction 

There are two possible cases to consider: 

CASE 1. The initiator starts a single data phase transaction and aborts it due to 
DEVSELW not detected. This case is illustrated in Figure 12-2 on page 178. 

CASE 2. The initiator starts a multi-data phase transaction and aborts it due to 
DEVSELW not detected. This case is illustrated in Figure 12-3 on page 179. 

The following two sections describe these two cases. 

Master Abort on Single Data Phase Transaction 

I Refer to Figure 12-2 on page 178. 

CLOCK 1. The initiator starts the transaction at the start of dock one by assert- 
ing FRAME# and driving the address onto the AD bus and the command 
type onto the Command/Byte Enable lines. 

CLOCK 2. Because it is not yet ready to transfer the flrst data item. the initlator 
doesn't assert IRDY# in dock two. 

CLOCK 3. Durlng clock three, the master asserts IRDY# to indicate its readiness 
to transfer the fmt (and only) data item. 
AT the same time. it deasserts FRAME#. indicating to the target that this is 
the fmal data phase. 
ON the rlsing-edge of clock three, the master samples DEVSEL# deassened. 
indicating that the transaction has not been claimed by any target with a 
Fast PC1 decoder. 

CLOCK 4. On the rising-edge of clock four, the master samples DEVSELt deas- 
serted again. indicating that the transaction has not been claimed by any 
target with a Medium PC1 decoder. 

CLOCK 5. On the rising-edge of clock five. the master samples DEVSELd deas- 
serted again, indicating that the transaction has not been claimed by any 
target with a Slow PC1 decoder. 

CLOCK 6. The initiator then samples DEVSELW a flnal time on the rising-edge of 
clock six to determine if the subtractive decoder in the ISA bridge has 
claimed the transaction. In the example. the transaction has not been 
claimed by any target, so the initiator must Master Abort the transaction 
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and return the bus to the Idle state in a graceful fashion. This is accom- 
plished by deassertlng IRDY# durlng clock six. FRAME# was already deas- 
serted when the initiator asserted IRDYR in the flnal data phase. 

CLOCK 7. The bus Is idle on the rising-edge of clock seven and is available for 
use by another master. 

FWn 12-2: Example of Master Abort on Single-Data Phase fl.ansacfion 
(note: thls is not a spedaI cycfe) 

Masber Abort on Multi-Data Phase Tmnsaction 

Figure 12-3 on page 179 Illustrates an example of a multiple data phase transac- 
tion that results in a Master Abort. During the data phase, the initiator asserts 
IRDY# (during clock three in this example; it could be asserted earlier or later) 
when it is ready to complete the first data phase, but keeps FRAME# asserted to 
indicate its intention to perform a second data phase upon the completion of 
this one. 
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The initiator samples DEVSEL# on the rising-edge of clocks three through five 
to determine if a PC1 target with a fast, medium or slow dewder has claimed 
the transaction. In this example, DEVSEL# is sampled deasserted each t h e .  The 
initiator then samples DEVSEL# a flnal time on the risingedge of clock six to 
determine if the subtractive decoder in the PCI/expanslon bus brldge has 
claimed the transaction. In the example, the tmnsaction has not been claimed by 
any target, so the initiator must Master Abort the tramaction and return the bus 
to the Idle state h a graceful fashion. This Is aammplished by deassertlng 
FRAME# In clock slx and then IRDY# in clock seven. This returns the bus to the 
idle state on clock eight. 

Figure 12-3: Example dMaster Abort on Multiple Data P h  Zkmactfon 
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Action Taken by Master In Response to Master Abort 

General. When the initiator experiences a Master Abort, it must set the 
Received Master Abort bit in its configuration Status register and report the 
enur back to the device driver (typically, via an interrupt request). 

Master Abort On Special Cyde 'bansaction The Received Master 
Abort status bit should not be set however, if the abort was experienced during 
a Special Cycle transaction (because Master Abort is the normal end to the Spe- 
cial Cycle transaction). No target is expected to assert DEVSELX during a Spe- 
cial Cycle and it would be a protocol violation if one did. 

Master Abort On Configuration Access. As stated earlier, when a 
Master Abort occurs on a configuration read, the hwt/PCI bridge must return 
all ones to the processor. On a configuration write, the processor write is permit- 
ted to terminate normally (i.e.. as if the data were successfully written). This is 
considered to be an m r  and the master must set the Received Master Abort bit 
in its Status register. Therefore, if all ones are received when attempting to read 
the Vendor ID from a PC1 function, the programmer should clear the Received 
Master Abort bit in the bridge's Status register (by writing a one to it). 

Target-Initiated Termination 

STOP# Signal Puts Target In the Driver's Seat 

For various reasons. a target may use STOP# to tell the initiator to end the trans- 
action on the cumnt data phase. Using DEVSELt and TRDY# in conJunction 
with STOP#, the target can indicate one of the following to the initiator: 

Disconnect With Data Transfer: The target is ready and willing to 
transfer the current dword, but insvucts the master to Disconnect upon 
completion of the current data phase (current dword is transferred). This is 
referred to as a Disconnect With Data Transfer. There are two variants: Dis- 
connect A and B. The initiator may continue the transfer (starting with next 
dword) at a later time, or may choose not to resume the transaction (this 
might occur if it were prefetching and did not really need the data). 
Disconnect Without Data Transfer: The target refuses to transfer the 
current dword and instructs the master to disconnect hom it without trans- 
ferring the dword. This is referred to as a Disconnect Without Data Transfer. 
There are two variants: Disconnect 1 and Disconnect 2 Without Data 
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Itansfer. The initiator may choose to continue the transfer (starting with the 
current dword) at a later time, or may choose not to resume the transaction 
(this might occur if it were prefetching and did not really need the data). 
Retry: Issue a Retry during the first data phase. No data is transferred dur- 
ing the transaction and the initiator is obllged to Retry the transaction later. 
Tafqet Mort:  Target Abort the transaction and do not Retry (no data is 
transferred). 

STOP# Not Permitted During Turn-Around Cycle 2.2 
STOP# MUST NQr BE ASSERIED DURING rHE NRNARQVND CYCLE M A r  IMMEDIAEIY FQL- 
LOWS IHE ADDRESS PHASE QF A READ rRANSACIfQN. 

Disconnect 

Resumption of Disconnected Transaction is Optlonai 

Unlike a Retry, upon receipt of a Disconnect the master may or may not choose 
to rearbitrate for the bus and continue the msaction at the point of disconnec- 
tion. As an example, a bridge might continue a memory read transaction past 
the first data phase to flll up a read-ahead buffer (i.e.. a prefetch buffer) in case 
the originating master on the other side of the bridge wanted to read additional 
information. If the memory target that it's reading fmm disconnects from it at 
some point, the master would probably choose not to resume the transaction at 
the point of disconnection. 

Reasons Target issues Disconnect 

'Iiuget Slow to Complete Subsequent Data Phase. Assume that the 
target determines that the latency to complete a data phase (except the k t .  
which must adhere to the 16 clock rule) will be longer than eight PC1 clodts. 
There are two cases: 

CASE 1. The target determines that it can transfer the current data item within 
eight clocks and also knows that the master intends to perform another data 
phase (the master kept FRAME# asserted when it asserted IRDYX). The tar- 
get has determined that it will not be able to transfer the next data item 
within eight clocks after entering the next data phase. The target must assert 
TRDYC and STOP#, thereby foxing the master to disconnect from it upon 
completing the transfer of the current data item. 
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CASE 2. In this case, the target enters a data phase before determining that it 
cannot transfer a data item within eight clocks. The target must keep 
TRDY# deasserted and assert STOP# as soon as it determines that it cannot 
meet the eight clock rule. This forces the master to disconnect from the tar- 
get without transferring the current data item. 

It should be noted that this rule was added in revision 2.1 of the spedfication. 
The target used to be permitted to take as long as it needed to transfer a data 
item and would then issue a Disconnect A or B (i.e.. a Disconnect With Data 
Transfer) to the initiator. In essence, the old wording of this rule permitted a tar- 
get to tie up the bus for long periods of time. This rule ensures that a slow target 
will not tie up the bus for extended periods of time. This subject is covered in 
"Subsequent Data Phase Rule" on page 84. 

Target Doesn't Support Burst Mode. ff a target doesn't support burst 
mode and it detects that the master intends to perform a second data phase 
(FRAME# is stffl asserted when IRDY# is asserted), the target must force the 
master to disconnect from it. This can be handled in two ways: 

METHOD I. The target can assert TRDY# and STOP# in the first data phase. 
instructing the master to transfer the first data item and then disconnect. 
This method is preferred over the one below because it returns the bus to 
the idle state more quickly so another transaction can be initiated by the 
next bus owner. 

METHOD 2. Alternately, the target could just assert TRDY# in the flrst data 
phase, thereby permitting the master to transfer the f is t  data item and 
move into the second data phase. Upon e n q  into the second data phase. 
the target deasserts TRDY# and asserts STOP#, instructing the master to 
disconnect without Vansferring the second data item. 

Memory Target Doesn't Understand Addressing Sequence. ~f a 
memory target doesn't understand the addming  sequence (see 'Memory 
Addressing" on page 143 for more information) indicated by the initlator via 
AD[l:O] during the address phase, the target must disconnect fromthe master. It 
has two options: 

OPrloN 1. The target can assert TRDY# and STOP# in the flrst data phase. 
instructing the master to transfer the first data item and then disconnect. 
This method is preferred over the one below because it returns the bus to 
the idle state more quickly so another transaction can be initiated by the 
next bus owner. 

OprloN 2. Alternately, the target could just assert TRDY# in the flrst data 
phase, thereby permitting the master to transfer the fist data item and 
move into the second data phase. Upon entry into the second data phase. 
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the target deasserts TRDYX and asserts STOP#. instructing the master to 
disconnect without transferring the second data item. 

This forces the initiator to fragment a burst transaction into single data phase 
transacttons that the target can handle. The initlator may be using an AD[l:OI 
pattern defined in a later revision of the specification than the target was 
designed to. 

Transfer Crosses Over Target's Address Boundary. If a target deter- 
mines during the current data phase that the initiator intends to perform 
another data phase FRAME# is still asserted) and that the current data item is 
the last within its address boundaries. the target must disconnect from the 
master. It has two options: 

OPTION I. The target can assert TRDYX and STOP# in the current data phase. 
instructing the master to transfer the current data item and then disconnect. 
nlis method is preferred over the one below because it returns the bus to 
the idle state more quickly so another transaction can be initiated by the 
next bus owner. 

OPTION 2. Alternately, the target could just assert TRDY# in the current data 
phase, thereby permitting the master to transfer the first data item and 
move into the next data phase. Upon entry into the next data phase, the tar- 
get deasserts TRDY# and asserts STOP#, instructing the master to discon- 
nect without transferring the next data item. 

The master then waits two PC1 clocks and reasserts its REQ# to request owner- 
ship of the bus again. When it has re-acqulred bus ownership. It resumes its 
tr&ctton usingthe next dword addm.This  gives an opportunity to another 
target that implements the next sequential dword address to daim the transac- 
tion, thereby permlttlng the transfer to continue across target boundaries. 

Burst Memory Transfer Crosses Cache Line Boundary. BE nwna 2.2 
THAI THE 2.2 SPEC HAS DELEIED rHlS REQUlREMENr [ A N D  G O O D  RIDDANCE].  THE FOLLOW- 
ING DISCUSSION IS O N L Y  INCLUDED AS HlSrORlCAl  INHIRMAIION.  

During a memory burst transaction, a cacheable PC1 memory target detects that 
the initiator intends to perform another data phase (FRAME# is stul asserted) 
after completion of the current data phase and is transferring the last dword 
within the current cache line in the current data phase. In order to force the bus 
master to generate the start address of the next cache line to be snooped by the 
host/PCI bridge, the target must issue a Disconnect With DataTransfer when it 
is ready to transfer the last dword of the current line. This forces the bus master 
to yield bus ownership, re-arbiaate for ownership again, and then initiate a new 
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memory transaction starting at the first dword of the next cache line. This per- 
mits the snooper (the host/PCI brtdge) to snoop the next line address in the pro- 
cessor's L1 and L2 caches. 

Disconnect With Data Transfer (A and B) 

The target indicates that it wants to transfer the current data item and then dis- 
connect by asserting TRDYd and STOP# while keeping DEVSEL# asserted. This 
tells the initiator that the target is ready to transfer the current data item 
@RDY# asserted) and wishes to stop the transfer (STOP# asserted). DEVSELX 
remdning asserted gives the initiator permission to resume the transaction at a 
later time (if so desired: resumption is not mandatary) at the point where it was 
disconnected (on the dword that would have been transferred in the next data 
phase). Disconnect A and B differ from each other by the state of IRDY# at the 
point where the Disconnect is signaled. 

I Disconnect A. Refer to clock one in Figure 12-4 on page 185. It is a Discon- 
nect A if IRDYX has not yet been asserted by the initiator when STOP# and 
TRDYX are asserted by the target. The m e n t  dword cannot be transferred until 
the initiator asserts IRDYX. When IRDY# is asserted (during dock two), the ini- 
tiator also deasserts FRAME# (because it was instructed to disconnect), indicat- 
ing that this is the h a 1  data phase. The current dword is transferred and the 
transaction ends. In clock three, the target deasserts STOP#. TRDY# and 
DEVSEL#, and the master deasserts IRDYX, returning the bus to the idle state on 
the rising-edge of clock four. 

Disconnect B. Refer to Figure 12-5 on page 186. A Diswnnect With Data 
Transfer-type B is indicated if IRDY# has already been asserted by the initiator 
when STOP# and TRDYR are asserted by the target In this case, the current 
dword is transferred on that clock (clock two) and no more data is transferred. 
FRAME# is still asserted. Normally, the initiator deassem FRAME# when it 
asserts lRDY# for the last data phase, but in this case the initiator did not know 
this was the last data phase when it asserted IRDY#. For this reason, the initiator 
keeps IRDY# asserted in clock two and deasserts FRAME#, indicating that it is 
ready to complete the flnal data phase. Both the initiator and the target know 
that no data will be transferred in this 'dummy" data phase, however. The tar- 
get deasserts TRDYW to enforce this fact. In clock three, IRDY# is deasserted to 
rehlrn the bus to the idle state. The target deasserts STOP# and DEVSELW (the 
target is not permitted to deassert them until it samples FRAME# deasserted). 

Assuming that the master decides to resume the transfer. after keeping its REQd 
deasserted for two PC1 clocks, the master should then reassert its REQX and re- 
arbitrate for bus ownership. When it has successfully re-acquired bus owner- 
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ship, the Initiator should re-Mtiate the lmmwtIon using the dword address of 
the next data Item that would have been transferred if the Disconnect had not 
occurred. In other words, the Mtiator should resume the transfer where it left 
off. This implies that the master must 'remember" the address to resume a t  

F i g m  12-4: Dfsco-t A With Data IF&-IRDY# Still Dt?wwted When D i s m  
Issued 
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F i g m  12-5: Dfscomt B With Data lhmsk-IRDY# Already Asserted When DtEmect  
Issued 

Disconnect Wlthout Data Transfer 

Disconnect Without Data l hder -%e  1. Refer to Figure 12-6 on 
page 188. Assume that at least one data phase has completed (on the rlsing-edge 
of clock one) and at least one dword has therefom been transferred. When the 
Mtiator completed the p&us data phase and entered the current one (In 
clock one), it kept IRDY# asserted to indicate that it is ready to complete the cur- 
Rnt data phase. It did not however, deassert FRAME# because this Isn't the 
final data phase. In this data phase, the target asserts STOP# (during clock one) 
and deasserts TRDYi, Indicating that It warn the initiator to terminate the 
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transaction on this data phase with no data transferred. In response, the initiator 
keeps IRDY# asserted (in clock two) and deasserts FRAME#. indicating that the 
final data phase is in progress. No data is transferred in this last "dummy" data 
phase, however, bemuse the target has TRDY# deasserted. In dock three, the 
initiator deasserts IRDYt, returning the bus to the idle state. The target deas- 
serts SMP# and DEVSELb. 

Disconnect Without Data Transfer-'&pe 2. F i r e  12-7 on page 189 
also illustrates a Disconnect Without Data Transfer, but the Initiator deasserted 
IRDYX upon entry to the current data phase (indicating that it isn't ready to 
transfer the current data item). When the initiator discovers (on the rising-edge 
of clock two) that the target wants it to stop on this data phase without transfer- 
ring the current dword, it responds by asserting IRDY# and deasserting 
FRAME#. This signals the final "dummy" data phase. The initiator deasserts 
IRDYX one clock later to return the bus to the idle state and the target deasserts 
STOP# and DEVSELA. 

Upon receipt of a Disconnect Without Data Transfer, the initiator has the option 
of resuming the transaction later or not. If it was prefetching data that wasn't 
explicitly required, it may choose not to. 



F i g m  12-6: Disco- 1 -When I Q e t  Asen3 STOP# and llewmb TRDY#, IRDY# Is 
AIn!6bdyAssd 
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Figm? 12-7: Disconnect 2-Wh %get Assxis S W P #  and Deaswrts TRDY#, I.RDY# Has 
Not Been Amrhd 

Reasons Target Issues Reby 

met Very Slow to Complete First Data Phase. If the latency to first 
data phase completion will be longer than 16 PC1 clocks, the target must issue a 
Retry to the initiator. The only exception to the 16 dock rule ls granted to the 
host/PCI bridge. It is permitted 32 docks to complete the first data phase (for 
more Information, refer to 'Wo Btceptions To F h t  Data Phase Rule" on 
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page 83). The 16 dock target f h t  data phase latency rule prevents a target with 
a very long latency to first data phase completion from monopolizing the bus. 
This subject is covered in 'The First Data Phase Rule" on page 82. 

Snoop Hit on Mod- Cxhe Line. When a PC1 master is performing 
an access to main memory, the host/PCI bridge has to send a snoop transaction 
to the processors to determine if the master is accessing a stale line in main 
memory. In the event the snoop results in a hit on modified cache line. the 
bridge may choose to issue a Retry to the master whlle the pmcessor transfen 
the modified line to the memory controller in the bridge. For additional infor- 
mation, refer to "Memory Write-and-Invalidate Command" on page 117. Also 
refer to "Two Exceptions To First Data Phase Rule" on page 83. 

Resource Busy. If a target recognizes that a resource necessary for it to trans- 
fer the fmt data item is currently busy, it should immediately issue a Retry to 
the inltiator. An example would be an attempt by a PC1 master to access an 
EISA target while the EISA bus is currently owned by an EISA bus master. In 
that case, the PCI/EISA bridge should immediately issue a Retry to the PC1 
master to force it to free the PC1 bus for use by other masters. This subject is cov- 
ered In "Sometimes Target Can't Transfer Flrst Data Within 16 CLKs" on 
page 82. 

Bridge Locked. A locked bridge must issue a Retry when a master other 
than the one that locked it attempts to access it. This subject is covered in the 
chapter entitled "Locking" on page 683. 

Description of Retry 

A target only issues Re@ to the initiator if it cannot permit any data to be trans- 
ferred during the current tansaction. In other wads,  it is a rule that if a target is 
going to issue a Retry to the initiator, it must do it in the first data phase. The 
slgnaling for a Retry is identical as that for a DIscoM~C~ Without Data Transfer 
except that it occun in the fint data phase. Unlike the Disconnect Without Data 
Transfer, however. the inltiator is required to m-attempt the transaction at a later 
time (while resumption of the transaction is optional if disconnected). 

Retry is indicated to the initiator (by the target) by keeplng TRDYX deasserted 
while asserting STOP# and DEVSEL#. This tells the Initlator that the target does 
not intend to transfer the current (the Rrst) data item (TRDYX deasserted) and 
that the initiator must stop the transaction on this data phase (STOP# asserted). 
The transaction must be mMed periodically and must be retried identically 
each time. Identically means it must repeat the transaction using the same: 
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address. 
command. 
byte enables. 
ADDRESS AND DATA PARIrY, IF THE PARIN ERROR RESPONSE BIT (BIr 6 OF THE C O M -  
MAND REGISIER) IS SET, THIS IS MORE S N K r  WAN WE 2. I SPEC WHICH SAID. "PARIN 
BIIS MAY ALSO BE USED IF P A M Y  CHECKING IS ENABLED." 

2.2 
REQ64# (if a &bit transfer). 
F O R  WRIE IRANSACTONS COMPLEED USING DELAYED TRANSACTON ERMINArOt4. 
A IARGEr MUST ALSO LArCH DATA FROM Bm LANES FOR WHICH ME B Y E  E N A I E  IS 
ASSERIED AND MAY OPTMNAUY LAJCH DArA FROM BYIE LANES FOR WHICH ME BYIE 
ENABLE IS DEASSERIED, THIS IS MVCH MQRE DEFlNlnYE M A N  THE 2.1 SPEC WHICH 2.2 
SAID. 'DATA (IF A WRITE TRANSACrfON)." The target knows the write data is 
present when the master asserts IRDY#. The byte enables are presented 
immediately upon entry into a data phase, irrespective of the state of the 
ready signals. 
Refer to "Locking" on page 683 for requirements for a brldge to latch LOCK# 
when completing a Delayed Transaction. 

This rule is unconditional. The access must be retried as many times as it takes 
to complete the transfer. If the master also has target capability, it must respond 
to accesses to it by other masters that occur in between its attempts to Retry the 
transaction. 

The spedflcation cites the example of a multi-function device with three func- 
tions. More than one function in a multi-function device may have bus master 
capability. Assume that the device has three functions all having bus master 
capability. Such a device only has one palr of REQ#/GNT# signals, however. 
Assume that function zem initiates a transaction and receives a Retry. It must 
try the transaction again later. If the GNT# line is still asserted, function one can 
perform a transaction, and. when it's finished. function three can perform a 
transaction. Assume that function one's transaction completes, but function 
two's transaction receives a Retry. Both function zem and function two must 
periodically re-attempt their retried transactions until they are able to complete 
them. 

Figure 12-8 on page 192 and Figure 12-9 on page 193 illustrate two variants on 
the Rem 

Retry Issued and IRDY# Already Asserted 
In Figure 12-8 on page 192 the initiator had already asserted IRDY# when the 
target issues the Retry. When the Retry is detected (on the rising-edge of clock 
four), the initlator responds by keeping IRDY# asserted (in clock four) and deas- 
serting FRAME#. One dock later it deasserts lRDY# to return the bus to the idle 
state. The target deasserts STOP# and DEVSELX. 
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Retry Issued and IRDY# Not Yet Asserted 

In Figure 12-9 on page 193 the Mtiator has not yet asserted IRDY# when it 
receives the Retry fimm the target (on the rising-edge of clock four). In response, 
the Initiator asserts IRDY# (in clock four) and deasserts FRAME#. One clock 
later, it deasserts IRDYi to return the bus to the Idle state. The target deasserts 
STOP# and DEVSEL#. 

Figwe 12-8: Retry Rdved with ZRDY# AssmM 
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Host Brldge Retry Counter 

The author must s t m s  that the feature described in this section is not in the 
spec. It was in the spec up to and including the 2.1 draft spec and it disappeared 
In the 2.1 Anal spec. It is included because in the author's opinion it was and L a 
wry good Idea. 

The spec says that It's a hard. fast rule that, upon receipt of a Retry, a master 
must Retry the transaction on a periodic bash until it is able to transfer the first 
data Item successfully. N o  exceptions! 
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As stated at the beginning of this section, the earlier spec recommended that the 
host/PCI bridge implement a Retry counter. The counter Is set to initial count 
whenever the bridge successfully transfen data durlng a transaction. Each time 
that the bridge experiences a Retry during a specific transaction, the counter is 
decremented (or incremented). When the Retry count limit (implementation- 
specific) has been reached, the bridge should discontinue retries of the transac- 
tion and should permit the host processor to complete the transaction in 
progress. On a read, the bridge should supply dummy data (all ones) to the pro- 
cessor. On a write, the bridge should pretend that the write completed with no 
problems. After permitting the processor to complete the transaction, the bridge 
would then generate an interrupt to alert the processor that a problem exists. 

This recommendation existed for the following reason. Assume that the host 
processor initiates a transaction to perform a read from a PC1 target device. The 
bridge arbitrates for ownership of the PC1 bus and initiates the transaction. In 
response, the addressed target issues a Retry, causing the bridge to terminate 
the PC1 transaction without transferring the requested data to the processor. 
After two PC1 clocks, the bridge re-arbitrates for ownership of the PC1 bus. 
retries the read transaction and again receives a Retry in response. 

The bridge keeps inserting wait states into the host pmcessor's bus transaction 
while it awaits the requested data. If the target continues to issue retries for an 
extended period, the host processor cannot recognize an external intempt that 
is awaiting servicing during this period (the interrupt the host/PCI bridge gen- 
erates to signal the excessive Retry condition). The processor cannot recognize 
the interrupt and use its bus to fetch and execute the interrupt service mutine 
until the current bus cycle is permitted to complete. 

Target Abort 

If a target detecn a fatal e m r  or will never be able to respond to the msaetlon 
for some other reason, it may signal a Target Abort. It can occur in the f i t  or 
any other data phase of the transaction. This instructs the initiator to end the 
transaction and indicates that the target does not want the transaction resumed. 
It also means that any data already transferred during this transaction may be 
compted. The initiator must set the Received Target Abort bit in its configura- 
tion Status register and the target must set the Signaled Target Abort bit in its 
configuration Status register. 
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Target Abort is indicated to the initiator by simultaneously asserting STOP# and 
deassertlng TRDYt and DEVSEM. This tells the initiator that the target will not 
transfer the current data item (TRDYX deasserted) and that the initiator must 
stop the transaction on the current data phase (STOP# asserted). The early deas- 
sertlon of DEVSEL# instructs the initiator not to re-attempt the transaction and 
differentiates Target Abort from Disconnect Without Data Transfer. 

Some Reasons Target Issues Target Abort 

Broken Target. If a target is bmken and unable to transfer data, it may indi- 
cate this by issuing a Target Abort to the master. 

YO Addressing Error. The byte enable combination is not one supported 
by the target (in other words, it doesn't "own" all of the addressed locations 
within the current dword). This subject is covered in 'Unsupported Byte Enable 
Combination Results in Target Abort" on page 148. 

Address Phase Parity h. If a target appears to be addressed in a trans- 
action but there is a address phase parity error, the target may end the transac- 
tion by issuing aTarget Abort to the master (as well as asserting SERRX). 

Master Abort on Other Side of PCI-to-PC1 Bridge. When a PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge passes a transaction through the bridge for an initiator and the trans- 
action is not claimed by a target on the other bus: 

the bridge experiences a Master Abort on the destination bus and sets the 
Received Master Abort bit in the status register that is associated with the 
destination bus (a bridge has two status registers; one for each side). 
the bridge then issues a Target Abort to the originating master and sets the 
Signaled Target Abort bit in its status register that is associated with the 
originating bus. 
The originating master sets the Received Target Abort bit in its Status regis- 
ter and generates an intermpt to have its driver check its status. 

For more information, refer to 'Handling Master Abort" on page 641. 

Master's Response to Target Abort 

In response to a Target Abort, the initiator takes one of the following actions 

Generates an intempt to alert its related device driver to check its status. 
Generates SERRX (assuming the master's SERRX Enable bit is set to one in 
its PC1 conRgwation Command register). For more information on SERRX. 
refer to "SERRt Signal" on page 214. 
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Target Abort Example 
Figure 12-10 on page 196 illustrates a target signaling a Target Abort. To indicate 
that It wishes to abort the transaction, the target simultaneously asserts STOP# 
and deasserts TRDY# (if it wasn't already deasserted) and DEVSEL#. This 
instructs the initiator to stop on the current data phase (STOP# asserted) with no 
data transferred (TRDY# deasserted) and not to reattempt the transaction again 
@EVSEL# deasserted early). 

The initiator samples the state of STOP#, TRDYd and DEVSEL# on the rising- 
edge of clock two and responds by deassertlng FRAME# and asserthg IRDY# 
(if it wasn't already asserted) during clock cycle two. This indicates that the id-  
tiator b ready to complete the flnal data phase (a 'dummy" data phase). During 
clock three, the target deasserts STOP# (in response to sampling FRAME# deas- 
serted). At the same the ,  the Mtiator deasserts IRDY#, returning the bus to the 
Idle state on the rising-edge of clock four. 
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After RetrylDisconnect, Repeat Request ASAP 

General 

In the event of a Retry, the initiator must repeat the transaction again. Resump 
tion of a transaction terminated with a Dlsconnect is optional (because the mas- 
ter may have been prefetching at the time it was disconnected). The initiator 
must deassert its REQX line for a minimum of two PC1 clocks: one when the bus 
goes idle (FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted) and another either the clock imme- 
diately before or after the return to idle. This provides lower-priority bus mas- 
ters with an opportunity to gain bus ownership. If the initiator intends to 
complete the data transfer that was Dlsconnected. it must reassert its REQX 
again after its two clock deassertion (or it may experience starvation). 

If a target memorizes a transaction request (1.e.. it treats it as a Delayed Request) 
and issues a Retry, the master must repeat the transaction identically within 2'' 
clocks, or the target will discard the completion. For more information, refer to 
"Discard of Delayed Completions" on page 91. The spec recommends that the 
transaction be repeated as soon as possible. preferably within 33 PC1 clocks. 

Behavior of Device Containing Multiple Masters 

A PC1 device may contains more than one device capable of initiating PC1 uans- 
actions. All of the devices within this package then share the REQ#/GNT# sig- 
nal pair associated with that device position on the bus. The package wlll 
incorporate logic to arbitrate between the master-capable devices within the 
package. 

As long as the arbiter leaves the GNT# on the package, the master-capable 
devices within the package may take turns using the bus to initiate transactions 
and REQX does not have to be deasserted between the transaction attempts 
(even if an access attempt B terminated with a Retry or a Disconnect). Before the 
package re-attempts a transaction that received a Revy  or a Disconnect, how- 
ever, it must deassert REQX for two docks (one of which is the idle clock 
between transactions). 
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Target-Initiated Termination Summary 

Table 12-1 on page 198 summarizes the three cases of target-lnltiated t e r m -  
tion. 

nble 12-1: Target-InItlated 'lkminatlon Summary 

master may resume the 
transsction or mi If 



Error Detection 
and Handling 

Prior To This Chapter 

The previous chapter described the early termination of a Iransaetion before all 
of the intended data has been transferred between the master and the target. 
Thls included descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master. Target 
Retry. Target Disconnect, and Target Abort. 

In This Chapter 

The PC1 bus amhitecture provides two e m  reporting mechanisms: one for 
reporbing data parity errors and the other for reporting more serious system 
errors. This chapter provides a discussion of error detection, reporting and han- 
d h g  using these two mechanisms. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter provides a discussion of interrupt-related issues. 

Status Bit Name Change 
Please note that the MASTER DAJA PARIN ERROR BlIin the Status register (see Fig- 2 2 
ure 13-4 on page 211) was named Data Parity Reported in the 1.0 and 2.0 specs. ' 
Its name changed to the Data Parity E m r  Deteaed bit the 2.1 spec. Its name has 
changed yet again in the 2.2 spec to Master Data Parity E m .  Although its name 
has changed over time, its meaning has remained the same. 

Introduction to PC1 Parity 

The PC1 bus fs parity-protected during both the address and data phases of a 
transaction. A single parity bit. PAR, protects ADl31:Ol and C/BE#IS:Ol. If a 64- 
bit data transfer is in p r o g m ,  an additional parity bit. PAR64, protects 
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AD[63:32] and C/BE#[7:4]. 64-bit parity has the same timing as 32-bit parity and 
is discussed in '64-bit Parity" on page 297. 

The PC1 device driving the AD bus during the address phase or any data phase 
of a transaction must always drive a full 32-bit pattern onm the AD bus 
(because parity is always based on the full content of the AD bus and the C/BE 
bus). This includes: 

Spedal Cycle and Interrupt Acknowledge transactions where the address 
bus doesn't contain a valid address, and during Type Zero Configuration 
transactions where AD[31:lll do not contain valid information. 
Data phases where the device supplying data isn't supplying all four bytes 
(all four byte enables are not asserted). 

The PC1 device driving the AD bus during the address phase or any data phase 
of a transaction is responsible for calculating and supplying the parity bit for 
the phase. The parity bit must be driven one clock after the address or data is 
first driven onto the bus (when T I D Y #  is asserted during a read data phase to 
indicate the presence of the read data on the bus, or when IRDY# is asserted 
during a write data phase to indicate the presence of the write data on the bus) 
and must continue to be driven until one clock after the data phase completes. 
Even parity is used (1.e.. there must be an even number of ones in the overall 37- 
bit pattern). The computed parity bit supplied on PAR must be set (or cleared) 
so that the 37-bit field consisting of AD[31:0]. C/BE#[3:0] and PAR contains an 
even number of one bits. 

During the dock cycle immediately following the conclusion of the address 
phase or any data phase of a transaction, the PC1 agent receiving the address or 
data computes expected parity based on the information latched from AD(31:OJ 
and C/BE#[3:0]. The agent supplying the parity bit must present it: 

on the rising-edge of the clock that immediately follows the conclusion of 
the address phase. 
one clock after presentation of data (IRDY# assertion on a write or TRDY# 
assertion on a read) during a data phase. 

The device($ receiving the address or data expect the parity to be present and 
stable at that point. The computed parity bit is then compmd to the parity bit 
actually received on PAR to determine if address or data m p t i o n  has 
occurred. If the parity is correct. no action is taken. If the parity is incorrect, the 
error must be reported. This subject is c o v e d  in the sections that follow. 

During a read transaction where the initiator is inserting wait states (by delay- 
ing assertion of IRDYlt) because it has a buffer full condition, the initiator can 
optionally be designed with a parity checker that: 
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samples the target's data (when TRDY# Is sampled asserted), 
calculates expected parity, 
samples actual parity (on the clock edge after TRDY# sampled asserted) 
and asserts PERR# (if the parity is incorrect). 

In this case, the initiator must keep PEW# asserted until one dock after the 
completion of the data phase. 

The same is true in a write transaction. If the target is insertJng wait states by 
delaying assertion of TRDY#. the target's parity checker can optionally be 
designed to: 

sample the initlator's data (when IRDY# Is sampled asserted), 
calculate expected parity, 
sample actual parity (on the clock edge after lRDY# sampled asserted) 
and assert PERR# (if the parity is incorrect). 

In this case, the target must keep PEW# asserted until two docks after the com- 
pletion of the data phase. 

PERR# Signal 
PEW# is a sustained tri-state signal used to signal the detection of a parity error 
related to a data phase. There is one exception to this rule: a parity ermr 
detected on a data phase during a Special Cycle is reported using SEW# rather 
than PERM. This subject is covered later in this chapter in "Spedal Case: Data 
Parity E m r  During Special Cycle" on page 213. 

PERRI b implemented as an output on fargets and as an input/output on mas- 
ters. Althoueh PERR# is bussed to ail PC1 devices. it is maranteed to be driven " " 
by only one device at a time (the initiator on a read, or the target on a write). 

Data Parity 

Data Parity Generation and Checklng on Read 

Introduction 

During each data phase of a read transaction, the target drives data onto the AD 
bus. It is therefore the target's responsibility to supply correct parity to the initi- 
ator on the PAR signal starting one clock after the assertion of TRDY#. At the 
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conclusion of each data phase. it is the initiator's responsibility to latch the con- 
tents of AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:OI and to calculate the expected parlty during 
the clock cycle immediately following the condudon of the data phase. The ini- 
tiator then latches the parity bit supplied by the target from the PAR signal on 
the next rising-edge of the clock and compares computed vs. actual parity. If a 
mismmpare occurs, the initiator then asserts P E W  during the next clock (if it's 
enabled to do so by a one in the Parity Ermr Response bit in its Command regis- 
ter). The assertion of PERR# lags the conclusion of each data phase by two PC1 
clock cycles. 

The platform design (in other words, the chipset) may or may not include logic 
that monitors PERR# during a read and takes some system-specific action (such 
as asserting NMI to the pmcessor in an Intel x86-based system: for more infor- 
mation, refer to "Important Note Regarding Chipsets That Monitor PERR#" on 
page 210) when it is asserted by a PC1 master or a target that has received cor- 
rupted data. The master may also take other actions in addition to the assertion 
of PERR#. "Data Parity Reporting" on page 209 provides a detailed discussion 
of the actions taken by a bus master upon receipt of bad data 

Example Burst Read 

Refer to the read burst transaction Illustrated in Figure 13-1 on page 204 during 
this discussion. 

crow. I. The initiator drives the address and command onto the bus during 
the address phase (dock one). 

CLOCK 2. The targets latch the address and command on dock two and begin 
address decode. In this example, the target has a fast address decoder and 
asserts DEVSELd during clock two. 
ALL targets that latched the address and command compute the expected 
parlty based on the information latched from AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0]. 
THE inidator sets the parity signal. PAR. to the appmpriate value to force 
even parity. 
THE target keeps TRDY# deasserted to insert the wait state necessary for 
the turnaround cycle on the AD bus. 

CLOCK 3. On dock three, the targets latch the PAR bit and compare it to the 
expected parity computed during clock two. If any of the targets have a 
miscompare, they assert SERR# (if the Parity Emor Response and SERRX 
Enable bits in their respective connguration Command registers are set to 
one) within two clocks (recommended) after the error was detected. This 
subject is covered in 'Address Phase Parity" on page 215. 
THE target begins to drive the first data item onto the AD bus and asserts 
TRDYX to indicate its presence. 
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CLOCK & The initiator latches the data on clock four (IRDYX and TRDY# are 
sampled asserted). 
THE second data phase begins during clock four. The target drives the sec- 
ond data item onto the bus and keeps TRDY# asserted to indicate its pres- 
ence. 
DURING clock four, the target drives the PAR signal to the appropriate state 
for first data phase parity. The initiator wmputes the expected parity. 

CLOCK 5. The initiator latches PAR on clock five and compares it to the 
expected parity If the parity is incorrect, the Milator asserts PEW# during 
clock five. 
THE initiator latches the data on the risingedge of clock five (lRDY# and 
TRDY# sampled asserted). 
DURING clock five, the initiator computes the expected parlty. 
The third data phase begins on clock flve. The target drives the third data 
item onto the AD bus and keeps TRDYd asserted to indicate its presence. 
THE initlator deasserts IRDY# to indicate that it is not yet ready to accept 
the third data item (e.g., it has a buffer fuU condition). 

CLOCK 6. The actual parity is latched from PAR on clock six and checked 
against the expected parity. If an error is detected, the initiator asserts 
PEW# during clock six. 
WHEN the initiator samples TRDY# asserted on clock siw, this qualifies the 
presence of the third data item on the bus. The initiator's parity checker can 
be designed to sample the data (along with the byte enables) at this point. 

CLOCK 7. Assuming that it is designed this way, the initiator can latch the PAR 
bit from the bus on clock seven (it's a mle that the target must present PAR 
one clock after presenting the data). 
AT the earliest, then, the initiator could detect a parity miscornpare during 
clock seven and assert PEW#. It must keep PEW# asserted until two clocks 
after completion of the data phase. IN rHE EVENI THAI WE INlrlArOR ASSERrS 
PERR# EARLY IN rHlS MANNER. WE 2.2 SPEC HAS ADDED A RUlE rHAr THE INlnAIOR 2.2 
MUSI EVENIUALIY ASSERT lROY* I 0  COMPIETE IHE DAIA PHASE, THE rARGE1 IS NO1 
PERMlmD r 0  END IHE DAIA PHASE WIM A WRY. OISCONNECT WlTHOUI OAIA, OR 
A TARGEr ABORT. 
DURING the third data phase, the tnltlator re-asserts IRDY# during clock 
seven and deasserts FRAME# to indicate that it is ready to mmplete the 
final data phase. 

CLOCK 8. The final data phase completes on clock eight when IRDYU and 
TRDY# am sampled asserted. The initiator reads the final data item from 
the bus at that point. 

C r o c n  9. At the latest (if early parity check wasn't performed), the initlator 
must sample PAR one clock afterwards, on dock nine, and, in the event of 
an error, must assert PERM during clock nine. 
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F & m  13-1: Parity on Read lhwmtian 
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Data Parity Generation and Checking on Write 

Introduction 

During each data phase of a write transaction, the initiator drives data onto the 
AD bus. It is therefore the initiator's responsibility to supply correct parity to 
the target on PAR during the clock immediately following the assertion of 
IRDY#. At the conclusion of each data phase. it is the target's responsibility to 
latch the contents of AD[31:0] and C/BE#[J:O] and to calculate the expected par- 
ity during the clock cycle immediately following the conclusion of the data. 
phase. The target then Latches the PAR bit supplied by the Initiator on the next 
rising-edge of the clock and compares the computed parity to the actual parity. 
If a miscompare occurs, the target then asserts PERR# to the master during the 
next clock. The assertion of P E W  lags the conclusion of each data phase by 
one PC1 dock cycle. During a burst write, it is the initiator's responsibility to 
sample the state of the PERRt signal on the second rising-edge of the PC1 clock 
after the conclusion of each data phase. If it samples PERM asserted by the tar- 
get, this indicates that the last data item written to the target was corrupted in 
flight "Data Parity Reporting" on page 209 provides a detailed discussion of 
the actions taken by a bus master upon detection of a data phase parity error. 

Example Burst Wrlte 

Refer to the write burst transaction flustrated in Figure 13-2 on page 208 during 
the following discussion. 

CLOCK 1. The address phase starts on the risingedge of dock one and com- 
pletes on clock two. 

CLOCK 2. All targets latch the address and command. 
DURING clock two, all targets compute the expected address phase parity. 
THE initiator supplies the address phase parity bit on the PAR signal. 
THE h t  data phase starts on the risingedge of clock two. The initiator 
supplies the flrst data item on the AD bus and asserts IRDY# to indicate its 
presence. 

CLOCK 3. All targets latch PAR on clock three. They then compare expected vs. 
actual parity. If an ermr were detected, the target($ that detected the mis- 
compare would assert SERR# (if the Parity Error Response and SERRX 
Enable bits in their respective configuration Command registers are set to 
one) within two clocks (recommended). 
THE flrst data item is latched by the target on the rising-edge of clock three 
(IRDY# and TRDY# sampled asserted). 
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THE initiator supplies the parity bit on PAR. 
THE target computes the expected parity. 
THE second data phase starts during clock three. The initiator drives the 
second data item onto the AD bus and the second set of byte enables onto 
the C/BE bus. 

CLOCK 4. The actual parity for the Arst data phase is latched on the rising-edge 
of clock four and is compared to the expected parity. In the event of an error, 
the target asserts PERM in clock four (if the Parity E m r  Response bit in its 
configuration Command register is set to one) back to the initiator to indi- 
cate that the fvst data item was corrupted in flight. 
THE target latches the second data item on the rising-edge of clock four 
when it samples IRDYX and TRDYX both asserted. 
THE third data phase starts during clock four. The initiator drives the third 
data item onto the AD bus and the third set of byte enables onto the C/BE 
bus. 
THE target deasserts TRDYX, indicating that it isn't yet ready to accept the 
third data item (e.g., it has a buffer full condition). 
THE initiator keeps IRDYX asserted to indlcate that it is presenting the third 
data item. 
THE initiator also deasserts FRAME#, indicating that this is the h a 1  data 
phase. 

CLocn 5. The initiator samples PERRX on clock flve to determine if the first 
data item t r a n s f e d  wlth no errors. 
THE initiator and target sample IRDY# asserted and TRDY# deasserted on 
the rising-edge of clock five, causing a wait state to be inserted in the th id  
data phase during clock flve. 
THE target keeps TRDY# deasserted to indicate that it still isn't ready to 
transfer the third data item. 
THE initiator must keep IRDYX asserted until the third data phase com- 
pletes. 
THE target samples PAR (the actual parity for the second data item) on the 
risingedge of clock flve. If the actual parlty isn't the same as the parity bit 
computed during clock four, the target will assert P E N  to the initiator in 
clock six. 
THE target could be designed to optionally check parity and report a parity 
error while it's sail inserting wait states in the data phase. In this example, 
the target's parity checker could latch the data and byte enables on clock 
five (because IRDYX is asserted, indicating that the data is present) and sub- 
mit them to its parity generator to compute the expected parity during 
clock Rve. 
ALSO during clock five, the initiator must begin (one dock after it started 
driving the third data item) to drive the parity bit onto PAR. 
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CLOCK 6. The initiator and target sample IRDY# asserted but TRDYX still deas- 
serted on the rising-edge of clock six, causing a second wait state to be 
inserted in the third data phase during clock six. 
THE initiator samples PERRt to see if the second data item was received 
correctly by the target. 
THE target's parity latches PAR on clock six and compares the third data 
phase's actual parity to the expected parity. In the event of an error. the tar- 
get asserts PERR# during clock six. If the target perform this early parity 
check and asserts PERRX, it must keep PERM asserted until two clocks 
after completion of the data phase. I N   HE  EVEN^  HAT WE 1ARGEJ ASSERTS 
PERM EARlY IN RIIS MANNER. RIE 2.2 SPEC HAS ADDED A RULE MA1 1HE lARGE1 
M M I  EVENIUALLY ASSERT TRDY# 1 0  COMPLEE F I E  DATA PHASE. I T  IS NOT PERMITIED 

2.2 
I 0  END IHE DAIA PHASE WIIH A AEIRY. OISCONNECI WIIHOUI DAIA, O R  A TARGEI 
ABORT, 
DURING the third data phase, the target re-asserts TRDYX during clock six 
to indicate that it is ready to complete the data phase. 

CLOCK 7. The Rnal data phase completes on the rising-edge of clock seven 
when IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled asserted. The target latches the h a 1  
data item from the bus at that point. 

CLOCK 8. At the latest (if early parity check wasn't performed). the target must 
sample PAR one clock afterwards, on clock eight, and. in the event of an 
error, must assert P E W  during clock eight. 
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F i g m  13-2: Parity an Write Thmmtbn 
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Data Parity Reporting 

General 

Upon deteaion of a data phase parity e m ,  the device that checked the parity is 
responsible for asserting the Detected Parity Error bit in its PC1 configuration 
Status register (see Figure 13-4 on page 211). It also asserts P E W  if the Parity 
E m r  Response bit in its PC1 configuration Command register (see Figure 13-3 
on page 211) is set to one. Only two categories of devices are excluded from the 
~quirement to implement the PERR# signal and the Parity Error Response bit. 
They are described in "Devices Exduded from PERR# Requirement" on 
page 213. 

If a data phase parlty error is detected, PERM must be asserted (at the latest) in 
the second clock after completion of the data phase (i.e.. one dock after PAR is 
latched). Once PERR# is asserted, it must not be deasserted untll during the 
third clock after the data phase completes. Figure 13-1 on page 204 and Figure 
13-2 on page 208 both illusmate examples where the devices receiving the data 
checked parity and asserted PERR# before the completion of the data phase. 

Master Can Choose Not To Assert PERR# 

The master of a transaction that has a data phase parity error could choose not 
to assert PERR#. Rather, it could choose to attempt error recovery on its own or 
to invoke its driver (by generating an interrupt) so that it may attempt error 
recovery. 

Parity Error During Read 

During a read transaction, the target sources the data and the parity. The initia- 
tor receives the data and parity and checks the parity for correctness. If the data 
is incorrect, the initiator must set the Detected Parity Error bit in its PC1 config- 
uration Status reglster (irrespective of the state of its Parity Error Response bit). 
Assuming that the initiator's Parity Error Response bit is set to one. the initiator 
asserts PERR# in the second dock following completion of the data phase and 
sets the Master Data Parity Error bit in its configuration Status register. 

Whether or not the bus master continues the transaction or terminates it is mas- 
ter design-dependent. The speciflcation recommends that the transaction be 
continued to completion. In addition to the assertion of PERR#, the bus master 
is required to report the parity error to the system software. The speciflcation 
recommends utilization of an intenupt or the setting of a bit in a device-spedflc 
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status register that is polled by the device driver. Alternately, the designer can 
assert SERRX, but this approach should not be used lightly It will more than 
likely result in a system shutdown. 

Important Note Regarding Chlpsets That Monitor PERR# 

In many platform designs (1.e.. chipset deslgns), the chip set logic converts any 
assertion of PERRt by anyone into SERRt. This means that if either the master 
(on a mad) or the target (on a write) asserts PERR#, the chipset may very weU 
either assert SERRX or just take the same action that it normaUy does when it 
detects S E W  asserted. Typically, this results in the generation of a fatal inter- 
rupt to the processor (such as NMI or Machine Check). 

Parlty Error During Wrlte 

During a write transaction, the initiator sources the data and the parity. The tar- 
get receives the data and parity and checks the parlty for correctness. If the data 
is Incorrect, the target must set its Detected Parity E m  bit to one (irrespective 
of the state of its Parity Ermr Response bit). Assuming that the target's Parity 
Ermr Response bit is set to one, the target asserts PERRX in the second clock fol- 
lowing completion of the data phase. The initiator samples PERRX on the sec- 
ond clock after completion of the data phase. If PERRX has been asserted by the 
target, the initlator sets the Master Data Parity Error bit in its PC1 configuration 
Status register. Targets never set this bit because only the bus master reports the 
error to software. 

Whether or not the bus master wntinues the transactdon or terminates it is mas- 
ter design-dependent. The specification remmmends that the transaction be 
continued to completion. In addition to the assertion of PERRt, the bus master 
is required to report the parity error to the system software. The specification 
recommends utilization of an interrupt or the setting of a bit in a devlce-speciflc 
status register that is polled by the device driver. Alternately, the designer can 
assert SERRX, but this approach should not be used lightly It will more than 
likely result in a system shutdown. In a particular platform design, the chip set 
logic may convert any assertion of P E W  into SERRX. 
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Figure 13-3: PC1 Device's Configuration Command Register 

Figure 13-4: PC1 Device's ConRguration Status Regstet 
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Data Parity Error Recovery 

The PC1 specification permits recovery fmm data phase parity emrs  but does 
not require i t  The specifidon recommends that recovery be attempted at the 
lowest possible level (i.e.. by the bus master). Ideally, the master should attempt 
e m  recovery without involving software. If the master cannot perform an 
action or actions to recover fmm the error, it should report the e m r  to its device 
driver and possibly the driver can perform error recovery. The error should 
only be reported to the OS if neither the master nor its driver can recover from 
the error. How the OS responds to the error is 0s-specific. 

If the device reports the error by asserting SERRX. error recovery cannot be 
attempted (because assertion of SERR# causes the chipset to issue a fatal inter- 
mpt to the processor and the OS will shut down: see 'Important Note Regard- 
ing Chlpsets That Monitor PERR#" on page 210). Examples of recovery by the 
master, device driver and the OS are listed below: 

Recovery by the bus master. The master may attempt recovery by re- 
attempting the transaction if it knows that it will have no side effecb (e.g., if 
the tareet device is a FIFO buffer. the access should not be re-attemnted). If " . , 
the re-attempt of the access completes with no e m n ,  the master does not 
have to report an error to the system. If the attempt (or. perhaps several 
attempts) is unsuccessful, then the master must report the error. If there is a 
device driver associated with the master, the master alerts the driver to the 
e m  by generating an intermpt, settlng a status bit, or some similar 
method. If there isn't a device driver associated with the master, the master 
may report the error by asserting SERR#. 
Recwery by the device driver. Assuming that the bus master reported the 
error to its device driver (e.g., by setting a device-specific status bit and gen- 
erating an interrupt), the driver may instruct the bus master to re-attempt 
the transaction (once again, the driver must know that the re-attempt will 
not cause side effects). If the access completes with no errors, the device 
driver does not have to report the m r  to the 0s. If the access error cannot 
be recovered from, the driver must report the error to the 0s. 
Recovery by the operating system. How the OS responds to the report of a 
data parity error is OS-specfic. 
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Special Case: Data Parity Error During Special Cycle 

A master can use a Spedal Cycle transaction to broadcast a message (durlng the 
data phase) to the entire community of targets on a specific PC1 bus (for more 
information, see 'Special Cycle Command" on page 107 and "Special Cycle 
Transactions" on page 619). In the event that any target&) detects a parity error 
related to the data phase, this indicates that the message was corrupted in flight. 
Since messages are used to issue instructions to subsystems, a conupted mes- 
sage might place a subsystem in a state never intended. The PC1 specitlcation 
considers this to be a destabilizing went (like an address phase parity error). 
SEW# is used as the reporting mechanism. 

The target(s) that detected the parity ermr must assert SERRd if all of the follow- 
ing conditions are hue: 

the S E W  Enable bit in its PC1 contlguration Command register is set to 
one, and 
the Special Cycles bit is set in the device's Command register, and 
the Parity Ermr Response bit is also set to one in its Command register. 

The target($ must set the Detected Parity Emor bit in its mntlguration Status 
registers. Any PC1 device that signals SERR# ts required to set the Signaled Sys- 
tem Error bit in its PC1 conflguratlon Status register. 

Devices Excluded from PERR# Requirement 

The PC1 specification excludes two types of dwices from the requirement to 
implement the PERM signal and the Parity Error Response bit in the configura- 
tion Command register. The fouowlng two sections describe these device cate- 
gories. 

In a PC, the chipset is embedded on the system board and typically consists of 
the host/PCI bridge and the ~ ~ l / e x ~ a n s i o n  bus bridge. ~ h e s e  two entities can 
bc deslgned without thc PERRII pln. Consider the following example. 

When the host/PCI bridge initiates a PC1 read transaaion for the host proces- 
sor, it receives a data item from the target at the completion of each data phase. 
One clock after the meiot of each data item it latches the naritv bitlsl PAR and , ., , 
possibly PAR64) and cdmpares the received parity to thAt it computed. If the 
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expected vs. received parity mlscompares, the host/PCI bridge doesn't have to 
generate PERRK (because the bridge is frequently the device that monitors 
PERRX and reports its assertlon to the 0s). Instead. it can alert the processor 
that a parity error was received in a hmt bus-specific fashion. For example, in a 
PowerPC-bawd system, it could generate Machine Check interrupt to the PIC- 
cessor. 

Assume that a machine has been designed as a completely embedded envimn- 
ment: all devices are integrated onto the PC1 bus and there are no PC1 expansion 
slots. Also assume that none of the embedded devices checks the integrity of 
data written to them over the PC1 bus. In this case, no device will ever assert 
PERRX upon receipt of a corrupted data item. There is therefore no requirement 
for PERRl to be implemented as an input pinon the host/PCI bridge. 

Devlces That Don't Deal wlth OSlAppllcatlon Program or Data 

An ideal example would be a video frame buffer. It is legal to build a video 
frame buffer that doesn't check the integrity of data written into its memory 
buffer. In the event that one or more data items are compted while being writ- 
ten into the buffer, the only effect is "wild and crazy" pictures on the screen. 
While this may be destabilizing to the end user's state of mind. it is not compt- 
ing programs or data in memory or on permanent storage (e.g.. hard drives). 

SERR# Signal 

SERRX is a required output from all PC1 devices and b an input to the platform 
support logic (1.e.. the chipset). A PC1 device is not permitted to assert SERRX 
unless the SERR# Enable bit in its configuration Command register is set to one. 
SERRd is implemented as an open-drain, shared signal because multiple PC1 
devices may assert S E W  simultaneously The system designer must provide a 
pull-up resistor on the SERRX signal line. When any (or all) PC1 devices that are 
asserting SERR# cease driving it, the pull-up is responsible for returning SERRX 
to the deasserted state. This can take several PC1 clocks. 

When asserted. S E W  is asserted starting on the rising-edge of the PC1 clock 
and is asserted for one clock and then ui-stated. It may be asserted at any time 
(1.e.. its assertion is not tied to any type or phase ofa PC1 transaction). The spec- 
iecation suggests that SERR# should be asserted as quickly as possible (within 
two clocks of detecting an error condition is recommended). 
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The SERRX dgnal is used to dgnal the following types of conditions: 

parity error on the address phase of a transaction 
parity error on the data phase of a Special Cycle transaction. 

* ERROR WHEN A m M P n N G  A MEMORY WRIIE JO DELIVER A MESSAGE SIGNALED 2 2 
INMRUPr (Mso. . 
serious problems other than parity detected by a PC1 device. 
critical system failures detected by system board logic. 

Before deciding to assert SERR# for an ermr, the designer should always wn- 
slder that assertion of SEW# is considered an indication of a very serious prob- 
lem. As examples, upon detection of SERR# assertion. the platform logic may 
assert NMI in an Intel system or TEA# or MC# in a PowerPC system. The NMI 
or Machine Check intenupt handler is invoked and will almost certainly halt 
the machine. The PC1 specification does not dictate the action to be taken by the 
system logic when SERR# assertion is detected. As indicated earlier, it could 
result in a high-prlority interrupt, or in the setting of a status bit to be polled by 
system software, etc. 

Once the system logic detects SERRX asserted, it must sample SERRC deasserted 
on two successive clock edges before assuming that it has been deasserted. This 
requirement is because open-drain signaling cannot guarantee stable signals on 
every clock edge (the signal is pulled up to the logic high slowly by the weak 
pullup and then rings for a while before settling). 

The sections that foUow provide additional discussion of SERR# usage. 

Address Phase Parity 

Address Phase Parity Generation and Checking 

Refer to Figure 13-5 on page 217 during the following discussion. 

CLOCK 1. Every PC1 transaction starts with the address phase (dock one in the 
flgure). During the address phase, the lnftiator drives the start address onto 
AD[31:01 and the command (transaction type) onto C/BE#(3:0]. It also 
asserts FRAME# to indicate the presence of a valid start address and trans- 
action type on the bus. 

CLOCK 2. At the end of the a d d m  phase (on the rising-edge of clock two). the 
community of targets latch the address, command and the state of the 
FRAME# signal. Sampling FRAME# asserted at this point qualifies the 
address and command as valid. AU targets then begin address decode dw- 
ing clock two. 
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THE targets calculate the expected parlty to determine the value they expect 
to latch from the PAR signal on clock three. 
THE initiator drives PAR to either a one or a zero to force even parity on the 
37-bit field consisting of AD[31:0], C/BE#[S:O] and PAR 

CLOCK 3. On the rising-edge of clock three, the targets latch the state of the PAR 
signal. 
DURING clock three the targets compare the expected parity they computed 
to the actual parity bit supplied by the initiator on the PAR signal. If it 
results in a good compare, the targets take no action. If, however, it results 
in a miscompare by any (or all) of the targets, the a d d m  and/or command 
were conupted in flight. This is considered to be a destabilizing event in the 
PC1 envimnment. The initiator is reaching out and addressing someone it 
never meant to or is accessing it in a way it never meant to. SERRd is the 
reporting mechanism. The next section describes error reporting of address 
phase parity errors. 



Figure 13-5: A d h  Parity G e n ~ d C ~  

Add- Phase Parlty Error Reporting 

Each target that detects an address phase parity mkampare must assert SERR# 
for one clock (if the device's S E W  Enable bit is set to one in its configuration 
Command register). Any devices that assert SERR# must also set the Signaled 
System Error bit in their codlguration Status registers to one. The device's 
Detected Parity Ermr bit must also be set to one (even if SERR# isn't signaled by 
a device due to the state of its SERR# Enable bit). The PC1 configuration Com- 
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mand register is pictured in Figure 13-3 on page 211. The Status reglster is pic- 
tured in Figure 13-4 on page 2 11. 

As stated earlier, the spedflcation recommends that SEW# be asserted within 
two PC1 clocks of error detealon. The earliest that SEW# would therefow be 
asserted would be during clock three, but it could be during clock four, five, or 
later (although not recommended). 

In addition to the assertion of S E W ,  the target device that is apparently 
addressed in a cormpted address phase can react in one of the following ways: 

METHOD 1. assert DEVSEL# and complete the transaction normally. 
METHOD 2. assert DEVSELC and terminate the transaction with a Target Abort. 
METHOD 5. not assert DEVSELX and let the master time out and execute a Mas- 

ter Abort 

The target is not permitted to terminate the aansactlon with a Reay or a Dis- 
connect. 

System Errors 

General 

The following sectlons outline the various causes of SEW# assertion. In all 
cases, a device is not enabled to assert SERR# unless the SEW# Enable bit in its 
conflguratlon Command register is set to one. 

Address Phase Parlty Error 

This subject Is discussed In 'Address Phase Parity" on page 215. 

Data Parlty Error Durlng Speclal Cycle 

This subject is discussed In "Spedal Case: Data Parity E m r  Durlng Spedal 
Cycle" on page 213. 

2.2 Master of MSI Recelves an Error 

IF A MASER GENERAES A MEMORY WRlE mANSACDON r0 SIGNAL A MESSAGE SfG- 
NAIED INERRUP1 (MS/) AND ONE OF WE FOUOWING OCCURS, WE M A S M  MUSI ASSERI 
SERRf (ASSUMING IHAI WE SERRR ENABLE 011 1N llS COMMAND REGlSER IS SEI I 0  
ONE). 
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TARGEr SIGNALS A TARGE1 ABORr, 
M A S M  EXPERIENCES A MASER AMRT. 
M A S M  SAMPIES PERRY A S S E R ~ .  

Target Abort Detection 

A master that doesn't have a mechanism (such as an intempt h e )  to report 
receipt of a Target Abort to system software may assert SERRX to alert system 
software. The master must also set the Received Target Abort bit in its Status 
register. 

Other Possible Causes of System Error 

When any PC1 device suffers a serious failure that impairs its ability to operate 
correctly, it may assert SERRt (if its SERRW Enable bit is set to one) to lnfonn 
system software of the failure. It must also set the Signaled System E m  status 
bit in its configuration Status register. 

Devices Excluded from SERR# Requirement 

The exceptions stated for PERR# implementation in "Devices Excluded from 
PERR# Requirement" on page 213 are also exceptions for SERRX. 





Prior To Thls Chapter 
The PC1 bus architecture provides two error reporting mechanisms: one for 
reporting data parity errors and the other for reporting more serious system 
errors. The previous chapter provided a discussion of error detection, reporting 
and handhg using these two mechanisms. 

In This Chapter 

This chapter provides a discussion of issues related to interrupt routing, genera- 
tion and servicing. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the 64-bit extension that permits PC1 agents to per- 
form eight byte transfers in each data phase. It also describes 64-bit addressing 
used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB boundq.  

Three Ways To Deliver Interrupts To Processor 
There are three ways in which interrupt requests may be issued to a processor 
by a hardware device: 

MeTnoD 1. The Legacy method delivers interrupt requests to the processor by 
asserting its INTR input pin. This method is frequently used in single pro- 
cessor Intel x86-based systems (e.g.. Celeron-based systems). 

METHOD 2. In multiprocessor systems, the interrupt request Ilnes are tied to 
inputs on the I 0  APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) and 
the 10 APlC dellvers Interrupt message packets to the array of processors 
via the APlC bus. This method is described in the Mindshare book entltled 
Pentlum Processor Svstem Amhltecture f~ubllshed bv Addlson-Weslev). 

METHOD 3. THE 2.2 P C ~  SPKIFICAION D E F I ~ E S  A N E W M ~ ~ H O O  K)R DELIVERI&G INM- 2.2 
RVP1 RE9UESJS 1 0  WE PROCESSORS BY PERKlRMlNG MEMORY WNIE TRANSACnONS. 
THIS MEIHOD EIIMINAES IHE NEED M R  INIERRUPI REQUEST PINS AND SfGNAl MACES 
AND IS DESCRIBED IN "MESSAGE SIGNALED INERRUPIS (MSI)" ON PAGE 252. 
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Using Pins vs. Using MSI Capability 
If a PC1 function generates interrupt requests to request servicing by its device 
driver, the designer has two choices: 

1. As described in the sections that follow. the device designer can use a pin 
on the device to signal an intemupt request to the processor. 

2.2 2. ALIERNATIYELY. IHE DESIGNER CAN IMPLEMENT MESSAGE SIGNALED INTERRUPT (MSo 
CAPABIIAI AND USE IT M SIGNAL AN INIERRUPJ REQUESJ JO THE PROCESSOR. THIS 
METHOD EIIMINAIES M NEED FOR AN INTERRUPJ PIN AND IRACE AND 15 DESCRIBED 
IN JHE S K I O N  ENnnED "MESSAGE SIGNALED INJERRUPJS (MSI)"ON PAGE 252. 

THE SPEC RECOMMENDS M A I  A D E W E  MAT IMPlEMENrS M S I  CAPABILITY ALSO IMPLE- 
MENT AN INIERRUPT PIN JO AILOW USAGE OF THE DEVICE IN A SSYSIEM MAT DOESN'T SUP- 
PORI MSI CAPABIIIN. SOIEM CONFIGURATMN SOFTWARE MUSI NOT ASSUME. HOWEVER. 
MAT AN MSI-CAPABLE DEVICE HAS AN INJERRUPT PIN. 

Wlth exclusion of the section entitled -Message Signaled Interrupts (&GI)" on 
page 252, the remainder of this chapter assumes that MSIis not being used by a device. 

Single-Function PC1 Device 
A single-function PC1 device is a physical package (add-in board or a compo- 
nent embedded on the PC1 bus) that embodies one and only one function (1.e.. 
logical devlce). If a single-function device generates interrupt requests to 
request servicing by its device driver, the designer must bond the device's inter- 
rupt request signal to the INTA# pin on the package (component or add-in 
board). A single-function PC1 device must only use INTAX (never INTW. 
INTC# or INTD#) to generate interrupt requests. In addition, the designer must 
hardwire this bonding information into the device's read-only. Interrupt Pin 
configuration register. Table 14-1 on page 223 indicates the value to be hard- 
wimd into this register (Olh for lNTA# for a single-function PC1 device). The 
Interrupt Pin register resides in the second byte of configuration dword number 
15d in the device's conflguration Header space. The configuration Header space 
(the fmst 16d dwords of its conflguration space) is illustrated in Figure 14-1 on 
page 223. It should he stressed that the format illustrated is for that used for PC1 
device's other than PCI-to-PC1 or CardBus bridge devices and is referred to as 
Header m e  Zero. The layout of the Header space for a PCI-to-PC1 bridge can 
be found in 'Configuration Registers" on page 552, while the Header layout for 
a CardBus bridge can be found in the CardBus spec. 
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Dble 14-1: Value To Be H d r e d  Into Interrupt Pln Regfster 

Figure 14-1: PC1 Loglcal Devla's ConAguraffon Header Space Format 
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Multi-Function PC1 Device 

A multi-functlon PC1 devlce is a physical package (add-in board or a compo- 
nent embedded on the PC1 bus) that embodies between two and eight PC1 func- 
tions. An example might be a card with a high-speed communications port and 
a parallel port implemented in the same There is no conceptual differ- 
encc between a multi-function PC1 device and a multi-funcdon ISA. EISA or 
Micm Channel card. 

m e  device designer may implement up to four interrupt pins on a multi-func- 
tlon device: INTAX. INTBI.. INTCX and INTDX. Each function within the oack- 
age is only permitted to use one of these intenupt plns to generate requests. 
Each function's Interrupt Pin register indicates which of the package's interrupt 
pins the device's internal intenupt request signal is bonded to (refer to Table 14- 
1 on page 223). 

If a package implements one pin, it must be called INTAC. If it implements two 
pins, they must be called INTA# and INTB#, etc. All functions embodied within 
a package may be bonded to the same pin, INTA#, or each may be bonded to a 
dedicated pin (this would be true for a package with up to four functions 
embodied within it). 

Gmups of functions within the package may share the same pin. As some exam- 
ples, a package embodying eight functions could bond their intenupt request 
signals in any of the following combinations: 

all eight bonded to the INTAI pin. 
four bonded to INTAX and four to INTB#. 
two bonded to INTAX, two to INTBW, two to INK# and two to INTI)#. 
seven to INTAt and one to INTBX. 
etc. 

Connection of INTx# Pins To System Board Traces 

The temptation B great to imagine that the INTAt pin on every PC1 package is 
connected to a trace on the system board called INTA#. and that the INTBX pin 
on every PC1 package is connected to a trace on the system board called INTBX, 
etc. While Le may be true in a particular system design. it's only one of many 
different scenarios permitted by the specification. 
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The system board designer may mute the PC1 interrupt plns on the various PC1 
packages to the system board interrupt controller in any fashion. As examples: 

They may all be tied to one trace on the system board that is hardwired to 
one input on the system interrupt controller. 
They may each be connected to a separate trace on the system board and 
each of these traces may be hardwlred to a separate input on the system 
interrupt controller. 
They may each be connected to a separate trace on the motherboard. Each 
of these traces may be connected to a separate input of a programmable 
interrupt routing device. This device can be programmed at startup time to 
mute each individual PC1 interrupt trace to a selected input of the system 
interrupt controller. 
All of the INTAIt pins can be tied together on one trace. AU of the INTBI 
pins can be tied together on another trace, etc. Each of these traces can, in 
turn. be hardwired to a separate input on the system interrupt controller or 
may be hardwired to separate inputs on a programmable muting device. 
Etc. 

The exact verbiage used in this section of the specification Is: 

"The system vendor is free to combine the various INTxt signals from PC1 
connector(s) in any way to connect them to the interrupt controller. They 
may be wire-ORed or electronically switched under program control, or 
any combination thereof." 

Interrupt Routing 

General 

Ideally, the system configuration software should have maximum flexibility in 
choosing how to distribute the intermpt requests issued by various devices to 
inputs on the interrupt controller. The best scenario is pictured in Figure 14-2 on 
page 227. In this example, each of the individual PC1 interrupt lines is provided 
to the programmable router as a separate input. In addition, the ISA interrupt 
request lines are completely segregated fmm the PC1 lines. The ISA lines am 
connected to the master and slave 8259A interrupt controllers. In turn, the inter- 
rupt request output of the master interrupt controller is connected to one of the 
inputs on the programmable interrupt muting device. The muter could be 
implemented using an Intel I 0  APIC module. The APIC I/O module can be 
programmed to assign a separate interrupt vector (interrupt table en@ num- 
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ber) for each of the PC1 interrupt request lines. It can also be programmed so 
that it realizes that one of its inputs is connected to an Intel 8259A interrupt con- 
troller. 

Whenever any of the PC1 interrupts request lines is asserted, the I 0  APIC mod- 
ule supplies the vector associated with that input to the processor's embedded 
local APIC module. Whenever the 8259A master interrupt contmller generates a 
request. the APIC I 0  informs the processor that it must poll the 8259As to get 
the vector. In response. Intel processors that predate the P6 family processors 
generate two back-to-back Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. P6 family pro- 
cessors only generate a slngle Interrupt Acknowledge transaction. The first 
Interrupt Acknowledge forces the 8259As to prioritize their pending ISA 
requests, while the second Interrupt Acknowledge requests that the interrupt 
controller send the vector to the processor. For a detailed discussion of APIC 
operation, refer to the MindShare book entitled Pentium Processor System Amhi- 
tecture (published by Addison-Wesley). For a detailed description of 8259A 
operation, refer to the MindShare book entitled ZSA System Architectun! (pub- 
lished by Addison-Wesley). 
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Flpm 14-2: Prrferred Interrupt Design 

Figure 14-3 on page 228 illustrates another appmach. Each of the PC1 interrupt 
request lines is connected to a separate input of a programmable muter. The 
muter is programmed at startup time to mute each of the PC1 intermpt requests 
onto selected ISA interrupt request lines. This is a more limiting approach 
because ISA interrupt q u e s t  lines are positive edge-triggered and are not 
shareable, wMle PC1 intenupt request lines are active low, level-sensitive, share- 
able request Lines. The PC1 interrupts can only be muted onto ISA interrupt 
request lines that are not in use by ISA devices. 
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FIgure 14-3: Alternative Interrupt Layout 

Figure 14-4 on page 229 and Figure 14-5 on page 230 illushate typical designs 
for platforms implemented in the 1993/1999 timeframe using the most common 
chipsets. Of these two designs, Figure 14-5 on page 230 would be preferred over 
Figure 14-4 on page 229. The programmable router is built into the PCVISA 
bridge chip and pmvides four inputs to connect PC1 interrupt request signal 
lines to. The router can be programmed to route each PC1 interrupt request sig- 
nal to any of the ISA interrupt request h e s  that are not being used by ISA 
devices. As mentioned earlier, ISA interrupt request lines are positive edge-trig- 
gered and are not shareable. As you can see in Figure 14-4 on page 229. the 
INTA# request line is heavily-weighted (seven devices). By laying out the PC1 
interrupt traces as iuustrated in Figure 14-5 on page 230, the interrupts are 
spread more evenly (only three devices per h e )  across the four inputs of the 
router. 
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Figure 14-4: ljpical Design In Some Older Machines (1993fi994) 
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Figwe 14-5: Recommended PCIInterrupt Line Routing (when muter only has four inputpins) 

Routing Recommendation in PCi Specification 

Refer to Figure 14-5 on page 230. In many of today's PC systems. the program- 
mable muter embedded within the PCI/ISA bridge has four inputs for connec- 
tion to PC1 interrupt traces. In addition, most current PC1 devices are single- 
function devices. If they are interrupt-driven. they must therefore use the 
INTA# pin on the package. Recognizing that it would be best to 'spread" the 
interrupts from the various single-function devices acmss the interrupt muter's 
four inputs, the s@~cation writers recommend the interconnect of the INTAd 
outputs to the system board traces and the trace connection to the muter's four 
inputs such that they are evenly spread across the four pins. 
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BIOS "Knows" Interrupt Trace Layout 

The platform startup software (in the BIOS) is platform-specific and 'knows" 
how the PC1 interrupt traces are connected between PC1 devices, card slots. and 
the interrupt muter (or the intenupt controller if there Is no muter). As an 
example, it might know that: 

the INTAX pin on the SCSI host bus adapter Integrated onto the PC1 bus is 
physically c o ~ e e t e d  to input pin 13 on the muter. 
the INTAd pin on PC1 expansion slot one Is physically mnnected to input 
pin 14 on the muter. 
the INTBX pin on the embedded Ethernet controller is physically connected 
to input pin 15 on the muter. 

Well-Designed Chlpset Has Programmable Interrupt 
Router 

A well-designed chipset incorporates a software-pmgrammable interrupt mut- 
ing device. The startup configuration software attempts to program the muter 
to distribute the PC1 intermpts in an optimal fashion. Using Figure 14-5 on page 
230 as  an example, the startup configuration software can pmgmm the muter to 
mute each of these PC1 interrupts to an interrupt controller input that isn't used 
by an ISA devlce. 

Each IRQ input of the intenupt controller that is connected to a single ISA 
device is programmed for positiveedge triggered, non-shareable operation. 
while those connected to PC1 interrupt lines must be pmgrammed as active low. 
level-sensitive, shareable inputs. 

It must be recognized that the startup configuration software is typically not 
very intelligent and may not make the best possible muting decisions. The 
muter can be reprogrammed after system s tamp by a user running a configura- 
tion utility and making more informed selections, or by a Plug-and-Play OS 
such as Windows 98 or Windows 2000. "PC1 Interrupts h Shareable" on 
page 238 provides a detailed discussfon of the issues related to interrupt routing 
and performance implications. The section entitled 'Interrupt Routing Table" 
on page 233 describes how a Plug-and-Play OS can discover the type of muter 
and how the PC1 devices are attached to the muter. 
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Interrupt Routing Information 

Once the s t m p  conflguation software has programmed the muter, the mut- 
ing information (the system IRQ line the device's PC1 interrupt pin 1s routed to) 
must then be saved in the lntermpt Line register in the PC1 function's configu- 
ration Header space (refer to Figure 14-1 on page 223). The definition of the 
muting information is machine architecture-specific. The specification dictates 
the definition for x86-based PCs. Table 14-2 on page 232 indicates the values to 
be written into the Interrupt Line register in an Intel xflbbased PC. The values 
16d - 254 are mewed, while the value 255d indicates muting "unknown" or "no 
connection." Although it doesn't state this in the speciflcation, it is the author's 
opinion that RSTX should initlallze the Interrupt Line register to a value of FF'h. 
thereby indicating that a system IRQ line has not yet been assigned to the 
device's intermpt pin. 

Table 14-2: lntermpt Line Regfster Values for x86 PC Platforms 
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lilble 14-2: Interrupt Une Register Values Ior x86 PC Platforms (Continued) 

Interrupt Routing Table 

System IRQ Line Interrupt Routed To 

IRQ14 

IRQl5 

General 

Value To Be Written In Line Register 

14d 

15d 

In a PC-compatible platform, the Plug-and-Play OS must have the ability to 
learn how each PC1 function's interrupt pin (assuming that the function gener- 
ates lntempts using an intermpt pin) is connected to a selected input on the 
intermpt muter. It must also have the ablIity to pmgram the muter. In order to 
do this, the OS must have access to the following information: 

Whether or not the chipset has a programmable intempt muter. 
If there is a muter. an entry in the table identines the bus, device and func- 
tion number within which the muter resides. 
Another entry identifies whether or not the router's control register inter- 
face compiles with a specific, standard chipset register interface (e.g., the 
Intel 440BX chipset). Assuming that the OS has a driver available that 
understands that interface standard, this gives the OS the ability to pmgram 
the router and thereby select which IRQ input on the intempt contmller is 
associated with the interrupt trace coming fmm the function. . Identities which IRQ inputs on the interrupt controller are connected to the 
outputs of the muter. In other words, it identifies the IRQs that are tied 
exclusively to the outputs of the muter and therefore may only be assigned 
to PC1 functions (as opposed to devices other than PC1 functions such as 
ISA devices). 
In addition to the information already listed, the table contains one entry for 
each embedded PC1 device as well one for each PC1 add-in card connector. 
These are referred to as Slot entries. 

It is the responsiblllty of the system board vendor to embed a table (referred to 
as the Intempt Routing Table) in the BlOS ROM. This table contains the infor- 
mation listed in Table 14-3 on page 234. 
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Finding the Table 

The PC1 Intenupt Routing Table can be detected by searching system memory 
from FOOOOh to FFFFFh at every 16-byte boundary for the table's signature 
("SPIR"). Once the signature is found, the following items need to be validated: 

Version. Must be 1.0. 
Table size. Must be larger than 32 and must be a multiple of 16. 
Checksum. The entire structure's checksum must be 0. 

lable 14-3: PCI Interrupt Routing Table 

Deserlption 

slvely for PC1 usage. Bit 15 corresponds to IRQl5, whUe bit 0 come 
sponds to IRQO. As an example, if IRQll is devoted exclusively to 
PC1 and m o t  be assigned to an ISA device, then bit 11 of this 16- 
bit field should be set to 1. If there are no IRQs devoted excluslvely 
to PCI, then this value should be 0. 
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lkble 14-3: PC1 Interrupt Routing lkble (Continued) 

Description 

the edge/level Mggerlng of 

e interrupt plns on other 

Table 14-4: Format of Slot Entry in PC1 Interrupt Routing Table 

Byte 
Offset 

fmm Table 
Start 

0 

1 

Size 
(bytes) 

1 

1 

Description 

PC1 Bus Number. The bus number that the slot resides on. 

PC1 Device Number (in upper five bits). The device number 
of the slot 
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lable 14-4: Fonnat of Slot Entry in PC1 Intermpt Routlng %ble (Continued) 

Byte 
offset 

from Table 
Start 

2 

I 

Size 
(bytes) 

1 

Desuiption 

Link Value for INTAt. 
OOh: Indicate that the INTAW interrupt pin at this device 
position is not ~ 0 ~ e c t e d  to any other device's interrupt 
plns and is not connected to any of the Interrupt Router's 
interrupt pins. 
non-zero: The choice of a non-zero link value is spedflc 
to a chipset and decided by the chip-set vendor. A sug- 
gested implementation follows. 

Example: The interrupt pins on PC1 devices are c o ~ e c t e d  to 
traces on the system board and each of those traces is con- 
nected to an input on the chipset's interrupt router. The nurn- 
ber of input pins on a specific chipset's interrupt router is 
chipset-specif~c. 
A value in this field between one and the number of interrupt 
pins on the Intermpt Router means the pin is connected to 
that pin of the Interrupt Router. 
A value larger than the number of i n t m p t  pins on the Inter- 
rupt Router means the pin is wlre OR'd together with other 
slot interrupt plns, but the p u p  is not connected to any 
input pin on the Interrupt Router. In other words, that trace 
bypasses the router and is connected directly to an input on 
interrupt controller. 
Other interpretations of the Link values are possible. For 
instance, the link value may indicate which byte of Configu- 
ration Space or which I 0  Port to access for the hk. The spe- 
ciRc interpretation of the link value b dedded by the 
manufacturer of the Interrupt Router and is supported by the 

I driver for that router. 
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lable 14-4: Fonnat of Slot Entry in PC1 Interrupt Routlng %ble (Continued) 

Desuiption 

one particular PC1 intempt pin. In this bitmap, bit 0 corm 
sponds to IRQO, bit 1 to IRQ1, and so on. A 1 bit in this bit- 

Llnk Value for INTWI. See Link Value for INTAX. 
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lable 14-4: Fonnat of Slot Entry in PC1 Interrupt Routlng %ble (Continued) 

PC1 Interrupts Are Shareable 

Byte 
offset 

from Table 
Start 

14 

1s 

The PC1 interrupt request signals are open-drain. Multiple devices connected to 
the same PC1 interrupt request signal line can assert it simultaneously without 
damage. The net result is that the line is driven low. The system board designer 
pmvides a pullup reslstor on each of the lines, so that their native state (when 
no device is asserting a request) is deasserted. 

Size 
(bytes) 

1 

Id 

Desuiption 

Slot Number. Indicates whether the table ently is for a PC1 
device embedded on the system-board or for an add-in slot. 

Wh = embedded system board devices. 
non-zem = the physical placement of an add-in card slot 
on the system board. This pmvides a way to correlate 
physical slots with PC1 device numbers (see 'Definition 
of a Chassis" on page 595). 

Values (with the exception of zero) are OEM-specific. For 
end-user ease-of-use, slots in the system should be clearly 
labeled (via solder mask, back panel labels, etc.) with the 
same value indicated in this field. 

It should be noted that the format of the slot entries in the 
PC1 Interrupt Routing Table are compatible with the format 
of the IRQ Routing Options Buffer table returned when a 
Get PC1 Interrupt Routing Options call is made to the PC1 
BIOS (see Table 26-2 on page 681). This makes it possible to 
support both the PC1 Interrupt Routing Table and the PC1 
BIOS specification with only one table in ROM. 

Reserved. 
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Hooking the Interrupt 

After the system startup configuration software executes (typically from fitm- 
ware), the system initialization begins. The system or the OS must provide a 
device-specific interrupt service routine for each interrupt-driven device in the 
system. Furthermore. the startup and OS software must build an interrupt table 
in memory. Each enay in the interrupt table must contain the start address (1.e.. 
the entry point) of the device-specific interrupt service routine associated with a 
particular device. 

When the system is Arst powered up. system main memory contains junk. Since 
the interrupt table resides in DRAM in a PC, the interrupt table must be bullt 
prior to enabling interrupt-driven devices to generate interrupt requests. Plac- 
ing the start address of a device's interrupt service routlne into the correct entry 
in the interrupt table is commonly referred to as 'hooking" the interrupt The 
next sectlon provides a detailed discussion of how the interrupt table is built 
durlngsystem startup in a PC environment. 

Interrupt Chaining 

General 

As stated earlier, when the system fist starts up, the processor has interrupt ree- 
ognition disabled and the interrupt table has not yet been built in memory. 
There are basically two categories of interrupt-driven devices that will have to 
have entries made in the interrupt table: 

embedded devices that the system already knows about 
devices discovered durlng the startup and auto-conflg process. 

The interrupt handler for each interrupt driven devlce is implemented within 
the device's device driver. The driver can be found in one of three places: 

within the system BIOS ROM. The drivers for some or all of the embedded 
devices (embedded on the PC1 bus and/or the ISA bus) are typically found 
within the system BIOS ROM. The startup POST/BIOS code knows the 
entry points of these handlers and the enMes in the interrupt table that they 
are associated with. 
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within a device ROM associated with the interrupt-driven device itself. 
These device ROMs are "discovered" during the bus scan (enumeration) 
process at startup, the drivers are loaded into main memory, and the initial- 
ization code within them is automatically executed. 
on disk as a loadable devlce driver loaded by the OS during the OS load 
and initialization process. As the OS loads each loadable driver into mem- 
ory, it calls the initialization code within the driver. The initialization code 
calls the PC1 BIOS to determine if its associated device exlsts in the system. 
If found and the device is interrupt-driven. the driver contains the device's 
interrupt handler. The driver initialization code is responsible for placing 
the start address of the interrupt handler into the proper entry within the 
interrupt table. 

The following seatons pmvide an example of the sequence of actions taken to 
build the interrupt table in memory. 

Step 1 : Initialize All Entries To Point To Dummy Han- 
dler 

Initially, the intermpt table in main memory contains junk. The startup tlrm- 
ware stores the entry point of a dummy interrupt senrice mutine into each 
entry. Thk mutine contains the following instructions: 

If this handler is associated with one of the IRQ lines on the master 8259A 
interrupt controller, it contains an I 0  write instruction that writes a Non- 
Spedfic EOI (End-of-Interrupt) command to the master intermpt control- 
ler. When executed, this clears the Nghest bit currently set to one in the con- 
troller's In-Service register. 
If this handler is associated with one of the IRQ lines on the slave 8259A 
interrupt wntroller, it contalns an I 0  write instruction that writes a Non- 
Specific EOI command to the master intermpt controller. and an additional 
I 0  write that writes a Non-Specific EOI command to the slave interrupt 
contmller. When executed, this clears the highest bit currently set to one in 
both of the contmllers' InService registers. 
The final instruction in the dummy handler is an IRET (interrupt return). 
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Step 2: Initialize All Entries For Embedded 
Devices 

As stated earlier, the system designer usually includes the device drivers for 
embedded devices in the system POST/BIOS firmware. These devices may 
already be hardwired to pre-deflned interrupt request lines and each of these 
lines is associated with a pre-deflned vector, or entry, in the interrupt table. For 
each embedded device, the startup firmware stores the start address of the 
embedded device's interrupt handler into the associated table entry in memory. 

Step 3: Hook Entries For Embedded Device BIOS 
Routines 

The system f h w a r e  usually contains a serles of BIOS mutines used to commu- 
nicate with I 0  devices. In an Intel x86 machine, the INT (software interrupt) 
instruction is used to call a BIOS mutine. The parameter supplied with the INT 
instruction (INT xx) is the interrupt table entry that contains the pointer to the 
mutine to be called. As an example. INT 21h causes the processor to call the 
interrupt service routhe pointed to by entry 21h in the interrupt table. 

Durlng system startup, the system flrmware s tom the pointers to these mu- 
tines into the appropriate entries in the table (after first saving the pointen pre- 
viously stored in those entries). 

Step 4: Perform Expansion Bus ROM Scan 

The system firmware then scans the expansion bus (e.g., ISA bus) for device 
ROMs assodated with devices residing on that bus. At 2KB intervals starting at 
memory address OOCWOOh and proceeding through memory address 
OODFFFFh, the k t  two bytes are read. A value of 55h in the flrst location and 
AAh in the second is the signature of a device ROM. When a device ROM is dis- 
covered, the system firmware calls the device's initialization code within the 
ROM just discovered (by calling location three within the ROM). 

ISA bus devices typically have their interrupt lines assigned via DIP switches 
on the card. Assuming that a device is interrupt-driven, the device's initializa- 
tion code hooks the appropriate entry in the interrupt table. Since ISA IRQ lines 
are not shared with other devices, it does this by storing the start address of its 
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own interrupt handler mutine in the entry. When the device's initIaIization rou- 
tine completes execution, it returns contml to the system firmware. The system 
firmware then continues scanning the OOCOOOOh thmugh OODFFFFh (or 
OOEFFFFI in some systems) memory range (on 2KB address boundaries) for 
more ROMs. 

Step 5: Perfonn PC1 Device Scan 

The firmware-based configuration software attempts to read the Vendor ID 
fmm function zem at each physical PC1 device position on the PC1 bus. Any 
position that returns a Vendor ID of FFFFh is unoccupied (see 'Vendor ID Reg- 
ister" on page 354). Those that return values other than FFFFh are occupied by a 
single- or a multi-function device. For each occupied position, the firmware 
takes the following actions: 

SlcP 1. Reads function zero's configuration Header registers to determine the 
needs and requirements of the device. 

STEP 2. Allocates memory space to the device's memory address decoder(s) 
(i.e.. its memory BAR registers). I 0  space to its I 0  a d d m  decoder(s) (I0 
BAR registers), etc. 

STEP 3. Reads from the device's Interrupt Pin register to determine if the func- 
tion is intenupt drlven. A value of zero indicates that it isn't. while a value 
of Olh, 02h, 03h, or 04h indicates that it is and which of the device's PC1 
interrupt pins (INTAX. INTBW. INTCX, or INTDX) the device uses to gener- 
ate interrupt requests. 

STEP 4. Programs the interrupt router to mute interrupts generated by the 
devlce to a specific system intempt Iine (IRQ line). 

SEP 5. Writes the routing information into the device's Intermpt Line (mut- 
ing) register. As an example, if it is muted to IRQ3, the value 03h is wrltten 
to its Intenupt Line register. 

STEP 6. Pmbes the device's Expansion ROM Base Address register to deter- 
mine if the device has an embedded device ROM. If it does, the ROM Base 
Address Register is programmed with a start memory address and its mem- 
ory address decoder is enabled. For more information, refer to 'Expansion 
ROMs" on page 411. 

SEP 7. The ROM code image (a device driver) is copied into main memory 
(it's a rule in PC1 that ROM code is never executed in place). The ROM 
address decoder is disabled. 

!HEP 8. The system firmware then calls the initialization routine (at location 
three) embedded in the driver. If the devlce is interrupt drlven. the device- 
speciilc handler is embedded within the driver. The driver reads the Inter- 
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rupt Line register to determine the muting information. This is used to 
determine the entry in the interrupt table to be hooked. This entry may 
havealready been previously-hooked to point to an embedded PC1 device's 
intempt handler. The m m n t  contents of the entry is saved in the body of 
the device's handler and then the start address of the device's handler is 
stored in the entry. In this way, the interrupt table entry now points to this 
device's handler and the handler "remembers" the pointer to the prevlous 
device's handler. A linked list of interrupt service routines is being created. 

SEP 9. If the ROM image contains a device-speciflc BIOS routine, the start 
address of the routine is stored in the appropriate interrupt table entry 
(after first saving the pointer previously stored in that entry). 

STEP 10. Upon completion of the device driver's initialization code, program 
execution is rrtumed back to the system firmware which then checks bit 
seven of function zero's Header Type configuration register to determine if 
this is a multi-function device. If cleared to zero, the devlce is a single func- 
tion device, so the configuration software continues scanning (enumerat- 
ing) the PC1 bus. The next physical device position is probed on the PC1 bus 
to determine if it's occupied. 

STEP 11. However, if bit seven is set to one, this is a multi-function device. The 
software then probes functions one through seven within the PC1 device to 
determine which additional functions are implemented. The process 
described above is repeated for each device discovered. 

Step 6: Load OS 

After both the PC1 and expansion bus scans have been completed, the system 
firmware begins to read the OS startup code into memory and then cedes con- 
trol to it. The actions taken by the OS are specific to that 0s. The discussion that 
foUows is generic in nature. 

Step 7: OS Loads and Call Drivers' lnitializatlon Code 

At some point, the OS initialimtion code processes the CONFIG.SYS ffle (or its 
equivalent, such as the Windows 95 Registry). Each time that a 'DEVICE=' 
statement is encountered. the following actions are taken: 

S1EP 1. The indicated device driver is loaded into memory and the OS calls its 
initialization code. 

SEP 2. The device driver's initialjzation code determines If its associated 
device is present in the machine. For a device driver assodated with an ISA 
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devlce, thIs is accomplished by pmbing I 0  ports associated wlth the devlce 
to see if it's present. For a drlver associated with a PC1 device, this is accom- 
pllshed by issuing a PC1 BIOS call (see Table 26-2 on page 681), or a HAL 
call in Windows NT, supplying the device's Vendor and Device ID or its 
Class Code as search parameters. The BIOS checks CMOS RAM or walks 
the PC1 bus to determine if the device is present. If present, the drlver's inl- 
tlalizatlon code then reads the Interrupt Line regtster to obtain the interrupt 
muting information. In the case of an ISA device, the interrupt controller 
inout number is micallv S U O D ~ I ~ ~  as a Daramerer on the 'DEVICE=' corn- . . 
mind line in CO~~IC.S$S.  

STEP 3. Having determined the interrupt controller input associated with the 
devlce, the driver fimt reads and saves the pointer previously residing in 
the corresponding interrupt table entry. It then replaces it with the pointer 
to the device-specific interrupt service routine embedded within the device 
driver body. The driver's initialization code then returns conhul to the OS 
initlallzation code which then continues processing CONFIG.SYS (or what- 
ever mechanism that OS uses to identify drivers that need to be loaded). 

Linked-List Has Been Built for Each Interrupt Level 
The OS load pmcess has now completed and the machine is operational. The 
intermpt table has been completely initialized. The intermpt service mutine 
currently pointed to by an interrupt table entry is assodated with the last device 
'discovered" during the bus scan that uses that interrupt level. 

In turn, that interrupt service mutine 'remembers" the start address of the 
intermpt service routine assodated with the device that had previously hooked 
the same interrupt. Likewise, the previous device's interrupt service routine 
'remembers" the start address of the interrupt service routine assodated with 
the device that hooked the same intermpt before it had, etc. A linked list has 
been established for each interrupt level. 

servicing Shared Interrupts 

Example Scenario 
Refer to F igm 14-6 on page 245 during the dirmssion that follows. This flgure 
illustrates two devlces. an Ethernet controller and communications port two, 
that both generate interrupt requests using the same PC1 interrupt request line 
(e.g.. two devices in the same package that both share INTA#, or two devices in 
separate packages that share the same interrupt request signal trace on the sys- 
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tern board). Assume that no other drivers had hooked the interrupt prior to the 
COM port and the Ethernet controller. In other words, the entry in the interrupt 
table contalns a pointer to the dummy interrupt handler (see 'Step I: Initialize 
All Entries To Point To Dummy Handler" on page 240) and that the COM port 
hooked the interrupt Rrst, followed by the Ethernet controller. 

Each device has an open-mllector driver that it uses to assert an interrupt 
request. This is accompllshed when the device's logic asserts its internal IRQt 
slgnal, providing an enable to the output driver. This creates a path to ground 
and the external request line is driven low. The interrupt signal trace on the sys- 
tem board has a pullup resistor on it. thereby keeping the request line deas- 
serted when none of the devices connected to that line are generating a request. 
When one or more devices are generating a request on the line, the external 
interrupt request line is low. In other words, a low on the request line indicates 
to the interrupt contmller that one or more devices are generating a request. 

In addition to driving the request line low, a device alsa sets an Intempt pend- 
ing bit in a device-spedfic I 0  status port known to its interrupt service mutine. 

Figure 14-6: Shared Interrupt Model 
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Both Devices Simultaneously Generate Requests 
Referring to Figure 14-6 on page 245, both devices sharlng the same interrupt 
request signal (the Ethernet conholler and the COM port) assert a q u e s t  
simultaneously. Each of them sets their respective interrupt pending bits to one 
and both turn on their respective interrupt request output driven, resulting in a 
low on the interrupt request line QNT#)). In this example, assume that the inter- 
rupt routing device routes the PC1 interrupt request line onto system interrupt 
line IRQ3. 

Processor Interrupted and Requests Vector 
Refer to Figure 14-7 on page 248. This example scenario assumes that this is a 
single processor system. The IRQs are tied to the master and slave 8259A inter- 
rupt conhollers within the PCI-to-ISA bridge (the South Bridge). When it 
detects one or more inputs asserted. it asserts its INTR output to the processor. 

Assuming that the pmcessor is enabled to recognize external interrupts IJnter- 
mpt Flag bit set to one in the ~86's EFLAGS register, or EE bit set to one in a 
PowerPC processor's MSR register), the processor recognizes the interrupt on 
the next instruction boundary. 

The processor automatically saves its place in the interrupted program. Assum- 
ing that it's an Intel x86 processor, this is accomplished by pushing the contents 
of the CS. IP and EFLAG registers into stack memory. The processor (assuming 
it's a P6-family processor) then generates one Interrupt Acknowledge transac- 
tion (for more information, see "Interrupt Acknowledge Command" on 
page 100). The transaction is propagated to the PC1 bus and is visible to the 
South Bridge (which contains the interrupt controller). This commands the 
interrupt conholler to prioritize its pending requests and then provide the pro- 
cessor with the vector associated with the highest-priority interrupt currently 
pending. In this case, assuming that IRQ3 is the highest pending request, the 
processor receives the vector associated with IRQ3. The vectors are pro- 
grammed into the interrupt controller during startup tlme and are listed in 
Table 14-5 on page 247. The vector, or table entry, for IRQ3 is OBh. When the pro- 
cessor receives vector OBh it multiplies it by four (if in real mode; by eight if in 
protected mode) because each entry in the interrupt table contains the four byte 
start address of an interrupt service routine (or an 8-byte Interrupt Descriptor in 
Protected Mode). This yields the start memory address of the table entry 
0000002Ch. The processor then reads the contents of memory locations 
0000002Ch through 0000002Fh to obtain the start address of the interrupt ser- 
vice routine to execute. 
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labre 14-5: ISA Interrupt Vectors 
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First Handler Executed 

In this example. the COM port had hooked the interrupt first, followed by the 
Ethernet controller. This means that entry OBh in the table currently points to 
the Ethernet controller's interrupt service routine and the entry point of the 
COM port's interrupt service mutine is known to the Ethernet controller's mu- 
tine. 

The processor jumps to the Ethernet controller's interrupt service routine. At 
the fmnt end of this routine, the programmer reads the Ethemet controller's 
interrupt pending bit fmm an I 0  status port implemented in the Ethernet con- 
troller to detennine if the Ethernet controller is currently generating a request. 
In this case it is, so the body of the Ethernet controller's interrupt service routine 
is therefore executed and its request is serviced. The act of servicing the inter- 
rupt dears the interrupt q u e s t  within the device. The Ethernet controller 
clears its interrupt pending bit and deasserts its local IRQX signal. This disables 
the open-collector driver and removes the path to gmund fmm the external 
interrupt request signal line. The line remains low, however. because the COM 
port is still generating a request. 

Jump to Next Driver in Linked List 

The last instruction in the Ethernet controller's interrupt service mutlne jumps 
to the entrv ooht  of the COM oort's interrunt service mutine. The device-soe- 
ciflc C O M & ~ ~  interrupt servic;? routine check the COM port's interrupt p i d -  
ing bit to determine if it requim servicing. Since its bit is set to one, the body of 
the interrupt service mutine is executed. Once again, the act of servicing an 
interrupt clears the request. The COM port clears its interrupt pending bit and 
disables its open-collector driver, removing the path to m u n d  from the exter- 
nal interrupt'request signal line. The pull;p resistor on-the line automatically 
desasserts it. All interrupts on that line have been serviced. 

Jump to Dummy Handler: Control Passed Back to 
Interrupted Program 

The last instruction in the COM port's interrupt service mutine Jumps to the 
entry point of the dummy interrupt handler which only contains the following 
instructions: 
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If this handler is associated with one of the IRQ lines on the master 8259A 
interrupt controller, an I0 write instructlon is executed to write a non-spe- 
dflc EOI (End-of-Intenupt) command to the master interrupt controller. 
This has the effect of clearing the highest bit currently set to one in the con- 
troller's In-Service register. 
If this handler is associated with one of the IRQ Iines on the slave 8259A 
interrupt controller, an I0  write instructlon is executed to write a non-spe- 
dflc EOI command to the master intenupt controller. An additional I 0  
write is executed to wrlte a non-speciflc EOI command to the slave inter- 
rupt controller. This has the effect of clearing the highest bit currently set to 
one in both of the controllers In-Service registers. 
After the EOI(s) have been sent, the final instruction In the dummy handler. 
an IRET (interrupt return), is executed, causing the processor to resume 
execution of the interrupted pmgam. 

Implied Priority Scheme 

Any d t e c t u r e  that utilizes a shared interrupt scheme (e.g., PCI, EISA, and 
M i m  Channel) has an explicit and an implicit interrupt priority scheme. In 
EISA, ISA and Micro Channel, the interrupt controllers are programmed at star- 
tup time to use an explicit. fixed-priority scheme (see Table 14-6 on page 250). 

Dble 14-6: Interrupt Priority Scheme 

PC Intempt Priority (highest to lowest) 

IRQO 

RQ 1 

IRQ8 

IRQ9 

IRQlO 

IRQll 

IRQl2 

IRQ13 

IRQ14 

IRQIS 
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2ible 14-6: Intermpt Priority Scheme (Continued) 

PC Intermpt Priority (highest to lowest) 

IRQ3 

IRQ4 

mQ5 

EQ6 

mQ7 

If an intermpt line is shared by multiple devices. as they are in PCI, there is also 
an implied priority scheme among the devices that share an interrupt request 
line. In the Ethernet/COM port example just covered, whenever an interrupt 
occurs on IRQ3, the processor always Jumps to the Ethernet controller's inter- 
rupt service routine fitst Control is only passed to the COM port's intermpt ser- 
vice routine by the Ethernet controller's interrupt service routine when the 
Ethernet controuer's service routine completes execution. If the Ethernet con- 
troller were to generate interrupt requests at a high frequency, the COM port 
might starve while awaiting servicing (because it must await the completion of 
the execution of the Ethernet driver's interrupt service routine before it is 
called). 

Assuming that both devices have loadable device drivers, a fix for this problem 
would be to change the order in which the drivers aw loaded. This will change 
the order in which the intermpt table entry is hooked by the two devices. 

Interrupts and PCI-toPC1 Brldges 

Refer to 'Interrupt Support" on page 624 and 'Intenupt-Related Registers" on 
page 593 for a description of interrupts and PCI-to-PC1 bridges. 
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2.2 Message Signaled lnterrupts (MSI) 

Introduction 
A PC1 function that generates intempt requests to request senicing by its 
device driver can do so using one of two methods: 

METHOD 1. AS described in the earlier pam of this chapter, the device designer 
can use a pin on the device to signal an intenupt request to the processor. 

METHOD 2. Alternatively, the designer can implement Message Signaled Inter- 
rupt, or MSI, capability and use it to signal an interrupt request to the pm- 
cessor. This method eliminates the need for an interrupt pin and trace and is 
described in this section. 

The spec recommends that a device that implements MSI capability also use an 
intenuot Din to allow usage of the device in a svstem that doesn't suowrt MSI 

A .  " , . . 
capability. System conflguration software cannot assume that an MSI-capable 
device has an intempt pin. 

Advantages of MSI Interrupts 

The advantages of MSI interrupt generation versus using an intenupt pin are as 
f0Uows: 

eliminates the need for intenupt traces. 
eliminates multiple PC1 functions sharing the same intenupt request input 
on the intempt controller. 
eliminates the chaining of device drivers. 
eliminates the need to perform a dummy =ad h m  a device in its intempt 
service routine to force all posted memory writes to be flushed to memory. 

Basics of MSI Configuration 

Refer to Figure 14-8 on page 254. 

S~EP 1. At SMUP time, the conflguration software scans the PC1 bus(=) 
(referred to as bus enumeration) and discovers devices (1.e.. It performs con- 
figuration reads for valid Vendor IDS). 
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STEP 2. When a PC1 function is discovered, the configuration software checks 
the Capabilities List bit in the device's PC1 Status register and determines 
that the device incorporates one or more new capabilitles. For more infor- 
mation about New Capabilities, refer to 'New Capabilities" on page 390. 

S m P  9. The software then traverses the New Capabilities k t  and discovers 
(via a Capability ID of 05h) that the device can use MSI to issue interrupt 
requests. 

STEP 4. The software assigns a dword-aligned memory address to the device's 
Message Address register. This is the address that the device performs a 
memory write to when it must generate a request. 

m p  5. The software checks the Multiple Message Capable field in the device's 
Message C o n h l  register to determine how many event-specific messages 
the device would like assigned to it). 

S m P  6. The software then allocates the device a number of messages equal to 
or less than that requested. At a minimum, one message wlll be allocated to 
the device. 

SlcP 7. The software writes the base message data pattern into the device's 
Message Data register. 

STEP 8. Finally. the software sets the MSI Enable bit in the device's Message 
C o n h l  register, thereby enabling it to generate intermpts using MSI mem- 
ory writes. 
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Figure 14-8: Device MSI Conflguratim Process 
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Basics of Generating an MSI Interrupt Request 

When a PC1 function supports MSI and it is enabled to do so, it generates an 
interrupt request to the processor by wrltlng a pre-defined data item (a mes- 
sage) to a predefined memory address. As described earlier. the conflguratlon 
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software is responsible for priming the function's MSI Address and Data re@- 
ters wlth the appropriate memory address and the data to be wrltten to that 
address when generating a request. It also primes a field in the Message Control 
register with the number of messages that have been allocated to the device. 

When the device must generate an interrupt request, it writes the Message Data 
register contents to the memory address specified in its Message Address regis- 
ter. If the system software allocated more than one message to the device, it is 
permitted to modify the lower bits of the assigned Message Data value to send a 
different message for each device-specific event type that requires servicing by 
the device driver. 

As an example, assume the fouowlng: 

Four messages have been allocated to a device. 
A data value of 0500h has been assigned to the device's Message Data regls- 
ter. 
Memory address OAOODOOOh has been written into the device's Message 
Address register. 

When any one of four different device-specific events occurs. the device gener- 
ates a &est by performing a dword write to memory address OAOOOOOO~ with 
a data value of 00000500h. 00000501h. 00000502h. or 00000503h. In other words. 
the device automatically appends the value OOOOh to the upper part of its 
assigned message data value (to make a 32-bit value) and modifies the Lower 
two bits of the value to indicate the specific message type. 

How Is the Memory Write Treated by Bridges? 

It's treated like any other wrlte. It is posted by any bridges it encounters on its 
way to the host/PCI bridge. When it finally arrives at the hosWPCI bridge. it's 
chipset-specific how the host/PCI bridge converts the message into an interrupt 
to one or more of the processors on the host bus. 

As an example, a host/PCI bridge could Implement a 32-bit memory-mapped 
I 0  port that receives MSI memory writes and converts them into interrupts to 
the processor. When a 32-bit data item is wrltten into the port from the PC1 dde 
of the bridge, the bridge can then convert the data value into a specific interrupt 
vector to deliver to the processor (in a processor-specific fashion). As an exam- 
ple, the processor bus may support an "interrupt" transaction that deliven the 
appmptiate interrupt vector (the one associated with the message type) to a 
processor. 
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Memory Already Sync'd When Interrupt Handler 
Entered 

The Problem 

Assume that a PC1 device performs one or more memory write transactions to 
write data into maln memory If there are any bridges between the device and 
main memory, the writes are posted and are actually performed at some later 
time. Assume that the writes have not yet arrived at main memory and the 
device now generates an interrupt request to inform its driver that the data is in 
memory ready to be processed. The device generates its request using its inter- 
rupt request pin rather than MSI. The hardware interrupt request is delivered to 
the processor over the INTR signal line or the APIC bus and does not cause 
bridges to flush their posted writes buffers. The currently-executing program is 
suspended and the processor executes the interrupt handler within the device's 
device driver. The driver then reads the data from main memory and processes 
it. Oops! All of the memory writes may not have arrived in main memory yet. 
so the drlver is not pmcessing the correct data. 

The Old Way of Solving the Problem 

The driver can solve this problem by perfmlng a read from a location within 
its device before processing the data. The read has to traverse the same bridge 
(or bridges) that the memory writes from the device have to traverse to get to 
main memory. The ordering rules for bridges dictate that the bridge must flush 
its posted write buffers before permitting a read to traverse the bridge. As a 
result, by the time the read data is returned to the driver, all of the posted writes 
have been flushed to memory. Performing this extra read from the device is a 
clunky extra step that it would be nlce to ehninate. 

How MSI Solves the Problem 

Once again assume that a PC1 device performs one or more memory write 
transactions to write data into maln memory. If there are any bridges between 
the device and main memory, the writes are posted and are actually performed 
at some later time. Assume that the writes have not yet arrived at main memory 
and the device generates an interrupt request to M o m  Its driver that the data is 
in memory ready to be processed. However. this time the device generates its 
request using MSI. In other words. it performs a memory write to write the 
Message Data to the memory address specified in the Message Address register. 
This address is typically a memory-mapped I 0  port within the host/PCI 
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bridge. Also keep in mind that the hast/PCI bridge is the gateway to the mah 
memory controller. This means that the message memory write is in the posted 
write buffers and was posted after the writes that the device previously per- 
formed to update the buffer in main memory. A key inpdient here is that it's a 
rule that bridges must perform posted wrftes in the same order that they wen 
received. This means that by the time the write to the MSI memory address 
arrives at the host/PCI bridge, main memory has already received all of the 
writes to the device's buffer in main memory. Upon receipt of the MSI write, the 
host/PCI bridge then generates the intempt request to the processor, the cur- 
rently-executing program is suspended and the processor executes the interrupt 
handler within the device's device driver. The driver then reads the data from 
main memory and processes it--and it's the correct data. The programmer 
doesn't have to perform the artificial step of reading from its device to force the 
posted writes to be flushed to memory 

Interrupt Latency 

The time from signaling an intenupt request until software services the device 
is referred to as its interrupt latency. As with the other intempt request deliv- 
ery mechanisms mentioned in the section entitled 'Thme Ways To Deliver Inter- 
rupts To Processor" on page 221, the MSI capability doesn't provide interrupt 
latency guarantees. 

MSI Are NonShared 

When using a PC1 interrupt pin to generate interrupts ques t s ,  it's highly prob- 
able that a linked list of device driven are executed (because multiple devices 
share the same intempt trace). For more information. refer to 'Interrupt Chain- 
ing" on page 239. The driver for the device may not be the flrst one in the List 
and may not be executed until the handlers for several other device drivers 
have completed execution. This injects additional latency into the process of 
serving a device. 

It is the intent of the spec that the system software and the host/PCI bridge will 
&at each interrupt message (delivered via MSI memory writes) as a separate 
intempt level and that no two events will be assigned the same level. In other 
words, only one drlver hooks each entry in the intenupt table in memory. This 
can substantially decrease the intempt latency for a device. 
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MSI Is a New Capability Type 

A PC1 function indicates its support for MSI as a New Capabillty. For a primer 
on the New Capabilities, refer to the section entitled 'New Capabilities" on 
page 390. The following are rules related to MSI implementation: 

Each PC1 function that supports MSI must implement its own MSI register 
set within its own configuration space. 
Each function may only implement one MSI register set. 

Flgure 14-9 on page 258 and Figure 14-10 on page 258 illustrate the two possible 
formats of the MSI Capability registers. Later sections will clarify why there arr 
two possible formats (but only one wlll be implemented in a given device). 

Figure 14-9: 32-bit MSI Capability Register Set Format 

-. - 

Message Data Register - .  
Dword 2 

Figure 14-10: 64-bit MSI CapabfU,ility Register Format 

31 16 15 8 7 0, 
Message Control Register T~ointer to Next l~&pabll~ty -- ID = 05h 

LeastSlgntficant 32-bits of Message Address Reglster 0 0 
Most-Significant 32-bik - of Message Address Register 

~ e s s a ~ e  Data ~ e ~ i s t s r  - - 

Dwwd 0 
Dword 1 
Dword 2 
Dword 3 
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Description of the MSI Capability Register Set 

Refer to Figure 14-9 on page 258 and Figure 14-10 on page 258. 

Capablilty ID 

The Capability ID that identifies the MSI register set is 05h. This is a hardwired. 
read-only value. 

Pointer To Next New Capability 

The second byte of the register set either points to the next New Capability's 
register set or contains OOh if this is the end of the New Capabilities List. This is a 
hardwired, read-only value. If non-zero. it must be a dword-aligned value. 

Message Control Register 

Figure 1411 on page 259 and Table 14-7 on page 260 illustrate the layout and 
usage of the Message Control register. 

Figure 14-11: Message ConhuI Register 

15 8 7 6  4 3 1 0  

Resewed 
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- MSI Enable 

- Multiple Message Capable 

- Multiple Message Enable 

--- 64-bit Address Capable 
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'lhble 14-7: Fonnat and Usage ofMersage Contml Register 

Bit(s) 

15:8 

7 

6:4 

Field Name 

Reserved 

64bit Address 
Capable 

Multiple Message 
Enable 

Description 

Read-only. Always zero. 

Read-only. 
0 = Function does not implement the upper 32- 
bits of the Message Address register and is inca- 
pable of generating a 64-bit memory address. 
1 = Function implements the upper 32-bits of the 
Message Address register and is capable of gen- 
erating a 64-bit memory address. 

Read/Write. After system software reads the Mul- 
tiple Message Capable field [see next row in this 
table) to detennine how many messages are 
requested by the device, it programs a 3-bit value 
into this field indicating the actual number of mes- 
sages allocated to the device. The number allocated 
can be equal to or less than the number actually 
requested. The state of this field after reset is 000b. 

The field is encoded as follows: 

YalYe P 
OOOb 1 
OOlb 2 
OlOb 4 
Ollb 8 
lOOb 16 
lOlb 32 
llOb Reserved 
l l lb  Reserved 
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lkble 14-7: Format and Usage ofMmge Control Reglster (Continued) 

Message Address Reglster 

Bit($ 

3:l 

0 

The lower two bits of the 32-bit Message Address register are hardwlred to zem 
and cannot be changed. In other words, the address assigned by system soft- 
ware is always aligned on a dword address boundary. 

Field Name 

Multiple Message 
Capable 

MSI Enable 

Desdption 

Read-only System softwm reads this field to 
determine how many messages the device would 
like allocated to it. The requested number of mes- 
sages is a power of two. therefore a device that 
requests three messages must request that four 
messages be allocated to it. The field is encoded as 
follows: -- 
OOOb 1 
OOlb 2 
OlOb 4 
Ollb 8 
lOOb 16 
lOlb 32 
llOb Reserved 
l l lb  Reserved 

ReadfWrite. State after reset is 0, indicating that 
the device's MSI capability is disabled. Device 
drivers are not allowed to clear this bit to disable 
the device's MSI capability. If the driver did clear 
this bit after system soFtwm had set it, the device 
would then begin using its PC1 intenupt pin. This 
would result in the processor Jumping through the 
entry in the intenupt table associated with what- 
ever IRQ the pin is routed to. and that enby 1s not 
pointing to the device's driver. 

0 = Function is disabled fmm using MSI. It 
must use its interrupt pin to request service. - 1 = Function is enabled to use MSI to request 
service and is forbidden to use its interrupt 
pin. 
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The upper 32-bits of the Message Address register (see dword two in Figure 14- 
10 on page 258) are optlonal and are only present if bit 7 of the Message Control 
register (see Figure 14-11 on page 259). the 64-Bit Address Capable bit. is a one. 
If present, it is a read/write register and it is used in conjunction with the Mes- 
sage Address register to assign a 32-bit or a 64-bit memory address to the 
device: 

If the upper 32-bits of the Message Address register are set to a non-zem 
value by the system software, then a 64-bit message address has been 
assigned to the device using both the upper and lower halves of the register. 
If the upper 32-bits of the Message Address register are set to zem by the 
system software, then a 32-bit message address has been assigned to the 
device using both the upper and lower halves of the register. 

Message Data Register 
The system software assigns the device a base message data pattern by writing 
it into this 16-bit, read/write register. When the device must generate an inter- 
rupt request, it writes a 32-bit value to the memory address specified in the 
Message Address register. The data written has the following format: 

The upper 16 bits are always set to zero. 
The lower 16 bits are supplied from the Message Data register. If more than 
one message has been assigned to the device, the device modifles the lower 
bib (the number of modifiable bits depends on how many messages have 
been assigned to the device by the configuration software) of the data horn 
the Message Data register to form the appropriate message for the event it 
wishes to report to its driver. For an example, refer to the example cited in 
"Basics of Generating an MSI Intempt Request" on page 254. 

Message Write Can Have Bad Ending 

Retry or Disconnect 

If the target terminates the memory write with a Retry or a Disconnect the mas- 
ter must behave normally (as deflned in 'Disconnect" on page 181 and 'Retry" 
on page 189). 

Master or Target Abort Received 

If the MSI write transaction is terminated with a Master Abort or a Target Abort. 
the master that originated the MSI memory write aansactlon is required to 
report the ermr by asserting SERRX (assuming that the SEW# Enable bit is set 
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in its configuration Command register) and must set the Signaled System Error 
as well as the Received Master Abort or Received Target Abort bits in its config- 
uaUon Status register. The MSI write transaction is ignored by the target when 
terminated with a Master Abort or Target Abort. If the MSI memory write has to 
traverse one or more bridges to get to the host/PCI bridge and it experiences an 
abort before it arrives at the host/PCI bridge, then it never gets to the host/PCI 
bridge at all. The target must set the Signaled Target Abort bit in its configura- 
tion Status register if it responded to the write with a Target Abort. 

Write Results In Data Parity Emr  

If the MSI memory write transaction results in a data p&ty error, the master 
that originated the MSl write transaction is required to assert SERRt (assuming 
that the SERRX Enable bit is set in its configuration Command register) and set 
the Signaled System Error bit as well as the Master Data Parity Error bit (bit 8) 
in its configuration Status register. The erroneous interrupt may be delivered to 
the processor and can jeopardize system integrity. For example, the erroneous 
message may result in an apparent intermpt from a device that did not request 
service. 

Some Rules, Recomrnendatlons, etc. 

1. It is the spec's intention that mutually-exclusive messages will be assigned 
to devices by the system software and that each message will be converted 
to an exclusive intempt level upon delivery to the processor. 

2. The spec recommends that a device that implements MSI capability also 
implement an interrupt pin to allow usage of the device in a system that 
doesn't support MSI capability. System configuration software must not 
assume that an MSIcapable device has an interrupt pin. 

3. More than one MSI capability register set per function is prohibited. 
4. A read fmm Message Address register produces undefined results. 
5. Reserved registers and bits are read-only and always return zero when 

read. 
6. System software can modify Message Control register bits, but the device is 

prohibited from doing so. In other words, it's not permitted to modify the 
bits via the "back door.' 

7. At a minimum, a single message will be assigned to device. 
8. System software must not write to the upper half of the dword that contains 

the Message Data register. 
9. When MSI capabiIity is enabled. the device must not use its intermpt pin. 
10. If the device writes the same message multiple Umes, only one of those 
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messages is guaranteed to be serviced. If all of them must be serviced. the 
device must not generate the same message again until the driver services 
the earlier one. 

11. If a device has more than one message assigned, and it writes a series of dif- 
ferent messages, it is guaranteed that all of them will be serviced. 



' 5  The 64-bit PCI 
Extension 

The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter provided a discussion of issues related to interrupt rout- 
ing, generation and servicing. 

In This Chapter 

This chapter describes the 64-bit extension that permits masters and targets to 
perform eight byte transfers during each data phase. It also describes 64-bit 
addressing used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB bound- 
ary. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the implementation of a 66MHz bus and compo- 
nents. 

*bit Data Transfers and 64-blt Addressing: 
Separate Capabilities 

The PC1 specification provides a mechanism that permits a 64-bit bus master to 
perform 64-bit data transfers wlth a 64-bit target. At the beginning of a tansac- 
tlon, the 64-bit bus master automatically senses Ifthe responding target is a 64- 
bit or a 32-bit device. If it's a 64-bit device, up to eight bytes (a quadword) may 
be transferred during each data phase. Assuming a serles of 0-wait state data 
phases, throughput of 264Mbytes/second can be achieved at a bus speed of 
33MHz (8 bytes/transfer x 33 million transfers/semnd) and 528Mbytes/second 
at 66MHz. If the responding target is a 32-bit device, the bus master automati- 
cally senses this and steers all data to or from the target over the lower four data 
paths (ADI31:Ol). 
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The specification also defines 64-bit memory addressing capability. This capa- 
bility is only used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB address 
boundary. Both 32- and 64-bit bus masters can perform 64-bit addressing. In 
addition, memory targets (that reside over the 4GB address boundary) that 
respond to 64-bit addressing can be implemented as either 32- or 64-bit targets. 

It is important to note that 64-bit addressing and 64-bit data transfer capability 
are two features, separate and distinct from each other. A device may support 
one, the other, both, or neither. 

-Bit Extension Signals 

In order to support the 64-bit data transfer capability. the PC1 bus implements 
an additional thirty-nine pins: 

REQ64# is asserted by a 64-bit bus master to indicate that it would like to 
perform 64-bit data transfers. REQ64# has the same timing and duration as 
the FRAME# signal. The REQ648 signal line must be supplied with a pullup 
resistor on the system board. REQ64# cannot be permitted to float when a 
32-bit bus master is performing a transaction. 
ACK64# is asserted by a target in response to REQ64# assertion by the mas- 
ter (if the target supports 64-bit data transfers). ACK64X has the same tim- 
ing and duration as DEVSELX (but ACK64X must not be asserted unless 
REQ64# is asserted by the initiator). Like REQM#, the ACK64# signal line 
must also be supplied with a puUup resistor on the system board. ACK646 
cannot be permitted to float when a 32-bit device is the target of a uansac- 
tion. 
AD[63:32] comprise the upper four address/data paths. . CiBE#[7:4] comprise the upper four command/byte enable signals. 
PAR64 is the parity bit that pmvides even parity for the upper four AD 
paths and the upper four C/BE signal lines. 

The following sections provide a detailed discussion of 64-bit data transfer and 
addressing capability. 

-bit Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors 
A 64-bit card installed in a 32-bit expansion slot automatically only uses the 
lower half of the bus to perform transfers. This is true because the system board 
designer connects the REQ641t output pin and the ACK6M input pin on the con- 
nector to individual pullups on the system board and to nothing else. 
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When a 64-bit bus master is installed in a 32-bit card slot and it initiates a trans- 
action, its assertion of REQ64# is not visible to any of the targets. In addition, its 
ACK64# input is always sampled deasserted (because it's pulled up on the sys- 
tem board). This forces the bus master to use only the lower part of the bus dur- 
ing the transfer. Furthermore, if the target addressed in the transaction is a 64- 
bit target, it samples REQ64# deasserted (because it's pulled up on the system 
board). forcing it to only utilize the lower half of the bus during the transaction 
and to disable its ACK64# output. 

The 64-bit extension signal lines on the card itself c m o t  be permitted to float 
when they are not in use. The CMOS input receivers on the card would osdllate 
and draw excessive current, thus violating the "green" aspect of the specifica- 
tion. When the card is installed in a 32-bit slot. it cannot use the uooer half of the 
bus. The manner in which the card detects the type of slot &64# sampled 
deasserted at startup time) is described in the next section. 

Pullups Prevent 64-bit Extension from Floating 
When Not in Use 

If the 64-bit extension signals (AD[63:32]. C/BEX[7:4] and PAR64) are permitted 
to float when not in use, the CMOS input buffers on the card will oscillate and 
draw excessive current. In order to prevent the extension from floating when 
not in use, the system board designer is required to include pullup resistors on 
the extension signals to keep them from floating. Because these pullups are 
guaranteed to keep the extension from floating when not in use, 64-bit devices 
that are embedded on the system board and 64-bit cards installed in 64-bit PC1 
add-in connectors don't need to take any special action to keep the extension 
from floating when they are not using it. 

The 64-bit extension is not in use under the following circumstances 

1. The PC1 bus is idle. 
2. A 32-bit bus master is performing a transaction with a 32-bit target. 
3. A 32-bit bus master is performing a transaction with a 64-bit target. Upon 

detecting REQ64# deasserted at the start of the transaction, the target will 
not use the upper half of the bus. 

4. A 64-bit bus master addresses a target to perform 32-bit data transfers 
(REQ64X deasserted) and the target resides below the 4GB address bound- 
ary (the upper half of the bus is not used during the address phase and is 
also not used in the data phases). Whether the target is a 32-bit or a 64-bit 
target, the upper half of the bus isn't used during the data phases (because 
REQ64# is deasserted). 
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5. A 64-bit bus master attempts a 64-bit data transfer (REQ648 asserted) with a 
32-bit memory target that resides below the 4GB boundary. In this case, the 
initlator only uses the lower half of the bus during the address phase 
(because it's only generating a 32-bit add=). When it discovers that the 
currently-addressed target is a 32-bit target (ACK648 not asserted when 
DEVSELC asserted), the initiator ceases to use the upper M f  of the bus dur- 
ing the data phases. 

Problem: a 64-bit Card in a 32-bit PC1 Connector 

Refer to Figure 15-1 on page 269. Installation of a 64-bit card in a 32-bit card con- 
nector is permitted. The main (32-bit) portlon of the connector contains all of the 
32-bit PC1 signals, while an extension to the connector contains the 64-bit exten- 
sion signals (with the exception of REQ648 and ACK64X which are located on 
the 32-bit portlon of the connector). 

When a 64-bit device is installed in a 32-bit PC1 expansion slot the system board 
pullups on AD[63:32]. C/BEb[7:4] and PAR64 are not available to the add-in 
card. This means that the add-in card's input buffers that are connected to the 
extension signal pins will float, oscillate, and draw excessive current 

The specification states that the add-in card designer must not solve this prob- 
lem by supplying pullup resistors on the extension Lines on the add-in card. 
Using this appmach would cause pmblems when the card is installed in a 64-bit 
expansion slot. There would then be two sets of pullup resistors on these signal 
lines (the ones on the card plus the ones on the system board). If all designers 
solved the problem in this manner, a machine with multiple 64-bit cards 
inserted in 64-bit card connectors would have multiple pullups on the extension 
signals, resulting in pullup current overload. 

The spedflcation provides a method for a 64-bit card to determtne at startup 
time whether it's installed in a 32-bit or a 64-bit connector. If the card detects 
that it is plugged into a 64-bit connector, the pullups on the system board will 
keep the input receivers on the card horn floating when the extension is not in 
use. On the other hand, If a 64-bit card detects that it is installed in a 32-bit card 
connector, the logic on the card must keep the input receivers from swltching. 
The speciflcatlon states that an approach similar to one of the following should 
be used: 

Biasing the input buffer to turn it off. 
Actively driving the outputs continually (since they aren't connected to 
anything). 
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Figure 15-1: 64- ond 32- Bit Connectors 
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How 64-bit Card Detennines Type of Slot Installed In 

Refer to Figure 15-2 on page 270. When the system is powered up, the reset sig- 
nal is automatically asserted. During this period of tlme, the logic on the system 
board must assert the REQ64X signal as well as RSTX. REQ648 has a single pul- 
lup resistor on it and is connected to the REQ64# pin on all 64-bit devices inte- 
grated onto the system board and on all 64-bit PC1 expansion slots. The 
speciflation states that the REQ64# signal line on each 32-bit PC1 expansion slot 
(REQ648 and ACK64X are located on the 32-bit portion of the connector), how- 
ever, each has its own independent pullup resistor. 

During reset tlme, the system board reset logic lnitlauy asserts the PC1 RS'H sig- 
nal while the POWERGOOD signal from the power supply is deasserted. Dur- 
ing the assertion of RST#, the system b o d  logic asserts REQ646 and keeps it 
asserted until after it removes the RST# signal. When POWERGOOD is asserted 
by the power supply logic. the system board reset logic deasserts the PC1 RST# 
signal. On the tailing-edge of RST# assertion. all 64-bit devices are required to 
sample the state of the REQ64X signal. 
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All 64-bit devices that are embedded on the system board or that are installed in 
64-bit expansion slots sample REQ64# asserted on the mailing-edge of RST#. 
This informs them that they are connected to the extendon pullups on the sys- 
tem board and need take no special action to keep the extension from floating 
when not using it. 

All 64-bit devices that are installed in 32-bit card slots, however, detect REQ64# 
deasserted on the trailing-edge of RST#. This informs them that they are not 
connected to the system board-wident pullups on the extension signals. The 
card logic must therefore take responsibility for the state of its own on-card 64- 
bit extenston slgnal lines. The card must therefore use one of the methods cited 
in the previous section to prevent excessive current draw by the card's input 
receivers. 

64-bit Data Transfer Capability 

The agreement to perform 64-bit transfers is established by a handshake 
between the initiator and the target. When the initiator supports 64-bit transfers 
and wishes to perform 64-bit transfers, it asserts REQ64# along with FRAME# 
during the address phase. If the cumntly-addressed target supports 64-bit data 
transfers. it replies with ACK648. Because they are both pulled high, the quies- 
cent state of REQ64# and ACK64# is deasserted. If either the master or the tar- 
get, or both, do not support 64-bit data transfers. 32-bit data transfers are used 
instead. 
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During 64-bit transfers, all transfer timing during data phases is identical to that 
used during 32-bit data transfers. One to eight bytes may be transferred 
between the initiator and the target during each data phase and all combina- 
tions of byte enables are valid (including none asserted: an example is pmvided 
later in this chapter). The setting on the byte enable lines may be changed with 
each data phase. The following sections provlde examples of: 

64-bit Mtlator performing a transfer with a 64-bit target. 
64-bit initiator performing a transfer with a 32-bit target. 
32-bit initiator performing a transfer with a 64-bit target. 

Only Memory Commands May Use 64-bit Transfers 

Only memory commands may utilize 64-bit data transfer capabfliw. The speciil- 
catibn provides the fo~owing arguments for not imp~emen'tin~ sipport for 64- 
bit data transfers for the other types of commands: 

During the special cycle transaction, no target responds with DEVSEM. 
ACK64#, therefore, is also not asserted. 
Configuration transactions do not require the level of throughput achiev- 
able with 64-bit data transfers and therefore do not justify the added com- 
plexity and cost necessary to support 64-bit data transfer capability. The 
author has heard arguments from some designers (of large mainframes and 
supercomputers) that devlees that require large streams of configuration 
information would benefit from 64-bit configuration support. 
As with configuration transactions, 10 transactions do not require a high 
level of throughput and therefore do not justify the added complexity and 
cost necessary to support 64-bit data transfer capability. 
By definition, the Interrupt Acknowledge command only performs a single 
data phase consisting of a one, two, three or four byte transfer. 

Start Address Quadword-Allgned 

When a bus master starts a transfer and asserts REQ64X. the start address it 
issues is quadword-, not dword-, aligned (e.g.. address OW001Wh. 00000108h. 
00000110h, etc.). This means that AD[2] must be set to zem. AD[I:Ol still convey 
the addressing sequence (for more information see "Memory Addressing" on 
page 143). 
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64-bit Target's Interpretation of Address 
Assuming that the target supports 64-bit data transfers (it asserts ACK64#), the 
target latches the start quadword-aligned address into its address counter (if I t  
supports burst mode). If the addressing sequence indicated by the bus master 
on AD[l:O] is sequential (Linear) addressing, the target increments the address 
in its address counter by eight at the completion of each data phase to point to 
the next sequential quadword. If Cache Line Wrap addressing is indicated, it 
will increment through the cacheline quadword-byquadword and then wrap to 
the start of the Une when it hits the end of the line. The target samples the eight 
byte enables. C/BE#[7:0], during each data phase to determine which of the 
eight bytes within the currently-addressed quadword is to be transferred (and 
therefore which of the eight data paths are to be used). 

32-bit Target's Interpretation of Address 
If the target that responds to the transaction is a 32-bit target (ACK641 not 
asserted), it treats the start address as a dwod-aligned address and latches it 
into its address counter. If the addressing sequence indicated by the bus master 
on AD[l:O] is sequential (Linear) addressing, the target increments the address 
in its address counter by four at the completion of each data phase to point to 
the next sequentlal dword. If Cache Line Wrap addressing is indicated, it will 
increment through the cacheline dword-by-dwod and then wrap to the start of 
the line when it hits the end of the line. The target samples the four lower byte 
enables, C/BE#[3:0], during each data phase to determine which of the four 
bytes within the currently-addressed dword is to be transferred and which of 
the four data paths (on the AD131:Ol portion of the bus) are to be used. 

64-bit initiator and 64-blt Target 
Figure 15-3 on page 275 illustrates a 64-blt master performing a 64-bit read data 
transfer with a 64-bit memory target. The master is not using 64-bit addressing 
(it's not necessary because the target in the example does not reside over the 
4GB address boundary). The following numbered sequence describes this trans- 
action. 

CLOCK I. On the risingedge of dock one, the initiator asserts FRAME# to indi- 
cate the start of the transfer and REQ64# to indicate its desire to perform 64- 
bit transfers. 
IT also drives the quadword-aligned start address onto the AD bus and sets 
C/BE#[3:01 to indicate that it is performing a memory read transaction (MR. 
MRL, or MRM). 
AD[6J:SZ] and C/BEC[7:4] aren't used during the address phase. The sys- 
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tern board designer is required to indude pullups on AD[63:32], C/BE#[7:4] 
and PAR64 so that these signal lines do not float when they aren't in use 
(e.g.. during the address phase of this transaction). Additional information 
regarding the pullup requirement can be found in 'Pullups Prevent 64-bit 
Extension h m  Floating When Not in Use" on page 267. 

CLOCK 2. The targets latch the address, command and REQ64# on the rising- 
edge of clock two and begin the decode process. 
THE initiator ceases to drive the AD bus so that the target can begin to drive 
the flrst requested data item onto the AD bus. 
THE initiator also ceases to drive the read command onto the C/BE bus and 
sets C/BE#[7:O] to indicate which bytes are to be transferred within the first 
quadword during the first data phase. 
THE initiator asserts IRDYX to indicate that is ready to receive the k t  data 
item. 
THE initiator also keeps FRAME# asserted, indicating that this is not the 
flnal data phase. 
THE target asserts DEVSELW to daim the transaction and also asserts 
ACK64#, indicating that it is capable of using all eight data paths. 
THE target leaves TRDYW deasserted to enfom the tum-around cyde. 

CLOCK 3. During clock three, the target asserts TRDYW to indicate the presence 
of the flrst data item on the AD bus and it begins to drive the requested data 
onto AD[63:0]. 

CLOCK L At the risingedge of clock four. TRDYX and IRDYW are sampled 
asserted and the f ~ s t  data is nansferred. This completes the First data phase. 
THE second data phase starts during clock four. 
THE target increments its address counter by eight (assuming that Linear 
addressing was indicated during the address phase). 
THE initiator drives the next data request onto the byte enables. 
THE initiator keeps IRDY# asserted and does not deassert FRAME#, indi- 
cating that it is ready to complete the second data phase and that it is not 
the fmal data phase. 
THE target deasserts TRDY#. indicating that it require a wait state inserted 
into data phase two in order to fetch the next requested data item. 

CLOCK 5. On the risingedge of dock flve, TRDYW is sampled deasserted. 
resulting in a delay of the second data transfer and the conversion of dock 
five into a wait state. 
DURING the wait state (dock five), the target begins to drive the requested 
data onto the data bus and asserts TRDY# to indicate its presence on the 
bus. 

C r o c n  6. On the rising-edge of clock six. IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled 
asserted and the requested data is transferred, completing the second data 
phase. 
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THE thlrd data phase beglns during dock six. 
THE initiator drives the next data request onto the byte enables, but deas- 
serts IRDY#. Indicating that it isn't ready to accept the third data item yet 
(e.g., it has a buffer full condition). In other words, the initiator requires a 
wait state inserted into data phase three. 
THE target increments its address counter by eight to point to the next 
quadword and beglns to drive the requested data onto the data bus. 

CLOCK 7. On the rising-edge of clock seven, IRDY# is sampled deasserted. 
resulting in a delay of the third data transfer and the conversion of clock 
seven into a wait state. 
DURING the wait state, the initiator asserts IRDYX to indicate that it is now 
ready to accept the data It also deasserts FRAME# and REQ64X to indicate 
that this is the last data phase. 

CLOCK 8. On the rising-edge of dock eight IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled 
asserted and the last data Item is a a n s f e d .  
THE initiator deasserts IRDY#, indicating the conclusion of the last data 
phase. 
DURING clock eight, the target deasserts TRDYX, DEVSELX and ACK648 
and ceases to drive the last data item onto the data bus. 
THE initiator ceases to drive the byte enables. 

CLOCK 9. The bus returns to the idle state on clock nine. 
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64-bit Initiator and 32-bit Target 

Figure 15-4 on page 279 illustrates a 64-bit PC1 initiator performing a 64-bit 
write data transfer with a 32-bit PC1 target. The start address is OOOOOlOOh, Lin- 
ear addressing is indicated (AD[l:O] are set to OOb), and the initiator will 
attempt to transfer eight bytes per data phase (all eight byte enables will be 
asserted in the first data phase and eight bytes will be driven onto AD[63:0]]). 
The following numbered sequence describes this data transfer. 

CLOCK 1. On the rising-edge of clock one, the initiator starts the transaction by 
asserting FRAME# and REQ646. 
IT drives the quadword-aligned address. OOOOOlOOh, onto the AD bus and 
the memory write command onto C/BE#[3:O]. 
C/BE#p:41 are not driven during the address phase. 

CLOCK 2. On the rising-edge of clock two, the targets sample the address, com- 
mand and REQ648 and begin the address decode. The 32-bit target treats 
the start address. 00000100h, as a dword-aligned address identifying the 
block of four locations from OOOOOlOOh through 00000103h. 
THE initiator begins to drive eight bytes of write data onto the eight data 
paths and asserts all eight byte enables, C/BE#[7:OI. 
THE initiator asserts IRDYX to indicate the presence of the data on the bus 
and does not deassert FRAME#, thereby indicating that this is not the flnal 
data phase. 
THE addressed target does a fast address decode during dock two and 
asserts DEVSELd to claim the transaction. 
THE target simultaneously asserts TRDY#, indicating that it is ready to 
receive the first data item. 
THE target does not assert ACK64#, indicating that it can only perform data 
transfers over the lower four data paths (and that it is not connected to C/ 
BE#[7:4]). 

CLOCK 3. On the risingedge of dock three, the initiator samples DEVSELX, 
IRDY# and TRDYX asserted and ACK64X deasserted. 
DEVSEW asserted indicates that the addressed target has claimed the 
transaction. 
THE deasserted state of ACK64C indicates that the target can only transfer 
data over the lower four data paths and cannot see the C/BE#[7:4] Unes. 
IRDY# and TRDY# asserted indicates that the initiator is presenting the 
data (eight bytes) and the target is ready to accept it (four bytes), but only 
over the lower four data paths. 
THE target latches the four bytes destined for memory locations OOOOOlOOh 
through 00000103h fmm the lower four data paths on the rising-edge of 
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clock three. The fact that this is a 32-bit target means that the start address 
that it latched into its address counter during the address phase. 00M)OlOOh. 
is treated as a dword-aligned address, not quadwotd-aligned. 
UPON completion of the flrst data phase on the rising-edge of clock three, 
the target Increments its address counter by four to point to the next dword. 
00000104h. 
AT the start of the second data phase (during dock three). the inltlator cop- 
ies the settings on the upper byte enables, C/BE#[7:4], to the lower byte 
enables, C/BEX[3:O], and copies the data that had been driven onto the 
upper four data paths (destined for memory locations 00000104h through 
00000107h) onto the lower four data paths. The example shows this occur- 
ring in one clock, but the initiator can legally deassert IRDYX for up to 
seven docks in a data phase. 
THE initiator ceases to drive C/BE#[7:4] and AD[63:32]. but these signal 
lines are prevented from floating by the required pullups on the system 
board. 
THE initiator keeps IRDYX asserted. indicating the presence of the next four 
bytes on the lower part of the data bus. 
THE initiator does not deassert FRAME#, indicating that this is not the Anal 
data phase. 

CLOCK A On the rising-edge of clock four. IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled 
asserted and the four bytes on the lower four data paths are written into 
memory locations 00000104h through 00000107h. This completes the second 
data phase. 
DURING clock four, the initlator asserts all four of the lower four byte 
enables, but deassem IRDYX to indicate that it is not yet ready to drive the 
third data item onto the data paths (e.g., it has a buffer dry condition). 
Although It's not yet ready to deliver the thhd data item, the initiator is 
responsible for keeping the AD bus driven wfth a stable pattern. The 
designer typically just continues to drive the previous data item until ready 
to start driving the new one. 
ALSO during clock four, the target Inmments its address wunter to polnt 
to dword-aligned address 00000108h, but deasserts TRDY# to indicate that 
it is not yet ready to accept data. 

CLOCK 5. On the rising-edge of clock flve, IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled 
deasserted, forcing clock five to become a wait state in the third data phase. 
DURING clock five (the wait state), the initiator then asserts IRDY# and 
begins to drive the data onto the data bus. 
AT the same time, the initiator deasserts FRAME# and REQ64#, indicating 
that this is the last data phase. 

CLOCK 6. see Clock 7. 
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CLOCK 7. TRDYX is sampled deasserted on the rising-edge of clocks six and 
seven, indicating that the target is not yet ready to a m p t  the last data item. 
Clocks six and seven are therefore wait states in data phase three. 
THE initiator must continue to drive the byte enables and the data u n d  the 
target accepts the data. 
DURING clock seven, the target asserts TRDYX to indicate that it is ready to 
accept the last data item. 

CLOCK 8. On the rising-edge of dock eight TRDY# and IRDY# are sampled 
asserted and the last data item is transferred. The four bytes on AD[31:0] are 
written into memory locations 00000108h through 0000010Bh. 
THE target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted, indicating 
that this is the flnal data phase. 
THE initiator then ceases to drive the AD and C/BE buses and IRDY#. 
returning the bus to the idle state. 
THE target deasserts TRDYX and DEVSELX. 
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Null Data Phase Example 
In the previous seaion. the 64-bit bus master attempted to perform a burst write 
with a 32-bit target. It started the transaction on a quadword-aligned address 
(00000100b) and wanted to transfer eight bytes in the first and all subsequent 
data phases. 

Now consider the case where the master starts the transfer on a misaligned 
address (not a quadword-aligned address). In this example, the master starts 
the transfer with the last four bytes in the first quadword. 00000104b thmugh 
00000107h, but wants to transfer eight bytes in every subsequent data phase. 
The start address issued is 00000100h. but only C/BE#[7:41 are asserted during 
the Rrst data phase (not C/BE#[3:OI). This example uses the same timing dia- 
gram as the previous section (Figure 15-4 on page 279). 

CLOCK 1. On the rising-edge of dock one. the initiator staris the transaction by 
asserting FRAME# and REQ64#. It drives quadword-aligned address 
OOOOOlOOh onto the AD bus and the memory write command onto C/ 
BE#[3:0]. C/BE#[7:4] are not driven during the addmss phase. 

CLOCK 2. On the rising-edge of clock two, the targets sample the address, mm- 
mand and REQ64# and begin the a d d m  decode. 
THE 32-bit target mats the start address. 00000100h, as a dword-aligned 
address identlfylng the block of four locations from OM)00100h through 
00000103h. 
THE initiator begins to drive four bytes of write data onto AD163321 and 
asserts the upper four byte enables, C/BE#[7:4]. It does not assert the lower 
four byte enables because it isn't writing to locations 00000100h-through- 
00000103h. ~~~~~-~~~~ 

THE Initlator asserts IRDYd to indicate the presence of the data on the bus. 
However. It does not dcassen FRAME#, Indicating that this is not the Anal 
data phase. 
THE addmsed target does a fast address demde during clock two and 
asserts DEVSELd to claim the transaction. 
THE target simultaneously asserts TRDY#. indicating that it is ready to 
receive the first data item. 
THE target does not assert ACK648. indicating that it can only perform data 
transfers over the lower four data paths (and that it is not connected to C/ 
BE#[7:4]). 

CLOCK 3. On the risingedge of clock three, the Mtlator samples DEVSELX. 
IRDYX and TRDY# asserted and ACK64# deasserted. 
DEVSEW asserted indicates that the addressed target has claimed the 
transaction. 
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THE deasserted state of ACK64# indicates that the target can only transfer 
data over the lower four data paths and cannot see the C/BE#[7:4] lines. 
IRDY# and TRDYX asserted indicates that the Initiator is ready to complete 
the write (of the upper four bytes) and the target is ready to accept write 
data. but only over the lower four data paths (ACK648 was not asserted). 
Because none of the lower four byte enables. C/BE#[3:O], are asserted, the 
target treats this as a null data phase and doesn't accept any write data. The 
fact that this is a 32-bit target means that the start address that it latched into 
its address counter during the address phase. OOOOOlWh, is treated as a 
dword-aligned address, not quadword-aligned. 
UPON completion of the null data phase on the rising-edge of clock three, 
the target increments its address counter by four to point to the next dword. 
00000104h. 
AT the s M  of the second data phase (during dock three). the initiator cop- 
ies the settings on the upper byte enables, C/BE#[7:4], to the lower byte 
enables, C/BEt[3:0]. and copies the data that had been driven onto the 
upper four data paths (destined for memory locations 00000104h through 
00000107h) onto the lower four data paths. It could legally take up to eight 
clocks to do this. 
THE initiator ceases to drive C/BE#[7:4] and AD[63:32]. but these signal 
lines are prevented horn floating by the required pullups on the system 
board. 
THE initiator keeps IRDY8 asserted. Indicating the presence of the next four 
bytes on the Lower part of the data bus. It does not deassert FRAME#. how- 
ever, indicating that this is not the fmal data phase. 

CLOCK 4 On the rising-edge of clock four, IRDY8 and TRDYX are sampled 
asserted and the four bytes on the lower four data paths are written into 
memory locations 00000104h through 00000107h. This completes the second 
data phase. 
DURING clock four, the initlator asserts all four of the lower four byte 
enables, but deasserts IRDYX to indicate that it is not yet ready to drive the 
third data item onto the data paths (e.g.. it has a buffer dry condition). 
ALTHOUOH it's not yet ready to deliver the third data item, the initiator is 
responsible for keeping the AD bus driven with a stable pattern. The 
designer typically Just continues to drive the previous data item until It's 
ready to start driving the new one. 
THE target increments its address counter to point to dword-aligned 
address 00000108h, but deasserts TRDY# to indicate that it is not yet ready 
to accept data. 
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CLOCK 5. On the rising-edge of clock five. IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled 
deasserted, forcing clock flve to become a wait state in the third data phase. 
DURING clock tlve (the wait state), the initiator then asserts IRDYX and 
begins to drive the data onto the data bus. 
AT the same tlme. the initiator deasserts FRAME# and REQ64#, indicating 
that the last data transfer is in progress. 

CLOCK 6. See Clock 7. 
CLOCK 7. TRDY# is sampled deasserted on the rising-edge of clocks six and 

seven, indicating that the target is not yet ready to accept the last data item. 
Clocks six and seven are therefore wait states in data phase three. 
THE initiator must continue to drive the byte enables and the data until the 
target accepts the data. 
DURING clock seven, the target asserts TRDYX to indicate that it is ready to 
accept the last data item. 

CLOCK 8. On the rlsing-edge of dock eight TRDY# and IRDYX are sampled 
asserted and the last data item is transferred. The four bytes on AD[31:0] are 
written into memory locations 00000108h thmugh 0000010~h. 
THE initiator ceases to drive the AD and C/BE buses and IRDY#, returning 
the bus to the idle state. 
THE target deasserts TRDYC and DEVSEL#. 

32-bit Initiator and 64-bit Target 

If the initiator is a 32-bit bus master, it never asserts REQGrM when it starts a 
transaction (it's not even connected to REQ64X). If it addresses a 64-bit wet 
during the transaction, the target does not assert ACK6# along with DEVSEL# 
when it decodes the address (because the initiator didn't assert REQ64#). The 
target recognizes that the initiator is only using 32-bit transfer capability and 
therefore recognizes that the start address is dword-aligned and that it should 
increment by four rather than by eight. 

Performing One 64-bit Transfer 

The specification contains the following statement: 'Using a single data phase 
with 64-bit transfers may not be very effective." The discussion that follows 
illustrates the rationale for this statement. 

Assume that an initiator starts a transaction in order to perform a write consist- 
ing of eight bytes (one quadword). Assuming that an initlator wants to write 
one quadword-aligned group of eight bytes, it cannot be assumed that this wUl 
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result in only one data phase. The currently-addressed target may be either a 32- 
or 64-bit target If it turns out to be a 64-bit target. then it can accept all of the 
data in one data phase. On the other hand, if it turns out to be a 32-bit target. it's 
only capable of accepting 32-bits per data phase. This means that two data 
phases must be performed by the inltiator when a 32-bit target claims the trans- 
action. 

The initiator does not know the size (32- or 64-bits) of the target until the target 
has decoded the address and command and asserted DEVSELI. The initiator 
then samples ACK64# to make the size determination. When attempting the 
transfer of a single 64-bit data item, the initiator must defer the assertion of 
IRDY# and the simultaneous deassertlon of FRAME# until it determines 
whether one (for a 64-bit target) or two phases (for a 32-bit target) will be neces- 
sary. Since the protocol dictates that FRAME# must be deasserted when the ini- 
tiator is ready to complete the Bnal data phase (i.e.. when it asserts IRDYX), this 
situation affects the timing of IRDYX as well. The initiator cannot assert IRDY# 
during the first data phase until it determines whether or not this is the final 
data phase (and therefore whether to deassert FRAME# or not). 

In summary, if the designer uses 64-bit capability to transfer a single eight byte 
object, it requires additional design complexity to handle the atypical IRDY#/ 
FRAME# timing. In addition, it would not result in a faster transfer than could 
be accomplished using 32-bit transfers. In fact, using 32-bit transfer capability 
would be equally efficient and less complex. 

With 64-bit Target 

Figure 15-5 on page 285 iuustrates the case where the 64-bit initiator attempts 
the transfer of a 64-bit data item using 64-bit transfer capability (REQ64# is 
asserted) and a 64-bit target claims the transaction. Even though it has started 
driving the write data, the initiator cannot assert IRDYX during clock two 
because it hasn't yet determined if this is the only data phase or the f h t  of two. 
It therefore has not yet determined whether or not to deassert FRAME# with the 
assertion of IRDYX. 

At the rising-edge of clock three. it samples DEVSEM and ACK64X asserted. 
indicating that a 64-bit target has claimed the transaction. Since this means that 
only one data phase is necessary, the initiator can deassert FRAME# and assert 
IRDY# during clock three, indicating that it is ready to complete the fulal (and 
only) data phase of the transaction. 

The data transfer occurs on the rfsing-edge of clock four when IRDY# and 
TRDY# are sampled asserted. The transaction takes three clocks to complete 
and requires atypical IRDY#/FRAME# timing. 
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With 32-bit Target 

Figure 15-6 on page 286 iuustrates the case where the 64-bit initiator attempts 
the transfer of a 64-bit data item using 64-bit transfer capability (REQ64d is 
asserted) and a 32-bit target claims the transaction. During clock two, even 
though it has started driving the write data, the initiator can't assert IRDY# yet 
because it hasn't yet determined whether this is the only data phase or the first 
of two data phases. 

At the rising-edge of dock three. the initiator samples DEVSELX asserted and 
ACK64# deasserted. indicating that a 32-bit target has claimed the transaction. 
Since this means that this is the &st of two data phases, the initiator asserts 
IRDY# during clock three, but doesn't deassert FRAME#. IRDY# asserted indi- 
cates the presence of the lower 32-bits of write data on AD[31:0]. The transfer of 
the Brst 32-bits occurs on the rising-edge of clock four when IRDYd and TRDY# 
are sampled asserted. This completes the h t  data phase and the second data 
phase then begins. 

The initiator then copies the bytes from the upper four data paths. AD[63:32], to 
the lower four data paths and the upper byte enables. C/BEX[7:4], to the lower 
byte enables. C/BEb[3:0]. It keeps IRDYX asserted to indicate the presence of the 
data and also deasserts FRAME#, indicating its readiness to complete the last 
data phase. The second data transfer occurs on the rlsing-edge of clock Ave 
when lRDY# and TRDY# are sampled asserted. The transaction takes four 
clocks to complete (perhaps more if it takes multiple clocks to copy the second 
data item fmm the upper to the lower half of the bus) and requires the atypical 
IRDY#/FRAME# timing. 

Simpler and Just as Fast: Use 32-blt Transfen, 

When performed wlthout asserting REQ64#, the same transaction can be 
accomplished in three clocks (assuming 0-walt state operation on the part of 
both the master and the target) using normal IRDY#/FRAME# timing. The 
transaction would consist of the address phase plus one clock for the transfer of 
each of the two 32-bit objects. 

With Known 64-bit Target 

If the 64-bit master knows in advance that the target it's addressing is a 64-bit 
target (via a device-specific configuration reglster or some other mechanism), it 
doesn't need to wait for DEVSEL# and ACK64# to assert IRDYC and deassert 
FRAMEC. It can assert IRDY# and deassert FRAMEC immediately upon enter- 
ing the first data phase (assuming that it's ready to transfer the data immedi- 
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ately). When dealing with 0-wait state memory, the transfer wdd then be 
accomplished In two clocks (one for the address phase and one for the data 
phase). 

Figure 15-5: Single Data P b  64-bit Zhmdii Wifh a 64-bit %get 
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F & m  15-6: Dual-Data P h  64-bit lhmdk With a 32-bit %get 
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Disconnect on Initial Data Phase 

Assume that a master starts a multiple-data phase read transaction and asserts 
REQ64#. The quadword-aligned st& add& is OOOOOlOOh and all eight byte 
enables are asserted during the flrst data phase. Also assume that the target is a 
32-bit target and is not capable of handling a multiple-data phase transaction. 
This has the following effects: 

1. The target does not assertACK64t. 
2. The target only transfers locations 00OOOlOOh through 00000103h durlng the 

h t  data phase and terminates the transaction by asserting STOP# along 
with TRDY#. 

3. The master accepts the four bytes and ends the transaction. 
4. The master re-arbitrates for the bus and then initiates the read again. It 

asserts FRAME# and REQ64X again. This time. the quadword-aligned start 
address is once again 00000100h, but only the upper four byte enables are 
asserted during the Erst data phase (because OOOOOlOOh through 00000103h 
have already been transferred). 

5. The 32-bit target doesn't assert ACK64X and doesn't transfer any data 
(because the lower four byte enables are deasserted) and terminates the 
transaction with a Disconnect Wlth Data Transfer mDY# and STOP# 
asserted). 

6. Recognizing that the upper four bytes in the quadword stlll haven't been 
transferred, the master re-arbitrates for the bus and Mes it again. It wlll 
never be successful in transferring the upper four bytes. 

The solution to this dilemma is as follows: when the master was disconnected 
after the flrst dword transfer, it should restart the hansaction as a 32-bit trans- 
fer (i.e.. do not assert REQ64#, and output the dword-aligned address of the 
next four bytes to be transferred: 00000104h). 

64-bit Addressing 

Used to Address Memory Above 4GB 

Bus masters are only permitted to use 64-bit addressing when communicating 
with memory that resides above the 4GB address boundary. Standard 32-bit 
addressing (in other words, a single address phase) must be used if the start 
address resides below this boundary (i.e.. the upper 32 bits of the address are all 
zero). 
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Introduction 

Using the basic command set, the PC1 address bus, AD[31:0], permits the initla- 
tor to address devlces that reside within the first 4GB of address space (using a 
single address phase; any command that uses a single address phase is referred 
to as a Single Address Command, or SAC). 

Without the addition of any signals, the PC1 spedflcation also provides support 
for addressing memory devices that reside above the 4GB boundary The Dual 
Address Cycle, or DAC, is used by an initlator to inform the community of tar- 
gets that it is broadcasting a 64-blt memory address in two, back-teback 
address phases. 64-blt addressing capability B not restricted to 64-bit initlators. 
Initiators fall into two categories: 

Those that are capable of generating only 32-bit addresses over AD[31:0] 
using a single address phase. 
Those that are capable of generating 32- and 64-bit addresses. 

The sections that follow discuss the methods used by both 32-bit and 64-bit ini- 
tiators in presenting a 64-bit address to the community of targets. Targets fall 
into two categories: 

Those that recognize the 64-bit addressing protocol (i.e., they have memory 
that resides above the 4GB address boundary). 
Those that only recognize the 32-bit addressing protocol (i.e.. they do not 
have any memory that resides above the 4GB address boundary). 

64-bit Addressing Protocol 

Wbit Addressing by 32-bit lnltlator 

Figure 15-7 on page 291 illustrates a 32-bit inltlator performing a burst memory 
read access from above the 4GB boundary. The target in this example is a 32-bit 
target, although a 64-bit target would respond exactly the same way to a 64-bit 
address generated by a 32-bit initiator (because it would not see REQ648 
asserted). 

CLOCK 1. The initiator begins the transaction on the rising-edge of dock one by 
asserting FRAME#, placing the lower 32 bits of the address on AD[31:0]. 
and placing the Dual Address Cycle. or DAC, on C/BE#[3:0]. 
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CLOCK 2. On the rising edge of dock two, all targets latch the lower 32 bits of 
the address and the Dual Address Cyde. All targets that support 64-bit 
addressing (in other words. memory targets that reside above 4GB) recog- 
nize the DAC and expect a second address phase to deliver the upper 32 
bits of the address. AU non-memory targets (1.e.. I/O targets, configuration 
space and the interrupt controller) ignore the transaction after detecting the 
Dual Address Cycle. In this example, the initlator is not a 64-bit device, so it 
doesn't assert REQ648. 
THE second address phase is begun during clock two. The Mtiator drives 
the upper 32 bits of the address onto AD[31:01 and one of the memory read 
commands onto C/BEX[3:O]. 

CLOCK 3. On the rising-edge of clock t h e ,  the memory targets that reside 
above 4GB latch the upper 32 bits of the address from AD131:OI. the mem- 
ory read command from C/BEX[3:0], and begin the address decode process. 
THE h t  data phase begins during clock three. The initiator ceases to drive 
the upper part of the address onto AD[31:0] (in preparatlon for the target 
driving the requested data onto the AD bus). 
THE initiator asserts IRDYX to indicate that it is ready to receive the 
requested data and also sets the byte enables to indicate the bytes to be 
transferred and the data paths to be used. 
FRAMES is not deasscrted when lRDYU is asserted. Indlcatine that this is " 
not the final data phase. 
THE target has a fast address decoder and asserts DEVSEL# during clock 
three, but not ACK64# (because it's a 32-bit target). 

CLOCK A On the rising-edge of clock four, TRDYX is sampled deasserted. The 
target has kept TRDYX deasserted to enforce the turn-around cycle neces- 
sary between the address phase and the first data phase of a read. 
THE target then asserts TRDYX during clock four (a wait state), indicating 
the presence of the first data item on the bus. 

CLOCK 5. On the rising-edge of dock Five, the requested data is transferred 
(because TRDYW and IRDYX are sampled asserted). This completes the first 
data phase. 
DURING clock flve, the initiator changes the setting on the byte enables to 
request the next set of bytes, but deasserts lRDY# to indicate that it will not 
be ready to accept the requested data on the next rising-edge of the dock (a 
wait state must be inserted). 
THE target keeps TRDY# asserted and begins to drive the second data item 
onto the AD bus. 
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CLOCK 6. On the rising-edge of clock six. IRDY# is sampled d-rted. so no 
data transfer takes place. 
CLOCK six is a wait state. 
THE initiator asserts IRDYX to indicate that it will be ready to transfer the 
data on the next rising-edge of the dock and also deasserts FRAME# to 
indicate that the last data phase is in progress. 

CLOCK 7. On the rising-edge of clock seven, IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled 
asserted and the last data phase completes. 
THE target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted, indicating 
that the initiator is ready to complete the last data phase. 
THE initiator then deasserts IRDY#, returning the bus to the idle state. It 
also ceases to drive the C/BE# bus. 
THE target ceases to drive the data onto the AD bus and deasserts TRDYX 
and DEVSELX. 
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Figure 15-7: 32-bit Initiator Regding Prom A d h s  at or Above 4GB 

@bit Addlllessing by 6 4 4 t  Initiator 
Figure 158 on page 294 illustrates a 64-bit Mtiator performing a burst memory 
read adaccess from an address above the 4GB boundary In addition to using 64-bit 
addressing, the initlator asserts REQ6M to indicate that it wishes to perform 6 6  
bit data transfers. The target of this transaction is a 64-bit target. If the target 
were a 32-bit device, it would not assert ACK6#, thereby indicating that it 
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could not handle 64-bit data transfers. The initiator would then copy the byte 
enables from the upper lines, C/BE#17:41, to the lower lines. C/BE#[S:Ol. This 
subject is covered in the earlier part of this chapter. Since the target would only 
have access to AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0], it would handle the 64-bit address as 
discussed in the sectlon preceding this one. 

CLOCK 4. The initiator starts the transaction on the rising-edge of clock one by 
asserting FRAME# and REQ64#, and driving the Dual Address Cycle onto 
C/BE#[3:0]. 
THE initiator also drives the lower 32-bits of the address onto AD[31:0], the 
upper 32-bits of the address onto AD[63:32], and the memory read com- 
mand onto C/BE#[7:4]. It continues to drive the upper part of the address 
onto AD163321 and the memory read command onto C/BE#[7:4] for the 
duration of both address phases. 
REQBM is asserted, Indicating that the initlator is using the entlre 64-bit 
bus for address output (during the Rrst address phase) and that the initiator 
wishes to perform 64-bit data transfers (if the addressed target is a 64-bit 
device). 

CLOCK 2. On the rising-edge of clock two, the community of 32-bit targets latch 
the DAC (Dual Address Cycle) fmm C/BE#[J:O] and the lower 32 bits of the 
address from ADI31:Ol. 
THE community of 64-bit memory targets that reside above the 4GB bound- 
ary latch the entire 64-bit address from AD16301 and the memory read com- 
mand from C/BE#[7:4]. 
DURING clock two, all 32-bit targets other than memory targets that reside 
above the 4GB address boundary quit listening to the transaction. All 64-bit 
memory targets that reside below the 4GB boundary also quit listening. 
THE initiator starts the second address phase by driving the upper part of 
the address onto AD[31:0] (In case the currently-addressed target is not a 
64-bit device) and the memory read command onto C/BE#B:O]. 

CLOCK 3. On the rislngedge of clock three, aU 32-bit memory targets that 
rrside above the 4GB address boundary latch the upper 32 bits of the 
address from AD[31:0] and the memory read command from C/BE#[3:0]. 
They begin the address decode during clock three. 
THE initiator asserts IRDY# to Indicate that it is ready to receive the 
requested data and keeps FRAME# asserted, indicating that thls is not the 
h a 1  data phase. 
THE initiator ceases to drive address information onto both halves of the 
AD bus so the bus is free to be driven by the target during the data phase. 
THE initiator sets C/BE#[7:0] to indicate which bytes to transfer during the 
first data phase. 
THE target asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction and ACK64# to lndi- 
cate that it is capable of performing 64-bit data transfers. 
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CLOCK & On the rising-edge of dock four, TRDYX is sampled deasserted. 
enforcing the insertion of the turn-around cycle. 
DURING clock four, the target starts to drive the requested data onto the AD 
bus and asserts TRDYA to indicate its presence on the bus. 

CLOCK 5. On the rishg-edge of clock five. IRDY# and TRDYX are sampled 
asserted and the h t  data item is transferred. This completes the h t  data 
ohaqe. 
?HE lnltlator sets C/BEt[7:O] to indicate which bytes to transfer during the 
second data ~ h a s e  and deasserts lRDY# to indicate that it wlll not be readv . 
to accept the requested data on the next rising-edge of the clock. 
THE target inmments its address counter by eight to point to the next 
quadword. 
THE target keeps TRDYX asserted and begins to drive the second data item 
onto the AD bus. 

CLOCK 6. On the rising-edge of clock six, IRDY# is sampled deasserted and the 
data is not transferred. 
DURING the inserted wait state (dock six) the initiator asserts IRDYC to 
indicate that it will be ready to transfef the data on the next rising-edge of 
the clock. 
THE initiator also deasserts FRAME# and REQ648 to indicate that the last 
data transfer is in progress. 

CLOCK 7. On the rising-edge of clock seven, IRDYX and TRDYX are sampled 
asserted and the flnal data item is transferred. 
THE target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted, indicating 
that this is the flnal data phase. 
THE initiator then deasserts IRDYt, reNming the bus to the idle state and 
ceases to drive C/BE#[7:0]. 
THE target ceases to drlve the h a l  data item onto the AD bus and deasserts 
TRDY#, DEVSELX and ACK64#. 

A 64-bit target with a fast address decoder could assert DEVSELX durlng clock 
two. but must insert two wait states to account for the second address phase 
and the turn-amund cycle (on a read). 

A @-bit target with a medium-speed address decoder could assert DEVSELX 
during clock three, but must insert one wait state to account for the turn-around 
cycle (on a read). 

A 64-bit target with a slow address decoder could assert DEVSELX during clock 
four. The address decode latency accounts for the second address phase and the 
tun-around cycle (on a read), SKI the target need not insert wait states to account 
for them. 

The only advantage that a 64-bit target has (over a 32-bit target) during 64-bit 
addressing is a one clock jump on address decode. 
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F i g m  15-8: 64-bit Initiator Readiw Fmm Address 
Above 4GB Wth 64-Bit Data 
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32-bit Initiator Addmssing Above 408 
An initiator that is only connected to AD[31:0] can communicate with memory 
above 4GB in two ways: 

The 64-bit memory target can alias all or some of its memory above 4GB 
into an address range in the lower 4GB. In other words, the configuration 
programmer could set up two address decoders (Base Address registers) for 
the same block of memory: one that responds to addresses above 4GB and 
one that recognizes addresses below 4GB. The master can then use SAC 
(single address phase command) memory commands to transfer data into/ 
out of the memory above 4GB (using the window below 4GB). . The master can use the DAC (Dual Address Cycle) to communicate directly 
with the memory above 4GB. 

The spedfication also contafns the following statement: 'Another alternative is 
for the master to support only 32-bit addressing and the device driver moves 
the data from 32-bit address space to the 64-bit address space." The 32-bit bus 
master transfers a data block into a memory buffer below the 4GB address 
boundary and generates an intenupt to inform its driver that the data is present 
in memory. The device driver then moves the data to memory above the 4GB 
a d d m  boundary. 

Subtractive Decode Timing Affected 

If an expansion bus bridge located on the PC1 bus employs subtractive decode 
(in other words, the ISA bridge), the expansion bus on the other side of the 
bridge either supports 64-bit addressing or it doesn't. As two examples, the ISA 
bus does not support 64-bit addrrssing, while the 64-bit Micro Channel does 
(but it's typically not a subtractive bridge). 

An ISA bridge that incorporates subtractive decode capability (virtually all 
implementations do) ignores any PC1 transaction that uses 64-bit addressing 
(because there are no memory targets on the ISA bus that reside above 4GB). 

A bridge to an expansion bus that supports 64-bit addressing and that incorpo- 
rates a subtractive decoder operates in the following manner: 

stKting one clock after the end of the second address phase, it samples 
DEVSELt on three successive risingedges of the clock to determine that the 
!ransaction isn't claimed by any PC1 memory targets. 
If none claim it (by asserting DEVSEL#), the bridge's subtractive decoder 
asserts DEVSELX during the next clock to claim the tmnsaction. It then ini- 
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tiates the memory transaction on the expansion bus to make it visible to all 
memory targets that reside above the 4GB address boundary on the expan- 
sion bus. 

During a single address phase transaction. starting one clock after the end of the 
one and only address phase, a subtractive decoder samples DEVSEL# on three 
successive rising-edges of the clock to determine that the transaction isn't 
claimed by any PC1 memory targets. 

Master Abort Timing Affected 
Normally, a bus master samples DEVSEL# at the end of the second. third, fourth 
and flfth clocks of the transaction and then Master Aborts if DEVSEL# was not 
sampled asserted. When the master is using 64-bit addressing, it samples 
DEVSEL# at the end of the third, fourth, RRh and sixth clocks of the transaction 
and then aborts if DEVSEL# was not sampled asserted. 

Address Stepping 
A bus master that uses stepping (see "Address/Data Stepping" on page 162) to 
gradually place the fuU address on the bus keeps FRAME# deasserted until the 
full address is present and stable on the bus. When the targets sample FRAME# 
asserted, the address is decoded. 

The specification says that stepping cannot be used for &bit addressing. 
Although the master could keep FRAME# deasserted for several clocks whlle it 
gradually built the lower 32 bits of the address on AD[31:0]. 32-bit memory tar- 
gets then expect the upper 32 bits of the address to be present and stable on 
AD[31:0] on the next rising-edge of the clock. The upper 32 bits of the address 
therefore cannot be stepped onto AD[31:0]. It must be presented in one clock 

Although the specification spedfically states that stepping cannot be used for 
64-bit addressing, the author would note that it's technically possible to step the 
lower 32-bit of the address onto AD[31:01 and then present the upper 32-bits in 
one clock. The author cannot think of any side effects stemming from this 
approach. but would also question the value in it. 

FRAME# Timing in Single Data Phase Transaction 
If the initiator were using 64-bit addressing to perform a single data phase 
transaction. m M E #  is asserted at the start of the f h t  address phase and must 
be kept asserted until RDYt is asserted in the data phase. It cannot be removed 
during the second address phase. 
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66bit Parity 

Address Phase Parity 
PAR64 Not Used for Slngle Address Phase 
When the initiator is not using 64-bit addressing, there is a single address phase 
and a 32-bit address is generated by the inltiator. In this case. address phase par- 
ity is supplied solely over the PAR signal. The 64-bit extension, consisting of 
AD[63:32], PAR64, and C/BE#[7:4], is not in use during the address phase of the 
transaction. Please note that the 2.2 spec describes the use of the upper part of the bus 
during single address phase !zamctions differently than the 2.1 spec and these differ- 
ences can lead to confusion. Be sure and read both descriptions carefully. 

PAR64 Not Used for Dual-Address Phases by 32-bit Master 
When a 32-bit bus master is performing M-bit addressing, it is only using 
AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0]. The 64-bit extension is not in use. The PAR64 signal is 
therefore not used to supply parity on the upper half of the bus. 

PAR64 Used for DAC by Mait Master When Requesting W i t  
Transfers 
When a 64-bit bus master is performing 64-bit addressing and has asserted 
REQ64#, it is required to drive the upper 32 bits of the address onto AD[63:321 
and the memory command onto C/BE#[7:4] durlng the first address phase. It is 
also required to supply even parity for this information on the PAR64 signal on 
the next rising-edge of the clock. During the second address phase. the initiator 
is required to continue driving the same information on AD[63:32]. and C/ 
BE#[7:4]. The initiator must once again supply even parity on PAR64 on the ris- 
ing-edge of the clock that follows completion of the second address phase. A 64- 
bit target may be designed to latch the entire address and command and begin 
the decode at the end of either the first or the second address phase. The target 
then latches the state of PAR64 on the rising-edge of the clock that follows. 

Data Phase Parity 
Parity works the same for 32- and 64-bit transfers. For a detailed discussion of 
32-bit parity, refer to the chapter entitled 'Error Detection and Handling" on 
page 199. In a 64-bit implementation, an additional parity signal. PAR64. is 
added. It's timing and function are identical to that of the PAR signal. PAR64 
must be implemented by all 64-bit agents. 
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PAR64 must be set to the appropriate state (to force even parlty) one dock after 
the completion of each address phase and one clock after the data is presented 
(IRDYb asserted on a write, or TRDY# asserted on a read) in each data phase. 
Usage of PAR64 is qualified by the assertion of REQ64P (indicating that the initi- 
ator wants to perform 64-bit data transfers) and ACK64# (the target supports 
64-bit data transfers). If either REQ64# or ACK64t is deasserted. only the lower 
half of the bus is in use and PAR64 is not used. 



Implementation 
Prior To This Chapter 
The prevlous chapter described the 64-bit extension that pennits masters and 
targets to perform eight byte transfers dwing each data phase. It also described 
64-bit addressing used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB 
boundary. 

In This Chapter 
This chapter describes the implementation of a 66MHz bus and components. 

The Next Chapter 
The next chapter provides an Introduction to PC1 configuration a d d m  space. 
The concept of single- and multi-function devices is described. The configura- 
tion space available to the designer of a PC1 device is introduced, including the 
device's configuration Header space and its devicespecific contlguration regis- 
ter area. 

Introduction 
The PC1 specification deflnes support for the implementation of buses and com- 
ponents that operate at speeds of up to 66MHz. This chapter wvers the issues 
related to this topic. Note that all references to 66MHz in this chapter indicate a 
frequency within the range frum 33.33MHz to 66.66MHz. 

66MHz Uses 3.3V Signaling Environment 

66MHz components only operate correctly in a 3.3V signaling environment (see 
'3.3V. 5V and Universal Cards" on page 449). The 5V environment is not sup- 
ported. This means that 66MHz add-in cards are keyed to install only in 3.3V 
connectors and cannot be installed in 5V card connectors. 
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How Components Indicate 66MHz Support 

The 66MHz PC1 component or add-in card indicates its support in two fashions: 
programmatically and electrically. 

66MHz-Capable Status Bit 

The 66MHz-Capable bit has been added to the Status register (see Figure 16-1 
on page 302). The designer hardwires a one into this bit if the device supports 
operation from 0 through 66.66MHz. A 66MHz-capable device hardwires this 
bit to one. For all 33MHz devices, this bit is reserved and is hardwired to zero. 
Software can determine the speed capability of a PC1 bus by checking the state 
of this bit in the Status register of the bridge to the bus in question (host/PCI or 
PCI-to-PC1 bridge). Software can also check this bit in the Status register of each 
additional device discovered on the bus in question to determine if all of the 
devices on the bus are 66MHz-capable. If just one device returns a zem from 
this bit, the bus runs at 33MHz (or slower), not 66MHz. Table 16-1 on page 300 
defines the combinations of bus and device capability that may be detected. 

lhble 16-1: Combinations of66MHz-Capable Bit Settings 

Bridge's 66MHz- 
Capable Bit 

0 

0 

1 

Device's 66MHz- 
Capable Bit 

0 

1 

0 

Description 

Bus is a 33MHz bus, so all devices operate at 
33MHz. 

66MHz-capable device located on 33MHz 
bus. Bus and all devices operate at 33MHz. If 
the device is an add-in device and requires 
the throughput available on a 66MHz bus. 
the conflguration software may prompt the 
user to install the card in an add-in connec- 
tor on a different bus. 

33MHz device located on 66MHz-capable 
bus. Bus and all devices operate at 33MHz. 
The conflguratlon software should prompt 
the user to install the card in an add-in con- 
nector on a different bus. 
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lhble 16-1: Combinations of66Mliz-Capable Bit Settings (Continued) 

M66EN Signal 

Bridge's 66MHz- 
Capable Bit 

1 

Refer to Figure 16-2 on page 302. A 66MHz PC1 bus includes a newly-defined 
signal, M66EN. This signal must be bussed to the M66EN pin on aU 66MHz- 
capable devices embedded on the system board and to a redefined pin (referred 
to as M66EN) on any 3.3V connectors that reside on the bus. The system board 
designer must supply a single pullup on this trace. The redefined pin on the 
3.3V connector is B49 and is attached to the ground plane on 33MHz PC1 cards. 
Unless grounded by insertion of a PC1 device, the natural state of the M66EN 
signal is asserted (due to the pullup). 66MHz embedded devices and cards 
either use M66EN as an input or don't use it at all (this is discussed later in this 
chapter). 

The designer must include a 0.OluF capacitor located w i t h  2 5 "  of the M66EN 
pin on each add-in connector in order to provide an AC return path and to 
decouple the M66EN signal to ground. 

It is advisable to attach M66EN to a bit in a machine-readable port to allow soft- 
ware to determine if the bus is currently operating at high or low speed. Refer to 
'66MHz-Related Issues" on page 476. 

Device's 66MHz- 
Capable Bit 

i 

How Clock Generator Sets Its Frequency 

Description 

66MHz-capable device located on 66MHz- 
capable bus. If status check of all other 
devices on the bus indicates that all of the 
devices are 66MHz-capable. the bus and al l  
devices operate at 66MHz. 

PC1 devices embedded on a 66MHz PC1 bus are all 66MHz devices. A card 
Installed in a connector on the bus may be either a 66MHz or a 33MHz card. If 
the card connectorb) isn't populated, M66EN stays asserted (by virtue of the 
pullup) and the Clock Generator produces a high-speed clock. If any 33MHz 
component is installed in a connector, however, the ground plane on the 33MHz 
card is connected to the M66EN signal, deasserting it. This causes the Clock 
Generator to drop the dock frequency to 33MHz (or lower). A typical imple- 
mentation would divide the high-speed clock by two to yield the new. lower 
clock frequency. 
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Figure 16-1: Con8guratlon Status Reglster 
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Figure 16-2: Relationship of M66EN Signal and the PC1 Clock Generator 
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Does Clock Have to be BBMHz? 
As d e h e d  in revision 1.0 and 2.0 of the specification, the PC1 bus does not have 
to be Implemented at its top rated speed of 33MHz. Lower speeds are accept- 
able. The same is true of the 66MHz PC1 bus description found in revision 2.x of 
the speciflcation. All 66MHz-rated components are required to support opera- 
tion fmm 0 through 66.66MHz. The system designer may choose to implement 
a 50MHz PC1 bus, a 6OMHz PC1 bus, etc. 

Clock Signal Source and Routlng 
The specification recommends that the PC1 clock be individually-sowred to 
each PC1 component as a point-to-point signal from separate, low-skew clock 
drivers. This diminishes signal reflection effects and improves signal integrity. 
In addition, the add-in card designer must adhere to the clock signal trace 
length (dehed in revision 2.0) of 2.5 inches. 

Stopping Clock and Changing Clock Frequency 
The 66MHz specification states that the clock frequency may be changed at any 
time as long as the clock edges remain clean and the minimum high and low 
times are not violated. Unlike the 33MHz specification, however, the clock fre- 
quency may not be changed except in conjunction with assertion of the PC1 
RST# signal. Components designed to be integrated onto the system board may 
be designed to operate at a b e d  frequency (up to 66MHz) and may require that 
no clock frequency changes occur. 

The clock may be stopped (to conserve power), but only in the low state. 

How 66MHz Components Determine Bus Speed 
When a 66MHz-capable device senses M66EN deasserted (at reset time). this 
automatically disables the device's ability to perform operations at speeds 
above 33MHz. If M66EN is sensed asserted. this indicates that no 33MHz 
devices are installed on the bus and the clock circuit is supplying a high-speed 
PC1 clock. 

A 66MHz device uses the M66EN signal in one of two fashions: 

The device is not connected to M66EN at all (because the device has no 
need to determine the bus speed in order to operate correctly). 
The device implements M66EN as an input (because the device requires 
knowledge of the bus speed in order to operate correctly). 
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System Board with Separate Buses 

Refer to Figure 163 on page 304. The system board designer can partition the 
board into two or more PC1 buses. A 66MHz bus can be populated with devices 
that demand low-latency and high throughput, while a separate 33MHz PC1 
bus is populated only with 33MHz devices. As an example, in the illustration 
PC1 Bus 0 could be a 33MHz PC1 bus while PC1 Bus 4 is a 66MHz PC1 bus. 

F i p  16-3: System With Dual Host Brl@ 
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Maximum Achievable Throughput 

The theoretical maximum achievable throughput on a 66MHz PC1 bus would 
be: 

4 bytes per data phase * 66 million data phases per second = 264MB/sec- 
ond. This would be a 32-bit bus master bursting with a 32-bit target. 
8 bytes per data phase * 66 million data phases per second = 528MB/sec- 
ond. This would be a 64-bit bus master bursting with a 64-bit target. 

Electrical Characteristics 

To ensure compatibility when operating in a 33MHz PC1 bus environment. 
66MHz PC1 drivers must meet the same DC characteristics and AC drive points 
as 33MHz bus drivers. However, 66MHz PC1 bus operation requires faster tim- 
ing parameters and redefined measurement conditions. Because of this, a 
66MHz PC1 bus may require less loading (i.e., fewer devices) and shorter mace 
lengths than the 33MHz PC1 bus environment. 

Figure 16-4 on page 305 illustrates the differences in timing between 33 and 
66MHz component operation. The chapter entitled "Intro to Reflected-Wave 
Switching" provides an introduction to 33MHz bus timing and the various tim- 
ing components (e.g., Tval, Tprop, etc.). 

Figure 16-4: 33 versus 66MHz ming 
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33MHz drivers are specified by their V/I curves, while 66MHz drivers are spec- 
ified in terms of their AC and DC drive points, timing parameters, and slew 
rate. The specification defines the fouowlng parameters: 

The minimum AC drive point defines an acceptable first step voltage and 
must be reached within the maximum Tval time. 
The madmum AC drive point h i t s  the amount of overshoot and under- 
shoot in the system. 
The DC drive point specifies steady-state conditions. 
The minimum slew rate and the timing parameters guarantee 66MHz oper- 
ation. 
The maxlmum slew rate minimizes system noise. 

66MHz PC1 designers must design drivers that launch sufficient energy into a 
25 Ohm transmission line so that correct input levels are guaranteed after the 
first reflection. 

At 66MHz. the dock cyde t h e  is 1511s (vs. 3011s at 33MHz). while the minimum 
clock high and low times are 6ns each (vs. 1111s at 33MHz). The clock slew rate 
has a minimum specification of 1.5 Volts/ns and a maximum of 4 Volts/ns 
(same as 33MHz speclflcation). Table 16-2 on page 306 defines the 66MHz tim- 
ing parameters and provides a side-by-side comparison with the 33MHz timing 
parameters. The following exception applies to the 66MHz values in the table: 
REQf and GNTt are point-to-point signals and have different setup times than 
do bussed signals. They have a setup time of 5ns. 

nble 16-2: 66MHz 'Ilming Parameters 
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lable 16-2: 66MHz Timing P~ameters (Continued) 

When computing the 66MHz bus loading model, a maximum pin capadtance of 
lOpF must be assumed for add-in boards, whereas the actual pin capacitance 
may be used for devices embedded on the system board. 

Latency Rule 

Common sense says that devices  siding on the 66MHz PC1 bus should all be 
fast access devices. The PC1 2.1 spedfication requires that on a read transaction, 
the time from assertion of FRAME# to the completion of the Rrst data phase not 
exceed 16 PC1 docks. 

THE 2.2 SPEC IMWSES WJS RESfRKMN O N  BOW READS AND WRIES. 2.2 

66MHz Component Recommended Pinout 

The revision 2.0 specification suggested a recommended PC1 component pinout 
wherein the signals wrapped around the component in the same order as the 
pin sequence on the add-in connector. The revision 2.1 and 2.2 specifications 
states that 'the designer may modify the suggested pinou t...as required" to 
meet the 66MHz electrical spedflcatlon. 
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Adding More Loads andlor Lengthening Bus 

Running the PC1 bus at 66MHz imposes tighter constraints on trace length and 
the number of loads the bus supports. The system board designer may choose 
to run the bus at a lower speed (e.g.. SOMHz), thereby permitting longer traces 
and/or additional loads. 

Number of Add-In Connectors 

As a general rule, there is only one add-in connector on a 66MHz bus. but the 
speciflation does not preclude the inclusion of additional connectors (as long 
as the electrical integrity of the bus is malntalned). 
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The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter described the implementation of a 66MHz bus and com- 
ponents. 

This Chapter 

As the chapter title states, this chapter pmvides an introduction to PC1 conflgu- 
ration add- space. The concept of single- and multi-function devices is 
described. The configuration space available to the designer of a PC1 device is 
introduced, including the device's configuratlon Header space and its device- 
specllic configuration register area. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of the methods utilized to 
access PC1 conflguration registers. The methods described include the standard 
configuration mechanism, the legacy method that is no longer permitted, and 
the usage of memory-mapped configuration registers (as implemented in the 
PowerPC PREP platforms). The Type Zero and Type One configuration read 
and write transactlons that are used to access configuration registers are 
described in detail. 

lntroductlon 

When the machine is f'irst powered on. the conflguration sofiwm must scan the 
various buses in the system (PC1 and others) to determine what devices exist 
and what configuration requirements they have. This process is commonly 
referred to as: 

scanning the bus 
walking the bus 
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probing the bus 
the discovery process 
bus enumeration. 

The program that performs the PC1 bus scan is frequently r e f m d  to as the PC1 
bus enumerator. 

In order to facilitate this process, each PC1 function must implement a base set 
of mntlguration registers defined by the PC1 specification. Depending on its 
operational characteristics, a function may also implement other required or 
optional configuration registers defined by the specification. In addition, the 
specification sets aside a number of additional configuration locations for the 
implementation of function-speciflc configumtion registers. 

The conflguration software reads a subset of a device's configuration reglsters 
in order to determine the presence of the function and its type. Having deter- 
mined the presence of the device. the software then accesses the function's other 
conflguration registers to determine how many blocks of memory and/or I 0  
space the device requires (in other words, how many programmable memory 
and/or I 0  decoders it implements). It then programs the device's memory and/ 
or I 0  address decoders to respond to memory and/or I 0  address ranges that 
are guaranteed to be mutually-exclusive from those assigned to other system 
devices. 

If the function indicates usage of a PC1 interrupt request pin (via one of its con- 
figuration registers), the conflguration software programs it with muting infor- 
mation indicating what system interrupt request (RQ) line the function's PC1 
interrupt request pin is routed to by the system. 

If the device has bus mastering capability. the conflguration software can read 
two of its configuration registers to determine how often it requires access to the 
PC1 bus (an indication of what arbitration priority it would like to have) and 
how long it would like to maintain ownership in order to achieve adequate 
throughput The system configuration software can utilize this information to 
program the bus master's Latency nmer (or timesllce) register and the PC1 bus 
arblter (If It's programmable) to provlde the optimal PC1 bus utllizatlon. 

PC1 Device vs. PC1 Function 

A physical PC1 device (e.g.. a PC1 component embedded on the system board or 
a PC1 expansion board) may contain one or more (up to eight) separate PC1 
functions (1.e.. logical devices). This is not a new concept. Multi-function boards 
were used in PCs for years prior to the advent of PCI. 
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In order to access a function's configuration registers, a PC1 device (i.e., pack- 
age) needs to know that it is the target of a configuration read or write, the iden- 
tity of the target function within it, the dword of its configuration space (I-of- 
64), the bytes within that dword, and whether it's a read or a write. The method 
that the host/PCI bridge uses to identify the target PC1 device, PC1 function. 
etc., is discussed in the chapter entitled "Configuration Transactions" on 
page 317. 

A PC1 dwlce that contains only one function is referred to as a single-function 
device. A PC1 device that contains more than one function is referred to as a 
multi-function device. A bit in one of a function's conRguration registers d e h e s  
whether the package contains one function or more than one. For the configwa- 
tion pmcess, a device's PC1 functions are identified as functions zero-thmugh- 
seven. From a configuration access standpoint, the function contained in a sin- 
gle-function device must mpond as funalon zem when addressed in a Type 0 
PC1 configuration read or write transaction. 

In a multi-function device, the h t  function must be designed to respond to 
configuration accesses as function zero. while additional functions may be 
designed to respond as any function between one and seven. There is no 
requisement for multiple functions to be implemented sequentially. As an 
example, a card may be sold with minimal functionality and the customer may 
purchase additional functions as upgrades at a later time. These functions could 
be installed into any of several daughter-card connectors on the card or may be 
installed as snap-in modules on the card. As an example, a card could have 
functions zero, three and six populated, but not the others. 

Three Address Spaces: 110, Memory and Configuration 

Intel x86 and PowerPC 60x processors possess the ability to address two distinct 
address spaces: I 0  and memory (although most system designs do not support 
processor-generated I 0  transactions in a PowerPC environment). PC1 bus mas- 
ters (including the host/PCI bridge) use PC1 10 and memory tansactions to 
access PC1 I 0  and memory locations, respectively. In addition, a third access 
type, the configuration access, is used to access a device's configuration regls- 
ters. A function's configuration registers must be initialized at startup time to 
configure the function to respond to memory and/or I 0  address ranges 
assigned to it by the configuration software. 

The PC1 memory space is either 4GB or zM locations in size (if 64-bit addressing 
is utilized). PC1 I 0  space is 4GB in size (although Intel x86 processors cannot 
generate I 0  addmsses above the Arst 64KB of I 0  space). PC1 configuration 
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space is divlded into a separate, dedicated conflguration address space for each 
function contained within a PC1 device (1.e.. in a chip or on a card). Figure 17-1 
on page 313 illustrates the basic format of a PC1 function's conflguration space. 
The first 16 dwords of a function's configuration space is referred to as the func- 
tion's conflguration Header space. The format andusage of this area are deflned 
by the specification. Three Header formats are currently defied: 

Header '&pe Zero (defied in 'Intro to Configuration Header Reglon" on 
page 351) for all devlces other than PCI-to-PC1 bridges. 
Header Zlype One for PCI-to-PC1 bridges (defined in 'Configuration Regis- 
ten" on page 552). 
Header Type Two for CardBus bridges (defined in the CadBus spec). 

The system designer must provide a mechanism that the host/PCI bridge will 
use to convert pmcessor-initiated accesses with certain pre-defied memory or 
I 0  addresses into configuration accesses on the PC1 bus. The mechanism 
deflned in the specification is descrlhed in "Intm to Configuration Mecha- 
nlsms" on page 321. 
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Figure 17-1: PC1 Function's Basic Conffguration Address Space Format 
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g.2 Host Bridge Needn't Implement Configuration Space 

THE 2.1 SPEC STAED IHAT hLI D E K E S  MUST IMPIEMENT PC1 CONFIGURArKIM 
SPACE. m E  2.2 P C 1  SPEC SAYS: 

' F K R Y  DEVICE. OTHER M A N  HOST BUS BRIDGES. MUSr MnPlEMENr CONFIGURADON 
ADDRESS SPACE, HOST BUS BRIDGES MAY OPDONAUY IMPLEMENT CONFIGURAW3N 
ADDRESS SPACE." 

IF rHE H O S r I P C I  BRIDGE DOESN'T MPlEMENT IJS CONFIGURArION REGISTERS IN P C 1  
CONFlGURhrION SPACE (BUT 11 SHOULD BE WED THAr MOSr  DESIGNS DO). 1JS CONFIGU- 
RAlION REGISTERS MAY BE IMPIEMENED IN EllHER 10 OR MEMQRY-MAPPED 1 0  SPACE. 
MEMORY-MAPPED 1 0  SPACE WOULD BE B E E R  BECAUSE X86 10 SPACE IS -00 
small (64KB rornr) AND sooooo CROWDED. 

System with Single PC1 Bus 

Figure 17-2 on page 315 illustrates a typical system incorporating a single PC1 
bus. The interface baween the host processor bus and the PC1 bus is referred to 
as the host/PCI bridge. The bus directly on the other side of the bridge is 
always designated (for configuration purposes) as PC1 Bus 0. If one or more of 
the functions on PC1 Bus 0 are PCI-to-PC1 bridges, the two PC1 buses connected 
to a PCI-to-PC1 bridge are referred to as the bridge's primary (the PC1 bus closer 
to the host processor) and seconday buses (the bus further away from the host 
processor). The chapter entitled "Configuration Transactions" on page 317 pro- 
vides a detailed description of configuration read and write transactions that 
target functions residing on PC1 Bus 0. 'Type 1 Configuration Transactions" on 
page 620 describes how the processor accesses configuration registers with111 
functions residlng on subordinate PC1 buses (PC1 buses residing beneath PC1 
Bus 0). 
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Figure 17-2: System With a Singde PClBus 
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The Previous Chapter 
The prevlous chapter provided an intmduction to PC1 mnflgwatlon address 
space. The concept of single- and multi-function devices was described. The 
configuration space available to the designer of a PC1 device was introduced, 
including the device's configuration Header space and its device-specific con- 
figuration register area. 

This Chapter 
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of the method utilized to access PC1 
conf guration registers. The methods described include the standard configura- 
tion mechanism, the legacy method that is no longer permitted, and the usage 
of memory-mapped configuration registers (as implemented in the PowerPC 
PReP platforms). The Type Zero configuration read and write configuration 
transactions that are used to access configuration registers are described in 
detall. The Type One configuration transactions, used to access configuration 
registers on the secondary side of a PCI-to-PC1 bridge, are also described. 

The Next Chapter 

Once this chapter has described how the registers am accessed. the next chapter 
provides a detailed description of the configuratlon register format and usage 
for all PC1 devices other than PCI-to-PC1 bridges and CardBus bridges. 

Who Performs Configuration? 

Initially, the BIOS code perfoms device configuration. Once a Plug-and-Play 
OS (such as Windows 98 or Windows 2000) has been booted and control is 
passed to it, the OS takes over device management. Additional information 
regarding PC1 device configuration in the Windows environment can be found 
in "PC1 Bus Driver Accesses PC1 Configuration and PM Registers" on page 489. 
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In any case. it is a conflguration program executing on the processor that per- 
forms system configuration. This means that the host processor must have some 
way to instruct the host/PCI bridge to perform configuration read and write 
transactions on the PC1 bus. 

Bus Hierarchy 

Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the conflguratlon of systems with one PC1 bus (see Fig- 
ure 18-1 on page 320). Assuming that the system has one or more PC1 expansion 
connectors, however, a card may be installed at any tlme (perhaps more than 
one card) that incorporates a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. The cad has another PC1 bus 
on it, and one or more PC1 devices reside on that PC1 bus. The configuration 
software executing on the host processor must be able to perform conflguration 
reads and writes with the functions on each PC1 bus that lives beyond the host/ 
PC1 bridge. 

Thls hlghllghts the faa  that the progammer must supply the following infor- 
mation to the host/PCI bridge when performing a configuration read or write: 

target PC1 bus. 
target PC1 devlce (i.e., package) on the bus. 
target PC1 function within the device. 
target dword within the function's conflguration space. 
target by-te(s) within the dword. 

These parameters must be supplied to the hmt/PCI bridge. The bridge must 
then determine If the target PC1 bus speclfled is: 

the bus immediately on the other side of the host/PCI bridge (in other 
words, Bus 0) 
a bus further out in the bus hierarchy 
none of the buses behind the bridge. 

Thls implies that the host/PCI bridge has some way of identifying its PC1 bus 
and the range of PC1 buses residing beyond its bus. The bus on the other side of 
the hosVPCI bridge is always bus 0 (unless there are more than one host/PCI 
bridge on the processor bus; for more information, refer to "Multiple Host/PCI 
Bridgesm on page 327). The bridge either implicitly knows this or implements a 
Bus Number register that contains zero after RST# is deasserted. The bridge also 
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incorporates a Subordinate Bus Number regkter that it uses to identlfy the bus fur- 
thest away from the host processor beyond this bridge. The bridge compares the 
target bus number specified by the programmer to the range of buses that exists 
beyond the bridge. There are three possible cases: 

CASE I. The target bus is bus 0. 
CASE 2. The target bus isn't bus 0. but is less than or equal to the value in the 

Subordinate Bus Number register. In other words, the transaction targets a 
device on a subordinate bus. 

CASE 3. The target bus doesn't fall within the range of buses that exists beyond 
this bridge. 

In Cases 1 and 2, the bridge will initiate a PC1 configuration read or write on the 
PC1 bus in response to the processor's request In the third case, however, the 
bridge doesn't respond to the processors' request to perform a PC1 configura- 
tion transaction at all (because the target bus is not behind it). 

Case 1: Target Bus Is PC1 Bus 0 
If the target bus is bus 0 (the first case), the bridge must initiate a PC1 wnfigura- 
tion transaction and in some way indicate to the devices on Bus 0 that one of 
them is the target of this conflguration transaction. This is accomplished by set- 
ting AD[l:O] to OOb during the address phase of the conflguation transactlon. 
This identifies the transaction as a 'Qpe 0 configuration transactlon targeting 
one of the devices on this bus. This bit pattern tells the community of devices on 
the PC1 bus that the bridge that "owns" that bus has already performed the bus 
number comparfson and verified that the request targets a device on its bus. A 
detailed description of the Type 0 configuration transaction can be found in 
"Type 0 Configuration Transaction" on page 335. 

Case 2: Target Bus Is Subordinate To Bus 0 
If, on the other hand, the target bus is a bus that is subordinate to PC1 bus 0 (the 
second case), the bridge still must initiate the configuration transaction on bus 
0, but must indicate in some manner that none of the devices on this bus is the 
target of the transaction. Rather, only PCI-to-PC1 bridges residing on the bus 
should pay attention to the transaction because it targets a device on a bus fur- 
ther out in the hierarchy beyond a PCI-to-PC1 bridge that is attached to Bus 0. 
This is accomplished by setting AD[l:O] to Olb during the address phase of the 
conflguratlon transaction. This pattern instructs all functions other than PCI-to- 
PC1 bridges that the transaction is not for any of them and is referred to as a 
'ISrpe 1 configuration transactlon. A detailed description of the Type 1 configu- 
ration access can be found in "Type 1 Configuration Transactions" on page 344. 
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APlC Bus 
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Must Respond To Config Accesses Within 225 Clocks After 2 2 
RST# 

A S  DEFINED IN IHE 2.2 SPEC, INIJIAUZAIION-JIME BEGINS WHEN RST# IS DEASSERIED AND 
COMPLEES zZ5 P O  CLOCKS LAM. Ar  A BUS SPEED OF 33MHz IHIS MUAIES ro 
1.0066 SECONDS. WHllE B EQUAES TO .SO33 SECONDS A1 A BUS SPEED O F  6 6 M H Z .  
DURING rHlS PERKID OF TIME: 

- THE SSYSEhl'S POWER-ON SEIF-EST (Porn CODE IS EXECUrlNG. 
P a  SUBSYSEMS 0.E. FUNCTIONS] ARE TAKING WHAEYER ACTIONS ARE NECESSARY 
I0 PREPARE TO BE ACCESSED, 

b A TARGEI IS ACCESSW DURIMG INIMUZAIION-rlME. lr 12 AUOWED TO DO ANY OF JHE 
FOLLOWING: 

IGNORE IHE REQUESr [UNISS ITIS A D E W  NECESSARY TO BOO1 rHE as]. 
CLAIM THE ACCESS AND H O D  IN WAZ SrAES UNnL I1 CAN COMPIEE THE REQUEST. 
NOT TO EXCEED THE END OF WrlALIL4rION-TIME. 
CLAIM JHE ACCESS AND ERMINAE W l m  RErRV. 

RUN-TIME FQLLOWS INlTlALIL4JlON-~E. DEVICES MUST CQMPlY WITH JHE LAIENCY RULES 
(SEE "PREYENNNG TARGEr FROM MONOPOUZlNG BUS" O N  PAGE 8J) DURING RUN-IIME. 

lntro to Configuration Mechanisms 

This section describes the methods used to stimulate the host/PCI bridge to 
generate PC1 configuration transactions. A subsequent section in this chapter 
provides a detailed description of '&pe 0 conflguration transactions. The section 
entitled 'Type 1 Configuration Transactions" on page 344 pmvides a detailed 
description of the Type 1 configuration transactions. 

As mentioned earlier in this book Intel x86 and PowerPC processors (as two 
examples processor families) do not possess ihe ability to perform conAguration 
read and write transactions. They use memory and I 0  (I0 is only in the x86 
case) read and write transactions to communicate with external devices. This 
means that the host/PCI bridge must be designed to recognize certain I0 or 
memory accesses initiated by the processor as requests to perform conflguration 
accesses. 
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For PC-AT compatible systems (other than PGcompatible PowerPC-based sys- 
tems), the 2.1 PC1 spec defined two methods (one which was only included in 
the spec as a historical reference) that utfllzed processor-initiated I 0  accesses to 
instruct the host/PCI bridge to perform PC1 configuration accesses. PROR rQ WE 
2 . 2  PC1 SPEC. THESE TWO MECHANISMS WERE DESJGNAIED A S  CONFJGURA~N MECHA- 
NISM #? AND CONFIGURAIION MECHANISM #2. THE PC1 2.2 SPEC HAS REMOVED ALL 
MENnON GF CONFIGURAUON MECHANISM $2. IN ADDlrlON, I1 NOW REFERS 1 0  CON- 
FIGURATiON MECHANISM # 1  AS - CONFN;URA~N MECHANISM (IN 01HER WORDS. 
WE ONLY MECHANISM). AS historical information only, this chapter does wntaln a sec- 
tion describing Configuration Mechanism #2. To differentiate it Emm themechaniSm #Z. 
the current Configuration Mechanism is referred to as Configuration Mechanism XI .  

Configuration mechanism 82 was only defined in the 2.0 and 2.1 spedflcations 
for backward compatibility. This was the mechanism deflned in the revision 1.0 
specification. The revision 2.0 and 2.1 specifications both contained the follow- 
ing text: 

"Configuration mechanism tl is the preferred implementation and must 
be provided by all future host bridges (and existing bridges should convert 
if possible). Configuration mechanism #2 is defined for backward compati- 
bility and must not be used by new designs. Host bridges implemented in 
PC-AT compatible systems must implement at least one of these mecha- 
nisms." 

The specification does not defme a wnflguration mechanism to be used in sys- 
tems other than PC-AT compatible systems. 

Although PowerPC 60x processors are capable of performing I 0  transactions. 
the PowerPC PReP specification forbids the generation of I 0  transactions by the 
processor (the chipset generates a Machine Check to the processor if the proces- 
sor initiates onel. Instead, all PC1 I 0  and confirmratlon registers are accessed bv 
performing accesses to memory-mapped I 0  locations d e h e d  in the PReP specv- 
ification. "PowerPC PReP Configuration Mechanism" on page 335 provides a . - 
basic description of this mechanism. 

Configuration Mechanism #I (The Q@ Mechanisml) 

2.2 REMEMBER MAT THIS IS NOW IHE ONLr MECHANISM DEFINED M ME 2.2 SPEC AND ALL 
NEW HOSr/B/BRIDGES ARE REQUIRED 1 0  USE rHfS MErHOD. ALSO KEEP IN MIND 1HA1 1r'S N O  
LONGER REFERRED r 0  AS CONFlGURAItON MECHANISM #I. BUI ONLY AS ME CONFJGU- 
R A ~ D N  MECHANISM. 
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Background 

The x86 processor family is capable of addressing up to. but no more than, 64KB 
of I 0  address space. In the EISA PC environment. the usage of this I 0  space was 
deflned as indicated in Table 18-1 on page 323. The only I 0  address ranges 
available for the implementation of the PC1 Conflguratlon Mechanism (without 
conflicting with an ISA or EISA device) were 0400h - 04FFh, 0800h - OSFFh, and 
OCOOh - OCFFh. Many EISA system board controllers already reside within the 
040Oh - 04FFh address range, making it unavailable. 

Consider the following: 

As with any other PC1 fundon, a host/PCI bridge may implement up to 64 
dwods of configuration registers. 
Each PC1 function on each PC1 bus requires 64 dwords of dedicated config- 
uration space. 

Due to the lack of available I 0  real estate withln the 64KB of I 0  space, it wasn't 
feasible to map each canfgwation register directly into the processor's I 0  
address space. Alternatively, the system designer could implement the conflgu- 
ration registers within the processor's memory space. This approach may con- 
sume a considerable amount (well, it's not that considerable) of memory space 
(for example, twenty-five PC1 functions would require 6KB of memory space). 
The amount of memory space consumed aside, the address range utllized 
would be unavailable for allocation to regular memory. Thls would h i t  the 
system's flexibility regarding the mapping of real memory. 

nbIe 18-1: EISA PC I0 Space Usage 

I0 Address Range 

0000h - 00FFh 

0100h - 03FFh 

0400h - 04FFh 

0500h - 07FFh 

0800h - O8FFh 

0900h - OBFFh 

OCOOh - OCFPh 

Reserved For 

PC/AT-compatible system board I0  devices 

ISAsompatible I 0  cards 

EISA system board I 0  devices 

unusable due to conflict with ISA I 0  cards 

EISA system board I 0  devlces 

unusable due to conflict with ISA I 0  cads  

EISA system board I 0  devices 
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ab le  18-1: EISA PC I0 Space Usage (Continued) 

Configuration Mechanism #I Description 

I0 Address Range 

ODOOh - OFFFh 

1000h - 1FFFh 

2000h - 2FFFFh 

3000h - 3FFFh 

4000h - 4FFFh 

5000h - 5FFFh 

6000h - 6FFFh 

7000h - 7FFFh 

8000h - 8FFFh 

9000h - 9FFFh 

A000h - AFFFh 

B000h - BFFFh 

C000h - CFFFh 

DWOh - DFFFh 

EOOOh - EFFFh 

F000h - FFFFh 

General 

Reserved For 

unusable due to conflict with ISA I 0  cards 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 1 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 2 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 3 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 4 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 5 

EISA 1 0  card installed in ElSA slot 6 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 7 

EISA 1 0  card installed in ElSA slot 8 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 9 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 10 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 11 

EISA 10 card installed in EISA slot 12 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 13 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 14 

EISA I 0  card installed in EISA slot 15 

Configuration Mechanism $1 utilizes two 32-bit I 0  ports located at addresses 
OCF8h and OCFCh. These two ports are: 

The 32-bit Configuration Address Port, occupying 1 0  addresses OCF8h 
through OCFBh. 
The 32-bit Conflguratlon Data Port, occupying 10 addresses OCFCh 
through OCFFh. 
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Accessing one of a PC1 function's conflguration registers is a two step process: 

SrrP 1. Write the target bus number, device number, function number and 
dword number to the Configuration Address Port and set the Enable bit in 
it to one. 

m P  2 Perform a one-byte, two-byte, or four-byte I 0  read from or an write to 
the Conflguratlon Data Port 

In response, the host/PCI bridge compares the specifled target bus to the range 
of buses that exist on the other side of the bridge and, if the target bus resides 
beyond the bridge, it initiates a PC1 conflguration read or write (based on 
whether the processor is performing an I 0  read or write with the Configuration 
Data Port). 

Conflguratlon Address Port 

Refer to Figure 18-2 on page 326. The Configuration Address Port only latches 
infonnation when the processor perfarms a full 32-bit write to the port. A 32-bit 
read from the port returns its contents. The assertion of reset clears the port to 
all zeros. Any 8- or 16-bit access within this 10 dword is passed directly onto the 
PC1 bus as an 8- or 16-bit PC1 I 0  access. The 32-bits of information written to the 
Configuration Address Port must conform to the following template (illustrated 
in Figure 18-2 on page 326): 

bits [1:0] are hard-wlred, read-only and must return zems when read. 
bin [1:2] ldentlfy the target dwod  (1-of-64) within the target functlon's con- 
figuration space. 
bits [10:81 identify the target function number (1-of-8) within the target PC1 
device. 
bits [15:11] identify the target PC1 device number (1-of-32). 
bits [23:161 identifies the target PC1 bus number (1-of-256). 
bits [30:24] are reserved and must be zem. 
bit 31 must be set to a one, enabling the translation of a subsequent proces- 
sor I 0  access to the Configuration Data Port into a configuration access on 
the PC1 bus. If bit 31 is zero and the processor initiates an I 0  read fium or I 0  
write to the Configuration Data Port, the transaction is passed through to 
the PC1 bus as a PC1 I 0  transaction. 
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Figure 18-2: Configuration Address Port at OCF8h 

Bus Cornpan, and Data Port Usage 

OCFBh OCFAh OCF9h OCF8h 
31 30 24 23 16 15 11 10 8 7 2 1  0 

Each host/PCI bridge implements a Bus Number register (in a chipset that only 
supports one host/PCI bridge, the bridge may have a bus number register that 
is hardwired to 0, a read/write reglster that reset forces to 0, or it Just implicitly 
knows that it is the bridge to PC1 bus 0) and a Subordinate Bus Number register. 
If bit 31 in the Configuration Address Port (see Figure 18-2 on page 326) is 
enabled (set to one), the bridge compares the target bus number to the range of 
buses that exists beyond the bridge. If the target bus is the same as the value in 
the Bus Number register. this is a request to perform a configuration transactlon 
on PC1 bus 0. A subsequent I 0  read from or write to the bridge's Configuration 
Data Port at OCFCh causes the bridge to generate a Type 0 configuration read or 
write transaction. When devices that reside on a PC1 bus detect a Type 0 config- 
uration transaction in progress, this informs them that one of them is the target 
device. 

If the target bus spedfled In the Configuration Address Port does not compare 
with the value in the bridge's Bus Number register, but is equal to or less than 
the value in the bridge's Subordinate Bus Number register, the bridge converts 
the subsequent processor I 0  access to its Configuration Data Port into a Type 1 
configuration transaalon on its PC1 bus. When devices that reside on a PC1 bus 
(other than PCI-to-PC1 bridges) detect a Type 1 configuration access in p r o p s ,  
they ignore the transaction. 

Resewed 

A 
Should always be zeros 

Enable Configuration Space Mapping 
1 = enabled 

Bus 
Number 

Device 
Number 

F ~ n d o n  
Number Doubleword 0 0 
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The only devices on a PC1 bus that pay attention to the Type 1 configuration 
transaction are PCI-to-PC1 bridges. Each of them must determine if the target 
bus number is within the range of PC1 buses that reside behind them. 

If the target bus is not within range, then a PCI-to-PC1 bridge ignores the 
Type 1 access (i.e.. it doesn't assert DEVSEL# to clabn the transaction). 
If it's in range, the access is passed through the PCI-to-PC1 bridge as either a 
Type 0 configuration transaction (if the target bus compares to the bridge's 
Secondary Bus Number register), or as 
a Type 1 transaction (the target bus number is equal to or less than the value 
in the bridge's Subordinate Bus Number register). 

The subject of Type 0 conflguration accesses is covered in detail in subsequent 
sections in this chapter. The subject of Type 1 contlguration accesses is covered 
in detail in "Type 1 Conflguration Transactions" on page 620. 

Single HostlPCl Bridge 
Refer to Figure 18-1 on page 320. The information written to the Configuration 
Address Port is latched by the host/PCI bridge. If bit 31 is set to one and thetar- 
get bus number compares to the bridge's PC1 Bus Number register (or is equal 
to or less than the value in the bridge's Subordinate Bus Number register). the 
bridge is enabled to convert a subsequent processor access targeting its Config- 
uration Data Port into a PC1 configuration access. The processor then initiates a 
one-byte, two-byte, or four-byte (indicated by the pmcessor's byte enable sig- 
nals: or, if a PowerPC 60x processor, by A[29:31] and TSIZ[O:2]) 10 read or write 
bansactlon to the Configuration Data Port at OCFCh. This stimulates the bridge 
to arbitrate for ownership of the PC1 bus and then to perform a configuration 
read (if the processor is reading from the Configuration Data Port) or a configu- 
ration write (if the processor is writing to the Configuration Data Port). It will 
be a Type 0 conflguration transaction if the target bus is PC1 bus 0, or a Type 1 
configuration transaction if the target bus is further out in the bus hierarchy 
beyond Bus 0. 

'Type 0 Configuration Transaction" on page 335 provides a detded description 
of the Type 0 configuration read and write transactions. 

Multiple HostlPCl Brldges 

If there are multiple host/PCI brldges present on the PROCESSOR bus (refer to 
Flgum 18-3 on page 329), the Conflguration Address and Data ports are dupU- 
cated at the same 10  addresses in each of the host/PCI bridges. In order to pre- 
vent contention on the processor's bus signals. only one of the bridges mponds 
to the processor's accesses to the configuration ports. 
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STEP 1. When the processor initiates the I 0  write to the Configuration Data 
Port, only one of the host/PCI bridges (typically, the bridge to PC1 bus 0) 
actively partidpates in the transaction. The other bridge quietly snarfs the 
data as it's written to the active participant. 

STEP 2. Both bridges then compare the target bus number to their respective 
Bus Number and Subordinate Bus Number registers. If the target bus 
doesn't reside behind a particular host/PCI bridge, that bridge doesn't con- 
vert the subsequent access to its Configuration Data Port into a PC1 configu- 
ration access on its PC1 bus (in other words, it ignores the transaction). 

STEP 9. A subsequent read or write access to the Configuration Data Port is 
only accepted by the host/PCI bridge that is the gateway to the target bus. 
This bridge responds to the processor's transaction and the other ignores i t  

STEP 4. When the access is made to the Configuration Data Port. the bridge 
with a bus compare tests the state of the Enable bit in its Configuration 
Address Port. If enabled, the bridge converts the processor's 10 access into 
a PC1 configuration access. 

If the target bus is the PC1 bus immediately on the other side of the 
host/PCI bridge, the bridge converts the access to a Type 0 conflgura- 
tion access on its PC1 bus. 
Otherwise, it converts it into a Type 1 configuration access. 
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Software Generation of Special Cycles 
Host/PCI bridges are not required to provide a means that allows software to 
Mtiate a Spedal Cycle transaction on a target PC1 bus. If this capability is pro- 
vided by the bridge, however, this section d& how it must be imple- 
mented. 

To prime the host/PCI bridge to generate a PC1 Special Cycle transaction, the 
host processor must write a 32-bit value with the following content to the Con- 
figuration Address Port at 10 address OCF8h: 
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Bus Number = the target PC1 Bus that the Special Cycle transaction is to be 
performed on. 
Devlce Number = all ones (31d. or 1Fh). 
Function Number = all ones (7d). 
Dword Number = all zeros. 

After this has been accomplished, the next write to the Conflguration Data Port 
at I 0  port OCFCh causes the target bus's bridge to generate a PC1 Special Cyde 
ttansactlon on its secondary PC1 bus. The data written to the host/PCI bridge's 
Configuration Data Port is supplied as the message on AD[31:0] during the 
transaction's data phase. 

If the host/PCI bridge's Bus Number does not match the spedned target bus 
number, but the target bus number is within the range of buses subordinate to 
the bridge's bus, the bridge passes the transaction thmugh as a Type 1 conFigu- 
ration write (so that it can be submitted to PCI-to-PC1 bridges further out in the 
hierarchy). 

If the host/PCI bridge has been primed to generate a PC1 Special Cycle transac- 
tion (by writing the appropriate data to the Conflguration Address Port) and an 
I 0  read is performed from the Conflguration Data Port, the result is undefined. 
The bridge may pass it thmugh as a Type 0 configuration read (which will result 
in a Master Abort with all ones xetumed as data). 

Configuration Mechanism #2 (is obsolete) 

As stated in *hm to Conliguration Mechanisms" on page 321, conliguration medra- 
nLrm #2 has been eliminated in the 2.2 spec. This secblon is only provided as historical 
background. 

The following quote from the 2.0 specification was cited earlier in this chapter: 

'Configuration mechanism X I  is the p r e f e d  implementation and must be 
pmvided by all future host bridges (and existing bridges should convert if 
possible). Configuration mechanism #2 is defined for backward compati- 
bility and must not be used by new designs. Host bridges implemented in 
PC-AT compatible systems must implement at least one of these mecha- 
nlsms." 

The 2.2 spec removed all reference to Mechanism X2. Early PC1 chipsets Imple- 
mented thls conflgumtion mechanism. The following sections describe Config- 
uration Mechanism #2. 
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Basic Configuration #2 Mechanism 
The bridge implements the following two single-byte 10 ports: 

Conflguratlon Space Enable, or CSE. register at I0 port OCF8h. 
Forward register at I 0  port OCFAh. 

To cause the host/PCI bridge to generate a PC1 configuration transaction, the 
programmer performs the following actions: 

. Write the target bus number (OOh through FFh) into the forward register. 
Write a one byte value to the CSE register at OCF8h. The bit pattern written 
to thls register has three effects: disables the generation of Special Cycles; 
enables the generation of configuration transactions; s p d e s  the target PC1 
function. 
Perform a one. two or four byte I0 read or write hansaction within the I0 
range COOOb through CFFFb. 

The 4KB I0 address range from COOOh through CPFFh is divided into sub- 
ranges as indicated in Table 18-2 on page 332. The upper digit of the I0 address 
set to Ch maps the access into PC1 configuration space. The third digit of the I0 
address, x in Cxyzh, identifies the target physical package and is used by the 
bridge to select an IDSEL signal line to activate. The upper six bits of the first 
two digits in the I0 address, yz in Cxyzh, identifies the target conflguration 
dword. The Least-significant two bits of the first digit in the I 0  address are not 
used by the bridge. 

To summarize, the target bus is specitled in the forward register. The target 
physical device is specified by the third digit of the I0 address. The target func- 
tion within the target physical device is specifled by the function field in the 
CSE register. The target configuration dword within the target function's con- 
figuration space is spedfied by the upper six bits of the least-significant two 
digits of the 10 address. As the following list indicates, the bridge uses this 
information to determine what type of PC1 conflguration access to perform. 

The target bus in the forward regfster selects whether the bridge performs a 
Type 0 or a Type 1 configuration access. 
The third digit of the I 0  address selects which IDSEL to assert (ifit's a 
0 access). 
During a 'T@e 0 access, the function number from the CSE register and the 
dword number hom the least-significant two digits of the I 0  address are 
placed on the AD bus. 
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The setting on the host processor's byte enables during the access within 
the CXXXh range is used as the byte enable setting during the data phase of 
the configuration access. 
An 10 read (within the CXXXh range) by the host pmessor is converted 
into a configuration read and an 10 write into a configuration write. 

nble 18-2: Sub-Ranges Within CDOOh through CFFFh 10 Range 
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Configuration Space Enable, or CSE, Register 

Figure 18-4 on page 333 illustrates the format of the configuration space enable 
register. As stated earlier, the CSE register is an 8-bit register residing at I 0  port 
OCFBh. The assertion of reset clears this register to all zems. A read from this 
register returns the last value written to i t  When the SCE (Spedal Cycle Enable) 
bit is cleared to zem, the hosUPCI bridge cannot generate Spedal Cycles on the 
PC1 bus. A section later in this chapter describes the generation of Special 
Cycles using configuration mechanism two. 

The programmer writes the target function number into bits [3:1] of the CSE 
register. Semng the key fleld to a non-zero value enables (turns the key, if you 
wfil) the bridge's ablll& to convert host pmcwor I 0  accesses within the ~ a 0 h  
through CFFFh range into PC1 configuration accesses. The fact that reset dears 
the CSE renister to zems disables the bridne's abilitv to wnerate PC1 confirmra- " " 2 " " 
tion (key field cleared to zero) or Special Cycle (SCE bit cleared to zem) transac- 
tions. 

Figure 18-4: ConBguration Space Enable, or CSE, Register 

Spedal Cycle Enable, I= enabled 

Target function number 

non-zem = allow configuration 

Forward Reglster 

The forward register is a read/write register located at I 0  port OCFAh. Reset 
clears it to zem and a read returns the last value written to it. It is an &bit regis- 
ter, permitting the spedication of one of 256 possible PC1 buses. 

It is used to specify the target bus prior to enabhg PC1 configuration accesses 
via the CSE register. 
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Support for Peer Bridges on Host Bus 

Configuration mechanism two does not support peer bridges on the host bus. 

Generation of Special Cycles 

Provision of the mechanism that permits s o h a r e  to generate Special Cycles is 
optional. The text that follows describes how it is implemented. The hosWPC1 
bridge is enabled to generate Special Cydes in the following manner: 

The SCE bit in the CSE register is set to one. 
The function field is set to all ones. 
The key field is set a non-zero value. 

This pattern in the CSE mgister also permits the programmer to insbuct the 
hosWPCI bridge to generate Type 1 configuration accesses. The following text 
describes how to force the bridge to generate Special Cycle and Type 1 configu- 
ration accesses. 

Clearlng the forward register to zero (and setting the CSE register to the pattern 
described earlier) permits the bridge to generate Special Cydes. When the pro- 
cessor performs an I0  write to port CFOOh, the bridge acquires PC1 bus owner- 
ship and initiates a Special Cycle. A dummy pattern is driven onto the AD bus 
during the address phase. During the data phase the data written to I 0  port 
CFOOh is driven onto the AD bus as the message (two or four byte message). 

Setting the forward register to a non-zero value (and setting the CSE register to 
the pattern described earlier) permits the bridge to generate m e  1 conflgura- 
tion accesses. AD[l:OI are set to Olb during the address phase and the bus num- 
ber speclfled in the forward register is driven onto AD[23:16]. The physical 
device number and function number fields (AD[15:ll] and AD[10:8], respec- 
tively) are set to all ones, while the configuration dword field, AD[7:2], is 
cleared to zeros. 

Host processor reads from I 0  addresses in the range COOOh through CFFFh 
have undehed results. With the exception of I 0  a d d m  CFOOh. write accesses 
within this range also have undefmed results. Setting the SCE bit in the CSE 
register to one and the function number fleld to zero has undefined results. 
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PowerPC PReP Configuration Mechanism 

In a PowerPC-based, PReP-mmpliant chlpset, the host/PCI bridge uses the 
same methodology as Configuration Mechanism #I (with a slight twist). The 
Configuration Address Port and Configuration Data Port are implemented as 
two. 32-bit memory-mapped I 0  ports, rather than as ports mapped into processor 
I 0  space. 

Type 0 Configuration Transaction 

Address Phase 

D u h g  any PC1 transaction, all PC1 devices on the bus latch the following infor- 
mation at the end of the address phase: 

The contents of the AD bus. In a configuration transaction, this consists of 
the target function. configuration dword and OOb on the least-significant 
two bits if it's a Type 0 configumtion transaction, or the target bus number, 
devlce number, function number, dword number and Olb on the least-sig- 
niAcant two bits if it's a Type 1 configuration transaction. 
The state of the FRAME# signal (asserted, indicating that a valid address 
and command have been latched from the bus). 
The state of the IDSEL signal (only has meaning If this is a '&pe 0 configura- 
tion transaction). The PC1 device (i.e., package) that samples its IDSEL 
asserted is the target PC1 device. The bridge implements a separate IDSEL 
signal for each PC1 device implemented on its secondary bus (see Figure 18- 
5 on page 337). 
The command on C/BE#[3:0]. In this case, it indicates that this is a conflgu- 
ration read or write transaction. The command type is derived h m  the 
type of access the processor is performing wlth the hmt/PCI bridge's Con- 
figuration Data Port. An 10 read converts to a configuration read and an I 0  
write converts to a configuration write. 

OOb on AD[l:O] indicates that this is a 5 p e  0 configuration transaction targeting 
one of the devices on this PC1 bus. In essence, the OOb is a shorthand way of 
indicating that the bridge has already done the target bus comparison and 
established that the hansactlon Is targeting a device on thls bus. 
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The PC1 device that samples its IDSEL asserted is the target device. The AD bus 
information presented during a m e  0 configuration transaction indicates the 
following: 

AD[I:OI are OOb, indicating that thls is a 'Ifrpe 0 transaction targeting one of 
the devices on this bus. 
AD[7:2] indicates the w e t  configuration dword. 
AD[lO:8] indicates the target function within the physical device. 
AD[31:IIJ are reserved and must not be interpreted by any devices. 

The target device number spedfied in bits [15:111 in the Configuration Address 
Port are decoded within the bridge (see Figure 18-5 on page 337) and the 
decoder asserts the appropriate IDSEL output signal during the transaction's 
address phase. If the bridge's device decoder determines that there is no device 
(or card slot) implemented at the target device position on its secondary bus, it 
will not assert any IDSEL outputs during the transaction's address phase. The 
transaction will end up experiencing a Master Abort because no target will 
assert DEVSEL# to claim the transaction. 

Since the Device Number field within the Configuration Address Port is a 5-bit 
field. the programmer can specify any device number from 0-through-31d as 
the target device. Obviously, a PC1 bus with 32 devices implemented on it (each 
one presenting a load to the bus) is not going to function correctly. In reality, a 
33MHz PC1 bus typically supports no more than 10 devices on the bus. Further- 
more, each card connector counts as a load. each card as a load, and each 
embedded PC1 device as a load. The bottom line is that most of the 32d possible 
device positions on any PC1 bus are going to be unoccupied. There is no rule. 
however, that dictates which device position each device must ocmpy. They 
don't even have to be implemented as contiguous device numben, but that 
wouldn't make a lot of sense. As some examples, the system board designer 
could attach devices to the following IDSEL signals (which correlate to device 
numbers): 

0-through-8. 
4-through-9. 
16-through-25. 
19-through-26. 

In other words, the configuration programmer typically has no idea which of 
the 32 possible device positions are occupied versus unoccupied, so the pro- 
grammer must look at all of them at s M u p  time in order to determine the full 
complement of devices that are present For thls mason, if you use a logic ma- 
lyzer to capture ail of the initial configuration reads that the configuration pro- 
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gram generates at startup time, you wffl typically see a lot of them ending in 
Master Aborts (because no device is present at that position). 

F@ 18-5: Bridge's Device h d i ~  
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Implementation of IDSEL 
The IDSEL outputs can be Implemented in one of two ways by the host/PCI 
bridge designer. These two methods are described in the two sections that fol- 
low. Be aware that PCI-to-PC1 bridges must use the flrst method (see 'Type 0 
Configurntion Access" on page 620). 

Method On+lDSELs Routed Over Unused AD Lines 
This is the method used by most host/PCI bridge and system board designers. 
Refer to Figure 18-8 on page 342. The upper twenty-one address lines, 
AD[31:ll], are not used during the address phase of a Qp 0 configuration 
access. The system board designer is therefore free to use these signal Lines as 
IDSEL signals to the various physical PC1 packages (up to twenty-one of them). 
Internally, the bridge decodes the target Device number contained in Conflgura- 
tion Address Port bits [15:111 (see Figure 18-2 on page 326) to select which AD 
line to set to one. Each of these address lines is connected to the IDSEL input of 
a separate PC1 device (see Figure 18-6 on page 339). 

This approach places an additional load on the AD line, however, and it's a rule 
that each PC1 device is only permitted to place one electrical load on each PC1 
bus signal. Refer to Figure 18-7 on page 340. This effect may be mitigated by 
resistively-coupling the device's IDSEL pin to the appropriate AD pin at the 
embedded device or at the connector on the system board. Note that resistive- 
coupling is recommended and not required and a direct connection between the 
AD line and IDSEL may be used if the system board designer has validated that 
the additional load does not cause a problem. 

As an example of upper AD line-to-IDSEL mapping, AD11 could be set to one if 
the target device is device zero (the flrst PC1 device); AD12 set to one If the tar- 
get device is device one, etc. The specification suggests (it's only a suggestion) 
the following mapping. The bridge internally decodes the device number field 
in the Conf~guration Ad& Port and selects an IDSEL signal to assert. Rather 
than implementing IDSEL output pins, the IDSEL signals internal to the bridge 
are directed to AD[31:16] in the following manner: 

The IDSEL associated with device 0 is connected to AD16. 
The lDSEL associated with device i is connected to AD17. 
The IDSEL assoclated with device 2 is connected to AD18, etc. 
The IDSEL associated with device 15 isconnected to AD31. 
For devices 16 through 31, none of the upper AD llnes should be asserted 
when the Type 0 configuration transaction is performed. Since no device 
detects its IDSEL asserted, none respond, resulting in a Master Abort by the 
bridge. 
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This approach supports the implementation of 16 devices on a PC1 bus (from a 
configuration standpoint; from a realistic electrical loading standpoint, you're 
only going to place 10 to 11 loads on a 33MHz bus and have it work correctly). 

As illustrated in Figure 18-7 on page 340, many current host/PCI bridge designs 
map AD16 to device 0, AD17 to device 1, etc. Thls method saves pins on the 
bridge and traces on the system board. There h ' t  a danger of a device misinter- 
preting the information on the upper part of the address (AD[31 :ll) because no 
devices look at those address bits during a m e  0 configuration access. 

I;@ 18-6: D M  Comection of Devim IDSEL Pins lb U p p  AD Lines 
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F @ m  18- 7: Rmhtive-Coupling Device IDS= Piras 'Ib Upper AD UIws 

Method M D S E L  Output P ln~racas  

The host/PCI brldge designer can decode bits [15:11] (target physical Device 
number) in the Configuration Address Port and assert the target physical 
device's IDSEL output signal line. This method requires the implementation of a 
separate IDSEL output pin on the bridge for each physical package on the PC1 
bus and a separate point-to-point IDSEL trace on the system board between the 
bridge and each physical PC1 device or connector. Most host/PCI bridge 
designs don't implement DSEL output pins because it k a pin- and trace-inten- 
sive solution. 
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ResistlveCoupling Means Stepping In Type 0 Transactions 

When the 1DSEL.s are resistively-coupled to upper AD Hnes, it takes some time 
for the ones or zeros on the upper AD lines to traverse the resistors and arrive at 
the correct value at each device's IDSEL input pin. For this reason, the host/PCI 
bridge must use address stepping (see 'Designer May Step Address, Data, PAR 
(and PAR64) and IDSEL" on page 164). but only for m e  0 configuration aans 
actions. 

The host/PCI bridge initiates the Type 0 conRgwation transaction by driving 
out the target function and dword number on the AD bus with AD[l:O] set to 
OOb to indicate that this is a Type 0 configuration transaction. It also outputs its 
internal device decoder's IDSEL outout sirmals onto the uooer AD lines. The 
conflguration read or write command is dGen  onto C/BE#~~':O]. 

However, the bridge doesn't assert FRAME# yet. It delays a suffldent number 
of clocks to let the bits on the upper AD lines propagate through the resistors to 
the IDSEL pins at the devices and settle to the correct state and then asserts 
FRAME#. No devices will pay any attention to the transaction until FRAME# is 
asserted. 

Data Phase Entered, Decode Begins 
As the data phase is entered, the bridge sets C/BE#[SOJ to indicate which bytes 
it wishes to transfer within the cumntly-addressed conRguration dword. It gets 
this information fmm the processor's access to the bridge's Configuration Data 
Port which is a one-byte (so just assert C/BEOlt), two-byte (assert C/BE#[I:Ol). 
or fow-byte (assert all four C/BE lines) read or write. 

As the data phase is entered, the PC1 devices are performing the address decode 
to determine which of them is the target of the transaction (OOb on AD[l:O] indi- 
cates it is for one of them). Devices that sampled their IDSEL inputs deasserted 
at the end of the address phase ignore the transaction. When a device detects its 
IDSEL pin was asserted at the end of the address phase. It must deterrdne 
whether or not to claim the transaction. How it does this depends on whether it 
is a single- or multi-function device: 

THE 2.2 SPEC SrAIES MAT A SINGIE-FUNCTION DEYKE C A N  EITHER: 
DECODE IHE FUNCIION NUMBER AND ONLY ASSERI OEVSEL* FOR F U N C M N  

2.2 
ZERO. 
OR MAY RESPOND TO A l l  FUNCIION NUMBERS B Y  ASSERJING DNSEL#. 
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IF 11'5 A MUlrf-FUNCIION DEWX, I1 MUSI MPIEMENI A FUNCrION DECODER AND B 
MUSI DECODE IHE FUNCIDN NUMBER DELIVERW O N  AD[10:81 DUFJNG IHE ADDRESS 
PHASE. IF IHE HEARGEr FUNCJJON IS IMPIEMENED. IHE DEVICE ASSENS DwSfi# AND 
CLAIMS WE HEANSACWN. OIHERWISE. I1 IGNORES WE MANSACTION (BECAUSE IHE 
IARGEIFUNCmN IS NOr IMPIEMENEC IN IHIS DEVICE). 

Assuming that the device claimed the tramaction. the remainder of the transac- 
tion is identical to any other read or write transaction. 

Type 0 Configuration Transaction Examples 

The Type 0 configuration access is used to access a configuration register within 
a PC1 device on the same PC1 bus on which the access is performed. 

Figure 18-8 on page 342 mustrates the contents of the AD bus during the 
address phase of the Type 0 configuration access. During the address phase of 
the transaction, the btidge places the configuration address information on the 
AD bus and the configuration command on the C/BE bus. Figures 18-11 and 19- 
12 are timing diagrams of Type 0 read and write conAguration accesses. 

F i p n  18-8: Contents of the AD Bus During Ad- Phase ofa 2 ) p  0 ConBguaUon Access 

Address bits [10:81 identlfy the target function and bits AD[7:21 select one of 64 
configuration dwords within the target funaion's configuration space. The 
command on the C/BE bus during the address phase IdentiAes it as a conflgu- 
ration read or write. During the data phase, the four byte enables. C/BE#[3:0]. 
are used to select the bytes within the currently-addressed configuration 
dword. The data to be transferred between the bridge and the target configura- 
tion location(s) is transferred during the data phase. Once the target function 
claims the transaction. it is identical to any other read or write transaction. 

Target wnflgumtlon doubleword number 

31 11 10 8 7 

Resewed Function 
Number 

DW 
Number 0 0 
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F i g m  18-9: 'ISpe 0 Cm@wWon Read Access 
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Type 1 Configuration Transactions 

Description 
When a bridge initlam a configuration access on a PC1 bus, It places the config- 
uration address information on the AD bus and the wnflpation command on 
the C/BE bus. Figum 18-11 on page 345 illustrates the contents of the AD bus 
durlng the address phase of the 1 conflgwation access. Figure 18-12 on 
page 347 and Figure 18-13 on page 348 are timing diagrams of '&pe 1 configura- 
tion read and write accesses, respectively, 
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Flgun 18-11: Contents of the AD Bus Dvrlng A d k  Phse of a 
Type 1 Configuration Aces 

Doubleword number in device's configuration space 

31 24 23 16 15 11 10 8 7 
Bus Device Function DW I Reserved I Number I Number I Number I Number 1 011 1 

During the address phase of a 'Qpe 1 conflguration access, the information on 
the AD bus is formatted as follows: 

ADI1:OI contain a Olb, identifying this as a w e  1 configuration access. 
AD(7:2] identifies one of 64 configuration dwords within the target device's 
configuration space. . AD[10:8] identifies one of eight functions within the tKget physical device. 
AD[15:ll] identifies one of 32 physical devices. This field is used by the 
bridge to select which device's IDSEL line to assert. 
AD[23:16] identifies one of 256 PC1 buses in the system. 
AD[31:24] are reserved and are cleared to zem. 

The configuration read or write command is presented on the C/BE bus during 
the address phase. During a Type 1 configuration access, PC1 devices ignore the 
state of their IDSEL inputs. When any PCI-to-PC1 bridge latches a Type 1 con- 
figuration access (command = configuration read or write and AD[I:O] = Olb) 
on its primary side. it must determine which of the following actlons to take: 

ACTION I. If the bus number field on the AD bus doesn't match the number of 
its secondary bus and isn't within the range of its subordinate buses, the 
bridge should ignore the access. 

ACTION 2. If the bus number field matches the bus number of its secondary 
bus, it should claim and pass the configuration access onto its secondary 
bus as a Type 0 configuration access. AD[I:O] on the secondary bus are set 
to OOb (Indicating a Type 0 access). AD[10:21 (target functlon and dword) are 
passed as is to its secondary AD bus. The device number field is decoded 
within the bridge to select one of the IDSEL lines to assert on the secondary 
bus. The configuration command is passed from the primary to the second- 
ary C/BE bus. 
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ACTION 5. If the bus number field isn't equal to its secondary bus, but is within 
the range of buses that are subordinate to the bridge, the bridge claims and 
passes the access through as a Type 1 access. AD[31:0] (target bus. device. 
function and dword) are passed to the secondary AD bus as is. AD[I:O] are 
set to Olb. indicadng that a Type 1 access is in progress on the secondary 
bus. The configuration command is passed from the primary to the second- 
ary C/BE bus. 

This implies that. Wte the hast/PCI bridge. PCI-to-PC1 bridges must incorpo- 
rate a Bus Number register and a Subordinate Bus Number register. In fact, each 
PCI-toPC1 bridge fs required to implement a Primary Bus Number register, a 
Secondary Bus Number register, and a Subordinate Bus Number register. 
PCI-to-PC1 brldges on PC1 bus 0 are discovered and numbered during the con- 
figuration process. This procedure is covered in the chapter entitled "Bus Num- 
ber Registers" on page 556. 

Special Cycle Request 

A Type 1 conflguratlon write detected on the semndary side that specines 

is a Special Cycle Request. Upon receiving a Spedal Cyde Request, a bridge has 
t h e  choices: 

If the specifled target bus matches the bridge's Prlmary Bus Number regis- 
ter. the transaction must be passed through as a Special Cycle. 
If the target bus is wlthln the range of buses specified by the bridge's Sec- 
ondary and Subordinate Bus Number registers, the transaction must be 
ignored. 
If the target bus is outside the range of buses spedfled by the bridge's pri- 
mary, secondary, and subordinate bus number registers, the transaction 
must be passed through as a 'Qpe 1 configuration write (i.e., unchanged). 
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P@utr 18-12: ljpe 1 ConqgUratdon Read ACES 
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Target Device Doesn't Exlst 
If the target of a configuration mad kmsaction doesn't exist, DEVSEL# isn't 
asserted by any PC1 function. Note that the subtractive decoder in the expan- 
sion bus bridge (Le., the ISA bridge) does not claim unclaimed PC1 conflgura- 
tlon transactions. When DEVSEL# remains deasserted, the host/PCI bridge 
Master Aborts the transaction and sets the Received Master Abort bit in its con- 
figuration Status register (see Figure 18-14 on page 349). 
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On a read that receives a Master Abort, the bridge returns aU ones to the 
processor as the read data. 
On a write that experiences a Master Abort, the bridge acts as if the write 
completed OK. 

The way that software determines that a PC1 device doesn't exlst is to read the 
device's Vendor ID configuration register and check for all ones returned 
(because a Master Abort occurred and the bridge returned aU ones). The Vendor 
ID of all ones (FFFFh) is E S e ~ e d  for this reason and is not assigned to any ven- 
dor by the SIG. 

Figure 18-14: StalusRegister 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0 

bllles Ust n w  in 2.2 

Was UDF Suppar$d: row Re- In 2.2 

emived T a r g e l M  
eceivd Master-Abort 

Signalled System E m  
Deleded Parity Ermr 

Conflguratlon Burst Transactions Permitted 
Althouah virtually all confimnation transactions today are sinale data phase 
transactions, the ~peciflcatio~ pennits burst contlgura~on trans&Uons.  ine ear 
addressing (see "Linear (Sequential) Mode" on page 144) is Implied in a multi- 
ple data phase configuration burst transaction.-& each data phase completes 
and the next begins, the target device increments the configuration dword 
address In its address counter by four and then examines the byte enables to 
determine which bytes within the currently-addressed configuration dword are 
to be transferred. 

If the target doesn't support burst configuration @ansactlons, it will issue a Dls- 
connect in or immediately after the flrst data phase (see "Target Doesn't Sup- 
port Burst Mode" on page 182). This forces the host/PCI bridge to rearbitrate 
for bus ownership and then explicitly address the next configuration dword. 
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64-Bit Configuration Transactions Not Permitted 

The spedflcatlon states: 

'The bandwidth requirements for I0 and configuration commands cannot 
jusllfy the added complexity and, therefore, only memory commands sup- 
port 64-bit data transfers." 
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Registers 

The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter provided a detailed discussion of the mechanisms used to 
generate mnflguration transactions as well as a detailed dlxusslon of the Type 
Zero and 'Ifrpe One conflguration read and write transactions. 

This Chapter 

This chapter pmvides a detailed description of the configuration regfster fonnat 
and usage for all PC1 devices other than PCI-to-PC1 bridges and CardBus 
bridges. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter pmvides a detailed d d p t i o n  of device ROMs associated 
wlth PC1 devices. This includes the following topics: 

device ROM detection. 
internal code/data format. 
shadowing. 
initialization code executlon. 
intermpt hooking. 

lntro to Configuration Header Region 

WlrH WE PO$$fBLE EXCEPrKlN OF JHE KLBIKI BRIDGE, every PC1 function must 2 2 
implement PC1 conflguratlon space within which its PC1 configuration registers 

" - 
reside. The host/PCI bridge could implement these registers, in PC1 configura- 
tion space (this is most often the case), in I 0  space (much too aowded), or in 
memory space. 
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Each PC1 function possesses a block of 64 configuration dwords reserved for the 
implementation of its configuration registers. The format and usage of the first 
16 dwords is predefined by the PC1 specification. This area is referred to as the 
device's Configuration Header Region (or Header Space). The specification cur- 
rently deflnes three Header formats, referred to as Header m e s  Zero. One and 
Rvo. 

Header m e  One is defined for PCEto-PC1 bridges. A full description of 
Header Type One can be found in "Configuration Registers" on page 552. 
Header Type ' h o  is defined for PCI-to-CardBus bridges and is fully- 
defined in the PC Card spec. 
Header Type Zem is used for all devices other than PCI-to-PC1 and cardBus 
bridges. This chapter defines Header m e  Zero. 

Figure 19-1 on page 353 illustrates the format of a function's Header region (for 
functions other than PCI-to-PC1 bridges and CardBus bridges). The regfsters 
marked in black are always mandatory. Note that although many of the config- 
uration registers in the figure are not marked mandatory, a register may be 
mandatory for a particular type of device. The subsequent sections define each 
register and any circumstances where it may be mandatory. 

As noted earlier, this format is deflned as Header Type Zero. The registers 
within the Header are used to identify the device. to wntrol its PC1 functional- 
ity and to sense its PC1 status in a generic manner. The usage of the device's 
remdning 48 dwords of configuration space is device-specific, Bur ir n Now ALSO 
USED AS AN OVERFLOW AREA FOR SOME NEW REGISERS DEFINED IN IHE 2.2. PCj SPEC 
[FOR MORE lNFORMA~lOK3N. REFER 1 0  "NEW C A P A B I L ~ E S "  O N  PAGE 3901. 
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Figure 19-1: Format ofa PCIFuncffon's Configuration Header 

Doubleword 
Numpr 

(In dec~mal) 
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Mandatory Header Registers 

Introduction 

The following sections describe the mandatory configuration registers that 
must be implemented in every PC1 device. including bridges. The registers are 
illustrated (in black) in Figure 19-1 on page 353. 

Registers Used to Identify Device's Driver 

The OS uses some combination of the following mandatory registers to deter- 
mine which driver to load for a device: 

Vendor ID. 
Device ID. 
Revislon. . Classcode. 
SubSystem Vendor ID. 
Subsystem ID. 

Vendor ID Reglster 

Always mandatory This 16-bit register ldentifles the manufacturer of the device. 
The value hardwired in thls read-only register is assigned by acentral authority 
(the PC1 SIC) that cnntmls issuance of the numbers. The value FFFFh is reserved 
and must be returned by the host/PCI bridge when an attempt is made to per- 
form a configuration read fmm a non-existent device's configuration register. 
The read attempt results in a Master Abort and the bridge must respond with a 
Vendor ID of FFFFh. The Master Abort is not considered to be an ermr, but the 
specillcation says that the bridge must none the less set its Received Master 
Abort bit in its configuration Status register. 

Device ID Reglster 

Always rnandatog! This 16-bit value b assigned by the device manufamuex and 
identifies the type of device. In conjunction with the Vendor ID and possibly the 
Revision ID, the Device ID can be used to locate a devlce-spdc (and perhaps 
revision-specific) driver for the device. 
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Subsystem Vendor ID and Subsystem ID Registers 

Mandatory. This register patr was added in revision 2.1 of the spedfication and 2.2 
was optional. THE 2.2 SPEC HAS MADE rHEM MANDArQRY EXCEPr F O R  THQSE IHAI 
HAVE A BASE CLASS O F  ObH [A BRIDGE) WITH A SUB CLASS OF oOH-(ldH [REFER TO 
TABLE 1 9 - 8  O N  PAGE 360). OR A BASE CLASS OF 0 8 H  (BASE SYSIEtA PERIPHERALS} WIIH 

A SUB CLASS OF 0 0 ~ - 0 3 ~  [SEE TABLE 1 9 - 1 0  O N  PAGE 363). THIS EXCLUDES BRIDGES OF 
LVE FOLIOWING TYPES: 

HosrfPCl 
PCI-10-ElSA 
PCI-IQ-ISA 
PCI-M-MKRO CHANNEL 
PCI-IQ-PC1 

INImnuPr CONJRQUER 
OMA CONJROLLER 
PROGRAMMABLE TIMERS 
RfC CONLWLLER 

The Subsystem Vendor ID is obtained from the SIG, while the vendor suppUes 
its own Subsystem ID (the full name of this register is really "Subsystem Device 
ID", but the "device" is silent). A value of zero in these registers indicates there 
isn't a Subsystem Vendor and Subsystem ID associated with the device. 

Purpose of This Register Pair. A PC1 function may reside on a card or 
within an embedded device. Two cards or subsystems that are designed around 
the same PC1 core logic (produced by a third-party) may have the same Vendor 
and Device IDS (if the core logic vendor hardwired their own IDS into these reg- 
isters). If this is the case, the OS would have a problem identifying the correct 
driver to load into memory for the device. 

These two mandatory registers (Subsystem Vendor ID and Subsystem ID) are 
used to uniquely identify the add-in card or subsystem that the device rrsides 
within. Using these two registers, the OS can distinguish the difference between 
cards or subsystems manufactured by different vendors but designed around 
the same third-party core logic. This permits the Plug-and-Play OS to locate the 
correct driver to load into memory. 
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Must Contain Valid Data When First Accessed. These two registers 
must contain their assigned values before the system first accesses them. If soft- 
ware attempts to access them before they have been initialized, the device must 
issue a Retry to the master. The values in these registers could be hardwired, 
loaded from a serial EEPROM, determined fmm hardware strapping pins, etc. 

Revision ID Register 

Always mandatory. This 8-bit value is assigned by the device manufachlrer and 
identifies the revision number of the device. If the vendor has supplied a &- 
~ion-specific driver, this is handy in ensuring that the correct driver is loaded by 
the 0s. 

Class Code Register 

General. Always mandatoy The Class Code register is pictured in Rgure 19-2 
on page 357. It is a 24-bit, read-only reglster divided into three fields: base 
Class. Sub Class, and Programming Interface. It identifies the basic function of 
the device (e.g.. a mass storage controller). a more specific device sub-class (e.g., 
IDE mass storage controller), and. in some cases, a register-specific program- 
ming interface (such as a specific flavor of the IDE register set). 

The upper byte defines the base Class of the function. 
the middle byte defines a sub-class within the base Class, 
and the lower byte defines the Programming Interface. 

The values currently-defined as base Class codes are listed in Table 19-1 on 
page 357. Table 19-2 on page 358 h u g h  Table 19-20 on page 367 define the 
Subclasses within each base Class. For many Class/SubClass categories, the 
Programming Interface byte is hardwired to return zeros (in other words. it has 
no meaning). For some, such as VGA-compatible devices and IDE contrullers, it 
does have rneanlng. 

Purpose of Class Code Register. This regfstet is useful when the OS is 
attempting to locate a device that a Class driver can work with. As an example, 
assume that a particular device driver has been written to work with any dis- 
play adapter that is 100% XGA register set-compatible. If the OS can locate a 
function with a Class of 03h (see Table 19-1 on page 357) and a Sub Class of Olh 
(see Table 19-5 on page 359). the driver will work with that device. A Class 
drlver is more flexible than a drlver that has been written to work only with a 
specitlc device fmm a specitlc vendor. 
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Programming Interface Byte. For some devices (such as the XGA display 
ada~ter  used as an examole in the orevious section) the combination of the 
class Code and Sub ~lass'code is dffldent to fully-define its level of register 
set compatibility. The register set layout for some device types, however, can 
vary from one implementation to another. As an example, there are a number of 
flavors of IDE mass storage controllers. so it's not sufficient to identify yourself 
as an IDE mass storage controller. The Programming Interface byte value (see 
Table 19-20 on page 367) provides the final level of granularity that identines 
the exact register set layout of the device. 

Figure 19-2: Class Code Register 

'Table 19-1: Defined Class Codes 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

Class Code Sub-Class Code Prog. Iff 
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lbble 19-I:D&ed Clam Codes (Continued) 

SAmLIIE COMMUNKArtONS CONROUERS. 

lable 19-2: Class Code 0 (rev 1.0) 

nble 19-3: Class Code I: Mass Storage Contmllers 

Sub-class 

OOh 

Olh 

Pmg. I/F 

OOh 

Olh 

Dedptlon 

AU devices other than VGA. 

VGA-compatible device. 
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nble 19-4: Class Code 2: Network Conhollers 

nble 19-5: Class Code 3: Display Conhollers 

addresses OOOAOOOOh through 
Fh (Video Frame Buffer), and 10 
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Bble 19-6: Class Code 4: Multimedia Devices 

2.2 

Table 19-7: Claw Code 5: Memory Cmhollm 

Sub-class 

OOh 

Olh 

02H 

80h 

Bble 19-8: Class Code 6: Brldge Devices 

2-2 

F'rug.YF 

OOh 

OOh 

OOH 

OOh 

Sub-class 

OOh 

Olh 

80h 

Desaiption 

Video device. 

Audio device. 

COMPUER TEEPHONY DEVCE. 

Other multlmedla device. 

Pmg. I/F 

OOh 

OOh 

OOh 

Descripblon 

RAM memory conwller. 

Flash memory controller. 

Other memory contruller. 
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nb le  19-8: Class Code 6: Bridge Devices (Continued) 

nble  19-9: CJas Code 7: Simple Communicatfons ControUers 

Sub-class 

06h 

07h 

08H 

8Oh 

Pr0g.W 

OOh 

OOh 

X X H  

Oah 

Desdption 

PCI/NuBus bridge. 

PCI/CardBus bridge. 

RACEWAY BRIDGE. RACEWAY n AN ANSI S ~ A N -  
DARD (ANSf/VI?A 5-1994) SWlrCHlNG FABRIC. 
fllrS 7: 1 OF IHE INlERFACE BfJS ARE RESERVED. READ- 
ONLY AND RETURN ZEROS. ~ I J  0 15 READ-ONLY AND. 
IF 0, INDICAES rHAT rHE HEBRIDGE IS IN TRANSPAFENr 
MODE. WHllE 1 INDICAES IHAr lr'S IN END-POMr 
MODE. 

Other bridge type. 
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nble 19-9: Class Code 7: Slmple Communications Contmllers (Continued) 

MEMORI- OR 10-MAPPED {AS INDKAED 61 rnE rrPE 

MEMORY- OR 10-MAPPED {AS INDKArED Bt' rHE rVPE 
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lable 19-10: Class Code 8: Base Systm PeripheraJs 

SPACE ARE LOCAIED A1 BASE OOH (10 S E E C I  
REGISER) A N 9  BASE + I o H  (10 WINDOW &GISIER). 
FOR A FUU DESCRlPIION OF IHE USE OF IHESE E G I S -  
IERS. REFER I0 IHEDAIA SHEEIMR IHE INIEL 8237E8 

80h OOh Other system peripheral. 
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lhble 19-11: Class Code 9: Input Devices 

OOh 
- 

OOh 

IHAr REQUESIfASSIGN fd ADDRESS SPACE. IHE REG- 
ISERS IN rHAr 10 SPACE CONFORM I0 IHE SIAN- 
DARD "LEGACY" GAME PORTS. THE E Y E  AT O R S E r  
OOH IN AN 10 REGION BEHAYES AS A LEGACY 
GAMEPORT JNERFACE WHERE READS r0 rHE B Y E  
RETURN JOYS~ICK/GAMEPAD INFORMANON AND 
WRIES I0 RIE B Y E  SrART rHE UC rlMER. THE B Y E  A I  
OFFSEr 0 1 H  IS AN AIIAS O F  IHE B Y E  A I  OFFSEr OdH. 
All  OIHER BYIES IN AN Id REGION ARE UNSPECIFIED 

lhble 19-12: Class Code A: Docking Stations 

Sub-class 

OOh 

80h 

Pmg. IIP 

OOh 

OOh 

Description 

Generic docklng statlon. 

Other type of docklng station. 
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'Bble 19-13: Class Code B: Pmcessors 

OOh 
- 

OOh 

Bble 19-14: Class Code C: Serial Bus ContmUen 

OPEN nosr CoNnoum SPEC. 
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2.2 ?ABLE 19-15: CLASS CODE b: WIRELESS CONIROLL€RS 

2.2 TABLE 19-1 6: CLASS CODE E: INRLLIGENT 10 CONrROLIERS 

Sub-class 

00 

b?H 

1 OH 

80n 

2.2 TABLE 19-r7: QASS CODE F: SAlEUllE C~MMUNICAWNS CONJROUERS 

Interface 

OOH 

dOH 

OOH 

OOH 

Sub-class 

OOH 

Meaning 

lROA COMPAJIBLE CONIROLLER 

CONSUMER (R CONJROLLER 

RF CONrROIlER 

OIHER rm OF WIRELESS CONIROLER 

Interface 

xxn 

OOH 

Sub-class 

0 1 ~  

02n  

03n 

Odn 

Meaning 

INEIUGENJIO CONJROIUR ADHERING ro m~ 
120 ARCHIKrURE SPEC. THE SPEC CAN BE 
DOWNLOADED FROM FIP.INRl.COM/PUB/IAL/ 
120/. 

MESSAGE FIFO A 1  OFFSEI 40H. 

Interface 

OOH 

OOH 

OOH 

OOH 

Meaning 

N 

AUDIO 

VOKE 

D A ~ A  
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TABLE 19-18: CLASS COW lOH:ENCRYPJtON/DKRWllON CONlROLLERS 2.2 

TABLE 19-19: ClASS CODE IIH: DATA ACQUISIMN AND SIGNAL PROCESSING CONTROLLERS 2 2 * 

-. - 

Sub-class 

OOH 

1 OH 

BOH 

Table 19-20: Definition of W E  Pmgrammer's Interface Byte Encoding 

Sub-Class 

OOH 

80H 

Interface 

don 

OOH 

OOH 

Note: The SIG document PC1 IDE Contder Spedacation completely describes 
the layout and meaning of bits 0 through 3 in the Programming Interface byte. 
The document Bus Master Programming Intehce for IDE ATA Conhullers 
describes the meanlng of bit 7 in the Programming Interface byte. This docu- 
ment can be obtained via FAX by calling (408)741-1600 and requesting docu- 
ment 8038. 

Meaning 

NEWQRK AND COMPUNNG ENCRYP~IDECRYP~. 

E N ~ ~ A I N M E N ~  €NCRW~/DXRIPL 

OTHER €NCRYP~/DKRWI. 

Interface 

OOH 

OOH 

Bit(s) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

6:4 

7 

Meaning 

OPlO MODULES. 

OIHER DATA ACQUfSlJtON AND SIGNAL PRO- 
C~SSING CON~ROIIERS. 

Description 

Operating mode (primary). 

Programmable indicator (primary). 

Operating mode (secondary). 

Programmable indicator (secondary). 

Resenred. Hardwired to zero. 

Master IDE device. 
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Command Register 

Always mandator~r This regtster pmvldes bast control over the deviceb ability to 
respond to and/or perform PC1 accesses. It's a 16-bit a s t e r  with bits [9:01 cur- 
rently defined. Bits [15:10] are reserved for future use and must rehlm zem. The 
bits are described in Table 19-21 on page 369 and the register is illustrated in 
Figure 19-3 on page 368. The designer only implements the bits that make sense 
for the device. As an example, a device with an I 0  register set but no memory 
requires bit zero, but not bit one. 

After reset, bits [2:01 in this register are cleared to zero (except for a device that 
must be enabled at startup time because it's used dwing the raw boot process). 
This effectively disables the device (with the exception that it remains respon- 
sive to configuration accesses) untll it is configured and enabled by the configu- 
ration software. Devices that must be accessible at boot time through fixed 
addresses must provide an enable/dlsable bit to control the recognition of its 
fixed address ranges. This would permit the configuration software to turn off 
the mopnition of the fixed ranges after boot up and to reconfigure the address 
range(s) the device responds to. 

Figure 19-3: CommandRegkter Blt Assignment 

15 10 9 8  7 6  5 4 3 2 1 0  

I Reserved 
Fast Back-bBack ~ n a ~ e d  

Stepplng Control 

Parlly Error Response 

VGA Paletle Snoop Enable 

Memory Wrlte and lnvalldate Enable 

Special Cycles 

Bus Master 

Memory Space 

10 Spa- 
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'Bble 19-21: Command Register Bit Assignment 

Bit 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Function 

I 0  Space. When this bit is set to a one, the device's I 0  address decoder(s) (if 
any are implemented) responds to PC1 I 0  accesses. Zero disables it. 
Required? Only if function implements any 10 decoders. 
Default selling: Zen. 

Memory Space. When thls bit is set to a one, the device responds to PC1 
memory accesses (if it implements any memory address decoders). Zero 
disables it. 
Required? Only if function implements any memory decoders. 
Default setting: zero. 

Bus Master. When set to a one, enables the device to act as a bus master (if it 
has bus master capability). Zero disables it. Configuration software uses 
this bit to determine whether a device has bus master capability or not. 
Required? Only for bus masters. 
Default selling: zero. 

Spedal Cycles. When set to a one, the device is enabled to monitor for PC1 
Special Cycles (if it's designed to monitor Spedal Cycles). Zero causes it to 
ignore Special Cycles. 
Required? Only for devices that recognize messages delivered via the Spe- 
cial Cycle transaction. 
Default sotting: Zero. 

Memory Write and Invalidate Enable. When set to a one, the device can 
generate the Memory Write-and-Invalidate command. When set to zero, the 
device uses Memory Write commands instead. Sofhnram should not enable 
this bit until the device's Cache Line Size configuration register is initlaked 
with the system cache line size. In conjunction with bit 2, Bus Master, the 
configuration software uses this bit to detect if a master is capable of using 
the Memory Write and Invalidate command. If it is, the cache line size will 
be written to the master's Cache Line Size configuration register. 
Required? For bus masters that perform the Memory Write-and-Invalidate 
transaction. 
Ddsult setting: zem. 
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'Eible 19-21: Command Register Bit Assignment (Continued) 

Bit 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Function 

VGA Palene Snoop. Set to a one, this bit instructs its VGA-compatible 
device to perform snooping of I 0  writes to the VGA's Color Palette regis- 
ters. Thls function is described in 'Display Configuration" on page 608. 
Required? Only for display devices. 
Default sstting: In a non-VGA graphla device, reset sets this bit to one. 
enabling palette snooping. Reset clears this bit in a VGA-compatible con- 
troller. 

Parity Error Response. When set to a one. the device can report parity 
emom (by asserting PERRX). When cleared to a zem, the device does not 
assert PERRB in the event of a parity error. However, it still must set the 
Detected Parity E m r  status bit in its Status register. 
Required? For all devices except those dted in "Devices Excluded from 
PERR# Requirement" on page 213. 
Dufault setting: zero. 

Stepping Control. Controls whether the device is enabled to perform 
addreddata stepping. Devices that never use stepping must hardwlre this 
bit to a zero. Devices that always use stepping must hardwlre this bit to a 
one. Devices that can work both ways must implement this bit as read/ 
writable and i n l t i a h  it to one after reset. Additional Information regarding 
stepping can be found in "Address/Data Stepping" on page 162. 
Required? Only for devices that perform address or data stepping. 
Dufault metting: See description above. 

SERRC Enable. When set a one, the devlce can drive the SEFW line. A zero 
disables the device's SERRX output driver. Thls bit and blt 6 (Parity Error 
Response) must be set to report address phase parity emors. 
Required? For al l  devices with the exception noted in 'Devlces Excluded 
from SERR# Requirement" on page 219. 
Default selling: zero. 
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'Eible 19-21: Command Register Bit Assignment (Continued) 

Status Register 

Bit 

9 

15:10 

Always mandatory The Status register tracks the function's status as a PC1 entity. 
A function must implement the bits that relate to its functionality. This register 
can be read from, but writes are handled as follows. On a write, a bit that is cur- 
rently set to one can be cleared to zem by writing a one to it. Software cannot set 

I a bit that is currently zem to a one. This method was chosen to simplify the pro- 
grammer's Job. After reading the Status and ascertaining the ermr bits that are 
set, the programmer dears the bits by writing the value that was read back to 
the register. 

Function 

Fast Back-to-Back Enable. If a bus master is capable of performing Fast 
Back-to-Back transactions with different targets in the first and second 
transaction. this bit is used to enable or disable this functionality. If all tar- 
gets on the PC1 bus that the master resides on are Fast Back-to-Back capable. 
configuration software can set this bit to enable this master's ability to per- 
form Fast Back-to-Back transactions without worrying about whether or not 
the same target is being addressed in the first and second transaction. A 
complete description of Fast Back-to-Back transactions can be found in 
"Fast Back-to-Back Transactions" on page 153. 
Rewired? Only for bus master capable of performing Fast Back-to-Back 
transactions. 
Default setting: zero. 

Reserved 

Table 19-22 a page 372 describes the Status register bits and Figure 19-4 on 
page 372 iuustrates its bit assignment. THE 2.2 SPK; HAS MADE RIE FOUOWING 2.2 
CHANGES TO IHE STATUS REGISIER: 

BIT 4 IS N O  LONGER RESERVED. h IS REFERRU) 1U AS rHE CAPABILITIES LIST BIT. - THE UDF BIT p l r  6) AND FEATURE HAS BEEN DEIEIED AND IHE BIT IS NOW RESERVED. 
011 B HAS BEEN RENAMED AS m E   MAS^ DATA PARITY ERROR en, 
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F i p  19-4: Status Register Bit Assignment 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0 

pabllllles UG new In 2.2 

UDF Supported; ncw Resewed in 2.2 
ack-&Back Capable 

ived Mastw-Abort 
Signalled System E m  

Detected Pariv E m  

BbIe 19-22: Status Reglsfer Elf Assignment 

2.2 

Bit 

3:O 

A 

IUW 

R 

R 

Function 

Reserved. Hardwired to zem. 

CAPABIMIE~ U5I- THIS Bl7 WAS RESERVED IN THE EARUER SPECS AND IS NEWlY-DEFINED 
AS 7M CAPABIlflIES LLFl 817 IN THE 2.2 SPFCSPFC h IS A HARDWIRED, READ-ONLY 817. IF SET 
TO ONE, l7 I N D I C A W  TIM1 THE NEW CAPABILITIES h.7I POINIER CONFffiURATION REGIS- 

IER (SEE FIGURE 19-1 O N  PAGE 353) IS IMPEMENTED IN DWORD 13 OF THE DEVICE'S 
CONFIGURATION SPACE. IN THIS CASE. THE CONFffiURA7K)N PROGRAMMER SHOULD 
READ THE MINER RH~ISIER 10 DETERMINE WHHE THE NEW CAPADIL~TIFS 11.71 s r~m IN 
THE DEVICE'S IOWER 18 DWORDS O F  C0NFK;URAIION SPACE. THE PROGRAMMER MAY 
IHEN PARSE THE L l S l l O  DETERMINE 1M ADDITIONAL CAPABIUTIES SUPPORTED B I  THE 
DEVKE (AGP. VPD, FIC.) AND MAY USE THEIR RESPECWE CONFIGURAllON RKil5ERS 
TO CONFIGURE THEM. A DETAILED DESCRIPIfON O F  THE NEW CAPABllIIIES C A N  BE 
FOUND IN "NEW CCPABILRIES" O N  PAGE 390. A ZERO IN IHE BI7 INDICATES THAT THE 
DEVICE DOE5 NOT IMPIEMENT THE NEW CAPABlLRlES 1 1 s  POINTER CONFIGURAIION REG- 
ISIER AND IHEREFORE THERE 6 N ' l  A US? TO PARSE. 
REOUIRED? No. 
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nble 19-22: Status Register Bit Assignment (Continue@ 

Bit 

5 

6 

7 

8 

I l l  
NAME n A s  CHANGED rn AGAIN IN THE 2.2 SPEC TO MASER DATA PAMY ERROR. 
&THOUGH rlS NAME HAS CHANGED OVER IIME, rlS MEANING HAS REMAINED IHE SAME. 
&QUIRED? FOR MASTERS. 

WW 

R 

R 

R 

R/W 

Function 

66MHz-Capable. 
1 = device is capable of running at 66MHz 
0 =capable of running at 33MHz. 
Value hardwired by designer. For more infomaUon, refer to the chapter entl- 
tled "66MHz PC1 Implementation". 
Required? For 66MHz-capable devices, including a bridge with a 66MHz 
secondary bus. 

RESERVED. PRIOR W THE 2.2 SPEC, TnlS WAS THE VDF TUPWRlED 8IT. 
1 DEVICE SUPPORTED USER DLFINABIE FEAlUIIES. 
0 = DEVICE DID NOT SUPPORT UDFS. 
THE VALUE WAS HARDWIRED BY THE DESIGNER. THIS FEATURE BIT WAS ADDED IN THE 2.1 
SPEC AND WAS SUBTEQUEMLY DELEIED IN lHE 2.2 SPEC. FOR MORE INFORMATION, REFER 
TO THE SECIfON "USER-DEFINABLE FEATURES (UDF)" O N  PAGE 408 IN THIS CHAPIFR. 

Past Back-to-Back Capable. Thls read-only bit indicates whether or not the tar- 
get device supports fast back-bback tramactions with diffmnt mgets. It 
must be hardwlred to zero if the devlee d m  not suppoti thls feature and to a 
one If It d m .  A complete description of Fast Back-toBack tramacttons can be 
found in 'Fast Back-tc-Back & Stepping" on page 153. Also refer to the 
descriptton of the Fast Back-to-Back Enable bit in the Command register (see 
'Command Register" on page 368). 
Required? Yes. 

M A ~ E R  DATA PARIPI ERROR. THIS BIT I$ O N l Y  IMPlEMEMED BY BUS M M E F 3  AND IS .W 
ONlY IF IHE FOUOWING CONDITION5 ARE Mn: 

THE REPORTING BUS MASER WAS THE INIlIATOR O F  W E  TRANSAClKIN. 
h .%I ?ERR# m E l F  (DURING A READ) OR D m f f E D  n A S S f m D  B r  THE 1 A R G n  (DW- 
ING A WRIIE). 

THE PARiTY ERROR RESPONSE BK IN THE MASER'S COMMAND CONFKiURATKIN REG- 
ISTER IS SFI 10 A ONE. 

PIEASE NOTE M A 1  IHIS BIT WAS NAMED DATA P A R m  REPORED IN THE 1.0 AND 2.0 
SPECS. m NAME CHANGED 10 THE DATA P n R n v  ERRCIR DEIKIED BIT WE 2.1 SPK. m 
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nb1e 19-22: Status Register Bit Assignment (Continued) 

Bit 

10:9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

WW 

R 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

Function 

Device Select @EVSEL#) riming. These bits are read-only and define the 
slowest DEVSELX timing for a target device (except configuration access). 
OOb = fast 
01 b = medium 
lob = slow 
1 lb = reserved 

Required? For targets. Since all functions have target capabiUty to support 
accesses to their mn!lguratlon registers, thls means that this bit is required for 
all funetiom. 

Signaled 'Igrget Abort. Set bythe w e t  device whenever it terminates a trans- 
action with aTarget Abn t  Adevice that is incapable of slgnallng Target Abort 
does not need to implement this bit 
Required? For targets that are capable of terminating a mmactlon with Tar- 
get Abort. 

Received 'ILuget Abwt Thls Mt is set by a bus master whenever Its bansaceion 
is terminated by a Target Abort from the cmmtly-addressed target. All bus 
masters must Implement thls bit 
Required? For masters. 

Received Master Abort Thls bit should be set by a master whc3Ie~r Its sans- 
action (exaept for a Special Cyde) is terminated due to a Master Abort AU bus 
masters must implement this bit. 
Required? For masters. 

Signaled System E m  (SEW#). TMs Mt should be set whenever a devlce gen- 
erates a System E m r  on the SEW# Ilne. If Incapable of generating SEW#. It 
need not implement thh bit. 
Required? For all functions. with the excepaons of- noted in 'Devlces 
Excluded from SEW# Requirement" on page 219. 

Detected Parity Erra. Thls bit should be set by a device whenever It deteetr a 
parity error (even if parity ermr mponhg is disabled by the Parity E m  
Response bit In its Command ~glster). 
Required? For all functions, with the exceptlon ofthose noted in 'Devices 
Excluded from PERR# Requirement" on page 213. 
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Header Type Register 
Always mandatov Figure 19-4 on page 372 illustrates the format of the Header 
~e register. Bits [6:01 of this one byte register detlne the format of dwords 4- 
through-15 of the device's configuration Header (see Figure 19-1 on page 353). 
In addition, bit seven deflnes the device as a single- (bit 7 = 0) or multi-function 
(bit 7 = 1) device. During configuration, the programmer determines if there are 
any other functions in this package that require contiguration by testing the 
state of bit seven. 

Currently, the only Header formats detlned other than the one pictured In Fig- 
ure 19-1 on page 353 (Header Zero) are: 

Header One (F'CI-to-PC1 bridge Header format: description can be 
found in 'Configuration Registers" on page 552). 
AND HEADER T ~ P E  ~ w o  (CARDBUS BRIDGE: D E ~  CAN BE FQUND IN rHE PC CARD 2.2 
SPECIFK A IION). 

Future versions of the specification may detlne other formats. 

Figure 19-5: Header 7 j p  Register Bit Assignment 

Configuration header format 
0 = single-function device 
1 = multi-function device 

Other Header Registers 

Introduction 
The configuration registers described in the following paragraphs pertain to 
device's with Header Type Zero. These registers may be optional or mandatory 
depending on the device type. They only need to be implemented if a device 
supports the affected functionality. 
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Cache Line Size Register 

Mandatory for a master that uses Memory Write-and-Invalidate command (see 
"Memory Writeand-Invalidate Command" on page 11 7). Also mandatory for memory 
targets that support Cacheline Wrap addmssing (see "Cache Line Wrap Mode" on 
page 144). 

This read/write configuration register spedfles the system cache Line size in 
dword inaements (e.g., a P6-based system would store the value OBh, indicat- 
ing a cache line size of eight dwords, or 32 bytes). The register must be imple- 
mented by bus masters that implement the Memory Write-and-Invalidate 
command. Because it must know the cache line size in order to ensure that it 
starts uansadons on a cache line boundaly and keeps its pmmlse to write an 
entire line into memory, the bus master may not use the Memory Write-and- 
Invalidate command when this register is set to zem (which indicates that the 
configuration software hasn't yet told it the cache line size). In this case, the 
master should only use Memory Write transactions to update memory. 

A device may limit the number of caehe line sizes that it supports. If an unsup- 
ported value is written to the register by the configuration software, the device 
behaves as if the value zem was written. 

Latency Timer: "Timeslice" Register 

Mandatory (readlwritable) for masters that pedonn burst transactions. The Latency 
nmer deflnes the minimum amount of time, in PC1 dock cycles. that the bus 
master can retain ownership of the bus whenever it Initiates a new transadon. 
The bus master decrements its Latency Timer by one on each rising-edge of the 
clock after it initiates a transaction. It may continue its transaction until either: 

it has completed the overall burst transfer (if it doesn't lose its grant). or 
the tamet asserts STOP# to orernaturelv terminate the transaction. or 
it has thausted its timeske (LT valui) and it has been preempt& (lost its 
GNT# to another PC1 master), 

whichever comes first 

If a bus master ever performs a burst of more than two data phases it must 
implement the Latency nmer register as a read/writable register. It may be 
implemented as a hardwired, read-only register by masters that never @nn more 
than two data phases, but the hardwid value returned must not exceed sixteen (PC1 
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dock @es). This means that a hardwired value of zero is permitted if the master 
nwer performs more than two data phases. A timeslice of zero means the mas- 
ter has a nuU timeslice. The net effect would be that the master would have to 
yield the bus after the fist data phase if it immediately lost its GNT# to another 
master. Target devices do not implement this register. 

In a typical implementation of a programmable LT register, the low-order three 
blts are hardwlred to zero and the programmer can program any value into the 
high-order five bits. This permits the programmer to specify the tlrneslice with a 
granularity of eight PC1 clocks. If the register is programmable, reset clears it. 
More information on the Latency limer can be found in 'Latency Timer Keeps 
Master From Monopolizing Bus" on page 78. 

Optimally, every bus master should implement this as a read/writable register, 
thereby permitting the configuration software maxlmum flexibility when It 
divides up the available bus time among the community of bus masters. The 
configuration software determines the bus master's desired timeslice by read- 
ing from the function's MixGnt (Minimum Grant) register. The designer indi- 
cates the deslred timeslice by hardwiring the value, in increments of 250ns, into 
this register. WHEN CAlCUlAnNG IHlS VALUE. IHE DESIGNER ASSUMES A BW SPEED OF 
33MHz  AND ZERO WAlI S I A E  OPERAIUN O N  THE PARI OF IHE IARGEI, If the bus mas- 
ter has no stringent requirement regarding its timeslice, the designer hardwires 

2.2 
zero into this reglster. 

BlST Register 

Optional. This reglster may be implemented by both master and target devices. 
If a device implements a Built-In Self-Test (BIST) it must Implement this register 
as Illustrated in Figure 19-6 on page 378. Table 19-23 on page 378 describes each 
bit's function. If the dwice doesn't support a BIST, this register must return 
zeros when read. The device's BIST is invoked by setting bit six to one. The 
device resets bit six upon completion of the BIST. Configuration software must 
fail the devlce if it doesn't reset bit six within two seconds. At the conclusion of 
the BIST, the test result is indicated in the lower four bits of the register. A com- 
pletion code of zero indicates successful completion. A non-zero value repre- 
sents a device-speciflc ermr code. 

The time limit of two seconds may not be sufficient time to test a very complex 
device or one with an extremely large buffer that needs to be tested. In that case. 
the remainder of the test could be completed in the initialization portion of the 
device's device driver when the OS loads it into memory and calls i t  
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Figure 19-6: BIST Register Bit Assignment 

ThbJe 19-23: BISTReglsterBit Assignment 

7 6 5 4 3  0 

Reserved 

Base Address Registers (BARS) 

Completion 
Code 

Bit 

3:O 

5:4 

6 

7 

Rquired if a devlce implements memory andlor 10 demders. Virtually all devices 
implement some memory, and/or a device-specific register set to control the 
device. Some examples are: 

A 

Start BIST 
BIST Capable 

Function 

Completion Code. A value of zero indicates successful completion, while 
a non-zero result indicates a device-specific error. 

Reserved. 

Start BIST. Writing a one into this bit sbxts the device's BIST. The devlce 
resets this bit automatically upon completion. Software should fail the 
device if the BIST does not complete within two seconds. 

BIST Capable. Should return a one if the device implements a BIST, a zem 
if it doesn't. 

A parallel port's Status, Command and Data registers could reside in I 0  or 
memory-mapped I 0  space. 
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A network interface's control registers (Command/Status, etc.) could reside 
in 10 or memory-mapped 10 space. 
The network interface may also incorporate a RAM memory buffer that 
must be mapped into the system's memory space. 
In addition, a device ROM containing the device's BIOS and interrupt ser- 
vice routine may be present in a device. 

On power-up, the system must be automatically configured so that each 
device's 10  and memory functions occupy mutually-exclusive address ranges. 
In order to accomplish this. the system must be able to detect how many mem- 
ory and I 0  address ranges a device requires and the size of each. Obviously, the 
system must then be able to pmgram the device's address decoders in order to 
assign non-conflicting address ranges to them. 

The Base Address Registers (BARS). located in dwords 4-through-9 of the 
device's configuration Header space (see Figure 19-1 on page 353), are used to 
implement a function's programmable memory and/or I 0  decoders. Each reg- 
ister is 32-bits wide (or 64-bits wide if it's a memory decoder and its associated 
memory block can be located above the 4GB address boundary). Figure 19-7 on 
page 382 and Figure 19-8 on page 383 illustrate the two possible formats of a 
Base Address Register. Bit 0 is a read-only bit and indicates whether it's a mem- 
ory or an I 0  decoder: 

Bit 0 = 0. the register is a memory address decoder. 
Bit 0 = 1, the register is an I 0  address decoder. 

The 2.1 spec stated: 

"The first Base Address register is always located at offset 10h." 

THE 2.2 SPEC CHANGED WIS. DECODERS MAY BE IMPLEMENED IN ANV OF WE BASE 
ADDRESS R W S E R  WSIrlONS, IF MORE THAN ONE DECODER IS IMPIEMENED. rHERE MAY 
BE HOLES. DURING CONFIGURA~ION. WE CONFIGURAIt3N SOFTWARE MUST THEREFORE 2.2 
lOOK AT A l l  SIX OF THE POSSIBLE BASE ADDRESS REGISIER WSIUQNS IN A DEVICE'S 
HEADER TO DEERMINE WHICH REGISERS ARE ACNAUY IMPIEMENED. 

Memory-Mapping Recommended 

In a PC environment, 10 space is densely populated and will only bemme more 
so in the future. For this reason and because some procgsors are only capable of 
performing memory transactions, the specification strongly recommends that 
the device designer provide only a Memory Base Address Register that maps a 
device's register set into memory space. Optionally, an I 0  Base Address Re&- 
ter may also be included to map it into 10 space, but thls is not recommended. 
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This gives the configuration software the flexibility to map the device's register 
I set into memory space and, if an I 0  Base Address Register is also provided, into 

I 0  space as well. If both are implemented. the device driver associated with the 
device can then choose whether to communicate with its device's register set 
through memory or I 0  space. 

Memory Base Address Register 
This section provides a detailed description of the bit fields within a Memory 
Base Address Register. The section entitled 'Determining Block Slze and 
Assigning Ad* Range" on page 384 describes how the register is probed to 
determine its existence, the size of the memory associated with the decoder. and 
the assignment of the base address to the decoder. 

Decoder Width Field. In a Memory Base Address Register (see Figure 19-7 
on page 382). bits [2:11 defhe whether the decoder is 32- or 64-bits wide: 

OOb = it's a 32-blt register. The configuration software therefore will write a 
32-bit start memory address into it specifying any address in the k t  4GB of 
memory address space. 
lob = it's a 64-bit register. The configuration software therefore writes a 64- 
blt start memory address into it that specifies a start address in a z6* mem- 
ory address space. This means that the device supports the Dual-Address 
Command PAC) that is used to address memory above the 4GB address 
boundary. It also means that this Base Address Register consumes two 
dwords of the configuration Header space. The t h t  dwod is used to set 
the lower 32-bits of the stan address and the second dword is completely 
read/writable and is used to specify the upper 32-bits of the start address. 

22-22 PLEASE N O E  IHAT IHE 2.2 SPEC NO LONGER PERMITS W E  P A m R N  IHAT I N D K A E S  W E  
DEVICE'S MEMORY MUST BE MAPPED INTO M E  F I R S I  ME OF MEMORY SPACE. THIS PAIIERN 
IS N O W  RESERVED. 

Prefetchable Attribute Bit Bit three defhes the block of memory as 
Prefetchable or not. A block of memory space may be marked as Prefetchable 
only if it can guarantee that: 

there are no side effects fmm reads (e.g., the read doesn't alter the contents 
of the location or alter the state of the device in some manned. It's permissi- 
ble for a bridge that resides between a master and a memory target to 
prefetch read data from memory that has this characteristic. If the master 
doesn't end up asking for all of the data that the bridge read into a read- 
ahead buffer, the bridge must discard the data (see 'Bridges Must Discard 
Prefetched Data Not Consumed By Master" on page 116). The data remains 
unchanged in the target's memory locations. 
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on a read. it always returns all bytes irrespective of the byte enable settings. 
This yields better performance because the memory target doesn't have to 
wait one dock into each data phase to sample the byte enables before pro- 
viding the data. It can immediately supply the full dword (or quadword, if 
it's a 64-bit transfer) in the fist dock of each data phase (assuming that it's 
capable of 0-wait state reads). 
the memory device continues to function com?ctly if a brldge that resides 
between the master and the memory target performs byte merging (for 
more information, refer to 'Byte Merging" on page 95) in its posted mem- 
ory write buffer when memory writes are performed within the memory 
target's range. 

As an example, the address decoder for a block of memory-mapped I 0  ports 
would hardwire the Prefetchable bit to zero, while the address decoder for well- 
behaved memory would hardwire it to one. 

The configuration sothvare checks this bit to determine a memory target's oper- . - 
ational characteristics. assigns a memory range to its decoder (1.e.. its ~ e m o r y  
Base Address Register), and then backtracks to all bridges between the memory 
target and the pmcessor and configures the bridges t o k a t  the assigned mem- 
ory range in the appropriate manner: 

If it's Prefetchable memory, it's permissible to perform read prefetchlng to 
yield better performance. and It's also permissible to perform byte merging 
in its posted memory write buffer for writes performed to the memory. 
If it's non-Prefetchable memory, read prefetchlng and byte merging are not 
allowed within the assigned region of memory space. This will not allow 
bridges to optlmize accesses to the device, but you're assured the device 
will function comt ly  (and that's pretty important!). 

Base Address Field This field consists of bits [31:41 for a 32-bit memory 
decoder and bits [63:41 for a 64-bit memory decoder. It is used: 

. to determine the size of the memory associated with this decoder, and 
to assign a start (i.e., base) address to the decoder. 

Programming of an example Memory Base Address Register is provided in 
'Determining Block Size and Assigning Address Range" on page 384. 

If a memory device requires less than 4KB of memory space. the specification 
suggests that the memory range be set at 4KB (to minimize the number of bits to 
be checked by the address decoder). It should be noted that the Hot-Plug PC1 
spec has a problem with this (see 'EfRcient Use of Memory and/or 10 Space" 
on page 469). 
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Figm 19-7: Memory Base Addresr Register Bit Assignment 

10 Base Address Register 

31 4 3 2  1 0  

Introduction This section pmvides a detailed description of the blt fields 
within an I 0  Base Address Reglster. The section entitled 'Determining Block 
Size and Assigning Address Range" on page 384 describes: 

Base Address 

how the register is probed to determine its existence. 
how to determine the size of the I 0  register set assodated with the decoder 
and therefore the amount of I 0  space that must be assigned to it, and 
how to assign the base address to the decoder. 

0 

Description Refer to Figure 19-8 on page 383. Bit zero rehlms a one, indicat- 
ing that this is an 10, rather than a memory, decoder. Bit one is reserved and 
must always return zero. Bits [31:2] is the Base Address field and is used to: 

Prefetchable T T A  
Type 

00 - 32-bit decoder. Locate anywhere in lower 4GB 
01 -locate below 1MB (reoervedin 2.2specJ 
10 - 64-bit decoder. Locate anywhere in 2 ' memory 

space (implies this register is 64-bils wide and 
consumes next dword of config space as well 
as this one). 

I1  - reserved 

Memory space indicator 

determine the size of the I 0  block required and 
to set its start address. 

The spectRcation requires that a device that maps its control register set into I 0  
space must not request more than 256 locations per 10 Base Address Register. 

2.2 PC-Compatible I 0  Decoder. THE UPPER 16-~lrs OF  HE 10 BAR M A Y  BE 
HA8DWIRED 10 ZERO WHEN A DEVICE IS DESIGN SPECIFICALLY FOR A PC-COMPAIIEIE. 
x86-BASED MACHINE (BECAUSE I N ~ K  xi% PROCESSORS ARE INCAPAEIE OF GENERA~ING 
i0 ADDRESSES OVER 64KBJ. W E  D E K E  MUST S n u  PEWoRM A FULl 32-811 DECODE OF 
M 10 ADDRESS. HOWVER. 
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Legacy 10 Decoders. Legacy PC-compatible devices such as VGA and IDE 
contmllers frequently expect to be located within fixed legacy I 0  ranges. Such 
devices do not implement Base Address Registers. Instead, the configuration 
software identifies them as legacy devices via their respective Class Code and 
then enables their I 0  decoder(s) by setting the I 0  Space bit in its Command reg- 
ister to one. 

A legacy I 0  device may or may not own all of the byte locations within a dword 
of 10 space: 

A legacy I 0  device that does own all of the bybzs within the currently- 
addressed dword can perform its decode using the dword-aligned address 
latched From AD[31:2] at the end of address phase. It does not have to use 
AD[l:O]. 
A legacy I 0  device that does not own all of the byte locations within a 
dword must decode all 32 address bits latched at the end of the address 
phase to determine if it owns the byte-speciflc location being addressed and 
asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction if it does. It must then examine 
the byte enables to determine if the initiator is addressing additional, higher 
byte locations within the target I 0  dword (identified via AD[31:2]). If it 
owns all of the addressed I 0  ports, the device can honor the request. How- 
ever, if it doesn't own them all it must issue a Target Abort to the initiator. 
For more information, refer to "Unsupported Byte Enable Combination 
Results in Target Abort" on page 148. 

The exception is a bridge that performs subtractive decode (see "Subtractive 
Decode (by ISA Bridge)" on page 53). It does not have to check the state of 
AD[l:O] before claiming the transaction (subtractively) and passing it thmugh 
to the ISA bus. 

Figure 19-8: 10 Base Addrpss Register Bit Asignment 

Reserved 
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Determining Block Size and Assigning Address Range 
HOW It waks. The configuration program must probe each of a function's 
possible Base Address Registers to determine: 

Is the Base Address Register implemented? 
Is it a memory or an I 0  address decoder? 
If it's a memory decoder, is it a 32- or 64-bit Base Address Register? 

* If it's a memory decoder, is the memory associated with the register 
Prefetchable or non-Prefetchable? 
How much memory or address space does it require and with what align- 
ment? 

All of this information can be ascertained simply by writing all ones to the Base 
Address Register and then reading it back. A return value oizem indicates that 
the Base Address Register isn't implemented. Assuming that the value read is 
non-zero, scanning the returned value (assuming its non-zem) upwards starting 
at the least-signiflcant bit of the Base Address field, the programmer determines 
the slze of the required memory or the I 0  space by finding the first bit that was 
successfully set to one. Assuming that bit zero of the register has a binary- 
weighted value of one, bit one a value of two, bit two a value of four, etc., the 
binary-weighted value ofthe &st one bit found in the Base Address field indi- 
cates the required amount of space. This is also the first read/writable bit in the 
register and all of the bits above it are by definition read/writable. After discov- 
ering this information, the pmgram then writes a 32- or 64-bit Stan memory 
address. or the 32-bit 10 address into the Base Address Register. 

A Memory Example. As an example, assume that FFFFFFFFh is written to 
the Base Address Register at configuration dword 04d and the value read back 
is FFF00000h. The fact that any bits could be changed to one indicates that the 
Base Address Register is implemented. 

Bit 0 = 0. indicating that this is a memory addms decoder. 
Bits [2:1] = OOb, indicating that it's a 32-bit memory decoder. 
Bit 3 = 0. indicating that it's not Prefetchable memory. 
Bit 20 is the first one bit found in the Base Address field. The binary- 
weighted value of this bit is 1.048.576. indicating that this is an address 
decoder for 1MB of memory. 

The pmgrammer then writes a 32-bit base address into the register. However, 
only bits [31:201 are writable. The decoder accepts bits [31:201 and assumes that 
bits [19:0] of the assigned base address are zero. This means that the base 
a d d m  is divisible by 1MB. the size of the requested memory range. It is a char- 
acteristic of PC1 decoders that the assigned s M  address is always divisible by 
the size of requested range. 
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As an example, it is possible to program the example memory address decoder 
for a IMB block of memory to start on the one, two. or three meg boundary, but 
it is not possible to set its start a d d m  at the 1.5.2.3, or 3.7 meg boundary. 

An 10 Example. As a second example, assume that FFFlWlTh is written to 
a function's Base Address Register at configuration dword address 05d and the 
value read back is FFFFFFOlh. Bit 0 is a one, indicating that this is an I 0  a d b s  
decoder. Scanning upwards starting at bit 2 (the least-significant bit of the Base 
Address field), bit 8 is the fust bit that was successfully changed to one. The 
binary-weighted value of this bit is 256, indicating that this is I 0  addmss 
decoder is requesting 256 bytes of 10 space. 

The programmer then writes a 32-bit base 10 address into the register. How- 
ever. only bits [31:8] are writable. The decoder accepts bits [31:8] and assumes 
that bits [7:01 of the assigned base address are zero. This means that the base 
address is divisible by 256, the size of the requested 10 range. 

SmallestLargest Decoder Sizes 

Smallest/Largest Memory Decoders. The smallest memory address 
decoder would be implemented as a Base Address Register that pennitted bits 
[31:4] to be written. Since the binary-weighted value of bit four is 16, 16 bytes is 
the smallest memory block a PC1 memory decoder can be designed for. 

A very large memory decoder would not permit any bits to be written and 
would have a lob in the decoder Type fleld, indicating that this is a 64-bit mem- 
ory decoder consuming two dwords of configuration space (this one and the 
one immediately following it). If this is the case, the programmer then writes all 
ones into the high dword of the BAR register to determine how big a memory 
space the decoder requires. 

SmallestRargest 10 Decoders. The smallest 10 decoder would be imple- 
mented as a Base Address Register that permitted bits [31:21 to be programmed. 
Since the binary-weighted value of bit four is 4.4 bytes (a dword) is the smallest 
10 block a PC1 I 0  decoder can be designed for. 

The largest 10  decoder would permit bits [31:8] to be written. The binary- 
weighted value of bit 8 is 256 and this is therefore the largest range that a PC1 I 0  
decoder can request. 
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Expansion ROM Base Address Register 

Required if a device incorpora& a device ROM. Many PC1 devices incorporate a 
device ROM (the spec refers to it as an expansion ROM) that contains a device 
driver for the device. The expansion ROM start memory address and size is 
specifled in the Expansion ROM Base Address Register at configuration dword 
12d in the configuration Header region. As previously described in the section 
entitled 'Base Address Registers", on power-up the system must be automatl- 
cally configured so that each device's I 0  and memory decoders recognize mutu- 
ally-exclusive address ranges. The configuration software must be able to detect 
how much memory space an expansion ROM requires. In addition, the system 
must have the capability of programming a ROM's address decoder in order to 
locate its ROM in a non-conflicting a d d ~ s s  range. 

When the start-up configuration program detects that a device has an Expan- 
sion ROM Base Address Register implemented (by writing all ones to it and 
reading it back), it must then check the first two locations in the ROM for an 
Expansion ROM signature to determine if a ROM is actually installed (i.e.. there 
may be an empty ROM socket). If installed, the configuration program must 
shadow the ROM and execute i t .  initialization code. This process is described in 
'Expansion ROMs" on page 411. 

The format of the expansion ROM Base Address Register is illustrated in Figure 
19-9 on page 387: 

A one in bit zero enables the device's ROM address decoder (assuming the 
Memory Space bit in the Command register is also set to one). 
Blts [10:11 are reserved. 
Blts [31:11] are used to spedfy the ROM's start address (starlng on an 
address divisible by the ROM's size). 

As an example, assume that the programmer writes FFFFFFFEh to the ROM's 
Base Address Register (bit 0, the Expansion ROM Enable bit, is cleared so as not 
to enable the ROM address decoder until a start memory address has been 
assigned). A subsequent read from the register yields FFFE0000h. This indicates 
the following: 

Bit 0 is a zem. indicating that the ROM address decoder is currently dis- 
abled. 
Bits [10:1] are reserved. 
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In the Base Address field (bits [31:11]), bit 17 is the least-dgniflcant bit that 
the programmer was able to set to one. It has a binary-weighted value of 
128K, indicating that the ROM decoder requires 128KB of memory space. 
The pmgrammir then writes a 32-bit start address into the register &I &ign 
the ROM start address on a 128K address boundary. 

The spec recommends that the designer of the Expansion ROM Base Address 
Register should request a memory block slightly larger than that required by 
the current revlsion ROM to be installed. This permits the installation of subse- 
quent ROM revisions that occupy more space without requiring a redesign of 
the logic associated with the device's Expansion ROM Base Address Register. 
The specification sets a limit of 16MB as the maximum expansion ROM size. 

The Memory Space bit in the Command register has precedence over the 
Expansion ROM Enable bit. The device's expansion ROM should respond to 
memory accesses only if both its Memory Space bit (in its Command register) 
and the Expansion ROM Enable bit (in its expansion ROM register) are both set 
to one. 

In order to minimlze the number of address decoders that a device must imple- 
ment, one address decoder can be shared between the Expansion ROM Base 
Address Register and one of the device's Memory Base Address Registers. The 
two Base Address Registers must be able to hold different values at the same 
time, but the address decoder will not decode ROM accesses unless the Expan- 
sion ROM Enable bit is set in the Expansion ROM Base Address Register. 

A more detailed description of expansion ROM detection, shadowing and 
usage can be found in 'Expansion ROMs" on page 411. 

Figure 19-9: Expansion ROM Base A d d  Register Bit Assfgnment 

31 11 10 0 

ROM Base A d d m ~  k a r v s d  

Address decode enable 
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CardBus CIS Pointer 

Optional. This optional register is implemented by devices that share sllicon 
between Cardbus and PCI. Thls Reld points to the Card Information Structure 
(CIS) the CardBus card. The register is read-only and contains the offset of the 
CIS in one of the following places: 

Offset within the function's device-speeific configuration space (after 
dword 15 in the function's configuration space). 
Offset from the start address indicated in one of the device's Memory Base 
Address Registers. 
Offset within a code image in the device's expansion ROM. 

The format of the CardBus CIS Pointer register is defined in the revlslon 3.0 PC 
Card specification. A detatled description of the CIS can be found in the Mind- 
Sham architecture series book entitled CardBus System Archltectu~. 

Interrupt Pin Register 

Required if a PC1 function Is capable ofgeneratlngintmpt reguests via an INT& pin. 
THIS IS DIFFERENT rHAN FIE 2.1 SPEC W H K H  DEFINED JHIS A$ A REQUIRED REGISER IF A 
FUNCllON GENERAED INIERRUPB. THE 2.2 SPEC Al lOWS A FUNCrMJN r0 GENERAE 
INIERRUPTS ElrHER USING AN INERRUPl PIN. OR UHNG MU-CAPAIILIIY [FOR MORE 
INFORMAJION, SEE "MESSAGE SIGNALED INIERRUPJS (MSJ)" O N  PAGE 252). 

The read-only Interrupt Pin register deflnes which of the four PC1 interrupt 
request pins, MA#-through-INTDt, a PC1 function is connected (i.e., bonded) 
to. The values Olh-through-04h correspond to PC1 interrupt request pins 
INTAIf-through-INTI)#. A return value of zero indicates that the device doesn't 
use interrupts. All other values (OSh-FFh) are reserved. For additional informa- 
tion, refer to 'Using Pins vs. Using MSI Capability" on page 222. 

lnterrupt Line Register 

2.2 Required if a PC1 device Is capable of generating lntermpt q u e s k  vla an INTM pln. 
THIS IS DlFFERENr rHAN IHE 2.1 SPEC W H K H  DEFINED FIIS AS A REWIRED REGISIER IF A 
FUNCJJON GENERAIED INJERRUPIS. THE 2.2 SPEC AUOWS A FUNCIION r0 GENERAE 
INERRUPTS ElrHER USING AN INWRUPr  PIN. OR USING MI-CAPABILITY (FOR MOAE 
I N F O M l A m N ,  SEE ''MESSAGE SIGNALED INMRUPrS  (MSJ)" O N  PAGE 252). 
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The read/writable Interrupt Line register is used to identify which input on the 
interrupt controller the function's PC1 interrupt request pin (as speclfled in its 
Interrupt Pin register) is muted to. For example. in a PC environment the values 
OOh-thmugh-OFh in this register (refer to Table 14-2 on page 232) correspond to 
the IRQO-through-RQ15 inputs on the interrupt controller. The value 255d 
(FFh) indicates "unknown" or 'no connection." The values from 10h-through- 
FEh, inclusive, are reserved. Although it doesn't state this in the speciflcatlon, it 
is the author's opinion that RST# should initiallze the Interrupt Line register to 
a value of FFh, thereby indicating that interrupt routing has not yet been 
assigned to the function. 

The OS or device driver can examine a devlce's Interrupt Line register to deter- 
mine which system interrupt request line the device uses to issue requests for 
service (and, therefore, which entry in the interrupt table to "hook"). For addi- 
tional information, refer to "Hooking the Interrupt" on page 239. 

In a non-PC environment the value written to this register is architecture-spe- 
cific and therefore outside the scope of the specification. 

Mln-Gnt Register: Timeslice Request 
Optional for a bus master and not appUcable to non-master devlces This read-only 
register is implemented by bus master devices and not by target devices. The 
value hardwired into this register indicates how long the master would like to 
retain PC1 bus ownership (in order to attaln good performance) whenever it ini- 
tiates a transaction. The value indicates how long a burst period the device 
needs (in increments of 1/4 of a micmsecond, or 25011s). A value of zem indi- 
cates the device has no stringent requirement in this area. 

The Max-Lat register (see next section) and this register and are information- 
only registers used by the configuration software to determine: 

how often a bus master typically requires access to the PC1 bus and 
the duration of a typical transfer when it does acquire the bus. 

The Max-Lat value is useful in programming the PC1 bus arbiter (assuming that 
it's programmable), and the Mln-Gnt value in determining the value to be pro- 
grammed into a bus master's Latency nmer. 

THE 2.2 SPEC INDICARS THAT IHE VALUE HARDWIRED 1NJO THIS RH;RRR SHOULD ASSUME 
IHAT THE DEVICE DOESN'J INSERI ANY WAIT STAES INTO DArA PHASES. 2.2 

For more information, refer to "Latency T i e r  Keeps Master Fmm Monopoliz- 
ing Bus" on page 78. 
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Max-Lat Register: Priority-Level Request 

Optional for a bus master and not applicable to non-master devices. The specification 
states that this read-only register specifies "how often" the device needs access 
to the PC1 bus (in increments of 1/4 of a minosecond, or 25011s). A value of zem 
indicates the device has no stringent requirement in this area. 

The M a t  register value indicates how often the master would like to have 
access to the bus (i.e., receive its GNT# from the arbiter). The value hardwired 
into this register is used by the configuration software to determine the prio~Ity- 

1 level (and possibly the arbitration scheme the arbiter uses) the bus arbiter 
assigns to the master (assuming that the arbiter is programmable). Please note 
that if the arbiter is not programmable, the configuration software shouldn't 
waste any time reading this register. 

2.2 THE 2.2 SPEC INDKARS rnAr m E  VALUE WARDWIRED INIO rnls  REGRIER SMULD ASSUME 
IHAI rHE DEVICE DOESN'r INSERI ANY WAB SIAIES INTO DArA PHASES. 

2.2 New Capabilities 

Configuration Header Space Not Large Enough 

The 2.1 spec deflned the flrst 16 dwords of a function's configurntion space as 
its configuration Header space. It was originally htended that all of the func- 
tion's PC1 spec-defined configuration registers would reside within this region 
and that all of its function-spedflc configuration registers would reside within 
its lower 48 dwords of configuration space. Unfortunately, they ran out of space 
when defining new conflguration registers in the 2.2 spec. For this reason, the 
spec now permits certain spec-defined registers to overflow into the lower 48 
dwords of configuration space. 

Discovering That New Capabilities Exist 

If the Capabilities List bit in the Status register (see F igm 19-10 on page 391) is 
set to one, the function implementr the New Capabilities List Pointer register in 
byte zero of dword 13 in its configuration space (see Figure 19-11 on page 392). 
This implies that the pointer contains the dword-aligned s M  address of the 
New Capabilities List within the function's lower 48 dwords of conflguration 
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space. It is a rule that the two least-significant bits must be hardwlred to zero 
and must be ignored (i.e.. masked) by software when reading the register. The 
upper six bits represents the upper six bits of the 8-bit. dword-aligned start 
address of the new registers implemented in the function's lower 48 dwords of 
configuration space. The two least-signlflcant bits are assumed to be zem. 

Figure 19-10: PC1 Status Regfster 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0 

pabiMes List; new in 2.2 

s UDF Supported; now Resawed in 2.2 
st Back-to-Back Capable 

eceived Master-Abort 
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Figurn 19-11: New Capabilities Pointer Register 

Doubleword 
Number 

(In declmal) 
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What the New Capabilities List Looks Like 
The location pointed to by the Capabutties Pointet register is the f is t  entry in a 
linked series of one or more configuration register sets, each of which supports 
a new feature. Each entry has the general format Ulusmted in Figure 19-12 on 
page 394. The fimt byte is referred to as the Capability ID (assigned by the PC1 
SIC) and identifies the feature associated with this register set (e.g., 2 = AGP). 

I while the second byte either points to another feature's register set, or indicates 
that there are no additional register sets (with a pointer value of zero) associated 
with this fundon. In either case, the least-significant two bits must return zero. 
If a pointer to the next feature's register set is present in the second byte. it 
points to a dword within the functions lower 48 dwords of configuration space 
(it can point either forward or backward in the function's lower 48 dwords of 
configuration space). A feature's register set always immediately follows the 
first two bytes of the entry, and its length and format are defined by what type 
of feature it is. The New Capabilities currently defined in the 2.2 spec are those 
listed in Table 19-24 on page 393. 

Table 19-24: Currently-Asslgned Capability lDs 

external expansion capabilicles (i.e., an expansion chassis containing add- 
in card slots). Full documentation of this feature can be found in the revi- 
sion 1.1 PCZ-to-PCIBridge Architecture Specification. For a detailed descrlp 
tion, refer to 'Introduction To Chassis/Slot Numbering Registem" on 
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Figure 19-12: General Format ofa New Capabilities List Enhy 

31 16 15 8 7 0 

1 I 1 Featureepecific Next Capability Ca~abl l l t~  ID Dword 0 
- 12;; Configuration Registers 

- 

AGP Capability 
The 2.2 spec assigns the Capability ID of 02h to AGP. The remainder of this sec- 
tion is only included as an example of a New Capability 

Refer to Figure 19-13 on page 394. 

The AGP's Capability ID is 02h. 
The second byte is the register that points to the register set assodated with 
the next New Capability (if there is one). 
Following the pointer register are two, 4-bit read-only flelds designating the 
major and minor rev of the AGP spec that the AGP devlce is built to (at the 
time of this writing, the major rev is 2h and the minor is Oh). 
The last byte of the h t  dword is reserved and must return zero when read. 
The next two dwords contain the AGP device's AGP Status and AGP Com- 
mand registers. 

The sections that follow define these registers and the bits within them. 

For a detalled description of AGP, refer to the Mindshare book entitled ACP 
System Architecture (published by Addison-Wesley). 

Figure 19-13: Format of the ACP Capability Register Set 

31 24 23 2019 18 15 8 7 0 
Malor Mlnor Polnter to 

Resewed R e v ~ R e v ~ C a ~ b I I  OZh 

AGP Status Register 
AGP - command - - - Register 

1st Dword 
2nd Dword 
3rd Dword 
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AGP Status Register 
The AGP Status register is defined in Table 19-25 on page 395. This is a read- 
only register. Wrltes have no affect. Reserved or unimplemented fields or bits 
always return zeros when read. 

Table 19-25: AGP Status Regisrer (O&et CAPPTR + 4) 

Transfer Rate 

AGP Command Register 
The AGP Command register is defined in Table 19-26 on page 396. This is a 
read/writable register, with reserved fields hard-wired to zeros. All bits In the 
AGP Command register are cleared to zem after reset. This register is pro- 
grammed during configuration. With one exception, the behavior of a device if 
this register is modified durlng runtime is not spedfied. If the AGP-Enable bit 
is clemd, the AGP master is not allowed to initiate a new request. 
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'hble 19-26: AGP Command Register (Offset CAP-PZ'R + 8) 

I 

Bits 

3124 

23:10 

9 

8 

1 7:6 

Field 

RQ-Depth 

Reserved 

SBAJhabIe 

AGP-Enable 

I Reserved 

Description 

Master: The RQDEWH field must be programmed with 
the maximum number of transaction requests the master is 
allowed to enqueue into the target. The value pro- 
grammed into this field must be equal to or less than the 
value reported by the target in the RQ field of its AGP Sta- 
tus Register. A "0" value indicates a request queue depth 
of one entry, while a value of EF'h indicates a request queue 
depth of 256. 

Target: The RQDEPTH field is reserved. 

Writes have no affect. Reads return zeros. 

When set, the Sideband Address mechanism is enabled in 
this device. 

Master: Setting the AGP-Enable bit allows the master to 
initiate AGP operations. When cleared, the master cannot 
initiate AGP operations. Also when cleared, the master is 
allowed to stop driving the SBA port. If bits 1 or 2 are set, 
the master must perform a re-synch cycle before initiating 
a new request. 

r a g a :  Setting the AGP-Enable bit allows the target to 
accept AGP operations. When cleamd, the target ignores 
lncoming AGP operations. The target must be completely 
configured and enabled before the master is enabled. 

The AGP-Enable bit is the last to be set. Reset clears this 
bit 

I Writes have no afkct. Reads return zeros. 
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'Mle 19-26: AGP Command Register ( O M  CAP-PTR + 8) (Contfnued) 

requests to addresses at or above the 4GB address bound- 
ary When cleared, the master is only allowed to access 
addresses In the lower 4 GB of addressable space. 

Target  Setting the 4G bit enables the target to accept AGP 
DAC (Dual-Address Commands) commands, when bit 9 is 
cleared. When bits 5 and 9 are set, the target can accept a 

Indicate the maximum data transfer rate supported. The 
same bit must be set in both the master and the target. 

Transfer Rate 

Vital Product Data (VPD) Capablllty 

Introduction 

As explained In 'Vital Pmduct Data (VPD)" on page 431, the 2.1 spec deflned 
the optional Vital Product Data as residing in a PC1 function's expansion ROM. 

THE 2.2 S P K  HAS DEIEED rHlS INFORMAUON FROM IHE ROM AND INSIEAD PLACES WE zez 
VPD (rF PRESENr) IN A FUNCMON'S PCI CONFIGURAIDN REGISM SPACE (SEE "NEW 
~APABIIIJIES"ON PAGE 390). SECrlON DESCRIBES rHE 2.2 IMPlEMENTAnON OF JHE 
VPD AND PROVIDES AN EXAMPIE FROM IHE 2.2 SPEC. 
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R's Not Really Vital 
It's always brought a smile to my face that despite its name. the VPD has never 
been vital. It's always been named "Vital" in the spec, but its content was not lni- 
t ldy dehed. Then in the 2.1 spec, although vltal, it was deflned as miding in a 
function's ROM, but its inclusion was optional. The 2.2 spec has now moved it 
fmm the ROM to the configuration space, but it's still optfond 

What Is WD? 

The configuration registen present in a PC1 function's configuration Header 
region (the flrst 16 dwords of its conflguration space) provide the configuration 
software with quite a bit of information about the function. However, additional 
useful information such as 

a board's part number 
the EC (Engineering Change) level of a function 
the device's serial number 
an asset tag identifier 

could be quite useful in a repair, tech support or asset management envimn- 
ments. If present. the VPD list provides this type of information. 

Where Is the VPD Really Stored? 

It is intended that the VPD would reside in a device such as a serial EEPROM 
associated with the PC1 function. The configuration access mechanism 
described in the next section d e h e s  how this information would be accessed 
via the PC1 function's VPD feature registers. 

VPD On Cards vs. Embedded PC1 Devices 

Each add-in card may optionally contain VPD. If it's a multi-function card, only 
one function may contain VPD or each function may implement it Embedded 
functions may or may not contain VPD. 

How Is W D  Accessed? 

Flgure 19-14 on page 400 illustrates the conflguration registers that indicate the 
presence of VPD information and permit the programmer to access it. The 
Capability ID of the VPD registers is 03h, while the registers used to access to 
the VPD data consists of the VPD A d d m  and Data registers in conjunction 
with the one-bit Flag register. The programmer accesses the VPD information 
using the procedures described in the following two sections. 
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Reading VPD Data. Use the following procedure to read VPD data: 

m e P  1. Using a PC1 configuration wrlte, wrlte the dword-aligned VPD address 
into the Address register and simultaneously set the Flag bit to zero. 

STEP 2. Hardware then reads the indicated dword from VPD storage and 
places the four bytes into the Data register. Upon completion of the opera- 
tion, the hardware sets the Flag bit to one. 

STEP 9. When software sees the Flag bit set to one by the hardware, it can then 
perform a PC1 configuration read to read the four VPD bytes from the Data 
register. 

If either the Address or Data registers are written to prior to hardware setting 
the Flag bit to one, the results of the read are unpredictable. 

Writing VPD Data. Use the following procedure to write VPD data Please 
note that only Read/Write VPD Data items may be written to. 

REP 1. Write four bytes of data into the Data register. 
STEP L Write the dword-aligned VPD address into the Address register and 

simultaneously set the Flag bit to one. 
STEP 3. When software detects that the Flag bit has been cleared to zero by 

hardware, the VPD write has been completed. 

If either the Address or Data registers are written to prior to hardware clearing 
the Flag bit to zero, the results of the VPD write are unpredictable. 

Rules That Apply To Both Read and Writes. The following rules 
apply to both W D  data reads and writes: 

RULE 1. Once a VPD read or write has been initiated, writing to either the 
Address or Data regfsters prior to the point at which the hardware changes 
the state of the Flag bit ylelds unpredictable results. 

RULE 2. Each VPD data read or write always encompasses all four bytes within 
the VPD dword indicated in the Address register. 

RULE 3. The least-significant byte in the Data register corresponds to the least- 
significant byte in the indicated VPD dword. 

RULE 4 The initial values in the Address and Data registers after reset are inde- 
terminate. 

RULE 5. Reading or writing data outside the scope of the overall VPD data 
structure is not allowed. The spec doesn't say what the result will be If you 
do it, so it is hardware design-speciflc. 

RULE 6. The values contained in the VPD are only stored information and have 
no effect upon the device. 
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RULE 7. The two least-significant bits in the Address register must always be 
zero (1.e.. it is illegal to specify an address that is not aligned on a dword 
address boundary). 

Figure 19-14: VPD Capability Registers 

VPD DaRReglster 

VPD Data Structure Made Up of Descriptors and Keywords 

As mentioned earlier, the VPD actually consists of a data structure accessed 
using the VPD Address and Data registers. The individual data items that com- 
prise the VPD data structure are themselves small data structures known as 
descriptors. The basic f o m t  of two of the descriptors used in the VPD was first 
defined in the version 1.0a ISA Plug and Play spec. For more information about 
this spec, refer to the Mindshare book entitled Plug and Play System Architecture 
(published by Addison-Wesley). The two ISA-like descriptor types are: 

Identifier String descriptor. This descriptor contains the alphanumdc 
name of the card or embedded device. If the VPD is implemented, this 
desaiptor is mandatory and is always the h t  one in the VPD. It is illus- 
hated in Table 19-28 on page 402. 
End Tag desaiptor. If the VPD is implemented, this descriptor is manda- 
tory and is used to identlfy the end of VPD data structure. It's value is 
always 78h. 

In addition to these two descriptors. the 2.2 spec has detlned two new descrip- 
tor types referred to as: 

VPD-R demiptor. This descriptor type identifies the start and overall 
length of a series of one or more read-only keywords within the VPD data 
structure. The last keyword in the list of read-only keywords must be the 
Checksum keyword. This checksum encompasses the VPD from its h t  
location to the end of the read-only area. A detailed description of this 
descriptor can be found in "VPD Read-Only Descriptor (VPD-R) and Key- 
words" on page 402. 
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VPD-W desaiptor. If used, this optional descrlptor type b used to identify 
the start and overall length of the readhwite descriptors wlthln the W D  
data structure. A detailed description of this descriptor can be found in 
'VPD Read/Write Descriptor (VPD-W) and Keywords" on page 405. 

The basic format of the overall W D  data structure is illustrated in Table 19-27 
on page 401. It has the following characteristics: 

1. The W D  always starts with an Identifier String descrlptor, followed by an 
optional list of one or more read-only VPD keywords. 

2. The list of read-only keywords always begins with the WD-R descriptor 
and ends with the Checksum keyword. 

3. Immedlately following the list of read-only keywords is an optional list of 
readlwxite keywords. If present, the read-write keyword Ust is prefaced 
with the VPD-W descriptor. Because the VPD read-write keywords can be 
altered, there is no checksum at the end of the read/write keywords. 

4. The overall VPD data structure is always tennlnated by a speclal descrlp 
tor known as the End Tag. Its value is always 78h. 

lsble 19-27: Baslc Format of VPD Data Structure 

List of Read-Only keywords. 

List of Read/Write keywords. 
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nb le  19-28: Format of the Identiffer String ng 

VPD Read-Only Descriptor (VPD-R) and Keywords 

Byte 

0 

1 

2 

3-through-n 

Table 19-29 on page 402 illustrates the format of the VPD-R descriptor. As men- 
tioned earner, this descriptor begins the list of one or more read-only keywords 
and indicates the Length of the llst. Each keyword is a minimum of four bytes in 
length and has the format illustrated in Table 19-30 on page 403. The read+nly 
keywords currently-defined are listed in Table 19-31 on page 403. 

Description 

Must be 82h. 

Least-significant byte of identifier string length (the length encom- 
passes bytes 3-thmugh-n). 

Most-significant byte of identifier shing length (the length encom- 
passes bytes 3-through-n). 

ASCII name of function. 

nb le  19-29: Format of the VPD-R Descriptor 

BY@ 

0 

1 

2 

3-through-n 

Description 

Must be 90h. 

Least-significant byte of md-only keyword list length (the length 
encompasses bytes 3-through-n). 

Most-significant byte of read-only keyword Ust length (the Length 
encompasses bytes 3-through-n). 

Llst of Read-Only keywords. 
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able 19-30: General Format ofa Read or a Reamrite Keyword Enby 

Table 19-31: LIst of Read-Only VPD Keywords 

Byte(s) 

Oand 1 

2 

3-through-n 

Description 

ASCII Keyword (see Table 19-31 on page 403 and Table 19-35 
on page 405). 

Length of Keyword field (encompassing bytes 3-through-n). 

Keyword data field. 

ASCII 
Read-only 
Keyword 

PN 

EC 

MN 

SN 

Vx 

CP 

RV 

Description of Keyword Data Field 

Device Part Number in ASCII. 

Engineering Change level (alphanumeric) of device in ASCII. 

Manufacturer ID in ASCII. 

Serial Number (alphanumeric) in ASCII. 

Vendor-Specinc field (alphanumeric) in ASCII. "x" can be any value 
0-through-Z. 

Extended Capability. If present, this keyword indicates that the 
function implements an addltlonal New Capability within Its I 0  or 
memory space. See Table 19-32 on page 404 for a complete desuip- 
tion. 

Checksum. See Table 19-33 on page 404 for complete description. 
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Table 19-32: Extended Capabiljty (CP) Keyword Format 

Table 19-33: Format ofCh&urn Keyword 

Byte 

0 

1 

2 

3 

Description 

New Capability ID. 

Index of Base Address Register (value between 0 and 5) that points to 
space containing this capability. 

Least-significant byte of offset within BAR'S range where this New 
Capability's register set begins. 

Most-signficant byte of offset within BAR'S range where this New 
Capability's register set begins. 

Is Read-Only Checksum Keyword Mandatoly? 

Byte 

0 

1 

2 

3-through-n 

The spec doesn't say if the Checksum is mandatory, but it is the author's opin- 
ion that it is. In other words, even if the VPD contained no other read-only key- 
words, it must contain the WD-R descriptor followed by the Checksum 
keyword. This provides the programmer with the checksum for the portion of 
the VPD that encompasses the String Identifier desniptor, the VPD-R descriptor 
and the Checksum keyword itself. In other words, it provides the checksum for 
everything other than the read-write portion of the VPD. It stands to reason the 
portion of the VPD that can be written to should not be included within the 
checksummed area 

Description 

Checksum from start of W D  up to and including this byte. Checksum 
is c o m a  if sum of all bytes equals zero. 

Reserved. 

Reserved. 

Reserved read-only space (as much as desired). 
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VPD ReadlWrite Descriptor (VPD-W) and Keywords 

The VPD may optionally contatn a list of one or more read/write keyword 
fields. If present this list begins with the VPD-W descriptor which indicates the 
start and length of the read/write keyword list. There is no checksum stored at 
the end of the read-write keyword k t .  

Table 19-34 on page 405 illustrates the format of the VPD-W descriptor and 
Table 19-35 on page 405 pmvldes a list of the currently-deflned read/write key- 
word fields. 

Table 19-34: Format of the VPD-WDesalptnr 

Table 19-35: List of Reamr i t e  VPD Keywords 

BYte(s) 

0 

1 

2 

3-through-n 

Description 

Must be91h 

Least-signlflcant byte of read/write keyword list length (the length 
encompasses bytes 3-through-n). 

Most-significant byte of read/write keyword list length (the length 
encompasses bytes 3-through-n). 

List of Read/Wrlte keywords. 

ASCII 
Readwrite 
Keyword 

Vx 

YA 

Yx 

RW 

Description of Keyword Data Field 

Vendor-Specific (alphanumeric in ASCII). "x" may be any character 
from 0-through-Z. 

Asset Tag Identifier. ASCII alphanumeric code supplied by system 
owner. 

System-specific alphanumeric ASCII item. "x" may be any character 
from 0-thmugh-9 and B-through-Z. 

Remaining read/write area. Identifies the unused portion of the r/w 
space. The description in the spee is very confusing and defies inter- 
pretation by the author (maybe I'm just being thickheaded). 
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Example VPD Llst 

Table 19-36 on page 406 contains the sample VPD data shucture pmvided in the 
spec. The author has made a few minor comtions, so it doesn't match the one 
in the spec exactly. In the draft version of the spec, the 3rd mw, last column con- 
tained "ABC Super. .." etc. and the offset In VPD-R Tag mw was wrong. I fixed it 
by adjusting the offsets in the 1st column. It was tixed in the flnal version of the 
2.2 spec by changing the Product Name to "ABCD Super...". 

nb1e 19-36: Example VPD List 

field. 

Offset 
(decimal) 

0 

1-2 

3-34 

35 

36-37 

38-39 

40 

41-48 

49-50 

51 - 

- - 
62-63 

64 

65-72 

Item 

String ID Tag 

String length (32d) 

Product name in ASCII 

Start of VPD Read-Only Keyword Area 

VPD-R Tag. Identifles start and length of read- 
only keyword area within VPD. 

Length of read+nly keyword area. 

Read-only Part Number keyword. 

Length of Part Number data field. 

Part Number In ASCII. 

Read-Only Engineering Change (EC) level key- 
word. 

Length of EC data field. -- 

Value 

82h 

0020h (32d) 

"ABC Super-Fast Wid- 
get Controller" 

90h 

5Ah (god) 

"PN" 

08h (8d) 

"6181682A" 

" E C  

OAh (10d) 

EC data -- - -- 
Read-only Serial Number keyword. 

Serial Number length field. 

Serial Number data field. 

- 
"SN" 

08h (ad) 

"00000194" 
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nble 19-36: Example VPD List (Continued) 

255 EndTag 78h 
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User-Definable Features (UDF) 

2.2 I ~ E  UDF WAS ADDED IN rHE 2.7 S P K  AND HAS BEEN DELEED IN W 2.2 SPEC. THE FOL- 
IQWINC DESCRIPIIQN I$ ONLY INClVDED AS HISJQRKAL INFQRMAJ#QN. 

One of the major goals of PC1 is to provide automatic detection and mnfigura- 
tion of any new subsystem installed in the system. The configuration software 
has no problem detecting a function and in allocating system resourtes to it 
(memory space, I 0  space. Interrupt Line. Latency Timer, arbitration priority 
level, etc.). However, some configurable aspects of certain subsystems cannot be 
automatically configured when the subsystem is f b t  detected. It is necessary to 
provide the end user with a list of questions to be answered by the end user. An 
example would be a network controller card that must be assigned a network 
node ID. Another would be a token ring card that must be told what the token 
ring speed is. When the subsystem is first installed in the system, the end user 
must be provided with a menu of these selectable options and the user choices 
must then be saved in non-volatile memory to be used at startup time. Each 
time the machine is restarted, the mnfiguration software reads the selections 
from non-volatile memory and writes them into function-specific configuration 
registers associated with the function. 

The user choices are supplied in a file stored in the root directory of a 1.44MB 
DOSformatted diskette. The file is referred to as a PC1 configuration file, or 
PCF. Please note that PCF files have been deleted along with the UDF in the 2.2 
spec. The flle name takes the form -.PCP and adheres to the follow- 
ing format: 

XXXX is either the subsystem Vendor ID from the function's subsystem 
Vendor ID configuration register, or, if the subsystem Vendor ID register 
isn't implemented, the Vendor ID from the Vendor ID configuration regis- 
ter. 
YYYY is either the subsystem ID from the function's subsystem ID mnflgu- 
ration register, or, if the subsystem ID register isn't implemented, the Device 
ID from the Device ID configuration register. 

The PC1 function indicates to the configuration software that it has a PCF by 
hardwiring the UDF Supported bit in its PC1 configuration Status register to 
one. When the configuration software detects the new subsystem and recog- 
nizes that PCF has been supplied on diskette, it prompts the end user to insert 
the diskette into the system. The PCF is then read by the system-specific config- 
uration utility (e.g.. the EISA configuration utility). The end user is presented 
with a series of one or more menus related to the User Definable Features listed 
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in the We. After the user has made the appropriate selections, the selections are 
stored in non-volatile memory along with the function-specific conflguration 
registers they must be written to each time the system is powered up. 

The spedflcation recommends that the system designer supply sufficient non- 
volatile memory to store 32 bytes of user-defined conilguration bytes for each 
function that could be added to the system. The number of bytes of storage is 
calculated by multiplying the number of add-in card connectors (system-depen- 
dent) times the maximum number of functions per card (eight) times 32 bytes of 
configuration information per function. Conversely, subsystem designers 
should design a function so as to require no more than 32 bytes of user-defin- 
able configuration data. 

The PCF is in ASCII t e a  The format of the information in the PCF is defined in 
the 2.1 specification and bears a striking resemblance to the macro language 
used to write EISA conilguration ffles (the author hasn't compared ail aspects of 
the language, but at first glance it looks identical). The specification contains a 
definition of the language and the author will not duplicate this information 
here. It would be a gratuitous use of white space to fatten a book I'm only too 
glad to finish. 

The specification contains the following wles/guidelines regarding the PCF: 

All selections cited in the PCP must target function-specific configuration 
registers, not registers in the function's conflguration Header. 
The PCP cannot be used to select system resources (e.g.. Intenupt Line, 
memory or I 0  assignments. expansion ROM assignments). 
The function can use the information written to its function-specific config- 
uration registers directly, or may require that the device driver associated 
with the function copy the contents of the function-specific configuration 
registers into 10 or memory-mapped I0 registers assodated with the func- 
tion. 
The function can alias its function-spedflc configuration registers into its 10 
or memory-mapped I 0  registers. 
If any of the configuration information must be accessible after configura- 
tion completes, the information must be available through a mechanism 
other than the conflguration registers (e.g., from I 0  or memory-mapped I 0  
registers). 





Expansion ROMs 
The Previous Chapter 
The previous chapter provided a detailed description of the configuration regis- 
ter format and usage for all PC1 devices other than PCI-to-PC1 bridges and 
CardBus bridges. 

This Chapter 

This chapter provides a detailed description of device ROMs associated with 
PC1 devices. This includes the following topics: 

device ROM detection. 
internal code/data format 
shadowing. 
initialization code execution. 
interrupt hooking. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter provides an introduction to the PC1 expansion card and con- 
nector definition. It coven card and connector types. 5V and 3.3V operability 
shared slots, and pinout definition. 

ROM PurposeDevice Can Be Used In Boot Process 

In order to boot the OS into memory, the system needs three devices: - A mass storage device to load the OS from. This is sometimes referred to as 
the IPL (Initial Program Load) device and is typically an IDE or a SCSI hard 
drive. 
A display adapter to enable progress messages to be displayed during the 
boot process. In this context, this is typically referred to as the output 
device. 
A keyboard to allow the user to interact with the machine during the boot 
process. In this context, this is typically referred to as the input device. 
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The OS must locate three devices that fall into these categories and must also 
locate a device driver associated with each of the devices. Remember that the 
OS hasn't been booted into memory yet and therefore hasn't loaded any load- 
able device drivers into memory from disk! This is the main reason that device 
ROMs exist. It contains a devlce driver that permits the device to be used dur- 
ing the boot pmcess. 

ROM Detection 

When the configuration software is configuring a PC1 function, it determines if 
a function-specific ROM exists by checking to see if the designer has imple- 
mented an Expansion ROM Base Address Register (refer to Figure 20-2 on page 
414). 

As described in "Base Address Registers @A&)" on page 378, the programmer 
writes all ones (with the exception of bit zero. to prevent the enabling of the 
ROM address decoder; see Figure 20-1 on page 413) to the Expansion ROM Base 
Address Register and then reads it back. If a value of zem is returned, then the 
register is not implemented and there isn't an expansion ROM associated with 
the device. 

On the other hand, the ability to set any bits to ones indicates the presence of the 
Expansion ROM Base Address Register. This may or may not indicate the pres- 
ence of a device ROM. Although the address decoder and a socket may exist for 
a device ROM, the socket may not be occupied at present. The programmer 
determines the presence of the device ROM by: 

assigning a base address to the register's Base Address fleld. 
enabling its decoder (by setting bit 0 in the register to one). 
setting the Memory Space bit in the function's Command register, 

* and then attempting to read the first two locations from the ROM. 

If the Rrst two locations contain the ROM signature-AA55h-then the ROM is 
present. 

Figure 20-1 on page 413 illustrates the format of the Expansion ROM Base 
Address Register. Assume that the register returns a value of FFFEOOOOh when 
read back after writing all ones to it. Bit 17 is the least-signflcant bit that was 
successfully changed to a one and has a binary-weighted value of 128K. This 
indicates that it is a 128KB ROM decoder and bits [24:171 within the Base 
Address field are writable. The programmer now writes a 32-bit start address 
into the register and sets bit zero to one to enable its ROM address decoder. In 
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addition to setting this bit to one, the programmer must also set the Memory 
Space bit in the function's configuration Command register to a one. The func- 
tion's ROM address decoder is then enabled and the ROM (if present) can be 
accessed. The maximum ROM decoder size permitted by the specification is 
16MB. dictating that bits [31:251 must be read/write. 

The programmer then performs a read from the flrst two locations of the ROM 
and checks for a return value of AA55h. If this pattern is not received, the ROM 
is not present. The programmer disables the ROM address decoder (by clearing 
bit zero of the Expansion ROM Base Address Register to zero). If AA55h is 
received, the ROM exists and a device driver code image must be copied into 
main memory and its initialization code must be executed. This topic is covered 
in the sections that follow. 

Figure 20-1: Expansion ROM Base Addresr Register Bit Assignment 

31 11 10 0 

ROM Base Address ReMmed 

Address decode enable 
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Figure 20-2: Header ljpe Zem Configuration Reglster Format 

D o U b M  

m~equired conflguratfon registers 
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ROM Shadowing Required 

The PC1 speclAcation requires that device ROM code is never executed in place 
(1.e.. from the ROM). It must be copied to main memory. This is referred to as 
'shadowing" the ROM wde. This requirement exists for two reasons: 

ROM access time is typically quite slow, resulting in poor performance 
whenever the ROM wde is fetched for execution. 
Once the initialhation portion of the device driver in the ROM has been 
executed, it can be discarded and the code image in main memory can be 
shortened to include only the code necessary for run-time operation. The 
portion of main memory allocated to hold the initlallzation portion of the 
code can be freed up, allowing more efficient use of main memory. 

Once the presence of the device ROM has been established (see the prevlous 
section), the conftguration software must copy a code image into main memory 
and then disable the ROM address decoder (by clearing bit zero of the Expan- 
sion ROM Base Address Register to zero). In a non-PC environment, the area of 
memory the code image is copied to could be anywhere in the 4GB space. The 
speclflcation for that environment may d e h e  a particular area. 

In a PC environment, the ROM code image must be copied into main memory 
into the range of addresses historically associated with device ROMs: 
OOOCOOOOh thmugh 000DFFFFh. If the Class Code indicates that this is the 
VGA's device ROM, its code image must be copied into memory starting at 
location OOOCOOOOh 

The next section deflnes the format of the information in the ROM and how the 
configuration software determines which code image (yes, there can be more 
than one devke driver) to load into main memory. 

ROM Content 

Multiple Code Images 

The PC1 speeiRcation permits the inclusion of more than one wde image in a 
PC1 device ROM. Each code image would contain a wpy of the device driver in 
a sp&c machine code, or in interpretive code (explained later). The mnfigura- 
tion software can then scan thmugh the images in the ROM and select the one 
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best suited to the system processor type. The ROM might contain drivers for 
various types of devices made by this device's vendor. The code image copied 
into main memory should match up with the function's ID. To this end, each 
code image also contains: 

the Vendor ID and Device ID. This is useful for matching up the driver with 
a function that has a vendor/device match. 
the Class Code. This is useful if the driver Is a Class driver that can work 
with any compatible device within a Class/SubClass. For more infonna- 
tion, see 'Class Code Register" on page 356. 

Figure 20-3 on page 417 illustrates the concept of multiple code images embed- 
ded within a device ROM. Each image must start on an address evenly-divisible 
by 512. Each image consists of two data structures, as well as a run-time code 
image and an inl&dkation code image. The contlguration software interrogates 
the data structures in order to determine if this is the image it will copy to main 
memory and use. If it is, the configuration software: 

SEP 1. Copies the image to main memory, 
REP 2. Executes the initialization wde. 
R E P  9. If the initialization code shortens the length indicator in the data struc- 

ture, the configuration software deallocates the area of main memory that 
held the initialization portion of the driver (in Figure 20-4 on page 419, 
notice that the initialization portion of the driver is always at the end of the 
image). 

STEP 4. The area of main memory containing the image is write-protected. 

The sections that follow provide a detailed discussion of the wde image format 
and the initialization process. 
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Figure 20-3: Multiple Code Images ContainedIn One Device ROM 
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Format of a Code Image 

General 

Flgue 20-4 on page 419 illustrates the format of a single code image. The image 
consists of the following components: 

ROM Header. Described in 'ROM Header Format" on page 419. Also con- 
tains a 16-bit pointer to the ROM datastructure. 
ROM Data Structure. Described in 'ROM Data Structure Format" on 
page 421. Contains information about the device and the image. 
kun-time code. This Is the portion of the device driver that remains in main 
memory after the OS loads and that remains available for execution on an 
on-going basis. 
Initialization code. This is the portion ofthe device driver that is called and 
executed immediately after loading the driver into main memay. It com- 
pletes the setup of the device and enables it for normal operation. It must 
always mide at the end of the image so it can be abbreviated or discarded 
after its initial execution at system startup. 
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Figure 20-4: Code Image Format 
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'Bble 20-1: PCIExpansion ROM Header Format 

ROM Signature. The h t  two bytes must contain AA55h. idenblfying this as 
a device ROM. This has always been the signature used for a device ROM in 
any PC-compatible machine. 

P r o e e s s o r I A r c h i t ~  Unique Data, This block of 22d locations is 
resewed for pmcessor/amhitecture unique data. For PC-compatible envimn- 
ments and images that identify the code as Intel x86compatible in the Code 
Type fleld (see 'Code Type" on page 424) of the ROM data structure, the PC1 
specification defines the structure of the pmcessor/architecture unique data 
area in the image Header. For non-PC compatible environments, the content of 
this structure is architecture-speciilc. Table 20-2 on page 420 d e h e s  the flelds 
that must be supplied for PC-compatibility. The offset specified in the table is 
the offset from the !%st location of this ROM code image. 

Table 20-2: PC-CompaUble Pmeessor/Anhitffture Data Area In ROM Header 

Offset 

02h 

03h-05h 

Length 
(in bytes) 

1 

Desctfption 

Overall size of the image (in 512 byte increments). 

Entry point for the initialization code. Contains a three- 
byte, x86 short jump to the initialization code entry 
point. The POST performs a far call to this location to 
initialize the device. 
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'Eible 20-2: PC-Cornpabible Pmcessor/Architecture Data Area In ROM Header (Continued) 

Polnter to ROM Data Structum. This is the 16-bit offset (in little-endian 

Offset 

06h-17h 

fonnat) to the ROM data structure within this code image. It is an offset from 
the start address of this code image. Because thls is onlv a 16bit offset from the 
first location of this code image, $e data structure mu; reside within 64KB for- 
ward of the first location of this code image. 

Length 
(in bytes) 

ROM Data Structure Format 

Deserlption 

Reserved (for application-unique data, such as the 
copyright notice). 

As stated earlier, the ROM Data S t r u m  associated with each code image must 
reside within the h t  64KB of each code image. The Data Structure must reside 
within the run-time code (assuming there is one). It's possible that a ROM may 
not contain a device driver for the device, but only an initialization module that 
tests the dwlce and gets it ready for normal operation. If there isn't a run-time 
code module, the Data Structure must reside within the initialization code. The 
Data Structure's format is defined in Table 20-3 on page 421 and the purpose of 
each field is further defined in the sections that follow the table. 

Table 20-3: PCIExpanslon ROM Dam S t r u m  Format 

Offset 

OOh 

04h 

Length 

2 

Description 

Signature consisting of the ASCII string "PCIR" PC1 
ROM). 

Vendor ID. This is a duplication of the Vendor ID found in 
the function's configuration Vendor ID register (see "Ven- 
dor ID Register" on page 354). The ROM may contain mul- 
tiple code images of the desired Code 'Qpe (e.g.. x86 code), 
but they may be for different devices produced by the same 
(or a different) vendor. 
In order to ensure that it loads the correct one, the configt- 
ration software compares the Vendor ID. Device ID. and 
Class Code values contained in this Data Saucture to those 
found in the Function's Vendor ID, Device ID, and Class 
Code configuration registers. 
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lable 20-3: PC1 Expansion ROM Data Structure Format (Continued) 

Offset 

06h 

08h 

OAh 

OCh 

ODh 

10h 

12h 

14h 

15h 

16h 

Length 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

2 

Description 

Device ID. This B a duplication of the Device ID found in 
the function's configuration Device ID register (see 'Device 
ID Register" on page 354). See explanation of Vendor ID 
field in thls table. 

POINER I0 VITAL PRODKT DATA, THE W I N E R  TO WE O P W N A L  
VPD IS PROVIDED AS AN OFFSES FROM IHE SSARS L O C A M N  O F  THE 
CODE IMAGE. THE 2.2 SPEC HAS REDEFINW IHlS AS A RESERVED 
BIT FIELD AND WE O P W N A L  VPD (IF PRESENT} HAS BEEN MOVED 
ro m E  DEWCE'S CONFIGURA~ION EGISERS. REFH M " V I r m  
P R o D u c r  DAIA (VPD} CAPAIIILJ~~"ON PAGE 397. 

PC1 Data Srmcture Length in bytes, little-endlan format 

PC1 Data Structure Revision. The Data Structure fonnat 
shown in this table is revision zero (in both revision 2.0 and 
2.1). 

Class Code. This is a duplication of the Class Code found 
in the function's configuration Class Code register (see 
"Class Code Register" on page 356). See explanation of 
Vendor ID field in this table. 

Image length. Code image length in increments of 512 
bytes (Uttle-endian format). 

Revision level of mdddata in this code image. 

CODE TYPE. SEE "CODE TYPE"ON PAGE 424. 

Indicator byte. Bit 7 indicates whether this is the last code 
image in the ROM (1 =last image). Bits [6:0] are resewed 
and must be zero. 

Reserved. 
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ROM Signature. This unlque signature identifies the &st of the PC1 Data 
Smcture. The "P" is stored at offset OOh, the 'C" at offset Olh, etc. 'PCIR" 
stands for PC1 ROM. 

Vendor ID field in ROM data structure. As stated in Table 20-3 on 
page 421, the configuration software does not select a code image to load into 
system memory unless it is the coned Code Type and the Vendor ID. Device ID, 
and Class Code in the image's Data Structure match the function's respective 
configuratton registers. The ROM may contain code images for variations on 
the device, either from the same vendor or supplied by different vendon. 

Device ID in ROM data structure. Refer to the description of the Ven- 
dor ID field in the previous section. 

Pointer to Vital Product Data (VPD). THE 2.2 SPEC DEFINES MIS AS A 
REVERVED FIELD AND WE OPWNAL V P D  (IF PRESENT] HAS BEEN MOVED rO THE DEVICE'S 2.2 
CONFIGURArmN REGISRRS. REFER I 0  "VITAL PRODUCI DAIA w(VPD] CAPABIIIIY" ON 
PAGE 397. WE FOLLOWING DESCRIPMN IS ONLY PROVIDED AS HISrORKAL INFORMA- 
ImN. 

The offset (from the start of the code image) of the Vital Product Data area. The 
offset is stored in little-endian format Because the offset is only 16-bits in size, 
the Vital Product Data area must reside within the first 64KB of the image. A 
value of zero indicates that the image contains no Vital Pmduct Data. The revi- 
sion 2.0 specification said that the pointer is required, but the 2.1 specification 
has removed that requirement. If no device ROM is present on a device other 
than the one containing the VPD, there is only one image and it contains the 
VPD. If multiple code images are present, each image will contain VPD for that 
device. The VPD data that describes the device may he duplicated in each code 
image, but the VPD that pertains to software may be different for each code 
image. 

A description ofthe pre-2.2 method can be found in 'Vital Pmduct Data WPD)" 
on page 431. 

PC1 Data Structure Length. Thb 16-bit value is stored in the littleendIan 
format It defines the length (in bytes) of the PC1 Data Structure for this image. 

PC1 Data Structure Revision. This %bit field reflects the revision of the 
image's Data Structure. The currently-defined data structure format (as of revi- 
sion 2.2 of the spec) is revision zero. 
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Class Code. The 24-bit dass code fleld contains the same information as the 
Class Code confieuration reelster within the device's confimvation header. The 
configuration sokvare ex&ines this field to determine ifvthis is a VGA-com- 
patible interface. If it is. the ROM code image must be copied into system mem- 
ory starting at location OOOCOWOh (for compatibility). Otherwise, it will 
typically be copied into the C0000h-through-DFFFFh region in a PC-compatible 
machine. Also refer to 'Vendor ID field in ROM data suucture" on page 423. 

Image Length. This two-byte field indicates the length of the entlre code 
image (refer to Figure 20-4 on page 419) in increments of 512 bytes. It is stored in 
little-endian format. 

Revision Level of CodelData This two-byte field reflects the revision 
level of the code within the image. 

Code me. This one-byte field identiaes the type of code contained in this 
image as either executable machine language for a particular pmcessor/archi- 
tecture, or as interpretive code. 

Code Type OOh = Intel xL36 (IBM PC-AT compatible) executable code. 
Code Type Olh = OpenBoot interpretive code. The Open Firmware stan- 
dard (reference IEEE standard 1275-1994) defies the format and usage of 
the interpretive code. A basic description of the Open Firmware standard 
can be found in "Introduction to Open Firmware" on page 427. 

2.2 OZH INDICAJES HP PA/RlSC EXKUrAElE CODE {ADDED IN 2.2 SPEC). 

The values fmm 03h-through-FFh are resewed. 

Indicator Byte. Only bit swen is currently deflned. 

0 = not last code image in ROM. 
1 = last code image in ROM. 

Bits [6:0] are resewed. 

Execution of Initialization Code 
Prlor to discovery of the device's ROM the conRguratlon software has accom- 
plished the following: 

- Assigned one or more memory and/or I 0  ranges to the function by pm- 
gramming its Base Address Registers (see 'Base Address Registers (BARS)" 
on page 378). 
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If the device is inter~pt-driven, the interrupt routing information has been 
programmed into the device's Interrupt Line register (see "Interrupt Line 
Register" on page 388). 
In addition, if the UDF bit (IHlS 61r W A S  IN THE 2.1 S P K  AND H A S  BEEN DEIEIED 
FROM  HE 2.2 SPEC) was set in the device's configuration status register, the 2.2 
user has been prompted to insert the diskette containing the PC1 conflgura- 
tion flle. or PCF, and the user selected any conflguratlon options available 
from the Ne. 
Finally, the conflguration software copied a code Image from the ROM into 
RAM memory. 

After the appropriate code image has been copied into system memory, the 
device ROM's address decoder is disabled. The conflguration software must 
keep the area of RAM (the image resides in) read/writable. The conflguration 
software then executes the following sequence: 

SEP 1. Refer to Figure 20-5 on page 427. The software calls the initialhtion 
module within the image (through location 3h in the image), supplying it 
with three parameters in the AX register: the bus number, device number 
and function number of the function associated with the ROM: 

-The 8-bit bus number is supplied in AH. 
*the device number is supplied in the upper flve bits of AL, 
*and the function number in the lower three bits of AL. 

It's necwary to supply the initialization code with this information so that 
it can determine how the function has been conflgured. For example, what 
I 0  and/or memory address range the configuration software has allocated 
to the device (via its base address registers). what input on the interrupt 
controller the function's interrupt pin has been routed to, etc. 

STEP 2. The initlalization code then issues a call to the PC1 BIOS (see 'Calling 
PC1 BIOS" on page 680). supplying the bus number, device number, and 
function number as input parameters and requesting the contents of the 
function's Base Address Registers. Armed with this information, the initial- 
ization code can now communicate with the function's I 0  register set to ini- 
tialize the device and prepare it for normal operation. 

STEP 3. If the ROM image has a device-specific Interrupt Service Routine 
embedded within the run-time module. it reads from the device's Interrupt 
Line conflguration register to determine which system interrupt request 
input on the intermpt controller the function's PC1 interrupt pin has been 
routed to by the configuration software. Using this routing information, the 
initialization code knows which entry in the interrupt table in memory 
must be hooked (for more information, refer to 'Hooking the Interrupt" on 
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page 239). It Rrst reads the pointer currently stored in that interrupt table 
entry and saves it within the body of the run-time portion of the image. It 
then stores the pointer to the intenupt service routine embedded within the 
run-time module of the code image into that interrupt table enw. In this 
way, it main* the integrity of the intermpt chain. Since the area of sys- 
tem memory it has been copied into must be kept read/writable until the 
initialization code completes execution, the initialization code has no prob- 
lem saving the pointer that it read fmm the interrupt table ently before 
hooklng it to its own service routine. 

STEP 4. The ROM image may also have a device-specific BIOS routine embed- 
ded within the run-time module of the code image. In this case, it needs to 
hook another intermpt table entry to this BIOS routine. Once again, it reads 
and saves the pointer currently stored in that intenupt table entry and then 
stores the pointer to the BIOS routine embedded within the run-time mod- 
ule of the code image. In this way, it maintains the integrity of the interrupt 
chain. 

SlCP 5. Since the area of system memory it resides in must be kept read/writ- 
able until the initiaUzation code completes execution, the initialization code 
can adjust the code image length (in location 2h of the image). Very typi- 
cally, at the completion of initialization code execution the programmer will 
adjust the image length field to encompass the area from the image's stan 
through the end of the run-time code. The initialization code is only typi- 
cally only executed once and is then discarded. It must also recompute a 
new Checksum and store it at the end of the ~ n - t i m e  code. If it sets the 
image length to zero, it doesn't need to recompute the image checksum and 
update it. When it returns conml to the configuration so-, a length of 
zero would indicate that the driver will not be used for some reason (per- 
haps a problem was detected during the setup of the device) and all of the 
memory it occupies can be deallocated and reused for something else. 

STEP 6. Once the initialization code has completed execution, it executes a 
return to the system software that called it. 

The mnfiguration software then takes two final actions: 

STEP 1. It intermgates the image size (at offset 2h in the image) to determine If 
it was altered. If it has, the conflguration software adjusts the amount of 
memory allocated to the image to make more efficient use of memory. The 
image is typically shorter than it was. 

STEP 2. Write-protects the area of main memory the image resides in. This will 
keep the 0.7 from using the area after It takes contml of the machine. 
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The ISA Plug-and-Play specification refers to the PC1 method of wrfting device 
ROM code and handling its detection, shadowing, and initialization, as the 
DDIM (Device Driver Znltializablon Model). That specification stresses that this is 
the model that all new device ROMs for other buses (e.g., ISA, EISA, Micm 
Channel. etc.) should adhere to. 

Figure 20-5: AL Contents On Enby Ib hitlahtlon Code 

AH AL 
1 1 

Bus Of Device 3 f F ~ 3  

lntroduction to Open Firmware 

Introduction 

The IEEE standard 1275-1994 entitled Standmd for Boot (Iniriolizufion, Configur& 
twn) Firmware Core Requirements and Practices addresses two areas of concern 
regarding the boot process: 

The very first section in this chapter described the basic rationale for indud- 
ing a device ROM in the design of a device--it provides a device driver that 
allows the OS boot program to use the device durlng the OS boot process. 
That raises the question of what language to write device driver in. This is 
one of the two major areas addressed by the OpenBoot standard. It is the 
one that the PC1 spec is concerned with. 
After the OS is booted into memory, the BIOS passes control to it. If it's a 
Plug-and-Play capable OS, it would be nice if the BIOS would pas. a 
pointer to the OS that points to a data structure that d e h e s  all of the 
devices that the OS has at its disposal. The OS could then traverse this data 
structure, determine the current state of all devices. and manage them for 
the remainder of the power-up session. In order for this to work. the exact 
format of this data structure must be standardized and understood by both 
the BIOS that builds it and the OS that subsequently takes ownership of it. 
This is the other major area addressed by the OpenBoot standard. 
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These two areas are discussed in more detail in the two sections that follow. It 
should be noted that this is only intended as an introduction to thb standard. 
There's a lot more to it than is covered here: the standard Is approximately 300 
pages in length. 8.5" x 11" in size. A detailed discussion of Open Firmware is 
outside the scope of tbis book. 

Universal Device Driver Format 

Historically, all of the PC-compatible machines marketed in the past have been 
based on Intel x86 processors. When writing ROM code for an add-in sub- 
system on an ISA, EISA or Micm Channel card, it was a simple decision that the 
device driver image to be stored in the ROM would be an x86 machine language 
code image. 

A number of system vendors have created systems incorporating PC1 and based 
on processors other than the x86 pmcessor family. These machines would take a 
substantial performance hit when executing expansion ROM code that isn't 
written in the processor's native machine language (i.e.. x86 code is 'foreign" to 
PowerPC and other types of non-Intel compatible pmcessors). They would be 
forced to emulate the x86 code, an inherently inefficient solution. 

Rather than writing an add-in device's ROM code in machine language native 
to a particular processor, the subsystem designer can write the ROM code in 
Fcode (tokenlzed Forth code) based on the Open Firmware specification, IEEE 
1275-1994. In other words. the device driver is written in the high-order lan- 
guage Forth. 

The Open Firmware would consist of two main components: 

The system BIOS contains the Fcode interpreter and possibly an individual 
Fcode devlce driver associated with each of the embedded subsystems that 
the system Open Firmware is already cognizant of. 
Each add-in subsystem would hopefully contain an Open Firmware Fcode 
image. 

The Open Firmware language is based on the Forth programming language. 
The ROM code would be written in Forth source code (in ASCII text). The 
ASCII-based source code is then supplied as input to a 'tokenizer" program. 
The tokenizer pmcesses the ASCII source code into a series of compressed com- 
mands, known as Fcode. As an example, an entire line of ASCII source code 
might be reduced to a single byte that represents the Forth command, only in a 
much more compact form. 
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The system BIOS that "dlseovered" the ROM (as descrfbed earller in this chap- 
ter). inwrporates an interpreter that wnverts the Fwde byte stream read from 
the ROM into machine language instructions spedfic to the system's processor. 

The programmer only has to wi te  this one universal version of the driver and 
any machine wlth an Fcode interpreter built into the system BIOS can then uti- 
lize this driver with the device during the boot pmess  (allowing the device to 
be selected as the Input. Output. or IPL boot device). Obviously, executing a 
drlver written in interpretive code would yield less than optimum performance. 
However, once the OS is booted into memory it then loads native code drivers 
for the three boot devices to replace the Fcode driven. Performance of the 
devices is then optimized. 

The 2.2 PC1 speciflcatlon refers the reader to another document. PCIBus Binding 
to IEEE 1275-1994, for implementation of Open Firmware in a PCI-based 
machine. This document is available using anonymous FTP to the machine 
playground.sun.com with the file name 

Passing Resource List To Plugand-Play OS 

BIOS Calls Bus Enumerators For Different Bus Environments 

A machine architecture can contain many different device environments. Exam- 
ples would be PCI, CardBus, EISA, Plug-and-Play ISA, etc. The methods that 
must be used to access the wnflguration registers associated with each of these 
different device types are very different from each other. In addition, the layout 
and format of their conflguration registers are quite different as well. 

The BlOS includes a separate, bus-spedfic program for each of these environ- 
ments. This program is frequently referred to as a Bus Enumerator. The Bus 
Enumerator knows: 

how to access the conflguration registers within devices of its specific type 
(e.g.. PC1 devices). 
how to 'discover" devices within its envlmnment. For example. in a PC1 
environment, the programmer reads the Vendor ID from a PC1 function's 
Vendor ID register. Any value other than FFFFh represents a valid ID, whlle 
FFFFh indicates that no function resides at the currently-addressed location. 
how to probe the device's configuration registers to discover the device's 
resource requirements. 
how to allocate selected resources to the device. 
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The system BIOS must call the Bus Enumerators for each of the bus envimn- 
ments supported in the platform. When a speciflc Enumerator is called. it db- 
covers all of the devices within its target environment, discovers the resources 
each requires, and allocates non-conflicting resources to each. It does not, how- 
ever, enable the devices. The Enumerator builds a data s t r u c t u ~  in memory that 
list all devices of its type that were found. It then passes a pointer to the start of 
that data structure back to the system BIOS. 

When the system BIOS has called each of the Bus Enumerators for the different 
environments, it now has a list of pointers to the various, bus-speciftc data 
struchms that list all of the devices that it has to work with. 

BIOS Selects Boot Devices and Finds Driven For Them 

The system BIOS would then scan the data sauaures to locate an Input device. 
an Output device, and an IPL device to use in booting the OS into memory. In 
order to use each of these devices during the boot process, it would also require 
a device driver for each of them. The drivers would either be embedded within 
the BIOS itself or within device ROMs discovered with each of the devices. 

For each of the three boot devices, the BIOS would then: 

call the initialization code within the device driver. The initialization code 
would then complete the preparation of the device for use. 
The BIOS would then set the appmpriate bits in its configuration Command 
register (e.g.. Memory Space. I 0  Space. Bus Master, etc.) to enable the 
device and bring it on-line. 

BIOS Boots Plugand-Play OS and Passes Pointer To It 

The system BIOS then uses the three devices to boot the OS into memory and 
passes control to the 0s. It also passes the OS a pointer that points to the head of 
the list of data structures that identify all of the devices that the OS has to work 
with. 

OS Locates and Loads Driven and Calls lnit Code In each 

Note that Init wde refers to the Initialization code portion of the driver. The OS 
then locates the disk-based drivers for each device and loads them into memory 
one-by-one. As it loads each driver, it then calls its initialization code entry 
point and the driver completes the device-speciflc setup of the device and 
brings the device on-line. The machine is now up and running and the OS man- 
ages the system devices h m  this point forward. 
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Vital Product Data (VPD) 

Moved From ROM to Configuration Space in 2.2 2.2 
PWR 1 0  THE 2.2 SPEC. WE VPD INFORMATDN (IF PRESENI) WAS lOCAlED WIWIN M 
PCj DEVICE'S DEVICE RbM. THE 2.2 SPEC HAS REDEFINED WE LOCANON AND FORMAT 
OF WE VPD. A COMPIEIE DESCRIPTMN OF WE NEW LOCAUON AND FORMA1 C A N  FOUND 
IN "V!rAI PRODucr DATA (VPD) C . 4 P A n I 1 I r v " o ~  PAGE 397. 

The bflowingsection is only pmvided as historical baekgmund and describes how VPD 
was implemented in 2. I-compIiant devices. 

VPD Implementation in 2.1 Spec 

If present, the VPD is a data s t ~ c t u r e  that identifies items such as hardware. 
software, and microcode within a system. It provides the configuration software 
and/or operating system with infornabion on field replaceable units (ERUs), 
such as part number, serial number, etc. The VPD also provides a method for 
storing performance and failure data related to a device that is being monitored. 
Although the VPD is optional. designers are urged to implement it. The pres- 
ence of the VPD permits a system vendor to implement processes to verify the 
completeness of a hardware order (in a build-to-order manufacturing envimn- 
ment). The presence of the VPD also permits the devlce vendor to obtain perfor- 
mance and failure analysls data on their product in the field. VPD also enhances 
the ability of technical support to ascertain the products that populate a 
machine. 

There are three types of Aelds within the VPD: recommended, conditionally rec- 
ommended, and additional flelds. If VPD is included, the recommended fields 
should be included. The conditionally recommended and additional fields may 
be present (based on the type of device). 

Data Structure 

The VPD consists of large and small resource descriptors as d e h e d  in the ver- 
sion 1.0a Plug and Play specification (refer to the Mindshare book entitled Plug 
and Play System Architecture). The VPD therefore consists of a serles of tagged 
data structures (i.e.. descriptors). 
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The Plug and Play desaiptor types that are used in the VPD are: 

small Compatible Device ID descriptor 
small Vendor-Defined desaiptor 
small End descriptor 
large Identifler SMng desaiptor 
large Vendor-Defined descriptor 

The 2.1 PC1 spedflcatlon defbes a new large descriptor type for the VPD and it 
is called the W D  descriptor. It has the format defmed in Table 20-4 on page 432: 

Zible 20-4: VPD DexrjptorFormat 

Byte 

0 

0 to1 

2 to n 

n + l  

Description 

90h (bit 7=1 indicates large descriptor type, 10h in [6:0] indicates start 
of the VPD). 

Overall length of the VPD in bytes. 

Body of the WD. Consists of one m more VPD keyword fields. such 
as part number, serial number, etc. The recommended, conditionally 
recommended. and addltional fields are deflned in tables 18-5.18-6, 
and 18-7. 

checksum on entire VPD structure 

ASCII Name 

PN 

FN 

EC 

MN 

SN 

Description 

Part number. 

FRU part number. 

Engineering change level of assembly. 

Manufacturer ID. 

Serial number. 
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lhble 20-6: Conditionally Recummended Fields 

ASCII 
Name 

LI 

RL 

RM 

NA 

DD 

DG 

LL 

VI 

FU 

SI 

D d p t i o n  

Load ID. This is a part of the name of the software download code mod- 
ule that may be required by a device to make it a functional. 

ROM level. Revision level of any non-alterable (as opposed to flash- 
programmable) ROM code on the function. 

Alterable ROM level. Revislon level of any alterable ROM code (flash- 
programmable ROM) on the function. 

Network Address. Needed by network adapters that require a unique 
network address (e.g.. token ring, Baseband. or Ethernet). 

Device driver level. The minimum dwlce driver level required for 
proper operation of the function. 

Diagnostic level. The minimum diagnostic software level required for 
testing the function. 

Loadable microcode level. If not present, level zero is implied. If a func- 
tion uses loadable microcode (finnwan?), indicates the microcode level 
required for proper function operation. This field is associated with card 
ID, rather than the part number or EC level. As changes are made to a 
card, a new level of microcode may be required. 

Vendor IDIDevice ID. Same as that found in the function's wnfigura- 
tion header space. 

Function number. In a multifunction device. Indicates the function that 
the VPD is associated with. Only one FU fleld is permitted within the 
extent of each VPD descriptor. 

Subsystem Vendor IDISubsystem ID. Same as that found in the func- 
tion's configuration header space. 
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'Bble 20-7: Additional Fields 

Table 20-8 on page 434 is the example VPD supplied In the specification. It actu- 
ally conslsts of two VPDs: one for the function and one for its associated dlag- 
nostic software. 

ASCII 
Name 

ZO-ZZ 

Table 20-8: Example VPD Data Stnrcture 

Description 

UserProduct-spedfic fields. Available for function-specific data for 
which no keyword has been defined. 
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MJe 20-8: Example VPD Data Structure [Continued) 





Add-in Cards and 
Connectors 

The Previous Chapter 
The prevlous chapter provided a detailed description of device ROMs associ- 
ated with PC1 devices. This included the following topks: 

device ROM detection. 
internal code/data format. 
shadowing. 
initialization code execution. 
interrupt hooking. 

In This Chapter 
This chapter provides an inmduction to the PC1 expansion card and connector 
definition. It covers card and connector types, 5V and 3.3V operability, shared 
slots, and pinout definition. For a detalled description of electrical and mechan- 
ical issues, refer to the latest version of the PC1 specification (as of this printing. 
revision 2.2). 

The Next Chapter 
The next chapter describes the Hot-Plug PC1 capability defined by the revision 
1.0 PC1 Hot-Plug spec. A Hot-Plug capable system permits cards to be removed 
and installed without powering down the system. 

Add-In Connectors 

32- and 64-bit Connectors 
The PC1 add-in card connector was derived from the Micro Channel connector. 
There are two basic types of connectors: the 32- and the 64-bit connector. A basic 
representation can be found in Figure 21-1 on page 438. Table 21-1 on page 439 
illustrates the pinout of 32-bit and 64-bit cards (note that the 64-bit connector is 
a superset of the 32-bit connector). THE FOUOWNG PlNOUl CHANGES WERE MADE IN 2 2 
THE 2.2 SPEC: 

. 
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PIN Ald WAS RESERVED AND IS NOW DEFINED AS M 3.3VAUX PIN (SEE '+ME# 
AND ~ ~ V A U X "  O N  PAGE 4491. 
PIN A19 WAS RESERVED AND IS NOW DEFINED AS THE PME# PIN (SEE '+ME# AND 
3.3VAUX"ON PACE 449). 
PIN A40 WAS W E  SDONE PIN AND IS N O W  DEFINED AS A RESERVEC PIN. THIS WAS 
IHE SNQOP DQNE SIGNAL, BUT A l l  SUPPORr FOR CACHEABLE MEMORY AND CACH- 
ING E N r l m S  O N  rHE PC1 BUS HAS BEEN REMOYED. - PIN A41 WAS IHE S8O# PIN AND IS N O W  DEFINED AS A RESERVED PIN. THIS WAS WE 
S N O O P  BACKOFF SIGNAL, BUT A l l  SUPWRr  FOR CACHEABLE MEMORY AND CACH- 
ING ENnnES O N  rHE PC1 BUS HAS BEEN REMOVED. 

The table shows the card pinout for three types of cards: 5V. 3.3V, and Universal 
cards (the three card types are defmed in '3.3V and 5V Connectors" on 
page 445). The system board designer must leave all reserved pins uncon- 
nected. The table illustrates the pinouts and keying for 3.3V and 5V connectors. 
In addition. a Universal card can be installed in either a 3.3V or a 5V connector. 
There is no such thing as a Universal connector, only Universal cards. Addi- 
tional information regarding 3V. 5V and Universal cards can be found in this 
chapter in the seaion "3.3V and 5V Connectors" on page 445. 

F i p  21-1: 32- and 64-bit Connectom 
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lhble 21-1: PCIAdd-ln Card Plnouts 
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nb1e 21-1: PCIAdd-In Card Pinouts (Continued) 

2.2 
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nb1e 21-1: PCIAdd-In Card Pinouts (Continued) 
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nb1e 21-1: PCIAdd-In Card Pinouts (Continued) 

Note: pin B49 on 3.3V connectors is ground on a 33MHz PC1 card, but is called 
M66EN on a 66MHz PC1 card. For more information, refer to 'How Clock Gen- 
erator Sets I b  Frequency' on page 301. 

32-bit Connector 

The 32-bit connector contains all of the PC1 signals for the implementation of 32- 
blt PCI. In addition. it contains two of the 61-bit extension signals. REQ64t and 
ACK64#, and the two card present signals. PRSNTl# and PRSNTZ#. 
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Card Present Signals. Refer to Figure 21-2 on page 444. The Card Present 
signals are required for add-in cards, but are optional on the system board. 

It must be noted, however. that they are required on a system board that s u p  
ports Hot-Plug PC1 (see 'Slot Power Requirements" on page 476). The system 
board designer must decouple both of the Card Present pins to ground through 
a 0.OluF high-speed capacitor because one or both of these pins also provide an 
AC return path. These two card pins must not be bussed together or otherwise 
connected to each other on the system board. In addition to following these 
implementation rules, the system board designer may optionally permit soft- 
ware to access the state of the card present signals thmugh a machine-readable 
port. If they are used in this manner, the system board designer must place a 
separate pullup resistor on each of these signal lines. 

The PC1 card deslgner encodes the maximum power requirements of the card (if 
it should be configured and bmught on-line) on the Card Present signals. When 
the card is installed in a PC1 connector, it gmunds one, the other, or both of the 
Card Present signals. At a minimum, the add-in card must ground one of these 
two pins. 

Table 21-2 on page 443 deflnes the value encoded on these two signals. The 2 2 
encoded value must indicate the total maximum consumption of the card when . 
it is fully-configured and fully-operational AND MAY NO1 EXCEED 25 WAlE. The 
indicated total consumption must include all four power rails, but aU of the 
power may be drawn from either the 5V or 3.3V rall if it's the only one used. 
When interngating this value to determine if the system's power supply and 
cooling wffl support the card, the system software should assume that the indi- 
cated power could be drawn from either the 3.3V or the 5V power rail. 

hble 21-2: Card Power Regulrement Indication On Card Presmt Slgnals 

Description 

Slot empty 

Card present and will draw a maximum of 25W 
if it's configured and bmught on-line. 

Card present and will draw a maximum of 15W 
if it's configured and bmught on-line. 

Card present and will draw a maximum of 
7.5W if it's configured and brought on-line. 

PRSNTll 

1 

0 

1 

0 

PRSNT2t 

1 

1 

0 

0 
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Figure 21-2: Card Present Signals 

REQ64# and ACK64#. In order to support 64-bit cards installed in 32-bit 
slots, the REQ646 and ACK646 signals are located on the 32-bit portion of the 
connector. On 32-bit connectors: 

The system board designer must implement a separate pullup resistor on 
each connector's REQ648 pin. Nothing else should be connected to these 
pins. 

2.2 THE ACK64# PIN MAY HIHER BE BUSSED WE ACK64A SIGNAL LINE USED BY WE 
64-B1r DEVICES (IF MERE ARE ANY), O R  MAY BE CONNECOD I0 A SEPARAO PULLUP 
RESlSrOR O N  IHE S Y S M  BOARD. 

If a 64-bit bus master is installed in a 32-bit card slot and it initiates a transac- 
tion, its assertion of REQ648 is not visible to any of the targets. In addition, its 
ACK64W input is always sampled deasserted. Thls forces the bus master to use 
only the lower part of the bus during the transfer. Furthermore, if the target 
addressed in the transaction is a 64-bit target, it samples REQ648 deasserted. 
forcing it to only utilize the lower half of the bus during the transaction. 
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As just explained, a 64-bit card installed in a 32-bit connector cannot use the 
upper half of the bus. This means that the signals related to the upper half of the 
bus will float on the card unless some special action is taken by the on-card 
logic. This subject is covered in 'Pullups Prevent 64-bit Extension from Floating 
When Not In Use" on page 267. 

64-bit Connector 

A 64-bit PC1 connector consists of the 32-bit connector plus a 64-bit extension to 
the connector (refer to Figure 21-1 on page 438 and to Table 21-1 on page 439). 
The extension contains all of the 64-bit extension signals (with the exception of 
REQ64X and ACK64%). For a discussion of 64-bit extension operation, refer to 
the chapter entitled "The 64-bit PC1 Extension" on page 265. REQ64# and 
ACK64# are handled as follows: 

The REQ64C pins on all embedded 64-bit devices and alI 64-bit connectors 
are bussed together with a single pullup on the trace. 
THE A C K 6 4 #  PINS O N  A l l  EMBEDDED 66-BIT DEVICES AND A l l  64-BITCONNECTORS 
ARE BUSSED rOGEMER WIM A SINGE PULLUP O N  THE RACE. THIS MUIREMEN1 WAS 

2.2 
ADDED IN THE 2.2 SPEC. 

3.3V and 5V Connectors 

A PC1 system board is implemented around a PC1 chipset. The buffeddriver 
logic that the chipset uses to interface to the PC1 bus is implemented as either 
5V or 3.3V logic. The chipset design therefore defines the PC1 bus signaling 
environment as either 3.3V or 5V. In order for an add-in PC1 card to operate cor- 
rectly. its buffer/driver logic must match the system board's PC1 signaling envi- 
ronment. 

As illustrated in Figure 21-1 on page 438,3.3V and 5V card connectors are keyed 
180 degrees out from each other. A card that implements its buffer/driver logic 
using purely 5V logic is keyed to plug only into a 5V connector, while a card 
with 3.3V buffeddriver logic is keyed so as to install only in a 3.3V connector. It 
should be noted that a 5V card can incorporate a mlx of 3.3V and 5V logic mid-  
ing behind its buffer/drlvers. Likewise, a 3.3V card can also incorporate a logic 
mlx behind its h-ont-end logic. 
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Universal Card 

A card that implements its buffer/drlvers with logic that can operate at either 
3.3V or 5V is referred to as a Universal card. It is keyed so as to install in either a 
3.3V or a 5V card connector. Its buffer/driver logic receives power from a spe- 
cial set of pins referred to as Vio pins (see Table 21-1 on page 439). The system 
board designer connects the Vio bins to the voltage raico&esponding io the 
PC1 chipset signaling environment. Figure 21-3 on page 446 illustrates the rela- 
tionship of the 3.3V. 5V and Universal cards to the 5V and 3.3V connecton. 

2.2 AU NEW CQMWNENI DEPICNS ARE RECQMMENDED rQ USE IHE DUAL-VQIrAGE BUFFERS 
AND z IS RECOMMENDED mar Art  NEW CAWS BE IMPLEMENRD AS UNIVERSAL CAWS. 

Figure 21 -3: 3.3V 5Vand Universal Cards 

Shamd Slot 

The machine may incorporate various types of add-in connecton (e.g., ISA and 
PC1 mnnectorsl. On the svstem board. a cem amount of real estate is aUo- 
cated for each add-in connector and each connector is assodated with a rear- 
panel mounting-bracket area. 
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Optionally, the system board designer may implement one PC1 and one other 
type of add-in connector in very close pmdmity to each other (see Figure 21-4 
on page 447). This is referred to as the shared slot. They share the same rear- 
panel mounting bracket area and only one of these mnnectors may therefore be 
populated. It should also be noted that the component side of a PC1 add-In card 
is the opposite of that for ISA, EISA and Micro Channel add-in cards. This is 
another reason why both connectors could not be populated. The components 
of one card would over-hang the other connector. If present, the shared slot is 
implemented as the last slot in the series of E/ISA or Micro Channel slots. Fig- 
ure 21-4 on page 447 illustrates a machine with PC1 expansion slots and either 
ISA or EISA expansion slots. Figure 21-5 on page 448 illustrates a unit with PC1 
and Micm Chamel expansion slots. The purpose of the shared slot is to maxi- 
mize usage of system board real estate. 

F I p  21-4: ISAEISA Unit Expansion Slots 

Shared Slot 

.I 7 PC1 Slots 

- -- - 
I 

rn 
L 

2 E I 
E 

v 
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Figure 21-5: Mjcm Channel Unit Expansion Slots 

Riser Card 

z 
w 
1 
Y - 
3 
m 
2 
2 

The 2.1 specification only provided illustrations of systems with the PC1 expan- 
sion connectors located on the system board itself. Designers were, however. 
permitted to implement the PC1 expansion connectors on a riser card. 

A 

Shared Slot 

II 
II Micro 

. 

As specified in the 2.1 specification, when designing a riser card, "the 
designer must ensure that the PC1 eJectrfcaJ spedffcation $ not violaw. Other 
than that statement, designers were on their own as  to how to accomplish 
this goal. 

2.2 THE 2.2 S P E C I M A M N  HAS ADDED EGHr NEW ILtUSTRAnONS S R K R Y  DEFINING WE 
M E M D O I O G Y  WHEN JMPIEMENIING A PC1 RISER CARD. SINCE rHlS IS STRKTrIY A 
MECHANRAL ITSUE. II IS NO1 COVERED IN THIS BOOK AND THE SPEC SHOULD BE REF- 
ERENCED. 
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Snoop Result Signals on Add-in Connector 

WESE SlGNAlS HAVE BEEN DELEED 1N JHE 2.2 SPEC. 2.2 

PME# and 3.3Vaux 2.2 
WESE IWO PINS WERE ADDED J O  W E  CONNECJOR DEFINlJlON IN JHE 2.2 SPEC. POWER 
MANAGEMENJ EVENT AND 3.3VAUX ARE OPrKlNAL SlGNAIS USED Br A CARD JHAr SUP- 
P O R E  rHE PC1 BUS POWER MANAGEMENr INERFACE SPEC. FOR A DElAllED DEKRIP- 
rlON. REFER r 0  "POWER MANAGEMEM" O N  PAGE 679. 

Add-In Cards 

3.3V, 5V and Universal Cards 

'3.3V and 5V Connectors" on page 445 and 'Universal Card" on page 446. 
found earUer in this chapter. provides a description of 3.3V, 5V and Universal 
cards. 

Long and Short Form Cards 

In addition to dehing the 32- and 64-bit card types, the specification also 
defines three physical card slzes. They are described in the specification as: 

the standard. or long. cards. The standard card measures 12.283" by 4.2'. 
fixed-height short cards. The Rxed-height short card measures 4.2" by 
6.875". 
variable-height short cards. The variable-height short card can be anywhere 
from 1.42" to 4.2" in height. 

The fixed- and variable-height short cards provide less surface area but are 
well-suited for small-footprint machines. The reader should refer to the 2.1 
specification for a detailed description of the mechanical design. 
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Small PC1 (SPCI) 

The version 1.5a SmallPCIS~caUon defines a very small card format applica- 
ble to highly-integrated portable applications (e.g.. laptops). From a conflgura- 
tion, elechical, and pmtocol perspective. SPCI is identical to normal PCI. It does 
not, however. support the 64-bit extension nor does it support the JTAG inter- 
face (see "JTAG/Boundary Scan Signals" on page 48). CLKRUNn ('CLKRUNX 
Signal" on page 35) is included on the SPCI connector (it is not included on the 
normal PC1 add-in connector). 

Component Layout 

In order to meet the PC1 signal pmpagation delay speci8cadon. it b critical that 
the length of PC1 signal lines be kept as short as possible. Towads this end, the 
PC1 sp&Rcation strongly recommkds that the &out sequence on PC1 compo- 
nents be exactly aligned with the PC1 edge connector pin ordering (as illus- 
trated in Figurn 21-6 on page 451). If implemented, the 64-bit extension signals 
should continue wrapping amund the component in a counter-clockwise direc- 
tion in the same order as they appear on the 64-bit connector. 

The placement of IDSEL in close physical proximity to the upper AD lines facil- 
itates resistively-coupling IDSEL to one of them. This subject is covered in 
'Method One-IDSELs Routed Over Unused AD Lines" on page 338. 
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Figurn 21-6: Recommended PC1 Component Pinout Ordering 
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Maintain Integrity of Boundary Scan Chain 

Some system board designers may choose to include the PC1 add-in connectors 
in the boundary scan test chain. To ensure that the integrity of the TDI/TDO 
chain remains intact, cards designed without boundary scan capability must 
bus the TDI and TDO edge connector pins together. For the reader who isn't 
familiar with boundary scan testing. TDI and TDO are the serial test data in and 
test data out pins. Using the TCK (test clock) signal, commands and requests 
can be shifted to or from the device in a serial fashion. The TDO from one device 
is connected to the TDI on the next device in the boundary scan test chain. A 
discussion of boundary scan is outside the scope of this book. The major audi- 
ence for boundary scan. test engineers, already know thls subject. Any who do 
not had better not let their bosses flnd out. 

Card Power Requirement 

'THE 2.2 SPEC HAS CHANGED WE POWER SUPPLI RULES. THE SYSIEM BOARD IS NOW 
REQUIRED 10 SUPPLI ALL FOUR POWER RAlLS I 0  EACH CONNECIOR. JN ADDITION. EXPAN- 
SION CARDS ARE NOW REQUIRED 1 0  UNIT IHE IOJAL POWER DRAWN COLLECJIYELY FROM 
ALL FOUR POMR RAILS 1 0  NO MORE IHAN 25 WAIIS. 

Table 21-3 on page 452 defines the required cumnt sourcing capability for the 
four power rails (on a per-connector basis). 

lable 21-3: RequiredPower Supply Current Sourcing Capabiliy (per eonneetor) 

Power Rail 

5V 

3.3v 

12V 

-12V 

Tolerance 

+/- 5% 

+'- 0'3V 

+/- 5% 

+/- 10% 

Current Sourdng Capability 

5A maximum per connector (system design- 
dependent: in other words, there is no spe- 
ciRc requirement for current-per-connector). 

7.6A maximum per connector (system 
designdependent: in other words, there is no 
specific requirement for current-per-connec- 
tor). 

5OOmA per connector. 

lOOm.4 per connector. 
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The maximum power requirement per card is specified at 25 Watts. This value 
includes the summary power consumption on all four rails. PC1 cards that wn- 
sume more than 10 watts should power up and reset to a state that consumes 10 
watts or less (if possible). While in this state, the card must permit access to its 
configuration registers. If the card is required for the raw boot process (POST 
and OS boot), it must be capable of performing its bootstrap functions (e.g.. text 
mode video) while in diminished power mode. After configuration. the card 
can be placed in full-power mode. 

Maximum Card Trace Lengths 

The list that follows defines the maximum trace length for PC1 signal lines on 
PC1 add-in cards: 

All signals that comprise the 32-bit portion of the PC1 bus must be limited 
to a maximum trace length of 1.5 inches. 
All signals that comprise the M-bit extension signals must be limited to a 
maximum trace length of 2 inches. 

The PC1 CLK signal trace length must be 2.5 inches (+/- 0.1") and it must be 
connected to only one load on the card. 

One Load per Shared Signal 

It is a smct rule that each PC1 device (embedded or on an add-in cad) may 
place only one load on each shared (i.e., bussed) PC1 signal line. The following 
list illustrates PC1 add-in card design scenarios that would violate this rule: 

A device ROM attached directly to the PC1 bus signals. 
W o  or more PC1 devices connected to the shared signals. In this case, a 
PCI-to-PC1 bridge should be the only device connected to the system board 
PC1 bus signals. The on-card PC1 devices can then be connected to the PC1 
bus on the card itself. 
Two or more devices that snoop the same PC1 signal(s) (in other words, two 
or more devices with a PC1 signal connected to their input buffers). 
On-card chipsee that place more than one load on each pin. 
A card that has more than lOpF capacitance per pin. 
A card that places pullups or other discrete devices on shared PC1 signals. 
Any system board shared PC1 bus signals that require pullups already have 
them on the system board. Placing pullups on these signal Unes on an 
expansion card would result in pullup current overload. 
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The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter provided an introduction to the PC1 expansion card and 
connector definition. It covered card and connector types. 5V and 3.3V operabil- 
ity, shared slots, and pinout definition. 

This Chapter 

This chapter describes the Hot-Plug PC1 capability defined by the revision 1.0 
PC1 Hot-Plug spec. A Hot-Plug capable system permits cards to be removed 
and installed without powering down the system. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter pmvides a detailed description of PC1 power management as 
defined in the revision 1.1 PCI Bus PM Interface Specification. In order to provide 
an overall context for this discussion, a description of the OnNow Initiative. 
ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface). and the involvement of 
the Windows OS is also provided. 

The Problem 

In an envimnment where hlgh-availability is desired. it would be a distinct 
advantage not to have to shut the system down before installing a new card or 
removing a card. 

As orifinally designed, the PC1 bus was not intended to support Installation or 
removal of PCI c&ds while power is applied to the machine: This would result 
in probable damage to components, as well as a mightily confused OS. 
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The Solution 

The solution is deflned in the revision 1.0 PC1 Hot-Plug spec and gives the 
chipset the ability to handle the following software requests: 

Selectively assert and deassert the PC1 RSTC signal to an spedflc Hot-Plug 
PC1 card connector. As stated in the PC1 spec. the card must tri-state its out- 
put drivers within 4011s after the assertion of RST#. 
Selectively isolate a card from the logic on the system board. 
Selectively remove or apply power to a specific PC1 card connector. 
Selectively turn on or turn off an Attention Indicator associated with a spe- 
cific card connector to draw the usen attention to the connector. 

Hot-Plug PC1 is basically a 'no surprises" Hot-Plug methodology. In other 
words, the user is not permitted to install or remove a PC1 card without first 
warning the software. The software then performs the necessary steps to pre- 
pare the card connector for the installation or removal of a card and flnaUy indi- 
cates to the end user (via a visual indicator) when the installation or removal 
may be performed. 

No Changes To Adapter Cards 
One of the major goals of the Hot-Plug PC1 spec was that PC1 add-in cards 
designed to the PC1 spec require no changes in order to be Hot-Pluggable. 

Changes are required, however, to the chipset. system board, OS and drlver 
design. 

Software Elements 

General 
Table 22-1 on page 457 describes the major software elements that must be mod- 
ified to support Hot-Plug capability Also refer to Figure 22-1 on page 459. 
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able 22-1: Introduction to Major Hot-Plug Sohare Elements 

Software Element 

User Interface 

Hot-Plug Servlce 

Hot-Plug System 
Driver 

Supplied by 

OS vendor 

OS vendor 

System Board 
vendor 

Description 

An 0s-supplied utllity that permits the 
end-user to request that a card connector 
be turned off in order to remove a card 
or turned on to use a card that just been 
installed. 

A service that processes requests 
(referred to as Hot-Plug Primitives) 
issued by the 0s. This includes requests 
to: . provtde slot identifiers 

tumcardOnorOff 
tum Attention Indicator On or Off 
Rtum current state of slot (On or 
off) 

The Hot-Plug Service interacts with the 
Hot-Plug System Driver to satisfy the 
requests. The interface (i.e., API) with 
the Hot-Plug System Drlver is defined 
by the OS vendor, not by this spec. 

Receives requests (aka Hot-Plug Primi- 
tives) from the Hot-Plug Service within 
the 0s. Interacts with the hardware Hot- 
Plug Controller to accomplish requests. 
The interface (1.e.. API) with the Hot- 
Plug Service is deflned by the OS ven- 
dor, not by this spec. A system board 
may incorporate more than one Hot- 
Plug Controller, each of which conMk a 
subset of the overall slots in the 
machine. In this case. there would be 
one Hot-Plug System Driver for each 
Controller. 
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nb1e 22-1: lnbuducffon to Major Hot-Plug Software Elements (Contfnued) 

System Start Up 

A Hot-Plugcapable system may be loaded with an OS that doesn't support 
Hot-Plug capability. In this case, although the system BIOS would contain some 
Hot-Plug-related software, the Hot-Plug Service and Hot-Plug System Driver 
would not be present Assuming that the user doesn't attempt hot insertion or 
removal of a card, the system will operate as a standard, non-Hot-Plug system. 

Description 

Some special, Hot-Plug-speciflc capabili- 
ties must be incorporated in a Hot-Plug 
capable device driver. This includes: 

support for the Quiesce command. 
optional implementation of the 
Pause command. 
Possible replacement for device's 
ROM code. 
Support for Start command or 
optional Resume command. 

Software Element 

Device Driver 

The system startup h w a r e  must ensure that all Attention Indicators are 
Off. 
The spec also states: 'the Hot-Plug slots must be in a state that would be 
appropriate for loading non-Hot-Plug system software." The author is 
unclear as to what this means. 

Supplied by 

Adapter card 
vendor 
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Hardware Elements 

General 

Table 22-2 on page 460 and Figu~e 22-1 on page 459 illustrate the major hard- 
ware elements necessary to support Hot-Plug PCI. 

Dbje 22-2: Major Hot-Plug Hardware Elments 

Hardware Element 

Hot-Plug Controller 

Card Connector Isolation Loglc 

Card Connector Power Switch- 
ing Logic 

Card Reset Logic 

Attention Indicators 

D e s d  ption 

Receives and processes commands issued by the 
Hot-Plug System Driver. The Controller is typically 
part of the chipset on the system board. 

Controlled by the chipset under the direction of the 
Hot-Plug System Driver. Located on the system 
board between a card connector and the PC1 bus. it 
permits a card slot to be electrically isolated from 
the PC1 bus under software conhnl in preparation 
for card installation or removal. 

Controlled by the chipset under the dlreaion of the 
Hot-Plug System Driver. Permits the power supply 
voltages to a slot to be turned on or off under pro- 
gram control. 

Controlled by the chipset under the dlreaion of the 
Hot-Plug System Driver. Permits the selective 
assertion or deassertion of the PC1 RSTIt signal to a 
specific slot under program control. 

One per slot. Controlled by the chipset under the 
direction of the Hot-Plug System Driver. The 
Attention Indicator is used to d a w  the attention of 
the end user to the slot 
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nble 22-2: Major Hot-Plug Hardware Elements (Continued) 

Attention Indicator and Optional Slot State Indicator 

Hardware Element 

Card Present/Power Require- 
ment Indication 

Ability of software to read the 
state of the M66EN signal as 
applied to the PC1 Clock gener- 
ator. 

Ability of sothare to read the 
state of the M66EN signal from 
each slot 

Correct implementatlon of the 
66MHz Capable bit in the 
adapter card's PC1 conflgura- 
tion Status register. 

As mentioned in Table 22-2 on page 460, the system vendor is required to 
include one Attention Indicator in close proximity to each Hot-Plug slot. The 
Attention Indicator is used to draw the attention of the end user to the slot. The 

Descrtptlon 

The two Card Present signals deflned by the PC1 
spec, PRSNT#[Z:ll, must indicate the maximum 
amount of power required by the card if it should 
be configured and enabled. The card must have 
one, the other, or both of these pins grounded. See 
Table 21-2 on page 443 for encoding. If not 
grounded, the respective PRSNT#[xJ signal must 
be lefi open on the card. On the system board, 
these two signal lines hom each slot must be con- 
nected to a port that can be read by software, irre- 
spective of whether the slot is On or Off, connected 
or isolated. 

For background on M66EN. refer to "How Compo- 
nents Indicate 66MHz Support" on page 300. By 
reading this bit, software (i.e.. the Hot-Plug System 
Driver) can determine if a PC1 bus is running at 
high speed (above 33.33MHz but not above 
66.66MHz). 

On the system board. the M66EN signal lines from 
each slot must be connected to a port that can be 
read by software. irrespective of whether the slot is 
On or Off, ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  or isolated. This gives the 
Hot-Plug System Driver the ability to determine if 
a card is 66MHz-capable before connecting it to a 
66MHz PC1 bus. 

Used by the Hot-Plug System Driver as an alterna- 
tive means of determining if the card supports a 
66MHz bus speed. 
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Hot-Plug spec does not define the circumstances under which the Hot-Plug Ser- 
vice would illuminate the Attention Indicator. It might be used to indicate a 
pmblem associated with the slot, or to ald in locating a particular slot. 

The system vendor may also Include an optional, Slot State Indicator that indl- 
cates whether the slot is currently on or off. 

The Attention and Slot State Indlcaton might be combined into a single hdica- 
tor. In this case, the Attention state must take precedence over the slot's On/Off 
state. The example given in the spec says that the LED might be steady "on" to 
indicate that the slot is in the On state, steady "ow to indicate that it is in the Off 
state, and flashing to indicate Attention, irrespective of whether the slot is cur- 
rently in the On or Off state. 

Option-Power Fault Detector 

If included, the power fault detection logic associated wlth a slot would detect if 
the card exceeds the power limits of the slot and turn the slot off. 

Option-Tracking System Power Usage 

The system may optionally hack system power usage and use this hfmmation 
to decide whether or not it's safe to turn on a newly-installed card. 

Card Removal and Insertion Procedures 

The descriptions of typical card removal and insertion that follow are intended 
to be introductory in nahlre. Additional detall can be found later in this chapter. 

It should be noted that the pmcedures described in the following sections 
assume that the OS, rather than the Hot-Plug System Driver, is responsible for 
conflgurfng a newly-installed device. If the Hot-Plug System Driver has this 
responsibility, the Hot-Plug Service will call the Hot-Plug System Driver and 
instruct it to configure the newly-installed device. 
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O n  and Off States 
Definition of On and Off 
A slot in the On state has the following characterlstics: 

Power is applied to the slot. 
The slot is not electrically isolated from the PC1 bus. In other words. it is 
connected to the bus. 
The PC1 RST# signal is deasserted. 

A slot in the Off state has the following characteristics: 

Power to the slot is turned off. 
The slot is electrically isolated from the PC1 bus. In other words. it is discon- 
nected from the bus. 
The PC1 RST# signal is asserted. 

Turning Slot On 

To turn on a slot that is currently in the off state: 

R E P  1. Apply power to the slot. 
STEP 2. Deassert the PC1 RSTt signal to the slot The system must meet the 

Sehlp and hold timing requirements (specified in the PC1 spec) relative to 
the rising edge of RST#. 

STEP 3. Turn off the isolation logic between the slot and the PC1 bus. In other 
words, connect the slot to the bus. This indudes the PC1 clock signal. 

Note that steps 2 and 3 may be reversed. 

In order to ensure that connecthg the slot to the PC1 bus does not in any way 
interfere with a PC1 transaction in progress, the system hardware may option- 
ally control the PC1 bus when connecting the dot and removing RST#. As an 
example, the arbiter within the chipset could wait until the PC1 bus is idle and 
not grant the PC1 bus to any master until the connection is complete. 

Turning Slot Off 

To turn off a slot that is currently in the On state: 

STEP 1. Turn on the isolation logic between the slot and the PC1 bus. In other 
words, disconnect the slot from the bus. This indudes the PC1 dock signal. 
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STEP 2. Assert the PC1 RSTX signal to the slot. The system must meet the setup 
and hold timing requirements (specified in the PC1 spec) relative to the rls- 
ing edge of RST#. 

STEP 9. Remove power from the slot. 

Note that steps 1 and 2 may be reversed. 

Basic Card Removal Procedure 

When a card will be removed from the system, the following steps occur: 

STEP 1. Via the Hot-Plug Service utility, the end user informs the OS that a 
card wlll be removed. 

STEP 2. The Hot-Plug Service utility commands the device's drlver to quiesce. 
In other words, the driver must stop using (i.e.. issuing requests to) the 
card. 

!WEP 3. The Hot-Plug Service utility h u e s  a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver to command the chipset to assert RST# only to the specifled card 
connector. Other PC1 device's continue to operate normally. 

!~EP 4. The Hot-Plug Service utility issues a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver to command the chipset to enable the isolation logic that resides 
between the connector and the PC1 bus (see Figure 22-1 on page 459). This 
electrically isolates the card from the PC1 bus. 

!hEP 5. The Hot-Plug Service utility Lssues a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver to command the chipset to remove all operating voltages fmm the 
specified card connector. 

STEP 6. The Hot-Plug Service utility h u e s  a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver to command the chipset to set the connector's associated visual 
Attention Indicator to show that the card may be safely removed fmm the 
system. Note that this is an example. The spec does not define under what 
circumstances a slot's Attention indicator is used. 

STEP 7. The end user removes the card fmm the system and Indicates to the 
Hot-Plug Service utility that this has been accomplished. 

STEP 8. The OS deallocates the memory space, I 0  space, intempt line, etc. 
that had been assigned to the device and makes these resources available 
for assignment to other devices in the future. 
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Basic Card Insertion Procedure 

The procedure for installing a new card basically reverses the steps listed for 
card removal. The followlng steps assume that the card connector was left in the 
same state that it was in immediately &er a card was moved from the connector (In 
other words, the Off state): 

STEP 1. The end user informs the Hot-Plug Service utJlity that a new card will 
be installed in an empty c a d  connector. 

STEP 2. The Hot-Plug Service utility issues a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver commanding the chipset to set the connector's associated visual 
Attention Indicator to show that the card may be safely installed in the con- 
nector. 

SlEP 3. The user installs the card in the connector. 
STEP 4- The user informs the Hot-Plug Service utiIity that the card has been 

installed. 
STEP 5. The Hot-Plug Service utility issues a request to the Hot-Plug System 

Driver commanding the chipset to set the connector's Attention Indicator 
to inform the user that the card must not be taken out  

STEP 6. The Hot-Plug Service utility issues a mquest to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver commanding the chipset to reapply power to the connector. 

SlEP 7. If the Connector's RSTX signal is not still asserted to the connector, the 
Hot-Plug Service utility issues a request to the Hot-Plug System Driver 
commanding the chipset to assert it. 

STEP 8. The Hot-Plug Service utility issues a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver commanding the chipset to turn off the isolation logic between the 
connector and the PC1 bus. 

31EP 9. The Hot-Plug Service utility issues a request to the Hot-Plug System 
Driver commanding the chlpset to remove the RST# signal from the con- 
nector. 

STEP lo .  The OS commands the Platform Configwation Routine to interrogate 
the card to discover the function or functions (if it's a mum-function card) 
that mide  on the card and to determine the resources that each function 
quires. This is accomplished by causing the host/PCI Bridge to perform 
PC1 configuration accesses to the device. 

STEP 11. The Platform Configuration Routine uses PC1 conflguration writes to 
allocate resources to the device's configuration mglsters. 

STEP 12. The OS locates the appropriate drlver(s) (using the Vendor ID and 
Device ID, or the Class Code, or the Subsystem Vendor ID and Subsystem 
ID conflguration mgLster values as seamh criteria) for the function(s) within 
the PC1 device and loads it (or them) into memory. 
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STEP 19. The OS then calls the driver's initialization code entry point, causing 
the processor to execute the driver's initialization code. This code hishes 
the setup of the device and then sets the approprlate bits in the device's 
PC1 configuration Command register to enable the device. 

Quiescing Card and Drlver 

General 
Prior to removing a card from the system, two things must occur: 

1. The device's drlver must cease acceaing the card. 
2. If the card has interrupt or bus master capability, the card must cease gener- 

ating interrupts and cease initiating bus transactions. 

How this is accomplished is OSspeciflc, but the following must take place: 

The OS must stop issuing new requests to the device's driver or must 
instruct the driver to stop accepting new requests (from the OS or possibly 
from other bus masters). 
The driver must terminate or complete all outstanding requests. 
The card must be disabled from generating interrupts or acting as a bus 
master. 

When the OS commands the driver to quiesce itself and its device, the OS must 
not expect the device to remain in the system (in other words, it could be 
removed and not replaced with a similar card). 

Pausing a Driver (Optional) 

Optionally, an OS could Implement a 'Pause" capability to temporarily stop 
driver activity in the expectation that the same card or a similar card will be 
reinserted. If the card is not reinstalled within a reasonable amount of time. 
however, the driver must be quiesced and then removed from memory. 

A card may be removed and an identical card installed in its place. As an exam- 
ple, this could be because the currently-installed card is bad or is being replaced 
with a later revision as an upgrade. If it is intended that the operation appear 
seamless from a software and operational perspective, the driver would have to 
quiesce, save the current device's context [i.e., the contents of all of its registen. 
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etc.). The new card would then be installed, the context restored, and normal 
operation would resume. It should be noted that if the old card had falled, it 
may or may not be possible to have the operation appear seamless. 

Shared Interrupt Must Be Handled Correctly 

It is very important that a driver not access its device after it has been quiesced 
(because the device may have been removed and the access attempt would 
result in an emr). If the device shares an intenupt request line with one or more 
other PC1 functions, one of those devices might generate a request on the shared 
interrupt signal Une. This could cause the quiexed driver's interrupt handler to 
be executed. Ordinarily, the handler would poll its dwfce's interrupt pendlng 
blt to determine if the devlce generated an intenupt request, but it must not do 
so if the driver (and its device) has been quiesced. 

Quiescing a Driver That Controls Multiple Devices 

If a driver controls multiple cards and it receives a command from the OS to 
quiesce its activity with respect to a specific card, it must only quiexe its activ- 
ity with that card as well as qutescing the card itself. 

Quiescing a Failed Card 

If a card has failed, it may not be possible for the driver to complete requests 
previously issued to the card. In this case, the driver must detect the e m r  and 
must terminate the requests without completion and attempt to reset the card. 

Driver's Initial Accesses To Card 

WE 2.2 S P K  DKlAlES 1HAl SOFTWARE MUP NO1 EXPKl 1 0  SUCCEED IN PERFORMING A 
rRANSFER W m  A CARD FOR Ar LEAS1 2'' PC1 CLKS AFIER RSr# HAS BEEN DEASSERED. 

2.2 
 OR MORE INmWMAlJON, REFER r 0  ' ~ A R G E ~  L A ~ E N c ~  DURING lNlnALlZAflON TIME" ON 
PAGE 85. 
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Treatment of Device ROM 

A PC1 deviee newly Installed in a PC1 slot may contain a PC1 device ROM (actu- 
ally it may contain more than one if it's a multi-function card). Normally, when 
the system is powered up and reset is removed, the BIOS Loads the driver from 
the device's ROM into system memory and executes the initialization code 
within the driver to flnish setting up the device (for more information, refer to 
"Execution of Initialization Code" on page 424). This occurs before the OS is 
loaded into memory. 

Upon a hot-insdon of the devlce, the policy with regard to the ROM driver is 
OSspeciflc. There are two possible scenarios: 

The OS may permit the driver to be loaded into system memory fmm ROM 
and then its init (i.e., initialization) code may be executed. This would not 
be true in an x86, PC-compatible machine, but might be in some other envi- 
ronment. 
The OS may require that the actions normally taken by the ROM driver to 
f d s h  setting up the device be taken by the some other piece of softwan?. 
typically the device's driver. This would be true in an x86. PC-compatible 
machine. The requhd actions wuld also be performed by a device-specific 
pmgram that calls the device's driver to accomplish the actions normally 
performed by the ROM code. 

Who Configures the Card? 

The spec refers to the entity responsible for setting up a newly-installed device's 
PC1 configuration Header registers as the Platform Conflguration Routlne. It is 
OS-speeif~c whether the Platform Conflguration Routlne resides within the OS 
or within the platform-specific sot3ware such as the Hot-Plug System Driver. 

CASE 1. If the Platfam Configuation Routine is part ofthe OS, then the OS is 
responsible for interrogating the configmtion registers within the function 
or functions on the card to determine what resources it requires. Examples 
of resources would be memory space and I 0  space allocated to memory 
and 10 decoders (i.e., Base Address Registers, or BARS). interrupt lines, etc. 

CASE 2. If the Platform Configuration Routine is not part of the OS but 
resides within the platform-specific software. then the OS will call it to 
configure the device. As an example, the Contigutation Routine may reside 
within the Hot-Plug System Driver (this pmgram is always platform-spe- 
dfic). In this case, the OS calls the Hot-Plug System Driver with a command 
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for it to configure the device and it must supply the Hot-Plug System Driver 
with the following information: 

whether or not the OS requires full or partial configuration of the 
device. An example of pmtial conAguration would be the assignment of 
memory space but not I 0  space to a device that requests both. 
The OS must also specify the state that the card must be left In (On or 
Off) if there is an error during configuration. 
An adapter card that has no configuration Header reglsten (see 'Card 
Sets" on page 471 for a possible example) must be treated as if all 
resource requests have been satisfied. 

Efficient Use of Memory andlor 10 Space 
The PC1 spec mornmends that, even if a device's memory decoder requires less 
than 4KB of memory space, it should request a 4KB block of space (to minimize 
the number of address bits that need to be decoded). The largest block of I 0  
space that a device's 10  decoder can request is 256 bytes. 

The Hot-Plug spec. however, strongly recommends that the device designer 
only ask for the amount of memory or I 0  space that the device's memory or 10  
register set actually needs. After the system has booted the 0.5 and the platform 
is up and running, memory and I0 space has already been allocated to the 
devices that were resident in the machine at boot-up time. A Hot-Plug card will 
have a far greater chance of successfully receiving the memory and/or I 0  space 
it requests if the size requested is kept to a minimum. 

Slot Identification 

Refer to Table 22-3 on page 471. 

Physical Slot ID 

When the user wishes to prepare a slot for card removal or insertion, he or she 
must use the system vendor's nomenclature in order to properly identify the 
slot. This is referred to as the Physical Slot ID. 
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Logical Slot ID 

The Hot-Plug Service program in turn must issue a q u e s t  (1.e.. a primitive) to 
the Hot-Plug System Driver and must include the Slot ID in some fom. This 
parameter, referred to as the Logical Slot ID, may be the same as the Physical 
Slot ID or may be presented in some other, OS-specific form. As an example, the 
slot could be Identified by the number of the PC1 bus that it resides on and its 
PC1 device number on that bus. 

PC1 Bus Number, Device Number 

In order to perform some operations, the Hot-Plug System driver must stirnu- 
late the host/PCI Bridge to perform a PC1 configuration read or write transac- 
tion on the appropriate PC1 bus. To do this, it must translate the Logical Slot ID 
into the PC1 bus number and device number. For more information on perform- 
ing PC1 configuration transactions, refer to "Configuration Mechanism X 1  (The 
Only Mechanism!)" on page 322. 

Translating Slot IDS 
It is the responsibility of the platform vendor to supply the OS (specifically. the 
Hot-Plug Service) with the Physical Slot IDS and speci@ how they map to PC1 
bus number and device number. This information could be: 

supplied in the system BIOS ROM. 
read fmm a port in the Hot-Plug Contmller. 
contained within the Hot-Plug System Driver. 
found within some other platform-specific element of software or hard- 
ware. 

In an x86. PC-compatible machine, this information is supplied In the Interrupt 
Routing Table in system ROM. For a detailed description of this table, refer to 
'Interrupt Routing Table" on page 233. This table contains one entry per slot 
and each entry contains the slot number (1.e.. the Physical Slot ID) and its 
respective PC1 bus number and device number. 
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'Zhble 22-3: Slot Idenmen 

Card Sets 

Identifier 

Physical Slot 
ID 

Logleal Slot W 

PC1 Bus Num- 
ber. Device 
Number 

A card set is defined as any set of cards that must be installed or removed 
together. The cards that comprise the set may appear to be multiple PC1 func- 
tions from a configuration standpoint, or may appear as a single PC1 funceon 

Usage 

Used in Hot-Plug Service's 
User Interface to identify slots. 

Used to identify the target slot 
when communicating requests 
between the Hot-Plug Service 
and the Hot-Plug System 
driver. 

Hot-Plug System Driver and 
hosVPCI Bridge 

Description 

Supplied by the system vendor 
(via the Hot-Plug System 
Driver), this number uniquely 
identifies the slot. In a system 
with a single chassis containing 
PC1 slots. this could simply be a 
slot number. In a system with 
multiple chassis, this wuld con- 
sist of a chassis number and the 
number of a slot within that 
chassis. For more information 
regarding Chassis, refer to 
"Chassis and Slot Number 
Assignment" on page 594. 

TMs ID is OS-spedflc. As exam- 
ples. the OS muld dictate that 
the Logid Slot ID could take the 
form of the PC1 bus number and 
device number, or the Physical 
Slot ID. 

The Hot-Plug System Driver 
must supply the hosVPCI 
Bridge with the number of the 
target PC1 bus as well as the tar- 
get device on that bus (i.e.. phys- 
ical device position) when 
requesting that a PC1 configura- 
tion read or write be performed 
by the bridge. 
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(e.g.. if one or more of the cards are only using the slot to gain access to power 
and are not mnnected to the PC1 bus). The cards may be interconnected via 
sldeband cables. A card set that does not requlre that the cards be turned on and 
off together doesn't require any special care on the part of the Hot-Plug envlron- 
ment to support them. This spec doesn't cover the case wherein the set requires 
that all cards within the set must be turned on or off simultaneously A speciflc 
OS/piatform combination may or may not support this capability. 

The Primitives 

This section discusses the hot-plug sof'tware elements and the information 
passed between them. For a review of the software elements and thelr relation- 
ships to each other, refm to Figure 22-1 on page 459 and to Table 22-1 on 
page 457. Communications between the Hot-Plug Service within the OS and the 
platform-specific Hot-Plug System Driver is in the form of requests. The spec 
doesn't deflne the exact format of these requests, but does define the basic 
request types and their content. Each request type issued to the Hot-Plug Sys- 
tem Driver by the Hot-Plug Service is referred to as a primitive. They are listed 
and described in Table 22-4 on page 472. 

BbIe 22-4: The Primitives 

Description 

Requests that the Hot-Plug System 
Driver return a set of Logical Slot 
IDS for the slots it conwls. 

Primitive 

QueryHot-Plug 
System Driver 

Parameters 

Input: None 

Set Of Logi* 'lot 
IDS for slots conwlled by 
this driver. 
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'Eible 22-4: The Primftives (Continued) 

D e d p t i o n  

This request is used to control the 
slots and the Attention Indicator 
associated with each slot. Note that 
the Hot Plug System Driver must be 
prepared to wait at least 225 PC1 
CLKs after RST# is removed before 
it succeeds in accessing the card or 
completes a request to turn the card 
on. Good completion of a request is 
indicated by returning the Status 
Change Successful parameter. If a 
fault is incurred during an 
attempted status change, the Hot- 
Plug System Driver should return 
the appropriate fault message (see 
middle column). Unless otherwise 
specified, the card should be left in 
the off state. 

Primitive 

Set Slot Status 

Parameters 

Inputs: 
Logical Slot ID 
New slot state (on or off). 
New Attention Indicator 
state. 

Rehm: Request comple- 
tion status: 

status change successful 
fault-wmng frequency 
fault-insufficient power 
fault-lnsumcient config- 
uration resources 
fault-power fail 

* fault-general failure 
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'Eible 22-4: The Primftives (Continued) 

D e d p t i o n  

This request returns the state of the 
indicated slot (if a card is present). 
The Hot-Plug System Drlver must 
return the encoding of the 
PRSNT#[Z:l] pins even ifthe slot 1s 
ofl. 
To determine the card's frequency 
capability. the Hot-Plug System 
Driver reads the state of the M66EN 
pin (if it is readable through a port) 
or the function's 66MHz-Capable 
bit in its configuration Status regis- 
ter. Determination of the card's 
speed capability is made indepen- 
dent of whether the card i s m -  
rently off or on, and independent of 
whether the bus is operating at 
33MHz or 66MHz. If the Driver 
must read the function's 66MHz- 
Capable bit but cannot tum the slot 
on due to the power requirements 
of the card, then the Driver must 
indicate that there is insufficient 
power available to determine the 
card's frequency capability. Obvi- 
ously, the card's frequency capabil- 
ity is meaningless if no card is 
present. 
The slot frequency parameter indb 
cates the current operating fre- 
quency of the bus that the slot 
resides on. 

Primitive 

Query Slot Sta- 
tus 

Parameters 

Input: Logical Slot ID 
- 

Retum: 
Slot state (on or off) . Card power requirement 
(not present, low, 
medium, high) 
Card fmuency capabi1- 
'ty (33MHzn 66MHz. 
insufficient power) 

"lot frequency (33MHz. 
66MHz) 
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'Eible 22-4: The Primftives (Continued) 

Issues Related to PC1 RSW 

The PC1 RST# signal has the following effects on a device: 

1. When RST# is asserted. a device must tti-state all of its bus outputs and 
float its open-drain outputs within 40ns. 

2. The device's PC1 target and bus master state machines must be held in their 
reset state as long as RST# remains asserted. 

3. When RST# is deasserted, the device's PC1 target and bus master state 
machines must remain in the Idle state untll the device is addressed in a PC1 
wansaction. 

4. To avoid "misinterpreting" the contents of the bus if RSTW is removed in the 
midst of a transaction currently in progress, a device should not leave the 
reset state until RSTX has been deasserted AND the bus is idle (FRAME# 
and IRDYt sampled deasserted). 

5. The device must not depend on the PC1 CLK signal exhibiting any particu- 
lar characteristics prior to the deassertlon of RST#. 

6. The PC1 spec requires that the operating frequency of a 66MHz bus may not 
be changed without asserting RST#. 

7. THE 2.2 SPEC DKJArES MAT ME HOJ-PLUG SYSTEM DRIER MUSr BE PREPARED r 0  
w a l r  a r l E a s r  zZ5 PC1 CLKS A F ~  RRSW HAS BEEN DEASSERED BEFORE z SUCCEEDS 

2.2 
IN ACCESSING WE CARD OR COMPLEES A REQUEST FROM ME HOJ-PLUG SERVKE JO 
TURN JHE CARD ON. 

D e d p t i o n  

This is the only primitive (defined 
by the spec) that is issued to the 
Hot-Plug Service by the Hot-Plug 
System Drlver. It is sent when the 
Driver detects an unsolicited 
change in the state of a slot. Exam- 
ples would be a run-time power 
fault or card installed in a previ- 
ously-empty slot with no warning. 

Primitive 

Async Notice of 
Slot Status 
Change 

Parameters 

Input: Logical Slot ID 

Retum: none 
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66MHz-Related Issues 
The Hot-Plug System Driver must ensure that a slot containing a 33MHz card is 
never connected to a bus operating above 33.33MHz. This can be accomplished 
in the following manner: 

The software can establish if the card is a 33 or 66MHz card by reading the 
M66EN bit supplied frum the card's connector. 
It can establish if the bus is a 66MHz bus by reading the 66MHz-Capable bit 
from the bridge's Status register. The bridge could be either a host/PCI 
bridge or a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. 

If the bridge is a host/PCI bridge, software should check the 66MHz- 
Capable blt in the bridge's PC1 configuration Status register (see 
Table 19-4 on page 372). 
If the bridge is a PCI-to-PC1 bridge, software should check the 66MHz- 
Capable bit in the bridge's PC1 Secondary Status register (see 'Second- 
ary Status Register" on page 565). 

Power-Related Issues 

Slot Power Requirements 
Table 22-5 on page 476 lists the slot power requirements. The maxlmum power 
drawn by all supply voltages to a slot may not exceed 25W. Cards that have a 
range of operating currents, or that have a dynamic or switching load, must 
guarantee that the peak operating loads never exceed the values shown in 
Table 22-5 on page 476 (even while the card is turning on). During card turn on, 
the card must tolerate voltage slew rates within the ranges defined in the table 
without suffering damage. 

Table 22-5: Slot Power Requirements 

Supply 
Voltage 
(v) 

Cm* 

Maxcard 
DecoupUng 

Capdtance (I@ 

+5 5A 

+3.3 7.6A 

+I2 I 

3000 

3000 

300 

150 -12 

- S~PP'Y 
Voltage Slew 

Rate (Vls) 

lOOmA 

Max ~ ~ P P ' Y  
Voltage Slew 

Rate (Vls)  

25 

16.5 

60 

60 

3300 

3300 

33000 

66000 
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Card Connected To Device With Separate Power 
Source 

In this case, the card designer must ensure that the user is not exposed to any 
danger, and that neither the c a d  nor the remote device will sustain any damage 
if one device is powered for a prolonged period of time while the other is not 
The card designer must also ensure that the device's PC1 master and target stare 
machine remain reset as low as the PC1 RST# sinnal remains asserted. whether " 
or not the remote device is powered on. 





23 Power 
Management 

The Previous Chapter 
The previous chapter described the Hot-Plug PC1 capability d e h e d  by the revi- 
sion 1.0 PC1 Hot-Plug spec. A Hot-Plug capable system permits cards to be 
removed and installed without powering down the system. 

This Chapter 
This chapter provides a detailed description of PC1 power management as 
defined in the revision 1.1 PC1 Bus PM Interfact Speclfjcation. In order to provide 
an overall context for this discussion, a description of the OnNow Initiative. 
ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface), and the involvement of 
the Windows OS is also provided. 

The Next Chapter 
The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of PCI-to-PC1 bridge imple- 
mentation. The information is drawn from the revision 1.1 PCI-to-PC1 Bnidge 
Architem SpedBcation. dated December 18. 1998. 

Power Management Abbreviated "PM" in This Chapter 

Thmughout this chapter, the author has abbreviated Power Management as 
'PM" for brevity's sake. 

PC1 Bus PM Interface Specification-But First... 

The PC1 Bus PM Znterface Speclfjcation describes how to implement the optional 
PC1 PM registers and signals. These registers and signals permit the OS to man- 
age the power environment of PC1 buses and the functions that reside on them. 
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Rather than immediately diving into a de tded nuts-and-bolts desaiption of 
the PC1 Bus PM Interface Speefficatfon. it's a good idea to begin by describing 
where it fits within the overall context of the OS and the system. Otherwise, this 
would just be a disconnected discussion of registers, bits, signals, etc. with no 
frame of reference. 

A Power Management Primer 

Basics of PC PM 

The most popular OSs currently in use on PC-compatible machines are Win- 
dows 95/98/NT/2000. This section provides an overview of how the OS inter- 
acts with other major software and hardware elements to manage the power 
usage of individual devices and the system as a whole. Table 23-1 on page 480 
introduces the major elements involved in this process and provides a very 
basic description of how they relate to each other. It should be noted that neither 
the PC1 Power Management spec nor the ACPI spec (Advanced ConAguraUon 
and Power Interface) dictate the policies that the OS uses to manage power. It 
does, however, define the registers (and some data structures) that are used to 
contml the power usage of PC1 functions. 

Rble 23-1: Major SoRware/Hanlwart Elements Invohdln PC PM 

Element 

0s 

ACPI Driver 

Responsibility 

Direcis the overall system power management.To accomplish 
this goal, the OS issues requests to the ACPI Driver. WDM (Win- 
dows Drlver Model) device driven, and to the PC1 Bus Driver. 
Application programs that are power mmnation-aware lnter- 
act with the OS to acmmplish device power management. 

Manages mnf~guation, power management, and thermal c-1 
of devices embedded on the system board that do not adhere to 
any industry standard inteface speelfication Examples would 
could be chlpset-speclflc registers, system board-specific registers 
that control power planes and bus clocks (e.g.. the PC1 CLK). etc. 
The PM registers within PC1 functions (embedded or otherwise) 
am defined by the PC1 PM spec and are therefore not managed 
by the ACPI driver, but rather by the PC1 Bus Driver (see entry in 
this table). 
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'Isble 23-1: Major Software/Hardware Elemenb Inwlved In PC PM (Continued) 

Element 

WDM Device Driver 

Miniport Driver 

Responsibility 

The WDM driver is a Class driver that can work with any device 
that falls within the Class of devices that it was mitten to control. 
The fact that it's not written for a sped& device from a specific 
vendor means that it doesn't have register and bit-level knowl- 
edge of the device's interface. When it needs to issue a command 
to or check the status of the device, it issues a request to the 
Miniport driver supplied by the vendor of the specIRc device. 
The WDM also doesn't understand device chaacteristlu that am 
peculiar to a specific bus implementation of that device type. As 
an example, the WDM doesn't understand a PC1 device's config- 
uration register set. It depends on the PC1 Bus Driver to commu- 
nicate with PC1 configuration registers. 
When it receives requests from the OS to conhvl the power state 
of its PC1 device, it passes the request to the PC1 Bus Driver: 

When a request to power down its device is received from the 
OS, the WDM saves the contents of its assodated PC1 func- 
tion's device-speclfic registers (in other words, it performs a 
context save) and then  pass^^ the request to the PC1 Bus 
Driver to change the power state of the device. 
C o n d ~  when a request to repower the device is W v e d  
fmm the OS. the WDM passes the request to the PC1 Bus 
Driver to change the power state of the device. Afie~ the PC1 
Bus Driver has repowered the device, the WDM then restores 
the context to the PC1 function's device-spedfic negisters. 

Supplied by the vendor of a device, it receives requests f m  the 
WDM Class driver and converts them into the proper series of 
accesses to the device's register set 
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'Isble 23-1: Major Software/Hardware Elemenb Inwlved In PC PM (Continued) 

OnNow Design Initiative Scheme Defines Overall PM 

Element 

PC1 Bus Driver 

PC1 PM registers within 
each PC1 function's PC1 
configuration space. 

SystemBoardpower 
plane and bus dock cob 
tml logic 

A whltepaper on Microsoft's website clearly defines the goals of the OnNow 
Design Initiative and the problems it addresses. The author has taken the liberty 

Responsibility 

This driver is generlc to all PCI-mmpliant devices. It m g e s  
their powe states and mnfigunrtion registers, but does not 
have knowledge of a PC1 function's device-specific repister set 
(that knowledge is possessed by the Miniport Driver that the 
WDM driver uses to communicate with the device's register set). 
It receives ques t s  fmm the device's WDM to change the state of 
the device's power management logic: 

When a request Is received to power down the device, the PC1 
Bus Driver is responsible for saving the context of the func- 
tion's PC1 wnflguration Header registers and any New Capa- 
bility registers that the device implements. Uslng the device's 
PC1 wnflguration Command register, it then disables the abil- 
ity of the device to act as a bus master or to respond as the tar- 
get of transactions. Finally. it writes to the PC1 function's PM 
registen to change Its state. 
Conversely, when the device must be repowered the PC1 Bus 
Driver wrltes to the PC1 function's PM regbters to change its 
state. It then restores the function's PC1 configuration Header 
registers to thelr original state. 

The loeation, format and usage of these registers fs d e W  by 
the PC1 PM spec. The PC1 Bus Driver understands this spec and 
therefore is the entity responsible for accessing a function's PM 
registers when requested to do so by the function's device driver 
(i.e.. its WDM). 

The hnplementation and mnuul of this logic is typically system 
board design-specific and fs therefore mnmlled by the ACPI 
Driver (under the OS's -on). 

of reproducing the text from that paper verbatim in the two sections that follow: 
Goals, and Current Platform Shortcomings. 
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Goals 

The OnNow Design Initiative represents the overall guiding spirit behind the 
sought-afier PC design. The following are the major goals as stated in an 
OnNow document: 

The PC is ready for use immediately when the user presses the On button. 
The PC is perceived to beoff when not in use but is still capable of respond- 
ing to wake-up events. Wake-up events might be trlggmd by a device 
receiving input such as a phone ringing. or by software that has requested 
the PC to wake up at some predetermined time. 
Software adjusts its behavior when the PC's power state changes. The oper- 
ating system and applications work together intelligently to operate the PC 
to deliver effective power management in accordance with the user's cur- 
rent needs and expectations. For example, applications will not inadvert- 
ently keep the PC busy when it is not necessary, and instead will 
proactively participate in shutting down the PC to conserve energy and 
reduce noise. 
All devices participate in the device power management scheme, whether 
originally installed in the PC or added Later by the user. Any new device can 
have its power state changed as system use dictates. 

Current Platform Shortcomings 

No Cooperation Among System Components.  adw ware, system 
BIOS, operating system, and applications do not moperate, resulting in the var- 
ious system components fighting for contml of the hardware. This causes erratic 
behavior: disks spin up when they are not supposed to; screens come on unex- 
pectedly. 

Add-on Components Do Not Participate In PM. When a person 
buys a computer, the hardware in the system typically operates in an integrated 
power management scheme, and peripherals added by the user or reseller may 
not be power managed by the system. Traditional power management is no 
longer sufficient, because it typically does not deal outside the domain of the 
system board. To meet the OnNow goals, the entire system must function as an 
integrated power-managed environment, which requires a generalized solution 
in the operating system. 

Current PM Sehemes Fail Purposes of OnNow Goals. The power 
management schemes currently in use focus only on the system board and use 
only device access information to make decisions about when to power down a 
device. Thls approach causes two major problems: 
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PROBLEM 1. The system cannot be extended and still be fully power managed. 
The PCMCIA subsystem Is a good example of this. The BIOS might know 
what port the PCMCIA controller is using but cannot determine whether 
the device currently inserted In the socket is actually busy or not. To fully 
power-manage PCMCIA, the device driver running the devlce must be able 
to indicate when it is really tlme to power down its device. 

PROBLEM 2. There are lost opportunities for extra power management. For 
example, the operating system knows that the dlsk I/O is really a paging 
maintenance operation and should not be considered when trying to deter- 
mine whether a device is busy Cumnt power management schemes cannot 
determine this "user priority" or intent of a particular I/O access. By mov- 
ing the policy into the operating system. individual devices will be pow- 
ered down more quickly 

Installing New Devices Still Too Hard Mimsoft Windows 95 and the 
Plug and Play initiative have provided an architecture that allows the user to 
install hardware more easily; however, the task is still not an easy operation for 

I the end user. To install a new device. the user must turn off the computer and 
open the box. The OnNow PC must be easily extensible by the end user, and 
any device the user adds must become available without requiring a reboot or 
restart. 

Apps Generally Assume System Fully On At All Times. Applica- 
tions that assume this can inadvertently keep the system from entering a lower 
power state. Also, applications that assume the PC is always On can crash when 
the PC wakes up afier time has passed or devices have been removed. 

System PM States 

Table 23-2 on page 484 defines the possible states of the overall system with ref- 
erence to power consumption. The 'Working", 'Sleep". and 'Soft Off" states 
are defined in the OnNow Design Initiative documents. 

lhble 23-2: System PM States as D&ned by the OnNow Design lnltiatlve 

Power 
State 

Working 

Description 

The system is completely usable and the OS is performing power 
management on a device-by-devlce basis. As an example, the modem 
may be powered down during periods when it isn't being used. 
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nble 23-2: System PM States as Defined by the OnNow Ddgn Initiative (Continued) 

Device PM States 

Power 
State 

Sleeping 

Soft Off 

No Power 

The OnNow Design Initiative also defines the PM states at the device level. 
They are listed and defined in Table 23-4 on page 486. Table 23-3 on page 485 
presents the same Information in a slightly different fonn. 

Descrlptlon 

The system appears to be off and power consumption has been 
reduced. The sleep levels a system may implement is system deslgn- 
specific. The amount of tlme it takes to return to the "Working" state 
is inversely proportional to the selected level of power conservation. 
Here are some examples: 

The system may keep power applied to main memory, thereby pre- 
serving the OS and application programs in memory. The proces- 
sor's register set contents may also be preserved. In this case, 
pmgram execution can be resumed very quickly. 
The system may copy the complete contents of main memory and 
the processor's register set contents to disk, and then remove 
power from the processor and main memory. In this case, the 
restan time will be longer because memory must restore both 
before resuming program execution. 

The system appears to be off and power consumption has been 
greatly reduced. It requires a full reboot to return to the "Working" 
state m a u s e  the contents of memory has been lost). 

This state isn't llsted in the OnNow Design Initiative documents. The 
system has been disconnected from its power source. 

nble 23-3: OnNow DerYnitfon ofMce-LmeJ PM States 

State 

DO 

Description 

Device support: Mandatory. State in which device is on and running. It is 
receiving full power from the system and is delivering full functionality to 
the user. 
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Table 23-3: OnNow DeAnftion of Device-Level PM States (Continued) 

Table 23-4: Condse Description of OnNow Device PM States 

State 

Dl 

D2 

D3 

Description 

Device support: Optional. Class-specfflc low-power state (refer to 
"Device Class-Specific PM Specifications" on page 488) in which device 
context (see "Deflnition of Device Context" on page 486) may or may not 
be lost. If a Bus is in the Dl state, software cannot do anything to the bus 
that would force devices on that bus to lose context. 

Device support: Optional. Class-specfflc low-power state ("Device Class- 
Specific PM Specifications" on page 488) in which device context (see 
'Definition of Device Context" on page 486) may or may not be lost. 
Attains greater power savings than Dl. A Bus in the D2 state can cause 
devices on that bus to lose some context (for example, the bus reduces 
power supplied to the bus). Devices in D2 must be prepared for the bus to 
remain in D2 or a higher state. 

Device support: Mandatory. State in which device is off. Device context is 
lost. Power can be removed fmm the device. 

Deflnttlon of Device Context 

Device Power State 

DO 

Dl 

D2 

D3 

General. During normal operation, the operational state of a device is con- 
stantly changing. Software external to the device (e.g., its device driver, the PC1 
Bus Driver, etc.) writes values into some of its registers, reads its status, etc. In 
addition, the device may contain a processor that executes device-speciflc code 

Power Consumption 

Highest 

< DO 

< Dl 

For all intents and purpmes, none. 
although there might be some negli- 
gible consumption. 

Time to 
Return to DO 

State 

N A 

Faster than D2 

Faster than D3 

Slowest 
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to control the device's interaction with the system as well as with an external 
element such as a network. The state of the device at a given instant in time is 
deflned by (but not limited to) the following: 

The contents of the device's PC1 configuration registers. 
The state of the device's I 0  registers that its device driver interam with. 
If the device contalns a processor, its current program pointer as well as the 
contents of some of the processor's other registers. 

This is r e f e d  to as the culrent devlce context Some or all of this information 
might be lost if the device's PM state is changed to a more aggressive power 
conservation level: 

If the device is placed in the Dl or D2 state, it may or may not lose some of 
this context informatton. 
If the device is placed in the D3 state. it will lose its mntext information. 

Assume that a device is placed in a more aggressive power conservation state 
that causes it to lose some or all of its context information. If the devlce's context 
information is not restored when the device is placed back in the DO state (i.e.. 
fully-operational), it will no longer function correctly. 

PM Event Context Assume that the OS sets up a modem to wake 
up the system if the phone rings (in other words, on a Ring Detect) and that the 
system is then commanded to power down by the OS (e.g., in response to the 
user depressing the power switch). Remember that "power down" is a relative 
term within the context of power management The chipset has power applied 
and monitors the PME# signal. To support this feature, the modem must imple- 
ment: 

A PMEX (Power Management Event) output signal. - A PMEX output driver enable/disable control bit. 
A PME status bit that indicates whether or not the device asserted PMEX. 
One or more device-specific control bits that are used to selectively enable/ 
disable the various device-spedfic events (such as Ring Detect) that can 
cause the device to assert PMEb. 
Corresponding device-spedflc status bits that indlcate why the device 
asserted PME#. 

It should be obvious that the modem could not wake the system (by asserting 
PME#) if the logic described in the bullet list also lost power when the device is 
commanded to enter the D3 (off) state. It wouldn't 'remember" that it was s u p  
posed to do so or why, would not be enabled to do so, etc. In other words, for 
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the Ring Detect to successfully wake the system, the device's PME context infor- 
mation must not be lost when the device is placed in the D3 state. 

Devlce ClassSpecfflc PM Speclflcatlons 

Default Device Class Specification As mentioned earlier in this chap 
ter, the OnNow Design Initiative provides a basic defmition of the four possible 
power states (DO - through - D3). It also defines the minimum PM states that all 
device types must implement. The document that provides this deflnition is the 
Default Device Class Power Management spec. This document mandates that all 
devices, irrespective of device category, must implement the PM states deflned 
in Table 23-5 on page 488. 

Table 22-55: Default Device C h  PM States 

Device Class-Specific PM Specifications. Abwe and beyond the 
power states mandated by the Default Device Class Spedscation, certaln catego- 
ries (i.e., Classes) of devices may requlre: 

State 

DO 

Dl 

D2 

D3 

the implementation of the intermediate power states @1 and/or DZ) 
that devlces within a class exhibit certain common characteristics when in a 
particular power state. 

Description 

Device is on and running. It is receiving full power from the system and is 
delivering full functionality to the user. 

This state is not defined and not used. 

This state is not defined and not used. 

Device is off and not running. Device context is assumed lost, and there is 
no need for any of it to be preserved in hardware. This state should con- 
sume the minimum power pwsible. Its only requirement is to recognize a 
bus-speciflc command to re-enter DO. Power can be removed from the 
device while in D3. If power is removed, the device will receive a bus-spe- 
ciflc hardware reset upon reapplication of power, and should initialize 
itself as in a normal power on. 

The rules associated with a particular device class are found in a set of docu- 
ments r e f e d  to as D d c e  Class Power Management SpedBcatlons. Currently. 
Device Class Power Management Specifications exist for the following device 
classes: 
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Audio 
Communications 
Display 
Input 
Network 
PC Card 
Storage 

They are available on Microsoft's Hardware Developers' web site. 

Power Management Policy Owner 

General. A device's PM policy owner is deflned as the software module that 
makes decisions regarding the PM state of a device. 

In Windows OS Environment. in a Windows environment, the policy 
owner is the class-specitlc driver (i.e.. the WDM) associated with devices of that 
class. 

PC1 Power Management vs. ACPl 
PC1 Bus Driver Accesses PC1 Configuration and PM Registers 
As indicated in Table 23-1 on page 480 and Figure 23-1 on page 490, the PC1 Bus 
Driver understands the location, format and usage of the PM registers deflned 
in the PC1 Power Management spec. It therefore is the software entity that is 
called whenever the OS needs to change the power state of a PC1 device (or to 
determine its current power state and capabilities), or to access its configuration 
registers. Likewise. 

The IEEE 1394 Bus Drlver understands the location, format and usage of the 
PM registers defmed in the 1394 Power Management spec. 
The USB Bus Driver understands the location. fonnat and usage of the PM " 
registers deflned in the USB Power ~ a n a ~ e m e n t  spec. 

Note that a discussion of the 1394 and USB Bus drivers is outside the scope of 
this book. 

ACPl Driver Controls Non-Standard Embedded Devices 

There are devices embedded on the system board whose register sets do not 
adhere to any particular industry standard spec. At boot time, the BIOS reports 
these devices to the OS via a set of tables (the ACPI tables; also referred to as 
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the namespace; ACPI stands for Advanced Configuration and Power Interface). 
When the OS needs to communicate with any of these devices, it calls the ACPI 
Driver. The ACPI Driver executes a handler (referred to as a Control Method) 
associated with the device. The handler is found in the ACPI tables that were 
passed to the OS by the BIOS at boot time. The handler is written by the system 
board designer in a special interpretive language referred to as ACPI Source 
Language, or ASL. The f o m t  of ASL is defined in the ACPI spec. The ASL 
source is then compiled into ACPI Machine Language, or AML. Note that AML 
is not a processor-specific machine language. It is a tokenized (1.e.. compressed) 
version of the ASL source code. The ACPI Driver incorporates an AML token 
interpreter that enables it to "execute" a Control Method. 

A discussion of ACPI is outside the scope of this book. It is only mentioned 
because the OS uses a combination of ACPI and Bus Driver services (such as the 
PC1 Bus Driver) to manage the system's power and configuration. 

Figure 23-1: Relationship of 0s. Device Drivers, Bus Driver. PC1 Registers, and ACPI 
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Interlaa to OS 
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System Board by chip h l g m r  
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Some Example Scenarios 

Figure 23-2 on page 493. Figure 23-3 on page 495, and Figure 23-4 on page 496 
illusrrate some example PM scenarios. It should be noted that these UIustrations are 
meant to be intmductory in nature and do not cowr all possible power state changes. 
The examples focus on turning a PC1 function Off (from a power perspective). 
or turning it On. This implies two possible states for a device (DO and D3). 
While it's possible a function only has two states, a function may additionally 
implement other optional, intermediate power states (Dl and/or D2). The pos- 
sible power states are discussed later in this chapter. 

The following are some of the terms used in the ikshatlons: 

10 Request Packet, or IRP. The OS communicates a request to a Windows 
device driver by issuing an IRP to i t  There are different categories of IRPs; 
for example, a Power IW is used to request a change in the PM state of a 
device to or get its current PM state. 
Windows Driver Model, or WDM. A device driver written for Windows 98 
or Windows 2000 (i.e., Windows NT 5.0) that controls a device or a p u p  of 
similar devices (e.g.. network adapters). 
General Purpose Event, or GPE. ACPI-related events. The chipset imple- 
ments a GPE register which is used to selectively enable or disable recogni- 
tion of various GPEs. When recognition of a specific GPE is enabled (such 
as a PM went) and that event occurs, the chipset generates an SCI (System 
Control Intenupt) to the processor. This invokes the GPE handler within the 
ACPI Driver which then reads the GPE Status registers in the chipset to 
determine which GPE caused the interrupt. 
System Control Intermpt, or SCI. A system interrupt used by hardware to 
notify the OS of ACPI events. The SCI is an active low, shareable, level-sen- 
sitive intenupt. 
Control Method. A Control Method is a definition of how the OS can per- 
form a simple hardware task. For example, the OS invokes a Contml 
Method to read the tempeIature of a thermal zone. See the definition of 
ASL. An ACPI-compatible system must provide a minimal set of common 
Control Methods in the ACPI tables. The OS pmvides a set of well-defined 
Control Methods that ACPI table developers can reference in their Control 
Methods. OEMs can support different revisions of chipsets with one BIOS 
by either including Control Methods in the BIOS that test conflguratlons 
and respond as needed or by including a different set of Control Methods 
for each chipset revision. 
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ACPI S o m e  Language, or ASL. Control Methods are written in a language 
called ASL which Is then compiled into AML (ACPI Machine Language). 
AML is comprised of a highly-compressed series of tokens that represent 
the ASL code. The AML code is interpreted and executed by an AML inter- 
preter Incorporated within the ACPI Driver. 

Scenario-Restore Function To Powered Up State. Figure 23-2 on 
page 493 illustrates the basic series of actions required when the OS wishes to 
power up a PC1 function that was placed in the powered down state earlier. 

STEP 1. It's possible that the OS had turned off Vcc to the devices on the PC1 
bus and stopped the PC1 clock generator that supplies the PC1 clock to 
them. In this case, the OS would issue a Power (i.e., Power Management) 
IRF' to the ACPI Driver requesting that the bus be turned back on. In 
response, the ACPI Driver would execute the AML code necessary to Nm 
on the PC1 clock generator and Vcc to the devices on the bus. When the 
ACPI Drlver has completed this operation, it issues an IRP completion 
notice back to the OS. If the bus clock and Vcc had not been turned off ear- 
lier, this step can be skipped. 

SfEP 2 The OS issues a Power IRP to the PC1 device's WDM requesting that 
the device be restored to the full power state. The WDM passes the IRP to 
the PC1 Bus Driver. 

STEP 9. The PC1 Bus Driver writes to the device's PC1 PM registers to power up 
device. 

STEP 4. The PC1 Bus Drlver restores the contents of the device's PC1 configura- 
tion Header registers and any New Capability register sets that the device 
implements. This automatically restores the device's PC1 conflguation 
Command register enable bits to their original states. 

REP 5. The PC1 Bus Driver passes an IRF' completion notice back to the WDM. 
STEP 6. The WDM restores the content of the device's device-specific I 0  or 

memory-mapped I 0  registers. This causes the device's intempt enable bit 
to be restored, re-enabling the device's ability to generate intempt 
requests. The device is now ready to resume normal operation. 

STEP 7. The WDM returns an IRP completion notice to the OS. 
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Figure 23-2: Example of OS Restoring a PCIFunction 'Ib Full Power 
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Scenario-OS Wishes To Power Down Bus. Figure 23-3 on page 495 
illustrates the basic series of anions required when the OS wishes to power 
down a PC1 bus (1.e.. remove its clock and Vcc) to conserve on power. Before 
doing this, it must first ensure that all device's on that bus have been powered 
down. 

S ~ P  1. If all of the PC1 devices on the target bus are already powered down. 
skip to step 11. 

S m P  2. The OS issues a Power IRP to the device driver (WDM) to transition its 
device to lowest power state. 

STEP 3. The WDM saves the current content of the device's device-spedflc reg- 
isters. 

STEP 4- The WDM disables the device's ability to generate intempt requests 
by dearing its intemupt enable bit in its device-specific register set. 

S m P  5. The WDM pass the Power IRP to the PC1 Bus Driver. 
PrEP 6. The PC1 Bus Driver saves the current content of the device's PC1 conflg 

Header registen and any New CapabMty register sets that it may imple- 
ment. 

STEP 7. The PC1 Bus Driver disables the device's ability to act as a master and 
target by dearing the appropriate bits in its PC1 configuration Command 
register. 

STEP 8. The PC1 Bus Driver writes to the device's PC1 PM registers to set the 
new power state. 

STEP 9. The PC1 Bus Driver passes an IRP completion notice to the WDM. 
!STEP 10. The WDM passes the IRP completion notice to the OS. Steps 2- 

through-10 are repeated until all PC1 devices on the target bus have been 
placed in the powered down state. 

S l E P  11. The OS issues a Power IRP to the ACPI driver requesting that it turn 
off the target bus's clock and Vcc. 

STEP 12. The ACPI driver runs the appropriate AML Control Method to turn 
off the clock and power to the bus. 

STEP 13. The ACPI driver passes the IRP completion notice to the 0s. 
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Figure 23-3: Example of OS Powwing Down All Functfons On PCIBus and Then the Bus Itself 

Scenario-Setup a Function-Specific System WakeUp Event. pig- 
ure 23-4 on page 496 illustrates the OS preparing a PC1 device so that it wlll 
wake up the system when a particular devlce-specific event occurs. 

STEP 1. The OS issues a Power IRP to the device driver (WDM) to enable the 
devlce to wakeup the system on a specifled event. 

STEP 2. The WDM writes to device-spedfic registers within the device to 
enable the event that wlll cause the system to wake up. 

R E P  3. The WDM passes the IRP to the PC1 Bus driver. 
STEP 4. The PC1 Bus Driver writes to the function's PC1 PM registers to enable 

Its PMEI logic. 
STEP 5. The PC1 Bus Driver retums the IRP completion notice to the WDM. 
STEP 6. The WDM returns the IRF' completion notice to the OS. 
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STEP 7. The OS issues a Power IRP to the ACPI driver requesting that the PC1 
Power Management Event (PME) monitoring logic be enabled to generate 
an ACPI interrupt (refemd to as an SCI, or System Control Intempt). 

S E P  8- The ACPI driver enables the chipset's GPE logic to generate an SCI 
when PMEf is detected asserted. 

mEP 9. The ACPI driver returns the IRP completion notice to the OS. 

Fjgure 23-4: OS Prepares a Function To Cause System Wakel.Jp On Devjce-SpedBc Event 
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PC1 Bus PM Interface Specification 

Now that the overall framework of the PM environment has been described. 
this section begins the detailed description of the PC1 Bus PM I n t e r b  Specified- 
tion. 

Legacy PC1 Devlces--No Standard PM Method 

PC1 devices designed before the advent of the PC1 Bus PM Inkdace Spec may or 
may not implement some form of power management. If implemented, the 
method used to control the device's power state is speciflc to the device and 
therefore requires device-specific s o h a r e  to manage it. 

PC1 devices that do not implement any form of PM logic can only be in one of 
two possible power states, On (DO) or Off @3,1d1, and cannot be programmati- 
cally switched between the two. 

Device Support for PC1 PM Optional 

It ts optional whether or not a PC1 device implements power management capa- 
bility. If it does and was designed after the advent of the PC1 Power Manage- 
ment spec. it must be implemented as defined by that spec. 

Discovering Function's PM Capability 

'New Capabilities" on page 390 describes the New Capabilities registers. This 
is essentially a linked list of register sets. each of which controls an optional new 
capability that the PC1 function may or may not implement. The ~ i ~ a b i l i t y  ID 
of the PM register set is Olh. To determine if a PC1 function implements the PM 
registers: 

STEP 1. S o b m  checks bit 4 (Capabtlities List bit) of the function's PC1 con- 
figuration Status register (see Figure 23-6 on page 499 and Figure 23-5 on 
page 498). A one indicates that the Capabilities Pointer register is imple 
mented in the first byte of dword 13d of the function's configuration 
Header space. 
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STEP 2. The programmer then reads the dword-aligned pointer from the Capa- 
bilities Pointer register and uses it to read the indicated dword from the 
function's configuration space. This is the flrst dword of the Arst New 
Capability register set. 

STEP 9. Refer to Figure 23-7 on page 500. If the Arst (i.e.. least-signlflcant) byte 
of the dword read contains Capability ID Olh, this identlfles it as the PM 
register set used to control the function's power state. If the ID is something 
other than Olh, then this is the register set for a New Capability other than 
PM (e.g.. AGP or VPD). The byte immediately following the Capability ID 
byte is the pointer (within the function's configuration space) to the start of 
the register set for the next New Capability (if there are any additional New 
Capabilities). OOh indicates there isn't any, while a non-zero value is a valid 
pointer. As software traverses the linked-list of the function's New Capa- 
bilities, its PM register set will hopefully be located. A detailed description 
of the PM registers can be found in "Detailed Description of PM Registers" 
on page 517. 

Figure 23-5: PC1 Cdguration Status Register 
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F i g m  23-6: PC1 ConRguratim Header Registers 
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Figure 23-7: PC1 Power Management Capability Reaster Set 

Power Management-PC1 Bus vs. PC1 Functlon 
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Just as the OS can manage the PM state of a PC1 function, it may also be able to 
manage the PM state of a PC1 bus. In other words, hardware (specifically, the 
host/PCI bridge or PCI-to-PC1 bridges) may permit the PM software to turn off 
the clock on a PC1 bus. It may also allow power to be removed from the devices 
that reside on a PC1 bus. A bridge design may permit one, the other, both or nei- 
ther of these capabilities. The sectlons that follow describe PM of a PC1 bus. 

BridgMrlginating Device for a Secondary PC1 Bus 

1st Dword 
&,d ~~~~d 

Power Manawtnent Capbllties 
( P M ~ )  

B*suppc4 
Ex&".lora I (.MOSR-ByI 

Refer to Figure 23-8 on page 503. A system may include one or more PC1 buses 
and each PC1 bus is controlled by a bus bridge. In the figure. PC1 bus zero is 
controlled by the Processor-to-PC1 Bridge. This device is also referred to as the 
Host/PCI bridge, or the North bridge. From a PM standpoint, the bridge that 
controls a PC1 bus is referred to as its orlginatlng device. The PCI-to-PC1 bridge in 
the figure is the originating device for PC1 bus one. Relative to the PCI-to-PC1 
bridge in the illustration, PC1 bus 0 is referred to as its primary bus, while PC1 
bus one is its secondaly bus. 

PC1 Bus PM States 

Pointer to 
Next Capability 

Like any other PC1 devke, the bridge may have a set of PM registers that d e h e  
the PM capabilities and current PM state of the bridge. The current PM state of 
the bridge (DO, Dl. D2, or D3-refer to "Device PM States" on page 485) also 
defines the current PM state of the bridge's secondary bus. The possible bus PM 
states are described inTable 23-6 on page 501 and in Table 23-7 on page 502 (the 
second table provides the same information as the first, but in a different for- 
mat). 

Capability ID 
01 h 

ControUStatus Register 
(PMCSR) 
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'lhble 23-6: Baric Description ofPC1 Bus PM States 

Bus 
PM 

State 

BO 

B1 

B2 

B3 

Description 

The bus is fully operational and ready to host transactions. Bridge sup- 
port for the BO PM state is mandatory 

Vcc is stlll applied to all devices on the secondary bus and its PC1 CLK is 
still running. The bridge is in a light sleep power conservation state and 
is not prepared to deal with transactions initiated on its secondary bus. 
The bus is in an enforced idle state (FRAME# and IRDY# remain deas- 
serted) and no bus master on the secondary side (including the bridge) is 
permitted to initiate transacttons. The PM software ensures that no trans- 
actions will be initiated by placing all functions on the secondary bus into 
a PM state other than the DO before placing the bus into the B1 PM state. 
Bridge support for the B1 state is optional. 

The bridge is in a deep sleep power conselvation state. Vcc is still applied 
to all functions, but the PC1 CLK has been stopped (in the low state). 
Bridge support for the B2 state is optional. 

The bridge has removed power (Vcc) fmm all devices on the secondary 
bus. Obviously, all brldges support the B3 state if the system removes 
power from the bridge itself. Whether or not a bridge dai@ supportspm- 
gramma tically pladng its secondary bus into this PM sta te is optional. 
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Table 23-7: Bus Paver Management (PW States 

. Any PC1 bus transaction. 

. Function may generate 

. Function may assert PME# 
(if enabled to do so by 
PME-En bit in PMCSR; see 
Figure 23-13 on page 521). 

Function may assert PME# (if 
te: If CLK normally enabled to do so by PMEEn 

bit in PMCSR; see Figure 23- 

Note: The references to PME# in column four of Table 23-7 refer to the PM Event 
signal, PMElt, and its corresponding enable bit. PME-En. The concept of the PM 
event was introduced in "PM Event (PME) Context" on page487 and is 
described in detail in 'Detailed Description of PM Events" on page 529. The PC1 
bus PM states are discussed in detail in "PC1 Bus PM States" on page 500. 
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Ffgune 23-8: System B M  Didypam 

Bus PM Stab vs. PM State of the PC1 Functions On the Bus 

Each PC1 device may contain between one and eight PC1 functions. A functton 
Is a PC1 logical device. Each function may implement Its own set of PM registers 
that are used to report its PM c a p a b W  and to control its current PM state. 

There is a relationship between the bus PM state and the PM state of the func- 
tions that reside on that bus: the  in^^ PM state m o t  be in a n&dy  higher 
( .  agpslwly) PM state thin the numerically lavest PM state of any ofthe h c -  
d m  that &e on the bus. As an example, assume that all of the functions on a 
PC1 bus are in the DO state and the bus L In the B1 state. This L an illegal combi- 
nation because fundons (PC1 bus masters) are not permitted to generate PC1 
transactions on a bus when the bus Is in the B1 state (because the bridge is not 
prepared to deal with transactions). 
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Keep In mInd that functions are only aware of their own PM state. They are not 
aware of the PM state of the other functions on the bus or that of the bus itself. 
Likewise. the bridge is only aware of its own PM state and has no knowledge of 
the PM states of the functions residing on its secondary bus. In other words,it is 
the PM software's responsibility to keep track of the current PM states of all PC1 
buses and functions and to only place devices into supported PM combinations. 

Table 23-8 on page 504 describes the relationship between the current PM state 
of the bridge and the resultant PM state of its secondary bus. 

Table 23-8: Relationship of Originating Bnidge's PM State to Secondary Bus PM State 
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Bus PM Stab Tmnsltlans 

Figure 23-9 on page 505 Illustrates the allowable X I  bus PM state transitions. 
Remember that the PM state of the bus is determined by the current PM state of 
the bridge that orighates the bus (see *Bus PM State vs. PM State of the PC1 
Ftlnctions On the Bus" on page 503). 

F @ m  23-9: Btls P m  M h q p m t  State aansitlons 

Function PM States 

Each PC1 function must support the full-on (DO) PM state and the full-off @3) 
PM state. The Dl and D2 PM states are optional, as are the PM registers. The 
sections that follow provide a description of the possible PM states that may be 
supported by a PC1 function. 
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Mandatory. In this state, no power conservation is in effect and the devlce is 
fully-functional. All PC1 functions must support the DO state. Devices designed 
prior to the advent of the PC1 Bus PM Interface spec support the DO state, but 
they cannot be programmatidy switched into and out of this state (unless via 
a pmprletary, non-standard method). There are two flavors of the DO PM state: 
DO Uninitialized and DO Active. No power conservation is in effect in either of 
these two states. Table 23-9 on page 507 illustrates the PM policies while in the 
DO state. 

DO uninitiallzed. A function enters the DO Uninitiallzed state in one two 
ways: 

As a mul t  of the PC1 RSTt signal being asserted, or 
When commanded to transition from the D3h, to the DO PM state by soft- 
ware. 

In either case. the function exbibits all of the characteristics that it has after 
detecting RSTII asserted. In other words, its registers are all returned to their 
default states (before the function was configured and enabled by software). 
The function exhlbiu the following characterlstio: 

It only responds to PC1 conilguration transactions. 
Its Command register enable bits are all returned to their default states. 
It cannot initiate transactions. 
It cannot act as the target of memory or I 0  transactions. 
It will not recognize messages delivered via Special Cycle transactions. 
It cannot generate PERRII or SERRII. 

DO Active. Once the function has been configured and enabled by software. It 
is in the DO Active PM state and is fully functional. 
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'Ihble 23-9: DO Power Management PoIIcies 

* This combination of Busflumtlon PM states not allowed 
" U P M E s u p p m d  inthlsstate. 

Dl  S W l g M  Sleep 
Optional. This is a Hght sleep power conservation state. The functlon cannot 

initiate bus transadions 
act as the target of transactions other than PC1 configuration uansactlons. 
The fundion's PM registers are implemented in i b  conflguratlon space and 
software must be able to access these registers while the device is in the Dl 
state. 
generate interrupts. 

Other characteristics of the Dl state are: 

The function may assert PME# to wake up the system (assuming that it sup 
ports the generation of PM events while in the Dl state and has been 
enabled to do so). 
The function may or may not lose its context in this state. If it does and the 
device supports the generation of PMEb, it must maintain its PME context 
(see "PM Event (PME) Context" on page 487) while in this state. 
The function must be returned to the DO Active PM state in order to be 
fully-functional. 

Table 23-10 on page 508 Illustrates the PM policies while in the Dl state. 
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Dble 23-10: Dl Power Management Polides 
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D2 S-wp Sleep 

Optional. This power state provides more power conservation than the Dl PM 
state and less than the D3h, PM state. The function cannot: 

inltiate bus transactions 
act as the m e t  of transactions other than PC1 mnfi.guration transactions. 
The function< PM registers are implemented in its configuration space and 
software must be able to access these registers while the device is in the D2 
state. 
generate interrupts. 

Other characteristics of the D2 state are: 

The function may assert PMEX to wake up the system (assuming that it sup 
ports the generation of PM events while in the D2 state and has been 
enabled to do so). 
The function may or may not lose its context (other than its PMEd context) 
in this state. If it does and the device supports the generation of PMEII, it 
must maintain its PME context (see "PM Event (PME) Context" on 
page 487) while in this state. 
The function must be returned to the DO Active PM state in order to be 
fully-functional. 

Table 23-11 on page 510 illustrates the PM polides while in the D2 state. 
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able 23-11: D2 Power Management PoUcies 

* Thls mmbtnatlon of Bur/Functlon PM starm not flawed. 
UPMesupparted in this state. 

none 
82 

NOTE 1.Thls condition is not typical. It specifies the case where the system soft- 
ware has programmed the function's PowerState field and then immedi- 
ately decides to change its power state again. Typically, the state transition 
recovery time will have expired prior to another power state change by soft- 
ware. 

NOTE 2. The more typlcai case where the bus must h t  be restored to BO before 
being able to access the functlon residing on the bus to request a change of 
its power state. State transition recovery time beglns from the time of the 
last write to the function's PowerState field. In this case, the bus restoration 
time is dictated by state transition recovery times incurred in programming 
the bus's Originating Device to DO which then transitions its bus to BO. Bus 
restoration time is typically the deciding factor in access delay for this case. 
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Mandatory. All functions must support the D3 PM state. This is the PM state in 
which power conservation is maximized. There are two ways that a function 
can be placed into the D3 PM state: 

Removal of power (Vcc) Fmm the device. This is referred to as the D3,1a 
PM state. The function could transition into the D3cold state for one of two 
reasons: If the bus it resides on is placed in the B3 state: or the system is 
unplugged. 
Vcc is still applied to the function and software commands the function to 
enter the D3 state. This is referred to as the D3ht PM state. 

The following two sections dmribe the D& and D3,1d PM states. 

DSHot State. Mandatory. As mentioned in the previous section, a function is 
placed into the D3j,, PM state under pmgrarn conml (by writing the appmprl- 
ate value into the Powerstate field of its PMCSR register). 

The function cannot: 

initiate bus transactions 
act as the target of transactions other than PC1 configuration transactions. 
The function's PM registers are implemented in its configuration space and 
software must be able to access these registers while the device is in the 
DSm state. 
generate intenwpts. 

Other chaacteristics of the D3h,, state are: 

The function may assert PME# to wake up the system (assuming that it sup- 
ports the generation of PM events whlle in the D3h, state and has been 
enabled to do so). 
The function almost certainly loses its context (other than its PMEt context) 
in this state. If it does and the device supports the generation of PME# while 
in the D 3 m  state, It must maintain its PME context (see "PM Event (PME) 
Context" on page 487) while in this state. 
The function must be returned to the DO Active PM state in order to be 
fully-functional. 
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The function exits the D3,,,, state under two circumstances: 

If Vcc Is subsequently removed from the device. it transitions from D3ht to 
the D3,1d PM state. 
Software can write to the Powerstate field of the function's PMCSR register 
to change its PM state. 

When programmed to exit D3rn and return to the DO PM state, the function 
performs the equivalent of soft m e t  and returns to the DO Uninitlallzed PM 
state (but PC1 RST# is not asserted). Table 23-12 on page 512 illushates the PM 
policies while in the D3rn state. 

Bble 23-12: D3ht Power Management Polide~ 

none = i 2 
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* Thls wmbtnatton of Bus/Functhn PM states not allowed 
' If PME supported in this state. 
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NOTE I. This condition is not typical. It specifies the case where the system soft- 
ware has programmed the function's PowerState field and then immedi- 
ately decides to change its power state again. '&pically, the state transition 
recovery time will have expired prior to another power state change by soft- 
ware. 

NOTE 2. The more typical case where the bus must flrst be restored to BO before 
being able to access the functlon residing on the bus to request a change of 
its power state. State transition recovery time beglns from the time of the 
last write to the function's PowerState fleld. In this case, the bus restoration 
time is dictated by state transition recovery times incurred in programming 
the bus's Originating Device to DO which then transitions its bus to BO. Bus 
restoration time is typically the deciding factor in access delay for this case. 

D3Cold State. Mandatory. Every PC1 function enters the D3Cold PM state 
upon removal of power (Vcc) from the function. When power is restored. RST# 
must also be asserted. The funaion then transitions from the D3Cald state to the 
DO Uninitialized state. A function capable of generating a PME from the D3&ld 
state must maintain its PME context while in this state and when transitioning 
to the DO state. Since power has been removed from the function, the function 
must utilize some auxiliary power source to maintain the PME context For 
more information on the auxiliary power source, refer to '3.3Vaux" on 
page 534. 

Table 23-13 on page 513 illustrates the PM policies while in the D3Cold state. 

lhble 23-13: D3& Power Management Polides 
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* Imfles devbespeci&e or slot-swc power s u p p k  (wcside the mpe of the PC1 PM spec; see 
'Hot-Plug PCI^ on page 455). 

** If PME supported in thb state. 

Functlon PM State Transttlons 

Figure 23-10 on page 514 illustrates the permissible PM state transitions for a 
PC1 function. Table 23-14 on page 51 5 provides a description of each transition. 

Table 23-15 on page 5 16 illustrates the delays involved In transitioning from one 
state to another from both a hardware and a sohare  perspective. 

F i g m  23-1 0: PC1 Function Paver M a q p e n t  State ~ o n s  

Poweron 
Regs -,, 

A 
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Table 23-14: lkmipffon ofFmaYon State Ti~rJSiff0~ 

From State 

DO 
Uninitialized 

DO Active 

Dl 

D2 

I l l  field in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to D3b, 

To State 

DO Active 

Dl 

D2 

D h t  

DO Active 

D2 

D h ,  

DO Active 

D h t  

Description 

Occurs under program conml when function has 
been completely configured and enabled by its 
driver. 

Occurs when software writes to the Powerstate 
field in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to Dl. 

Occurs when software writes to the Powerstate 
field in the hmction's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to D2. 

Occurs when software writes to the PowerState 
field in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to D3bt 

Occurs when software writes to the PowerState 
fleld in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to DO. 

O c m  when software writes to the Powerstate 
field in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to D2. 

Occurs when software writes to the PowerState 
field in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to D3b, 

Occurs when software writes to the PowerState 
field in the function's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to DO. 

Occurs when software writes to the PowerState 
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nble 23-14: Description of Funcblon State 'Pamilions (Continued) 

nble 23-15: Functfon State h s i t i o n  DeIays 

From State 

D h t  

D3cold 

To State 

D3cold 

DO 
Uninitialized 

DO 
Uninitialized 

Initial State 

DO 

DO or Dl 

DO. Dl, or D2 

Description 

Occurs when the bus's originating device (i.e.. the 
bridge) removes Vcc fmm the function. 

Occurs when software writes to the Powerstate 
fleld in the fundon's PMCSR register and sets the 
state to DO. 

When power (Va) is restored, RST# must be 
asserted to the function at the same time. This 
causes the function to return to the DO 
Uninitialized state. 

Next 
State 

Dl 

D2 

D3h, 

guaranteed delays 

0 

200~s h m  new state set- 
tlng to fimt access to func- 
tion (including conflg 
accesses). 

lOms fmm new State Set- 
ting to first access to func- 
tlon (including conflg 
accesses). 

Hardware-enforted 
delays (enforced by Bus's 

Originating Device) 

N A 

The bridge must wait at 
least 16 PC1 clocks before 
PC1 dock B stopped. 
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Bble 23-15: Function State h s l t i o n  Delays (Continued) 

Detailed Description of PM Registers 

Initial State 

Dl 

D 2  

D3hot 

D3m~d 

The PC1 Bus PM Interface spec deflnes the PM registers (see Figure 23-11 on page 
517) that may he implemented in a PC1 function. These registen provide soft- 
ware with information regarding the function's PM capabilltles and permit soft- 
ware to control the PM propemes of the function. An earlier section 
('Discovering Function's PM Capability" on page 497) discussed how software 
discovers that a PC1 function supports PM and therefore implements the PM 
register set Since the PM registers are implemented in the PC1 function's con- 
figuration space, software uses PC1 configuration accesses to read and write the 
PM registers. The sections that follow provide a detailed description of these 
registers. 

FIgure 23-12: PC1 Function 3 PM Registers 

Next 
State 

DO 

DO 

DO 

DO 

software- 
guaranteed delays 

0 

200!u fromnewstateset-m new state set- 
ting to first access to func- 
tion (including config 
accesses). 

IOms from new state set- 
ting to first access to func- 
tion (including config 
accesses). 

31 16 15 8 7 0 

Hardware-enforced 
delays (enfomed by Bus's 

Originating Device) 

NA 

1st Dword 
h d  hard 

Power Managemant Capabiilth 
(PMC) 

Pointer to 
Next - Capability - 

Data Register 

Capability ID 
01 h 

B*C"p'" 
Extenslorn 

(PMCSR-BSE) 

ConmUStB1us Register 
(PMCSR) 
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PM Capabilities (PMC) Register 
Mandatory for function that implements PM. This 16-bit read-only register is 
interngated by software to determine the PM capabilities of the function. Fig- 
ure 23-12 on page 518 illustrates the register and Table 23-16 on page 518 
describes each bit field. 

Figure 23-12: Read-Only Power Management CapabiUties (PMC) Register 

I I I O B 8  6 5 4 3 2  0 

.v.ntanl.l &.PC) 
/=:.",","= rmds CLKb pen- PMm 

0 - CLK not mdd or PME not sWport.d. 
DSI. I I q u l m  dsvke*prlRs lnlt for slaw drhw b -. 

Wndoln doesn't use this bit (WDM b k u  can of It). 
M C u m n t  (see description in table) 
Dl-Support.1-FvnstionsuppoltsDI-r.hb. 
DCSuppat. 1 = Funstion rupporb DZ porrr td . .  

PME-Suppat. Polvsr states In which fundon can -.rt PMW, 
BH 11 c m p o n d s  to DO stale, and blt 1510 Wsoldrtd.. 

'7hble 23-1 6: The PMC Register Bit Assignments 

Bit($ 

15:ll 

Description 

PME-support field. Indicates the PM states within which the function is 
capable of asserting PME# (Power Management Event). 0 In a bit indicates 
PME# generation is not supported in the respective PM state. 

B?f Corresoonds to PM Sta& 
11 DO 
12 Dl 
13 D2 
14 D3ht 
15 D3mld (function requires aux power to power PME logic) 

Before setting bit 15, the function must flrst determine that the system pro- 
vides a 3.3Vaux power source (see "Card 3.3Vaux Presence Detectlon" on 
page 537). Note that CardBus cards receive their aux power over the 
card's Vcc pins. Refer to the whitepaper PCI SfylePM Interface Specincation 
for CardBus Cards. 
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'Mle 23-1 6: The PMC Register Bit Assignments (Continued) 

Bit(s) 

10 

9 

8:6 

Description 

D2-Support bit. 1 = Function does not implement the D2 PM state. 

Dl-Support bit. 1 = Function does not implement the Dl PM state. 

Aux-Current field. For a function that supports generation of PME# from 
the D3cold state, this field reports the cumnt demand made upon the 
3.3Vaux power source (see '3.3Vaux" on page 534) by the function's logic 
that retains the PME context informatian. Thls information is used by soft- 
ware to determine how many functions can simultaneously be enabled for 
PME generation (based on the total amount of current each draws from 
the system 3.3Vaux power source and the power sourcing capability of the 
power source). 

If the functlon does not support PME# generation from within the 
D3cold PM state, then this field is not implemented and always returns 
zero when read. 
If the function implements the Data reglster (see 'Data RegIster" on 
page 524), this field is not implemented and always returns zero when 
read. The Data register then takes precedence over this fleld in report- 
ing the 3.3Vaux current requirements for the function. 
If the function supports PMEd generation from the D3cold state and 
does not implement the Data register, then the A d w r e n t  field 
reports the 3.3Vaux cumnt requirements for the functlon. It is 
encoded as follows: 

Bit 
8 7 6  M- 
1 1 1  375mA 
1 1 0  320mA 
1 0  1 27omA 
1 0 0  22omA 
01  1 160mA 
0 1 0  l0OmA 
0 0 1  55mA 
0 0 0  OmA 
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'Mle 23-1 6: The PMC Regfster Bit Assignments (Contfnued) 

PM ControllStatus (PMCSR) Reglster 

Bit(s) 

5 

4 

3 

2:O 

Mandatory for function that implements PM. This register is used for the fol- 
lowing purposes: 

If the function implements PME capability, this register contains a PME Sta- 
tus bit that reflects whether or not a previously-enabled PME has ocnvred 
or not. 
If the function Implements PME capability, this register contains a PME 
Enable bit that permits software to enable or disable the function's ability to 
assert the PME# signal. 
If the optional Data register is implemented (see 'Data Register" on 

Description 

Device-Spedflc Initialization PSI)  bit. A one in this bit indicates that 
immediately after entry into the DO Uninitialized state, the function 
requlres additional configuration above and beyond setup of its PC1 con- 
figuration Header registers before the Class driver can use the function. 
Mimsoft OSs do not use this bit Rather, the determination and Initiallza- 
tion is made by the Class driver. 

Reserved. 

PME Clock bit A one in this bit indicates that the function requires the 
presence of the PC1 clock in order to generate PMER. Functions that don't 
require the clock or that don't generate PMEX hardwire this bit to zem. 

Version field. This field indicates the version of the PC1 Bus Phi Interface 
spec that the function complies with. 

Bit 
2 1 0  co- 
0 0 1  1 .o 
0 1 0  1.1 

page 524), this register contains two fields that: 
permit software to select the information that can be read through the 
Data register: 
and provide the scaling factor that the Data register value must be 
multiplied by. 

The register's Powerstate field can be used by software to determine the 
current PM state of the function and to place the function into a new PM 
state. 
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Flgure 23-13 on page 521 and Table 23-17 on page 522 provide a descrlptlon of 
the PMCSR bit flelds. Note that PME is the abbreviation for Power Management 
Event. For a detailed discussion of PM Events, refer to 'Detailed Description of 
PM Events" on page 529. 

Figure 23-13: Power Management Contm~tahls (?'MCSR) RegJster 

15141312 9 8 7 

Pm".~.Wb.W 
O l b l D l  
10b-D2 
l l b l D 3  

WE-En. 1 ..NM lunetlm to W M n C  WEa 
0 = dluUe. 

Dm-&I& s.rca d.1. Itm npohd mrwph 
optlond D.1. Rqlsbr. 

ht. Sub. D.b nndtmm D.1. W r  mml 
b8 mutlplled 4 mls tss(or. 

PMLBhbm 0 - no .mt has mmd.  
1 -event has ossurnd (may 

be .et ewn Hfurrtlon not 
enabled m wnsnta PMUI). 
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Table 23-17: PM ConhoVStltus Register (PMCSR) Blt AsslgnmenLs 

Bit(@ 

15 

14:13 

"'Iue 
at 

Reset 

?i 
c .- 
5 .- 
L c 
YI 

Y 
I; 
5 

Device- 
speeiRc 

Read1 
Wlite 

. - .- 

: 

; 
.? 
$ 
+ .- 
2 

c 
F; 

L .. 
& 
V 

.c - 
- - .- - 3 
'E :. 

Read- 
Only 

Description 

PME-Status bit. Optional. Only implemented if the 
functlon supports PME#, otherwise this bit is always 
zero. 

If the function supports PME, this bit refleets whether the 
functlon has experienced a PME (even if the PME_En bit 
in this register has disabled the function's ability to auert 
PME# in the event of a PME). If set to one, the function 
has experienced a PME and software clears this bit by 
writing a one to it. 

After reset, this bit is zero if the function doesn't support 
PME from D3,1d. If the function supports PME from 
D3mld: 

this bit is indeterminate at initial OS boot time. 
otherwise. It reflects whether the function has experi- 
enced a PME. 

If the function supports PME from D3cold. the state of 
this blt must persist while the function remains in the 
D3mld state and during the transition from D3mld to the 
DO Uninitiallzed state. This implies that the PME logic 
must use an aux power source to power this logic during 
these conditions (see "3.3Vaux" on page 534). 

Data-Sale fleld. Optional. If the function does not 
implement the Data register (see 'Data Register" on 
page 524), this field is hardwired to return zeros. 
If the Data register is implemented, the Data-Scale field 
is mandatory and must be implemented as a read-only 
field. The value read fmm this field represenb the scaling 
factor that the value mad imm the Data nzgister must be 
multiplied by The value and interpretation of the 
Data-Scale Aeld depends on the data item selected to be 
viewed through the Data register by the Data-Select field 
(see description in the next row of this table). 
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lirble 23-1 7: PM ConboUStatus Register (PMCSR) Bit Assignments (Continue@ 

Bit(s) 

129 

8 

7:2 

Value 
at 

Reset 

OOOOb 

g .- .2 
E - 
C 
Z 

3 
F - 

jr: 

all 
zeros 

Read/ 
Write 

u 
.A - 
3 

Z 
% 

Read- 
only 

Description 

Data-Select field. Optional. If the function does not 
implement the Data register (see "Data Register" on 
page 524). this field is hardwired to return zeros. 
If the Data register is implemented, the Data-Select field 
is mandatory and is implemented as a read/write field. 
The value placed in this register selects the data value to 
be viewed through the Data register. That value must 
then be multiplied by the value read from the D a a c a l e  
field (see previous mw in this table). 

PME-En bit. Optional. 
1 = enable function's ability to assert PMEX in 

the event of a PME. 
0 =disable. 

If the function does not support the generation of PMEs 
from any power state, this bit is hardwired to always 
return zero when read. 

After reset. this bit Ls zem if the function doesn't support 
PME fmm D3,.,,,+ If the function supports PME from 

DScold: 
this bit is indeterminate at initial OS boot t h e .  
otherwise, it enables or disables whether the function 
can assert PME# in the event of a PME. 

If the funaion supports PME from D3cold. the state of 
this bit must persist while the function remains in the 
D3mld state and during the transition from D3,ld to the 
DO Uninitialized state. This implies that the PME logic 
must use an aux power source to power this logic during 
these conditions (see '3.3Vaux" on page 534). 

Reserved 
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lirble 23-1 7: PM ConboUStatus Register (PMCSR) Bit Assignments (Continue@ 

Data Reglster 

Bit($ 

1:O 

Optional. read-only. Refer to Figure 23-14 on page 526. The Data reglster is an 
optional, 8-bit, read-only register. If implemented, the Data register provides the 
programmer with the following information: 

Power consumed in the selected PM state. This information is useful in 
power budgetlng. 
Power dissipated in the selected PM state.This information is useful in man- 
aging the thermal environment. 
Other. device-specific information regadng the function's operational 
characteristics. Currently, the spec only d e h e s  paver consumption and 
power dissipation information to be reported through this register. 

Value 
at 

Reset 

OOb 

If the Data reglster is implemented, 

the Data-Select and Data-Scale fields of the PMCSR registers must also be 
implemented 
the AulcCurrent field of the PMC register must not be implemented. 

Read/ 
Write 

R/W 

Determining Presence of Data Register. Perform the following proce- 
dure to determine the presence of the Data register: 

Description 

Powerstate field. Mandatory. Software uses thls field to 
determine the current PM state of the function (by read- 
ing this field) or to place it into a new PM state (by writ- 
ing to this field). If software selects a PM state that isn't 
supported by the Function, the writes must complete nor- 
mally, but the write data is discarded and no state change 
occurs. - 

0 0 DO 
0 1 Dl 
1 0  D2 
1 1  D 3 h ~  
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STEP 1. Write a value of OOOOb into the Data-Select field of the PMCSR register. 
STEP 2. Read from either the Data register or the Datascale field of the PMCSR 

register. A non-zero value indicates that the Data regbter as well as the 
Data-Scale and Datdelect fields of the PMCSR registers are implemented. 
If a value of zero is read, go to step 3. 

m E P  3. If the current value of the Datdelect field is a value other than llllb, 
go to step 4. If the current value of the Dataselect field is llllb. all possible 
Data register values have been scanned and returned zem, indicating that 
neither the Data register nor the Datascale and Dataselect fields of the 
PMCSR registers are implemented. 

STEP 4. Increment the content of the Data-Select field and go to step 2. 

Operation of the Data Register. The information retumed is typically a 
static copy of the function's worst-case power consumption and power dissipa- 
tion characteristics (obtained from the device's data sheet) in the m o u s  PM 
states. This data must be determined in the following test environment: 

Bus frequency: 33MHz if the function is not 66MHz-capable; 66MHz if the 
function is 66MHz-capable. 
Vcc = 5.25Vdc or 3.3Vdc [lf 5Vdc not supported). 
Temperature = 70 degrees Centigrade. 

To use the Data register, the programmer uses the following sequence: 

STEP 1. Write a value into the Powerstate field of the PMCSR register (see 'PM 
Control/Status (PMCSR) Register" on page 520) to select the desired PM 
state. 

m P  2. Write a value into the Data-Select field [see Table 23-18 on page 526) of 
the PMCSR register to select the data item to be viewed through the Data 
register. 

STEP 3. Read the data value h m  Data register. 
STEP 4. Multiply the value by the scaling factor read h m  the Datascale field 

of the PMCSR register (see "PM Control/Status (PMCSR) Register" on 
page 520). 

Multi-Function Devices. In a multi-function PC1 device, each functlon 
must supply its own power-oriented information and the power information 
related to their common logic must be reported through Function zero's Data 
register bee Data Select Value = 8 in Table 23-18 on page 526). 

PCI-to-PC1 Bridge Power Data. A PCI-to-PC1 bridge fundion must only 
report the power information related to itself. Each PC1 function that resides on 
its secondary bus is responsible for reporting its own power-related data. 
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Figure 23-14: PM Registers 

Next Capability 

Data Register 

Table 23-18: Data Register Interpretation 

~orted in I 
eglster Data Select Valu 

Power consumed in DO 

Power consumed in DL 

00b = &own 
Olb = muldply by0.1 
lob = muldply by 0.01 
llb = muldply by 0.001 

Power dissipated in D3 

In a multi-funcdon PC1 
device, function 0 lndl- 
cats the power consumed 
by the loglc that is mm- 
mon to all of the functions 
residing within this pack- 
age. 
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lable 23-18: Data Register InterpretatIan (Continued) 

PCI-to-PC1 Bridge Support Extensions Register 
Mandatory, Read-Only for all bridge devices. Note that the 'CSR" in 
PMCSR-BSE stands for Control/Status Register. Refer to Figure 23-15 on page 
527 and Table 23-19 on page 528 for a description of the bits within this register. 

Data Select Value 

OSh-OFh. Spec actu- 
ally shows this as 
dedmal values 9-15. 
Author has chosen to 
represent in hex. 

08h-OFh. Spec actu- 
ally shows thls as 
declmal dues 8-15. 
Author has chosen to 
represent In hex. This 
entry seems to mntllct 
with the previous IDW 

In this table. Perhap 
It> a spec mlstake and 
should really be I Oh- 
FFh (1 6d-2554. 

Figure 23-15: PCI-&PC1 Bnldge Support Extensions (PMCSR-BSE) Register 

B2-BW 

BPCC-En. Bus PomrlClosk Comtml Embb. 

Data Reported in Data 
Register 

Reserved for future use of 
function 0 in a multi-func- 
tion device. 

R e s d  (singe function 
devices and other func- 
tions (greater than func- 
tion 0) within a multi- 
function dwlce 

Interpretation of Data 
Scale Field in PMCSR 

Reserved 

Units1 
Accuracy 

TBD 
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Table 23-19: PMCSKBSE Reglster Blt AssfgnmenLs 

Bit(s) 

7 

6 

5:O 

Value at Reset 

External strap or 
internally hardwired 

External strap or 
internally hardwired 

Zero 

Description 

BPCC-En (Bus PowerIClock Control Enable) bit 
When set to one, the current setting of the bridge's 
PowerState fleld controls both the bridge's PM state 
as well as the PM state of its secondary bus. - Setting the bridge's PM state to D2 causes the 

bridge to turn off the PC1 clock to the secondary 
bus, placing the bus into the B2 PM state. 
Transitioning the bridge's PM state from D2 to 
D3 causes the bridge to enter the D3h, PM state. 
In this case. whether or not the bridge turns off 
Vcc to the secondruy bus devices is determined 
by the state of the B2-B3# bit (see next row in this 
table). 

B2-B3C (BUB3 support for D3h03 bit. This bit only 
has meaning if bit 7 = 1. The state of bit 6 then deter- 
mines whether the bridge places the secondary bus 
into the 82 (clock off but Vcc still on) or 8 3  state 
(both clock and Vcc turned off) when the bridge is 
placed in the D3b, PM state. 

If this bit = 0, the bridge turns off both the dock 
and Vcc to the secondary bus devices, thereby 
placing the secondary bus into the B3 state. 
If this bit = 1, the bridge turns off the clock to the 
secondary bus devices but not Vcc, thereby plac- 
ing the secondary bus into the B2 state. 

Reserved. 
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Detailed Description of PM Events 

W o  New Pins--PME# and 3.3Vaux 

THE PC1 2.2 SPEC DEFINES IWO NEW CONNECIOR PINS ASSOCIAIED WIIH PM EVENI$: 2.2 
PMEft (PIN A19) IS AN ACUVE-LOW, SHARED, OPEN-DRAIN S K N A l  MI  A SEEPING 
PCJ FUNCTION MAY USE W REQUESI IHAT IHE 0 s  CHANGE m PM SIAIE IN 
RESPONSE I0 AN EVENI IHAr HAS BEEN DEECIED. O N C E  RESORED I0 FUU-WWER 
AND CAPABILIIY. IHE FUNCIIQN. UNDER IHE DIRECTJON OF IrS DEVKE DRIVER. C A N  
IAKE THE SERIES O F  ACIIONS NECESSARY TO SERVKE THE EVENT. 
3.3VAUX [PIN A14) IS REQUIRED BY A PC1 F U N C M N  IHAI C A N  GENERAIE A PME 
WHllE IN THE D 3 c o r D  PM SIAIE (IN O T K R  WORDS, VCC HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM 
IHE FUNCIION BY IHE BRIDGE]. 

These two signals are described in the sections that follow. 

What Is a PM Event? 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, a PC1 function may or may not implement 
PM capability. Assuming that is does, the OS may choose to (or an application 
program associated with the device may choose to) place the function in a low- 
power mode to save on energy consumption during periods when the func- 
tion's capability isn't required. Optionally, the function design may permit the 
OS to set it up so as to assert the PME# signal upon the occurrence of one or 
more function-specific events. An example would be setting up a modem to 
assert PME# upon detection of Rlng Detect and then placing the modem in a 
low-power mode. This would require that device driver use a bit in a device- 
speciflc contml register (outside the scope of this spec) to enable the Rlng Detect 
event to generate a PME. The driver must also enable the function (i.e., the 
modem) to assert the PME# signal when the event is detected. The driver 
accomplished this by setting the function's PME-En bit in its PMCSR register to 
a one. 

Example Scenarlo 

Figure 23-16 on page 531 refen to the following steps: 

STEP 1. When a ring is detected (in other words, when a PME-enabled event 
occurs), the modem asserts the PME# signal to request a change in its power 
state. 
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STEP 2. The assertion of PMEX is detected by the chipset which alerts the pro- 
cessor in some manner. In an ACPI-compliant system, the chipset will gen- 
erate an SCI (System Control I n t m p t )  interrupt to the pmcessor. 

SIEP 9. This causes the pmcesror to suspend the cur~ently-running pmgram 
and execute the GPE (General Purpose Event) handler within the ACPI 
driver. 

STEP 4. The GPE handler reads the GPE Status register(s) within the chipset to 
determine the cause of the SCI. In this case, a status bit is set indicating that 
someone asserted the PMEX signal. 

SmP 5. The GPE handler then traverses the PC1 bus (or buses) to determine 
which function or functions previously enabled to generate PMEX have 
asserted PMEX (PMEX is active-low, shared open-drain signal that can be 
driven by multiple devices simultaneously). This is accomplished by read- 
ing the state of the PME-Status bit in each function's PMCSR reglster (see 
"PM Control/Status (PMCSR) Register" on page 520). 

STEP 6. After determining which function (or functions) asserted PMEW, the 
handler calls each of their devlce drivers with a request to retun each of 
their functions to the DO Actlve state (or the DO UninItialized state if the 
function was in the D3,,* state). 

m P  7. The driver clears the PMUtatus blt in the function's PMCSR register 
(or clears its PME-En bit), thereby causing it to deassert PMEX. 

SrrP 8- Once in the DO Active PM state, the function is then fully active. The 
devlce driver checks its device-specific status to determine the spedfic 
event that caused the PME (e.g., the phone is ringind. 

!Pn!P 9. The driver then performs the series of actions necessary to handle the 
event (in the example scenario. it would command the modem to take the 
phone off hook, etc.). 

A basic example oFrestoring a function to the operational state in the Windows 
environment can be found in "Scenauio--Restore Function To Powered Up 
State" on page 492. 
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Figure 23-16: Example Scenario-Ring Detect Generates PME 
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Rules Associated With PMEPs lmplementatlon 

Thls list has been numbered for ease in referencing a spedflc item: 

RULE 1.In a typical system, the PMEK signal is bussed between all PC1 connec- 
tors and is connected to the chipset as an input. The system board designer 
supplies a pullup resistor that maintains the signal in the deasserted state 
until it is asserted. When all of the functions that are generating PME# have 
been serviced, the pullup returns PME# back to the deasserted state. It can 
take as long as loons before the signal has returned to the high state and has 
stopped ringing. 

RULE 2. The only device that treats PMEK as an input is the chipset When it 
detects PME# asserted. and assuming that it has been enabled to recomlze 
a PME assertion, it s& the GPE (dkneal Purpose Event) status birthat 
Indicates a PME has been detected and generates an SCI (System Control 
Interrupt) to the processor. 

RULE 3. In a system that does not support PME#, the system board designer 
does not have to bus PMEK to all PC1 connectors and doesn't have to place a 
puliup on it. The chipset would not monitor the PMEK signal. 

RULE 4 No function may assert PME# unless enabled to do so @y software set- 
ting its PME-En bit in the functlon's PMCSR register to a one). 

RULE 5. A function continues to assert PME# (even if the event that caused to 
assert PME# has stopped) until the software either: 

dears its PME-Status bit in its PMCSR register, or 
dears i 6  PME-En bit in it5 PMCSR register. 

RULE 6. Some functions may be capable of generating PMEK even W N  the 
system is powered off. For more information, refer to '3.3Vaw" on 
page 534. 

RULE 7. A function's PMEK circuit design must ensure that a voltage applied to 
the PME# signal on the system board wlll not cause damage to a component 
even if that component's Vcc has been removed. 

RULE 8. When power is removed ftum its PMEK output driver, the unpowered 
output must not present a low-impedance path to ground or any other volt- 
age. 

RULE 9- On a PC1 add-in c a d  that incorporates a PCI-to-PC1 bridge, the PME# 
pins of functions that reside on the secondary bus are typically bussed 
together and the signal line is connected to the PMEX pin on the add-in wn- 
nector. The PME# dmal  is not ~ u t e d  thmueh the bridee. 

RULE 10. The ~ a r d ~ u L s ~ e c  q u i r e s  that the ;ME# signz from PC Cards be 
muted thmugh the bridge. 

RULE 11. In a system with a large number of functions that can generate PMEK. 
several PME# networks (each with its own pullup mistor) may be mated 
and each of them connected to a separate PMEK input on the chipset. The 
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chipset would implement a separate GPE status bit for each input. This 
would diminish the amount of time that it would take software to discover 
which functions are asserting PME#. 

Example PME# Clrcult Design 

Figure 23-17 on page 534 is an example PME# c M t  presented in the PC1 Bus 
PM Interface spec. 

The example illusbates a PC1 add-in card with multiple Functions, a number of 
which are capable of asserting PME# on the card. Their PMEC output drivers are 
labeled U1 (an open-drain buffer). The outputs of each oftheir drivers are wire- 
ORed together and am connected to the drain @) on the Field Effect Transistor 
VET) labeled Q1. The circuit that supplies the Gate (G) to Ql is designed to 
keep the Gate turned off if Vcc (labeled as Vsource) has been removed from the 
card. This isolates the U1 output drivers From the system board's PME# trace 
and prevents the drivers from incurring posslble damage when other compo- 
nents that still have Vcc applied are asserting the system board's PMEX trace. 

The Vsource may be supplied by a power source separate from the system 
board such as an on-card battery or an AC/DC adapter. In this case. U2 would 
still detect the presence of Vsource even if Vcc were removed fmm the card. As 
a result, the FET's Gate would be left open, keeping the on-card output drivers 
connected to the system board's PME# network even when power (i.e.. Vcc) has 
been removed from the card. 
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Figurn 23-1 7: Example Ph4E# Clrntit Design 
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Can a Card Wlth No Power Generate PME#? The answer is maybe. 
This dixussion makes the following assumptions: 

Vcc has been removed from the card by the system. In other words, the PC1 
bus that it resides on has been placed in the B3 state by the bridge that orig- 
inates the bus. As a result, the function or functions that reside on the card 
are in the D3cold PM state. 
The card may or may not incorporate an on-card auxiliary power source to 
keep its PME# logic powered during the power down period. 
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Now consider the following scenarios: 

SCENARIO 1. If the card doesn't have an on-&power source and the system 
board doesn't supply it with an alternate source of power (3.3Vaux) to main- 
tain its PMEt logic during the power down, then the card cannot generate 
PMEF while it is in the DSmld PM state. 

~ E N A R I O  2. Perhaps the card is designed such that it doesn't have an on-card 
power source, but the system supplies it with an alternate source of power 
(3.3Vaun) to maintain its PME# logic during the power down. Unfortu- 
nately however, in this scenario the card is not designed to take advantage 
ofthe 3.3Vaux to power its PME# logic. In this scenario, the card cannot 
generate PMEX while it is in the D3mld PM state. 

X E N A R l o  3. The card is designed without an on-cardpower source, it can take 
advantage of3.3Vaux if the system supplies it on the 3.3Vaux connector pin, 
and the system does supply 3.3Varu to it. In this scenario, the card can gen- 
erate PME# while it is in the D3mld PM state, but only if it is installed in a 
system that supplies it wlth 3.3Vaux. 

SCENARIO 4. The cardis designed with an on-cardpowersourceand therefore 
does not need 3.3Vaw fmm the system in order to maintain its PMEd logic. 
In this scenario, the card can generate PMEY while it is in the D3rnld PM 
state, irrespective of whether or not the system supplies it with 3.3Vaux. 

Malntalning PME Context in D3,1a State. Continuing an earlier 
example wherein the OS sets up a modem to generate PMEd if the phone rings 
(in other words, on a Ring Detect). assume that the system is then commanded 
to power down by the OS (e.g.. in response to the user depressing the power 
switch). To support this feature, the modem must implement: 

A PME# output signal. 
A PME enable/disable control bit (F'ME-En bit in PMCSR register) 
A PME status bit that indicates whether or not the device caused the 
wakeup (F'MEStatus bit in PMCSR reglster). 
One or more device-speclflc contml bits that are used to selectively enable/ 
disable the various device-specific events (such as Ring Detect) that can 
cause the device to assert PME#. These bits would be in device-specific reg- 
isters outside the scope of this spec. 
Corresponding device-specific status bits that indicate why the devlce 
asserted PMEd. These bits would also be in device-specific registers outside 
the scope of this spec. 
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It should be obvlous that the modem could not wakeup the system (by asserting 
PMEX) If the logic described in the bullet list also lost power when the device 
enters the D3mld (powered off) state. It wouldn't 'remember" that it was sup- 
posed to do so or why, would not be enabled to do so, etc. In other words, for 
the Rlng Detect to successfully wakeup the system, the device's PME context 
information must not be lost when the device is placed in the D3cold state. This 
highlights the need for an auxiliary power source whose sole purpose in Life is 
keep the card's PME context logic alive during the period when Vcc has been 
removed from the function. The 3.3Vaux power pin (A14 on the PC1 connector) 
is intended to serve as this source. 

System May or May Not Supply 3.3Vaux. It is optional whether a sys- 
tem board supplies 3.3Vaux to the connectors. However, if the intent of the sys- 
tem board design is to support PMEs generated by functions in the D3mld state. 
then the system board design must supply 3.3Vaux to the connectors to ensure 
that these functions can do so. 

3.3Vaw System Board Requirements. The following requirements 
regarding 3.3Vaux must be met. The Hst has been numbered for ease of refer- 
ence: 

1. A system board design that does not supply 3.3Vaux to the connectom must 
leave the 3.3Vaux connector pin (A14) unconnected. 

2. A system board design that does supply 3.3Vaux must connect it to the 
3.3Vaux pin on every PC1 connector. 

3. Table 23-20 on page537 d e h e s  the DC operating environment that a 
3.3Vaux-enabled system must deliver. 

4. At a minimum, a system that supplies 3.3Vaux must be capable of fully 
powering the PME logic on least one PC1 slot while the PC1 bus is in the B3 
state (1.e.. clock stopped and Vcc removed). For a four-slot PC1 bus, the min- 
imum 3.3Vaux current capacity would be 435mA (one slot enabled to gener- 
ate PMEb-375mA, and three disabled slots-at 2hnA each). 

5. Whlle the bus is in a state other than the 83 state (i.e., the 80, B1 or B2 state). 
Vcc is applied to the cards. In this case, the system must be capable of fully 
powering the PME Ioglc on all slots. In the case of a four slot system, the 
minimum 3.3Vaux current capacity would be 1.5A (375111.4 x 4 = 1.5A). 

6. A system board design that does supply 3.3Vaux mum be capable of deliv- 
ering up 1.24W (375mA x 3.3Vdc) to each enabled slot 

7. A system board deslgn that does supply 3.3Vaux must be capable of dellv- 
eting up 66mW (20mA x 3.3Vdc) to each disabled slot. 

8. Functions in the DO. Dl, D2, or D3h, PM state are unconditionally enabled 
to draw up to 1.24W from the 3.3Vaux source. 
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'Table 23-20: DC Opting Envfment  Eor a 3.3Vaux-Enabled System 

NOTE I. Upper llmit when function is in DO. Dl. D2. D3,,, or is in with 
its PME-En bit set to one. 

NOTE 2. Upper limit when funalon is In D3,1a and its PMEJn bit is cleared to 
zero. 

3.3Vaux Card Requirements. The following quirements regarding 
3.3Vaux must be met. The list has been numbered for ease of reference: 

1. A PME-enabled card may not draw more than 375mA from the 3.3Vaux 
supply. 

2. A PMEdisabled card may not draw more than 20mA from the 3.3Vaux sup- 
ply. 

3. Only cards capable of asserting PME# while in the D3mld PM state are per- 
mitted to connect to the connector's 3.3Vaux pin. 

4. A card that uses 3.3Vaux must keep the 3.3Vaux and Vcc power planes elec- 
ttically isolated from each other. In the case of a component that connects to 
both of these supplies, special care must be taken to keep them separated 
within the component When power is removed from Vcc, special care must 
be taken to ensure that no damage or malfunction occurs whether the com- 
ponent is currently powered or not. 

Card 3.3Vaux Presence Detection. A function capable of asserting PME# 
while in the D3mld state that does not have its own power source (e.g.. a battery) 
must first determine the presence or absence of 3.3Vaux before reporting its 
support for PMEX while in the D3,],j state (in bit 15 of the PMC register). A 
weak pulldown resistor (see Figure 23-18 on page 538) must be implemented 
on every card to create a logic low reference when installed in a system board 
that doesn't supply 3.3Vaw. The current consumed by the pull-down must be 
included in the slot's total 3.3Vaux budget. The function then logically-ANDs 
this reference level with bit 15 of the PMC register when bit 15 is read by soft- 
ware. A function that normally supports PME# while in the D3,,d state would 
then report that it doesn't support it if it's installed in a slot that doesn't supply 
3.3Vaux. 

Parameter 

3.3Vaux 

l ~ ~ B X ~ n a b l e d  

h a ~ ~ l s a b ~ e d  

Minimum 

3.0 

% i d  

3.3 

Maximum 

3.6 

375, see note 1 

20. see note 2 

Units 

Volts 

mA 
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A card that implements both a Vcc (i.e., 3.3V) power plane and a separate 
3.3Vaux power plane would not function correctly if installed in a system that 
doesn't supply any voltage to its 3.3Vaux power plane. The circuit p i c t u d  in 
Figure 23-18 on page 538 automabically sources power to the card's 3.3Vaux 
power plane from the connector's 3.3Vaux pin (A14) if it detects the presence of 
a system board 3.3Vaux supply. Conversely, if it detects that 3.3Vaux is not 
being supplied by the system board, power is automatically muted onto the 
card's 3.3Vaux power plane from the system's Vcc power source. 

Figure 23-18: 3.3Vaw Presence-Detect and Source Selection h g i c  

Problem: In B3 State, PC1 RST# Signal Would Float The PC1 spec 
requires that the RST# signal must be asserted whenever the PC1 main power 
rails are out of spec (e.g., when low and ramping up, or low as a result of a 
power failure). During these pmblem power periods, the assenlon of RST# 
causes the output buffers within all PC1 devices to be placed in the high-imped- 
ance state until the power is completely lost At that point, the entire bus, 
including RST# is floating. 

In a system that implements power management. sottware may instruct a 
bridge to place itself into the D3 state and its secondary bus into the B3 state. 
When the secondary bus enters the B3 state, the CLK is stopped and the power 
(Vcc) i s  removedfmm the PC1 devlces that reside on that PC1 bus In other words, it's 
a programmable power failure. 

Solution A system board that supplies 3.3Vaux to the card connectors must 
ensure that the PC1 RST# signal remains asserted whenever the bus is in the B3 
state. This can be accomplished in one of two ways: 
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The system board logic could power the PC1 RST# signal's output buffer 
from an auxiliary power sourre, or 
A weak pull-down resistor can be placed on the PC1 RST# signal to keep it 
asserted during the B3 powered down period. 

When the bus is in the B3 state. PC1 functions can then depend on a valid low- 
to-high transition on RSTX to signal when they must return all of their volatile 
registers to their default states and bansition from the D3mld state to the DO 
Uninitiallzed state. 

OS Power Management Function Calls 
In order to support power management, the OS must implement the basic func- 
tion call capabilities described in the next three sections. 

Get Capabilities Function Call 
This function call returns the PM capabilities of a PC1 function. This information 
is obtained from the function's PMC register. 

Set Power State Function Call 
This function call is used by the OS to change the PM mode from the one that 
the PC1 function is currentlv in. This is accomolished bv writin= the aoorooriate 

.A . 
valueinto the PowerState ield of the functior;'s PMC& regist;. 

Get Power Status Function Call 

This function call permits the OS to obtain the present PM state of a PC1 func- 
tion as well as its PM capabilities. Thls information is obtained by reading from 
the PowerState field of the function's PMCSR register (to obtain the function's 
current power state), and by reading from its PMC register (to obtain its capabfl- 
ities). 

BlOSlPOST Responsibilities at Startup 

In an environment wherein the OS is responsible for managing power, the sys- 
tem BIOS isn't involved in PM but is responsible for basic system initialization 
before the OS loads and takes over. The system BIOS should include the follow- 
ing capabilities in its POST routines: 
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1. During initial power-up of the platform, the BIOS should ensure that the 
chipset masks off recognition of the PME# signal (in case a spurious PME 
occurs before the PME interrupt handler is placed in memory). 

2. During a warm boot (Contml-Alt-Del), the BIOS should ensure that the 
chipset masks off recognition of the PMEX signal (in case a device enabled 
earlier in time to generate a PMEX does so during the boot process before 
the PME interrupt handler is placed in memory). 

3. During a wann boot (Contml-Alt-del), the BIOS must restore all PC1 func- 
tions to the DO state. There are two ways that this may be accomplished: 

Program the Powerstate field in every function's PMCSR register to the 
DO state. Due to the amount of time this might take. this is not the pre- 
ferred method. 
Cause the chipset to assert the PC1 RSTH signal to all PC1 functions. This 
is the preferred method. 



Bridge 
The Previous Chapter 
The previous chapter provided a detailed description of PC1 power manage- 
ment as defined in the revision 1.1 PC1 Bus PM Interface Spdcation. In order to 
provide an overall context for this discussion, a description of the OnNow Ini- 
tiative, ACPI (Advanced ConAguration and Power Interface), and the involve- 
ment of the Windows OS was also provided. 

This Chapter 
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of PCI-to-PC1 bridge implementa- 
tion. The information is drawn from the revision 1.1 XI-to-PCIBrldgehhitec- 
lure Specification, dated December 18, 1998. 

The Next Chapter 
The next chapter focuses on the ordering rules that govern the behavior of sim- 
ple devices as well as the relationships of multiple transactions traversing a 
PCI-to-PC1 bridge. It also describes how the rules prevent deadlocks from 
occurring. 

Scaleable Bus Architecture 
A machine that Incorporates one PC1 bus has some obvious Limitations. Some 
examples follow: - If too many electrical loads (i.e., devices) are placed on a PC1 bus, it ceases 

to function correctly. 
The devices that populate a particular PC1 bus may not co-exist together too 
well. A master that requires a lot of bus time in order to achieve good per- 
formance must share the bus with other masters. Demands for bus tlme by 
these other masters may degrade the performance of this bus master sub- 
system. 
one PCI bus only supports a limited number of PCI expansion connectors 
(due to the electrical loading constraints mentioned earlier). 
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These problems could be solved by adding one or more additional PC1 buses 
into the system and re-distributing the device population. How can a customer 
(or a system designer) add another PC1 bus into the system? The PCI-to-PC1 
Bnidge Architecture S'ficaUon provides a complete definition of a PCI-to-PC1 
bridge device. This device can either be embedded on a PC1 bus or may be on 
an add-in card installed in a PC1 expansion connector. The PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
provides a bridge from one PC1 bus to another, but it only places one electrical 
load on its host PC1 bus. The new PC1 bus can then support a number of addi- 
tional devices and/or PC1 expansion connectors. The elecMcal loading con- 
straint is on a per bus basis, not a system basis. Of course, the power supply in 
the host system must be capable of supplying sufficient power for the load 
imposed by the additional devices residing on the new bus. The system 
designer could also include more than one host/PCI bridge. 

Terminology 

Before proceeding, it's important to deflne some basic terms associated wfth 
PCI-to-PC1 bridges. Each PCI-to-PC1 bridge is connected to two PC1 buses, 
referred to as its prlmary and secondary buses. 

Downstream. When a transadon is initiated and is passed through one or 
more PCI-to-PC1 bridges flowing away Fmm the hast processor, it is said to 
be moving downswam. 
Upstream. When a transaction is initiated and is passed through one or 
more PCI-to-PC1 bridges flowing towards the host processor, it is s a d  to be 
moving upstream. 
Primary bus. PC1 bus on the upstream side of a bridge. 
Secondary bus. PC1 bus that resides on the downstream side of a PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge. 
Subordinate bus. Highest-numbered PC1 bus on the downstream side of 
the bridge. 
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Example Systems 

Figure 24-2 on page 545 and Figure 24-3 on page 546 Nustrate two examples of 
systems with mom than one PC1 bus. 

Example One 

The system in Figwe 24-2 on page 545 has two PC1 buses. Bus number one b 
subodnate to, or beneath, bus number zem. The PC1 bus that mides directly 
on the other side of the host/PCI bridge Is guaranteed present in every PC1 sys- 
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tern and is always assigned a bus number of zem. Since the host/PCI bridge 
"knows" its bus number, the bridge designer may or may not implement a Bus 
Number register in the bridge. If the Bus Number register is present, the value it 
contains could be hardwired to zero, or reset could force it to zero. 

It is a ~ l e  that each PCI-to-PC1 bridge must implement three bus number regis- 
ters in pre-deflned locattons within its conflguratton space. All three registers 
are read/writable and reset forces them to zero. They are assigned bus numbers 
durlng the conflguratton process. Those three registers are: 

Primary Bus Number register. Initialized by software with the number of 
the bridge's upstream PC1 bus. The host/PCI bridge is only connected to 
one PC1 bus, so it only implements a Bus Number register. The host/PCI 
bridge doesn't have to implement a Secondary Bus Number register 
(because it is irrelevant). 
Secondary Bus Number register. Initialized by software with the number 
of the bridge's downstream PC1 bus. 
Subordinate Bus Number register. Initialized by software with the highest 
numbered PC1 bus that exists on the secondary side. If the only bus on the 
bridge's downstream side is the bridge's secondary bus, then the Secondary 
and Subordinate Bus Number registers would be initialized with the num- 
ber of the secondary bus. 

The host/PCI bridge only has to implement a Bus Number and a Subordinate 
Bus Number repistet. In Figure 24-2 on page 545, the host/PCI bridge's bus 
number registers are initialized (durlng configuration] as follows: 

Bus Number = 0. The host/PCI bridge's PC1 bus is always numbered m. 
Subordinate Bus Number = 1, the number of the highest numbered PC1 
bus that exists on the downstream side of the bridge. The host/PCI bridge 
must therefore pass through all configuration read and write transaction 
requests initiated by the hmt processor specifying a bus number in the 
range zero through one. 

PCI-to-PC1 bridge A has its bus registers initialized as follows: 

Primary Bus = 0. This is the number of the PC1 bus closer to the host proces- 
sor. 
Secondary Bus = 1. This is the number of the PC1 bus on the downstream 
side of the bridge. 
Subordinate Bus = 1. This Is the number of the highest-numbered bus that 
exists on the downstream side of the bridge. 
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F @ m  24-2: Example System One 

Example Two 

Figure 24-3 on page 546 has four PC1 buses. During configuration, the host/FCI 
bridge's bus number registers are Mthlized as follows: 

Bus Number = 0. The host/PCI brldge's PC1 bus is always numbered zero. 
Subordinate Bus = 3. This is the number of the highest-numbered bus that 
exists on the downstream side of the host/PCI bridge. The host/PCI bridge 
must therefore pass through all configuration read and write transaction 
requests initiated by the host processor spedfying a target bus number in 
the range zero through three. 
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Brldge A's bus number ~gisters are hitiallzed as follows: 
Primary Bus = 0. Thls is the number of its upstream bus. 
Secondary Bus = 1. This is the number of its downstream bus. 
Subordinate Bus = I. The number of the highest-numbered PC1 bus on its 
downstream side (in this case, it's equal to the secondary bus number). 

Bridge B's bus n u m k  registers are inittalked as follows: 
Primary Bus = 0. This is the number of its upstream bus. 

+ Secondary Bus = 2. This is the number of its downstream bus. 
Subonhate Bus = 3. This is the number of the highest-numbered bus that 
exists on its downstream side (bus 3 is subordinate to bus 2). 

Brldge C's bus number regLsters are initialized as follows: 
Primary Bus = 2. This is the number of its upstream bus. 
Secondary Bus = 3. This is the number of its downstream bus. 
Subordinate Bus = 3. This is the number of the highest-numbered bus on its 
downstream side (in thls case, the same as secondary bus number). 

F@UE 24-3: Exam* System BVO 
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PCI-to-PC1 Bridge: Traffic Director 

The PCI-to-PC1 bridge functions as a traffic coordinator between two PC1 buses 
Its job is to monitor each tansaction that is initiated on the two PC1 buses and 
to decide whether or not to pass the transaction through to the opposite PC1 
bus. When the bridge determines that a transaction on one bus needs to be 
passed to the other bus, the bridge must act as the target of the transaction on 
the originating bus and as the initiator of the new transaction on the destination 
bus. The fact that the bridge resides between the transaction initiator and the 
target is invisible m the initiator (as well as to the target). 

In addition to determining If a hansaction lnidated on one bus must be passed 
through to the other, the bridge also supplies the following functions: 

The bridge monitors SEm# on the secondary bus and passes it to SERW on 
its primary bus if it is sampled asserted (see 'Handling SERRlY on Second- 
ary Side" on page 647. 
The bridge monimrs RST# on the primary bus and passes it to RSTW on its 
secondary bus if it is sampled asserted. 
A bridge may incorporate a device ROM that contains its device driver. In 
this case, the bridge must recognize and permit accesses to the ROM mem- 
ory. 
A bridge may incorporate a set of device-specific. 10 or memory-mapped 
I 0  registers that control its own functionality. In this case, it must recognize 
and permit accesses to these registers. 
A bridge may incorporate a memory buffer. In thls case. it must recognize 
and permit accesses to this memory. 

Table 24-1 on page 548 deflnes the types of transactions that may be detected on 
a PC1 bus and how the bridge handles each of them. "Address Decode-Related 
Registers" on page 568 pmvides a detailed description of the address decode 
mechanisms implemented in a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. 
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'Table 24-1: Pansaction 'Qp That theBridge Must Detect and Handle 

There are flve cases: 
. Wlthtn memory range to pass through: clalm 

and pars thmugh. 

1. Wlthln I0 range to pass through: daim and pass 

access to internal repister(s): do not pass 

10 Write Primary or 
secondary 

3. None of the above: do not pass through and do 
not daim f a  internal accsss. 

Same as I 0  read. 
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nble 24-1: 'Ransactlon That the Bridge Must Detect and Handle (Continued) 

T m e l i o n  m e  

we 0 Cofiguration 
Read 

me 0 Configuration 
Write 

me 1 Cofiguration 
Read 

Type 1 Cofiguration 
Write (not a Spedal 
Cyde Request) 

Bus Detected 
On 

Primary 

Secondary 

'firnary 

Secondary 

'firnary 

Secondary 

pfirnary 

Secondary 

Action by Bridge 

If the bridge's IDSELX Input Is asserted, perform func- 
tlon decode and claim if target funcllon implemenled. 
olhewise ignore. If clalmed, pemlt access to target 
funnlan's configuration registem. Do not pass 
through under any dnumstances. 

Ignore. 

Same as conflguratlon read. 

Ignore. 

There are three cases: 
1. Target bus b the brldge's semndary bus: claim 

and pass through as a me 0 ConflguraUon 
Read. 

2. Target bus is in the range of subordinate buses 
that exlsts behindthe bridge (but not equal ta the 
secondary bus): claim and pass -ugh asType 
1 Configuration Read. 

3. None of the above: ignore. 

Ignore. 

mere an tlnee cases: 
1. Target bus Is the brldge'r wmndary bus: clalm 

and p s  h u g h  as a me 0 Configuration 
Write. 

2. lhp~e t  bus 1s In the range o f s u ~ t e  buses 
that &ts behind the bridge (but not equal to the 
secondary bun): claim and ps -ugh 
unchanged as me 1 ConfiguraUon Write. 

3. None of the above: Ignore. 

Ignore. 
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nble 24-1: h s a c t l o n  That the Bridge Must Detect and Handle (Continued) 

T m e l i o n  m e  

'&pe 1 Configuration 
Write as Special 
Cycle Request 
(device = 1Fh func- 
tion = 7h and dword 
= 0) 

Speclal Cycle 

Interrupt Acknowl- 
edge 

Dual-Address Cycle 
PAC) 

Bus Detected 
On 

p m a r y  

Secondary 

Primary or 
secondary 

Primary or 
secondary 

p m a r y  

Action by Bridge 

There are three cases: 
1. Target bus is the bridge's secondary bus: clalm 

and pass through as a Spedal Cycle. 
2. Taget bus is in the range of subordinate b- 

that exlsbbehindthe bridge (but not equalto the 
secondary bus): dalm and pass thmugh 
unchanged as me 1 Canfiguration Write. 

3.  NO"^ of the above: ignore 

There are three cases: 
1. Target busis the bridge'sptlnmy bus: elaim and 

pass thmugh as aspedal Cycle. 
2. Target bus Is nelther the bridge's primary bw 

nor is it in the range of b u m  defined by the 
bridge's secondaryand subordnate bus reg& 
ten: claim and pass thmugh unchanged as Type 
1 ConRguraUon Write. 

3. Target bus is not the bridge's primary bus, but It 
Is within the range of buses deflned by the 
bridge's Secandaxy and Subordinate Bus Num- 
ber registers: Ignore. 

Do not claim. Ignore. Special Cycles are 
meaningless to PCI-to-PC1 bridges. 

Ignore. 

There are three cases: 
1. The brldge doer not support memory above the 

4GB address boundaryonsecondaryslde: In thls 
case, the brldge Ignores the acceos. 

2. The bridge supports memory above the 4GB 
address boundary on secondaryside. but the 
system may not have any there: In thls case. the 
brldge ignores the acces. 

3. The brldge suppons memory & w e  the 4GB 
address boundary on secandaryside and the 
system has propanned the brldge to reeognlm 
addresses above 4GB: In thls cise, the brldge 
latches the twoaddrespacketrdeliwred during 
the two address phares and demdes. Lfthe 
address is in range. transaEtion b clalmed and 
passed thmugh. If out of range, It is ignored. 
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nble 24-1: h s a c t l o n  That the Bridge Must Detect and Handle (Continued) 

Latency Rules 

T m e l i o n  me 

Dual-Address Cycle 
PAC) 

As with any other PC1 device. the brldge must comply with the master and tar- 
get latency rules described in the chapter entitled 'Master and Target Latency" 
on page 73. Some special notes: 

Bus Detected 
On 

Secondary 

Action by Bridge 

There are three carer: 
1. The bridge supports menwry above the 4GB 

boundary on the secondary side and oneor more 
memory tagea do mlde above the 4GB bound- 
ary on the secondary side. If a DAC is detected 
an the secondary slde and the address is outslde 
the range defined it is dalmed and passed 
thmugh to the primary bus (because the Uamac- 
don Is not addressing memory on the semndary 
dde, so the target must be an the primary side). 

2. The bridge supports memory above the 4GB 
boundary on the secondary slde. A DAC Is 
detected on the secondaryside and the a d d m  
is within the range defined for the memory tar- 
gets that mlde above the 4GB b o u n d q  on the 
secondary slde of the brldge. The bddge Ignores 
It (because the transaction is addressing a mem- 
ory target an the semndary slde of the bridge). 

3. Bridge does not support memory above the 4GB 
address boundary on the secondary slde. W l l w  A 
DAC Li D t 7 K K D  O N  7 l U  X C O N D A R I S I D L  TllL 
URDGL MUnClAlM 7111 lRANSAC7KlN AND PASS n 
~IJROUGII 70 n u  NUMARY n u s  A M A ~ R  ON nustc- 
QNDARY SIDL IS ARLUmNG AN A C C W  7 O M l l N  
MMORY * B O V T ~ U  4GB wnurmanr. so ~ I U D R I D G ~  

TORW4RIIS nU 7R4NS4CTKlN UPSllrrAM 7OWARoJ 
MAIN MEMORY, r l l t  1.0 PC!-TO-PC! BRJDGL ARCIU- 
W T U K  SPTCUKATJON S 7 4 7 W  TIM7 I? WAS OPTKlNAl 
W l m K R  A URJDGL S U P M m  mu DAC COMMAND 

ON MUR SIDL WIIU nu I. I src S I A ~  n 1 ~ 7  
U R ~ L  S U P M ~ I O R  nrr DAC COMM*ND ir 
OPlKlNAL O N  DIL PJUMARI S1DL BUT IS MANDATORY 
O N  711 S L C W D A R Y  S D L  SO M A S X R S  O N  7I l I  XC- 
ONDARY smr CAN ACCW MAIN MMORY AUOVI nC 
4GB ~OUNDARY.  
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THE BRIDGE MUSJ HONOR W E  MEMORY W R I E  MAXIMUM COMPLEIPON TIME (SEE 

1.1 "MEMORY W R l E  MAXIMUM COMP~EJION LIMIT" O N  PAGE 96) WHEN A MASER O N  
EIIHER SIDE IS AIIEMPrlNG r0  ACCESS THE BRIDGE'S INIEANAI MEMORY-MAPPW JD 
REGISERS OR MEMORY. 
THE BRIDGE MUSI HANDIE A U  MEMORY W R I E  AND MEMORY WRIE-AND-INVAU- 
DAlE TRANSACrlONS AS P O S E D  MEMORY WRIIES. 
ALL OIHER JRANSACTKINS MUSr BE HANDLM /IS DELAYED TRANSACImNS. 

Configuration Registers 

General 

The chapter entitled 'Configuration Registers" on page 351 provided a detatled 
discussion of the configuration registers defined by the specification for inclu- 
sion in all PC1 devices other than PCI-to-PC1 and PCI-to-CardBus brldges. 
These configuration registers were defined as configuration Header Type 0. 
This section provides a detailed description of the configuration registers 
defined by the PCI-to-PC1 Bridge Archit- S+cation for implementation in 
PCI-to-PC1 bridges. This is referred to as conflguration Header Type 1 and is 
illustrated in Figure 24-4 on page 553. It consists of the fimt 16 dwords of the 64 
dword conflguratlon space associated with the bridge. For a discussion of the 
new SubClass added in the 2.2 spec, refer to -PCI-to-PC1 Bridge With Subtrac- 
tive Decode Feature" on page 622. 

This chapter also provides a detailed description of the methods utilized by the 
bridge to decide what memory and I 0  transactions to accept and which to 
ignore. 
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Figure 24-4: PCI-to-PC1 Bridge's Codguration Registen 

2.2 adds new 
Subclass 

Bridge spec. 

New in 2.2 

Required configuration registers 
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Header Type Register 
Mandatory. Location in Header byte two of dword three. The register is illus- 
trated in Figure 24-5 on page 554. If the device contains other functions in addi- 
tion to the bridge function, bit seven is set to one: otherwise, bit seven is 
hardwired to zero. For a single-function device containing a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. 
the Header Type register is hardwired to OOOOOOOlb (Olh). The Header Type 
Register of a bridge within a multi-function device would contain 81h. This 
indicates that dwords 4-thmugh-15 are structured as defied by the Header 
Type 1 template. 

Figure 24-5: Header l&e Register 

Configuration header format 
0 = single-function device 
1 = multi-function device 

Registers Related to Device ID 

Introduction 

There are four registers associated with device identification. They are: 

Vendor ID register. 
Device ID register. - Revision ID register. 
Class Code register. 

The sections that follow describe these registers. 

Vendor ID Register 

Mandatory. Location in Header: bytes zero and one in dword zero. This 16-bit 
register contains the hardwired Vendor ID and is implemented the same as it is 
in a non-bridge PC1 device. The Vendor ID is assigned by the PC1 SlG and is 
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guaranteed to be mutually-exclusive from the IDS issued to other vendors. In 
combination with the Device ID (and possible the revision ID), the Vendor ID 
register can be used by a device driver or the OS to 'discover" an instance of its 
associated device. The Vendor ID of FFFFh is reserved and is not used. This is 
the value returned during a configuration read from a non-existent PC1 device 
(returned to the host processor when the host/PCI brldge experiences a Master 
Abort due to no assertion of DEVSELX). 

Device ID Register 

Mandatory Location in Header: bytes two and three in dword zero. The 16-bit 
Device ID register is hardwired with the Device ID chosen by the device vendor. 
Also see "Vendor ID Reglster" on page 554. 

Revislon ID Reglster 

Mandatory Locatlon in Header: byte zem in dword two. The 8-bit Revision ID 
register contains the device's hardwired revision number. Also see 'Vendor ID 
Register" on page 554. 

Class Code Reglster 

Mandatory. Location in Header: bytes one, two and three in dword two. The 
three byte Class Code register is implemented in the same manner as it is for a 
non-bridge PC1 device. Figure 24-6 on page 555 illustrates the Class Code regis- 
ter. For a PCI-to-PC1 brldge, the Class Code is 06h (bridge). Sub-class is 04h 
(PCI-to-PC1 bridge), and the Pmgramming Interface Byte may be either: 

00h = Normal PCI-to-PC1 Bridge. 
OJH = PCJ-10-PC1 BRlDGE MAI. IN ADDIIJON I 0  fIS NORMAL PC!-TO-PC1 BRIDGE 
OPERAmNS, PERFORMS SUBIRACIIYE DECODE ON IHE PRIMARY SiDE OF IHE BRIDGE. 

2.2 
FOR MORE INFORMAIDN, REFER I 0  "KJ-10-W BRIDGE WIW SUBIRACUVE 
DECODE FEAIURE" ON PAGE 622. ?HIS PROGRAMMING INIERFACE BYE VALUE WAS 
ADDED 1N THE 2.2 PC1 SPEC. 

F i p  24-6: Class Code Register 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

Class Code Sub-class Code Prog. IIF 
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Bus Number Registers 

Introduction 

Each PCI-to-PC1 bridge must implement three mandatory bus number registers. 
All of them are read/writable and are cleared to zero by reset During conflgu- 
ration, the configuration software initializes these three registers to assign bus 
numbers. These registers are: 

Primary Bus Number register. 
Secondary Bus Number register. 
Subordinate Bus Number register. 

The combination of the Secondary and the Subordinate Bus Number registers 
defines the range of buses that exlsts on the downstream side of the bridge. The 
information supplied by these three registers is used by the bridge to determine 
whether or not to pass through: 

Type 1 configuration reads and writes on the primary side that are to be 
passed through as a Type 0 configuration access (if the target is on the 
bridge's secondary bus) or as a Type 1 configuration access (if the target is 
on a bus subordinate to the bridge's secondary bus). 
Type 1 configuration writes received on either the primary or secondary 
side that are to be converted to Special Cycles on the specified target bus. 

Primary Bus Number Register 

Mandatory. h a t i o n  in Header: byte zero in dword six. The Primary Bus Num- 
ber register is hitiallzed by software with the number of the bridge's bus that is 
closer to the host processor. The only reason that this register exists is so the 
bridge can determine if a Spedal Cyde Request latched on the secondary side 
should be converted to a Special Cycle on the primary side. 

Secondary Bus Number Register 

Mandatory. Location in Header: byte one in dword slx. The Sewndary Bus Num- 
ber register is initialized by software wlth the number of the bridge's down- 
stream bus. This register exlsts for two reasons: 

When a Spedal Cycle Request is latched on the primary side, the bridge 
uses this register to determine if it should be converted to a Special Cycle 
transaciion on the secondary side. 
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When a 1 Configuration transaction (read or write) is latched on the 
primary side, the bridge uses this register to determine if the transaction 
should be converted to a 'Qpe 0 Configuration transaction on the secondary 
bus. 

Subordinate Bus Number Reglster 

Mandator): Location in Header: byte two in dword SIX. The Subordinate Bus 
Number register is initialized by software with the number of the highest-num- 
bered bus that exists on the downstream side of the bridge. If there are no PCI- 
to-PC1 bridges on the secondary bus, the Subordinate Bus Number register is 
initialized with the same value as the Secondary Bus Number register. 

Command Registers 

Introduction 

The PCI-to-PC1 bridge designer must implement two required Command regis- 
ters in the bridge's configuration Header region: 

The Command register is the standard configuration Command register 
defined by the specification for any PC1 device. It is associated with the 
bridge's primary bus interface. 
The Bridge Control register is an extension to the standard Command re&- 
ter. It is associated with the operation of both of the bridge's bus interfaces. 

These two registers are described in the next two sections. 

Command Register 

Mandatory. The Command reglster format. pictured in Figure 24-7 on page 558. 
is the same as that for a non-bridge PC1 device. Some of the bits, however, have 
different effects. Each of the bits are described in Table 24-2 on page 558. 
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Figure 24-7: Command Register 

Bble 24-2: Command Register Bit AssJgnme~~t 

15 10 9 8  7 6  5  4 3 2 1 0  

Reserved 
Fast Back-to-Back  nabl led A A A A A 

Stepping Contml 

Pafity Error Response 

VGAPalette Snwp Enable 

Memory Write and Invalidate Enable 

Special Cycles 

Bus Masler 

Memory Space 

Bit 

0 

1 

10 spa- 

A 

Description 

I 0  Space. When set. the bridge's I0  address decoders on its primary side are 
enabled. When cleared, they are disabled. If cleared, any I 0  transaaions 
detected on the secondary side are passed through to the primary dde and 
all I 0  transactions detected on the primary side are ignored. Reset clears thls 
bit 

Memory Space. When set, the bridge's memory and memory-mapped I0 
address decoders on its primary side are enabled. When cleared, they are 
disabled. If cleared, any memory transactions detected on the secondary 
slde are passed through to the prlmary side and all memory hansactions on 
the primary side are ignored. Reset clears this bit. 

A 
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lbble 24-2: Command Register Bit Assignment (Continued) 

Bit 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Description 

Bus Master. Control's the bridge's ability to act as a master on the prlmary 
side. However, the bridge is always enabled to forward and convert configu- 
ration transactlons. When deared, the bridge ignores all memory and I 0  
transactions detected on the secondary side (because it cannot act as a mas- 
ter to pass the transactions through to the primary side). Reset dears this bit. 

Special Cycles. Hardwired to zero (because PCI-to-PC1 bridges don't moni- 
tor Special Cydes). 

Memory Write and Invalidate Enable. This bit must be implemented as a 
read/write bit if the bridge is capable of converting posted memory writes 
(that were received via a Memory Write transaction) into a Memory Write- 
and-Invalidate (MWI) transaction on the other side of the bridge. The writes 
would have to be sequential, smt on a cache line boundary, and write an 
entire cache line (or multiple cache lines). If the bridge implements this 
optional capability, it must also implement the Cache Line Size configura- 
tion register as a read/write register. 
The bridge does not consult this bit to determine If it should pass an MWI 
received on one side through as an MWI on the other side. The fact that the 
originating master used the MWI h'ansaction type means that it has met all 
of the criteria for its usage. 

VGA Palette Snoop. Implementation of this bit is optional. If not imple- 
mented, must be hardwired to zero. Reset dears this bit. If implemented, its 
effects on a PCI-to-PC1 bridge are different than on a display adapter. When 
set, I 0  writes to 03C6h. 03C8h and 03C9h (including any I 0  addresses that 
alias to these addresses) are positively decoded on the primary side and are 
passed through to the secondary side. If I 0  writes to these addresses are 
detected on the secondary side, they are ignored. Also see description of the 
VGA Enable bit in Table 24-3 on page 561, and "Display Configurationm on 
page 608. 

Parity Error Response. When set, the bridge takes the normal actions 
defined by the specification (see "Introduction to PC1 Parity" on page 199) 
when a parity error is detected on the primary side. When cleared, parity 
errors am ignored, but the bridge must generate proper parity. Reset clears 
this bit. 
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lbble 24-2: Command Register Bit Assignment (Continued) 

Bridge Control Register 

Bit 

7 

8 

9 

15:10 

Mandatory. The bridge control register is a required extension to the bridge's 
command register and is associated with operation of both the primary and the 
secondary sides. Figure 24-8 on page 561 illustrates this register and Table 24-3 

2.2 on page 561 deflnes its bit assignment. BITS 8 - WROUGH - I I ARE NEWLY-DEFINED 
IN r E  2.2 SPEC. F O R  ADDIrlONAI INMRMAIJON ABOUr r E S E  BIG, REFER r 0  'T)ISCARD 
TIMER T ~ M m u r "  O N  PAGE bdd. 

Description 

Stepping Control. Bridges that never use address and/or data stepping 
hardwire this bit to zero. Bridges that always use stepping hardwire this bit 
to one. Bridges that permit stepping to be turned on and off under program 
control implement this as a read/writable bit. If the bit is read/writable, 
reset sets the bit to one. 

SERRX Enable. Controls the SERR# output driver on the primary bus. When 
set, the bridge is enabled to generate SERR# on the primary side. When 
cleared it cannot generate SERR#. Reset clears this bit. For more informatlon. 
refer to "SERRX Signal" on page 214. 

Fast Back-to-Back Enable. Controls the bridge's ability to utllize Fast Back- 
to-Back transactions with different targets on the primary bus. A bridge that 
doesn't support this ability hardwires this bit to zem, otherwise it must be 
read/writable. Reset clears this bit. For more information, refer to "Fast 
Back-to-Back Transactions" on page 153. 

Reserved. Read-only and must return zem when read. 
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Figure 24-8: Bridge Conhol Register 

15 1 2 1 1 1 0 9 B  7 6 5 4  3 2 1  0 

Discard Timer SERR# Enable 
Discard Timer SMus 

Seumdary Discard Titnewt 
Primary Discard Timeout 
Fast Back-to-Back EnaMe 

Master Abort Mode 

ISAEnable - 
SERW Enable - 

Parity Error Response 

Table 24-3: Bridge Conhol Register Bit Assignment 

Bit 

0 

1 

Description 

Parity Error Response. When set, the bridge takes the normal actions defined 
by the specification when a parity enur is detected on the secondary side. 
When cleared, pariiy errors are ignored, but the bridge must generate proper 
parity. Reset clears this bit. For more information. refer to "Introduction to 
PC1 Parity" on page 199. 

SEW# Enable. When set, detection of S E W  asserted on the secondary side 
causes the bridge to assert SERRd on the primary side (but only if the SERRIt 
Enable bit in the device's Command register is set). When cleared, detection 
of SERR# on secondary side is ignored. Reset clears this bit. For more infor- 
mation, refer to 'SERRlt Slgnal" on page 214. 
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nble 24-3: Bridge Conbvl RegIsterBit Assignment (Continued) 

Bit 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

D d p t i o n  

ISA Enable. When set, bridge only recognizes 10 addresses within its 
assigned I 0  range that do not alias to an ISA range. For information, refer to 
the "Effect of Setting the ISA Enable Bit" on page 582. Reset clears this bit. 

VGA Enable. When set, bridge performs positive decode on memory 
accesses in the range fmm OOOAOOOOh through OOOBFFFFh (the address range 
of the VGA video frame buffer), and I 0  addresses assodated with the VGA 
register set (03BOh-03BBh and 03COh-03DFh-including addresses that alias 
into these two 10 ranges). This bit is q u m e d  by bits zero and one in the 
Command register. Reset dears this bit. For more information, refer to 'Dis- 
play Conilguration" on page 608. 

Reserved. Hardwired to zem. 

Master Abort Mode. Controls the manner in whlch the bridge responds 
when it is mastering a transaction on either bus and experiences a Master 
Abort For additional information, refer to 'Handling Master Abortm on 
page 641. 

Master Abort Mode = 0 (its default state after RST#)-treats unclaimed 
accesses (on both sides) in the same manner that the Host/PCI bridge 
treats unclaimed configuration accesses during initialfiation time. Any 
read that experiences a Master Abort returns all ones; any write that 
experiences a Master Abort completes normally and the data is thrown 
away. 
Master Abort Mode = I-If bridge experiences a Master Abort when 
passing a transaction to the opposite side. it issues a Target Abort to the 
originating master (for all reads and non-posted writes). If the bridge 
experiences a Master Abort while performing a posted-write, it signals 
SERR# on the prlmary side (if the SERR# Enable bit in the Command reg- 
ister is set). 

Secondary Bus Reset When set, the bridge asserts RST# on the secondary 
bus. When cleared, the secondary bus RST# is deasserted. Irrespective of the 
state of this bit, secondary bus RST# follows primary bus RSTt. The bridge's 
interface to the secondary bus and all buffers between the two buses are M- 
tialized by the assertion of RST# on the secondary bus. Assertion of RST# on 
the secondary bus, however, does not affect the configuration registers nor 
the primary bus interface logic. Reset clears this bit. 
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nble 24-3: Bridge Contml RegIsterBit Assignment (Continued) 

PPJMARY DISCARD TIMEOUJ, SELECTS JHE NUMBER O F  PC1 CLOCKS JHAJ JHE BRIDGE 
WAITS FOR A MASER O N  JHE PRIMARY BUS J 0  REPEAJ A DELAYED TRANSACIION 
REQUESI. THE COUNJER SrARrS WHEN rHE DELAYED COMPLEIION ( m E  C O M P L E m N  O F  
JHE DELAYED TRANSACJION O N  JHE SECONDARY INTERFACE) HAS REACHED JHE HEAD 
O F  JHE UPSREAM QUEUE O F  JHE BRIDGE 0.E.. ALL ORDERING REaUIREMENrS H A W  BEEN 
SATISFIED AND IHE BRIDGE IS READY r0  COMPLEE IHE DELAYED TRANSACrlON WIrH rHE 
ORIGINAONG MASIER O N  JHE PRIMARY BUS). IF JHE ORIGINAIING MASIER DOES N O J  
REPEAT JHE TRANSACmN BEFORE JHE COUNIER EXPIRES, rHE BRIDFE DELEES JHE 
DELAYED TRANSACIION FRQM IJS QUEUE AND SETS THE DISCARD TIMER SrAJUS BIT {SEE 
811 10). THE DEFAULT S I A E  O F  THIS Blr AFJER RESEI IS 0. 

0 JHE PRIMARY DISCARD TIMER COUNTS 2j5  PCI CLOCK CYCLES. 

I = JHE PRIMARY DISCARD TIMER COUNrS 2'' PCI CLOCK CYCLES. 
FOR ADDIIIONAL INFORMATION. REFER M "blSCARD TIMER TIMEOUT" O N  PAGE Add. 

SECONDARY DISCARD nMEOUI. SEIECJS rHE NUMBER O F  PC1 CLOCKS rHAJ rHE 
BRIDGE WAITS FOR A MASER O N  IHE SECONDARY BUS I0 REPEAr A DELAYED TRANS- 
ACIION REQUEST. W E  COUNlER STARIS WHEN IHE DELAYED COMPIEIhJN (rHE C O M -  
PLEIION O F  JHE DELAW TRANSACIION O N  rHE PRIMARY INJERFACE) HAS REACHED IHE 
HEAD O F  JHE DOWNSTREAM QUEUE O F  JHE BRIDGE (1.E.. ALL ORDERING REQUIREMENTS 
HAVE BEEN SAJISWED AND JHE BRIDGE IS READY I0 C O M P I E E  THE DELAYED TRANSAC- 
T/ON WllH THE ORIGINAIING MASER O N  JHE SECONDARY BUS). IF JHE ORIGINAIING 
MASJER DOES NOJREPEAJ JHE JRANSACIUJN BEKIRE rHE COUNJER EXPIRES, rHE BRIDGE 
DELEES rHE DEIAED TRANSACJ/ON FROM IKT QUEUE AND SEIS JHE DISCARD TIMER 
SIAIUS BIJ (SEE B1J 10). THE DEFAULr S I A E  O F  JHIS BIJ AFER RESEI IS 0. 

0 = JHE SECONDARY DISCARD TIMER COUNKT 2" PC 1 CLOCK CYCLES. 

I = JHE SECONDARY DISCARD TIMER COUNrS 2" PC f CLOCK CYCLES. 
FOR ADDlIfONAL INFORMAr/ON. REFER J O  "DISCARD TIMER TIMEOUT" O N  PAGE 644. 

Bit 

7 

D d p t i o n  

Fast Back-to-Back Enable. Same as the Fast Back-To-Back Enable bit in the 
Command register, but it enableddisables bridge's ability to perform Fast 
Back-to-Back transactions on its secondary bus. For more information, refer 
to 'Fast Back-to-Back Transactions" on page 153. 
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nble 24-3: Bridge Contml RegIsterBit Assignment (Continued) 

Status Registers 

Bit 

10 

11 

1512 

Introduction 

D d p t i o n  

DISCARD TIMER XTATUS. THIS BIr IS SET JO A 1 WHEN EIIHER ME PRIMARY DISCARD 
TIMER (SEE B1r 8) OR SECONDARY DISCARD TIMER (SEE BIT 9) EXPIRES AND A DELAVED 
COMPLEImN IS DISCARDED FROM A QUEUE IN IHE BRJDGE. THE DEFAULT STATE O F  IHIS 
BIr AFER RESEJMUSr BE 0. O N C E  SEr. rHlS Blr REMAINS SET UNTIL I J  IS R E J I  BY WRITING 
A 1 ro 1r. 

0 N O  DISCARD IIMER ERROR 
1 = DISCARD IJMER ERROR 

FOR ADDITONAL INFORM ATON. REFER W "DISCARD TIMER TIMEOUT" O N  PAGE 644. 

DISCARD TIMER $ERR# ENABLE. ENAELES OR DISABLES IHE BRIDGE'S ABIUIY TO ASSERT 
IERR# O N  THE PRIMARY BUS WHEN EIIHER IHE PRIMARY DISCARD TIMER [SEE Yr 8) OR 
SECONDARY DISCARD TIMER (SEE B I ~  PI EXPIRES AND A DELAYED TRANSACMN IS DIS- 
CARDED FROM A QUEUE IN WE BRIDGE. THE DEFAULT STAJE IS 0 AFER RESEI. 

0 = DO N O 1  ASSERT $ERR# O N  IHE PRIMARY BUS O N  EXPlRArlON O F  ElrHER IHE PRI- 
MARV DISCARD TIMER OR SECONDARY DISCARD TIMER. 
I = ASSERI SERR* O N  THE PRIMARY BUS IF ElrHER rHE PRIMARV DISCARD TlMER O R  

SECONDARY DISCARD TIMER EXPIRES AND A DELAYED TRANSACMN 15 DISCARDED 
FROM A QUEUE IN IHE BRIDGE. 

M R  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. REFER M "DISCARD TIMER TIMEOUT" O N  PAGE 644. 

Reserved. 

The bridge contains two required status registers, each of which is associated 
wlth one of the buses. 

Status Register (Primary Bus) 

Mandatory. Refer to Ngure 24-9 on page 565. This required register is completely 
compatlble wlth the Status register dehition for a non-bridge PC1 device (see 
'Status Register" on page 371) and only reflects the status of the primary side. 

2.2 b IHE CAPABJIIIES b S r  $11 (BlIzf] IS SEI TO ONE. THIS INDICAIES THAI IHE BRIDGE IMPLE- 
MENrS JHE CAPABIUrY PO IN^ REGITIER IN BYIE 0 O F  DWORD 13 IN ITS CONFIGURArDN 
HEADER (SEE FIGURE 244  O N  PAGE 553). FOR A GENERAL DESCRIPrlON O F  IHE NEW 
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CAPABlllJlES, REFER 10 "NEW CAPABUTIES" O N  PAGE 390. IN SUBSEQUENILY mAYERS- 
ING RIE NEW CAPABILIIES USl. S O F W A E  M A r  DISCOVER RIAJ 1HE BRIDGE W P E M E N f i  
WE .%Or NUMBERING REGISIERS. FOR A DESCRIPTMN OF MIS FEANRE. REFER r0 "CHAS- 
SIS AND 5101 NUMBER ASSICNMENI" O N  PACE 59d. 

m E  UOF BIJ (BlJ6) HA$ BEEN D E E E D  IN IHE 2.2 SPEC. 2*2 

Figure 24-9: Primarylnterface Status Register 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0 

pabilities W new h 22 

UDF Supported; now Rsenred In 2 2  
st Bkk.to-Back CapaMe 

aster Data Parity Ermr 

-Received Target-Abal 
eceived Master-Molt 
ignalled System E m  

Secondary Status Register 

Mandatory. Refer to Figure 24-10 on page 566. With the exception of the Received 
System E m r  bit, this required register is completely compatible with the Status 
register definition for a non-bridge PC1 device (see "Status Register" on 
page 371) and only reflects the status of the secondary side. It should be noted 
that WE CAPABlUrlES bSlE!I (BlI 4) IS NEVER IMPLEMENIED IN rHfS REGISTER. 2.2 
While bit 14 is the Signaled System E m  bit in the primary side Status register, 
it is the Received System E m r  bit in the Secondary Status register. When set. 
this bit Indicates that SERRl was detected asserted on the secondary side. Writ- 
ing a one to it clears the bit. while a zem doesn't affect it. Reset clears this bit. 
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Figure 24-10: Secondary Status Register 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0 

pabiliSes La new in 2.2 
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Introduction To ChassislSlot Numbering Registers 

Assuming that the Capabilities List bit is set in the bridge's primary Status reg- 
ister, the bridge implements the Capabilities Pointer register (see "New Capa- 
bilities" on page 390). When software traverses a PCI-to-PC1 bridge's linked list 
of New Capabilities, it may encounter the Slot Numbering registers (if this is the 
bridge to an expansion chassis). 

Figure 24-11 on page 566 pichves the Slot Numbering register set. It consists of 
the registers described in Table 24-4 on page 567. For additional information. 
refer to 'Chassis and Slot Number Assignment" on page 594. 

Fipm 24-11: Chasds and Slot Number Regfsters 
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'Bble 24-4: Slot Numbering Register Set 

Capability entifies thi )t Number 

Register 
- 

ID 

- 
Next Capability 
Pointer 

Expansion Slot 

Chassis Number 

Description 

Read-0 is as the Sk ing register 
set 

Read-only. 
OOh = Indicates that this is the last register set in the llnked 
New Capabilities ht 
Non-zero value = dword-aligned pointer to the next register 
set In the linked Ust. 

Read-only. automatically loaded by hardware after reset. 
The configuration software uses the value in this register to 
determine the number of expansion card slots present on the 
bridge's secondary PC1 bus. The spec doesn't define where 
the hardware obtains this information. It could read a set of 
strapping pins on the trailing-edge of RST#, or could obtain 
the information from a serial EEPROM. 

For a detailed description of the Chassis and Slot Numbering 
feature, refer to "Chassis and Slot Number Assignment" on 
page 594. 

ReadIWrite. The value in this register identifies the chassis 
number assigned to the PC1 add-in card slots on this bridge's 
secondary bus. At reset time, this register may: 

be pre-loaded with OOh, or 
be implemented as a non-volatile reglster that "remembers" 
the chassis number assigned during a previous platform 
configuration. 

For a detalled d d p t i o n  of the Chassis and Slot Numbering 
feature, refer to 'Chassis and Slot Number Assignment" on 
page 594. 
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Address Decode-Related Registers 

Baslc Transadon Filtering Mechanism 

PC1 devices that reside on the downstream side of a PCI-to-PC1 br id~e  may 
incorporate internal memory (mapped into memory space) and/or an Gternai. 
device-spedfic register set mapped into either I 0  or memory-mapped I 0  space. 
The configuration program ~utomatically detects the iresen&, type and 
address space requirements of these devices and allocates space to them by p m  
gramming their address decoders to recognize the address ranges it assigns to 
them. 

The configuration program assigns all I0 devlces that reside behind a PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge mutually-exclusive address ranges that are blocked together within 
a common overall range of I 0  locations. The PCI-to-PC1 bridge is then p m  
grammed to pass any I 0  transactions detected on the primary side of the bridge 
to the secondary side if the target address is within the range associated with 
the community of I 0  devices that reside behind the bridge. Conversely, any I 0  
transactions detected on the secondary side of the bridge are passed to the pri- 
mary side if the target address is outside the range associated with the commu- 
nity of I 0  devices that reside on the secondary side (because the target device 
doesn't mide on the secondary side, but may reside on the primary side). 

All memory-mapped I 0  devices (i.e.. non-prefetchable memory) that reside 
behind a PCI-to-PC1 bridge are assigned mutually-exclusive memory address 
ranges within a common block of memory locations. The PCI-to-PC1 bridge is 
then programmed to pass any memory transaciions detected on the primary 
side of the bridge to the secondary side if the target address is within the range 
associated with the community of memory-mapped I 0  devices that reside 
behind the bridge. Conversely, any memory transactions detected on the sec- 
ondary side of the bridge are passed to the primary side if the target address is 
outside the range associated with the community of memory-mapped I 0  
devices that reside on the secondary side (because the target devlce doesn't 
reside on the secondary side, but may reside on the primary side). 

All memory devices (i.e., regular memory, not memory-mapped 10) that mide 
behind a PCI-to-PC1 bridge are assigned mutually-exclusive memory address 
ranges within a common overall range of memory locations. The PCI-to-PC1 
bridge is then programmed to pass any memory transactions detected on the 
primary side of the bridge to the secondary side if the target address is within 
the range associated with the community of memory devices that reside behind 
the bridge. Conversely, any memory transactions detected on the secondary 
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side of the bridge are passed to the primary side if the target address is outside 
the range associated with the community of memory devices that reslde on the 
secondary side (because the target device doesn't reslde on the semndary side. 
but may reside on the primary side). 

The bridge itself may incorporate: 

a memory buffer. 
an I 0  register set that is used to control the bridge 
a device ROM that contains a device driver for the bridge. 

The brldge must incorporate pmgrammable address decoders for these devices. 

Bridge Memory, Register Set and Device ROM 
Introduction A PCI-to-PC1 bridge designer may choose to Incorporate the 
following entities within the bridge: 

A set of internal, device-spedfic registers that are used to mntrol the 
bridge's operational characteristies or check its status. These registers are 
outside the scope of the PC1 speciflcation. 
A memory buffer within the bridge. 
A device ROM that contains a device driver for the bridge. 

The reglster set must be mapped into memory or 10 address space (or both). 
The designer implements one or two Base Address Registers (programmable 
address decoders) for this purpose. 

If there is a device ROM within the bridge, the designer must implement an 
Expansion ROM base address register used by conflguratlon software to map 
the ROM into memory space. 

Likewise. if the bridge incorpoates a memory buffer, the design must indude a 
Base Address Register used to assign a base address to the memory. 

Base Address Registers. Optional. Only necessary if the brldge implements a 
device-speclffc regfster set andlor a memov buffer. Location in the Header: dwords 
four and Ave. It should be obvious that the two Base Address Registers are 
optional. If the designer doesn't implement any internal, device-specific register 
set or memory, then these address decoders aren't necessary. These Base 
Address Registers are used in the same manner as those described for a non- 
bridge PC1 function (see 'Base Address Registers (BARS)" on page378). If 
implemented, both may be implemented as memory decoders, both as I 0  
decoden, one as memory and one as 10, or only one may be implemented as 
either I 0  or memory. 
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Expansion ROM Base Address Register. Opttonal. Only mxwy if the 
bridge implements a bridge-speCrRc device ROM. Location in the Header: dword 14. 
This register is optional (because there may not be a device ROM incorporated 
within the bridge). The format and usage of this register is precisely the same as 
that described for a non-bridge PC1 function (see 'Expansion ROM Base 
Address Register" on page 386). 

Bridge's 10 Filter 
Introduction There b no q u i m e n t  for a bridge to support devices that d d e  Jn 
I0 space wlthln or behind the bridge. For this reason, implementation of the I 0  
decode-related configuration registers is optional. 

When the bridge detects an I 0  transaction initiated on either PC1 bus, it must 
determine which of the following actions to take: 

1. Ignore the tramaction because the target I 0  address isn't located on the 
other side of the bridge, nor is it targeting an I 0  location embedded within 
the bridge itself. 

2. Claim the lrdnsaction because the target I 0  address is one of the bridge's 
internal I 0  registers. The initiator is permitted to access the targeted inter- 
nal register and the transaction is not passed through the bridge. 

3. Claim the transaction because the target I 0  location is located on the other 
side of the bridge. The transaction is passed through the bridge and is ini- 
tiated on the opposite bus. 

The optional configuration reglsters within the bridge that support this "fflter- 
ing" capability are: 

Base Address RegIsters. If present, the Base Address Register or reglsters 
can be designed as I 0  or memoly decoders for an internal register set or 
m e m q .  
1 0  Base and I0 Limit repisters. If the bridge supports I 0  space on the 
downswam side of the bridge, the 10  Base register deflnes the start address 
and the I 0  Limit reglster defines the end address of the range to recognize. 
claim and pass through to the secondary bus. 
I 0  Extension registers 00 Base Upper 16-Bits and I 0  Llmit Upper 16-Bits 
registers). If the bridge supports a 4GB (rather than a 64KB) 10 address 
space on the downstream side of the bridge (as indicated in the I 0  Base and 
I 0  Limit registers), the combination of the 10 Base plus I 0  Base Upper 16 
Bits registers deflne the start address, and the combination of the I 0  Limit 
plus the I 0  Limit Upper 16-Bits registers define the end address of the 
range to recognize, claim and pass to the secondary side. 

The sections that follow describe each of these scenarios. 
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Bridge Doesn't Support Any I 0  Space Behind Bridge. Assume 
that a bridge doesn't support any devices that reslde in I 0  space behind the 
bridge. In other words, it doesn't recognize any I 0  addresses as being imple- 
mented behind the bridge and therefore ignores (doesn't assert DEVSEL#) all I 0  
transactions detected on its primary bus. In this case, the bridge designer does 
not implement the optional I 0  Base. I 0  Limit, or I 0  Extension registers (i.e., I 0  
Base Upper 16-blts and 10 Llmit Upper 16-Bits registers). 

The bridge ignores aU I 0  transactions detected on the primary bus (other than 
transactions that may target an optional set of bridge-specific registers con- 
tained within the bridge itself). 

Any I 0  transactions detected on the bridge's secondary bus would be claimed 
and passed through to the primary bus in case the target I 0  device is imple- 
mented somewhere upstream of the bridge. 

Bridge Supports 64KB I 0  Space Behind Bridge. Assume that a 
bridge is designed to support I 0  transactions initiated on the primary bus that 
may target locations within the fmt 64KB of I 0  space 00 locations OOOOWOOh 
through OOOOFFFFh) on the secondary bus. It ignores any primary side I 0  
accesses over the 64KB address boundary In other words, the bridge supports a 
64KB I 0  space, but not a 4GB I 0  space on the secondary side of the brldge. 

In this case, the bridge deslgner must implement the 10 Base and the I 0  Limit 
registers, but does not implement the I 0  Extension registers (i.e.. the I 0  Base 
Upper 16-Bits and the I 0  Limit Upper 16-Bits reglsters). 

The I 0  Base and I 0  Limit reglster palr comprlse the global I 0  address decoder 
for all I 0  targets that reside on the secondary slde of the bridge. 

S~EP 1. Before the reglsters are hitiallzed by the configuration s o h a r e ,  they 
are flrst read from to determine whether they support 64KB or a 4GB of I 0  
space on the secondary side of the bridge. In thls scenario, assume that the 
registers are hardwired to Indicate that the bridge only supports a 64KB I 0  
space. 

STEP 2. The configuration software then walks the secondary bus (and any 
subordinate buses it discovers) and assigns to each I 0  decoder It discovers 
an exclusive I 0  address range within the flrst 64KB of I 0  space. The sub- 
ranges assigned to the devices are assigned in sequential blocks to make 
efficient use of I 0  space. 

STEP 9. The I 0  Base and Limit register pair are then hitiallzed by the startup 
configuration software with the start and end address of the I 0  range that 
all I 0  devices that were discovered behind the bridge (on the secondary 
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and on any subordinate buses) have been pmgrammed to reside wlthIn. In 
this case. since the bridge only supports the Rrst 64KB of I 0  space. the 
defined range will be a subset of the flrst 64KB of I 0  space. 

%P 4. After they have been initialized, these two registers p&de the bridge 
with the start and the end address of the I 0  address range to recognize. 

The bridge only supports the lower 64KB of I 0  space, but the I 0  address 
decoder comprised of the I 0  Base and Limit registers must perform a full 32-bit 
I 0  address decode of address bits [31:01 to determine whether or not to dalm 
(1.e.. assert DEVSEL#) an I 0  access on the primary bus and pass it to the second- 
ary bus. 

The format of the 10  Base and I 0  Limit registers are L L m T E D  in Figure 24-12 
on page 573 and Figure 24-13 on page 573. Both registers have the same format: 
the upper hex digit, bits [7:4], defines the most-significant hex digit of a 16-bit 
I 0  address; the lower hex digit, bits [3:01, defines whether the bridge performs a 
16-bit or 32-hit I 0  address decode. In the scenario under discussion, the lower 
hex digit of both registers is hardwired with the value Oh, indicating that it per- 
forms a labit  I 0  address decode and therefore only supports recognition 
within the fust 64KB of I 0  space. 

Assume that the conflgumtion software programs the upper dlgit of the I 0  Base 
register with the value 2h and the upper digit of the I 0  Limit register with the 
value 3h. This indicates that the start of the I 0  range to recognize is 2000h and 
the end address is 3FFPh-an 8KB block. As another example, assume that the 
upper digit in the base and limit registers are both set to 3h. The I 0  address 
range to recognize is then 3000h through 3FFFh-a 4KB block. In other words. 
this register pair defines the start address aligned on a 4KB address boundary, 
and the size, also referred to as the granularity, of the defined block is in incre- 
ments of 4KB. 

It should be noted that, if there aren't any I 0  devices on the bridge's secondary 
side, the I 0  Limit register can be programmed with a numericauy lower 10 
address than the I 0  Base register. The bridge will not daim and pass any 10 
transactions latched on the primary side through to the secondary side, but will 
claim and pass any 10 transactions latched on the secondary side through to the 
primary side. 
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Figure 24-12: 10 Base Register 

Read-only field 
Oh = 16-blt UO address demde 
I h = 32-bit UO address demde 
2h - Fh = reserved 

Reamtab le  fmld. 
Specfies upper hex digit 
offour digit, 16-bit 110 range stan address 

Note: If Address D e d e  Type field wntains I h. or fourth digit [15:121, of eight di it 
implementation of the 10 Base Upper 16 Bits regisier 32-bin 110 range start address (if% = Ih). 
is mandatory. 

Figure 24-1 3: I0 Limit Register 

Readonly field 
Oh = 16-bit 110 addres d e d e  
1 h = 32-bit I10 address decode 
2h - Fh = reserved 

ReadlWritable field. 
S ecifies upper hex digit 

Note: If Address Demde Type field conlains 1 h, 
of76-bit 110 range end 
address or fourlh digit of 

implementation of the 10 Limit Upper 16 Bits register eight digit, 32.bit 110 range 
is mandatwy. end address ( i f  lower field = Ih). 
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Example. Assume that the I 0  base is set to 2h and the 10  Limit is set to 3h. The 
bridge is now primed to recognize any I 0  transaction on the primary bus that targets 
an I 0  address within the range consisting of 2WOh thmugh 3FFFh. Refer to Figure 24- 
14 on page 575. 

Anytime that the bridge detects an I 0  transaction on the primary bus with an address 
inside the 2000h through 3FFFh range, it claims the transaction and passes it thmugh 
(because it's within the range deflned by the I 0  Base and Limit registers and may 
therefore be for an I 0  device that resides behind the bridge). 

Anytime that the bridge detects an I 0  transaction on the primary bus with an address 
outside the 2000h thmugh 3FFFh range, it ignores the transaction (because the target 
I 0  address is outside the range of addresses assigned to I 0  devices that reside behind 
the bridge). 

Anytime that the bridge detects an 10 transaction on the secondary bus with an 
address inside the 2000h thmugh 3FFFh range, it ignores the transaction (because the 
target address falls within the range assigned to I 0  devices that reside on the second- 
ary side of the bridge). 

Anytime that the bridge detects an I 0  transaction on the secondary bus with an 
address outside the 2000h through 3FFFh range, it claims the transaction and passes 
it through to the primary side (because the target address falls outside the range 
assigned to I 0  devices that reside on the secondary side of the bridge, but it may be 
for an I 0  device on the primary side). 
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Figure 2414: Example of10 Filtering Actions 

Primary Side Secondary Side 

Bridge Supports 4GB I 0  Space Behind Bridge. Assume a bridge is 
designed to recognize I 0  transactions initiated on the primary bus that target 
locations anywhere within the 4GB of I 0  space (I0 locations OOOOOOOOh through 
FFFFFFFFh) on the secondary bus. 
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In thls case, in addition to the I 0  Base and the I 0  Limit registers, the bridge 
designer must also implement the 10  Extension regis tee10 Base Upper 16- 
bits and the I 0  Limit Upper 16-bits registers. 

The I 0  Base register is iniUaIlzed with the fourth dlgit of the 32-bit smt I 0  
address. 
The I 0  Base Upper 16 bits register is initialized with the fifth through the 
eight digits of the 32-bit start address of the range. 
The I 0  Limit register is initialized with the fourth digit of the 32-bit end I 0  
address. 
The I 0  Limit Upper 16 bits register is initialized with the fifth through the 
eight digits of the 32-bit end address of the range. 

The I 0  Base and I 0  Limit register pair comprise an I 0  address decoder. They 
are used as follows: 

STEP 1. Before the registers are LnlUalized by the configuration software, they 
are read from to determine if they are capable of supporting a 64KB or a 
4GB 10 address space behind the bridge. In this scenario, the Address 
Decode Type field (see "I0 Base Register" on page 573) within each of the 
registers is hardwired (with a value of lh) to indicate that a 4GB I 0  space is 
supported on the secondary side. 

STEP 2. The conflguradon software than walks the secondary bus (and any 
subordinate buses it discoven) and assigns each I 0  device that it discoven 
an exclusive 10 address range within the 4GB I 0  space. The sub-ranges 
assigned to the devices are assigned in sequential blocks to make efficient 
use of I 0  space. 

STEP 9. The I 0  Base and I 0  Base Extension (i.e., the I 0  Base Upper 16-bits) reg- 
ister pair is then initialized by the startup configuration software with the 
upper five digits of the 4KB-aligned, 32-bit start address of the I 0  range that 
all I 0  devices that were discovered behlnd the bridge (on the secondary 
and on any subordinate buses) have been programmed to reside within. 

STEP 4. The I 0  Limit and I 0  Limit Extension (i.e.. the I0  Limit Upper 16 bits) 
register pair is initialized with the 4KB-aligned end address of the range 
that the devices occupy 

In the scenario under discussion, slnce the bridge supports the entire 4GB I 0  
space, the defined range is a subset of the overall 4GB I 0  space. After they have 
been initiallzed, these four registers provide the bridge with the start and the 
end address of the I 0  address range to recognize. 

Since the bridge supporn the entim 4GB I 0  space. the I 0  address decoder com- 
prised of the four registers (Base and Limit registers plus their Extension regis- 
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ten) performs an I 0  address decode within address bits [31:12] to determine 
whether or not to pass an I 0  access detected on the primary bus through to the 
secondary bus. 

The format of the I 0  Base and I 0  Limit registers was illustrated earlier in Figure 
24-12 on page 573 and Figure 24-13 on page 573. In the scenario under discus- 
sion, the lower hex diglt of the Base and Limit registers is hardwired with the 
value ih, indicating a 32-bit I 0  address decode, supporting recognition within 
the entire 4GB I 0  space. Simply put. the I0 Base and I 0  Limit Upper 16-bits 
registers are used to hold the upper four digits of the s M  and end I 0  address 
boundaries, respectively 

Assume that the conflguratlon s o h a r e  programs the registers as fouows: 

Upper digit of the I 0  Base = 2h. 
I 0  Base Upper 16-bits register = 1234h. 
Upper digit of the I 0  Limit register = 3h. 
I 0  Limit Upper 16-bits register = 1235h. 

ThIs indicates a 72KB range consisting of: 

start of I 0  range = 12342000h 
end address = 12353FFFh. 

As another example. assume the fouowlng: 

Upper digit of the I 0  Base = 3h. 
I 0  Base Upper 16-bits register = 3234h. 
Upper digit of the I 0  Limit register = 3h. 
I 0  Limit Upper 16-bits register = 1234h. 

This indicates a 4KB range consisting of: - start of I 0  range = 12343000h 
end address = 12343FFFh. 

In other words, the four registers deflne the start address aligned on a 4KB 
address boundary, and the size of the defined block is an increment of 4KB. 

Legacy ISA 10 Decode Problem. When the original IBM PC and XT 
were designed, IBM defuled the use of the processor's 64KB I 0  address space as 
shown in Table 24-5 on page 578. 
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lbble 24-5: fBM PC andXT 10 Address Space Usage 

Initially, I 0  addresses above 03FFh were not used by ISA I 0  cards. As shown in 
Table 24-5 on page 578, the I 0  address range used by these I 0  cards was OlOOh 
through 03FFh. The card's I 0  address decoder inspected a sufficient number of 
address bia from A9 on down to determine if the I 0  address is within the range 
of 10 ports implemented on the card. It should be noted. however, that these 
decoders ignored address bib [15:10]. 

I0 Address Range 

OOOOh through OOFFh 

OlOOh thmugh 03FFh 

0400h through 
FFFFh 

Within the group of address bits used by expansion I 0  address decoders. 
A[9:0], bits A9 and A8 would therefore be one of the following: 

Reserved For 

256 locations for I 0  devices integrated on system board. 

768 locations set aside for ISA I 0  expansion cards. 

Not used. 

Olb (0100h01FFh range) 
lob (0200h02FFh range) 
l lb  (0300h-03FFh range). 

When a bus master places any 10  address on the address bus with A[9:8] = Olb. 
lob, or llb, an ISA I 0  expansion card may therefore respond. 

As an example, assume that a machine has two ISA I 0  expansion cards 
installed. One of them performs an inadequate address decode using A[9:31, but 
ignoring A[15:101, and has eight registers residing at I 0  ports O1M)h through 
0107h. The other card performs a full decode using A[15:21 and has four regis- 
ters residing at 10  ports 1500h through 1503h. Now assume that a bus master 
initiates a one byte 10 read from I 0  port 1500h. The address placed on the bus is 
shown in Table 24-6 on page 578. 

lbble 24-6: Example I0 Address 

A15 A14 

0 0 0 1  

A12 A l l  A13 

0 1 0 1  

A10 

0 0 0 0  

A8 A8 AT A8 AS A4 
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The board that occupies the 1500h through 1503h range looks at A[15:2] and 
determines that the address is within the 1500h through 1503h block. It then 
looks at A[l:O] and determines that location 1500h is being addressed. The card 
places the contents of location 1500h on the lower data path (this is an wen 
address) of the ISA data bus. 

At the same time, the board that occupies the OlOOh through 0107h range looks 
at A[9:3], a subset of the address seen by the other card's address decoder, and 
determines that the a d d m  appears to be within the OlOOh through 0107h 
block. It then looks at A[2:01 and determines that location OlOOh is apparently 
being addressed. The card places the contents of location OlOOh on the lower 
data path (this is an even address). 

Since both cards are driving a byte of data onto the lower ISA data path, 
SD[7:0]. data bus contention is occurring. This results in garbage data and possi- 
ble hardware damage because two separate current sources are driving the 
lower data path. The pmblem occurs because the card residing in the OlOOh 
thmugh 0107h range only looks at A[9:0] and thinks that this address is 01 Wh. If 
the card were designed to perform a full address decode using A[15:0], the 
problem could have been avoided. 

Some ISA Drivers Use Alias Addresses To Talk To Card. some 
device drivers associated with legacy ISA I 0  devices communicate with the I 0  
device using high addresses (above 03FFh) that alias down to the Olxxh, 0 2 d .  
or 03xxh range. Consider the example used in the previous section. The devlce 
driver associated with the legacy I 0  card that owns I 0  ports 0100h-0107h might 
perform an I 0  read fmm I 0  address 1500h to read data fmm 10 port 0100h. To 
be truly compliant with the ISA standard, the system designer must make sure 
that the driver is able to successfully communicate with the device. even when 
using alias addresses. This example is carried through to the next section. 

Pmblem: ISA and PCI-to-PC1 Bridges on Same PC1 Bus. Refer to 
Figure 24-15 on page 580. This problem makes the following set of assumptions: 

PCI-toPC1 Bridge A resides on the same PC1 bus as an ISA brldge. 
ISA bridges dalm transactions using subtractive decode (see "Subtractive 
Decode (by ISA Bridge)" on page 53). 
The 10 Base and I 0  Limit registers within Bridge A have been programmed 
to recognize the 10  address range 1000h-1FFFh as belonging to the PC1 I 0  
devices that reside on the secondary side of Bridge A. However, no PC1 
device on Bus 1 has been configured to recognize I 0  address 1500h (because 
it is an 10 address that aliases to legacy ISA 10 address 0100h). 
The ISA Enable bit in Bridge A's Bridge Control register is cleared to zero. 
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An ISA device driver executing on the processor Mtlates an I0 read from 
I 0  address 1500h. Its intention is to read from 10 port OlOOh in its ISA 
device. 

The transaction is initiated on PC1 bus 0 by the H d P C I  bridge and is latched 
by all agents on PC1 bus 0. Using subtractive decode, the ISA bridge waits to see 
if any other PC1 device asserts DEVSELi. In this case, Bridge A has a hit on the 
10 range (1000h-1FFFh) defined by its 10 Base and Limit registers and asserts 
DEVSEL# in the Fast, Medium, or Slow Decode time slot When the ISA bridge 
detects DEVSEL# asserted by another agent, it ignores the transaction. As a 
result: 

The I 0  read from 10 address 1500h never appears on the ISA bus and the 
driver therefore cannot read from its device's port OlOOh (which is an alias 
of port 1500h). 
Bridge A initiates the read from I0 address 1500h on PC1 bus 1. No PC1 
address decoder (te., BAR register) has been set up to recognize this 
address, so Bridge A experiences a Master Abort. 

Flgm 24-15: Pmblem-ISA and PCI-to-PCIBrldges Reside on Same PCIBtls 
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PC1 10 Address Assignment Addresses within the lower 64KEl of I0 
space that are above 03FFh may be assigned to PC1 I0 decoders as long as 
address bits [9:81 are always OOb, thus ensuring that the address does not appear 
to be in the 0100h-OlFFh, 0200h-02FFh, or 0300h-03FF ranges. Table 24-7 on 
page 581 illustrates the acceptable address ranges above 03FFh. Note that "x" 
can be any hex digit. 

nble 24-7: A d d m  Range Assignments Amptable For PCIDevlaes 
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Effect of Setting the ISA Enable Bit. Refer to Figure 24-15 on page 580 
once again and assume the following set of conditions: 

The 10 Base and I 0  Limit registers within Bridge A have been programmed 
to recognize the I 0  address range 1000h-1FFFh as belonging to the PC1 I 0  
devices that reside on the secondary side of Bridge A. However, no PC1 
device on bus 1 has been configured to recognize I 0  address 1500h (because 
it is an I 0  address that aliases to legacy ISA I 0  address 0100h). 
The ISA Enable bit in Bridge A's Bridge Control register is set to one. 
An ISA device driver executing on the processor initiates an I 0  read from 
I 0  address 1500h. Its intention is to read from I 0  port OlOOh in its ISA 
device. 

Thls lesults in the fouowing actions: 

The Host/PCI bridge initiates the I 0  read from address 1500h and all PC1 
agents on bus 0 latch the transaction. 
Although 10 address 1500h falls wlthin the overall 4KB range of I 0  
addresses (1000h-1FFFh) delimited by Bridge A's I 0  Base and Limit regis- 
ters. the bridge ignores any access within the legacy ISA I 0  alias ranges. 
Since 1500h is an alias to 0100h. Bridge A will not assert DEVSEL# to claim 
the transaction. 
When the ISA bridge doesn't see any PC1 device assert DEVSEL# in the 
Fast. Medium, or Slow Decode time slots, the ISA bridge asserts DEVSEL# 
in the Subtractive Decode time slot 
The ISA bridge then initiates the I 0  read h m  10  address 1500h on the ISA 
bus. The ISA device supplies the read data from port OlOOh to the ISA 
bridge which supplies it to the Host/PCI bridge which in turn returns it to 
the processor. 

Brldge's Memory Flker 

Introduction The Memory Base and Limlt =$stem are mandatory (to support 
memory-mapped I0 behjnd the bridge). The Prefetchable Memory Base and Umjt regis- 
ters (and their extensions) are optional (there is no requirement for a bridge to support 
prefetchable memory behind the bridge). The PCI-to-PC1 bridge specification recog- 
nizes the fact that although both p u p s  are mapped into memory address 
space, memory devices and memory-mapped I 0  devices have distinctly differ- 
ent operational characteristics. 

A well-behaved memory device always returns the same data from a location 
no matter how many times the location is read from. In other words, reading 
from a memory device doesn't in any way alter the contents of memory. Thls is 
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one of the characteristics of a Prefetchable Memory target. Due to this opera- 
tional characteristic. it is permissible for a bridge to perform a read-ahead when 
a master on the primary bus causes the bridge to perform a memory read from a 
Prefetchable memory target on the secondary bus. Assume that a master ini- 
tiates a memory read to read a dword from a memory device. The bridge could 
read the requested dword and go on to prefetch data that hasn't been requested 
yet into a read-ahead buffer in case the master should ask for that data as well. 
If the master does request the prefetched data. it can be delivered quickly yield- 
ing better performance. If the master doesn't ask for it, no harm is done and the 
bridge must discard the data. 

A bridge also incorporat~ a pasted-write buffer that quickly absorbs data to be 
written to a memory device on the other side of the bridge. Since the initiating 
master doesn't have to delay until the write to the memory device has actually 
been completed, posting yields better performance during memory write oper- 
ations. The bridge would ensure that, before any subsequent memory read is 
permitted to propagate thmugh the bridge, the bridge would flush its posted- 
write buffer to the memory device. 

To summarize, it is permissible to performs prefetches from well-behaved 
Prefetchable memory targets. The bridge also implements posted-write buffers 
to expedite the completion of memory writes that must pass through the bridge. 
An optional set of registers are provided in the bridge's configuration space that 
permit the configuration software to deflne the start and end address of the 
prefetchable memory space that is occupied by well-behaved memory devices 
behlnd the bridge. 

Memory-mapped I 0  devices exhibit a different set of operational characteris- 
tics. Performing a memory read from a memory-mapped I 0  location often has 
the effect of altering the contents of the location. As examples, one of the follow- 
ing may be true: 

The location may be occupied by a memory-mapped I 0  status port. Read- 
ing from the location causes the I 0  device to deassert any status bits that 
were set in the register (on the assumption that they've been read and d l  
therefore be dealt with by the device driver). If the read was caused by a 
prefetch and the prefetched data is never actually read by the device driver. 
then status information has just been discarded. 
The location may be the front-end of a FIFO data buffer. Performing a read 
from the location causes the delivery of its current contents and the next 
data item is then automatically placed in the locatlon by the I 0  device. The 
device assumes that the first data item has Just been read by the device 
driver and sets up the next data item in the FIFO location. If the read was 
caused by a prefetch and the prefetched data is never actually read by the 
device driver, then the data has just been discarded. 
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Reads within an area of memory space occupied by memory-mapped I 0  
devices must never result in prefetching by a bridge. A mandatory set of regis- 
ters are provided that permit the conflguration software to define the start and 
end address of the memory space that is occupied by memory-mapped I 0  
devices that reside on the bridge's secondary slde. 

Determining If Memory Is Prefetchable or Not The configuration 
sofhvare determines that a PC1 memory target supports prefetching by testing 
the state of the Prefetchable attribute bit in the memory target's Base Address 
Register (see 'Memory Base Addms Register" on page 380). 

Prefetchable = 1 indicates that the memory is prefetchable. The memory tar- 
get must be mapped into Prefetchable memory space using the bridge's 
Prefetchable Base and Limit configuration registers. 
Prefetchable = 0 indicates that it's not. In this case, the memory target must 
be mapped into memory-mapped 10 space using the Memory Base and 
Limit registers. 

Supports 4GB Prefetchable Memory On Secondary Side. Whether 
or not a bridge supports Prefetchable memory on the bridge's secondary side is 
optional. If the designer chooses to support this capability, then the following 
registers must be implemented to deflne the start and end address of the mem- 
ory range occupied by Prefetchable memory devices behind the bridge: 

Prefetchable Memory Base register. 
Prefetchable Memory Limit register. 

These two registers are used to define the start (base) and end (limit) address of 
the memory range. Any address wlthln the lower 4GB can be specifled. The 
start address is 1MBaUgned and the size of the range can be any IMB incre- 
ment. If the bridge designer intends to support a 264 prefetchable memory space 
behind the bridge (in other words, the bridge can perform the Dual Address 
Command on its secondary side), then the extensions to these two registers 
must also be implemented: 

Prefetchable Memory Base Upper 32-bits register. 
Prefetchable Memory Limit Upper 32-bits register. 

A discussion of these two registers and 2" prefetchable memory support can be 
found in 'Supports > 4GB Prefetchable Memory On Secondary" on page 588. 
The Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit registers are illustrated in Figure 24- 
16 on page 586 and Figure 24-17 on page 587. Assuming that the bridge only 
supports a 4GB (z3') Prefetchable memory space on the secondary side. the 
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lower hex digit of both the Base and Limit registers 1s hardwired with the value 
Oh to indicate this to the configuration software. The configuration software 
then walks the secondary bus and any buses subordinate to the bridge and 
assigns each ~refetchablememor~ t a r s  a sub-range in a global overalirange 
within the lower 4GB of memory space. After completing the address assign- 
ment process. the software then writes the upper three hex digits of the range's 
start address into the upper three digits of the Base register and the upper three 
hex digits of the end address into the upper three digits of the Limit register. 

As an example, assume that the upper three digits in the two registers are set as 
follows: 

123h written into the upper three digits of the Base register. 
124h written into the upper three digits of the Limit register. 

Thls defies the Prefetchable memory address range as the 2MB range from 
12300000h through 124FFFFFh. As another example, assume they are pro- 
grammed as follows: 

* 222h written into the upper three digits of the Base register. 
22211 written into the upper three digits of the Limit register. 

This defines the Prefetchable memory address m g e  as the IMB range from 
22200000h through 222FFFFFh. 
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Figum 24-16: Pmfetchable Memory Base Register 
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Figm 24-1 7: Pdetchable Memory Limit Register 
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Supports > 4GB Refetchable Memory On Secondary. If the bridge 
designer wants the bridge to support 264 prefetchable memory space behind the 
bridge, thls means that the bridge must be capable of initiating memory transac- 
tions on the secondary bus using the Dual Address Cycle. In addition, the 
bridge must not only implement the Prefetchable Base and Limit registers, but 
also the Base and Limit Extension registers: 

Prefetchable Base Upper 32-bits register. 
Prefetchable Limit Upper 32-bits register. 

To inform the conflguration software that the bridge can map Prefetchable 
memory behind the bridge anywhere in 2M memory space, the designer must 
hardwire the value lh  into the lower hex digit of the Base and Limit registers 
(see Figure 24-16 on page 586 and F i w  24-17 on page 587). 

After the conflguration software completes the walk of the bridge's secondary 
bus and any subordinate buses, the four registers are then initialized with the 
start and end address of the memory range assigned to the Prefetchable mem- 
ory targets that were found behind the bridge. The start and end addresses are 
assigned as follows: 

. Upper eight digits of the start address are written to the Prefetchable Mem- 
ory Base Upper 32-bit register. Next lower three digits of the start address 
are written to the upper three digits of the Prefetchable Memory Base regis- 
ter. Together, these two registers define the upper 11 digits of the start 
address. The lower five digits are assumed to be 00000h. 
Upper eight digits of the end address are written to the Prefetchable Mem- 
ory Limit Upper 32-bit register. The next lower three digits of the end 
address are written to the upper three digits of the Prefetchable Memory 
Limit reglster. Together. these two registers deflne the upper 11 digits of the 
end address. The lower five digits are assumed to be FFFFFh. 

Rules for Prefetchable Memory. The following rules apply to Prefetch- 
able memory: 

RULE 1. Bridge support for Prefetchable memory on its secondary side is 
optlonal. 

RULE 2. If the bridge does not support Prefetchable memory on its secondary 
side, the Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit registers must be imple- 
mented as read-only registers that return zero when read. 

RULE 3. The Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit Upper 32-bits registers only 
have to be implemented if the bridge supports 2" Prefetchable memory on 
its secondary side (as indicated by hardwiring the first digit in the Base and 
Limit registers to a value of lh). 
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RULE & Bridge can prefetch read data when a memory read initiated on the pri- 
mary side cmsses the bridge wtthin the address range defined by the 
Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit registers. 

RULE 5. Memory transactions are forwarded fmm the primary to the secondary 
bus if the address is within the range deflned by the Prefetchable Memory 
Base and Limit registers or that defined by the Memory Base and Llmit reg- 
isters (for memory-mapped 10). 

RULE 6. Memory transactions are forwarded from the secondary to the primary 
bus when the address is outside the ranges defined by the Prefetchable 
Memory Base and Limit registers and the Memory Base and Limit registers 
(for memory-mapped 10). 

RULE 7- When 264 memory is supported, hansactions targeting addresses 
within the address range speciRed by the Prefetchable Memory Base and 
Limit registers (and their extensions) are permitted to cross the 4GB bound- 
ary. 

RULE 8- The bridge deslgner may choose not to support the DAC command ini- 
tiated on the primary side, B u r  M u s r  s u P m R r  rr ON m SKONDARY SIDE. PRMR 1 1 
1 0  IHE 1. P C I - T O - P C 1  BRIDGE SPEC. Z W A S  O P M N A L  O N  BOrH SIDES, THIS W A S  
C H A N G m  I0 ENSURE IHAI BUS M A S E R S  O N  W E  S E C O N D A R Y  BUS C A N  ACCESS MAIN 
M E M O R Y  ABOVE THE dGB ADDRESS BOUNDARY.  

RULE 9. Assume that the bridge supports Prefetchable memory anywhere in 
Z6' memory space on the secondary side, but the configuration software 
maps all Prefetchable memory behind the bridge below the 4GB boundary. 
In this case. the upper extensions of the Prefetchable Base and Lhnit regis- 
ters must be set to zero and the bridge does not respond to Dual Address 
Commands initiated on the primary side. Those initiated on the secondary 
side would be passed to the primary side (in case the initiator is addressing 
main memory above the 4GB boundary). 

RULE 10. Assume that the bridge supports Prefetchable memory anywhere in 
zfi4 memory space on the secondary side and that the configuration soft- 
ware maps all Prefetchable memory behind the bridge above the 4GB 
boundary. In this case, the upper extensions of the Prefetchable Base and 
Limit registers contain non-zero values and the bridge responds only to 
Dual Address Commands initiated on the primary side. 

RULE 11. Assume that the bridge supports Prefetchable memory anywhere in 
ZM memory space behind the bridge and that the configuration software 
maps the Prefetchable memory behind the bridge into a space that straddles 
the 4GB boundary. In this case, the extension to the Prefetchable Base regis- 
ter is set to zero and the extension to the Limit register contains a non-zem 
value. When a single-address memory command (in other words, an 
address below the 4GB boundary) is detected on either side. the bridge 
compares the address only to the Prefetchable Memory Base register. If the 
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a d d m  is equal to or greater than the start address specified In the register. 
the address is in range. When a Dual Address Command is detected on 
either side, the bridge compares the lower 32-bits of the address to the Limit 
register and the Upper 32-bits of the address to the Limit Upper 32-bits reg- 
ister. If the addms is equal to or less than the end addms spedned in the 
two registers, the address is in range. 

RULE 12. The bridge may safely prefetch data when the transaction uses the 
Memory Read Line or the Memory Read Multiple command. 

RULE 13. The bridge may safely convert a Memory Read command to a Mem- 
ory Read Line or a Memory Read Multiple command, or may turn a single 
data phase memory read into an extended read burst if the address is 
within the range specified by the Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit reg- 
isters. 

RULE 14. The bridge may safely prefetch data on the prlmary bus if the com- 
mand detected on the secondary bus is a Memory Read Line or a Memory 
Read Multiple command. 

RULE 15- The bridge may be designed to assume that alI memory accesses 
detected on the secondary bus that are passed to the prlmary bus are 
Prefetchable. This assumes that the destination of all memory reads travel- 
ing upstream is system memory (which is Prefetchable). If a bridge makes 
this assumption and performs "blind" prefetches, it must implement a 
devlce-specific bit in its configuration space that allows thls ability to be dls- 
abled (In case a problem results from blind prefetching). 

RULE 16. Bridges that prefetch must ensure that they do not cross a 4KB 
address boundary when prefetching. If the bridge w e  to do so, it may 
cross the upper boundary (specified by the Prefetchable Llmlt reglster) into 
memory that does not support prefetching. 

Bridge's Memory-Mapped 10 Filter 

Mandatory. The bridge designer is required to implement the Memory Base and 
Limlt registers used to deflne a memory-mapped I 0  range. These two registers 
are used to define a range of memory occupied by memory-mapped I0 devices 
that reside on the secondary side of the bridge. Figure 24-18 on page 591 and 
Figure 24-19 on page 591 illustrate the Memory Base and Limit registers. The 
lower digit of each register is hardwired to zero and the upper three digits are 
used to defme the upper three hex digits of the eight-digit start and end 
addresses, mpeaively. Note that, unlike the Prefetchable Base and Limit and 
I 0  Base and Limit register pairs, there are no Extension registers associated with 
the Memory Base and Limit reglster pair. This means that all memory-mapped 
I 0  devices in the system must mide in the lower 4GB of memory address 
space. 
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As an example. assume that the configuration software has written the follow- 
ing values to the Memory Base and Limit registers: 

The upper three digits of the Memory Base register contain 555h. 
The upper three digits of the Memory Limit register contain 678h. 

Thls defines a 124tvfB memory-mapped 10 reglon on the secondary side of the 
bridge starting at 55500000h and ending at 678FFFPFh. 

Flgure 24-18: Memory-Mapped I0 Base Reglster 

Figure 24-19: Memory-Mapped I0 Lhjt  Reglster 
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The format and usage of this register is completely compatible with its defini- 
tion for non-bridge PC1 devices (see 'Cache Line Size Register" on page 376). It 
defines the system cache line size for both ddes of the bridge. The value in this 
register is used by the bridge: 

in determining when it has transferred an entire line when using the Mem- 
ory Write and Invalidate transaction. 
In determining the cache line size during performance of Memory Read 
Line and Memory Read Multiple transactions. 

Latency Timer Registers 

Introduction 

The bridge includes an independent Master Latency (1.e.. Timeslice) Timer 
(MLT) for each of its two master interfaces (primary and secondary). The con- 
tents of each of these required registers d e h e s  the rninlmum period of time (In 
PC1 clock cycles since FRAME# asserted) that the bridge may continue a burst 
transaction even if it's preempted (loses its GNT#). For a detailed description of 
the MLT, refer to 'Latency Timer Keeps Master From Monopollzing Bus" on 
page 78. 

Latency Tlmer Register (Primary Bus) 

Mandatory. This requlred register defines the timeslice when the bridge is acting 
as the initiator on the primary interface. 

Secondary Latency Tlmer Register 

Mandatory. This requlred register defines the timeslice when the bridge is acting 
as the initiator on the secondary interface. 

BlST Register 

Opt?onal. This optional register is fully-compatible with the BIST register defini- 
tion for non-bridge PC1 devices (for a detailed dcsniption, see 'BIST Register" 
on page 377). 
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Interrupt-Related Registers 

Only required if the brldge itselfgenerates interrupts. If the bridge is capable of gen- 
erating an intenupt (to signal a bridge-spedflc event) on any of the PC1 inter- 
rupt request pins, then the designer must implement the Interrupt Pin and 
Interrupt Line registers. The format and usage of these registers are compatible 
with that of non-bridge PC1 devices (see -Interrupt Pin Register" on page 388 
and 'Intenupt Line Register" on page 388). It should be noted that the IRQ lines 
from devlces on the secondary side do not go thmugh the bridge. If the bridge is 
located on an add-in card, the interrupt lines from the secondary side PC1 
devices are connected directly to the interrupt pins (lNTA#-INTDII) on the con- 
nector (see 'Interrupt Support" on page 624). If, on the other hand, the bridge is 
embedded on the system board, the interrupt h e s  from the secondary side 
devices are connected directly to the system board Interrupt Contmller or Inter- 
rupt Router. 

Configuration Process 

Introduction 

At startup time, the conflguration software must (among other things) accom- 
pltsh the following: 

The bus number registers in all PCI-to-PC1 bridges and in the Host/PCI 
bridge must be initialized to identify the range of b u m  that reside behind 
each bridge. 
Using PC1 configuration accesses, the conflguration software must detect aU 
PC1 functions (by reading their Vendor ID registers) and assign mutually- 
exclusive address ranges to each of their respective I 0  and memory decod- 
ers (1.e.. their BAR registers). 
Detect interrupt-driven PC1 functions (those that implement the Interrupt 
Pin register) and program the intenupt routlng Information into each of 
their Interrupt Line registers. 
Initialization of the display subsystem on the PC1 bus. 
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Bus Number Assignment 

At startup time, the conRguration software is only aware of the existence of PC1 
bus zero. It must build a picture of the bus 'tree" that represents the overall sys- 
tem topology. The system startup configuration software must walk the base 
PC1 bus (bus zero) and search for PCI-to-PC1 bridges. When a bridge is discov- 
ered (using the Class Code register), the software walks the secondary bus in an 
attempt to discover other bridges. The software proceeds with this process until 
all PC1 buses behind the first PCI-to-PC1 bridge have been discovered. As each 
was discovered, the software assigns it the next sequential bus number and 
must also go back and update the Subordinate Bus Number registers in each 
bridge that resides upstream of the bridge (including the Host/PCI bridge). 

When a complete picture of the tree branch that extends behind the first PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge has been built, the software searches for other PCI-to-PC1 bridges 
stemming from the first PC1 bus and bullds pictures of the branch behind each. 

The speciilcation does not deflne in what order bus numbers are assigned and 
when they are assigned. This is system software-speclflc. It does, however, dic- 
tate that the bus number assigned to each bus that resides behind a PCI-to-PC1 
bridge must be a value greater than the bridge's secondary bus number and less 
then or equal to the value placed in its own Subordinate Bus Number register. 

2.2 Chassis and Slot Number Assignment 

Problem: AddlnglRernoving Bridge Causes Buses to Be 
Renumbered 

The best way to start this discussion is to illustrate the problem with an exam- 
ple. Assume the following set of conditions: 

The system has several PC1 add-in card slots on PC1 bus 0. 
There are one a more PCI-to-PC1 bridges on PC1 bus 0 and one or more of 
them have add-in card slots on their secondary buses. 
The system was shipped as described in items one and two and no cards 
have been added or removed. 
Diagnostic software has detected a problem with an add-in card in one of 
the slots. 
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Now, the question: When the soitwan displays a message to idenblfy the bad card to 
the end user, how will it identlfy the location of the eard slot to the end user? The soft- 
ware knows the following: 

The PC1 bus number that the devlce resides on. 
Which device number is assigned to the device. 

So, let's say that the s o h =  identifies the bad boy to the end user by display- 
ing its location using the bus and device numbers and let's say that someone at 
the factory was nice enough to physically label each card slot using that infor- 
mation (bus and device number). That would work just %--as long as no one 
installs or removes a card that has a PCI-to-PC1 bridge on it. Remember that the 
configuration software discovers PCI-to-PC1 bridges each time that the machine 
is restarted and assigns a bus number to each bridge's secondary bus. In other 
words, if a bus is added or removed, that can change the bus numbers assigned 
to a number of the buses. This would rerult fn the labels on the caml slots being 
wmng and the end user wouldn't know it. 

If Buses AddedlRemoved, Slot Labels Must Remain Comct 

As stated in thls section's heading, the addition or removal of a bus must not 
render the physical slot labels incorrect. This requirement highlights that the 
bus number cannot be used as part of the slot labeling (because it can change). 
The only exception would be PC1 Bus 0 which cannot be removed and always is 
assigned bus number 0. 

Deflnttlon of a Chassis 

As defined in the 1.1 PCI-to-PC1 bridge specification, there are two types of 
chassis: 

Main Chassis-Refer to Figure 24-20 on page 596. These PC1 add-in card 
slots are located on PC1 Bus 0 and are not removable. The PC1 Intempt 
Routing Table (see 'Intenupt Routing Table" on page 233) contains entries 
identifying each of these card slots and relates a slot's bus number/device 
number to its physical slot label. These card slots do not present a problem 
in that the physical labeling of the slots is always correct. 
Expansion Chassls--Refer to Figure 24-23 on page 601. Figure 24-24 on 
page 603, and Figure 24-25 on page 605. An ~ x ~ a n s i o n  chassis consists of a 
group of one or more buses each with card slots and the entire p u p  can be 
installed in or removed from the system as a single entity. The slots within 
an expansion chassis are numbered sequentially and are identifled by chas- 
sis number and slot number. 
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Figure 24-20: Main Chassis 

C hassislSlot Numbering Registers 

Introduction. 'Introduction To C W / S l o t  Numbering Regrsters" on 
page 566 introduced the configuration registers mmciated with chassis and slot 
numbering. Figure 24-21 on page 596 pictures these registem and Table 24-8 on 
page 597 desnlbes them. 

The Chassis and Slot Number registers are required for the flrst bridge in a PC1 
~xpansion chassis and for each bridge within an expansion chassis that has 
expansion slots on its secondary bus. 

Figure 24-21: Chasa and slot Number Registen 
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'Bble 24-8: Slot Numbering Register Set 

Capability entifies thi )t Number 

Slot Number Register (read-only). The Slot Number register is piaured 
in Figure 24-22 on page 598 and is described in Table 24-9 on page 598. The Slot 
Number register is preloaded with the indicated information by hardwarn 
before the configuration software is executed. As an example, the bridge could 
sample a set of strapping pins on the tralllng-edge of RSTX to determine the 
contents of the Slot Number register. A bridge may implement the Chassis/Slot 
numbering registers and yet may not have any expansion card slots on its sec- 
ondary bus (see Bridges A and C in Figure 24-24 on page 603). 

Register 
- 

ID 

- 
Next Capability 
Pointer 

Expansion Slot 

Chassis Number 

Description 

Read-0 is as the Sk ing register 
set 

Read-only. 
OOh = Indicates that this is the last register set in the llnked 
New Capabilities ht 
Non-zero value = dword-aligned pointer to the next register 
set in the linked Ust. 

Read-only. automatically loaded by hardware after reset. 
The configuration software uses the value in this register to 
determine the number of expansion card slots present on the 
bridge's secondary PC1 bus. 

The spec doesn't define where the hardware obtains this 
information. It could read a set of strapping pins on the a d -  
ing-edge of RST#, or could obtain the information from a 
serial EEPROM. 

ReadMMte. The value in thls register identifies the chassis 
number assigned to the PC1 add-in card slots on this bridge's 
secondary bus. 
At reset time, this register may: 

be pre-loaded with OOh, or 
may be implemented as a non-volatile register that 
"remembers" the chassis number assigned during a previ- 
ous platform configuration. 
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Figm 24-22: Slot Number Register 
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nble 24-9: Slot Number RegJster Bit Assignment 

Chassis Number Register (reaMte). The configuration software d l  
initialize all bridges within the same chassis with the same Chassis Number and 
must guarantee that each chassis is assigned a mutually-exclusive Chassis 
Number. A bridge may implement the Chassis/Slot numbering registers and 
yet may not have any expansion card slots on its secondary bus (see Bridges A 
and C in Figure 24-24 on page 603). 

Bit Field 

7:6 

5 

4:O 

Description 

Reserved. Read-only and must always return zero when read. 

First-In-Chassis bit. This bit must be set to one in the first bridge withln 
each expansion chassis. This is defined as follows: . If there is only one expansion chassis and it contains only one bridge 

with slots on i b  secondary side. that bridge is the First-In-Chassis. 
If an expansion chassis contains a hieratthy of bridges springing 
from one parent bridge (see Figure 24-23 on page 601 and Figure 24- 
24 on page 603). the parent bridge is First-In-Chassis. while the other 
bridges will have the First-In-Chassls bit cleared to zero. 
If an expanslon chassis contains more than one bridge and those 
bridges share the same primary PC1 bus (i.e., they are peers: see Fig- 
ure 24-25 on page 605). the bridge that occupies the lowest Device 
Number position on the parent primary bus is marked as the First-In- 
Chassis. 

Number of Expansion Slots on bridge's secondary bus. If there aren't 
any expansion slots on the bridge's secondary bus. this fleld must be 
hardwired to zem. 
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The Chassis Number register may be cleared to 2x0 by RST#, or may be non- 
volatile (i.e., the current contents of the register will survive resets and power 
cycles). If it is non-volatile. its initial state after the tirst power up will be zero. 
When the configuration software detects zem in an expansion Chassis Number 
register, it must assign a number to it. Zero is not a valid Chassis Number for an 
expansion chassis because Chassis Zero is reserved for the card slots embedded 
on the system board. 

Some Rules 

The following rules must be adhered to: 

RULE 1. A bridge within an expansion chassis that implements the Chassis/ 
Slot numbering registers may not use Device Number 0 for any device on 
its secondary bus. 

RULE 2. Card slot 1 is always implemented as Device Number 1 on the bridge's 
secondary bus, card slot 2 as Device Number 2, etc. Expansion card slots 
implemented on the bridge's secondary bus must be implemented as 
Device Number 1 through n, where n = the maximum slot number on the 
bus. The first slot must always be implemented as Device Number 1 and no 
holes are permitted (e.g., it would be illegal to implement three card slots as 
Device Numbers 1.2 and 4 on the bus). 

RULE 3. Any embedded devices on the bridge's secondary bus must have 
Device Numbers that are greater than that used by the highest slot number 
implemented on the bridge's secondary bus. As an example. see Device 4 
on PC1 Bus 1 in Figure 24-23 on page 601. 

RULE A If there are any embedded bridges on the bridge's secondary bus they 
must have Device Numbers that are greater than that assigned to all other 
embedded devices. As an example, see Bridges B (Device 5) and D (Device 
6) on PC1 Bus 1 in Figure 24-23 on page 601. 

Three Examples 

Example One. Figure 24-23 on page 601 fflush.ates a system with one Expan- 
sion Chassis connected to the system. This example system has the following 
characteristics: 

A proprietary card is installed in Slot 1 on PC1 Bus 0 (in other words. Slot 1 
in Chassis 0). This is not a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. Rather. it's a special-purpose 
"repeater" function that buffers and re-drives PC1 Bus 0, permitting it to 
drive a cable to the expansion chassis. This function may or may not imple- 
ment the Chassis/Slot numbering registers and the bus numbering regis- 
ters. 
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Bridge A is a PCI-to-PC1 bridge residing in the expansion chassis at the 
other end of the cable. Fmm a configuration standpoint it appears to be 
another function residing within the Proprietary bridge card. The configu- 
ration software assigns Bus Number 1 to Bridge A's Secondary Bus Number 
register. 
Bridge A implements the Chassis/Slot numbering registers. 
The configuration software determines that the First-in-Chassis bit is set 
and the Slot Number register indicates that there are three expansion card 
slots on the bridge's secondarv bus. Since thev are bv definition the Rrst " 9 

three dots in the expansion chassis and this was the first expansion chassis 
discovered. they are labelled as Slots 1-3 in Chassis 1. The configuration 
software assigns Chassis Number 1 to Bridge K s  Chassls Number register. 
By looking for valid Vendor IDS, the configuration software determines that 
slots 1-3 are currently unoccupied. 
Devlce 4 is not a bridge. 
Device 5 is a bridge (Bridge B) and it implements the Chassis/Slot number- 
ing registers. Its First-In-Chassis bit is cleared (indicating that this is a con- 
tinuation of Chassis 1) and the Slot Number register indicates that there are 
two expansion c a d  slots on the bridge's secondary bus. They are therefore 
physically numbered as Slots 4-5 in Chassis 1. The Chassis Number register 
is set to 1 by software. 
One of the card slots is occupied by a card with a bridge (Bridge C), but 
there are no slots on the bridge's secondary bus. 
Bridge D implements the Chassis/Slot numbering registem. It is not the 
first bridge in the chassis and it's secondary bus has three slots. Since this is 
a continuation of Chassis 1, its Chassis Number is set to one, and the card 
slots are labelled as Slots 6-8. 
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Figum 24-23: Chs& Example One 
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Example %. Figure 24-24 on page 603 illustrates a system with one Expan- 
sion Chassis connected to the system. This example system has the following 
characteristics: 

A pmprietary card is installed in Slot 1 on PC1 Bus 0 (in other words. Slot 1 
in Chassis 0). This is not a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. Rather. it's a speclal-purpose 
"repeater" function that buffers and re-drives PC1 Bus 0, permitting it to 
drive a cable to the expansion chassis. This function may or may not imple- 
ment the Chassis/Slot numbering registers and the bus numbering regis- 
ters. 
Bridge A is a PCI-toPC1 bridge residing in the expansion chassis at the 
other end of the cable. From a configuration standpoint, it appears to be 
another function residing within the Proprietary bridge card. The configu- 
ration software assigns Bus Number 1 to Bridge A's Secondary Bus Number 
register. 
Bridge A implements the Chassis/Slot numbering reglsters. 
The configuration software determines that the First-in-Chassis bit is set 
and the Slot Number register indicates that there no expanslon card slots on 
the bridge's secondary bus. The configuration software assigns Chassis 
Number 1 to Bridge A's Chassis Number register. 
Device 4 is not a bridge. - Device 5 is a bridge (Bridge B) and it implements the Chassis/Slot number- 
ing registers. Its First-In-Chassis bit is cleared (indicating that this is a con- 
tinuation of Chassis 1) and the Slot Number register indicates that there are 
two expansion card slots on the brldge's secondary bus. They are therefore 
physically labelled as Slots 1-2 in Chassis 1. The Chassis Number register is 
set to 1 by software. 
One of the card slots is occupied by a card with a bridge (Bridge C), but 
there are no slots on the bridge's secondary bus. 
Bridge D implements the Chassis/Slot numbering registers. It is not the 
first bridge in the chassis and it's secondary bus has three slots. Since thfs is 
a continuation of Chassis 1, its Chassis Number is set to one, and the card 
slots are labelled as Slots 3-5. 
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F @ m  24-24: Chs& Example 'Iko 
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Example Three. Figure 24-25 on page 605 Wustrates a system with two 
Expansion Chassis connected to the system. This example system has the fol- 
lowing characteristics: 

A standard PCI-to-PC1 bridge resides in Slot 1 in Chassis 0. The mnflgura- 
tion software sets its Secondary Bus Number register to 1. This bridge may 
or may not implement the Chassis/Slot numbering registers. If it does, it 
doesn't w i d e  in an expansion chassis, x, its First-In-Chassis bit is cleared. 
and its Slot Number register indicates it has zero slots on its secondary bus. 
Device 4 is not a bridge. 
Device 5 is a bridge (Bridge A) and it implements the Chassis/Slot number- 
ing registers. Its First-In-Chassis bit is set (indicating that this is the flrst 
bridge in Chassis 1) and the Slot Number register indicates that there are 
two expansion card slots on the bridge's secondary bus. They are therefore 
physically labeled as Slob 1-2 in Chassis 1. The Chassis Number register is 
set to 1 by software. 
One of the card slots is occupied by a card with a bridge (Bridge C), but 
there are no slots on the bridge's secondary bus. 
Bridge B implements the Chassis/Slot numbering registers. It is not the first 
bridge in the chassis and it's secondary bus has t h m  slots. Since this is a 
continuation of Chassis 1. its Chassis Number is set to one, and the card 
slots are labelled as Slots 3-5. 
Bridge C has the First-In-Chassis bit set, so it is the flrst bridge in a new 
chassis The software sets its Chassis Number to 2. It has two slots and they 
are labelled as Slots 1-2 in Chassls 2. 
Bridge D is not the flrst bridge in the current chassis. so it's a continuation 
of Chassis 2 and its Chassis Number is therefore set to 2. It has three slots 
labelled as Slots 3-5 of Chassis 2. 
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Address Space Allocation 
Each PCI-to-PC1 bridge contains three register pairs that are used to deflne the 
address space allocated to devices residing on its secondary side: . The I 0  Base and Limit register pair (see "Bridge's I 0  Filter" on page 570) 

define I 0  space allocated to 10 devices that reslde on its secondary side. 
The Memory Base and Limit register pair (see "Bridge's Memory-Mapped 
I 0  Filter" on page 590) define memory-mapped I 0  space allocated to mem- 
ory-mapped I 0  devices that reside on its secondary side. 
The Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit register pair (see 'Bridge's 
Memory Filter" on page 582) deflne memory space allocated to Prefetchable 
memory devices that reside on its secondary side. 

Only one address range can be deflned for all decoders of a given type (mem- 
ory-mapped 10.10, or Prefetchable memory) that reside on the secondary side 
of a bridge. This implies the following: 

All decoders of a given type within each function on a PC1 bus must be 
assigned address ranges that are grouped together into one overall address 
range. 
The conflguration software then backhacks to that bus's bridge and pro- 
grams the respective reglster pair with the start and end address of the 
overall range within which all decoders of that type reside. - Ultimately, the range assigned to that register pair encompasses not only 
the range assigned to the decoders for that secondary bus's functions, but 
for the functions on all PC1 buses that are subordinate to this bridge as well. 

As an example. refer to Figure 24-26 on page 607. Assume that the device on 
PC1 bus two is a Prefetchable memory device that requires 4MB of space. Also 
assume that the two devices on bus three are also Prefetchable memory, one 
requiring 2MB and the other 1MB of space. Assuming that the configuration 
software has already assigned the memory space from 00W0000h through 
OOFFFFFFh to system memory and Prefetchable memory on PC1 bus zero, the 
configuration software would assign memory space to the t h e  prefetchable 
memory devices on buses two and three as follows: 

Locations OlOOOOOOh through 013FFFFFh are assigned to the 4MB Prefetch- 
able memory device on bus two. 
Locations 0140W00h through OlSFFFFFh are assigned to the 2MB Prefetch- 
able memory device on bus three. 
Locations 0160W00h through 016FFFFFh are assigned to the 1MB Prefetch- 
able memory device on bus three. 
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The Prefetchable Memory Base and Limit registers in bridges B and C are pro- 
grammed as follows: 

The Prefetchable Memory Base reglster in bridge B is set to the base address 
of the Prefetchable memory device on bus two: 01000000h. 
The Prefetchable Memory Llmlt register in bridge B h set to the end address 
of the range assigned to the last Prefetchable memory device on bus three: 
016FFFFFh. 
The Prefetchable Memory Base reg&ter in bridge C is set to the base address 
assigned to the Arst Prefetchable memory device on bus three: 014OOOOOh. 
The F'refetchable Memory Limit register in bridge C is set to the end address 
of the range assigned to the last Prefetchable memory device on bus three: 
016FFFFFh. 
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IRQ Assignment 

During the discovery process. the startup configuration software also deter- 
mines which PC1 functions are interrupt driven. Each functton that indicates 
that it is interrupt-driven (a value between Olh and 04h hardwired into the 
device's Interrupt Pin register) also implements an Interrupt Line register. The 
startup software must write the i n t m p t  muting Information into each device's 
Interrupt Line register. TMs process is described in "Intempt Routing" on 
page 225. 

Display Configuration 

There May Be TWO Display Adapters 

Refer to Figure 24-27 on page 610. Assume that a platform has two display 
adapters installed, but there's only one display One of the adapters is a VGA- 
compatible adapter, while the other one suppolts higher-resolution graphics 
modes other than those supported by VGA. The PC1 spec refers to the other 
adapter as an Advanced Graphics Adapter. or GFX. 

Obviously, the display can only be attached to the connector on one of the two 
adapters. Each of the adapters contains a Digital-to-Analog Converter @AC) 
and the Red. Green, and Blue Gun analog outputs to the display are driven by 
the DAC. Each DAC contains a set of color palette registers. As each dot (pixel) 
is to be written onto the display, the graphics adapter supplies a data value to 
the DAC. This selects an entry in the color palette register set. Each entry con- 
tains three values: a red gun value, a green gun value, and a blue gun value. The 
three values in the selected entry define the voltage level to be driven onto the 
three gun outputs during that dot Ume. and therefore define the color and 
intensity of the pixel. 

If the display is only attached to the output connector on one of the adapters. it 
would seem that only one of them can supply output data to the display and 
that the other one never could. 

Assume that a display is attached to the GFX's display connector and that this 
display supports both VGA and higher-resolution display modes. No display is 
attached to the VGA's display connector. Some older DOS applications pm- 
grams (e.g.. games) talk directly to the VGA's reglster set to control the display 
In the Windows environment, however, the driver for the GFX would be used to 
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control the display. In either case, the display output provided by either adapter 
must end up being driven to the GFX's display wnnector on the rear-panel. To 
accomplish this, a VGA pass-through cable connects the video output of the 
VGA adapter to the other adapter. It should be obvious that in this scenario, any 
I 0  write that is performed to the color palette registers must update the GFX's 
color palette registers. 

It is possible, however, that a VGA-capable display unit is attached to the VGA's 
display wnnector and another, higher-resolution display is attached to the 
GFXs display connector. Because software doesn't know which connector the 
VGA-compatible display is attached to, any I0 wnlte that fsperfonned to the color 
palette e s t e r s  must update the colorpalette regbters in both the VGA's and the GFX's 
DACs. 

If software has enabled the GFX and disabled the VGA. then the VGA's output 
drivers are disabled and the GFX loglc is driving the display data to the GFX's 
DAC and therefore to the dlsplay. On the other hand, if the GFX is disabled and 
the VGA is enabled. the GFX's output drivers are disabled and the VGA logic is 
driving the display data to the GFX's DAC and therefore to the display. 

ldentlfylng the W o  Adapters 
The VGA adapter has a Class Code of 03h and a Sub Class Code of OOh. The 
GFX has a Class Code of 03h and a Sub Class Code of 80h. 

The Adapters May Be On Same or Different Buses 
Refer to Figure 24-28 on page 611 and Figure 24-29 on page 612. 

It was established in the previous section that any I 0  write that is performed to 
the color palette registers must update the color palette registers in both the 
VGA's and the GFX's DACs. The color palette registers are located at the same 
I 0  address in both the VGA's and GFX's DACs. There are many different possl- 
billties as to where the two display adapters are located in the machine (in other 
words, which bus each resides on). 

If they are on the same PC1 bus and an I 0  write is performed to the color palette 
registers, unless something is done to prevent it, both device's would assert 
DEVSEL# to claim the transaction when an I 0  read or write is performed to the 
color palette registers. Obviously. this would present a pmtocol violation. 

If the adapters are on different buses. the bridges between the two buses would 
have to be programmed so as to ensure that both adapters see the I0 write 
transaction. but only one would actively participate (i.e.. assert DEVSELd and 
TRDYX) as the target of the transaction. 
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The solutlon consists of the following control bits withln VGA adapters. GFX 
adapters, and PCI-to-PC1 bridges: 

The VGA Palette Snoop bit in the display adapter's Command register. 
The VGA Enable blt In the brldge's Bridge Control Register. 
TheVGA Palette Snoop bit in the brldge's Command register. 

Figure 24-27: VGA and GFXDisplay Adapters in a S ~ t e m  

C V e A P r u T k m u p k  
ConneUw a AGX 
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F@WE 24-28: Both Adapters on S a m  Bus 
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PCI-to-PC1 Brldge State Mer  Reset 

Reset clears the bridge's VGA Enable bit and its VGA Palette Snoop bit, causing 
the bridge to ignore all VGA accesses initiated on its h a r y  side. This is the 
proper setting if neither the VGA nor the GFX is on the bridge's secondary side. 
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Non-VGA Graphics Controller (aka GFX) After Reset 
Reset sets the VGA Palette Snoop bit in its Command register to one. This 
causes the non-VGA graphics display contmller, referred to as a GFX in the 
specification, to: 

snoop all VGA palette register wrltes. 
ignore all palette register reads. 

This is the appropriate setting if the GFX is on the same PC1 bus as the VGA or 
is on the secondary side of a bridge. 

VGA Graphlcs Controller After Reset 
Reset dears the VGA Palette Snoop bit in its Command register. The VGA-com- 
patible display contmller doesn't snoop VGA palette register writes. Rather, 
assuming that the configuration software has set the function's I0 Space bit in 
its Command register. the VGA device: 

claims palette reglster reads. 
claims palette register writes. 

This is the appropriate setting if: 

the VGA is the only graphics device. 
the GFX is on the same PC1 bus as the VGA. 

Effects of Setting VGA's Palette Snoop Bit 

When the VGA Palette Snoop bit is set to one, the VGA devlce: 

decodes and daims palette register reads. 
snarfs palette register writes, but does not daim them. 

This is the appropriate setting if the GFX is further downstream in the bus hier- 
archy than the VGA. It permits the bridge in the path to the GFX to claim the 
palette register write and pass it to the GFX. 

Effects of Clearing GFXs Palette Snoop Bit 

When the VGA Palette Snoop bit is cleared to zero, the GFX device: 

decodes and dalms palette register writes. 
ignores palette register reads. 

This is the appropriate bit setting if the GFX is on the secondary side of a PCLto- 
PC1 bridge and the VGA is upstream in the bus hierarchy. 
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ERects of Brldge's VGA-Related Contml Bits 
A PCI-to-PC1 bridge's treatment of VGA acceues initiated on its Primary side is 
defined by the setting of the following two control bits: 

VGA Palette Snoop bit in its Command register. The default state of this bit 
afier reset is zero. 
VGA Enable bit in its Bridge Control register. The default state of this bit 
after m e t  is zero. 

Table 24-10 on page 614 deflnes the effem of the bridge's VGA-related contml 
bits. 

lhble 24-10: Effectc of Brldge's VGA Contml Bit Settings 

Detecting and Configuring Adapters and Brldges 

VGA Enable 
Bit 

0 

0 

1 

The sequence that must be utiliid to detect and set up all VGA-compatible 
contmllers and non-VGA. GFX contmllers is as follows: 

VGA Snoop 
Enable Bit 

0 

1 

x 

Bridge's Beatment of VGA Accesses Initiated On 
Its Primary Side 

The bridge ignores (i.e., does not claim and pass 
thmugh) all accesses within the memory and I 0  
ranges associated with the VGA device. This 
includes palette register reads and writes. This is the 
state when neither the VGA nor the GFX resides on 
the bridge's secondary side. 

The bridge ignores and does not pass through pal- 
ette register reads. It does, however, claim and pass 
through palette register writes. This is the setup 
when the GFX resides on the bridge's secondary 
side and the VGA is on the Primary side. It ensures 
that the palette register set within the GFX's DAC 
receives palette register updates. 

When the VGA Enable bit is set to one. the VGA Pal- 
ette Snoop bit is i g n o d .  The bridge claims and 
passes through both palette register reads and 
writes. This is the setup when the VGA device 
resides on the bridge's secondary side. 
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STEP 1 - Identify the VGA display device to be utlllzed during the boot process. 
This is accomplished by first scanning the standard expansion bus (e.g., 
ISA, EISA or Micm Channel). If the display device is found on the expan- 
sion bus, that display is used for the boot process and the initialization 
sequence has completed. Do not perform the steps that follow. If the VGA 
device is not found on the expansion bus, scan the PC1 bus(es), starting at 
the bus with the largest bus number. If it is found on a PC1 bus, save the bus 
number for use during the remaining steps in the Initialization sequence. 

S r r ~  2. Set the 10 Soace and Memorv Soace enable bits in the device's Com- . L 

mand register so it can respond to VGA accesses. 
S r rP  3. Starting at the PC1 bus number the boot display device is on, scan the 

PC1 bus hierarchy upsbeam (towards bus zero). In each PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
detected, set the VGA Enable bit in its bridge control register. 

S m P  4- Starting at the PC1 bus the boot display device is on, scan the PC1 buses 
downstream (all buses subordinate to this bus) looking for GFXs. Abort the 
scan when the first instance of a GFX is found. Set the GFX device's I 0  
Space and VGA Palette Snoop Enable bits in its Command register. 

S m P  5. Scan back upstream from the bus the GFX is on towards the bus the 
boot display device resides on. At each PCI-to-PC1 bridge encountered, set 
the VGA Palette Snoop Enable bit in the bridge's Command register. 

OrEP 6. Finally, set the VGA Palette Snoop Enable bit in the boot display 
device's Command register. 

The PCI-twPCI bridge speclllcation pmvides pseud~code for two procedures 
that can be used to implement the sequence described above. The two pme-  
d m  are: 

DisplayInitO. This is the top-level pmcedure. It has no input parameters 
and it calls the GFXScanR procedure. 
GFXScanR(BusNum). This procedure scans the buses subordinate to the 
one the boot display was found on looking for the first instance of a GFX 
device. 

Chapter 12 of the 1.1 PCI-to-PC1 bridge spedflcation pmvides a more detailed 
discussion of issues related to VGA palette snooping and includes a number of 
examples. 
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Configuration and Special Cycle Filter 

Introduction 

In addition to memory and I 0  transactions, the PCI-to-PC1 bridge must also 
monitor both buses for configuration transactions. These transactions occur for 
the following reasons: 

Host/PCI bridge is performing a configuration read or write to access a 
spec& PC1 function's configuration registers. 
Host/PCI bridge or another PC1 master is performing a special form of the 
Type 1 configuration write transaction in order to broadcast a message on a 
specik PC1 bus in the system. 

Table 24-11 on page 616 defines the various types of conflgumtion reads and 
writes that may be detected on the bridge's two interfaces and the action to be 
taken by the bridge. A complete description of the Type 0 configuration transac- 
tion can be found in ' m e  0 Configuration Transaction" on page 335. A corn- 
plete description of the m e  1 configuration transaction can be found later in 
this chapter in ' m e  1 Configuration Transactions" on page 620. 

Table 24-11: ConRguration Transactions That May Be Detected On the 'Ih Buses 

Transaction 

m e  0 configuration read 

Type 0 configuration read 

m e  0 configuration 
write 

Bus 
Detected On 

primary 

secondary 

P f i q  

Description 

If the bridge's IDSEL# input is not 
asserted, ignore. If asserted, perform 
function decode to determine if target 
function implemented. If not, ignore. If 
implemented, assert DEVSEL# and per- 
mit access to internal configuration reg- 
isters or memory. 

Ignore. 

Same as configuration read. 
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'lhble 24-11: Configuration liansactions That May Be Detected On the 'nva Buses (Continued) 

Bus Number registers, ignore. If equal to 
Secondary Bus Number register, claim 
and pass through as 5 p e  0 configura- 
tion read on secondary. If not equal to 
Secondary Bus Number. but in range 
defined by Secondary and Subordinate 
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'lhble 24-11: Configuration liansactions That May Be Detected On the 'nva Buses (Continued) 

D d p t i o n  

If target bus matches Secondary Bus 
Number register, claim and convert to 
Special Cycle on secondary The write 
data supplies the message during the 
data phase. If target bus doesn't match 
Secondary Bus Number register, but is 
in the range defined by Secondary and 
Subordinate Bus Number registers. 
claim and pass through to secondary 
unchanged as Type 1 Spedal Cycle 
Request. If target bus not secondary and 
not in range defmed by Secondary and 
Subordinate Bus Number registers. 
ignore. 

If target bus matches F'rimary Bus Nwn- 
ber register, claim and pass through as 
Special Cycle with write data as mes- 
sage. If target bus is not primary and not 
in range of buses defined by Secondary 
and Subordinate Bus Number registers. 
claim and pass through unchanged as 
Type 1 Special Cycle Request. If target 
bus is within range of buses subordinate 
to secondary, ignore. 

Transaction 

Type 1 configuration 
write (Special Cycle 
Request) 

w e  1 configuration 
write (Special Cycle 
Request) 

Bus 
Detected On 

PmarY 

secondary 
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Special Cycle Transactions 

The Special Cycle transaction is deilnecl in 'Spedal Cycle Command" on 
page 107. The HosUPCI bridge designer may or may not supply a method that 
permits the programmer to stimulate the Host/PCI bridge to foward a Special 
Cycle transaction to a spedfic PC1 bus in the system. Assuming that the Host/ 
PC1 bridge designer supports software-generation of Special Cycles, the follow- 
ing sequence causes the Host/PCI bridge to generate a Special Cyde on a spe- 
cific target bus. 

STEP 1. Programmer writes a 32-bit pattern to the Configuration Address Port 
specifying the target bus number and setting the target device to lFh, func- 
tion to 7h, and dword to 0. The enable bit (bit 31) in the Address Port is set 
to one. 

STEP 2. The programmer then performs either a 16 or a 32-bit write to the Con- 
figuration Data Port. 

S ~ P  3. The Host/PCI bridge compares the target bus to the number of its PC1 
bus (typically 0). If it matches, the bridge generates a Special Cycle on PC1 
bus 0 and supplies the wrlte data written to the Configuration Data Port as 
the message. If the target bus is not PC1 Bus 0 but is within the range of sub- 
ordinate buses that exist beyond the bridge, the bridge generates a special 
form of the Type 1 configuration write transaction that is recognized as a 
Spedal Cycle Request by PCI-to-PC1 bridges. During the address phase, it 
drives the contents of the Configuration Address Port (except for bits 31 
and [1:01) onto the AD bus. ADL1:Ol is set to Olb, indicating that this is a 
Type 1 configuration write transaction. During the data phase it drives the 
data being written to the Configuration Data Port onto the AD bus as the 
message. 

The only devim on a PC1 bus that pay attention to a Type 1 configuration trans- 
action are PCI-to-PC1 bridges. They test the target bus number supplied in the 
transaction's address phase to determine whether to ignore the transaction or to 
pass it through as one of the following: 

Type 0 contlguration transaction for a device on its secondary bus. 
Type 1 configuration transaction for a device on a bus subordinate to its sec- 
ondary bus. 
Type 1 Special Cycle Request that is targeting a subordinate bus. 
Spedal Cycle transaction on the opposite bus. 
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When the bus number specified in the Special Cycle Request matches the num- 
ber of the bridge's opposite bus, that bridge converts the Special Cyde Request 
into a Spedal Cycle on the opposite bus. A bus master residing on any PC1 bus 
can utilize this special form of the Type 1 configuration write to force PC1 
bridges to forward a Spedal Cyde Request upstream or downstream until it 
arrives on the target bus. 

Type 1 Configuratlon Transactions 
Type 1 configuration accesses (AD[l:O] set to Olb) am ignored by alI PC1 devices 
except PCI-to-PC1 bridges miding on the PC1 bus that the transaction appears 
on. If the target of a conflguration access resides on a PC1 bus subordinate to the 
bus upon which the configuration access is performed, the PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
that connects the two PC1 buses must claim and pass the configuration access 
through to its secondary bus. When a PCI-to-PC1 bridge latches a Type 1 config- 
uration access on its primary bus and the target bus is its secondary bus or a bus 
subordinate to the bridge, it must pass the access through to its secondary bus 
in one of two forms: 

If the access targets the bridge's secondary bus. it must pass it through as a 
Qpe 0 configuration access. 
If the access targets a PC1 bus that is subordinate to the bridge's secondary 
bus. it must pass the access through as a me 1 conflguration acwss. 

For a complete description of the Type 1 conflguation transaction, refer to 
'Type 1 Configuration Transactions" on page 344. 

Type 0 Configuration Access 
Type 0 configuration read and write transactions are used to access a PC1 func- 
tion's configuration registers. A complete description of the Q p e  0 configura- 
tion access can be found in "Type 0 Configuration Transaction" on page 335. 

When a PCI-to-PC1 bridge detects a Type 0 configuration access on its primary 
slde and its IDSEL is sampled asserted, it recognizes that it is the target of the 
configuration access. It is a read or write of the bridge's conflguration registers. 

When a PCI-to-PC1 bridge detects a 1 configuration access on its primary 
side, it converts the transaction into a ?Lpe 0 access on its secondary bus if the 
following criteria are met: 

Target bus matches the bridge's Secondary Bus Number register. 
Target devlce number, function number and dword are not lFh, 7h and Oh. 
respectively (this would be a Special Cyde Request). 
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Assuming that the criteria are met, the bridge converts the transaction into a 
%e 0 configuration transaction on the secondary bus. When doing so. the 
bridge must assert IDSEL to the target physical device on its secondary bus. The 
bridge specification states that the bridge does not implement IDSEL output 
pins on its secondary side. Rather, the bridge deslgner must internally decode 
the target physical device number and assert one upper AD line in the range 
AD[31:16]. Table 24-12 on page 621 deflnes the target device number-to-AD sig- 
nal line mapping mandated in the bridge spec. This imposes a limit of 16 physi- 
cal devices per secondary PC1 bus. 

On the secondary PC1 bus. the designer must resistively-couple each of these 
upper AD lines (AD[31:16]) to an IDSEL pin at a separate phpical device loca- 
tion on the bus. The designer of a device to be embedded or installed on a PC1 
bus must never internally couple one of these AD lines to the device's IDSEL 
pin. This would effectively "hadwire" the device's physical address. If every- 
one did this, there is the smng probability that two or more devices on the bus 
would respond to Type 0 configuration accesses. 

nble 24-12: lh-get Device Number-to-AD Line Mapping (Tor IDSU assertion) 
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lable 24-12: %get Device Number-to-AD Line Mapping (for IDSEL asmtion) (Continued) 

Interrupt Acknowledge Handling 

Target Device 

12d 

13d 

14d 

15d 

16d - 31d 

A PCI-to-PC1 bridge ignores all Interrupt Acknowledge transactions detected 
on either side @ecause the system interrupt controller is never placed on a sub- 
ordinate PC1 bud. 

AD Line to Assert in AD[31:16] Field 

AD28 

AD29 

AD30 

AD31 

none 

2.2 PCI-to-PC1 Bridge With Subtractive Decode Feature 

PRMR TO M E  2.2 PC1 SPEC. rHE ONLY VALID PROGRAMMlNG INIERFACE VALUE WAS 
W A r  O F  A SrANDARD PC!- W - P C 1  BRIDGE 

CLASS CODE ' 06 (BRIDGE) 
5UBCLASS =04 (Pa-r0-PC1 BRIDGE) 
PROGRAMMING INIERFACE don. 

THE 2.2 SPEC HAS ADDED A PROGRAMMING I N E M A C E  VALUE O F  D I H  r0 INDICAIE RIA1 
A KI-ro-PC{ BRIDGE: 

IS 100% COMPUANI WIRI THE f. 1 P C h O - x I  BRIDGE SPEC. 
AND. IN ADDlrtON. A lSO PERFORMS SUBrRACnVE DECODE (REFER 10 "SUBrRACIIYE 
DECODE [BY ISA BRIDGE)" O N  PAGE 53) O N  TRANSACrDNS rHAr ORIGINAIE O N  
IHE PRIMARY BUS. 

THE PRIMARY USE OF A PC!-10-PCI BRIDGE r n A r  ALSO SUPPORTS SuBrRAcrIvE DECODE IS 
r0 SUPWRT A LAPrOP DOCKING STATION W r H  AN 1513 BUS AND A BUS O N  WE 
BRIDGE'S SECONDARY SIDE. 
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IF A BRIDGE IMPLEMENTS SUBlRAClIVE DECODE CAPABllllY, I I  MUSl  ALSO IMPLEILIEN1 A 
DEVfCE-SPECIFIC CONFIGURAlDN BR (1TS I O C A l D N  IS OUnlDE rHE SCOPE O F  1HE SPEC) 
lHAI  C A N  BE USED I0 ENABLE OR DISABLE IHE BRIDGE'S SUBTRACIIVE D C O D E  CAPABILIlY. 
THE PROGRAMMING INIERFACE E V E  IN 1HE BRIDGE'S CLASS C O D E  CONFIGURAlhYN 
REGISER MUST REFLECT rHE S l A E  O F  lHlS ENAIE/DISABLE 811, IN OIHER WORDS: 

IF IHE ENABLEIDISABLE BZ I$ IN WE HEDISABLED SIAE,  rHE PROGRAMMING INERFACE 
B Y E  MUST RErURN OOH WHEN READ. 
IF 1HE ENABLE/DISABIE BIT IS IN 1HE ENABLED SrAE,  IHE PROGRAMMING INIERFACE 
B Y E  MUSl RErURN D J H  WHEN READ. 

Reset 
The RST# signal on the bridge's secondary side is asserted under two conditions 
(in other words, it's the logical OR of two conditions): 

When FST# is detected asserted on the prlmary side. the bridge must assert 
RSTX on the secondary side. 
The bridge asserts RST# on the secondary side whenever software sets the 
Secondary Bus Reset bit in the bridge's Bridge Contml register to one. 

All PCI-to-PC1 bridges are required to take ownenhlp of the secondary bus's 
AD. C/BE and PAR signals whenever RST# is asserted on the secondary bus. 
The bridge must drive all of these signals low to keep them from floating during 
the reset period (otherwise, input buffers connected to the secondary bus would 
oscillate and draw excessive power). This requirement fs independent of the 
location (inside or outside the bridge) of the secondary bus's arbiter. There isn't 
a danger of another PC1 device on the secondary bus also driving the bus dur- 
ing reset, because reset causes all PC1 devices other than the PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
to float their AD, C/BE and PAR outputs. 

The PCI-to-PC1 brldge designer is not requlred to provide a PC1 bus arbiter for 
the bridge's secondary bus, but it is strongly recommended that the bridge 
include the arbiter (it makes sense to do so). 

h'HEN R A N S A C I D N S  O N  O P W S l E  SIDES O F  lHE BRIDGE OCCUR SIMULlANEOUSLY AND 
BOlH REQUIRE A CROSSOVER 10 1HE OPPOSIE  BUS. lHE BRIDGE IS N O 1  REQUIRED 10 GIVE 

1.1 
ONE INERFACE PRIORCY OVER JHE OIHER. HOWEVER, IHE BRIDGE I.? PEQUIRED JO IMPLE- 
MENT A FAIR ARBIlRAltON MECHANISM BETWEEN RIE INERFACES. THIS IS DIFFEREN1 rHAN 
THE 1.0 BRIDGE SPEC WHICH SlAED. "THE BRIDGE MUSl GIVE PRECEDENCE 10 WE PRI- 
MARY SIDE. 
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When the bridge designer integrates the secondary bus arbitm into the bridge. 
the arbiter's operation must adhere to the revision 2.1 specification. These rules 
are covered in "PC1 Bus Arbitration" on page 59. 

Interrupt Support 

Devlces That Use Interrupt Traces 

A PCI-to-PC1 bridge is not required to route interrupt requests generated (on 
intempt plns) by devices on the sscondary side thmugh the bridge. 

The PC1 specification requires that either the system. the device-speiflc inter- 
rupt handler or the device itself (if it has bus master capability) ensure that all 
posted-write buffers between the device and host p m m o r  are flushed to memory 
before interrupts are delivered to the host processor. The author would like to 
stress at this point that the bridge speciflcation uses the wording 'between the 
devioe and its final destination." 'Final destination" is quite vague. The author 
believes the specification is saying between the device and the devlce that ser- 
vices the intempt That would be the host pmcessor. The device-speciflc inter- 
rupt handler within the device driver must take responsibility for ensuring that 
this rule is met if it does not 'know" that flushing of posted-write buffers is 
handled by the v t e m  board logic or by the device itself. 

All posted-write buffers can be flushed by the interrupt handler by performing 
a read hom any location within the devlce that generated the request. The buff- 
ers can be flushed by the device itself (if it has bus master capability) by having 
the device perform a read from the last memory address it m t e  to before gen- 
erating the interrupt request. Either one of these aaions causes all bridges 
between the device and the host processor to flush all outstanding posted- 
writes to memory. 

The system mnflguation software has the responsibility of pmvldlng interrupt 
muting information to each interruptdriven PC1 function at startup time. This 
muting infomlation consists of the system IRQ input the intempt is muted to 
on the system interrupt contmller. The muting information is used by a device's 
device driver to determine which entry in the memory-based intempt table to 
'hook." 

The system codlguration software 'knows' the signal routing between the 
intempt pins on embedded devices and the system interrupt contmller. The 
software writes the IRQ number into the device's Interrupt Line register. Each 
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add-in card connector on a PC1 bus must implement the four PC1 intempt pins 
designated as INTA# through INTD#. If a card implements a PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
and a secondary PC1 bus. the bridge spedflcatlon dictates that the Interrupt pins 
on the secondary bus's PC1 functions must be connected to the add-in card's 
connector intermpt pins as  indicated in Table 24-13 on page 625. 

Table 24-13: Interrupt Routing on Add-in Card With PCI-to-PC1 Bridge 
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This table does not specify the physical interconnect to the add-in connector for 
the bridge's interrupt pin (if it Implements one). The bridge specification states: 

'Assuming that the bridge is a single function device, its interrupt pin must 
be INTA#." 

While that's true, the PC1 specification does not define the external interconnect 
of a function's pin to a trace. By this statement, the writers of the specification 
are apparently indicating that it should be muted to the INTAX pin on the con- 
nector. 

Devices That Use MSI 

A PCI-to-PC1 bridge receives memory writes into its posted memory write 
buffer. It cannot discern between actual writes to memory versus memory 
writes generated by PC1 functions to cause an interrupt to the processor. In 
other words, these MSI memory writes (see "Message Signaled Interrupts 
(MSI)" on page 252) am not treated in a special manner by the bridge. 

Buffer Management 

A PCI-to-PC1 bridge deals with two sheam of transactions: those occurring on 
the primary side and those occurring on the secondary side. As already 
described in thls chapter, a transaction that the bridge latches on either side falls 
into one of the following categories with reference to the bridge: 

1. The bridge ignores it (because it's not targeting the bridge or a device on the 
other side of the bridge). 

2. The bridge must claim it because the initiator is attempting to access one of 
the bridge's internal registers or memory. The transaction is not passed to 
the other side. 

3. The transaction has been latched on the bridge's primary side and the 
bridge must claim it and pass it through to the secondary side because the 
address falls within the 10, memory-mapped 10, or Prefetchable memory 
windows that the bridge has been configured to recognize as assigned to 
functions residing on the secondary side. 

4. A non-configuration transaction has been latched on the bridge's secondary 
side and the bridge must claim it and pass it through to the primary side 
because the address falls outside the 10. memory-mapped 10, or Prefetch- 
able memory windows that the bridge has been configured to recognize as 
assigned to functions residing on the secondary side. 
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5. A Type 1 mnflguratlon read or write has been latched on the bridge's pri- 
mary side and it targets a function on the bridge's secondary bus. The 
bridge must claim it and pass it thmugh as a Type 0 configuration transac- 
tion, or as a Special Cycle transaction if it's a Type 1 configuration write that 
is actually a Special Cycle Request. 

6. A m e  1 mnfigwation read or write has been latched on the bridge's pri- 
mary side and it targets a function on a bus subotdinate m the bridge's sec- 
ondary bus. The bridge must claim it and pass it through as a 1 
configuration transaction. 

7. A Type 1 configuration write has been latched on the bridge's secondary 
side and it is a Special Cycle Request that targets the bridge's primary bus 
or a bus number that matches neither the bridge's primary bus or the range 
of buses on its secondary side. The bridge must claim it and pass it thmugh 
as a Spedal Cycle transaction or as a Spedal Cycle Request. 

Transactions other than Memory Write and Memory Write-and-Invalidate am. 
treated as Delayed Transactions by the bridge, while the two memory write 
commands are typically posted in the bridge. For a detailed discussion of trans- 
action ordering. refer to the chapter entitled 'Transaction Ordering & Dead- 
locks" on page 649. 

Handling of Memory Write and Invalidate Command 

Assume that a PCI-to-PC1 bridge accepts a Memory Write-and-Invalidate mm- 
mand and initiates it on the opposite side of the bridge. Using this command 
implies a solemn pmmise to write an entire line (or multiple lines) to memory. 
The memory target may issue a disconnect before it has accepted the entire line 
from the bridge. In this case, assuming that the initiating master on the other 
side has not yet completed sending the write data to the bridge, the bridge can 
issue a disconnect to the master. The master that was disconnected will resume 
the tramactlon as a Memory Write and the bridge will then Rinitiate the trans- 
action as a Memory Write to the target and complete writing the entire line to 
the target. The specification says that no error is generated in this case (because. 
truly, everything worked just fine). 

The Memory Writeand-Invalidate bit must be implemented as a read/write bit 
if the bridge is capable of convelzing posted memory writes (that were received 
via a Memory Write tI'an?Kictlon) into a Memory Writeand-Invalidate (MWI) 
transaction on the other side of the bridge. The writes would have to be sequen- 
tial, start on a cache h e  boundary, and write an entire cache Line (or multiple 
cache lines). If the bridge implements this optional capability, It must also 
implement the Cache Line SLze configwadon register as a read/write register. 
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The bridge does not consult this bit to determine if it should pass an MWI 
recelved on one side through as an MWI on the other side. The fact that the orig- 
inating master used the MWI transaction type means that it has met all of the 
criteria for its usage. 

Rules Regarding Posted Write Buffer Usage 

For a detailed description of Issues related to a bridge's posted memory write 
buffers, refer to the indicated sections: 

Write Combining-refer to 'Combining" on page 94. 
Byte Merging-refer to 'Byte Merging" on page 95. 
Collapsing-refer to 'Collapsing Is Forbidden" on page 95. 
Transaction Ordering and Deadlocks-refer to "Transaction Ordering & 
Deadlocks" on page 649. 

Multiple-Data Phase Special Cycle Requests 

The PC1 specincation permits the generation of Special Cycle transactions with 
multiple data phases (see 'Multiple Data Phase Special Cycle Transaction" on 
page 112). If the programmer instructs the host/PCI bridge to perform a multi- 
ple-data phase Special Cycle transaction on bus zero, it will work. If, however, 
the programmer instructs the host/PCI bridge to generate a Type 1 aontlgura- 
tion write to forward a multiple data phase Special Cycle transaction to a subor- 
dinate bus, problems can occur. 

It is permissible for a target to issue a disconnect during a multiple-data phase 
configuration write. Assuming that this were to occur, the transaction could 
arrive at the bridge that will perform the conversion to a Special Cycle as a 
series of single-data phase '&pe One Special Cycle Requests. This would result 
in the generation of a series of single-data phase Special Cycle transactions on 
the target bus, thereby sending the wmng message (no pun intended). 

The bridge specification therefore dictates that is illegal to request a multiple- 
data phase special transaction on any bus other than bus zero. 
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Error Detection and Handling 

General 
Like any other PCIcampllant device, the PCI-&PC1 bridge must generate par- 
ity, check parity and report parity emrs (if enabled to do so) on both buses, The 
sections that follow describe how the bridge must behave durlng both the 
address and data phases of the transaction. 

In addition, bridge behavior when handling the following types of conditions is 
also described: 

Master Aborts 
TargetAborts 
Discard 'Izmertimeout 
SERR# assertion on the secondary bus. 

Refer to Figure 24-30 on page 629. The following terms are used in the discus- 
sions that follow: 

The odginathg bus is the bus from which the bridge receives a transaction 
that must cross the bridge. 
The destination bus is the bus that the bridge must pass the transaction to. 

F@ 24-30: Originating and h i h a t i o n  Buses 

Destination Bus 
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Handling Address Phase Parity Errors 

The bridge acts as the target of transactions that must cmss the bridge. The 
specification defines how a target must respond to an address phase parity 
error. If the bridge appears to be the target of a transaction, is enabled to 
respond to parity errors. and detects an address phase parity error, it may use 
any of the following methods to terminate the transaction: 

1. The bridge may claim the transaction and complete it normally 
2. The bridge may claim the transaction and terminate the transaction with a 

Target Abort. 
3. The bridge may choose not to claim the transaction. thereby letting it termi- 

nate with a Master Abort 

The following two sections define the exact response of the bridge to an address 
phase parity e m  detected on the primary and secondary sides. In both cases. 
the bridge is not the master of the transaction. Rather, it hashst latched a mans- 
action generated by another master on Its primary or secondary side. 

Address Phase Parlty Error on Prlrnary Slde 

When the bridge detects an address phase parity error on its primary side, it 
must take all of the following actions: 

1. If the SERRII Enable and the Parity E m r  Response bits in the Command 
register are set, assert SERR# on the primary side. 

2. If SERR# is asserted, set the Signaled System Enur bit in the (primary side) 
Status register. 

3. Set the Detected Parity E m  bit in the (primary side) Status register (irre- 
spective of the state of the Parity Enur Response bit in the Command regis- 
ter). 

4. If the bridge claimed the transactton (i.e., it asserted DEVSEL#) and tennl- 
nated it with a Target Abort, it must also set the Signaled Target Abort bit in 
its (primary dde) Status mgister. 

Address Phase Parlty Error on Secondary Slde 

When the bridge detects an address phase par@ emr on its secondary side. it 
must take all of the following actions: 
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1. If the SERR# Enable bit is set in the Command register and the Parity Error 
Response and SERRX Enable bits are set in the Bridge Control register. 
assert SERR# on the primary side. 

2. If SERR# is asserted, set the Signaled System Enur bit in the Status register. 
3. Set the Detected Parity Error bit In the Secondary Status register (irrespec- 

tive of the state of the Parity Emor Response bit in the Bridge Control regls- 
terl . ~- 

4. If ;he bridge claimed the transaction (i.e., it asserted DEVSELb) and terml- 
nated it with a Tamet Abort. It must also set the Slmaled Tamet Abon bit in .., " " 
its Secondary Status register. 

Read Data Phase Parfty Error 
Introduction 
When a read transaction must cmss the bridge, the bridge treats it as a Delayed 
Transaction and issues a Retm to the oriplnatinn master. No data is transferred 

2 " " 
in the flrst (and only) data phase and there is therefore no possibflity of a parity 
enor. The originating master must Retry the transaction identically on a perl- 
odic basis until it receives the requested read data from the bridge (or receives a 
Master Abort or a Target Abort). 

The bridge must re-initiate the read on the destination bus, obtain the read data 
fmm the target, and deliver the read data to the master. There are three posslbi- 
ities: 

There isn't a parity error on either bus. 
There is a parity e m  during the read on the destination side. In this case. 
the bridge must deliver the conupted read data and the parity to the origi- 
nating master. 
There isn't a parity error during the read on the destination side. but there is 
a parlty error duing the delivery of the requested data on the originating 
bus. 

Parity Error When Pe*rming Read On Destination Bus 

The spec refers to thls as a target completion error. In other words, the bridge 
has performed the read on the destination bus and has received corrupted read 
data fmm the target The bridge then takes the following actions: 

Assert P E E #  on the destination side lf the Parity E m  Response bit is set 
to one in the register associated with the destination bus (Command regis- 
ter for primary side, or Brldge Control register for secondary side). 
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If the Parity Error Response bit is set to one in the Command register assocl- 
ated with the destination bus (Command register for primary side. or 
Bridge Control register for secondary side), set the Master Data Parity Error 
bit in the destination bus's status register (Status register if primary side, or 
Secondary Status register if secondary side), 
Set the Detected Parity error bit in the destination side status register. 

Parity Error When Delivering Read Data To Orlglnating Master 

A read parity m r  may be detected by the originating master when read data is 
delivered to it by the bridge. The read data may have been obtained either from 
an internal bridge register or from a target on the other side of the bridge. 

In either case, the master must assert PERR# if enabled to do so by its Partty 
Ermr Response bit. The bridge is acting as the source of the read data (and par- 
ity). If the read data and parity was obtained from a target on the other side of 
the bridge, there may or may not have been a read parity error when the brldge 
read the data from the target. If there was an error, that error is recorded in the 
bridge's destination side status register, not in its originating side status register. 
In this case, the bridge must deliver the bad data and parity to the originating 
master. 

Bad Parlty On Prefetched Data 

When a bridge initiates a read transaction on the destination bus, it must per- 
form the flrst data phase requested by the originating master and may, in addi- 
tion, prefetch additional read data into a read-ahead buffer within the bridge (if 
the read is from prefetchable memory). The bridge is required to check the par- 
ity of all data items that it reads, including data that it has prefetched, without 
knowing if the originating master will actually read all of it. However, the 
bridge will ultimately only deliver the amount of data actually requested by the 
master and this may not include any or all of the data that it had prefetched. 
The error status bits in the bridge's destination side status register reflect any 
parity ermn incurred during the destination side read, including those assod- 
ated with prefetched data. 

When the originating master receives the read data it requested, it obviously 
only checks parity on that data and has no knowledge of any data prefetched by 
the bridge. 
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Write Data Phase Parity Error 
General 
The following transactions write data to a target: 

Memory Write 
Memory Write and Invalidate 
I 0  Write 
Configuration Write 

When one of these transactions must cross a PCI-to-PC1 bridge, the bridge treats 
them as indicated in Table 24-14 on page 633. As indicated, memory writes are 
usually posted, while non-memory writes are always treated as Delayed 
Write Requests. The remainder of tbis section provides a detailed desdption of 
parity handling for both Delayed Writes and Posted Writes. 

Table 24-14: Parity Emr On Writes That Must Cmss the Brfdge 

Transaction Qpe 

Memorywrlte 
and 

Memory Write and halldate 

'Reatment by Bridge 

Usually posted in the bridge and completes Immediately 
(i.e., bridge asserts TRDY# to indicate its acceptance of the 
data). From the master's perspective, the write to memory 
has been completed. Parity ermrs could occur at two 
points in time: 
1. A data parity enur wuld occur when the originating 

master delivers the wrlte data to the bridge on the origi- 
naclng bus. 

2. A data p i t y  e n u ~  wuld occur when the bridge 
attempts to write the posted data to the target on the 
destination bus. 
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Wfe 24-14: Parlty Error On Writes 2 b t  Must C m  the Bridge (Continued) 

Figure 24-31: Delayed I0 or C - h  Write Crossing Bridge 
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Refer to Figure 24-31 on page 634. The bridge must treat it 
as a Ihhyed Wte Request, latching the first data phase 
write data when IRDYI is sampled asserted (a parity error 
could occur at this point), and Issuing a Retry to the orlgi- 
nalhg rnaster. Upon reoeipt of the Rehy, the 
mastpr must periodically Retry the tratasactfon iderneically 
until it has completion (La, TRDY# m e d  by the 
bridge). A parlty error could occur on any of these hies. 
The bridge then arbiirates for ownership ofthe destination 
bus and initiates the thee to d e w  the write data to the 
taqet (a parity error muld oocur at this point). After the 
data has been wrltten (refend to In the spec ss 'Igrget 
Completion), the bridge awaib the next Retry by the orfgl- 
nating master and then dell= the completion to the mas- 
ter (refmd to h the spec as Masm Completion). A 
~tymrcouldoccurattNspoM. 
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Data Phase Parity Error on 10 or Configuration Write 

Introduction As indicated in Table 24-14 on page 633 and Figure 24-31 on 
page 634, when an I 0  write or a Configuration Write must cross a PCI-to-PC1 
bridge. the bridge must treat it as a Delayed Write Request, latching the h t  
data phase write data when IRDY# is sampled asserted (a parity error could 
occur at thls point), and issuing a Retry to the originating master. 

Upon receipt of the Retry, the originating master must periodically Retry the 
transaction identically until it has completion (i.e., TRDY# asserted by the 
bridge). A parity error could occur on any of these Retries. 

The bridge then arbitrates for ownership of the destination bus and initiates the 
write to deliver the write data to the target (a parity error could occur at this 
point). ARer the data has been written (referred to in the spec as Target Com- 
pletion), the bridge awaits the next Retry by the originating master and then 
delivers the completion to the master (referred to in the spec as Master Comple- 
tion). A parity error could occur at this point. 

The seetlons that follow describe parity error handling for parity errors that 
occur on: 

The initiation and repeat of the Delayed Write Request (also referred to as 
the Master Request). 
The initiation of the write on the destination bus (1.e.. the Target Comple- 
tion). 
The dellvery of the completion the master's Rnal Retry (i.e., the Master 
Completion). 

Master Request Error. See step one in Figure 24-31 on page 634. An I 0  
Write or a Configuration Write transaction may be initiated by a master on 
either side of the bridge and may have to cross the bridge. 

If the write is initiated by a master on the primary side of the bridge and the 
bridge detects a data parity error, it must take the following actions: 

Iher 1. The bridge asserts TRDY# to indicate that is accepthg the data. If the 
transaction is a write burst (i.e., the master left FRAME# asserted when it 
asserted IRDY#), the bridge must also assert STOP#. 

SsEP 2. Assuming that the Parity Emor Response bit in the bridge's Command 
register is set, the bridge must report the error to the master by asserting 
PERR#. 

STEP 3. 'lhe bridge must set the Detected Parlty Error bit in its Status register. 
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STEP 4- The bridge must dbcad the transaction. In other words, it does not act 
on the Delayed Write Request by initiating a write on the secondary slde of 
the bridge. 

If the write is tnltiated by a master on the secondary side of the bridge and the 
bridge detects a data parity error, it must take the following actions: 

Srer 1. The bridge asserts TRDYR to Indicate that is accepting the data. If the 
transaction is a write burst (i.e., the master left M E #  asserted when it 
asserted IRDY#), the bridge must also assert STOP#. 

STEP 2. Assuming that the Parity E m r  Response bit in the bridge's Bridge 
Contml register is set, the bridge must report the error to the master by 
asserting P E W .  

STEP 3. The bridge must set the Detected Parity Error bit in its Secondary Sta- 
tus register. 

STEP 4. The bridge must discard the transaction. In other words, it does not act 
on the Delayed Write Request by initiating a write on the primary side of 
the bridge. 

When the Parity Error Response bit is set, the brldge will only pass a Delayed 
Write Request to the destination bus if a data parity error is not detected during 
the master request. 

Target CompletionError. See step two in Figure 24-31 on page 634. 
Assuming that the bridge latched the Delayed Write Request from the originat- 
ing bus without a parity error, the bridge will re-initiate the write on the destt- 
nation bus. If a data phase parity e m  occurs during the write to the target on 
the destination bus, the bridge, acting as a faithful messenger, will report the 
parity error back to the originating master when it next Retries the tmnsactlon. 
The master can then handle the error in an appropriate manner. 

There are two possible cases: 

CASE 1. When the brldge performs a Delayed M t e  on its primary side for a 
master on its secondary side, the target asserts PERRd to the bridge (assum- 
ing that the Parity E m r  Response bit in its Command register is set) if it 
detects a parity error on the write data sent by the bridge. In response to 
PERR#, the bridge must take the following actions: 

set the Master Data Parity E m r  bit in its Status register. 
remember that the parity error occurred. 

When the originating master Retries the transaction on the originating (sec- 
ondary) bus, the bridge must assert PERM (assuming that the Parity E m r  
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Response bit is set in its Bridge Control register) to the master. The bridge 
does notset the Detected Parity Error bit in its Secondary Status register. 

CASE 2. When the bridge performs a Delayed Write on its secondary side for a 
master on its primary side, the target asserts PEW# to the bridge (assuming 
that the Parity E m r  Response bit in its Command register is set) if it detects 
a parity error on the write data sent by the bridge. In response to PERR#, the 
bridge must take the following actions: 

set the Master Data Parity E m r  bit in its Secondary Status register. 
remember that the parity error occurred. 

When the originating master Retries the transaction on the originating (pri- 
mary) bus, the bridge must assert PERRW (assuming that the Parity Error 
Response bit is set in its Command register) to the master. The bridge does 
not set the Detected Parity Emor bit in its Status register. 

Parity E m  On a Subsequent Retry. See steps one and three in Figure 
24-31 on page 634. When the originating master fimt attempted the write trans- 
action, the bridge latched it and issued a Retry to the master. The master must 
then periodically repeat the transaction identically until it receives a termina- 
tion other than a Retry iium the bridge. It is possible that the bridge might 
detect a data phase parity e m r  on any one of the master's Retries. 

In this case, the bridge must mct in the same manner as it would if there were a 
data oaritv ermr on the master's initial attemot of the transaction (see 'Master * a 

Request Error" on page 635). In other words, it must terminate the transaction 
on the originating bus (TRDYb and PERR# asserted, and possibly STOP# as 
well, if the master was attempting a burst write). Since there was a parity e m r  
on the repeat of the transaction, it cannot be reliably matched with any previ- 
ously-received Delayed write Requests. In fact, the bridge must not attempt to 
match it to one of them. The master will not Retry the transaction again, so. after 
completing the write on the destination bus, the bridge will end up with an 
orphan Delayed Write Completion. Ultimately, when the bridge's Discard 
Timer expires (see "Discard Timer Tlmeout" on page 644 and "Master Tardy In 
Repeating Transaction" on page 91). the bridge will throw away the Delayed 
Write Completion. 

It should also be noted that a bridge that is only capable of dealing with one 
Delayed Transaction at a time is a legal (although low-performance) implemen- 
tation. In this case, the bridge would not be able to accept any new Delayed 
Transaction Requests until the Discard Timer expires and it can discard the one 
it was hung on. However, the bridge must accept any Memory Write or Mem- 
ory Write and Invalidate transactions into its Posted Memory Write Buffers dur- 
ing the period of time wMe awaiting the Discard T i e r  timeout. 
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Data Phase Parity Error on Posted Write 

Introduction. Refer to Figure 24-32 on page 638. Completion of a posted 
memory write is a two-step process and a parity error may occur in either stage: 

STEP 1. The master initiates the Memory Write or Memory Write-and-lnvali- 
date immadon on the originating bus and, when the bridge samples 
IRDYB and TRDYi asserted, it latches the address and data into its Posted 
Memory Write Buffer. If the data or Byte Enables were corrupted on the 
originating bus, the bridge would detect a parity error at this point. From 
the master's perspective, the transaction has completed. 

STEP 2 The bridge Mthtes the Memory Write or Memory Write-and-lnvali- 
date transaction on the destination bus. When the target samples IRDY# 
and TRDY# asserted, It latches the write data. If the data or Byte Enables 
were corrupted on the destination bus, the m e t  would detect a parity 
error at this point. 

@BUS Master lnlaates Memaw Write or 
Memory Wrband-lnvalidate tramaction 
on orlglnablng bus. 

@ ~ r ~ d g e  ktchu *ddnu and D- into ib 
Posted Memory Wrih BufCer and m e *  
TRDW b Indicate lb acceptance of the data. 
B r i m  could detect a data paw errw at 
this point. Brldge asseb P E W  to master 
and the transactlon Is passed to the destlnati 
bus wlth bad data and parsty 

@ ~ r f d p e  initiatr Memory Write or Memory 
Write-and-lnvalldate transaction to Target 
on Wnat lon  bus. Tamt could detect a 
data parity error durlng the wrlte. 
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Originating Bus Error-Pass It Along To Target. See steps one and 
two in Figure 24-32 on page 638. When a bus master initiates a Memory Write or 
Memory Write-and-Invalidate transaction, it is writing to one of the following: 

CASE 1. A memory-mapped 10 register internal to the bridge. In this case, the 
transaction doesn't have to cmss the bridge and the bridge, acting as the 
ultimate target of the transaction, handles the error as described in 'Parity 
E m r  During Write" on page 210. Remember that the bridge has two sides 
and a master on either side could attempt to write to its internal registen. 

If the bridge is the target of a memory write on the primary side and it 
detects a data parity error, it must assert PERR# on the primary side 
(assuming that the Parity Emor Response bit in its Command register is 
set). It must also set the Detected Parity Error bit in its Status register. 
If the bridge is the target of a memory write on the secondary side and 
it detects a data parity emr. it must assert P E W  on the secondary side 
(assuming that the Parity E m r  Response bit in its Bridge Control regis- 
ter is set). It must also set the Detected Parity E m r  bit in its Secondary 
Status register. 

CASE 2. A memory target on the other side of the bridge. In this case. the 
bridge's handling of the error !s d e h e d  in the paragraphs that follow. 

When the bridge accepts a memory write with bad parity into its Posted Mem- 
ory Write Buffer, it asserts PERR# to the ortglnatlng master (assuming its Parity 
E m r  Response bit is set) and must forward the compted data and parity to the 
target on the destination bus. This is necessary because the master doesn't know 
that it was the bridge rather than the memory target that asserted PERRX to i t  it 
doesn't even know that the bridge exists. Rather, it assumes that the target 
received the bad data and parity and asserted PERM. As a result the master 
may attempt some fonn of e m r  recovery with the target. If the bridge doesn't 
transport the bad data and parity to the target. the master may confuse the tar- 
get by attempting to fix a problem that the target isn't even aware of! 

When a memory write transaction originates on the bridge's primary side and 
the bridge detects bad parity on the write data from the master, the bridge must: 

assert PERR# to the master on the primary side (assuming that the Parity 
Error Response bit in its Command register is set to one). 
retain the bad parity and data in its Posted Memory W t e  Buffer. 
set the Detected Parity Enor bit in its Status register. 
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When the bridge initiates the write on the secondary side, the bad data and par- 
ity are supplied to the target Assuming that the Parity Error Response bit in the 
target's Command register is set to one. the target asserts PERR# to the bridge. 
When the bridge detects PERR# asserted by the target, it must set the Master 
Data Parity Error bit in its Secondary Status register. 

When a memory write transaction originates on the bridge's secondary side and 
the bridge detects bad parity on the write data it receives from the master, the 
bridge must: 

assert PERM to the master on the secondary side (assuming that the Parity 
E m r  Response bit in its Bridge Contml register is set to one). 
retain the bad parity and data in its Posted Memory Wrlte Buffer. 
set the Detected Parity Error bit in its Secondary Status register. 

When the bridge initiates the write on the primary side, the bad data and parity 
are supplied to the target. Assuming that the Parity Ermr Response bit in the 
target's Command register is set to one, the target asserts PEW# to the bridge. 
When the bridge detects PERR# asserted by the target, it must set the Master 
Data Parity Error bit in its Status register. 

Destination Bus Emr. See step three in Figure 24-32 on page 638. When 
the bridge iniflates the memory write on the destination bus, there are two pos- 
sible cases: 

CASE 1. The bridge received bad data and parity from the master on the o m -  
nating bus and it passes along the bad data and parity to the target. 

CASE 2. The bridge received good data and parity from the master on the origi- 
nating bus and it is passing it along to the target 

In Case 1, the target on the destlnatlon bus asserts PERR# (assuming that the 
Parity E m r  Response bit in the target's Command register is set to one) upon 
receipt of the bad data and parity. The bridge detects PERRd asserted by the tar- 
get. Assuming that the Parity E m r  Response bit in the appropriate bridge reg- 
ister is set to one (in the bridge's Command register if the target is on the 
primary dde, or in the Bridge Contml register if the target is on the secondary 
side), the bridge must set the Master Data Parity Error bit to one in the appro- 
priate status register (the Status register if the target is on the primary side, or 
the Secondary Status register if the target is on the secondary side). 

In Case 2, the bridge received the memory write from the bus master on the 
originating bus without a parity error, but the target then asserts PERR# when 
the transaction is attempted on the destination bus. The bridge is forced to take 
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drastic action. As far as the orlginatlng master is concerned, the data had been 
successfully wrltten to the target some time ago. In reality. the bridge took 
responsibility for delivering the write data to the target, but has now discovered 
that it wasn't able to do so successfully. 

Unfortunately, the bridge must assert SERR# (assuming that the SEW# Enable 
bit in the bridge's Command register is set to one) on the primary side and set 
the Signaled System E m r  bit in its Status register. 

Handling Master Abort 
When the bridge is acting as the bus master to pass a transaction thmugh to the 
opposite side, k's that the transaction may not be claimed by any target 
(1.e.. it ends in a Master Abort). There are a number of reasons this could occur: 

It is a configuration access during initialization time (starts at removal of 
RSTX and last for zZ5 PC1 clock cycles) and no target occupies the cumntly- 
addressed device position on the destination bus. Thls is not considered to 
be an e m r  during initialization time because the configuration software is 
probing all device positions to determine which ones are occupied and 
which are vacant. 
It is tun-time and the software is Inadvertently addressing a non-existent 
PC1 device. This is considered m be an e m .  
It is run-time and software is addressing a device that should respond but 
doesn't do so because it is broken. 

Table 24-15 on page 642 deflnes the actions taken by the bridge if a transaction it 
initiates results In a Master Abort (1.e.. DEVSEM not sampled asserted In the 
Fast, Medium. Slow, or Subtractive time slots). How the bridge handles a Mas- 
ter Abort depends on the current state of the Master Abort Mode bit in the 
bridge's Bridge Control register. The default state of this bit is zero after RST# is 
removed. 

Master-Aborts are never reported when they occur during Special Cyde trans- 
actions. 
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lable 24-15: Bridge Action On Master Abort 

Master 
Abort 
Mode 

Bit 

0 

I 

%action- 

Any form of read that $ 

not an exclusive access 
(i.e., the transaction isnZ 
locked). 

Any form of wrlte that ls 
not an exclusive access 
(i.e., the transaction isnZ 
locked). 

Any fonn of Delayed Read 
or Delayed Write. 

Lodred or un-locked 
Posted-write. 

Action Taken By Bridge If 'Ransaction Not 
Claimed 

When a read ends in a Master Abort on the destina- 
tion bus, the bridge must return all ones to the orig- 
inating master. No enur bits are set. 

When a wrlte ends in a Master Abort on the destl- 
nation bus, the bridge accepts the write data fmm 
the origi~plng master and then dlxards thedata. 
No enur bits are set. 

When the master on the originating bus next Retries 
the read, the bridge signals a %&Abort to the 
master. The bridge also sets the Received Master 
Abort bit in the Status register arsociated with the 
destination bus, as well as the Signaled 'Igget 
Abort bit in the Status register asscciated with the 
originating bus. 

In this case, the connedion with the originadng bus 
master has already been sev& so the bridge 
must assed SERRX on the primary side (assuming 
the SERRt Enable bit is set in its Command regis- 
ter). 

The originating master may have been perfonnhg 
a burst memorywrlte transaction and the transac- 
tion may still be in pmgress on the originating bus 
(i.e.. the bridge has continued to accept subsequent 
data phase write data hto i& Posted Memory Write 
Buffer). If this is the case, the spec rewmmends that 
the bridge terminate the hmsaction on the originat- 
ing bus a. soon as possible. In addition, the bridge 
must discard any remaining write data associated 
with that tramaction. 
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lirble 24-15: Brldge Actlon On Master Abort (Continued) 

Handling Target Abort 

Master 

Mode 
Bit 

X (don't 
care) 

Introduction 
A bridge acts as the target of a transaction under two circumstances: 

TransactionType 

Locked Delayed Transac- 
don that originates on the 
primary side of the bridge. 
Remember that locked 
transactions can only be 
passed thmugh a bridge in 
the downsheam dlrectlon 
0.e.. primary to semnd- 
ar~). 

CASE 1. The transaction addresses a reglster or memory within the bridge. 
The bridge may issue a Target Abort to the initiator if it is bmken or if an 
unsupported combination of byte enables is detected (i.e.. the bridge 
doesn't own all of the bytes to be accessed within the current dword). The 
spec referred to this a bridge internal error. The transaction doesn't cross 
the bridge. The bridge signals a Target Abort to the master and sets the Sig- 
naled Target Abort bit in the Status register assodated with the originating 
bus. 

CASE 2. The transaction addresses a target on the opposite side of the bridge. 
The bridge must therefore pass the transaction through the bridge. This case 
is described in the paragraphs that follow. 

Action Taken By Bridge If Transaction Not 
Claimed 

Regardless of the state of the Master Abort Mode 
bit the bridge must report a Target Abort to the 
originating master when it next repeats its tramac- 
tion. The bridge also sets the Received Master 
Abort bit in the Status register mociated with the 
destination bus, as well as the Signaled Target 
Abort bit in the Status register associated with the 
originating bus. 
This requirement is necessary m avoid potential 
deadlock mnditions. 

When a transaction addresses a target on the other side of the brldge. the man- 
ner in which the bridge deals with the transaction depends on the type of trans- 
action: 

Memory Write and Memory Write-and-Invalidate kansactions are posted in 
the bridge and complete immediately. 
Other types of transactions are treated as Delayed Transactions. 
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When the Delayed or posted transaction is performed on the destination bus. 
the target may issue a Target Abort to the bridge. The sections that foUow 
describe the bridge's actions. 

Target Abort On Delayed Wrlte Transaction 

When the bridge is performing a Delayed Transaction on the destination bus. 
the target may issue a Target Abort to the bridge in the flrst or a subsequent data 
phase of the transaction. The fouowing actions must be taken: 

The target sets the Signaled Target Abort bit in its Status register. 
The bridge seb the Received Target Abort bit in the Status register associ- 
ated with the destination bus. 
When the originating master Retries the transaction, the bridge must issue 
a Target Abort to the master tn the same data phase that incurred the error 
on the destination bus. 
The bridge also sets the Signaled Target Abon bit in the Status register 
associated with the originating bus. 

Target Abort On Posted Wrlte 

The bridge absorbs memory writes that must cross the bridge into its Posted 
Memory Write Buffer. From the perspective of the originating master, the write 
has already been completed. The bridge has assumed responsibility for deliver- 
ing the write data to the target. The bridge then performs the writes on the des- 
tination bus. The target may issue a Target Abort in the h t  or a subsequent 
data phase of the write transaction. In response to the Target Abort the bridge 
must: 

set the Received Target-Abort bit in the Status register associated with the 
destination bus. 
Assuming that the SERR# Enable bit is set in the Command register, the 
bridge must also assert SERRC on the primary side and set the System 
Error Signaled bit in the Status register. 

1.1 Discard Timer Timeout 
Refer to Figure 24-33 on page 645 and Table 24-16 on page 646. THE i. 1 BmDGE 
SPEC ADDED FOUR BIJS IN mE BRIDGE CON~ROL REGISER m A i  ARI ASSKIAED wjrn JHE 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SIDE DISCARD TIMERS: 
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The Primary and Secondary Dlscard Tlmeout bits control the amount of 
time that the bridge will wait for the originating master to Retry a Delayed 
Transaction before discarding the Delayed Completion for that transaction. 
The state of the Discard Timer Status bit indicates whether the bridge has 
discarded any orphan Delayed Completions. 
The Discard Tlmer SERRt Enable bit controls whether or not the bridge will 
assert SERRX on the primary side when it discards a Delayed Completion 
on either side. The SERR# Enable bit in the Command register must also be 
set to one in order for SERRX to be asserted on the primary side. The bridge 
must also set the Signaled SERRX bit in the Status register. 

Figure 24-33: Bridge Contml Register 

Discard Timer Status 
Sacmdaiy Discard Timean 

R'maiy Discard Timeout 

Fast B&-b@& Enable 

Master Abat Mode 

VGA Enak - 
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1.1 

nble 24-16: Bridge Conbol Register Discard Tmer Bits 

Bit 

8 

9 

10 

Description 

Primary Discard Timeout. Selects the number of PC1 clocks that the bridge 
waits for a master on the primary bus to repeat a Delayed Transaction 
request. The counter starts when the Delayed Completion (the completion of 
the Delayed Transaction on the secondary interface) has reached the head of 
the upstream queue of the bridge (i.e., all ordering requirements have been 
satisfled and the bridge is ready to complete the Delayed Transaction with 
the originating master on the primary bus). If the originating master does not 
repeat the transaction before the wunter expks, the bridge deletes the 
Delayed Transaction fmm its queue and sets the Discard Timer Status bit (see 
bit 10). The default state of this bit after reset is 0. 

0 = the Primary Discard Timer counts 215 PC1 clock cycles. 
1 = the Primary Discard Timer counts 2'' PC1 clock cycles. 

Sewndary Discard Timeout Selects the number of PC1 clocks that the bridge 
waits for a master on the secondary bus to repeat a Delayed Transaction 
request. The counter starts when the Delayed Completion (the completion of 
the Delayed Transaction on the primary interface) has reached the head of the 
downstream queue of the bridge (i.e., all ordering requirements have been 
satisfied and the bridge b ready to complete the Delayed Transaction with 
the originating master on the secondary bus). If the originating master does 
not repeat the transaction before the wunter expires, the bridge deletes the 
Delayed Transaction fmm its queue and sets the Discard Tlmer Status bit (see 
bit 10). The default state of this bit after reset is 0. 

0 = the Primary Discard Timer counts 215 PC1 clock cycles. 
1 = the Primary Discard Timer counts 21° PC1 clock cycles. 

Discard Timer Status. This bit is set to a 1 when either the Primary Discard 
T i e r  (see bit 8) or Secondary Discard T i e r  (see bit 9) expires and a Delayed 
Completion is discarded from a queue in the bridge. The default state of this 
bit after reset must be 0. Once set, this bit remalns set until it is reset by writ- 
ing a 1 to it. 

0 = no discard timer error 
1 = discard timer error 
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lhble 24-16: Brldge Control Register Discard TimerBih (Continued) 

Handling SERR# on Secondary Slde 

Bit 

11 

SERF# is strictly an input to the secondary side of the bridge interface. If the 
bridge detects SERR# asserted on the secondary side, it must set the Received 
System E m r  bit in the Secondary Status register (see Figure 24-35 on page 648). 

D d p t i o n  

Discard Timer SERRR Enable. Enables or disables the bridge's ability to 
assert SERR# on the primary bus when either the Primary Discard nmer (see 
bit 8) or Secondary Discard Timer (see bit 9) expires and a Delayed Transac- 
tion is discarded from a queue in the bridge. The default state is 0 after reset. 

0 =do not assert SEN# on the primary bus on expiration of either the Pri- 
mary Discard Timer or Secondary Discard Tlmer. 
1 = assert SERRR on the primary bus if either the Primary Diseatd Timer or 
Secondary Discard nmer expires and a Delayed Transaction is discarded 
from a queue in the bridge. The SERR# Enable bit in the Command register 
must also be set to one in order for SERRII to be asserted on the primary 
side. The bridge must also set the Signaled SERR# bit in the Status register. 

Refer to Figure 24-34 on page 647. Assuming that the SERR# Enable bit in both 
the Bridge Control and Command registers are set. the bridge must assert 
SERRR on the primary side and set the Signaled System Error bit in the Status 
register. If either bit is cleared, SERF3 is not asserted on the primary side and 
the Signaled System E m r  bit in the Status register is not set. 

Figure 24-34: Policy On  Passing Tluough Secondary SERRd To Primary Slde 

S ~ l . ~ n B d d g e ~ C o n b o L m g l . t .  -SERW on Prlmary sld. and H1 

SERR*EMbl~nCc inmMdNgIsbr  
Slgnaled SERR* In mtua reglatar 
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Figure 24-35: Secondary Soltus Register 
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Transaction 
Ordering & Deadlocks 

The Previous Chapter 
The prevlous chapter provided a detailed discussion of PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
implementation. The information is drawn from the revision 1.1 PCI-to-PC1 
Bridgehhltecture Specincation. dated December 18.1998. 

This Chapter 

This chapter focuses on the ordering rules that govern the behavior of simple 
devices as well as the relationships of multlple transactions traversing a PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge. It also describes how the rules prevent deadlocks from occuning. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter introduces the PC1 BIOS specification, revision 2.1, dated 
August 26,1994. 

Definition of Simple Device vs. a Bridge 
Assume that a master incorporates an entity (e.g.. a local processor) that per- 
forms writes to system memory arw the PC1 bus. The master can handle the 
internally-generated memory writes in one of two ways and the method it uses 
deflnes it (according to the 2.2 PC1 spec) as a simple device or as a bridge: 

Simple Device 
The 2.2 spec deAnes a simple device as any device that does not require out- 
bound write pcxiting. The internal logic is designed such that it would not be 
allowed to proceed with any other action (e.g., the update of a status register 
that can be read by masters external to the device) until the data has actually 
been written over the PC1 bus to the target memory. Generally, devices that do 
not connect to local CPUs (in other words, devices other than Host/PCI 
bridges) are implemented as simple devices. 
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Bridge 
The intemal logic is designed such that an outbound memory write is posted 
within a posted memory write buffer in the master's PC1 interface and thus, to 
the intemal logic, appears to have been completed. In reality, the write to the 
target memory location has not yet been performed on the PC1 bus. Bridges that 
connect two buses together (e.g., a PCI-to-PC1 bridge) typically exhibit this type 
of behavior. 

Simple Devices: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks 

Ordering Rules For Simple Devices 
The target and master state machines in the PC1 interface of a simple device 
must be completely independent. When acting as a target, it must not make the 
completion of any transaction that targets it (either posted or non-posted) con- 
tingent upon the prior completion of any other transaction when it is acting as a 
master. When acting as the target of a transaction, a simple device is only 
allowed to issue a retry when treating it as a Delayed Transaction, or for tempo- 
rary conditions which are guaranteed to be molved with time (i.e., a temporary 
in-bound posted memory write buffer full condition). 

The required independence of target and master state machines in a simple 
device implies that a simple device cannot internally post any outbound 
transactions. Consider the following example scenario: 

STEP 1. Assume that logic internal to the device performs a write to a memory 
location in another PC1 device. 

SrrP 2. The write is posted in an outbound posted write buffer within the 
device's master state machine to be written to memory later. 

STEP 9. Assuming (Incorrectly) that the data has already been successfulIy 
written to the external memory, logic intemal to the device then updates an 
intemal status register to indicate that this is so (but it's wongo. 

STEP 4. Another PC1 device, external to the PC1 device under discussion, then 
performs a PC1 read to read the status register in this device. 

STEP 5. If the device, acting as the target of the read transaction, pmvides the 
status register contents to the other master, it is lying to the other guy 
(because it sends a staius bit that says the data it thinks is in memory is 
fresh). In order to tell the other guy the truth, the device only has one 
option-issue a retry to the other guy and then perform the posted memory 
write. 
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This example highlights that the device's master and target state machines are 
dependent on each other, thereby defining it (according to the 2.2 specs's defini- 
tlons) as a bridge and not as a simple device. 

The simple device must wait until it completes the memorywrite transaction on 
the PC1 bus (the target memory asserts TRDY#, or signals a Master Abort or a 
Target Abort) before proceeding internally (in the example, assuming that the 
write doesn't receive a Master or target Abort, updatlng the status register). 

To increase PC1 bus performance, simple devices are shmngly encouraged to 
past inbound memory write transactions to allow memory writes targeting it 
to complete quickly. How the simple device orders inbound posted write data is 
design-dependent and outside the scope of the spec. 

Simple devices do not support exclusive (i.e., locked) accesses (only bridges do) 
I and do not use the LOCK# signal either as a master or as a target Refer to 

"Locking" on page 683 for a discussion of the use of LOCK# in bridge devices. 

Deadlocks Associated With Simple Devices 
The following are two examples of deadlocks that could occur if devices make 
their target and master interfaces inter-dependent. 

Scenario One 

STEP 1. Two devices. referred to as A and B, simultaneously start arbitrating for 
bus ownership to attempt I 0  writes to each other. 

STEP 2. Device A is granted the bus fmt and initiates its I 0  write to device B 
(device B is the target of the bansaction). Device B decodes the address/ 
command and asserts DEVSELX. 

SfEP 3. Assume that, when acting as a target, device B always terminates trans- 
actions that target it with Retry until its master state machine completes its 
outstanding requests (in this case, an I 0  write). 

STEP 4. Devlce B is then granted the bus and initiates its I 0  write to device A. 
STEP 5. If device A responds in the same manner that device B did (i.e., with a 

Retry), the system will deadlock. 

Scenario W o  

As described in a later section ('Bridges: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks" on 
page 652), in certain cases a bridge is required to flush its posting buffer as a 
master before it completes a transaction as a target. As described in the follow- 
ing sequence. this can result in a deadlock: 
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STEP 1. A PCI-to-PC1 bridge contains posted memory wrlte data addressed to a 
downstream device (1.e.. a devlce on its secondary slde). 

I STEP 2. Before the bridge can acquire ownersMp of the secondary bus to per- 
form the write transaction, the downstream device that it intends to target 
initiates a read from main memory (in other words, the read has to mss the 
bridge from the secondary side to the primary side to get to memory). 

STEP 3. TO ensure that fresh read data is always received by any read that has to 
cross a bridge, the bridge ordering rules require that the bridge must flush 
its posted memory write buffers before the read is allowed to m s  the 
bridge. The bridge must therefore Retry the downstream agent's read. 

STEP 4. The bridge then performs the posted write to the downstream device 
on the secondary bus. 

STEP 5. If the downstream device is designed in such a fashion that its target 
and master state machines are inter-dependent, it wffl lssue a Retry in 
response to the bridge's posted write attempt and then re-issue its previ- 
ously-attempted read. 

Slo 6. The bus is deadlocked. 

Since some PCI-to-PC1 bridge devices designed to earlier versions of the PC1 
spec require that their posted memory write buffers be flushed before startlng 
any non-posted transaction, the same deadlock could occur if the downstream 
device makes the acceptance of a posted write contingent on the prior comple- 
tion of any non-posted transaction. 

Bridges: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks 

Introduction 
When a bridge accepts a memory write into its posted memory write buffer. the 
master that initiated the write to memory considers the write completed and 
can initiate additional operations (1.e.. PC1 reads and writes) before the target 
memory location actually receives the write data. Any of these subsequent 
operations may end up completing before the memory write is finally consum- 
mated. The possible result: a read the programmer intended to occur after the 
write may happen before the data is actually written. 

In order to prevent this from causing problems, many of the PC1 ordering rules 
require that a bridge's posted memory write buffers be flushed before permit- 
ting subsequently-issued transactions to proceed. These same buffer flushing 
rules, however, can cause deadlocks. The remainder of the PC1 transaction 
ordering mles prevent the system buses from deadlocking when posting buffers 
must be flushed. 
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Bridge Manages Bi-Directional Traffic Flow 
Refer to Figure 25-1 on page 653. A bridge manages traffic flow between two 
buses. In the figure, the processor-to-PC1 brldge manages traffic flow between 
the processor bus and PC1 Bus 0, while the PCI-to-PC1 bridge manages tdT lc  
flow between PC1 Bus 0 and PC1 bus 1. Although the bridge ordering rules hold 
true for both types of bridges, this chapter focuses on the ordering of transac- 
tions that cross a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. The typical PCI-to-PC1 bridge incorporates 
two sets of posted memory write buffers: 

a posted memory write buffer that absorbs memory writes initiated on its 
primary side that target memory devices residing on the secondary side. 
a posted memory write buffer that absorbs memory writes initiated on its 
secondary side that target memory devices residing on the prlmary side. 

In addition, the bridge handles transactions other than memory writes initiated 
on both sides as delayed transactions (see "Delayed Tmmacthns" on page 86). 

The PC1 2.2 spec Incorporates a set of rules to govern the behavior of the bridge 
to ensure that operations appear to occur in the correct order (from the pro- 
grammer's perspective) and to prevent deadlocks from occurring. 

Figure 25-1: System Wth PCI-tePC1 Brfdge 
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ProducerlConsumer Model 

The ordering rules defined in the PC1 spec ensure that the Pmducer/Consumer 
Model works correctly (refer to Figure 25-2 on page 658). The Pmducer/Con- 
sumer model is a common methodology that two bus masters might use to 
communicate with each other. Consider the following example scenario: 

STEP 1. A network adapter begins to receive a swam of compressed video data 
over the network and performs a burst memory write transaction to place 
the stream of compressed video data into a Data buffer in memory (in other 
words the network adapter is the Pmducer of the data). 

STEP 2. The Producer performs a memory write to set an indkator (or Flag) in 
a memory location (or a register) to indicate that the data needs to be pro- 
cessed. 

STEP 9. The Pmducer then proceeds to periodically perform a memory read 
from a Status location to see If data processing has been completed by the 
other bus master (the Consumer). Thls location typically contains zero until 
the other bus master completes the data processing and writes the comple- 
tion status into it. 

STEP 4- Another PC1 master (referred to as the Consumer) periodically per- 
forms a memory read from the Flag location to see If there's any data to be 
processed. In thIs example. the other bus master is a video decompressor 
that will decompress the data and display i t  

STCP 5. When it sees that the Flag has been set by the Pmducer, it performs a 
memory write to dear the Flag followed by a burst memory read transac- 
tion to read the compressed data (it wnsumes the data: hence the name 
Consumer) from the Data buffer in memory. 

31EP 6. When it is done consuming the Data the Consumer writes the comple- 
tion status into the Status memory location. It then resumes periodically 
reading the Flag location to determine when more data needs to be pm- 
cessed. 

STEP 7. The next time that the Pmduwr reads the Status. It sees that the Con- 
sumer has completed processing the Data. The Producer then performs a 
memory write to clear the Status location. 

Srrp 8. The process then repeats whenever the Pmdueer has more data to be 
processed. 

The goal of the ordering rules is that the Pmducer/Consumer model must work 
correctly no matter where the Pmducer, the Consumer, the Data buffer. the Flag 
locatlon. and the Status location are located in the system (in other words, no 
matter how they are distributed on various buses in the system). 
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Figure 25-2 on page 658 shows an example of where the various entities 
involved might be located with reference to each other. Table 25-1 on page 655 
uses R g m  25-2 on page 658 and provides a detalled description of the activity 
that occurs during each step of the process. The startup set of assumptions is as 
follows: 

The Flag location contains zero. 
The Status location contains zero. 

lhble 25-1: Detailed Descrption of Example Producer/Consumer Scenario 

Operation 

1. A network adapter beglns to receive 
a stream of compressed video data 
over the network and performs a 
burst memory write transaction to 
place the stream of compmsed 
video data into a Data buffer in 
memory (in other words the network 
adapter is the Producer of the data). 

2. The Producer sets an indicator (or 
Flag) in a memory location to indi- 
cate that the data needs to be pro- 
cessed. 

3. The Producer then proceeds to peri- 
odically perform a memory read 
from a Status location to see if the 
processing of the Data has been com- 
pleted by the other bus master. This 
location typically contains zero until 
the other bus master completes the 
data processing and writes the com- 
pletion Status. 

Description 

The memory write data is absorbed into 
the posted memory write buffer on the 
bridge's Bus One side. The data has been 
accepted by the bridge, but has not yet 
been written into the Data buffer on bus 
zero. 

Since the Producer and the Flag location 
are both on Bus One, the transaction 
doesn't have to traverse the bridge. The 
data is immediately written into the Flag 
location. 

The Producer's read of the Status loca- 
tion doesn't have to traverse the bridge 
and returns a zem value immediately. 
This tells the Producer that the Con- 
sumer has not yet finished processing 
the data from the Data buffer. 
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2ible 25-1: Detailed Description of Example Produer/Consumer Scenario (Continued) 

Operation 

4. Another PC1 master (referred to as 
the Consumer) periodically per- 
forms a memory read from the Flag 
location to see if there's any Data to 
be processed. In this example, the 
other bus master is a video decom- 
pressor that will decompress the 
data and display it. 

5. When the Consumer sees that the 
Flag has been set by the Pmducer, it 
performs a memory write to clear the 
Flag. 

6. The Consumer then performs a burst 
memory read transaction to read (or 
consume) the compressed data from 
the Data buffer in memory. 

7. When it is done consuming the Data, 
the Consumer writes the completion 
status into the Status memory loca- 
tion. 

Description 

The brldge latches the memory read. 
treats it as a Delayed Read Request 
@RR) and issues a Retry to the Con- 
sumer. The Consumer begins to periodi- 
cally Reuy the wad. In performing the 
read, the bridge must take the following 
actions to ensure that the Producer/Con- 
sumer Model works correctly: 
1. To ensure that the c o m t  read data is 

obtained, the bridge must flush its 
posted write buffer going in the same 
direction as the read. 

2. The bridge then performs the memory 
read from the Flag location. The DRR 
then becomes a DRC (Delayed Read 
Completion). 

3. The bridge flushes any posted mem- 
ory writes queued up to go to Bus 
Zero. 

4. The bridge delivers the read data to 
the Consumer the next tlme it retries 
its read from the Flag location. 

The memory write is absorbed by the 
bridge's posted memory write buffer and 
will be performed at a later time. In other 
words. the Flag is not cleared yet. 

Since the read doesn't have to traverse 
the bridge. it is performed and completes 
immediately. 

The memory write is absorbed by the 
bridge's posted memory write buffer and 
will be performed at a later time. In other 
words, the Status is not updated yet. 
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2ible 25-1: Detailed Description of Example Produer/Consumer Scenario (Continued) 

Operation 

8. The Consumer then returns to peri- 
odically reading the Flag location to 
determine when more Data needs to 
be processed. 

9. The next time that the Producer 
reads the Status. it sees that the Con- 
sumex has completed processing the 
Data. 

10. The Producer then performs a mem- 
ory write to clear the Status location. 

11. The pmcess then repeats whenever 
the Roducer has more data to be 
pmceued. 

Description 

The Consumer's next memory read of 
the Flag location has to cross the bridge, 
so it's treated as a DRR. This causes the 
previously-queued Consumer updates 
(memory writes) of the Flag and Status 
locations to be performed. The Flag read 
is then performed and returns zero. This 
is given back to the Consumer the next 
cime that it Retries the read, telling it that 
there isn't any additional Data to be con- 
sumed and processed. 

This read doesn't have to traverse the 
bridge and takes place immediately. 

This write doesn't have to traverse the 
bridge and takes place immediately. 
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Written to by Producer. 
Read from by Consumer. 

Pmduoer Data. 

Cheeks Staus. 
Clears SWus 

Set by Producer. 
Flead by Consumer, 

Cleared by hnsumer. 

General Orderlng Requirements 

Only Memory Writes Pogted 

Brldges implement posted memory write buffers going in both directions 
through the bridge and memory writes are always posted. Conflgumtion and 
10 writes are never posted in PCI-tPCI bridges (optionally, they may be in the 
host/PCI bridge) and are always handled as Delayed Writes. 

Postad Memory Wrltes Always Complete In Order 

As stated earlier, memory writes are always posted in a bridge. When previ- 
ously-posted wrltes that are moving In the same dlrectlon are subsequently per- 
formed on the destination bus, they must always be performed in p- the 
same order that they  we^ received. In other words, memory wrltes are always 
smngIy-ardd. 
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Writes Moving In Opposite Directions Have No Relationship 

Memory writes traversing a bridge in opposite directions are Uke ships passing 
in the night-they are unaware of each other and that's OK. 

Before Read Crosses Bridge, Memory Must Be Sync8d Up 

When any type of read must pass t h u g h  a bridge, the bridge must follow the 
foUowtng procedure: 

SfEP 1. The read is latched and treated as a Delayed Read Request 
STEP 2. Before performing the read on the destination bus, the bridge must per- 

form all previously-posted memory writes moving in the same direction as 
the read. 

?~TEP 3. The read can then be performed on the destination bus and be assured 
of obtaining up-to-date data. 

SfEP 4. The bridge must then perform all pasted memory writes that are mov- 
ing in the opposite direction and were pasted in the bridge prior to the initi- 
ation of the read on the destination bus. 

SrrP 5. The bridge is then permitted to source the read data to the requesting 
master the next time that it Retries its read transaction. 

This proceduxe ensures: 

that memory on the destination bus is sync'd (i.e., bmught upto-date) 
before the read is performed on the destination bus and therefore ensures 
that the read always returns fresh data. 
Additionally. it also ensures that a read of the Flag location (refer to 'Pro- 
ducer/Consumer Model" on page 654) will not see the Flag set b e h  all of 
the data written to the Data Buffer has actually arrived. 

Posted Wrlte Acceptance Cannot Depend On Master Comple- 
tlon 

Description A bridge must not refuse to accept memory write data into its 
posted memory write buffer while it's waiting to complete a non-locked bans- 
action as a master on the same bus. If it does, a deadlock may occur (for an 
example, see "Rule 7-Avoids Deadlock Between Old and New Bridges" on 
page 667). 

A bridge may refuse to accept a memory write for temporary conditions that are 
guaranteed to be resolved with tlme (e.g.. its posted memory write buffer is 
temporarily full). 
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Exception To the Rule-Master Has Locked Target. A bridge can 
make the acceptance of a memory write transaction as a target conthgent on the 
prior completion of a locked transaction as a master only if the bridge has 
already established a locked operation with its intended target. 

Delayed Transaction Ordering Requirements 

The following is a Ust of requirements that apply to Delayed Transactions: 

1. A target that uses Delayed Transactions to achieve the 16 clock flrst data 
phase completion h i t  may be designed to deal with only one Delayed 
Transaction at a time, or may employ a queueing mechanism so as to sup- 
port a number of Delayed Transactions outstanding at one time. 

2. Only non-posted transactions (i.e.. transactions other than posted memory 
writes) can be handled as Delayed Transactions. 

3. A master must repeat any transaction terminated with Rehy on the 
assumption that the target has memorized it and is treating it as a Delayed 
Transaction. 

4. If a Delayed Request is attempted on the destination bus and receives a 
Reay, the transaction must be Retried periodically until it completes on the 
destlnation bus. Before it is attempted on the destination bus, it is only a 
request and may be discarded at anytlme. 

5. When a Delayed Request has been completed on the destination bus. it is 
referred to as a Delayed Completion. The Delayed Completion can only be 
discarded under the following circumstances: 

Case 1: If it is a read from a prefetchable region (see 'What Is Prefetch- 
able Memoly?" on page 93). In this case, the read from the target didn't 
alter the contents of the target, so the data may be discarded. 
Case 2: If the master has not mpeated the transaction in 2'' clocks. It 
may then be assumed that the master is not going to repeat the transac- 
tion. For more information, refer to "Discard of Delayed Completions" 
on page 91. 

6. On a given side of a bridge, the bridge must accept all memory writes 
addressed to it as a target, even if it's receiving Retries while attempting to 
complete a transaction request as a master on the same side. 

7. Delayed Requests and Delayed Completions do not have to be performed 
in any particular order with respect to themselves or each other. 

8. Only a Delayed Write Completion can pass a posted memory write. A 
posted memory write must be given an opportunity to pass everything 
except another posted memory write. 
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9. A single master may have any number of transactions terminated with 
Retry. However, if the master requires one transaction to be completed 
before another, It cannot attempt the second one on PC1 until the Rrst one 
has completed. 

Bridge Ordering Rules 

Table 25-2 on page 662 defines the orderlng rules that must be adhered to by 
bridges. When reading the table, please note the following: 

PMW stands for posted memory wrlte. 
DRR and DRC stand for Delayed Read Request and Delayed Read Comple- 
tion, respectively. 
DWR and DWC stand for Delayed W t e  Request and Delayed Wrlte Com- 
pletion, respectively. 
The superscripts represent the Rule numbers. 
A ''yes/nom entry means it doesn't matter whether or not the operation just 
latched is performed before or after the previously-completed operation 
indicated in the column heading. The Pmducer/Consumer Model d l  
work correctly either way. - THE COLUMN 3 AND d ENRJES IN ROWS d AND 5 USED r0 READ "YES/NO" IN IHE 2.1 2 2 
SPEC AND HAYE BEEN CHANGED I 0  "YES" IN If#E 2.2 SPEC (AND R U E  6 HAS SEEN 

' 
ADDED: SEE "RUE &AVOIDS DEADIOCK BEWEEN NEW BRIDGES"0N PAGE 666). 

The sections that follow provide a detailed explanation of each of the ordering 
rules. They are referred to by the rule number (shown as superscripts) used in 
the table. 
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Table 25-2: Ordering Rules 

Rule l--Ensures Posted Memory Writes Are Strongly- 
Ordered 

A PMW that was just latched may not be performed on the destination bus 
before a previously-latched PMW moving in the same direction. When PMWs 
are performed on the destination bus, they must always be performed in the 
order that they were received. This is referred to as smng wrfte ordering. 

Rule 2--Ensures Just-Latched Read Obtains Correct Data 

A DRR that has just been latched may not be performed on the destination bus 
before a previously-latched PMW is performed on the destination bus. The 
memory write might be to the location that the DRR wants to read from and 
must be performed first in order to ensure that the read obtains the corrxt data. 

Rule 3--Ensures DWR Not Done Until All Posted Writes Done 

A DWR that has just been latched may not be performed on the destination bus 
before a previously-latched PMW is performed on the destination bus. Since the 
DWR's write was initiated after the PMW data was written to the bridge. it must 
be written to the target on the destination bus after the previously-latched PMW 
data. This ensures strong write ordering. In the Producer/Consumer example. 
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the DWR could be the Producer's write to set the Flag that indicates the data is 
all in the Data buffer. It wouldn't do to have the Flag get set before all of the data 
has actually arrived in the Data buffer. 

Rule 4--BiQlrectional Posted Writes Done Before Read Data 
Obtained 

Earller in time, a read that is being treated as a Delayed Read was completed on 
the destination bus (after posted writes moving in that direction were flrst 
flushed) and the bridge has the m d  data and completion status (i.e.. the DRC) 
ready to give to the originator the next time it retries its request. However, the 
DRC must not be given to the transaction's originator until all posted write data 
has been flushed in both directions. In other words, before presenting the DRC 
to its originator. the bridge must fist flush any posted writes that are going 
towards the bus that the originator is on. This is necessary to ensure proper 
operation of the Pmducer/Consumer Model. 

Refer to Figure 25-2 on page 658. As an example. assume that the read was orig- 
inated by the Consumer to read the Flag to see if all of the data is in the Data 
buffer ready to be processed. If the data read from the Flag were given to the 
Consumer before all of the data written towards the Data buffer by the Ro- 
ducer had actually been flushed to the Data buffer, the Consumer would think 
that all of the data is in the buffer when in fact it hadn't all arrived yet (it's still 
posted in the bridge). 

Rule -voids Deadlock Between Old and New Bridges 

Essentially, Rule 5 deals with the following scenario: 

At some earlier point in tlme, the brldge had Latched a DRR or DWR, 
but has not yet InitJated the transaction on the destination bus. The 
bridge then latches a PMW moving in the same direction. The bridge 
can perform the just-latched PMW on the destination bus before it 
initiates the Delayed Read or Write on that bus. This is necessary to 
avoid the deadlock described in the paragraphs that follow. The exam- 
ple described uses a DRR, but the same rule applies to DWR. 

A deadlock can occur when bridges that support Delayed llansactions (1.e.. 
designed to the 2.1 or 2.2. spec) are transferring data with bridges that do not 
support Delayed Transactions (1.e.. bridges designed to a pre-2.1 version of the 
PC1 spec). Refer to Figure 25-3 on page 665: 
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1. Item la-Master 1 starts a read from Target 1. It is passed through Bridge X 
and is latched by Bridge Y and treated as a DRR. Bridge Y issues a Rehy to 
Bridge X and Bridge X in turn issues a Retry to Master 1. 
Item lb-In addition. Master 3 starts a read from Target 3. It is passed 
through Bridge Z and is latched by Bridge Y and treated as a DRR. Bridge Y 
issues a Retry to Bridge Z and Bridge Z in turn issues a Retry to Master 3. 

2. Item 2a-Master 4 initiates a bunt write to Target 4 and the write data is 
posted in Bridge Z's posted memory write buffer. 
Item %--Master 2 initiates a bwst write to Target 2 and the write data is 
posted in Bridge X's posted memory write buffer. 

3. Item 3a-Bridge Y attempts its previously-latched Delayed Read and 
receives a Retry from Bridge Z because Bridge Z must dump its posted 
memory write buffer to Bridge Y before allowing the Delayed Read to mss 
Bridge Z. 
Item 3b--Bridge Y attempts its other previously-latched Delayed Read and 
receives a Retry from Bridge X because Bridge X must dump Its posted 
memory write buffer to Bridge Y before allowing the Delayed Read to mss 
Bridge X. 

4. Item la-Bridge Z starts dumping its posted write buffer to Bridge Y and 
Y's buffers become full (because Z's buffers are deeper). Y starts issuing 
Retries to Z. 
Item 4b-Bridge X starts dumping its posted write buffer to Bridge Y and 
Y's buffers become full (because X's buffers are deeper). Y starts issuing 
Retries to X. 

5. Item 5a-I€ Bridge Y doesn't dump its posted writes to Bridge X before it's 
able to complete the read that it keeps re-attempting, the system becomes 
deadlocked. 
Item 5b--If Bridge Y doesn't dump its posted writes to Bridge Z before It's 
able to complete the read that it keeps re-attempting, the system becomes 
deadlocked. 
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F & m  25-3: Example For Order@ Rule 5 
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Rule GAvoids Deadlock Between New Bridges 
g.2 lH!S RVlE WAS ADDED IN THE 2.2 PC1 SPEC. A DWC or DRC &st latched must be 

passed to the originating master when the originating master Retries its transac- 
tion without walting foryour own ques t  to complete. 

Consider the example pictured in Figure 25-4 on page 667: 

SrrP 1. Bus masters X and Y on buses 0 and 2 initiate read or write transac- 
tions. 

STEP 2- Bridges A and B latch the transactions as Delayed Requests and issue 
Retries to the respective masters. The masters repeat their respective trans- 
actions untll they have completion. 

STEP 3. As each bridge acquires ownership of bus 1, it attempts the master's 
transaction. The transaction is latched by the other bridge as a Delayed 
Request and a Retry is issued. 

STEP 4. Each of the two bridges now repeatedly Retries its respective transac- 
tion on bus 1 while it awaits completion. 

SIEP 5. Meanwhile, either bridge acquires ownership of the desthation bus 
(bus 0 or bus 2) and initiates and completes the other bridge's transaction. 
For example, assume that Bridge A acquires ownership of bus 0 and com- 
pletes Master Y's tmnsaction. Bridge A now has a Delayed Completion 
ready to pass back to Bridge B the next time Bridge B Retries its request. 

SIEP 6. If Bridge A refuses to deliver B's Completion before its able to complete 
its own outstanding Delayed Request. deadlock occurs. 
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Figure 25-4: Example For Ordering Rule 6 
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Rule 7-Avoids Deadlock Between Old and New Bridges 
To avoid deadlocks, a posted memory write must be allowed to pass a previ- 
ously-latched Delayed Completion (read or write). 

This scenario is slmilar to the one seen in the example for Rule 5 (Figure 25-3 on 
page 665) and is illustrated in Figure 25-5 on page 669. 

Bridge Y is 2.1 or 2.2-compliant (it implements posted memory write buff- 
ers and Delayed Transaction Queues). 
while Bridges X and Z are pre-2.1 bridges (they have posted memory write 
buffers, but no support for Delayed Transactions). 

BE? 1. A DRC sits at the head of the queues in both directions of Bridge Y at 
the same time. The masters that initiated the reads (Masters One and Three) 
repeat their transactions on a regular basis. In turn, the old bridges (X and 
Z) then repeat the transaction to the new bridge. 
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STEP 2. The old bridges (X and Z) each contain posted write data to be written 
through Bridge Y. 

STEP 3. Each time that the old bridge sees the master repeat the read. it must 
repeat it to the new bridge. but it cannot do so until it is successful in flush- 
ing out all of its posted write data (because the old bridge cannot let a read 
traverse the bridge until all previously-posted writes have been completed 
to Bridge Y). 

STEP 4. Eventually, the new bridge cannot accept any more posted data from 
the old bridge because its Posted Write Buffer is full (remember, it's buffer is 
smaller than the old bridge's buffer). 

STEP 5. In addition, the new bridge cannot flush its Posted Write Buffer to the 
other old bridge until it has successfully delivered the Read Completion to 
the old bridge (see "Rule 4-Bi-Dimtional Posted Writes Done Before Read 
Data Obtained" on page 663). However, the old bridge will not repeat the 
read until it has successfully completed dumping its posted memory write 
buffer to Bridge Y. 

SlcP 6. When this condition exists in both directions, we have a deadlock. 

Therefore, when a new bridge has a DRC awalting the repeat of the DRR by the 
originating master on one of its interfaces and this prevents it from dumping its 
posted write buffers through the same interface, the brldge must dump its 
posted memory writes before it is successful in delivering the Delayed Comple- 
tion. 

The same condition exlsts when a DWC sits at the head of both queues in 
Bridge Y. 
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Figure 25-5: Example For Ordering Rule 7 
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Locking, Delayed Transactions and Posted Writes 

A detailed discussion of Locking can be found in the chapter entitled 'Loddng" 
on page 683. This section focuses on how locking relates to Delayed Transac- 
tions and to posted memory writes. 

Lock Passage Is Uni-Directional (Downstream-Only) 

A PCI-to-PC1 bridge must support the passing of a locked transaciion from its 
primary to secondary side (also referred to as downstream movement), but 
must not support the passing of a locked transaction fmm its sewndary to pri- 
mary side (upstream movement). A transaction initiated on the secondary side 
attempting a lock will be passed through to the primary side, but not as a locked 
transaction (in other words, LOCK# is ignored). 

Once Locked, Bridge Only Permlts Locklng Master Access 

Once a bridge has accepted a locklng transactlon (1.e.. a memory read that uses 
the LOCK# signal to lock the bridge) and has successfully addressed and locked 
the target on the secondary bus, the bridge wlll only accept subsequent transac- 
tlons from the master that locked it. Transaction requests fmm all other masters 
on both buses wlll receive retries and will not be memorized (i.e., they are not 
treated as Delayed Transactions). 

Actions Taken Before Allowing Lock To Traverse Bridge 

If a locked transaction is initiated on the bridge's prlmary bus and the target 
resides on the bridge's secondary side. before initiating the locked transaction 
on the secondary bus the bridge: 

Must perform all previously-posted memory writes (accepted fmm the pri- 
mary bus) on the secondary bus. 
With regard to any previously-latched Delayed Requests, before initiating 
the locked transaction on the secondary bus the bridge may: 

discard any Delayed Requests previously latched (this causes no harm 
because the originathg masters will repeat the transactions and they 
can be m-memorlzed at that time). 
allow the locked transaction to be performed on the secondary bus 
before any of the Requests. 
or complete all previously-latched Requests before passing the locked 
transaction to the secondary bus. 
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After Bridge Locked But Before Secondary Target Locked 

Until the lock is established on the secondary bus. the bridge is allowed to con- 
tinue latching transactions initiated on its secondary bus. 

After Secondary Target Locked, No Secondary Side Posting 

Once the lock has been established on the secondary bus, the bridge cannot 
accept any posted memory writes initiated on its secondary bus until it has been 
unlocked by the master that established the lock on its primary side (FRAME# 
and LOCK# sampled deasserted on the same rising clock edge). 

Simplest Desigr+Bridge Resewed For Locking Master's Use 

In the simplest implementation, once lock is established on the secondary bus. 
the bridge does not accept any other transactions in either direction except for 
locked transactions initiated by the master that locked it. The bridge must cam- 
plete PMWs, DRCs. and DWCs moving toward the primary bus before allow- 
ing the locked access to complete on the primary bus. These rules are sufficient 
for deadlock free operation, but a design may be more or less restrictive as long 
as it ensures deadlock free operation. 





The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter focused on the ordering rules that govern the behavior of 
simple devices as wen as the relationships of multiple transactions traversing a 
PCI-to-PC1 bridge. It also described how the rules prevent deadlocks from 
occurring. 

This Chapter 

This chapter introduces the PC1 BIOS specitlcation, revision 2.1, dated August 
26, 1994. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter provides a detailed description of the PC1 locking mechanism 
that permits an EISA bridge to lock main memory or the hoa/PCI bridge to 
lock an EISA memory target. 

Purpose of PCi BiOS 

The OS (except for the platform-specific micro-kernel), applications programs 
and device drivers must not directly access the PC1 configuration registers. 
interrupt muting logic (see 'Interrupt Routing" on page 225), or the Special 
Cycle generation logic (see 'Software Generation of Spedal Cycles" on 
page 329). The hardware methods utilized to implement these capablllties are 
platfonn-specific. Any software that dlrectly accesses these mechanisms is 
therefore. by definition, platform-specific. This can lead to compatibility prob- 
lems (i.e., the software works on some platforms but not on others). 

Instead, the request should be issued to the PC1 BIOS. The BIOS is platform-spe- 
cillc. 11 is implemented in firmware and possibly in the OS's Hardware Abstrac- 
tion Layer (HAL). The PC1 BIOS supplies the following services: 
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Permits determination of configuration mechanism(s) supported by the PC1 
chipset (refer to "Intro to Configuration Mechanisms" on page 321). 
Permits determination of the chipset's ability to generate the PC1 Special 
Cycle ttansactlon under software control and the meehanism(s) used to do 
so. For more information, refer to 'Software Generation of Special Cycles" 
on page 329. 
Permits determination of the range of PC1 buses present in system. 
Searches for all instances of a specific PC1 device or a device that falls 
within a Class. 
Permits generation of the PC1 Special Cycle transadon (if the chipset sup- 
ports its generation under software control). 
Allows caller to get PC1 intenupt routing optlons and then to assign an 
interrupt line to a device. 
Permits read and write of a device's configuration registers. 

OS Environments Supported 

General 

Different OSs have different operational chatacterlstics (such as the method for 
defining the usage of system memory and the method utilized to call BIOS ser- 
vices). In systems based on the x86 processor family, the OS executing on a par- 
ticular platform falls into one of the followlng three categories: 

Real-mode operating system (In other words. MS-DOS). 
286 pmtected mode (God forbid!). 
386 pmtected mode. There are two flavors of 386 pmtected mode: 

the segmented model (once again, God forbid!). 
and the flat model. 

The PC1 BIOS specification deflnes the followlng rules regarding the implemen- 
tation of the PC1 BIOS and the software that calls it: 

RULE 1. The PC1 BIOS must support all of the above-mentioned OS environ- 
ments. 

RULE 2. The BIOS must preserve all registers and flags with the exception of 
those used to return parameters. 

RULE 3. Caller wUI be returned to with the state of Intenupt Flag bit in the 
EFLAGs register the same as it was on entry. 

RULE A Interrupts will not be enabled during the execution of the BIOS func- 
tion call. 
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RULE 5. The BIOS routines must be reentrant (i.e., they can be called from 
within themselves). 

RULE 6. The OS must define a stack memory area at least IKB In slze for the 
BIOS. 

RULE 7. The stack segment and code segment defined by the OS for the BIOS 
must have the same slze (16- or 32-bit). 

RULE 8. Protected mode OSs that call the BIOS using INT 1Ah must set the CS 
register to F000h. 

RULE 9. The OS must ensure that the privilege level defined for the BIOS per- 
mits interrupt enable/disable and performance of 10 instructions. 

RULE 10. Implementers of the BIOS must assume that the CS for the BIOS 
defined by the OS is execute-only and that the DS is read-only. 

Real-Mode 
Real-mode OSs, such as MS-DOS. are written to be executed on the 8088 proces- 
sor. That processor is only capable of addressing up to IMB of memory (00000h 
through FFFFFh). Using four 16-bit segment registers (CS, DS, SS, ES), the pro- 
grammer defines four segments of memory, each with a b e d  length of 64KB. 
When a program begins execution, each of the four segment registers is initial- 
ized with the upper four hex digits of the respective segment's start address in 
memory. 

The code segment contains the currently-executing program. 
the data segment defmes the area of memory that contains the data the pro- 
gram operates upon. 
the stack segment defines the area of memory used to temporarily save val- 
ues. 
and the extra data segment can be used to define another data segment 
associated with the currently-executing program. 

MS-DOS makes calls to the BIOS by loading a subset of the processor's register 
set with request parameters and then executing a software intempt instruction 
that specifies entry 1Ah in the Interrupt table as containing the entry point to 
the BIOS. Upon execution of the INT 1Ah instruction, the processor pushes the 
address of the instruction that follows the INT 1Ah onto stack memory. Having 
saved this return address, the processor then reads the pointer from entry 1Ah 
in the interrupt table and starts executing at the indicated address. This is the 
entry point of the BIOS. 

An alternative method for calling the BIOS is to make a call directly to the BIOS 
entry point at physical memory location 000FFE6Eh. Use of this method ens- 
that the caller doesn't have to wony about the 1Ah entry in the interrupt table 
having been 'hooked" by someone else. 
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286 Protected Mode (16:16) 

The BIOS specification refers to this as 16:16 mode because the 286 processor 
had 16-bit segment registers and the programmer specifies the address of an 
object in memory by defining the lbbit offset of the objea within the segment 
(code, data, stack or extra). Although the maximum size of each segment is still 
64KB (as it is with the 8088 processor), the OS programmer can set the segment 
length to any value from one to 64KB in length. When operating in Real Mode, 
the 286 addresses memoryjust Uke the 8088 with the same h e d  segment size of 
64KB and the ability to only access locations within the first megabyte of mem- 
oty space. 

When operating in Protected Mode, however, the 286 processor addresses mem- 
ory differently. Rather than containing the upper four hex digits of the seg- 
ment's physical flve-digit start address in memory, the value in the segment 
register is referred to as a Segment Selector. It points to an entry in a Segment 
Descriptor Table in memory that is built and maintained by the OS. Each entry 
in the Segment Descriptor Table contains eight bytes of information defming: 

the 24-bit start physical address of the segment in memory. In other words. 
the segment start address can be specified anywhere in the first 16MB of 
memory space. 
the length of the segment (fmm one byte through 64KB). - the manner in which the program is permitted to access the segment of 
memory (read-only, execute-only, read/wrlte, or not at all). 

Some OSs (such as Windows 3.1 when operating in 286 mode) use the segment 
capability to assign separate code, data and stack segments within the 16MB 
total memory space accessible to each program. Whenever the OS performs a 
task switch, it must load the segment registers with the set of values defming 
the segments of memory 'belonging" to the current appllcatton. 

As in the Real Mode OS environment, the BIOS is called vla execution of INT 
1Ah or by directly calhg the industry standard entry point of the BIOS (physi- 
cal memory location 000FFE6Eh). 

386 Protected Mode (16:32) 

The 386 processor changed the maximum size of each segment from 64KB to 
4GB in size. The 486. Pentium, and P6 family processors have the same maxi- 
mum segment size as the 386. In addition to increasing the maximum segment 
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size to 4GB, the 386 also introduced a 32-bit register set. permitting the pro- 
grammer to specify the 32-bit offset of an object withln a segment. The segment 
registers are still 16-bits in size. however. Rather than containing the upper four 
hex digits of the segment's physical the-digit start address in memory, how- 
ever, the value in the segment register is referred to as a Segment Selector (when 
the processor is operating in protected mode). It points to an entry in a Segment 
Descriptor Table in memory that is built and maintalned by the 0s. Each entry 
in the Segment Descriptor Table contains eight bytes of information defining: 

the 32-bit start physical address of the segment in memory. In other words. 
the base address of the segment can be specified anywhere within the over- 
all 4GB of memory space. . the length of the segment (from one byte thmugh 4GB). 
the manner in which the program is permitted to access the segment of 
memory (read-only, execute-only, read/write, or not at all). 

Some operating systems (such as Windows 3.1 when operating in 386 Enhanced 
Mode) use the segment capability to assign separate code, data and stack seg- 
ments within the 4GB total memory space accessible to each program. When- 
ever the OS performs a task switch, it must load the segment registers with the 
set of values defining the segments of memory "belongingm to the current appli- 
cation. In the PC1 BIOS specification, this is refemd to as 16:32 mode because 
the 16-bit segment register deflnes (indirectly) the segment start address and the 
prognunmer can use a 32-bit value to specify the offset of the object anywhere 
in the 4GB of total memory space. 

In a 32-bit OS envimnment, the BIOS is not called using INT 1Ah. In fact, if an 
applications program attempts to execute an INT instruction it rrsults in a Gen- 
eral Protection exception. Rather, the calling program executes a Far Call to the 
BIOS entry point. This implies that the entry point address is known. A subse- 
quent section in this chapter defines how the BIOS entry point is discovered. 

A much simpler memory model is to set all of the segment registers to point to 
Segment Desulptors that define each segment as startlng at physical memory 
location OOOOOOWh each with a length of 4GB. This is referred as the Flat Mem- 
ory Model. The BIOS specfication refers to this as 0:32 mode because all seg- 
ments start at location OWOOOOOh and have a 32-bit length of FFFFFFFFh (4GB). 
Since separate segments aren't defined for each program, the OS has the respon- 
sibility of managing memory and making sure different programs don't play in 
each other's space. It accomplishes this using the Attribute bits in the Page 
Tables. 
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As stated earlier, in a 32-bit OS environment the BIOS is not called using INT 
1Ah. Rather, the calling program executes a Far Call to the BIOS entry point. 
This implies that the entry is known. A subsequent section in this chapter 
defines how the BIOS entry point is discovered. 

Determining if System implements 32-bit BlOS 

Before attempting a call to a 32-bit BIOS (such as the PC1 BIOS). the 32-bit OS 
must first determine if the desired 32-bit BIOS is present and what its enhy 
point is. The BIOS specification states that the OS must scan the physical mem- 
orv area from OOOEOOOOh throueh OOOFFFFOh looklne for the 16-bvte dam struc- 
turn deflned in Table 26-1 on p&e 678. This data sh;;cture must de aligned on a 
16-byte address boundary. 

Rble 26-1: 32-Blt BlOS Data Structure 

The service directory program can be called to determine what 
services (such as PC1 BIOS services) are offered by the 32-bit 
BIOS. The author thinks of this as the BIOS librarian because it 
keeps track of what BIOSs are implemented and where they are 
located in memo 
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Determining Services 32-bit BIOS Supports 
Now that the existence and entry point of the 32-bit Service Directory Pmgram 
(the BIOS Librarian) has been established, the OS may interrogate it to deter- 
mine if the 32-bit BlOS specifically implements the PC1 BIOS. This is accom- 
plished by calling the entry point and supplying the following as input 
parameters: 

EAX = Service Identifier. To determine if the indicated service (in this case. 
the PC1 BIOS service) is supported by the 32-bit BIOS, the Service Directory 
Program performs a lookup based on the four byte Service Identifier (see 
'Determining 832-bit BIOS Supports PC1 BIOS Services" on page 679) sup- 
pUed by the caller in the EAX register. 
BL =Service Directory Function Identifier. The only one c-tly defined 
is OOh, which directs the Service Directory Program to search for the Service 
Identifier pmvlded in the EAX register. The upper three bytes of EBX are 
reserved and must be clemd to zero. 

Upon return from the call to the Senice Dirxtory Program, the register set con- 
tains the following values: 

AL contains OOh if the specified service exists. 80h 8 the specifled service 
isn't present or 81h if the Function Identifier supplied in BL isn't imple- 
mented. 
EBX contains the physical s M  address of the indicated BIOS service. 
ECX contains the iength of the indicated BIOS service. 
EDX contains the indicated BlOS service entry polnt This is an offset from 
the start address returned in EBX. 

Determining if 32-bit BIOS Supports PC1 BIOS Services 
The service identifier for the PC1 BIOS services consists of the ASCII string 
'SPCI", specifled in EAX as 49435024h. Assuming that the Service Directory 
Program call indicates that the PC1 BIOS exists, the PC1 BIOS may then be called 
by performing a Far CaU to the entry point returned in the EDX register. Before 
calling the PC1 BIOS. the OS must define the BIOS's code and data segments as 
encompassing the physical address range returned in EBX and ECX. The code 
and data segments must have the same start address. The OS must set up the 
BIOS's privilege level to permit I 0  operations and it must define a stack area for 
the BIOS that is at least IKB in size. BIOS writers must assume that the OS 
defines the code segment as execute-only and the data segment as read-only. 
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Calling PC1 BIOS 
As stated earlier in this chapter, the 16-bit PC1 BIOS is called by either executing 
an INT 1Ah instruction or directly by calling the PC1 BIOS at physical memory 
location OOOFFEGEh. The 32-bit BIOS is called by performing a Far Call. 

In both cases, the caller must k t  load the required request parameters into the 
processor's register set. On entry, 

the AH regtster must contain the PC1 function ID of Blh. 
The AL register must contain the PC1 sub-function identifier. 

Table 26-2 on page 681 identifies the input parameters for the Mlious w e s  of 
PC1 function calls. On exlt, the state of the carry flag indicates the general suc- 
cess or failure of the call. The BIOS spedflcation contains a detailed description 
of each of these function calls. Since they m clearly described in the specifica- 
tion, duplication of that information is not contained in this chapter. 

PC1 BIOS Present Call 
Prior to calling the PC1 BIOS. AH is set to Blh (ID of the PC1 BIOS) and AL to 
Olh. On return, the register set contains the following values: 

EDX contains the ASCII character string ' PCI", with DL = 'P". DH = 'C". 
the byte above DH = 'I", and the upper byte of EDX set to the ASCII space 
character. 
AH =OOh. 
AL contains the information in Figure 26-1 on page 681. 
BH = BIOS major version in BCD. 
BL = BIOS minor version in BCD. 
CL - the number of the last PC1 bus in the system. 

* Carry bit is cleared if BIOS present, set if it's not. 

The programmer is only assured that the PC1 BIOS is present if EDX, AL and 
the carry flag contains the indicated information. 
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Figure 26-1: AL Contents Mer  BIOS Present Call 

7 ( 1 5 4 3  2 1 0  

-to I if host/PCl bridge uwr  wmlgura(bn mchnlsrn #I 
Set to I if host/PCI brldge u w  eonflgurstbn mchnlarn R 

eserwd 
%to I if spacial cyds supported vla wnflgmguntion mhanlrm #I 
Set to I if spacial cyds supportad vla wntlguralon mhanlrrn R "". Reserved 

'Ibble 26-2: PCIBIOS Function Request Codes 

Function Request 

PC1 function ID. 

Test for PC1 BIOS present. 

Find PC1 device using Vendor IDiDwice ID. Can flnd all instances 
of a device in the system using the device's Vendor and Device IDS 
as search criteria. If an instance of the devioe is found, the physical 
location is returned (Bus, Device and Function numbers). These val- 
ues can then be used as input parameters to the configuration read 
and write BIOS functions to access the device's configuration regis- 
ters. 

Find PC1 class mde. Can flnd all instances of devices ln the system 
with the indicated Class Code using the specifled Class Code as 
search criteria. If an instance of the device is found, the physical 
location is returned (Bus. Device and Function numbers). These val- 
ues can then be used as input parameters when making PC1 BIOS 
function callas to request configuration read and write accesses to 
the device's configuration registers. As an example of usage, this 
function would be used to scan for a VGA-compatible interface to 
be used as the boot display device. 

AH 
Value 

Blh 

Blh 

Bl h 

Blh 

AL 
Value 

Olh 

02h 

03h 
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% M e  262: PCI BIOS Function Request Codes (ContlnuecO 

Fundion Request 

Generate Spedal Cyde 'Ttansaction. Used to generate a PC1 Special 
Cyde transaction to send the programmer-specified message to all 
devices on the indicated bus. Note that this function is not imple- 
mented if the chipset does not support generation of Special Cyde 
transactions under software control. 

Read con8guration byte. 

Read configuration word. 

Read configuration doublewmd. 

Write configuration byte. 

Write configuration word. 

Write configuration doubleword. 

Get lntenupt Routing Options. Used to discover the manner in 
which interrupts from PC1 devices can be muted to system inter- 
rupt request lines. Routing information is returned in a data struc- 
ture that ldentifles the IRQ muting information for each PC1 device 
or slot This data structure has the same format as that of the "Inter- 
rupt Routing Table" on page 233 (in fact, it's the same table). Note 
that neither this function call nor the one in the next row of this 
table are supported if the chipset does not implement a pmgramma- 
ble interrupt muter. 

Set (assign) PC1 i n t m p t .  Used to mute a device's PC1 interrupt 
request line to the specified system interrupt request h e .  

AH 
Value 

Bl h 

Blh 

Blh 

Blh 

Blh 

Blh 

Blh 

Blh 

Blh 

AL 
Value 

06h 

08h 

09h 

OAh 

OBh 

OCh 

ODh 

OEh 

OFh 



27 Locking 
The Previous Chapter 

The previous chapter introduced the PC1 BIOS speclflcation. revision 2.1, dated 
August 26.1994. 

This Chapter 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the PC1 locklng mechanism that 
permits an EISA bridge to lo& main memory or the host/PCI bridge to Lock an 
EISA memory target. 

The Next Chapter 

The next chapter describes the h u e s  that differentiate CompactPCI from PCI. 
This includes mechanical, electrical and software-related issues. CompactPC1 is 
p a n t e d  as described in the 2.1 CompactPCI spedfication. PMC devices are 
also described. 

2.2 Spec Redefined Lock Usage 2.2 
THIS CHAPER HAS BEEN RENAMED AND REWRJTJEN TO REFIECr A M A W R  CHANGE IN WE 
2.2 SPEC. IN WE EARLIER VERSIONS O F  WE SPEC lr WAS PERMISSIBLE FOR A P C 1  MASER 
r0 ISSUE A LOCKED MANSACNON SHIES r0  LOCK A PCIMEMORY IARGEL BUS MASERS 
ARE NO LOWER ALIOWED 10 ISSUE IOCKED TRANSACMNS AND A PCIMEMORY 1ARGEr 
MUSr NO LONGER HONOR A REQUEST r O  IOCX ImSELF. These are the basic rules that 
define use of the locking mechanism: 

RULE 1. Only the hostPC1 bridge is now permitted to initiate a locked trans- 
I action series on behalf of a processor residing behind it. 

RULE 2. A PCI-to-PC1 bridge is only permitted to pass a lodced transaction 
from its primary to secondary side. In other words, the bridge only passes 
through locked transactions that are moving outbound from the pnxessor 
towards an expansion bus bridge further out in the hierarchy (e.g., an EISA 
bridge). 
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RULE 3. An expansion bus bridge (such as a PCI-to-EISA bridge) acts as the 
target of locked transactions and can optionally initiate them when target- 
ing main memory behind the host/PCI bridge. For this reason, the host/ 
~ f i  bridge must honor LOCK# as an input from the EISA bridge. 

RULE & LOCK# is implemented as an sustained tri-state input pin on a PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge's primary side and as a sustained tri-state output pin on its sec- 
ondary side. 

RULE 5. The first transaction of a locked transaction series must be a memory 
read (to read a memory semaphore). 

Scenarios That Require Locking 

General 

The following sections describe the only drcumstances under which the PC1 
loddng mechanism may be used. 

EiSA Master initiates Locked Transaction Series Tar- 
geting Main Memory 

If a PCI-to-EISA bridge is present in the system, there may be a master on the 
EISA bus that attempts locked transaction series with main memory. In this 
case, the EISA master may start a transaction on the EISA bus that targets main 
memory and it may assert the EISA LOCK# signal. In this case, the PCI-toEISA 
bridge would have to initiate a PC1 memory transaction with the PC1 LOCK# 
signal asserted. This is permissible. 

However, if the bridge is not on the PC1 bus that is also connected to the host/ 
PC1 bridge, although the transaction will be successful in addressing main 
memory, it will not be successful in locking it. The transaction generated by the 
EISA bridge will make it through a PCI-to-PC1 bridge, but not with LOCK# 
asserted. This is because PCI-to-PC1 bridges only pass a lock through from the 
primary to the secondary side of the bridge, and not in the opposite direction. 

In order to succe~sfuUy lock main memory, the PCI-to-USA bridge must be 
located directly on the same PC1 bus that the hosWPCI bridge is attached to. 
The EISA bridge's assertion of the PC1 LOCK# signal is then directly visible to 
the host/PCI bridge. 
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Processor Initiates Locked Transaction Series Tar- 
geting EISA Memory 

It is possible that an EISA device drlver uses a memory semaphore that resides 
in memory on an EISA card. If this is the case. when the processor executing the 
driver code inltlates a locked Read/Modlfy/Write operation to read and update 
the semaphore, the host/PCI bridge must utlllze the PC1 locking mechanism (as 
defined later in thls cha~tcrl to lock the EISA bus when ~erformlnn the accesses ., 
on the PC1 and EISA buies.' 

Possible Deadlock Scenario 

Refer to Figure 27-1 on page 687. A deadlock can occur under the following dr- 
cumstances: 

CLOCK I. The processor initiates an &byte read from the PC1 memory-mapped 
I 0  target on Bus One. 

CLOCK 2. To servlce the request the host/PCI bridge initiates a PC1 burst mem- 
ory read transaction to perform a two data phase read from the 32-bit PC1 
memory-mapped I 0  target. 

CLOCK 3- The memory-mapped I 0  target resides on the other side of a PCI-to- 
PC1 bridge. so the PCI-to-PC1 bridge acts as the target of the transaction. It 
initiates a burst memory read from the memory-mapped I 0  target on Bus 
One. 

CLOCK & The memory-mapped I 0  target transfers the first dword to the PCI- 
to-PC1 bridge. but then issues a disconnect to the bridge without transfer- 
ring the second dword. The disconnect could have been because the target 
could not access the second dword within eight PC1 dock cycles. 

CLOCK 5. The PCI-to-PC1 bridge in turn issues a disconnect to the host/PCI 
bridge. 

CLOCK 6. Before the host/PCI bridge can re-initiate the memory read to get the 
second dword from the memory-mapped I 0  device, the PCI-to-PC1 bridge 
accepts posted memory write data that must be written to main memory 
(which is behind the host/PCI bridge) from the bus master on its secondary 
side. 

CLOCK 7. The host/PCI bridge then reinitiates Its memory read transaction to 
fetch the second dword. The PCI-to-PC1 bridge receives the request, memo- 
rizes it, issues a retry to the host/PCI bridge and treats it as a Delayed Read 
Request. 
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CLOCK 8. As per the transaction ordering rules. the PCI-to-PC1 bridge cannot 
allow the memory read to mss onto the secondary side until it has flushed 
any previously-posted memory writes that are going towards its secondary 
side. This is to ensure that the read receives the correct data. 

CLOCK 9. After any posted writes are completed on its secondary side, the 
bridge performs the memory read to obtain the second dword from the 
memory-mapped I 0  device on its secondary slde. If the host/PCI bridge 
should retry the read request, it receives a retry. 

CLOCK 10- The PCI-to-PC1 bridge now has the requested dword in a buffer. It 
cannot allow the host/PCI bridge's mad to complete, however, until it has 
first performed any previously-posted memory writes to main memory, In 
other words, a read is not allowed to complete on its originating bus until 
all previously-posted writes moving in both dirrctions have been com- 
pleted. 

CLOCK 11. When the PCI-to-PC1 bridge attempts to perform the memorywrite 
to main memory, the hmt/PCI bridge issues a retry to it (because it wU not 
accept any write data for main memory until the second half of its outstand- 
ing PC1 memory read completes). 

The result is a deadlock. Every time that the host/PCI bridge re-initiates Its read 
request it receives a retry from the PCI-to-PC1 bridge. In turn, the PCI-toPC1 
bridge receives a re@ each time that it attempts to dump its posted memory 
write buffer to memory. 

This dilemma is solved by having the h d C I  bridge start the initial memory 
read as a locked transaction (in case the target resides behind one or more PCI- 
to-PC1 bridges). It is a ~ l e  that a PCI-to-PC1 bridge must turn off wrlte p t i n g  unbll 
a locked operation completes. In the scenario just described, the bridge will not 
accept any posted write data on its secondary side until the e n t h  read has com- 
pleted and LOCK# has been deasserted. 
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PC1 Solutions: Bus and Resource Locking 

LOCK# Signal 

The PC1 bus locking mechanism is implemented via the PC1 LOCK# signal. 
There L only one LOCK# signal and only one master on a PC1 bus can use it at a 
t h e  (and that master must be the hos@CI bridge or the s m d a r y  side in tehce  ofa 
PCI-bPCI mdge). This means that only one master may perform a locked trans- 
action series during a given period of time. The LOCK# signal is a sustained tri- 
state signal. As with all PC1 sustained tri-state signals, the system board 
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designer (or add-in card designer if the PC1 bus resides on an add-in card) is 
required to provide a pullup resistor on the LOCK# signal. When not in use. the 
state of LOCK# is therefore deasserted. 

LOCK# is both an input to and an output from the host/PCI bridge. 
LOCK# is an input to the primary side of a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. 
LOCK# is an output from the secondary side of a PCI-to-PC1 bridge. 
LOCK# is both an input to and an output from a PCI-to-EISA bridge 

Bus Lock: Permissible but Not Preferred 
When a PC1 bridge initiates a locked transaction series, the bus arbiter can 
optionally sample LOCK# asserted and could refuse to grant the bus to any 
other master until so instructed by the bus master (by its release of the LOCK# 
signal). 

PC1 permits this implementation wherein LOCK# is sampled by the arbiter. The 
PC1 bridge initiates the memory read (the flrst transaction must be a memory 
read-to read a semaphore) and asserts LOCK#. When the PC1 bus arbiter sam- 
ples LOCK# asserted by the bridge, it recognizes this as a request for exclusive 
bus ownership. Assuming that the f ist  data phase of the memory read transac- 
tion completes normally (no Target Abort or Retry Issued by the target), the 
bridge may assume that no other bus master will be able to access the addressed 
memory target untll it completes the update of the semaphore (with a subse- 
quent memory write). After completion of the read and while the requester (the 
processor, or an EISA bus master) is internally testing the state of the semaphore 
it read, the bridge continues to assert the LOCK# signal (even though it's not 
currently using the bus). 

While LOCK# remalns asserted, the arbiter ignores PC1 bus requests from all 
masters other than the bridge that established the lock. The arbiter knows 
which master established the lock because each master has a dedicated REQ#/ 
GNT# signal pair and it knows which master asserted LOCK# when it was 
granted bus ownership. 

When the master that established the lock later requests ownership of the PC1 
bus again to perform the memory write to update the semaphore, the arbiter 
grants it the bus (in aU probability, it had probably parked ownership on that 
master). The bridge performs the memory write and then releases the LOCK# 
signal when it returns the bus to the idle state. This instructs the arbiter to cease 
the bus lock. It also instructs the memory target to unlock itself. A PC1 target (a 
PCI-to-PC1 bridge, EISA bridge. or posslbly a host/PCI bridge) that is locked 
unlocks itself whenever it detects FRAME# deasserted with LOCK# d-erted. 
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In the event that the master reads the semaphore and determines that it has 
already been set to a non-zero value by another master. it just ceases to assert 
the LOCK# signal (and the target-and any bridges that the transaction had to 
traverse--unlocks itself when it detects FRAME# and LOCK# deasserted). 

The bus lock implementation impedes other masters from using the PC1 bus to 
prevent anyone from accessing the small area of the memoly target that the 
semaphore resides in. For this reason. this approach is considered to be less than 
optimal. The next section describes the preferred approach, resource locking. 

Resource Lock: Preferred Solution 

introduction 

The PC1 bus implements a signal (LOCK#) that a bridge uses to prevent the 
problems described earlier. When the Rnal access of the locked transaction 
series has been completed, the bridge indicates that it no longer requires exclu- 
sive ownenhip of the target by deasserting LOCK# when it returns the bus to 
the idle state. During the locked period, non-exclusive accesses (those that do 
not require use of the LOCK# signal) are permitted to occur on a locked PC1 bus 
(as long they do not have to cross a locked PCI-to-PC1 bridge). No accesses are 
permitted to mu a locked bridge. 

Detennlning Lock Mechanism Avaliabiilty 

There is only one PC1 LOCK# signal line and it may only be used by one device 
at a time. If a bridge wishes to use the LOCK# signal to reserve a target for 
exclusive access. it must t h t  determine that the LOCK# signal is not already in 
use by another master. This is accomplished in the following manner: 

Do not assert REQ# if LOCK# is currently asserted. 
If FRAME# and LOCK# are sampled deasserted, the locklng resource is 
available. The bridge may assert its REQ#. 
While waiting for GNT#. the bridge must continue to monitor LOCK#. If 
LOCK# is sampled asserted, the bridge deasserts its REQ# (because another 
master has already started using LOCK#). 
When the bridge samples bus idle (FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted) and 
LOCK# deasserted, it has acquisition of the bus and of the LOCK# signal. It 
may start the h t  msaction of its locked transaction series. 

The same rules apply for establishing a bus lock 
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Establishing Lock 
Figure 27-2 on page 692 illustrates the process of gaining exclusive ownership of 
a target. The access that establishes the lock on the target (in other words, the 
h t  transactlon of the locked transaction series) must be a memory read. The 
specification states that the bridge may only access the target that it has locked 
(no other targets) for the duration of the locked transaction series. This rule 
exists to ensure that the bridge accomplishes its locked transaction series in an 
expeditious fashion so as to have minimal impact on other masters that may 
need to use the locking mechanism or that may need to cmss a locked bridge. 

Assume that a bridge wishes to perform a locked transaction series. When the 
bridge has established that the LOCK# signal is not currently in use (see -Deter- 
mining Lock Mechanism Availability" on page 689) by another bridge. it asserts 
REQ# to the arbiter to request access to the bus. While waiting for the grant 
(GNTX), the bridge must continue to monitor the LOCK# signal. If LOCK# is 
sampled asserted, another master has gained ownership of LOCK# and the 
bridge must deassert REQ# until LOCK# is available. 

CLocK 1. Assuming that the bridge has acquired ownership of the bus (its 
GNT# is asserted and the bus is idle), the bridge initiates the transfer at the 
start of clock one by asserting FRAMEC, leaving LOCK# deasserted to 
request the lock (this sounds contradictory, but continue reading), and driv- 
ing the address and command type (memory read) onto the AD bus and the 
Command/Byte Enable lines, respectively. 

CLOCK 2. The target latches the address and command and samples LOCK# 
deasserted at the rising-edge of clock two. It proceeds wlth the address 
decode. 
THE bridge asserts LOCK# during clock two to instruct the target to stay 
locked after this tmnsaction completes. 
THE bridge asserts LOCK# at the rising-edge of dock two to maintain the 
lock past the end of this bansaction. 
FRAME# is deasserted because the brtdge is ready @RDY# asserted) to 
complete the last (and only) data phase of the transactlon. 

CLOCK 3. The target decodes the address and asserts DEVSELC and TRDY# 
during clock three (medium speed decoder). It also "remembers" that 
LOCK# was sampled deasserted at the end of the address phase. This 
instructs the target to lock itself. In fact, the target will only lock itself if the 
flrst data phase of the transaction completes successfully (the lock is for- 
mally established at the successful completion of the flrst data phase). If the 
flrst data phase doesn't complete successfully (for example, the target issues 
a Retry because it cannot complete the access yet), the bridge has not gained 
exclusive ownership of the target. It must terminate the transaction, release 
LOCK#, and try again later. 
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CLOCK & At the rising-edge of dock four, the flrst (and only) data item is a v d -  
able for transfer (IRDYX and TRDY# are asserted) and the bridge reads the 
data from the target. The successful completion of the data phase formally 
establishes the target lock. In this example, the bridge was only transferring 
one data item, so the transaction is terminated during clock four (IRDYX, 
DEVSELW and TRDY# are deasserted). 

CLOCK 5. The bridge continues to assert LOCK# to indicate that LOCK# is now 
in use. The target samples LOCK# asserted and FRAME# deasserted on the 
risingedge of clock five. This target is now locked and cannot be accessed 
by any other master. While the lock is in force, if it's a PCI-to-PC1 bridge it 
will not accept any transaction requests hom either side except from the 
master that locked it. The target remains Locked until it samples LOCK# and 
FRAME# deasserted on a rising-edge of the clock. 

The EISA bridge is the only device capable of establishing a lock on main mem- 
ory and, in order to do this. the EISA bridge must be located on the PC1 bus that 
is attached directly to the host/PCI bridge. This is because PCI-to-PC1 bridges 
wlll not pass a lock upsweam towards main memory. 

At a minimum, the memory controller locks the 16 byte-aligned memory block 
that was addressed in the address phase. The main memory controller can be 
designed to lock anything from the paragraph (16 byte block) that contains the 
semaphore up to the entire memory target The optimum would be to lock just 
the paragraph. Other masters that don't require the locking mechanism could 
then successfully access locations outside the bounds of the locked region wMle 
the lock is still in force. If the target of the locked transaction series is beyond a 
PCI-to-PC1 brldge or an ElSA bridge, the bridge is locked. 

When a target (or a portion of it) has been locked, the target must only permlt 
the master that established the lock to access the locked device (or region, if it's 
main memory). Any attempt by any other master to access the locked device or 
main memory region must mult  in a Reny to the master. 
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Ffgun 27-2: Establishing & Lock 

' I '  

Locked Bridge Cannot Accept Accesses From Elther Slde 

A locked bridge cannot accept any new transaction requests (exclusive or non- 
exclusive) from either side except from the master that owns the LOCK# signal 
on the primary side of the bridge. 

Unlacked Targets May Be Accessed by any Master On Same 
PC1 Bus 

During the period of time that a target is locked, masters that don't require use 
of the locking signal (to perform a locked transaction series) can successfully 
acquire the bus and perform transfers with unlocked targets (including 
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unlocked portions of main memory if the master is on the same PC1 bus as the 
host/PCI bridge). A locked target refuses (Retries) access attempts withln its 
locked area that are initiated by other masters. but permits access attempts by 
the master that locked it. 

Access to Locked Target by Master Other than Owner: Retly 

Flgure 27-3 on page 694 illustrates an attempt by a master other than the one 
who locked it to access a locked target The master performing this bus transac- 
tion is not performing a locked transaction series, so it is not required to sample 
LOCK# prior to assuming bus ownership. The illustration shows the LOCK# 
signal being held asserted by the master that locked the target. 

Crom 1. The m e n t  master initiates the transfer attempt at the start of clock 
one by asserting FRAME# and drivlng the address i d  the command onto 
the AD and Command/Ryte Enable buses, respectively. The LOCK# signal 
is stlll asserted by the master that read the semaphore h m  memory at an 
earlier point in time. 

CLOCK 2. The target latches the address, command and the state of the LOCK# 
signal at the rising-edge of clock two and begins the address decode. 
THE initiator deasserts FRAME# during clock two, indicating that the last 
(and only) data phase is in progress. 

CLOCK 3. When the target decodes its address, it asserts DEVSEL# in dock 
three to claim the transaction. 
IT has also determined that the master attempting to access it is not the one 
that locked it. The master that locked it would have demonstrated its con- 
trol of the LOCK# signal by deassertlng LOCK# during the address phase. 
The locked target must therefore reject the access by issuing a Retry to the 
current master. STOP# is asserted along with DEVSELt, and TRDYt stays 
deasserted. Thls combination indicates that the initiator is to stop the trans- 
action on the current data phase (STOP# asserted) with no data transferred 
(TRDY# deasserted) and that the initiator is to Retry the transaction again 
later @EVSEL# asserted, indicating that it's not a Target Abort). 

CLOCK 4. When the initiator samples STOP# and DEVSELt asserted and 
TRDYt deasserted at the rising-edge of clock four, it terminates the transac- 
tion without a data transfer and will reattempt the access later. For more 
information on retry, refer to "Retry" on page 189. 
THE initiator then deasserts IRDY#, returning the bus to the idle state. 
THE target deasserts STOP# and DEVSELb. 



Continuation andlor End of Locked Trrrnsactlon Series 

Figure 27-4 on page 696 illustrates the continuation and/or the end of a locked 
transaction series. In this example, a bridge had accessed the target earlier (to 
perform a read) and locked it for its exclusive use WCK# was left asserted by 
the bridge when it ended the earlier access). When the locking bridge gains bus 
ownership again (GNT# asserted by the arbiter and the bus is idle), it starts the 
next access In the locked series. 
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CLOCK I. At the smt of the transaction (the rlsingedge of dock one), the initia- 
tor asserts FRAME# and deasserts LOCK#. It deasserts LOCK# to reestab- 
Hsh its lock on the target and identlfy itself as the target's owner. 

CLOCK 2. The target latches the address, command and the state of the LOCK# 
signal at the end of the address phase (on the rising-edge of clock two) and 
begins the address decode. 
UPON decoding the address and asserting DEVSELb. the target locks Itself 
again (because LOCK# was sampled deasserted at the end of the address 
phase). 
DURING dock two, the initiator reasserts LOCK# to continue the lock 
through the end of this transaction. If the initiator left LOCK# deasserted 
during the transaction and the target were to issue a Retry for some reason. 
the master has lost control of the target. In other words, after the master ter- 
minated the transaction (due to the Retry), the target would sample 
FRAME# and LOCK# deasserted, instructing the target to unlock itself. 

CLOCK 3. The data is written into the memory semaphore (or is accepted into 
an intervening bridge's posted memory write buffer) at the rising-edge of 
clock three when TRDY# and IRDYX are both sampled active. 
THE initiator and target release IRDY# and TRDY#, respectively. 
IF the master must maintain the lock on the target for one or more addi- 
tional accesses, I t  contlnues to assert LOCK# after the end of the transadon. 
IF, on the other hand, the master has completed its locked series of accesses 
to the target, it releases LOCK# at the end of the cumnt transaction. When 
the target samples FRAME# and LOCK# both deasserted (on clock four in 
the example), it clears its lock. 
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F i g m  274: Find 'Ifansactian aftbe SerI= and Redease &Lock 

Use of LOCK# with -bit Addressing 

Ladring works the same with Dual-Address Command (DCA) tmnsactions as 
those that use a single address phase. LOCK# is deasserted during the k t  
address phase and asserted during the second. 

Locklng and Delayed Transactions 

For additional information regarding locking and Delayed Transactions, refer to 
*Locking, Delayed Transactions and Posted Writes" on page 670. 
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Summary of Locking Rules 

Implementation Rules for Masters 

Any master that implements locking capability must adhere to the following 
rules: 

RULE 1. The master may only access a single target for the duration of the lock. 
Thls rule exlsts to force masters to expeditiously return a locked resource to 
the available state. 

RULE 2. The first transaction of a locked transactions series must be a memory 
read (to read the semaphore from memory). 

RULE 3. Lock must be asserted durlng the dock immediately fouowing the 
address phase and must be kept asserted after the transaction has con- 
cluded (in order to keep the target locked). 

RULE A The LOCK# signal must be deasserted if the Brst data phase ends in a 
Retry. In thts case, the master has not locked the target. Other masters can 
successfully access it. 

RULE 5. LOCK# must be deasserted whenever a aansactlbn is terminated by a 
target abort (in any data phase). This basically indicates that the target is 
broken or can never complete the access. 

RULE 6. LOCK# must also be deasserted if the transaction is terminated by a 
Master Abort (no target has responded). 

RULE 7. LOCK# must be deasserted for at least one idle cycle between consecu- 
tive locked transaction series. 

Implementation Rules for Targets 

PC1 memory targets that support locking must adhere to the following rules: 

RULE 1. The target of a transaction locks itself when LOCK1 is sampled deas- 
serted at the end of the address phase and is then asserted in the clock 
immediately following the address phase. 

RULE 2. Once a target is locked, the target must remain locked until it samples 
both FRAME# and LOCK# deasserted regardless of how the transaction is 
terminated. 

RULE 3. During the locked period, a bridge is not allowed to accept any new 
requests on either side (primary or secondary) unless the request is initiated 
by the owner of LOCK#. 
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PMC 

The Previous Chapter 

The prrvious chapter provided a detailed desaiption of the PC1 locklng mecha- 
nism that permits an EISA bridge to lock main memory or the hwt/PCI bridge 
to lock an EISA memory target. 

This Chapter 

This chapter describes the issues that differentlate CompactPCI from PCI. This 
includes mechanical, electrical and software-related hues.  CompactPCI is pre- 
sented as described in the 2.1 CompactPCI specification. PMC devices are also 
described. 

Why CompactPCi? 

The CompactPCI specification was developed by the PICMG (PC1 Industrial 
Computer Manufacturer's Group) and defines a ruggedized version of PC1 to 
be used in induswial and embedded applications. With regards to eleckical. log- 
leal and software funcdonalitv. it is 100% comoatlble with the PC1 standard. The 
cards are rack mounted ani'use standard iurocard packaging. CompactPCI 
has the following features: 

Standard Eumwd dimensions (complies with the IEEE 1101.1 mechanical 
standard). 
HD (High-Density) 2mm pin-and-socket connectors (IEC approved and 
Bellcore qualified). 
Vertical card-orientation to ensure adequate cooling. 
Positive card retention mechanism. 
Optimized for maximum high shock and/or vibration envimnments. 
Front panel can implement front access I 0  connectors. 
User-defined 10 pins defined on rear of the card. 
Standard chassis with multiple vendors. 
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100% compatible with standard PC1 hardware and sohare components. 
Staged pins to facilitate hot swap cards. 
Eight card slots per chassis (versus four in the typical PC platform). 

CompactPCl Cards are PClCompatlble 

CompactPCI cards must comply wlth all design mles spedfled for 33MHz PC1 
by the PC1 2.1 specUication. The CompactPCI speclllcation defines additional 
requirements and/or limitations that pertain to CompactPCl implementations. 

Basic PCllCompadPCl Comparison 

With respect to the PC1 standard. CompactPCl exhibits the characteristics in- 
duced in Table 2&1 on page 700. 

'lhble 28-1: CompactPC1 versus StandardPC1 

Item 

Compatibility 

Passive backplane envi- 
mnment 

Connector 

D e d p i i o n  

From both software and hardware perspectives, Com- 
pactPC1 is currently 100% compatible with the 2.1 PC1 
spec. It has not yet been updated to reflect the 2.2 PC1 
spec. 

No active logk. 

Shielded, 2mm-pitch, 5-row connectors defined by IEC 
917 and IEC 1076-4-101. This gas-tight. high-density 
pin-and-socket connector is available from multiple 
vendors (e.g., AMP. Framatome, Burndy, and ERNI). It 
exhibits low inductance and contmlled impedance, au- 
dal for PC1 signaling. The connector's controlled 
impedance minimizes unwanted signal reflections. 
enabling CompactPCI backplanes to implement up to 
eight connectors, rather than upper h i t  of four 
imposed in normal PCI. It incorporates an external 
metal shield for RFI/EMI shielding purposes. Staged 
power and ground pins are Included to facilitate hot 
swap implementations in the future. 
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nble 28-1: CompactPC1 m u s  Standard PC1 (Continued) 

Basic Definitions 

Standard PC1 Environment 

In a standard PC1 implementation, the FoUowing elements are Srpically all 
embedded on the system board: 

the host processor(s). 
main memory. 
the host/PCI brldge. 
PC1 bus arbiter. 
system interrupt controuer. 
embedded PC1 devices (e.g., SCSI contmller, Ethernet controller, video 
adapter). 
PC1 cardedge connectors. 
the PCI/ISA brldge. 
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The end-user adds functionality to the system by installing additional PC1 
adapter cards into the card-edge connectors. These cards can be strictly targets. 
or may have both target and bus master capability. In order to upgrade base sys- 
tem characteristics such as the host processor type or the host/PCI bridge, the 
end-user is forced to swap out the system board. This is a major cost item. In 
addition, the user must also remove the PC1 adapter cards from the old system 
board and install them in the new one. 

CompactPCI is implemented in a more modular fashion, consisting of a pas- 
sive-backplane with a system board slot and up to seven peripheral slots to 
install PC1 adapter cards. The sections that follow describe the backplane, sys- 
tem card and peripheral cards. 

Passive Backplane 

A typical passive backplane is pictured in Figure 28-1 on page 704 and contains 
no active loglc. It provides the elements listed in Table 28-2 on page 702. 

nble 28-2: Passin BackpIane Elements 

Element 

System slot 

Peripheral slots 

Staged pins 

Connector keying 

32-bit PC1 bus 

PC1 dock distribution 

Description 

One system slot to accept a system card. Implemented 
with between one and flve male connecton numbered 
PI-through-P5. 

Up to seven peripheral slots to aaept cards that act 
strictly as targets or as both a target and bus master. 
Implemented with between one and five male connec- 
tots numbered P1-thmugh-PS. 

Staged pins to fadlitate hot swap of CompactPC1 cards. 

Appmprlate connector keying for either a 5Vdc or 
3.3Vdc signaling environment. 

The 32-bit PC1 bus interconnects the system slot and 
peripheral slots. 

PC1 clock dismbution fmm the system slot to the 
peripheral slots. 
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lhble 28-2: Pasdw Backplane Elements (Continued) 

Geographical addressing 
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Figm 28-1: I).pical CompactPC1 Backplane 
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Compatibility Glyphs 

As illustrated in Figure 28-1 on page 704, a symbol (referred to as a compatibfl- 
ity glyph) must be displayed directly beneath each of the backplane connectors. 
The !I symbol indicates the system card connector, while the 0 indicates a 
peripheral card connector. The number within the glyph indicates the physical 
number of the connector on the backplane. A definition of physical versus logi- 
cal slot numbering can be found in 'Physical Slot Numbering" on page 705. 

Deflnklon of a Bus Segment 

A CompactPCI backplane may implement one or more CompactPCI bus seg- 
ments. Each bus segment represents a separate PC1 bus and consists of: 

One system slot 
One or more (up to seven) peripheral slots. 

Physical Slot Numbering 

The physical slot number of a c a d  slot identifies the position of the slot on the 
backplane. Backplane slots are numbered from one through N (where N is the 
number of the last slot on the backplane), with physical slot one located in the 
top left comer of the backplane (as viewed from the front side of the backplane). 
As an example, on a backplane that implements 16 slots, starting in the top left 
comer the slots would be physically numbered as slots 1-through-16. The phys- 
ical number of each slot must be displayed within its respective compatibility 
glyph (see Figure 28-1 on page 704). 

Logical Slot Numbering 

The physical slot number identifies the physical position of the slot on the over- 
all backplane, whereas the logical slot number identifies the slot's location 
within a specific bus segment (i.e.. a specific PC1 bus). In addition, it identlfles a 
speciflc connector within that slot position. The slot label uses the format x-Pn, 
where x represents the slot position on a PC1 bus (one-through-eight) and Pn 
represents the connector designation (each slot consists of one or more connec- 
tors labeled as P1 through P5). As an example. in Figure 28-1 on page 704. con- 
nector P1 in logical slot seven is labeled as "7-PI." 
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As another example, on a backplane that implements two CompactPCI bus seg- 
ments of eight slots each, the slots are physically numbered as 1-thmugh-16. 
However, connector P2 on the second slot within the last eight physical slots is 
numbered as: 

physical slot number 10 (the connector's P number is not relevant to the 
physical slot number). 
logical slot number 2-P2. 

Connector Basics 

A CompactPCI card implements one or more female connectors, numbered 11- 
through-15, that are used to interface with the backplane connectors. There are 
two sizes of CompactF'CI cards, referred to as 3U and 6U cards, with the 3U c a d  
being the smaller of the two. ' h o  connectors, J1 and 12, can be placed on a 3U 
card, while up to five connectors. Jl-thmugh-J5, can be placed on a 6U card. 
Correspondingly, each backplane slot position implements between one and 
five male connectors, numbered P1-thmugh-P5. Table28-3 on page706 
describes the basic usage of the five possible connectors. 

Each connector mw consists of seven pins. labelled A-through-F, plus mw Z. 
Rows Z and Fare used as ground pins to be attached to comector shields, while 
mws A-through-E are the signal pins. 

Table 28-3: Basic Co~ector Usage 

Card 

J1 

Corresponding 
Backplane 
Connector 

PI 

Usage 

Contalns all of the 32-bit PC1 signals. Required on 
all backplane slots as well as on all cards. Jl/Pl 
implements connector keying. 
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BbIe 28-3: Basic Connector Usage (Continued) 

A 32-bit card may implement rear-panel I 0  signals on any combination of J2- 
through-J5. A 64-bit c a d  may implement rear-panel I 0  signals on any combina- 
tion of J3-through-J5 (on a 6U card). 

lntroductlon to Front and Rear-Panel 10 

Usage 

1. On a system card. J2 contains the PC1 dock 
signals and the REQXIGNTX signal pairs for 
each peripheral card slot. J2 is therefore 
required on the system card and the backplane 
system slot must implement P2. 

2. It is required that system and peripheral cards 
that implement the 64-bit extension must 
implement J2. 

3. Backplanes that support the 64-bit extension 
must implement P2 (contains 64-bit extension 
and geographical addressing pins). 

4. 32-bit CompactPCI cards that support rear- 
panel I0 may implementJ2 (contains the rear- 
panel I 0  signal pins). Optionally, rear-panel I 0  
may be routed through J3, J4. J5 or any combi- 
nation thereof (on a 6U card). 

5. 32-bit backplanes that suppnt rear-panel I 0  
may implement P2 (contains rear-panel I 0  
pins and may optionally also contain geo- 
graphical addressing pins). 

May be used on 6U cards that support rear-panel 
10. May be used on 6U backplanes that support 
rear-panel 10. 

Card 

Jz 

J3-J5 

Front-Panel 10 

Corresponding 
Backplane 
Connector 

P2 

P3-P5 

A CompactPC1 system consists of a rack with a series of cards installed. The 
cards interface with the CompaaPCl backplane bus via connector Jl (and J2 if a 
64-bit card). In addition, each card may interface to external devices via connec- 
tors located on its front panel. 
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Rear-Panel 10 

Optionally, the card designer may use some of a card's rear connectors to route 
non-PC1 signals (e.g., the ISA bus) to the backplane. These are referred to as 
rear-panel I 0  signals. 

A 32-bit CompactPCI card may implement rear-panel I 0  via the rear-panel 
I 0  pins on connector J2 (and possibly connectors 13-through-J5 if it's a 6U 
card). 
A 64-bit CompactPCI card may implement rear-panel I 0  via the rear-panel 
I 0  plns on connectors J3-through45 (if it's a 6U card). 

The backplane typically routes the rear-panel I 0  signals supplied via any com- 
bination of a slot's P2-thmugh-P5 directly thmugh the backplane to a matching 
set of connecton on the rear-side of the backplane board. In other words, the 
backplane interfaces to a card rack on both its fmnt and rear sides. Rear-panel 
I 0  transition cards may be installed in the rear card cage slots to interface wlth 
the rear-panel I 0  signals to/fmm the corresponding CompactPCI cards. 

Introduction to CompactPCl Cards 

Figure 28-2 on page 709 illustrates a typical CompactPCI card. The card illus- 
trated is a 3U (i.e.. small form factor) card implementing both J1 and J2 (refer to 
'Connector Basics" on page 706), indicating that it is one of the following: 

A system card (either 32-bit or &bit). All system cards must implement J2 
to carry the PC1 dock and bus request/bus gan t  signal pairs. If it is a 32-bit 
system card, it may also mute rear-panel I 0  signals to the backplane via 32. 
A 32-bit peripheral card with rear-panel I 0  implemented via J2. 
A 64-bit peripheral card that may also implement rear-panel I 0  via J2. 
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Figure 28-2: Example CompactPCI Card 
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System Card 

General 

As mentioned earlier, the system card contains: 

Host pmcessor(s) and associated support logic. 
Main memory. Main memory wuid reside on a peripheral card, but the 
host/PCI bridge must then be architected to permit the processor's caches 
to cache from PCI memory. This complicates system design and negatively 
affects performance (due to delays for snooping). The authors are not aware 
of any chipsets that currently support caching from PC1 memory. 
HostmCI bridge. This is the bridge between the host processor bus and the 
backplane's PC1 bus. 
PC1 bus arbiter for use by bus master peripheral cards installed in other 
slots on the bus segment 
IDSEL decoder necessary for device selection during type 0 configuration 
transactions initiated by the host processor and targeting peripheral cards 
residing on the same bus segment as the system card. 
System interrupt controller interfaaed to the PC1 interrupt q u e s t  signals 
(INTA#-through-INTD#). In addition, the system board may also interface 
to the legacy ~ D E  i n t e k p t  request signals, INTP and INTS, treatlng them 
as positive edge-triggered interrupt request lines (rather than active-low, 
levei-sensitiverequest signals as is the case with the PC1 interrupt request 
signals INTAX-through-INTD#). 
PC1 clock generator. 
Reset logic responsible for issuing reset to all devlaes that reside on the 
CompactPC1 bus segment. 

Although it isn't a rule, the CompactPC1 specIflcation recommends that the sys- 
tem slot be physically placed on either end of the bus segment (rather than in 
another position in the segment). All testing and verification performed by the 
PICMG assumes this configuration. Other configurations are permitted but 
must be verified by testing to validate that the electrical spedflcation is met. 

The slot rail for the system slot must be red in color, providing a vivid visual cue 
to the user that it is the system slot. 
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32-bit System Card 

The system card may be implemented as either a 32-bit or 64-bit PC1 implemen- 
tation. In either case, both the J1 and J2 connectors must be implemented 
(because J1 carries the 32-bit PC1 signals whUe 12 carries the 64-bit extension sig- 
nals as weU as the PC1 clock and bus request/bus grant signals). A 32-bit system 
card must implement connectors J1 and J2, but may or may not implement rear- 
panel I 0  signals. If it does, the rear-panel I 0  signals may be implemented on 
any combination of 12-through-15. 

Wbit  System Card 

As ls the case with a 32-bit system card, the 64-bit system card must implement 
conneaors J1 and 12. If it also implements any rear-panel I 0  signals, they may 
be implemented on any combination of J3-through-15 (if it's a 6U card). 

ISA Bus Bridge 

The system card may or may not contain a PCI/ISA bridge. If it does, the ISA 
bus signals would be routed to the backplane via the rear-panel I 0  pins on con- 
nectors 12.J3.J4 or J5, or could be routed to a front-panel connector. Alterna- 
tively, a PCI-to-ISA brldge can be located on a peripheral card with the ISA bus 
signals routed to the fiunt panel or via back-panel I 0  pins. 

Peripheral Cards 

Peripheral cards can only be installed in peripheral card slots. A peripheral card 
I may act as a simple PC1 target or may also have PC1 bus master capability. 

32-bit Peripheral Cards 

A 32-bit peripheral card with no rear-panel I 0  only implements connector 11 
(the 32-bit portion of the PC1 bus), while one that uses rear-panel I 0  implements 
J1 plus any combination ofJ2-through-J5 to carry the rear-panel I 0  signals. 

64-bit Peripheral Card 

A 64-bit peripheral card implements connectors J1 (the 32-bit portion of the PC1 
bus) and 12 (which d e s  the 64-bit PC1 extension), wMe one that uses rear- 
panel 10 implements J1 and J2 plus any combination of 13-thmugh-J5 (if it's a 
6U cad) to c a y  the rear-panel I 0  signals. 
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Design Rules 

Connectors 

General 

The connectors used on the cards and backplane are shielded. 2mm-pitch. 5- 
mw connectors deflned by IEC 917 and IEC 1076-4-101. This gas-tlght. high- 
density, pin-and-socket connector is available from multiple vendors (e.g., AMP. 
Framatome. Burndy, and ERNI). It exhibits low inductance and controlled 
impedance. crucial for PC1 signaling. The connector's controlled impedance 
minimizes unwanted signal reflections. enabling CompactPCI backplanes to 
implement up to eight connectors, rather than the upper limit of four imposed 
in standard PCI. It incorporates an external metal shield for RFI/EMI shielding 
purposes. Staged power and gmund plns are included to facilitate hot swap 
implementations (refer to 'Hot Swap Capability" on page 751). 

CompactPC1 cards implement female connectors on the rear. When the card is 
installed in the backplane, they mate wlth the slot's male connectors located on 
the backplane. 

Pin Numbering (IEC 1076 versus CompactPC1) 

To permit connecton to start at the bottom of the card and 'grow" upward iium 
JI/PI thmugh J5/P5, CompactPCI connector pin numbering is inteniionally 
different than the connector manufacturer's numbering. 

Each IEC 1076-4-101 connector wnsisb of 25 pin rows. The 3U CornpactPC1 
card has lOOmm of space available for the placement of the 11 and J2 connectors. 
J1 is implemented via a full 25 mw connector. When a 3U card requires J2 as 
well. however, the J2 connector must be cut down in size by three rows (to 22 
rows) to physically flt on the card. Rather than start the numbering of J2 wlth 
row 4 (because the tlrst three pin rows were removed). the decision was made to 
number connector pins from bottom-to-top, the reverse order from that speci- 
fied in IEC 1076. Table 28-4 on page 713 illustrates the difference between the 
CompactPCI and IEC 1076 pin numbering schemes. 
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'Iible 28-4: CompactPC1 Connector Pin Numbering versus IEC 1076 Pin Numbering 

Connector Keying 

Connector 

JI/Pl 
and 
J4/P4 

J2/P2 
and 
J5/P5 

J3/P3 

Card keying is implemented on the J1 connector (see '32-bit PC1 Pinout a l /  
PI)" on page 714) to ensure that the card cannot be installed 180 degrees out. 
Also refer to '5V and 3.3V Cards" on page713 and -Universal Cards" on 
page 714. 

5V and 3.3V Cards 

CompactPC1 Pin Numbering 

Bottom row is 1. 
Rows 12-14 keying area (in J1/ 

PI, not inJ4/P4). 
Row 25 is at top. 

Bottom row is 1. 
Row 22 is at top. 

Bottom row is 1. 
Top row is 19. 

As with standard PCI, the signaling environment on the backplane may be 
either 5V or 3.3V. The signaling environment is defied by the voltage used by 
the host/PCI bridge on the system card. In order to ensure correct operation. 
only cards with 5V PC1 buffer/drivers must be installed into a backplane that 
uses a 5V signaling environment Conversely, only cards with 3.3V PC1 buffer/ 
drivers must be installed into a backplane that uses a 3.3V signaling envimn- 
ment. 

IEC 1076 Pin Numbering 

Bottom row is 25. 
Rows 12-14 are keying area. 
Row 1 is at top. 

Bottom row is 22. 
Row 1 is at top. 

Bottom row is 19. 
Top row is 1. 

It is the responsibility of the backplane designer to install a color-coded keying 
plug into the P1 connector's keying area (rows 12-14), A Cadmium Yellow plug 
must be used in a 3.3V backplane's P1 connector keying area, while a Brilliant 
Blue plug must be used in a 5V backplane's P1 connector keying area. 

It is the responsibility of the system card/peripheral card designer to provide 
the appropriate keying on the card. If the card Implements svlctly 3.3V buffer 
drivers, then the Cadmium Yellow keying plug must be used. If the card Imple- 
ments strictly 5V buffer drivers, then the Brilliant Blue keying plug must be 
used. 
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Universal Cards 

There is no such thing as a universal backplane. By definition, the backplane is 
keyed as either a 3.3V or a 5V signaling environment. However, a card's buffer/ 
drivers may be implemented so that they can operate at either 5V or 3.3V. If this 
is the case. a color-coded keying plug must not be used on the card. This per- 
mits the card to be installed into either a 3.3V or 5V backplane. The card's 
buffeddriven utilize the power supply voltage supplied by the backplane on 
the connector's V(I0) pins (see '32-bit PC1 Pinout Ul/Pl)" on page 714 and 
'64-bit PC1 Pinout 02/P2)" on page 716). 

32-bit PC1 Pinout (JlIPl) 

Table 28-5 on page 715 deflnes the pinout for connector Jl/Pl. The following 
notes xefer to the notations within the table: 

NOTE 1. Not used on system or peripheral cards 
NOTE 2. Observation: Some manufacturers of top connector shields use every 

other ground pin while others use every ground pin. Note that some shield 
connections mate at approximately the same time as medium length signal 
pins. 

NOTE 3. The VNO) pins are either 3.3V or 5V (depending on backplane imple- 
mentation). See '5Vand 3.3V Cards" on page 713 and 'Universal Cards" on 
page 714. 

NOTE 4. M66EN is deflned as ground for 33MHz PC1 backplane implementa- 
tions. On 66MHz systems, M66EN is bussed to all slots. 

NOTE 5. Originally a long pin used for early hot swap capable cards. See 'Hot 
Swap Capability" on page 751. 

NOTE 6. Originally a long pin used as a card select for hot swap implementa- 
tions. See "Hot Swap Capability" on page 751. 

NOTE 7. These pins accommodate those specified as reserved pins by the PC1 
speciilcation. Although the PC1 speciilcation deflnes these plns as no-con- 
n&, bus segments shall bus these signals to all connecton. 
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lhble 28-5: ConnectorJIffl Pinout 
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64-bit PC1 Pinout (JZIPZ) 

JZ/P2 must be implemented under the following circumstances: 

64-bit extension implemented. 
System card slot and system card must implement JZ/P2 because the PC1 
arbitration signals (bus request and grant) and the PC1 clock signals are 
implemented on J2/P2. 
A 32-bit slot that implements rear-panel 10  on J2 (see 'Rear-Panel I 0  
Pinouts" on page 718). 

Table 28-6 on page 717 defines the pinout for connector JZ/P2. The following 
notes ~ f e r  m the notations within the table: 

NOTE I. Not used on system or peripheral cards 
NOTE 2. ObSe~ation: Some manufacturers of top connector shields use every 

other ground pin while others use every ground pin. Note that some shield 
connections mate at approximately the same time as medium length signal 
pins. 

NOTE 3. The VNO) pins are either 3.3V or 5V (depending on backplane imple- 
mentation). See "Wand 3.3V Cards" on page 713 and "Universal Cards" on 
page 714. 

NOTE A These pins accommodate those speclFled as reserved pins by the PC1 
specWcation. Although the PC1 specmcation defhes these pins as no-con- 
necks, bus segments shall bus these signals to all connectors. 

NOTE 5. GA[4:0] shall be used for geographic addressing on the backplane. 
Each backplane connector in a CompactPCI system has a untque encoding. 
For more information, see 'Geographical Addressing" on page 745. 

NOTE 6. The shaded pins in the table are implemented only on the system slot. 
NOTE 7. Note that backplane clock muting in the CompactPCI 2.1 specification 

only supports clocks CLK[tO]. CLK[6:5] provided by a system card are left 
unconnected on the backplane. 

NOTE 8- Boards designed to CompaaPCI specification version 1.0 are not 
requlred to connect these gmunds and may claim cornpatibilly. 

NOTE 9. System cards shall provide a mechanism to wnnect the REQ#/GNT# 
signal palrs from any of the seven peripheral slots to the arbiter. 

NOTE 10. Connector P2C2 (SYSEN#) is grounded at the system slot only. 
RemaMng slots must leave it unconnected. Cards that will only operate in 
the system slot must ground this pin, while cards that can operate the sys- 
tem or a peripheral slot must provide a local pull-up to V(I0). 
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Me 28-6: Connector J2P2 64-bit PC1 Pinout (also used for32-bit System Card) 

4 v@o)~ BRSVPPZB4 C/BE[7]t C/BE[6]# G N D  

3 

2 

1 ern 

CLK~' 

C L K Z ~  

C L K I ~  

GND6 

cLK3' 

G N D ~  

GN'T3#@ 

SYSEN&'O 

REQI*~ 

REQ#' 

G N T ~ ~ G  

GNT~@ 

R E Q ~ P  

REQZ#~ 

GND 

GND 

GND 
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Rear-Panel 10 Pinouts 

When J2/P2 is used to mute rear-panel I 0  signals, it Is detlned as illustrated in 
Table 28-7 on page 718. This configuration is only used for peripheral cards that 
implement mar-panel 10 on J2/P2. System cards must deflne J2/P2 as illus- 
trated in Table 28-6 on page 717. The following notes refer to the notations 
within the table: 

NOTE 1. Not used on system or peripheral cards. 
NOTE 2. Observation: Some manufacturers of top connector shields use every 

other ground pln while others use every ground pin. Note that some shield 
connections mate at approximately the same time as medium length signal 
pins. 

NOTE 3. GA[4:0] may be used for geographic addressing or rear-panel I 0  on 
the backplane. If geographic addressing Is used, each backplane slot in a 
CompactPC1 system has a unique encoding. For more information, see 
"Geographical Addressing" on page 745. 

nble 28-7: CmectorJUP2 Rear-Panel I0 Pinout bote: BPOO) = back-panel 10) 
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'Ihble 28-7: ConnectorJUP2 Rear-Panel I0 Pinout (note: B P O  = back-panel 10) (Continued) 

System and Peripheral Card Design Rules 

Card Form Factors 

General. CompactPCI cards come in two fotm faaon consistent with the 
Eurocard industry standard: 

The 3U card measures lOOmm by 160mm (see Figure 28-3 on page 720). 
The 6U card measures 233.35mm by 160mm (see Figure 28-4 on page 722). 

3U Cards. 3U cads  have the following characteristics: 

lOOmm by 160 mm by 1.6mm thick 
2mm connector (EC-1076-4-101) 
32-bit PC1 implemented on Jl 
12 may be used for the 64-bit extension, rear-panel I 0  or system slot func- 
tions (PC1 clock signals and bus request/grant signals). 
Row F is attached to the backplane's ground plane and Ls muted to the con- 
nector shield on the part of the connector away from the card surface. 
Row Z (attached to the backplane's p u n d  plane and normally intended 
for attachment to the connector's lower shield) isn't present on connectors 
J1 and J2 on system or peripheral cards. 
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F i p  283: 3U Card Form Factor 
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6U Cards. 6U cards have the fouowlng characteristics: 

233.35mm by 160mm. 
1.6mm thick 
32-bit PC1 implemented on J1. 
May also implement connectors J2-through-15. 
J2 may be used for the 64-bit extension, rear-panel I0 or system slot func- 
tions (PC1 clock signals and bus request/grant signals). 
J3-through-J5 may be used for rear-panel 10. 
Row F is attached to the backplane's ground plane and is muted to the con- 
nector shield on the part of the connector away from the card surface (i.e.. 
the top side of the connector). 
Row Z (attached to the backplane's ground plane and normally intended 
for attachment to the connector's lower shield) isn't present on connectors 
J1 and J2 on system or peripheral cards. 
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Figure 28-4: 6U CardForm Factor 
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Non-PC1 Signals 

The signals listed in Table 28-8 on page 723 exlst in CompactPCI, but not in PCI. 
In other words, the CompactPCI signal set is a superset of the PC1 signal set. 

Thble 284: CompactPC1 Superset Signals 

signal(s) 

PRSTW 

DEGX 

FALX 

SYSENX 

Description 

Push Button reset. Supplied from the backplane, this signal may 
be used to reset the system card, which may then in turn reset the 
bus segment by asserting the PC1 reset signal, RSTX. The system 
card must provide a pull-up resistor on PRSTW and is responsible 
for debouncing the signal. 

Power supply derating signal. DEGA may be used as a power 
supply output. When asserted, it indicates that the power supply 
is beginning to derate its power output. Backplanes that imple- 
ment a modular power supply connector shall connect DEGW to 
the backplane's DEGW signal line. 

Power supply fail signal. FALX may be used as a power supply 
output When asserted. it indicates that the supply has failed. 
Backplanes that implement a modular power supply connector 
shall connect FALW to the backplane's FALX signal line. 

System slot enable. A card may only have system card function- 
ality, or may be capable of functioning as a peripheral card when 
installed in a non-system slot. When a card that can operate in 
either type of slot is installed in a slot, it uses this input from the 
backplane to enable (when asserted) a disable (when deasserted) 
its system slot functionality. It is the backplane designer's respon- 
sibility to ground the SYSENW signal at the system slot position 
and to leave it disconnected at the peripheral slot SYSENW pins. 
The card designer must include a pull-up on SYSENW to keep 
SYSENI deasserted when the card is installed in a peripheral slot 
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'lhble 28-8: CompactPC1 Superset Signals (Continued) 

System Card implementatlon of IDSELs 

%PJ(s) 

ENUM# 

GA[4:0] 

INTP and INTS 

Refer to "IDSEL Routing" on page 741. 

Description 

System enumeration. On the backplane, this optional open-drain 
signal is bussed to the ENUM# pin on P1 of all slot positions on 
the bus segment. It acts as an output h m  all peripheral slots and 
as an input to the system ord.  ENUM# must be asserted by a hot 
swap-capable card immediately after insertion and during 
removal. ENUMt is terminated with a pull-up resistor on the sys- 
tem card. When asserted by a peripheral card, the system card 
interrupts the processor. causing it to execute an intempt service 
mutine that enumerates the cumntly-installed peripheral cards 
to determine whether a card has been installed or removed. If a 
c a d  has been removed, the resources (e.g.. memory range, I 0  
range, interrupt line, etc.) that were previously allocated to it by 
the configuration software are deallocated and made available as 
free resources. If a card has been added, the configuration Header 
registers for each PC1 function on the c a d  are interngated to 
determine their resource requirements. The configuration soft- 
ware then allocates resources to each PC1 functlon on the card and 
enables the devices for normal operation. 

Geographical addressing. Refer to 'Geographical Addressing" 
on page 745. 

Primary and secondary legacy IDE intenupt request lines. Refer 
to 'Backplane Routlng of Legacy IDE Intempt Request Lines" on 
page 744. 

Resistors Requlred on a Card 

Series Resistors Required at the Connector Pin. The signals listed in 
Table 28-9 on page 725 shall be series-terminated on the CompactPCI card at the 
connector interface with a lOSl 1 5% series-terminating resistor. If used, the 
optional signals indicated in Table 28-10 on page 725 must also include a termi- 
nation resistor on the card at the connector. The stub termlnation resistor mini- 
mizes the effect of the stub on each card to the CompactPCI backplane. 
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The resistor shall be placed within 15.2mm (0.6 inches) of the signal's connector 
pin. This length shall be included in the overall permissible stub length speci- 
fied in 'Peripheral Card Signal Stub Lengths" on page 727. 

lhble 22-99: Serfs-7bnninating Resistors Requlred (at the Connector) on Eacb Card 

.m61e 28-1 0: Serles-Rrminatmng Resistors Required on Canl only f f  Signal Used 

signal(s) 

AD[31:0] 

C/BE[3:0]# 

PAR 

FRAME# 

IRDYX 

TRDY# 

STOP# 

LOCK# 

IDSEL 

DEVSELX 

PERRX 

SERRX 

RSTX 

Description 

Lower 32 bits of the addreddata bus. 

Lower four bits of the command/byte enable bus. 

Even parity bit for AD[31:0] and C/BE[S:O]#. 

Frame signal. 

IniblatorReady. 

Target Ready. 

Stop. 

Lock. 

Initialization Device Select. 

Device Select. 

Parlty Error. 

System Error. 

Reset. 

Sk@(s) 

INTAX. INTBX. INTC#, INTDX 

SBOX 

SDONE 

AD[63:32] 

C/BE#[7:4] 

Description 

PC1 interrupt request lines. 

Snoop BackOff. 

Snoop Done. 

Upper 32-bits of the addrw/data bus. 

Upper four bits of the command/byte enable bus. 
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lable 28-10: Scrips-Terminating Resistors Regufred on Card only ifsignal Used (Continued) 

Resistor Required at Peripheral Card's RE@ Driver Pin. periph- 
eral cards that use REQ# (i.e.. bus master cards) should provide a serles-tetmi- 

signal(s) 

REQ64# 

ACK64# 

PAR64 

nating resistor at the driver pin (not a stub termination resistor at the 
connector). 

Description 

Initiator request for a 64-bit transfer. 

Target's indication that it suppats 64-bit transfers 
(issued in response to detection of REQ64# asserted 
by the initlator). 

Even parity bit for AD[63:32] and C/BE[7:4]#. 

Resistor Required at Each System Card Clock Driver Pin. On the 
system card, a series-terminating resistor (value determined by the output char- 
acteristics of the clock buffer) is required at the driver for the CLK signal pro- 
vided to each slot. 

Resistor Required at System Card's GNT# Driver Pin. Each sys- 
tem card's GNT# output must be series-terminated at the driver. 

Placement of Pull-Ups on System Card. some signals require pd-ups  
on the system card. The pull-up resistor value for a 5V signaling envlmnment is 
2Kil typical (1.OKil min and 3.OKi3 max). For a 3.3V signaling environment the 
typical pull-up value is 5.1KSl (2.7Ki1 min and 8.2Kbl max). These values 
assume nine loads (two on the system card and one each on the seven periph- 
eral slots). The pull-up mistor must be placed on the in-board side of the stub 
termination resistor. 

System Card Pull-Ups Required on REQW and ACK64X. The 
system card must include a pull-up resistor on REQ64# and ACK64# (whether 
or not it has 64-bit capability). This ensures that other 64-bit cards will not see 
floating REQ64# and ACK64# signals. Also see "64-bit Cards in 32-bit Add-in 
Connectors" in the chapter entitled 'The 64-bit PC1 Extension." 

Bus Master Requires Pull-up on GNT#. Unlike standard PCI. Com- 
pactPC1 requires that each bus master must include a 100KLl pull-up resistor on 
its GNT# input to prevent a floating level if GNT# isn't driven by the system 
card. 
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Decoupiing Requirements 
Each CompaaPCI card must include decouplig capacitors as specified in the 
CompaaPCI speciflcation (refer to the electrical requirements section of the 
speciflcation). 

Peripheral Card Signal Stub Lengths 

32-bit and 64-bit Stub Lengths. The trace stub length for all 32-bit and 
64-bit signals on peripheral cards must be less than or equal to 38.lmm (1.5 
inches). The stub length is measured fmm the connector pin through the stub or 
series-terminating resistor (see 'Resistors Required on a Card" on page 724) to 
the pin of the PC1 device. 

Clockstub Length. The trace stub length on peripheral cards must be 
63.5mm - 2.54mm (2.5 inches + 0.1 inches) and must only drive one input on the 
card. 

System Card Stub Lengths 

32-bit and @bit Stub Lengths. The trace stub length for all 32-bit and 
64-bit signals on system cards must be less than or equal to 63.5mm (2.5 inches). 
The stub length is measured fmm the connector pin through the stub or setles- 
terminating resistor (see "Resistors Required on a Card" on page 724) to the pln 
of the PC1 device. 

Clock Routing. The total permissible clock skew horn the clock input pin of 
a PC1 device on one card to the clock input of the device in the next backplane 
slot cannot exceed 2ns (at 33MHz). System cad clock mutlng must accommc+ 
date up to 1.211s of backplane skew (minimum versus maximum number of 
slots and various loading conflgumtions). 

The system card must provide separate clocks to each of the CompactPCI con- 
nector pins used to deliver the docks to the peripheral card slots (CLK[4:0]). It 
should also supply two additional docks to the CLK[6:5] connector pins 
(although m n t  backplanes do not mute these signals, future backplanes may 
use them to support hot swap capability). The muting of all of the clock traces 
(CLK[G:O]) must be such that all trace stub lengths are the same. 

PC1 devices that reside locally on the system cad must be provided a dock that 
is delayed to accommodate the maximum dock skew imposed by the backplane 
(.Ens), but must not exceed the maximum permissible clock skew of 211s. This 
means that up to 8M)ps (.8ns) of skew is allowed for on-card clock distribution 
(this includes the clock buffer's internal skew). 
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Signal Loading 
Peripheral Card Signal Loading. A peripheral card must connect only 
one load to each PC1 signal on the connector. 

System Card Signal Loading. The system card may present up to two 
electrical loads to each bus signal. However, there must be only one stub-tmi- 
nation resistor per signal. This ~ l e  reflects the reality that most PC1 chipsets 
(consisting of a hwt/PCI bridge and a PCI/ISA bridge) impose two electrical 
loads on each PC1 signal. 

Card Characteristic Impedance 
The characteristic impedance range of o n a d  signal aaces must be 655) 11W. 
This impedance only includes the impedance of the oncard trace. 

Connector Shielding 

The on-card connector shield must cover the top of the connector, providing a 
low-impedance return path for ground between the card and the backplane. 
This shield is connected to the connector's row F pins (i.e, ground). The connec- 
tor lower side shield is not required. If present. it must not project into the guar- 
anteed inter-card area (i.e.. the interboard separation plane). 

Front Panel and Front Panel 10 Connectors 
As illustrated in Figure 28-5 on page 729, each CompactPC1 card has a front 
panel. A front panel has the following characteristics: 

Compliant with the IEEE 1101.1 (for flat panels) or IEEE 1101.10 (for EMC 
panels; EMC = Elechu-Magnetically Compatible). 
If a card's front-panel implements 10 connecton, the connector shells 
should use metallized shield connectors for EMI/RFI protection. The shell 
should be electrically connected to the I 0  front panel plate through a low- 
impedance path. 

* The front panel plate is connected to earth ground and is isolated fmm logic 
ground. 
Ejector/injector handles compliant with IEEE 1101.10 shall be used. 3U 
cards implement one handle, whlle 6U cards implement two handles. Filler 
panels (for empty slots) do not require handles. 
The card's fmnt panel shall display the appropriate glyph indicating what 
type of slot (system or peripheral) it must be installed in. A card that can be 
installed in either slot type must display both glyphs superimposed on eaeh 
other. 
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Figure 28-5: Example Card Fmnt Panel 

Backplane Design Rules 
General 
Backplanes come in two form factors: 

The 3U backplane accepts only 3U cards. . The 6U backplane may accept either 3U or 6U cards. 

The backplane portion of the specification is based on simulations performed 
by PICMG on a 33MHz CompactPC1 bus segment and assumes the following 
characteristics: 
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CompactPCI bus segment consists of up to eight slots (one system slot and 
up to seven peripheral slots) arranged in a linear manner. 
The system slot is physically located on either end of the segment. 
The center-to-center slot co&ctor spacing is 20.32mm (0.8inches). 
If more than eight slots are required, a PCI-to-PC1 bridge must be udized to 
bridge to another CompactPCI bus segment. 
As stated earlier (see 'Compatibility Glyphs" on page 705), each slot must 
be marked with the appmpriate glyph (system or peripheral). The physical 
slot number (see "Physical Slot Numbering" on page 705) must be dls- 
played within the glyph. 
Each slot must display its logical slot number (see "Logical Slot Number- 
ing" on page 705). 
Depending on system design requirements, clock speed, termination net- 
works, etc.. the ends of a backplane may be physically extended. When 
extended, however. the end dimensions shall be an increment of 5.08mm 
(thereby permitting modular construction of backplanes and racks). 

3U Backplane 

Flgure 28-6 on page 731 illustrates a 3U backplane without a modular power 
supply connector. The backplane must implement both PI and P2 in the system 
slot (to connect to the full 32-bit PC1 bus plus the PC1 clock and bus request/ 
grant signal lines). Connector implementation on the peripheral slots shall be as 
follows: 

If 64-bit operation is supported, both P1 and P2 must be implemented. 
If 64-bit operation is not supported but rear-panel I0 is supported, both Pl 
and P2 must be supported. 

Flgure 28-7 on page 732 illustrates a 3U backplane that implements a modular 
power supply (see 'Power Connections" on page 735) connector. 

6U Backplane 

Figure 28-8 on page 733 illustrates a typical 6U backplane. As with the 3U back- 
plane, it may also be implemented with a modular power supply connector (see 
Figure 28-7 on page 732). 
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Figure 28-8: ?)pica1 6U BackpIme 
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Dimensions 
As stated earlier, the model tested by PICMG assumes up to eight connectors in 
a linear progression with the system slot located on either end. The slot connec- 
tors have 20.32mm (0.8 inch) center-to-center spacing. The ends of the back- 
plane to the left of slot one and to the right of slot eight may be extended in 
5.08mm increments. 

Overall Backplane Width. The overall width of the backplane is there- 
fore: Overall width = (n x 20.32mm) + (R x 5.08mm) + @, x 5.08mm) + 4.08mm. 
where 

n = the number of slots 
R = the number of right-end extensions (in increments of 5.08mm) 
L = the number of left-end extensions (in increments of 5.08mm) 
4.08mrn = the h t  interboard spacing plane width 

Note that the width shown does not include space for a modular power supply 
connector. 

Overall Backplane Height. The overall height of a backplane is: 

128.7mm. +Ornm. -0.3mm for a 3U backplane. 
262.05mm, +Orrun, -0.3mm for a 6U backplane. 

Connector Keying 

Refer to "Connector Keying" on page 713. 

Slot Spacing and Placement 

The slot connectors have 20.32mm (0.8 inch) center-to-center spacing. 

System Slot Connector Populatlon 

On both 3U and 6U backplanes, the system slot must include both PI (for the 
32-bit PC1 signals) and P2 (for the arbitration and dock signals). The 6U back- 
plane may optionally include connectors P3-thmugh-P5 (for rear-panel I 0  sig- 
nals). 

Peripheral Slot Connector Populatlon 

At a minimum. each peripheral slot must include the PI connector (for the 32- 
blt PC1 signals). If a peripheral slot supports 64-bit PCI. P2 must also be 
included. If a 32-bit peripheral slot on a 3U backplane supports rear-panel 10, it 
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will Include P2. If a 32-bit peripheral slot on a 6U backplane supports --panel 
10. It may include any combination of P2-through-P5. If a 64-bit peripheral slot 
on a 6U backplane supports rear-panel 10. it may indude any combination of 
P3-through-P5. 

Power Dlsttibutlon 

Power Spedflcations. Backplanes must provide separate power planes for 
3.3V. 5V. +12V, -12V and ground. If V(I0) is conflgurable as 3.3V or 5V, then a 
separate power plane must be dedicated to VOO). Table 28-11 on page 735 
defines the power requirements. 

nble 28-11: Power SpJRcations 

Note (1): Measurement should be made at full load at 20MHz bandwidth with a 
22uf and .luf capacitor located at the measmment point. 

POWW C~!uM?Cti~ns. Either of two methods of connecting the power sup- 
ply to the backplane may be provided: 

Powertermhals. 
Modular power supply connector. 

Figure 28-9 on page 738 fflustrates the modular power supply connector (type 
IEC 603-2) mandated by the 1.0 CompactPCI speciilcation. Table 28-12 on 
page 736 describes its pinouts. The 2.1 spedflcation has been revised to permit 
modular power supply connectors other than this type. The modular connector 
permits installation use of a rack-mounted modular power supply. The female 
connector is located on the backplane. 
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DEW and FLU# Interconnect Backplanes that pmvide a modular power 
supply connector must pmvide connections for the DEW and FAL# signals 
described in Table 28-12 on page 736. The DEG# and FAL# signals from the 
modular power supply connector must be connected to the system slot connec- 
tor's DEG# and FAL# pins. 

Power Deeouphg. Refer to the CompactPC1 spedflcation for information 
on backplane power decoupllng. 

Table 28-12: IEC 603-2 Moddm Power Supply Connectar 

eme&.MmkemustedtaUxanterofUxpomrplaneba. 
cmmrnadatlng power dlslribullan I-. RequlRd for all rncdular 

B15 SL 3.3V +3.3Vdc 
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'Ihble 28-12: IEC 603-2 Modular Power Supply Connector (Continued) 
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Figure 28-9: Modular Power Supply Connector 
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Signaling Environment 
Refer to "5V and 3.3V Cards" on page 713. 

Clock Routing 

As stated in the PC1 specification, the maximum permissible device-to-device 
(not card-to-card) PC1 dock skew is 2ns. The system slot card must drive five 
clock lines. CLKI4:OI onto the backplane for distribution to the clock pins on up 
to seven peripheral slots. Additionally, the system card should also drive clocks 
to the system slot's CLK[6:51 pins. As of the 2.1 CompactPC1 specification, the 
backplane Is only required to mute CLK[4:O]. not CLK[6:5]. Their muting and 
usage is addressed in the CompactPC1 Hot Swap Specification. For additional 
information, refer to 'Separate Clock Lines Required" on page 752. 

8-Slot Backplane. For an %slot backplane. the distribution of CLK[4:OI from 
the system slot to the peripheral slots is defined in Table 28-13 on page 739. It is 
evident in the table that the CLKO pin on the system slot P1 connector is fanned 
out to the CLK pins on peripheral slots four and five. Likewise, the CLKl pin on 
the system slot P2 connector is fanned out to the CLK pins on peripheral slots 
two and three. To minimize signal reflections. the fanout must be accomplished 
as indicated in Figure 28-10 on page 740. 

The trace muting on the backplane for each of the clocks for slots 6-thmugh-8 
must match within 50mm (2 inches). No trace muted to slots 6-through-8 may 
exceed 185mm (7.3 inches) in length. The shared clocks (CLKO and CLKl) con- 
nected to logical slots 4-5 and 2-3 respectively. must be shorter than or equal to 
83.8mm (3.3 inches). 

Table 28-1 3: System Slot-to-Peripheral Slot Clock Dlstrlbution (8-slot backplane) 
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lkble 28-13: System Slot-to-Peripheral Slot Clock Distribution (8-slot backplane) (Continued) 

7-Slot Backplane. For a ?-slot backplane, only slots two and three need to 
share CLKO. 

The trace routing on the backplane for each of the clocks for slots 4-thmugh-7 
must match within 50mm (2 inches). No trace muted to slots 4-through-7 may 
exceed 185mm (7.3 inches) in length. The shared clock (CLKO) connected to log- 
ical slots two and three must be shorter than or equal to 83.8mm (3.3 inches). 

Backplane with Six or Fewer Slots. A backplane with six or fewer slots 
provides each slot with a dedicated clock. 

The trace muting on the backplane for each of the clocks must match within 
50mm (2 inches). No trace may exceed 185mm (7.3 inches) in length. 

Figure 28-10: Shared C l d  Distribution for Slots 2 and 3 and Slots 4 and 5 

system ~ e r l p h d  Perlphenl 
Card Card 
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Characteristic Impedance 
The characteristic impedance range of backplane signal traces must be 6551 
-10%. This impedance only includes the impedance of the trace (i.e., backplane 
without connectors or boards installed). 

Simulations performed by the PICMG indicate that the 1011s maximum propa- 
gation delay (at 33MHz) is violated under the following circumstances: 

8-slot backplane 
strongest PC1 buffer allowed is used 
system slot occupied 
one peripheral slot (slot two) occupied. 

To address this problem. fast Schottky diode signal termhation (reference Texas 
Instruments 74S1053 diode m y )  must be added to the end of the backplane 
furthest away from the system slot. Thls is illustrated in Figure 28-11 on page 
741. 

Figure 28-11: PC1 Slgnal Diode lknninatlon 

IDSEL Routing 

Background. During Type 0 configuration transactions, the system card's 
host/PCI bridge decodes the target physical PC1 package number (l.e.. the 
CompactPCI card) and must assert IDSEL only to the target logical slot during 
the address phase of the transaction. 

In CompactPCI, the host/PCI bridge decodes the target package number speci- 
fied by the pmgrammer and selects one of the upper address lines to place a 
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logic one on. Address lines AD[31:ll] are not used during a 0 configura- 
tion transaction. Table 28-14 on page 742 indicates the requlred mapping of tar- 
get card to AD lines. 

m l e  28-14: Mapping T a w  Card to Upper AD Lines 

Backplane ADiIDSEL Interconnect. In order for the logic one on the 
respective AD line to get to the associated dot's IDSEL pin. the backplane 
designer must connect the respective AD trace to the slot's IDSEL pin at the con- 
nector with the shortest possible trace length. The intertonnect is defined in 
Table 28-15 on page 742. 

Target Logical Slot 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Table 28-15: AD Line-to-IDSEL Intermnnect 

One Placed on: 

AD[311 

AD[301 

m[291 

AD[281 

AD[27l 

AD1261 

AD[251 
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REQ#/GNT# Routing 

The PC1 bus arbiter resides on the system card and is wnnected to each of up to 
seven peripheral slots via the REQ[&O]#/GNT[&O]# signal pairs. The REQ# 
(Pl:A6) and GNTW (Pl:E5) pins on the system card connector are used as REQOX 
and GNTO#. Table 28-16 on page 743 defines the REQ#/GNT# signal muting on 
the backplane. 

The speciflcatlon states that it is a requirement that the system slot on any back- 
plane must support the 'full-complement of REQ#/GNT# signals." On the 
other hand, it states that the system card should (not must) support seven pain 
of REQC/CNT# signals for a system in which there are seven peripheral card 
bus masters. In the event that the system card does not support the seven palrs. 
the pairs that it does support must be wnfigurable (e.g.. configuring a REQ#/ 
GNT# signal router on the system c a d  under software control) so that a bus 
master can be supported in any slot. 

'Mle 28-16: REQX/GNT# Backplane Signal Routing 

System Cad 

Signal 

REQ# 

GNTX 

REQIW 

GNTlX 

REQ2# 

GNT2X 

REQ3# 

GNT3# 

REQM 

GNT4# 

REQW 

is Routed on the Backptane to 

Pin 

P1:A6 

Pl:E5 

P2:Cl 

P2D1 

P2:El 

P2:DZ 

PEE2 

P2C3 

P2D3 

P2E3 

P2:D15 

Logical Slot Number 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

6 

6 

7 

Signal 

REQW 

GNT# 

REQ# 

GNT# 

REQ# 

GNT# 

REQ# 

GNTW 

REQ# 

GNTW 

REQ# 

Pin 

Pl:A6 

P1:E5 

Pl:A6 

P1:E5 

Pl:A6 

P1:E5 

Pl:A6 

P1:E5 

P1:A6 

P1:E5 

P1:A6 
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'Ibble 28-1 6: REQ#/GNT# Backplane Signal Routlng (Continued) 

Interrupt Line Routing 

Backplane Routing of PC1 Interrupt Request Lines. Table 28-17 on 
page 744 deflnes the backplane's routing of the PC1 interrupt request lines. 
INTAX-through-INTD#. This rotating pattern provides dedicated interrupt 
request Hnes to the flrst four peripheral slots (logical slots 2-throughd), assum- 
ing that each card uses just its INTA# pin (i.e.. a single PC1 function generates 
requests on the INTA# pin or multiple PC1 functions share the card's INTA# 
pin). The rotating pattern repeats itself after slot four. This interrupt routing is 
consistent with that specified in the PCIto-PC1 bridge speciflation issued by 
the PC1 SIG. This allows compliant bridging from PC1 bus 0 to a CompactPC1 
bus segment. For a detailed description of PC1 interrupts, refer to the chapter 
entitled "Interrupt-Related Issues." 

'Ibble 28-1 7: Backplane Routing of PCIInterrupt Lines 

Backplane Routing of Legacy IDE Interrupt Request Lines. A 
system may contain a legacy (i.e., ISA-style) IDE disk controller (referred to as 
the primary IDE controller) that uses the ISA method to generate interrupt 
requests. In other words, rather than generating a request by placing a logic low 
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on an interrupt request line. a low-to-high transition is generated. Since this 
method is antithetical to the PC1 interrupt request methodology. a legacy IDE 
controller must use a dedicated intenupt request line. If a second IDE controller 
is also present (referred to as the secondary IDE controller), it requires its own 
dedicated interrupt request line as well. 

The CompactPC1 specification detlnes two pins on the system card connector. 
INTP and INTS, that are reserved for use by primary and secondary legacy IDE 
controllers. The system card must route INTP to the IRQ14 input on the inter- 
rupt controller and INTS to the IRQ15 input. 

The backplane designer is required to bus the INTP and INTS pins on the P1 
connector of each peripheral slot to the INTP and INTS pins, respectively, on the 
system slot P1 connector. 

Non-PCi Signals 

Refer to Table 28-8 on page 723. 

Geographical Addressing 

Some backplanes provide information to a card (via the geographical address- 
ing pins on P2) that identifies whlch physical card slot the card is installed in. 
Thls is referred to as the 'geographic address" of the card. Cards that support 
JTAG multi-drop can use this information as a unique address. The ability of a 
card (elther 32-bit or 64-bit) to read its geographical address from the backplane 
is optional. The ability of a backplane to supply this information is dictated by 
the following rule set: 

It is required that a backplane support geographical addressing via the geo 
graphical addrcsslng plns on P2 if it implements the 64-bit PC1 eMenSlOn on 
P2. 
It is optional that a backplane support geographical addressing via the geo- 
graphical addressing pins on P2 if it implements rear-panel I 0  on P2. 

The geographic address of a slot must be identical to its physical slot number 
(see "Physical Slot Numbering" on page 705). It is supplied to a slot ria the 
GA[4:0] connector pins on P2. The backplane encodes a 'one" on a GA pin by 
leaving it unconnected and a 'zero" by attaching it to ground. Table 28-18 on 
page 746 defines the GA encoding. As indicated, the GA codes of 0 and 31 are 
reserved for future use. This permits a backplane to identify up to 30 physical 
slots via the GA encoding. 
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Table 28-18: Backplane's Geographicaf A d d m  Enmding 

GND 
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lable 28-18: Backplane's Geopphld Addresr E n d n g  (Continued) 

Backplane 64-blt Support 
Backplane support for &bit PC1 is optional. The following rules apply: 

1. If the backplane supports 64-bit PCI. the system slot must implement both 
P1 and P2 (see Table 28-6 on page 717). 

2. Each peripheral slot position that supports 64-bit PC1 wlll also implement 
P1 and P2 on the backplane. 

3. A backplane that supports 64-bit PC1 will bus the PC1 64-bit extension slg- 
nals to P2 on the system slot and P2 on all 64-bit peripheral slots. 

4. Backplanes that support 64-bit PC1 will bus the REQ64# and ACK64X slg- 
nals to P1 on all 64-bit slots and will supply a single pull-up resistor on each 
of these two signal lines. 

5. Any 32-bit PC1 slots wlll supply pull-up d s t m  on the REQ646 and 
ACK64X pins of P1 at the slot. 

For additional information regarding the requirement for pull-ups on REQ648 
and ACK64X. as well as a detailed discussion of 64-bit PCI, refer to "64-bit Cards 
in 32-blt Add-in Connectors" in the chapter entltled "The 64-bit PC1 Extension." 

Treatment of SYSEW Slgnal 

The backplane designer must ground the SYSENd signal at the system slot and 
leave it unconnected at the peripheral slots. For additional information, refer to 
Table 28-8 on page 723. 

Treatment of MMEN Signal 

M66EN is deflned as ground for 33MHz PC1 backplane implementations. On 
future 66MHz systems. M66EN will be bussed to all slots and will have a pull- 
up resistor [almost certainly on the system card). 
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Rear-Panel 10 Transition Boards 

Rear-panel I 0  transition cards install in rear-panel cornextors on the rear side of 
the backplane (in other words. the backplane senrlces two racks, one on the 
front and one on the rear). They am used to gain access to rear-panel 10 signals 
presented to the backplane by CompactPCI cards installed in the fmnt rack. Fig- 
ure 28-12 on page 750 illustrates a rear-panel I 0  transition card. Transition cards 
may or may not contain active components (1.e.. logic). If active components are 
present. they may receive power either via rear-panel I 0  pins used for thls pur- 
pose or from the backplane. 

Dlmenslons 
Rear-panel I 0  transition cards may be either the 3U (height = 100mm) or 6U 
(height = 233.35mm) fonn factor in height and are typically 80mm in depth. 
Their design is defied by IEEE P1lO1.ll. Depths other than 80mm are pennit- 
ted. 

Connecton Used for Rear-Panel 10 
1. The system slot may mute rear-panel I 0  signals via any comblnatlon of P3- 

through-P5. 
2. 32-bit peripheral slots may mute rear-panel 10 via any combination of P2- 

through-P5. 
3. 64-bit peripheral slots may mute rear-panel I 0  via any combinatlon of P3- 

through-P5. 

Other Mechanical Issues 
The same rack rails, card guides EMC support. ESD support. keying, alignment 
pin hole, and injector/exhactor comb should be used as on the front rack except 
for the card guide's depth (typically 80mm). 

The same fmnt panel, handles, keying, alignment pin. EMC, and ESD mechan- 
ics should be used as on front panel CompactPCI eards. 

Orientation Relatlve to Front-Panel CompadPCl Cards 

Rear-panel I 0  transition cards are 'in-line" with the front panel CompactPC1 
cards, lesulting in the transition card's fmnt panel being a mirror-image of the 
CompactPCI card's fmnt panel. The top handles are on the bottom. the bottom 
handles on top, and slot keying holes and hole labels in both the card guides 
and front panels are upside down relative to the front boards and card guides. 
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Conneetor Pin Labeling 

The transition cad should use the same pin labeling sequence as the fmnt Corn- 
pactPC1 cards with the pin numbering increasing from the bottom to the top of 
the connectors (resulting in a mirror image of the front card's layout). As a 
result, pin A1 is the same on the front cards, transition card, and on the back- 
plane. 

Connector P2 Rear-Panel 10 Pinout 

Refer to Table 28-7 on page 718. Note that the GA[4:O] pins may be used for 
either rear-panel I 0  or geographic addressing. 
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Figure 28-12: Rear-Panel 10 h s i f f o n  Card 
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Hot Swap Capability 

The industry organization (PICMG) that manages the CompactPCI spec 
released a separate CompactPCI Hot-Swap Spec on Aug. 17, 1998. It is extremely 
similar to the Hot-SwapPCIspec (refer to "Hot-Plug PCI" on page 455), differing 
in the following basic respects: 

the backplane is passive and, unlike Hot-Swap PC1 wherein the card isola- 
tion logic resides on the system board, the isolation logic is on the adapter 
&. 
the logic that powers the card up is located on the adapter card rather than 
on the backplane. 

Both of these changes were necessary because the CompactF'CI backplane is 
passive. containing no active logic. If they had taken an approach that placed 
the card isolation and power contml loglc on the backplane rather than on the 
card, some systems would support hot swap while others wouldn't. 

ENUM# Signal Added In CompactPCl2.1 Spec 

This is the System Enumeration signal. On the backplane, this optional open- 
drain signal is bussed to the ENUMt pin on P1 of all slot positions on the bus 
segment. It acts as an output from all peripheral slots and as an input to the sys- 
tem cad.  ENUMd must be asserted by a hot swapcapable card immediately 
after i n s d o n  and during removal. ENUMt is terminated with a pull-up reds- 
tor on the system card. When asserted by a peripheral card, the system card 
interrupts the processor, causing it to execute an interrupt service routine that 
enumerates the currently-installed peripheral cards to determine whether a 
card has been installed or removed. If a card has been removed, the resources 
(e.g.. memory range, I 0  range, interrupt line, etc.) that were previously allo- 
cated to it by the configuration software are deallocated and made available as 
free resources. If a card has been added, the configuration Header registers for 
each PC1 function on the card are interrogated to determine their resource 
requirements. The configuration software then allocates resources to each PC1 
function on the card and enables the devices for normal operation. 
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Electrical InsertionlRemoval Occurs In Stages 

Card lnsertlon Sequence 

When a card is installed, the physical insertion sequence occurs as follows: 

The longest plns, power and ground, make contact flrst. Logic on the card 
begins to precharge all of the PC1 signal pins to 1Vdc. This done to minl- 
mize the energy transfer between the card's buffers and the backplane PC1 
bus signals. 
The medium-length PC1 signal pins make contact. At this point, they have 
already been precharged to the lVdc level. 
Rnally, the short BD-SEL# pin makes contact, informing the on-card logic 
that the card is now firmly-seated. The on-card Logic completes the power- 
up of the on-card logic. 

Card Removal Sequence 

When a card is removed, the sequence is reversed: 

The shortest pin. BD-SEL#, breaks contact first This tells the onsard logic 
to pre-condition all of the PC1 signal lines to minimize the effects of the 
removal on the system power supply. 
By the time the medium-length PC1 signal pins break mntact they have 
been conditioned to have mlnimal effect on the backplane's PC1 bus signals. 
Finally, the longest pins, power and gmund, break contact, and power is 
removed fmm the card. 

Separate Clock Lines Required 

Testing revealed that the typical Compact PC1 Clock distribution model that 
uses one Clock trace for two slots (see "System Slot-to-Peripheral Slot Clock 
Distribution (8-slot backplane)" on page 739) is unacceptable. It is a require- 
ment that the backplane must supply a separate Clock trace to each slot. The 
two-slot distribution model caused unacceptable amounts of jitter on the Clock 
line when one of the two cards that share the Clock line is hot-swapped. 
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Three Levels of Implementation 
Basic Hot-Swap 
This is the most basic implementation of CompactPCI hot-swap and is 
extremely similar to PC1 hot-swap. The end user must interact with the OS via 
the console to inform it of imminent card insertion or removal. 

Installing a New Card. The following steps must be accomplished when 
installing a new c a d  

STEP 1. Using the console, the user informs the OS that a new card will be 
installed in a slot. 

STEP 2. As the card is inserted, it encounters staged power and ground pins 
(see "Electrical Insertlon/Removai Occurs In Stages" on page 752). When it 

I is fully-seated, the card has been automatically powered up. 
STEP 3. The end user informs the system that the card is present. 
STEP 4- The hot-swap handler informs the OS that a new card is present and 

the OS performs bus enumeration (see 'Introduction" a page309) to 
determine the resources required by the new card. 

Srrp 5. The OS programs the device's PC1 configuration registers to assign 
resources to it. 

R E P  6. The OS then loads the appropriate device driver and calls its initializa- - -  - 

tion code. 
SIEP 7. The device driver's initialization code flnishes the setup of the card 

(see 'Step 7: OS Loads and Call Drlvers' Initialization Code" on page 243) 
and brings it on-line. 

Removing a Card. This involved the same steps as installing a card, only in 
reverse order: 

m P  1. Using the console, the user warns the OS that a card will be removed. 
STEP 2. The OS commands the device's driver to quiesesae. In other words, the 

driver must stop using the card. In addition, either the driver or the soft- 
ware utility would clear the device's PC1 conflguratlon Command register 
(see 'Command Register" on page 368) to disable the device. 

Sr rP  9. The OS removes the driver frum memory. 
STEP 4- The OS deallocates the resources that were assigned to the functions on 

the card. 
STEPS. The OS informs the end user (via the console) that the card can be 

removed. 
STEP 6. The end user removes the card (see "Card Removal Sequence" on 

page 752). 
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Full Hot-Swap 
Full Hot-Swap capability builds on top of Basic Hot-Swap. A microswitch is 
attached to the card's inJector/ejector mechanism. This eliminates the step 
wherein the user must use the console to wam the OS about the upcoming card 
install/remove event. When a new card is installed or removed, the switch 
changes state before the card begins to engage or disengage. This gives the OS 
advance waming that a card is being installed or is about to be removed. When 
a card is being installed, the processor is interrupted when the card asserts the 
ENUM# signal to the host/PCI bridge, invoking the Hot-Plug Service. The card 
is then enumerated and configured, and a device driver is loaded. The OS calls 
the driver's init (1.e.. initialization) code entry point and the init code finished 
the setup of the card and brings it on-line. 

Hlgh-Avallablllty Hot-Swap 
High-Availability Hot-Swap builds on top of Full Hot-Swap. It requires the 
implementation of point-to-point RST# and isolation signals (over the back- 
plane) between the System Card and each Peripheral card slot. This permits the 
OS to automatically isolate a card that fails. It can then bring a replacement card 
(that is already installed) on-line to take the place of the failed card. 

Telecom-Related Issues Regarding Connector Keying 
The 2.1 CompactPC1 specification contains a statement indicating that the Tele- 
corn Interest Subcommittee (TISC) has requested defined keying for connector 
J4/P4 and for front panel connecton. The base CompaaPCI 2.1 specificaUon 
only mandates keying for connector Jl/Pl. The expanded key definition will 
prevent non-telecom cards from being inadvertently installed in a Telecom-spe- 
cific backplane. This key definition is not available at this time. 

PC1 Meuanlne Cards (PMC) 

Small Size Permits Attachment to CompactPCl Card 

PC1 cards designed to the 2.1 PC1 standard will not flt on VME. CompactPC1 
and other types of Eurocards. They mount vertically and are lO7mm in height 
and either 312mm (64-bit card) or 175mm (32-bit card) in depth. The basic, or 
single PMC card dimensions are 75mm in height by 150mm in depth with a 
lOmm stacking height above the host card that it is connected to. The PMC dou- 
ble card measures 150mm by 150mm. 
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Specifications 

The Common Mezzanine Card (CMC) standard. IEEE P1386. defines the 
mechanics for the mezzanine card and its connector interface to the host card 
(e.g., CompactPCI). Associated child specifications further deflne the hard- 
ware/software interface to the host card environment The PMC standard, IEEE 
P1386.1, references the PMC speciRcation relative to the mechanical issues and 
the 2.1 PC1 spedflcation for the electrical. functional and software issues. 

Stacking Height and Card Thickness 

Refer to Figure 28-13 on page 755. The stacking height of a PMC card is defined 
as the distance between the component side of the host c a d  (e.g.. CompactPCI 
card) and the component side of the PMC card (which faces the component side 
of the host card). This distance is 1Dmm. The maximum PMC component height 
is 4.7mm, resulting in an air gap of .6mm. The combined height of the PMC card 
above the stacking height consists of the card's thickness plus the height of wm- 
ponents on in  opposite side. This can be no more than 3.5mm. The overall thick- 
ness of the PMC card's component area is therefore 8.2mm (4.7mm plus 
3.5mm). 

Figure 28-13: PMC Card Side Wew 

PMC Card's Connector Area 

Refer to Figure 28-13 on page 755. The maximum height for the PMC card's con- 
nector area is 13.5mm. The area of the host card under the connector area must 
be non-conductive and component-free. 
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Front-Panel Bezel 

The host card's front panel must pmvide a 71.8mm x 13.Zmm opening for PMC 
mounting. 

The PMC Connector 

The PMC card uses a modified version of the Molex lmm surface-mount con- 
nector. It has 64 pins, Is 36mm in length and lOmm in height. On a single-size 
PMC card (75mm in wldth), two connectors (designated as P1 and P2) can be 
mounted side-by-side. This (128 pins) is sufficient to cany the 32-bit PC1 signals 
plus power and ground. 64-bit PC1 would require the addltton of a third con- 
nector designated as P3. A fourth connector, P4 can be used for rear-panel I 0  
signals (on either a 32-bit or 64-blt PMC card). 

Figure 28-14: PMC Cad Connectors and Vew when Mounted on Host Card 
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Mapping PMC Rear-Panel 10 to 3U Rear-Panel 10 
Table 28-19 on page 757 defines the mapping of the 64-pin PMC J4 (User 10) 
connector to the CompactPCI 3U card's J2 rear-panel I 0  connector. All refer- 
ences to UD are userdefined pins and can be used for any purpose. 

W1e 28-19: PMC P4 Connector (User 10) to 3U CompactPCI J2 (Rear-Panel 10) 
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M l e  28-1 9: PMC P4 Connector (User l o )  to 3U CompactPCIJ2 (Rear-Panel 10) (Continued) 

Mapping PMC Rear-Panel 10 to 6U Rear-Panel 10 

Table 28-20 on page 758 defines the mapping of the 64-pin PMC J4 (User 10) 
connector to the CompactPCI 6U card's J3 and J4 rear-panel I 0  connectors. 
Table 28-21 on page 759 defines the mapping of the 64-pin PMC J4 (User 10) 
connector to the CompactPCI 6U card's 13 rear-panel I0 connector. 

'Dble 28-20: Mapping PMC P4 Connector (User 10) to 6U CompctPCIJ3 and14 
(Rew-Panel 10) 
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Me 28-20: Mapping PMC P4 Connector (User 10) to 6U CompctPCIJ3 and 14 
(Rear-Panel 10) (Continued) 

M e  28-21: Mapping PMC P4 Conneemr (User 10) to 6U CompaetPCIJ3 
(.Tern-Panel 10) 
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Access Lateney. The amount of Ume that expires from the moment a bus master 
requests the use of the PC1 bus until it completes the first data transfer of the 
transaction. 

AD Bus. The PC1 address/data bus wries  address infonnatlon during the 
address phase of a transaction and data during each data phase. 

Address Ordering. During PC1 burst memory transfers, the initiator must indi- 
cate whether the addressing sequence wlll be sequential (also referred to as lin- 
ear) or will use cacheline wrap ordering of addresses. The initiator uses the state 
of ADI1:OI to indicate the addressing order. During I/O accesses, there is no 
explicit or implicit address ordering. It is the responsibility of the programmer 
to understand the I/O addressing characteristic of the target device. 

Address Phase. Dtuin8; the flrst clock period of a PC1 transaction, the initiator 
outputs the start addre& and the PC1 c&nmand. This period is referred to as the 
address phase of the transaction. When 64-bit addressing is used, there are two 
address phases. 

Agents. Each PC1 device, whether a bus master (initiator) a a target is r e f e d  
to as a PC1 agent. 

I AGP. Accelerated Graphics Port. Connects 3D graphics adapter to the Host/PCI 
Bridge. 

Arbiter. The arbiter is the device that evaluates the pending requests for access 
to the bus and grants the bus to a bus master based on a system-speciflc algo- 
rithm. 

Arbitration Latency. The period of Ume from the bus master's assertion of 
REQ# until the bus arbiter asserts the bus master's GNT#. This period is a func- 
tion of the arbitration algorithm, the master's prioriv and system utilization. 

Atomic Operation. A series of two or more accesses to a device by the same ini- 
tiator without intervening accesses by other bus masters. 

Base Address Registers. Device configuration registers that d e h e  the start 
address. length and type of memory space required by a device. The type of 
space required will be either memory or I/O. The value written to this register 
during device configuration will program its memory or I/O address decoder 
to detect accesses within the indicated range. 

BIST. Some integrated devices (such as the 1486 microprocessor) implement a 
built-in self-test that can be invoked by external logic during system start up. 
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Bridge. The device that provides the bridge between two independent buses. 
Examples would be the bridge between the host processor bus and the PC1 bus. 
the bridge between the PC1 bus and a standard expansion bus (such as the ISA 
bus) and the bridge between two PC1 buses. 

Bus Access Lateney. Defined as the amount of time that explres from the 
moment a bus master q u e s t s  the use of the PC1 bus untU it completes the flrst 
data transfer of the transaction. In other words. It is the sum of arbitration, bus 
acquisition and target latency. 

Bus Acquisition Lateney. Dehed  as the period time from the reception of 
GNTX by the requesting bus master until the current bus master surrenders the 
bus and the requesting bus master can initiate its transactlon by asserting 
FRAME#. The duration of this period is a function of how long the current bus 
master's transaction-in-progress will take to complete. 

Bus Concurrency. Separate transfers occurring simultaneously on two or more 
separate buses. An example would be an EISA bus master transferring data to 
or from another EISA device while the host processor is transferring data to or 
from system memory. 

Bus Idle State. A transaction is not currently in progress on the bus. On the PC1 
bus, this state is signalled when FRAME# and IRDY# are both deasserted. 

Bus Lock. Gives a bus master sole access to the bus while it performs a series of 
two or more transfers. Thls can be implemented on the PC1 bus, but the pre- 
ferred method is resource locking. The EISA bus implements bus locking. 

Bus Master. A device capable of initiating a data transfer with another device. 

Bus Parklng. An arbiter may grant the buses to a bus master when the bus is 
idle and no bus masters are generating a request for the bus. If the bus master 
that the bus is parked on subsequently issues a request for the bus, it has imme- 
diate access to the bus. 

Byte Enable. 1486. PentiumlM or PC1 Bus control signal that indicates that a par- 
ticular data path wlll be used during a transfer. Indlredy, the byte enable signal 
also indicates what byte within an addressed doubleword (or quadword, dur- 
ing 64-bit transfers) is being addressed. 

Cache. A relatively small amount of high-speed Static RAM (SRAM) that is 
used to keep copies of information recently read from system DRAM memory. 
The cache controller maintains a directory that tracks the information currently 
resident withln the cache. If the host processor should request any of the infor- 
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mation currently resident in the cache, it wlll be returned to the processor 
quickly (due to the fast access time of the SRAM). 

Cache Cantroller. See the dehition of Cache. 

Cache Line Fill. When a pmessor's internal cache, or its external second level 
cache has a miss on a read attempt by the pmcessor. it will read a flxed amount 
(refemd to as a Hne) of information h m  the external cache or system DRAM 
memory and record it in the cache. This is referred to as a cache line fill. The size 
of a line of information is cache controller design dependent 

Cache Line Size. See the definition of Cache Line PHI. 

CacheLine Wrap Mode. At the start of each data phase of the burst read, the 
memory target increments the doubleword address in its address counter. 
When the end of the cache line is encountered and assuming that the transfer 
did not start at the first doubleword of the cache line, the target wraps to start 
address of the cacheline and continues incrementing the address in each data 
phase until the e n h  cache line has been transferred. If the burst continues past 
the point where the entire cache line has been transferred, the target starts the 
transfer of the next cache Hne at the same address that the transfer of the previ- 
ous line started at. 

CAS Before RAS Refresh or CBR Refresh. Some DRAMS incorporate their 
own mw counters to be used for DRAM refresh. The external DRAM refresh 
logic has only to activate the DRAM'S CAS line and then its RAS line. The 
DRAM will automatically increment its internal mw counter and refresh 
(recharge) the next row of storage. 

CBR Refresh. See the definition of CAS Before RAS Refresh 

Central Resource Functions. Functions that are essential to operation of the PC1 
bus. Examples would be the PC1 bus arbiter and 'keeper" p d u p  resistors that 
return PC1 control signals to their quiescent state or maintain them at the quies- 
cent state once driven there by a PC1 agent 

Claiming the Transaction An initiator starts a PC1 transadon by placing the 
target device's address on the AD bus and the command on the C/BE bus. All 
PC1 targets latch the address on the next rising-edge of the PC1 dock and begln 
to decode the address to determined if they are being addressed. The target that 
recognizes the address will "clalm" the transaction by assertlngDEVSEL#. 
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Class Code. Identifies the generic function of the device (for example. a display 
device) and, in some cases, a register-speclflc programming interface (such as 
the VGA register set). The upper byte defines a basic class type, the middle byte 
a sub-class within the basic class, and the lower byte may define the pmgrarn- 
ming interface. 

Coherency If the infonnatlon resident in a cache accurately reflects the original 
information in DRAM memory, the cache is said to be coherent or consistent 

Commands. During the address phase of a PC1 transaction. the initiator broad- 
casts a command (such as the memory read command) on the C/BE bus. 

Compatibility Hole. The DOS compatibility hole is defined as the memory 
address range from 80000h - FlTFFh. Depending on the function implemented 
w i t h  any of these memory address ranges. the m a  of memory will have to be 
defined in one of the following ways: Read-Only. Write-Only, Read/Writable. 
Inaccessible. 

Concurrent Bus Operation. See the definition of Bus Concurrency. 

Configuratirm Access. A PC1 transaction to read or write the contents of one of 
a PC1 device's configuration registers. 

Configuration Address Space. x86 processors possess the ability to address two 
distinct address spaces: 1/0 and memory. The PC1 bus uses I/O and memory 
accesses to access I/O and memory devices, respectively. In addition, a third 
access type, the configuration access, is used to access the conflguration regis- 
ters that must be implemented in all PC1 devices. 

Configuration CMOS RAM. The information used to configure devices each 
time an ISA. EISA or Micro ChannelTM machine is powered up is stored in bat- 
tery backed-up CMOS RAM. 

Configuration Header Region. Each functional PC1 device possesses a block of 
two hundred and fifty-six conflgumtion addresses resewed for implementation 
of its conflguration registers. The format, or usage. of the f is t  sixty-four loca- 
tions is predefined by the PC1 specification. This m a  fs referred to as the 
device's configuration header region. 

Consistency. See the definition of Coherency 

Data Packets. In order to improve throughput, a PC1 bridge may consolidate a 
series of single memory reads or writes into a single PC1 memory burst transfer. 
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Data Phase. After the address phase of a PC1 transaction. a data item will be 
transferred during each data phase of the transaction. The data is t r a n s f e d  
when both TRDYX and IRDYd are sampled asserted. 

Deadlock. A deadlock is a condition where two masters each require access to a 
target simultaneously, but the action taken by each will prevent the desired 
action of the other. 

Direct-Mapped Cache. In a direct-mapped cache. the cache is the same size as a 
page in memory. When a line of information is fetched from a position within a 
page of DRAM memory, it is stored in the same relative position within the 
cache. If the processor should subsequently request a line of information fmm 
the same relative position within a different page of memory. the cache contml- 
ler will fetch the new line fmm memory and must ovenmite the line currently 
in the cache. 

Dirty Line. A write-back cache controller has cached a line of information from 
memory. The pmcessor subsequently performs a memory write to a location 
within the cache line. There is a hit on the cache and the cache line is updated 
with the new information, but the cache contmller will not perform a memory 
write bus cyde to update the line in memory. The h e  in the cache no longer 
reflects the Hne in memory and now has the latest information. The cache line is 
said to be 'dirty" and the memory Line is "stale." Dirty is another way of saying 
'modified." 

D t x o ~ e c t  A very slow access target may force a disconnect between accesses 
to give other initiators a chance to use the bus. This is known as a disconnect. If 
the current access is quite long and will consume a lot of bus time, the target sig- 
nals a disconnect, completes the current data phase, and the initiator terminates 
the transaction. The initiator then arbitrates for the bus again so that it may re- 
initiate the transaction, continuing the data transfer at the point of disconnec- 
tion. 

DOS Compatibility Hole. See the definition of Compatibilily Hole. 

DRAM controller. The DRAM controller converts memory read or write bus 
cycles on the host or PC1 bus to the proper sequence of actions on the memory 
bus to access the target DRAM location. 

EISA. Extension to Industry Standard Architecture. The EISA specification was 
developed to extend the capabilities of the ISA machine architecture to support 
more advanced features such as bus arbitration and faster types of bus trans- 
fers. 
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Exclusive Access. A serles of accesses to a target by one bus master while other 
masters are prevented from accessing the device. 

Expansion ROM. A device ROM related to a PC1 function. This ROM typically 
contains the initialization code and possibly the BIOS and interrupt service mu- 
tines for its associated device. 

Punetlonal PC1 Devices. A PC1 device that performs a single, self-contained 
function. Examples would be a video adapter or a serial port. A single. physical 
PC1 component might actually contain from one to eight PC1 functional devices. 

Hidden bus arbitratlon. Unlike some arbitration schemes, the PC1 scheme 
allows bus arbitration to take place at the same time that the current PC1 bus 
master is performing a data transfer. No bus time is wasted on a dedicated 
perlod of time to perform an arbitration bus cycle. This is referred to as hidden 
arbitration. 

Hidden Refkh .  If a DRAM controller uses the memory bus to perform DRAM 
refresh when the system is currently accessing a devlce other than DRAM mem- 
ory, this is referred to as hidden refresh. Refreshing DRAM in this fashion 
doesn't impact system performance. 

H i e m c h i d  PC1 Buses. When one PC1 bus is subordinate to another PC1 bus, 
they are m g e d  in a hierarchical order. A PCI-to-PC1 bridge would intercon- 
nect the two buses. 

Hit  Refers to a hit on the cache. The processor initiates a memory read or write 
and the cache controller has a copy of the target line in its cache. 

HastPC1 Bridge. A device that provides the bridge between the host prooes- 
sor's bus and a PC1 bus. The bridge provides tansaction translation in both 
directions. It may also provide data buffering and/or a second-level cache for 
the host processor. 

Idle State. See the definition for the Bus Idle State. 

Inddent-Wave Switching. See the deflnltion of Class I Driver. 

Initiator. When a bus master has arbitrated for and won access to the PC1 bus, it 
becomes the initiator of a transaction. It then starts a transaction, asserting 
FRAME# and driving the address and command onto the bus. 
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Intermpt Acknowledge. The host 1x86 processor responds to an interrupt 
request on its INTR input by generating two, back-to-back interrupt acknowl- 
edge bus cycles. If the interrupt controller resides on the PC1 bus, the host/PCI 
bridge translates the two cycles into a single PC1 interrupt acknowledge bus 
cycle. In response to an interrupt acknowledge, the interrupt controller must 
send the interrupt vector corresponding to the highest priority device generat- 
ing a request back to the processor. 

Intermpt Controller. A device requiring sewlce from the host p m o r  gener- 
ates a request to the interrupt controller. The interrupt controller. in turn, gener- 
ates a request to the host processor on its INTR signal Une. When the host 
processor responds with an interrupt acknowledge, the interrupt controller pri- 
oritizes the pending requests and returns the interrupt vector of the highest pri- 
ority device to the processor. 

Level-'ho, or L2. Cache. The host processor's internal cache is frequently 
referred to as the primary, or level-one cache. An external cache that attempts to 
service misses on the internal cache is referred to as the level-two cache. 

Line. See the definition of Cache Line Fill. 

Line Buffer. If a device has a buffer that can hold an entire line of information 
previously fetched from memory, the buffer is frequently referred to as a Line 
buffer. 

Linear Addressing. If a PC1 master initiates a burst memory transfer and sets 
AD[l:O] equal to a OOb. this Indicates to the addressed target that the memory 
address should be incremented for each subsequent data phase of the transac- 
tion. 

Local Bus. Generally, refem to the processor's local bus structure. An example 
would be the 486's bus structure. 

Look-Through Cache Conholler. A cache controller that resides between its 
assodated processor and the rest of the world is referred to as a look-through 
cache controller. Loak-through cache controllers are divided into two catego- 
ries: write-through and write-back 

Master Abort. If an initiator starts a PC1 transaction and the transaction isn't 
claimed by a target (DEVSELlt asserted) within five PC1 clock periods, the initl- 
ator aborts the transaction with no data transfer. 
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Master Latency Timer. Each bus master must incorporate a Latency Timer, or 
LT. The LT benefits both the current bus master and any bus master that may 
request access to the PC1 bus while the current bus master i performing a trans- 
action. The LT ensures that the current bus master will not hog the bus if the PC1 
bus arbitrator indicates that another PC1 master is requesting access to the bus. 
Looklng at it h m  another point of view, it guarantees the current bus master a 
minimum amount of time on the bus before it must surrender it to another mas- 
ter. 

Master-Initiated Termination. The LT count may have expired and the transac- 
tion continued without preemption by the arbitrator (removal of its grant) 
because no other PC1 master required the bus. Another bus master may then 
request and be granted the bus while the current master still has a transaction in 
p r o p s .  Upon sensing the removal of its grant by the arbitrator. the current 
bus master must initiate transaction termination at the end of the m n t  data 
transfer with the target. This is referred to as master-initiated termination. 

Memory Read Command. The PC1 memory read command should be used 
when reading less than a cache line from memory. 

Memory Read Line Command. This PC1 command should be used to fetch one 
complete cache line from memory. 

Memory Read Multiple Command. This command should be used to fetch 
multiple memory cache lines frum memory. When this command is used, the 
target memory device should fetch the requested cache line from memory. 
When the requested line has been fetched from memory, the memory controller 
should stan fetching the next line from memory in anticipation of a request 
from the initiator. The memory controller should continue to prefetch h e s  from 
memory as long as the initiator keeps FRAME# asserted. 

Memory Write Command. The initiator may use the PC1 memory write or the 
memory write and invalidate command to update data in memory. 

Memory Write and Invalidate Command. The memory write and invalidate 
command is identical to the memory write except that it transfers a complete 
cache line during the current hansaction. The initiator's configuration registers 
must allow specification of the line size during system configuration. If, when 
snooping, the cache/bridge's write-back cache detects a memory write and 
invalidate issued by the initiator and has a snoop Mt on a line marked as m, 
the cache can just invalidate the line and doesn't need to perform the flush to 
memory. This is possible because the initiator is updating the entire memory 
line and all of the data in the dlrty cache line is therefor invalid. This increases 
performance by eliminating the requirement for the line flush. 
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Message. An initiator may broadcast a message to one or more PC1 devices by 
using the PC1 Special Cyde command. During the address phase, the AD bus is 
driven to random values and must be ignored. The Initiator does, however, use 
the C/BE lines to broadcast the special cycle command. During the data phase, 
the initiator broadcasts the message type on ADI15:Ol and an optional message- 
dependent data field over AD[31:16]. The message and data are only valid dw- 
ing the clock after IRDYX is asserted. The data contained in. and the timing of 
subsequent data phases is message dependent. 

Miss. Refers to a miss on the cache. The processor initiates a memory read or 
write and the cache controller does not have a copy of the target line in its cache. 

Multi-Function Devlees. A physical PC1 component may have one or more 
independent PC1 fundons integrated within the package. A component that 
incorporates more than one function is referred to as a Multi-Function Device. 

Non-Cacheable Memory. Memory whose contents can be altered by a local p r e  
cessor without using the bus should be designated as non-cacheable. A cache 
somewhere else in the system would have no visibility to the change and could 
end up with stale data and not realize that it no longer accwately reflects the 
contents of memory. 

Packets. See the definition of Data Packets. 

Page Register. The upper portion of the start memory address for a DMA trans- 
fer is written to the respedve DMA channel's Page register. The contents of this 
register is then driven onto the upper part of the address bus during a DMA 
data transfer. 

Parking. See the definition of Bus Parking. 

PCI. See the definition of Peripheral Component Intermmeet. 

Peer PC1 Buses. PC1 buses that occupy the same ranking in the PC1 bus hierar- 
chy (with respect to the host bus) are referred to as peer PC1 buses. 

Peripheral Component Interwnneet (or XI). Spedcation that deflnes the PC1 
bus. This bus is intended to define the interconnect and bus transfer pmtocol 
between highly-integrated peripheral adapters that reside on a common local 
bus on the system board (or add-in expansion cards on the PC1 bus). 

Physical X I  Device. See the definition of Functional PC1 Devices. 
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Point-To-Point Signals. Signals that pmvlde a direct lnterconnect between two 
PC1 agents. An example would be the REQX and GNTW lines between a PC1 bus 
master and the PC1 bus arbiter. 

Posted-Write Capability. The ability of a device to 'memorize" or post a mem- 
ory write transaction and signal immediate completion to the bus master. As 
long as there is room in the posted-write buffer. this permits the bus master to 
complete memory writes wlth no wait states. After posting the write and signal- 
ling completion to the bus master. the devlce will then perform the actual mem- 
ory write. 

Preemption. Preemption occurs when the arbitrator removes the grant from 
one master and glves it to another. 

Prefetching. Fetching a h e  of information from memory before a bus master 
requests it. If the master should subsequently request the line, the target devlce 
can supply it immediately. Thls shields the master from the slow access time of 
the actual target memory. 

Primary Bus. The bus closest to the host processor that is connected to one side 
of an inter-bus bridge. 

Reflected-Wave Switching. The output drivers commonly implemented in 
highly-integrated components faU into the class II category. They take advan- 
tage of the reflected-wave switching characteristic common to high-speed trans- 
mission lines and printed circuit traces in order to achieve the input logic 
thresholds. When a class II output driver transitions a signal line from a logic 
low to a high, the low-to-high transition is rather weak and only achieves half of 
the voltage change required to cross the logic threshold. This transition wave- 
front is transmitted along the trace and is seen sequentially by the input of each 
device connected to the line. When the wavefront gets to the end of the mans- 
mission line, it is reflected back along the trace, effectively doubling the voltage 
change and thereby boosting the voltage change past the logic threshold. As the 
wave passes each device's input, the new valid logic level is detected. 

Reserved Bus Commands. Several of the PC1 bus command codes are resenred 
for future use. Targets should ignore reserved bus commands. 

Resource Lock. The PC1 bus implements a signal. LOCK#. It allows a master (a 
processor) to reserve a particular target for its sole use until it completes a series 
of accesses to the target. The master then indicates that it no longer requires 
exclusive access to the target. One of the nice features of the PC1 bus is that it 
permits other masters to use the bus to access targets other than the locked tar- 
get during the period that a master has locked access to a particular target. 
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Reby. If a target cannot respond to a transaction at the current time. it will sig- 
nal "retry" to the initiator and terminate the transaction. The initiator will 
respond by ending the transaction and then retrying it later. No data transfer 
takes place during this transaction. An example of the need for a retry would be 
if the target is currently locked for exdusive access by another initiator. 

SCSI. Small Computer System Interface. A bus desimed to offload block data 
transfers fmm thehost p&cessor. The SCSl host bus adapter provides the inter- 
face between the host system's bus and the SCSI bus. 

Secondary Bus. The bus further from the host processor that is connected to one 
side of an inter-bus bridge. 

Sideband dgnals. A sideband signal is defined as a signal that is not part of the 
PC1 bus standard and interconnects two or more PC1 agents. This signal only 
has meaning for the agents it interconnects. 

Single-Function Devices. A physical PC1 component may have one or more 
independent PC1 functions integrated within the package. A component that 
incorporates only one function is r e f e d  to as a Single-Function Device. 

Slave. Another name for the target being addressed during a *ansaction. 

Snooping. When a memory accen is performed by an agent other than the 
cache controller, the cache controller must snoop the tranSacti0n to determine if 
the current master is accessing information that is also resident within the 
cache. If a snoop hit occurs, the cache controller must take an appropriate action 
to ensure the continued consistency of its cached information. 

Soft-Encoded Messages. The first two message codes. OOOOh and 0001h. are 
defined as SHUTDOWN and HALT. Message code 0002h is reserved for Intel 
device-specific messages, while codes 0003h - through - FFFFh are reserved. 
Questions regarding the allocation of the reserved message codes should be for- 
warded to the PC1 SIG. Also see the detlnition of Message. 

Special Cycle Command. See the definition of Message. 

Special Interest Gmup, or SIG. The PC1 SIG manages the spedflcation. 

Speedway. Intel performed over 5000 houn of simulations in order to establish 
the best oosslble lavout of the PC1 bus on a hlnh-freouencv svstem board. The < - . < <  

result is the Speedway (trademarked by Intel) defmition. This layout may be 
used for up to ten physical PC1 components operating at speeds up to 33MHz. 
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Stale Information. See the definition of Dirty Line. 

Standard Form Factor. Also r e f e d  to as the long card form factor. the stan- 
dard form factor defines a PC1 expansion board that is designed to fit into exis- 
tent desktop machines with ISA, EISA or Mlcm Channelm card slots. 

Streaming Data Procedures. Advanced bus cycle types implemented on the 
more advanced Micro Channel machines. 

Subordinate Bus Number. The subordinate bus number configuration register 
in a PCI-to-PC1 bridge (or a host/PCI bridge) defines the bus number of the 
highest-numbered PC1 bus that exlsts behind the bridge. 

Subtractive Decode. The PCI-to-expansion bus bridge is designed to claim 
many transactions not claimed by other devices on the PC1 bus. If the bridge 
doesn't see DEVSELX asserted by a PC1 target within four PC1 clock periods 
from the start of a transaction, the bridge may assert DEVSEL# to claim the 
transaction and then pass the transaction onto the standard expansion bus (such 
as ISA. EISA or the Micro Channel). 

Tag SRAM. The high-speed static RAM used as a directory by a cache contml- 
ler. 

Target. The PC1 devlce that is the target of a PC1 transaction initiated by a PC1 
bus master. 

Target Lateney. Deflned as the period of time until the currently-addressed tar- 
get is ready to complete the first data phase of the transaction. This period is a 
function of the access Mme for the currently-addressed target devlce. 

Target-Abort. If the target detects a fatal e m  or will never be able to respond 
to the transaction, it must dgnal a target-abort (using the STOP# signal). This 
wtll cause the initiator to end the transaction with no data transfer and no retry. 

Target-Initiated Termination. Under some circumstances, the target may have 
to end a transfer prematurely. The following are some examples. A very slow 
access target may force a disconnect between accesses to give other Mtiators a 
chance to use the bus. This is known as a disconnect. If the current access is 
quite long and wlll consume a lot of bus time. the target signals a disconnect, 
completes the current data transfer, and the initiator terminates the transaction. 
The initiator then arbitrates for the bus again so that it may re-initlate the trans- 
action, continuing the data transfer at the point of disconnection. If a target can- 
not respond to a transaction at the current time, it will signal retry to the 
Initiator and terminate the transaction. The initiator will respond by ending the 
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transaction and then retrying i t  No data transfer takes place during this trans- 
action. An example of the need for a retry would be if the target is currently 
locked for exclusive access by another initiator. If the target detects a fatal m r  
or will never be able to respond to the Ii-ansaction, it may signal a target-abort. 
This will cause the initiator to end the transaction with no data transfer and no 

--Around Cycle. A turn-around cycle is required on all signals that may be 
driven by more than one PC1 bus agent. This period is required to avoid wnten- 
tion when one agent stops driving a signal and another agent begins. 

Qp One Configuration Access. The type one access is used to configure a 
device on a lower-level PC1 bus (in a system with hierarchical PC1 buses). 

m e  Zero ConAgumtion Access. The type zero access is used to conflgwe a 
device on the PC1 bus the configuration access is run on. 

Utility Bus. The utility bus is located on the system board and is a buffered ver- 
sion of the standard expansion bus (ISA, EISA or the M i m  Channel). Devices 
such as the keyboard controller. CMOS RAM, and floppy wntmller typically 
reside on the utility bus. This bus is also frequently referred to as the X-bus. 

Vendor ID. Every PC1 device must have a vendor ID conRgumtion register that 
identifies the vendor of the device. 

VESA. The Video Electronics Standards Assodation, or VESA, is a consortium 
of add-in card manufacturers tasked wlth developing standards for PC device 
interfacing. 

VESA VL Bus. This is the local bus standard developed by the VESA consor- 
tium. 

Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA). See the detlnition of VESA. 

Video Memory. Memory that is dedicated to the storage of the video image to 
be scanned out to the display device. 

VL. bus. See the dehitlon of VESA VL Bus. 

VL Type A Local Bus. Thls is the direct-connect version of the VESA VL bus. 
For more information, refer to chapter two. 

VL. m e  B Local Bus. This is the buffered version of the VESA VL bus. For 
more information, refer to chapter two. 
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Wait State. A delay of one PC1 dock perlod injected into a PC1 data phase 
because either the initiator W Y #  deasserted). the target @RDY# deasserted). 
or both are not yet ready to complete the data transfer. 

Write Mh. The processor initiates a memory write and the cache conmller 
does not have a copy of the target memory location within its cache. 

Write-Back Cache. The write-back cache controller is a variant of the look- 
through cache controller. When the processor inltlates a memory write bus 
cycle, the cache controller determiner whether or not is has a copy of the target 
memory location within its cache. If it does, this is a wrlte hit. The cache control- 
ler updates the b e  of information in its cache, but does not initiate a memory 
write bus cycle to update the line in DRAM memory. This permits processor-inl- 
tiated memory writes to complete with no wait states. The cache line is now 
dirty and the memory line is stale. The cache controller wffl not flush its dirty 
lines to memory until later. In the event of a miss, the data is written to memory. 

Write-Through Cache. The write-through cache controller is a variant of the 
look-through cache controller. When the processor initiates a memory write bus 
cycle, the cache controller determines whether or not is has a copy of the target 
memory location within its cache. If it does, this is a write hit. The cache control- 
ler updates the line of information in its cache, and also writes it through to 
DRAM memory. This ensures that the cache and DRAM memory are always in 
sync. In the event of a miss, the data is written to memory. 

X-Bus. See the definition of Utility Bus. 
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